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Abstract

Agents, on the one hand, represent autonomous components, which means they emphasise the structure of a software system. Workflows, on the other hand, represent processes, meaning that they emphasise the behaviour of a software system. These emphases enable certain strengths in both agents and workflows. Agents excel at representing and modelling structural aspects, while workflows excel at representing and modelling behavioural aspects. This thesis researches, develops and provides a combination and integration of agents and workflows. This combination and integration enables the strengths for both structure and behaviour simultaneously and creates novel and beneficial synergies.

The main result of this thesis is a combined and integrated model for the desired integration. The conceptual model is called the Agent-Activity integration approach. This approach is practically implemented in a technical proof-of-concept, called the Processes and Agents For A Full INtegration-System (Paffin-System). Both the Agent-Activity integration approach and the Paffin-System are modelled with reference nets, a Petri net formalism following the nets-within-nets principle. Using Petri nets allows for a clear specification of all models and also facilitates the integration by providing a shared foundation for modelling both structure and behaviour. That foundation is complemented by the use of previously-existing, well-established individual Petri net models for agents and workflows.

The core of the Agent-Activity integration approach is the Agent-Activity modelling construct. The modelling construct combines a set of agent actions and workflow operations into an internal, ordered process describing an abstract, complex task. That task is executed by a so-called integrated entity. An integrated entity can act as and be interacted with as agent, workflow, both or a hybrid in between, depending on the set and order of the agent actions and workflow operations within the Agent-Activities it executes. Agent-Activities containing only agent actions implement entities as agents, Agent-Activities containing only workflow operations implement workflows and Agent-Activities containing both agent actions and workflow operations implement hybrids of agents and workflows. Finally, if multiple Agent-Activities are executed concurrently the integrated entity can be both agent and workflow at the same time. The unification of the different concepts into one integrated entity concept allows for various synergies of the integration to be realised and utilised.

A system featuring an integration based on Agent-Activities requires a specific form and construction. That form and construction, including the required management facilities, is captured in a reference architecture. The Paffin-System prototype implements that reference architecture. It is technically based on the Capa agent framework and adapts that framework for the integration mechanisms by adding workflow and hybrid management functionality. Ultimately, the Paffin-System prototype represents a full-fledged development framework for the creation of applications utilising agents, workflows and hybrids of both.

The conceptual and technical results of the thesis are complemented by a number of application prototypes, as well as extensive and detailed discussions. These provide a basis for the evaluation and assessment of the Agent-Activity integration approach and Paffin-System prototype.
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Part A serves as the introduction to the topics and context of this thesis. It contains three chapters. Chapter 1 introduces and motivates the proposed research and presents the research questions and goal. Chapter 2 then contributes the basic understanding of the involved research areas, emphasising Petri nets, agent-orientation and workflow management. Finally, Chapter 3 provides an overview of the state-of-the-art of related agent and workflow research areas.

The purpose of this part is to define the direction of the research conducted for this thesis and to substantiate the foundation of basic, previous and related work for the involved research areas.
1 Introduction

Modern software systems are continuously becoming larger and more complex. There is a need for systems to capture all essential aspects of real-world scenarios involving large groups of human participants and other resources. Instead of single or small groups of users, a system may have to incorporate and support an entire organisation, including all of the users and diverse (hardware) resources within it. Instead of small-scale, self-contained processes, a system may need to deal with constantly running, adaptive hierarchies of inter-dependent processes that span multiple, distributed subsystems. As a consequence realising and implementing these systems becomes more challenging and complex.

A good example for this development is the inter-organisational context. These systems, especially inter-organisational workflow systems, are systems involving multiple organisations interacting and cooperating with one another. Complex production processes, in which different organisations are responsible for specific manufacturing steps from raw materials to finished goods, are often captured and supported by inter-organisational systems. These kinds of processes can be very extensive, long-running and may feature complex inter-dependencies between tasks, resources, subworkflows, etc. Furthermore, modellers of inter-organisational systems need to handle additional challenges as the conditions and autonomy of the individual organisations need to be taken into account. Questions of, for example, encapsulation, security and responsibility therefore continue to become even more important.

Given these kinds of challenges, a need for more comprehensive and suitable modelling techniques arises. Such techniques need to provide refined, extensive and appropriate constructs to modellers. They must be able to sufficiently capture all of the different aspects of a software system in order to comprehensively produce the required target functionality.

In this thesis, the focus lies on the structure and behaviour of and within software systems. As is described early on, structure and behaviour are orthogonal perspectives that capture the entirety of a software system together. A focus on structure and behaviour is supported by the PAOSE development approach (Petri Net-Based Agent- and Organisation-oriented Software Engineering, [Cabac, 2007]), which is related to the work throughout the thesis.

The structure of a software system is its inherent construction and configuration. It includes, for example, the division into functional units, their individual interfaces and the (possibly distributed) infrastructure for execution. The behaviour of a software system is the accumulation of all the possible actions within it. It relates these actions to one another into hierarchies represented as processes and (sub-)systems of processes.

Current modelling techniques in general only emphasise one aspect of a software system. A modelling technique’s main modelling construct is the primary unit of a technique and defines how a system is modelled at the highest level of abstraction. Main constructs are, for example, objects in object-orientation and services in service-oriented architectures. In agent-oriented systems the main construct is the agent, while in workflow systems it is the workflow.

Everything in a modelled system is dependent on the main construct and also set into a relationship to that construct. In agent systems behaviour is always regarded as the processes happening within and between agents. In workflow systems the (structural)
resources and users executing tasks are only considered within the context of the workflows they participate in. Herein lies the issue. The main construct itself is a quality of one specific aspect of the software system. Agents and objects represent functional units of the structure of a system. Services and workflows represent (parts of) processes within a system’s behaviour.

Consequently, if everything is related to and dependent on the main modelling construct, then everything is also set into relation with the main modelling constructs’ emphasised system aspect. In this way the main construct determines and defines a particular modelling perspective for the system. That perspective has a fixed focus on the system aspect associated with the main modelling construct. In other words, by utilising only one modelling construct a technique tends to emphasise only one specific aspect. Other aspects are subordinated, devalued or possibly even neglected.

This results in the technique making itself more difficult and convoluted. Instead of modelling aspects with fitting and natural constructs the modellers are forced to work around the main construct. In practice, this does not necessarily restrict a modeller in a technique. Behaviour, for example, is easily represented and implemented in a modelling technique emphasising structure. However, as explained above, all elements of the behaviour (and other aspects of the system) are dependent on the main modelling construct and thus the structure of the system.

In small-scale systems this has hardly any effect. The relatively small size of any modelling artefact ensures a comparatively easy manageability. This means that all aspects captured using the main construct can still be easily understood by the modeller. In large-scale systems, though, it becomes more difficult to adequately capture and model any aspect not associated with the main construct. The mapping and relation between the main construct and other aspects of the system is usually indirect and may utilise an auxiliary construct (e.g. an ontology) or even additional tools (e.g. databases). With the increased size and scope of a system, these kinds of approaches become inefficient, may fail to capture important properties or generally become more difficult to realise. It also becomes very hard or even impossible for modellers to directly discern the different aspects directly from the larger modelling artefacts.

For example, it is relatively easy to model and understand the behaviour between two or three structural modelling constructs like agents. Behaviour involving hundreds of structural units with a high degree of interconnection between them is, however, very difficult to work with if the representation is built around a structural main construct. In such cases a separate and direct representation of the behaviour would be useful. This kind of representation, though, is not easily available within a technique that uses a structural main modelling construct.

This does not mean that current modelling techniques are, in a practical sense, limited by these issues. Even though it can be cumbersome or difficult to capture aspects not associated with the main construct it is nonetheless possible. As mentioned above effects of these issues mostly apply to modelling large-scale systems. In most systems modellers can overcome them due to the size of modelling artefacts. In other cases these issues can be side-stepped by reducing the complexity of systems through the division into subsystems or the like.

The issues introduced by the focussed modelling construct and perspective do, however, still represent a weakness in the modelling techniques. Such a weakness is opposed to the strengths of a technique which directly result from utilising one main construct. These strengths are properties and facets of the aspect associated with the main construct that can be captured directly, naturally and overall especially well. The modelling perspective
Figure 1.1: Conceptual view of agent, workflow and hybrid systems

with its focus strongly supports the modeller here. Even in very large and complex systems it continues to be (relatively) easy for modellers to handle challenges and issues related to the strengths.

The emphasis created by introducing a focussed and sole modelling construct represents part of the general context of problems examined in this thesis. There is a duality to this effect on an abstract level. On the one hand, this emphasis supports the modelling of one aspect directly and overall very well. On the other hand, it subordinates other aspects to this one focused aspect.

To be clear, the motivation of this thesis is not that certain aspects can’t be modelled well in current, traditional techniques. Rather, the motivation is that certain aspects can’t be modelled as well as other ones. Modelling techniques exhibit a particular strength for the aspect directly related to the main construct. This strength is not available for other aspects that are not directly related to the main construct. Therefore, modelling those other constructs is not as well supported as the emphasised one. Behaviour, for example, can’t be modelled as well with a structural main construct as with a directly behavioural one. The thesis deals with combining and integrating the strengths of different modelling perspectives, thereby ensuring that the different aspects of a system are all well supported.

As stated above, this thesis considers the structure and behaviour of a software system as the two main system aspects. The chosen modelling constructs and abstractions for these two aspects are agents for structure and workflows for behaviour. This selection was made because the concepts of agents and workflows are well-researched and well-established. Additionally, they are capable of modelling and representing their related aspects in a comprehensive way.

Figure 1.1 illustrates the main motivation of the thesis. It shows a representation of the modelling perspectives in an agent system and a workflow system on the left-hand and right-hand sides respectively. In an agent-system the structure is the determining aspect. Everything else is, in some way, related to the individual agents (e.g. data, knowledge) or sets of agents (e.g. distribution to platforms). Behaviour, especially, is always dependent on and considered only for specific (sets of) agents. In this way the behaviour of a system is governed by the agents and consequently by the structure. In workflow systems this
situation is reversed, as the behaviour is the determining aspect. Every other aspect is connected to the workflows or tasks within the workflows (e.g. required/invoked functionality, security/access issues). Here, in particular, the structure of a system is dependent on the behaviour. Resources, users and engines (as structural units) are always regarded in the context of (sets of) specific workflows. This means that the structure in workflow systems is governed by the workflows and consequently the behaviour.

The middle part of Figure 1.1 illustrates the hypothesis and main goal. The hypothesis of the thesis is that two individual modelling techniques and their related perspectives can be united to provide the strengths of both, as well as additional beneficial synergies, by integrating and combining their main modelling constructs. More specifically, the two orthogonal aspects of structure and behaviour of a software system are combined via agents and workflows in order to create an enhanced modelling perspective.

This perspective is indicated in Figure 1.1 as the hybrid system. The illustration borrows from the symbol of the philosophical Yin and Yang concept. It represents the two aspects structure and behaviour in a kind of balance. They should be of equivalent importance and on the same level of abstraction without one of the two governing the other one.

In this thesis the two concepts agents and workflows are combined and integrated in order to create the hybrid system. The research, development and provision of this combination and integration are the overarching goal of the thesis. On a conceptual level this goal is constituted by a conceptual model and approach for the motivated combination and integration. This model and approach are supplemented by a set of prototypes constituting a working proof-of-concept realisation and implementation. This proof-of-concept is the goal of this thesis on the practical level.

The research in this thesis aims to provide a general solution to the desired combination and integration. However, a general solution may impede concrete and practical considerations. Therefore, this thesis adopts an approach, in which the research is oriented on specific agent and workflow models, yet kept as general as possible until concrete and practical models are required. The principles, insights and results gained with these specific models in mind are then evaluated and examined for more general contexts.

For this thesis, the agent model is based on the Mulan agent model and architecture [Rölke, 2004]. Mulan agents represent intelligent software agents according to the established understanding from [Wooldridge, 2009, pp. 26–27]. They do not feature cognitive or artificial intelligence concepts, though, meaning that BDI [Rao and Georgeff, 1991] or other related agent fields are outside of the scope of this thesis. Such concepts are only discussed as related work and in the context of the general applicability of results.

For workflows, this thesis utilises workflow Petri nets [van der Aalst et al., 1994] as the basic model. Workflow Petri nets graphically model (business) processes and enable the simulation and execution of these processes. They represent a general and powerful modelling formalism. Other workflow modelling formalisms, like BPMN [von Rosing et al., 2015], are outside of the scope of this thesis, but are treated as related work.

In order to facilitate the integration of agents and workflows, this thesis utilises reference Petri nets [Kummer, 2002] as a shared basis. Through that shared basis, an integration can be described more easily and the concepts from both sides can be incorporated more directly and understandably. Reference Petri nets fully support Java as an inscription language, meaning that there are no restrictions or limitations to their modelling capabilities. This makes them a true extension of Java for modelling concurrency, conflict, synchronisation

Please note that the term modelling in this thesis in relation to reference nets always refers to an executable model. Therefore, the terms modelling, realising and implementing are synonymous for the practical systems in this thesis. This is elaborated on in Section 2.1.2.
and unification. Reference Petri nets also provide a number of additional benefits, including a formal basis, a well-understood and well-understandable graphical representation and the means to visualise the execution. Additionally, reference Petri net models for MULAN agents and workflows are established, well-researched and available for conceptual use and practical deployment. Other integration bases, like databases, would have been feasible choices as well, but the already existing models and further benefits of reference models motivated their selection so that other bases are outside of the scope of this thesis.

Relating to the utilisation of (reference) Petri nets for modelling, this thesis also provides relevant contributions. There are established Petri net models, for example, for objects [Moldt, 1996], agents [Moldt and Wienberg, 1997, Rölke, 2004], and workflows [van der Aalst et al., 1994]. However, outside of preliminary work from unit theory [Moldt, 2005, Tell and Moldt, 2005], there is not yet a concrete and fully realised Petri net model for a full hybrid of agent and workflow available. The conceptual model and approach of the integration referred to in the goal of this thesis provides such a net model through the utilisation of (reference) Petri nets as a modelling basis.

Please note that the restrictions about an orientation on specific agent and workflow models, as well as a shared technological basis, do not mean that the results obtained for this thesis are only applicable in these particular contexts. Discussions in later chapters of the thesis show that the results are viable for more than just reference Petri net-based agents and workflows.

Related to the overarching goal there are two major research questions that serve to guide the research of this thesis. The first major research question is:

**How can the concepts “agent” and “workflow” be combined and integrated in a reasonable, conducive and beneficial way?**

This research questions deals with researching and examining the generally possible solutions for the aspired combination and integration. To answer this question the very first thing to do is to clearly define (for the context and extent of this thesis) the structural and behavioural perspectives. Important aspects that need to be established are the exact contents of the perspectives, their possibilities and limitations. Following this it becomes possible to examine the different reasonable possibilities of a combination and integration and evaluate which ones are better suited for the proposed problem. From the remaining possibilities the conceptual model can be created, which constitutes the answer to the research question. The open practical questions are addressed by the second major research question:

**Which beneficial effects can be achieved through a combination and integration of agents and workflows, potentially and substantiated through a technical proof-of-concept, and in which scenarios are they best applicable?**

The beneficial effects achieved by combining and integrating agents and workflows become clearer through the creation of practical prototypes of the conceptual model. As such, this research question focuses on the need to develop technical prototypes and a proof-of-concept, in order to observe and substantiate the actual practical advantages and disadvantages of the combination and integration. This research question defines the technical and practical orientation of this thesis and also involves aspects for evaluation. The actual benefits are derived from the evaluation of both the conceptual results from the first research question, as well as the technical results. Together they provide the answer to this research question.
1 Introduction

Outline The thesis is partitioned into six parts. Part A serves as the introduction of the thesis. Besides this introduction, it contains the overview of the basics of Petri nets, agents and workflows, as well as a chapter describing the current state-of-the-art in the related research fields. Part B then deals with how to approach an integration of structure and behaviour based on agents and workflows. This part defines the terms structure and behaviour, refines them for agents and workflows and then establishes a specification and vision of an integration. Based on the results of this part, the requirements of this thesis are defined. Next, Part C proposes multiple abstract integration approaches and evaluates them, resulting in the selection of an approach which is further developed. The developed concrete approach, called the Agent-Activity integration approach, is then presented and constitutes the main conceptual result of this thesis. W.r.t. the goal of the thesis, it represents the conceptual model and approach for the motivated combination and integration. Agent-Activities are described in both concept and through prototypes implementing the second result prescribed by the goal, the technical proof-of-concept. That proof-of-concept is called the Processes and Agents For a Full INtegration-System (PAFFIN-System). The PAFFIN-System represents the practical and technical main result of this thesis. Following this, Part D applies, discusses and evaluates the results of the thesis. Here, practical use cases are also presented which serve as the basis for the discussions. This part answers the research questions laid out in this introduction. Part E concludes the thesis with a summary and outlook. Finally, Part F contains the thesis appendices, including a key term glossary and a list of acronyms. Note that each part of the thesis starts with an outline of the part, which provides an overview over the individual chapters.
2 Basics

This chapter presents the theoretical, conceptual and technical foundations for the research in this thesis. It is divided into four sections.

Section 2.1 presents the basics of Petri nets and the utilised reference net formalism. It also describes the RENEW tool used for the creation of most of the models in the thesis. Section 2.2 represents a basic introduction to the field of agent-orientation. Important concepts and properties related to software agents and their execution are presented here. It also details the specific agent model (MULAN), implementation (CAPA) and development approach (PAOSE) used in this thesis. Section 2.3 provides an introduction to the field of workflow management. This section emphasises workflow management systems and the principles and standards behind them. Workflow Petri nets and the field of inter-organisational workflows are also discussed here. Finally, Section 2.4 discusses the term process and how it is used in this thesis.

2.1 Petri Nets

Petri nets are a formalism to represent and model sets of related actions. Their theoretical foundation, capabilities in representing concurrent behaviour and easy-to-understand graphical representation are just some of the qualities which make them a versatile and useful tool. Since the original groundwork was laid in 1962 they have been extensively studied and extended in various ways. Today, many specialised formalisms exist sharing the same fundamental concepts laid out in 1962 by Carl Adam Petri in [Petri, 1962].

One such formalism, reference nets, is used in the architectures, concepts, and prototypes throughout this thesis. Reference nets are directly used to model and implement agent, workflow and integration systems. Please note that this section only covers the very basics of Petri nets and the advanced topics that are used in the remainder of this thesis. This section does not provide a complete introduction to Petri nets and related concepts. Such an introduction can be found, for example, in [Girault and Valk, 2003] or [Reisig, 2013].

This section contains three subsections. Section 2.1.1 gives a general introduction to Petri nets. Next, Section 2.1.2 describes the reference net formalism and the RENEW tool.

2.1.1 Basic Petri Nets

The P/T net (place/transition net) formalism is one of the simplest Petri net formalisms. P/T nets are defined in the following way (adapted from [Girault and Valk, 2003, p. 41, Def. 4.1.2]):

**Definition 2.1** (P/T Net). A place/transition net (P/T net) is defined by a tuple \( N = (P, T, F, W) \), where

- \( P \) is a finite set of places (graphical representation: rounded elements like circles, ellipses, ...)
- \( T \) is a finite set of transitions (graphical representation: edged elements like boxes, rectangles, ...), disjoint from \( P \), and
A simple P/T net

- $F$ is a flow relation $F \subseteq (P \times T) \cup (T \times P)$ for the set of arcs (graphical representation: arrows).
- $W : F \rightarrow \mathbb{N} \setminus \{0\}$ is a function (weight function).

An example of a P/T net in both graphical and algebraic representation is shown in Figure 2.1. The following is adapted from and based on the descriptions of [Girault and Valk, 2003, p. 42], especially Def. 4.1.4. The state of a net is determined by the distribution of tokens onto the places. This distribution is called a marking. A marking of a P/T net $N = (P,T,F,W)$ is a vector $\mathbb{N}^{|P|}$. A net $N$ together with an initial marking $m_0$ is called a net system. A transition $t$ is enabled (or activated) in a marking $m$ if all of its preconditions are fulfilled. This means that there are enough tokens on all places connected to the transition with incoming arcs to satisfy the weights for those arcs. An enabled transition can fire. If the transition is fired tokens are removed from the precondition places according to the arc weight. Firing creates tokens on the places connected from the transition with outgoing arcs. The amount of tokens created in each place is again determined by the weight of the arcs. Creating tokens in these places satisfies the postconditions of the transition. The firing process is considered to be instantaneous and atomic. Firing only affects the locality (i.e. pre- and postconditions) of a transition. Transitions with disjoint localities can fire concurrently. Concurrency and locality are two important principles of all Petri net formalisms [Girault and Valk, 2003, p. 12]. Another interesting feature of P/T nets and Petri nets in general is that, if multiple transitions are enabled, the choice of which fires (first) is non-deterministic and random.

Petri nets are executed/simulated by providing an initial marking and letting the transitions fire. To illustrate the execution of a P/T net Figure 2.2 shows the firing sequences for the net from Figure 2.1. A firing sequence (or occurrence sequence) is “a chain of transition firings” [Verbeek et al., 1999, p. 5]. The exact definition is given in the following (adapted from [Verbeek et al., 1999, p. 5, Def. 2.14]):

**Definition 2.2** (Occurrence Sequence (Firing Sequence)). Let $S = (P,T,F,W,M_0)$ be a system (P/T net plus initial marking), let $M_1,...,M_n$, for some natural number $n$, be the markings of $N = (P,T,F)$, and let $t_0,t_1,...,t_{n-1}$ be transitions in $T$. Sequence $s = M_0t_0M_1...t_{n-1}M_n$ is an occurrence sequence of $S$ iff $\forall i, 0 \leq i \leq n : M_i \xrightarrow{t_i} M_{i+1}$

---

1The terms executing a Petri net and simulating a Petri net are both used in this thesis and refer to the same activity (unless explicitly stated otherwise.)
Firing sequences are one way to describe the behaviour of, or process within, a Petri net system. How the term process is used in this thesis is expanded upon later in Section 2.4.

### 2.1.2 Reference Nets and Renew

Simple P/T nets already feature many important characteristics of Petri nets. They feature concurrent, non-deterministic behaviour and possess an easy-to-understand graphical representation. However, they are limited w.r.t. the software engineering potential. Limitations are caused, e.g., by the indistinguishability of the tokens and the lack of net hierarchies.

Over the years Petri nets have been extensively expanded, resulting in advanced formalisms, mechanisms and principles. Coloured Petri nets [Jensen, 1981, Jensen, 1987, Jensen and Kristensen, 2009], for example, feature distinguishable tokens of different types, called colours. Coloured Petri nets were extended in [Christensen and Hansen, 1994] with synchronous channels, which enabled synchronous, bi-directional communication between net transitions. Object Petri nets [Valk, 1996, Valk, 1998, Valk, 2004] feature a hierarchy in which system nets can contain other object nets as tokens, emphasising the so-called nets-within-nets principle. Object-oriented Petri nets [Becker and Moldt, 1993, Moldt, 1996] introduced concepts from object-oriented software engineering, such as classes, methods and objects, for coloured Petri nets.

Ideas from all of these formalism have also been incorporated into the reference Petri net (or short reference net) formalism [Kummer, 2002]. Additional mechanics and principles, like reference semantics, full Java support for inscriptions and modelling tools such as different arc types and virtual places, are also featured. All in all, the reference net formalism is, due to its extensive range of functionality, well suited for advanced software engineering and modelling. It, and the related modelling and execution tool RENew, are described in the following subsections. For a complete view please refer to [Kummer, 2002] and the RENew user guide [Kummer et al., 2016]. [Kummer, 2001] also provides a good overview, showcasing a stepwise explanation from P/T nets to reference nets.
Reference Net Formalism


The nets-within-nets idea within reference nets exhibits reference semantics. This means that tokens within reference nets are references to the elements they represent. The only exceptions to this are the indistinguishable simple tokens (indicated by [] in RENEW), as well as simple data types such as integers. With distinguishable tokens the same element may be referenced in multiple places and even multiple nets by different token instances. Reference semantics are opposed to value semantics, in which a token actually is the element it represents. Reference and value semantics are examined in [Valk, 2000, Köhler and Rölke, 2005, Kummer, 2002].

Reference nets (and RENEW) are implemented in Java. Tokens in reference nets can not only be references to other nets, but can be references to any Java object. Objects of the class `NetInstance` represent net instances as tokens. RENEW distinguishes between net schemas and net instances. A net or net schema is the basic definition of a reference net that is modelled (or “drawn”) in RENEW during design time. Net schemas are implemented in the class `Net` and saved as net drawings in `.rnw` files in the file system. A net instance is a concrete, executed version of a previously defined net schema. There can be arbitrarily many net instances of any given net schema, all with different states. Descriptions in the thesis adopt the RENEW distinction between schema and instance. It is also applied to other concepts, such as agents and workflows. If only the general term, e.g. net, agent or workflow, is given, the context clarifies if a schema or instance is referred to.

Firing transitions within reference nets is handled according to general Petri net principles. Only the locality of the transition is affected by firing and firing is instantaneous, non-deterministic and can happen concurrently. Since tokens can be arbitrary Java objects the correct binding of tokens to a firing is more complicated than with indistinguishable tokens. Available tokens on places must be matched to variables of inscriptions on arcs going to and from the transition, as well as with the inscriptions on the transition itself (see paragraph about inscription language below). For this purpose, reference nets and RENEW utilise a complex unification algorithm, described in [Kummer, 2002] pp. 297–322.

Reference nets can be used to model complex systems. These models are fully executable in the RENEW environment. Since reference nets support Java as an inscription language (see next paragraph), this means that they can also be used to model complex and sophisticated executable software systems. These systems can utilise the full expressiveness of Java, extended by Petri net aspects for modelling concurrency, conflicts, synchronisation and

---

2 Reference nets are formally defined in [Kummer, 2002] p. 218, Def. 10.17. For the purposes of this thesis and this basic introduction, the formal definition is unnecessary. It would require extensive formal groundwork to be covered, which would inflate this section needlessly. Rather, descriptions in this section focus on the practical aspects and mechanisms of reference, i.e. how to use them for system modelling and software engineering.

3 Though the object Petri nets in [Lakos, 1995] and [Valk, 1996] share a name, they represent different strands of research.

4 [https://www.java.com](https://www.java.com) (last accessed May 28th, 2017)

5 Which are both, in the context of this thesis, reference nets with special form and structure.
Inscription Language  The inscription language for reference nets in RENEW is Java-based. There are some differences between standard Java code and net inscriptions for arcs and transitions.

With some restrictions, e.g. binary logical operators cannot be directly used, simple Java statement can be inscribed to arcs. An important aspect of arc inscriptions regards the assignment of variables. Variable names are only valid for the locality of a transition and assignments are only valid for one firing. This means that the same token can be assigned to different variables in different localities and, more importantly, that different tokens can be assigned to the same variable in consecutive firings.

More complex Java expressions are possible on transitions. Action inscriptions describe actions that are executed during the firing of a transition. Each individual action inscription is prepended by the keyword `action`, yet there can be an arbitrary number of these action inscriptions. Transition inscriptions can include and combine assignments of variables and Java method calls. Another kind of transition inscription is a guard. Prepended by the keyword `guard`, a guard is a logical expression inscribed to a transition that must be evaluated to true before that transition can fire. Guards are useful for managing the control flow of reference net systems.

More details about the inscription language for RENEW can be found in [Kummer, 2002, pp. 247–265] and [Kummer et al., 2016, pp. 42–46].

Net Communication  An important aspect for nets-within-nets is net communication. In RENEW that communication is handled by synchronous channels, a mechanism for synchronising the firing of and transmitting data between transitions in nets. They were introduced for coloured Petri nets in [Christensen and Hansen, 1994].

The basic idea behind synchronous channels is to connect two transitions via a specific named channel. That channel enforces a synchronous (simultaneous) firing of the transitions and allows bidirectional communication and transmission of data between them. Data transmitted is inscribed in the channel and relates to an incoming arc of one of the
transitions. During firing the data is available to both transitions and their localities. Note that transitions connected via synchronous channels can’t fire individually.

Reference nets in RENEW distinguish between initiating and receiving transitions. An initiating transition is inscribed with a so-called downlink, while a receiving transition contains a corresponding uplink. A downlink has the form net_instance_variable:channel_name(data).

That net instance must contain an activated transition with an uplink of the form :channel_name(data). The data expression may contain references to multiple tokens and other objects, e.g., objects created in action inscriptions on the firing transitions, originating from either or both of the initiating or receiving transition localities. Synchronous channels in RENEW are described in [Kummer et al., 2016, pp. 48–51].

Figure 2.3 shows an example of a simple reference net system, referencing classic Hello World examples. The left-hand net schema is the system net. The upper transition contains a guard inscription that ensures that the transition can only fire if there is a token on the precondition place and if that token is an integer with a value less than five. The inscription hw:new HelloWorld(i) on the transition is a special inscription that creates a new net instance of the net schema HelloWorld (right-hand net schema), binds it to the variable hw and transmits the integer i via a special synchronous channel new. After firing, a token representing the new net instance of HelloWorld is put on the right-hand place in the system net instance. The HelloWorld net instance then executes independently from the system net. It receives the integer i via synchronous channel during instantiation, then uses the standard Java mechanism to print a Hello World String onto the console, and finally synchronises with the lower transition of the system net by returning i via the bye channel. The output arc in the system net increments the value of i, reenabling the previous cycle until i is increased to five. This simple example showcases the nets-within-nets in reference nets, the inscription language, as well as synchronous channels.

RENEW

The RENEW the Reference Net Workshop is the modelling and execution environment for reference nets. It was developed alongside the reference net formalism in [Kummer, 2002]. A more concise overview can be found in [Kummer et al., 2003] or [Kummer et al., 2004]. RENEW was used for the creation of all net models for this thesis.

RENEW is freely available from its website. Most of RENEW is available as open-source under the GNU Lesser General Public License. The currently (May 2017) released version of RENEW is 2.5.

The general graphical interface of RENEW can be seen in Figure 2.4. It consists of the main window, as well as individual windows for net schemas (white background) and executing net instances (blue background). The main window contains tool palettes. Figure 2.4 shows the default palettes for drawing reference nets and geometric forms.

Internally, RENEW employs an extensible plugin architecture. Plugins allow the modular and flexible expansion of functionality for RENEW. Most prototypes developed in the context of this thesis are also realised as RENEW plugins. For more information on RENEW plugins, see [Duvigneau, 2010].

Shadow Nets

RENEW differentiates between data models for its editor (representation) and simulator (execution). After modelling/drawing a net schema in the editor, it is

\footnote{For a synchronous channel call within the same net instance, it is also possible to use the this keyword for a net to reference itself.}

\footnote{http://renew.de (last accessed May 28th, 2017)}
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Figure 2.4: RENEW graphical interface with running simulation (screenshot)

Figure 2.5: Modelling mechanisms supported in reference nets in RENEW

compiled into a so-called shadow net system. The shadow net system removes all data used only for representation purposes, e.g. positions of net elements, colours, fonts. It keeps only the information necessary for correctly executing the system. In some cases, e.g. the task-transition for workflow nets in RENEW (see Section 2.3.2), the shadow net mechanism is also used to hide technical details of complex net mechanisms.

Modelling Mechanisms Reference nets in RENEW support multiple arc types. The main arc types are illustrated in Figure 2.5. All arcs can be inscribed with variables or constants to determine what tokens need to be removed from or put on places. Arcs without an inscription assume one simple token.

Normal Arcs remove the inscribed token from a precondition place or put the inscribed token on a postcondition place. They are drawn in RENEW with a single arrowhead on one side.
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**Reserve Arcs** remove the inscribed token during the firing but put it back directly after the firing. They “reserve” the inscribed token so that it is not available for concurrent behaviour. They are drawn in RENEW with arrowheads on both sides.

**Test Arcs** assure (or “test”) that the inscribed token exists when firing starts. The token is not removed during firing and is still accessible for concurrent behaviour. They are drawn in RENEW without arrowheads.

**Flexible Arcs** allow for a variable amount of tokens to be moved in one firing step. They are drawn in RENEW with double arrowheads on one side.

Another modelling mechanism supported by RENEW is the *virtual place*. Virtual places are references to other places in the same net. Virtual places are used to improve readability, especially in large nets. If a place is accessed in multiple locations, virtual places eliminate the need for long arcs cutting through a net. They are indicated by double lined places and (by code convention) share a colour in the representation (see Figure 2.5).

2.2 Agent-Orientation

Agent-orientation emphasises the concept of software agents. The domain of software agents are distributed systems, in which autonomy of computational units is very relevant. Other properties often associated with agents are, for example, intelligence, asynchronous interaction and mobility.

This section is divided into three subsections. Section 2.2.1 provides a general introduction to the research field of agent-orientation. It mostly deals with the definition of the term *agent*, as well as common agent properties. Next, Section 2.2.2 gives an overview of the FIPA (Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents) standards for agent-based systems, which are used in many well-known agent systems. Finally, Section 2.2.3 describes the specific agent context for this thesis, given by the MULAN agent architecture, the CAPA agent implementation and the PAOSE development approach.

For a more detailed, general introduction see [Wooldridge, 2009], which is the de-facto standard work on agent-orientation. [Braubach, 2007] and [Pokahr, 2007] also provide a comprehensive description of the field of research.

2.2.1 Agents and Multi-Agent Systems

Historically, the concept of software agents originates in the field of artificial intelligence. According to [Kay, 1984] the “idea of an agent originated with John McCarthy in the mid-1950’s, and the term was coined by Oliver G. Selfridge a few years later, when they were both at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. They had in view a system that, when given a goal, could carry out the details of the appropriate computer operations and could ask for and receive advice, offered in human terms, when it was stuck. An agent would be a “soft robot” living and doing its business within the computer’s world.” [Kay, 1984 p. 6] One of the first works that signifies the move from artificial intelligence towards modern agent-orientation is [Hewitt, 1977]. The actor model described in that contribution emphasises a society of actors and the communication between them. Since these early days agent-orientation has evolved to become a separate, individual field of research.

In order to further discuss agent-orientation the term *agent* itself needs to be clearly defined. There are a number of definitions of the term agent available. The following lists some examples.

---

8This short passage on the history of agents is partially based on the overview given in [Rölke, 2004 pp. 13–18]
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![Diagram of Agent in Environment]

Figure 2.6: An agent in its environment (adapted from [Wooldridge, 2009, p. 22], after [Russel and Norvig, 1995, p. 35] and [Rölke, 2004, p. 24])

Definition 2.3 (Agent (Variant I)). *An agent is referred to as “an entity that functions continuously and autonomously in an environment in which other processes take place and other agents exist.”* [Shoham, 1993, p. 52]

Definition 2.4 (Agent (Variant II)). “An agent is a computational process that implements the autonomous, communicating functionality of an application.” [FIPA01L, 2002, p. 22]

Definition 2.5 (Agent (Variant III)). “An agent is an autonomous computational individual or object with particular properties and actions.” [Wilensky and Rand, 2015, p. 1]

Definition 2.6 (Agent (Variant IV)). “An Agent is an atomic autonomous entity that is capable of performing some (potentially) useful function.” [Evans et al., 2001, p. 15]

Definition 2.7 (Agent (Variant V)). *An agent “is a concrete specialized autonomous entity representing a self-contained entity that is capable of autonomous behavior within its environment. An agent is a special object having at least the following additional features: autonomy, i.e. control over its own state and behavior, based on external (reactivity) or internal (proactivity) stimuli, and ability to interact, i.e. the capability to interact with its environment, including perceptions, effecting actions, and speech act based interactions.”* (adapted) [Červenka and Trenčanský, 2007, p. 40]

Key Term Definition A.1 (Agent). “An agent is a computer system that is situated in some environment, and that is capable of autonomous action in this environment in order to meet its delegated objectives.” [Wooldridge, 2009, p. 21]

Note that the last definition is a key term definition. Key terms are used heavily throughout the thesis and warrant special attention. Key term definitions are not more important than “normal” definitions, they are only used more often. Many later key term definitions also define terms that are newly introduced in this thesis. For easier reference they are repeated at the end of the thesis in the key term glossary in Appendix II.
There are a number of common properties found in these definitions. All of the definitions emphasise the autonomy of agents.\footnote{Agent properties in this section are presented in a uniform way as itemised descriptions. This is done to highlight them and make their identification for later discussions in this thesis easier.}

**Autonomy**: Autonomy relates to the ability of agents to decide for themselves without outside interference. In other words, “the quality of autonomy means that an agent’s actions are not solely dictated by external events or interactions, but also by its own motivation.” \cite{Evans2001} Autonomy is also the property that most clearly distinguishes agents from objects in object-oriented software development. The following quote from Michael Wooldridge sums this aspect up quite nicely: “Objects do it for free, agents do it because they want to.” \cite{Wooldridge2009} Another property that is found explicitly in most of these definitions is that agents are situated or executed in some form of environment, in which they are capable of actions. Many of these definitions also stress that agents possess a purpose, function or some form of objective.

**Encapsulation**: A direct consequence of the autonomy is that agents encapsulate their purpose. They are an independent component within their environment that has (autonomous) control over its internal state, data and functionality.

Figure 2.6 illustrates these properties of the different definitions. An agent, situated in an environment, perceives stimuli from the environments with its sensors, uses its internal implementation to decide on actions and performs actions in the environment using its effectors.

There are further agent definitions that don’t emphasise the same properties. Some are too general for the purpose of this thesis (e.g. “An agent is just something that perceives and acts.” \cite{Russell1995}), while others are too specific with further concrete agent properties (e.g. “An agent is an autonomous, adaptive and interactive element that has a mental state.” \cite{Silva2003}). Very few leave out the autonomy aspect explicitly (e.g. an agent is “an entity that performs a specific activity in an environment of which it is aware and that can respond to changes.” \cite{Sterling2009}), which makes them unsuitable for this thesis.

For the purposes of this thesis Definition A.1 from \cite{Wooldridge2009} is best fitting. It deals with agents on a high enough abstraction level and captures all of the aforementioned properties. It is also the most widespread and adopted. Many agent contributions use it or variations of it, e.g. \cite{Jennings2000, Luck2003}.

The general approach in agent-orientation is to partition the functionality of the overall system onto a number of agents. The common term for a system consisting of agents is *multi-agent system*.

The purpose of a developing multi-agent system is to pursue a divide and conquer strategy in the partitioning of the functionality. Consequently, agents require additional properties. These properties are included within the term *intelligent agent*. The term is used in \cite{Wooldridge2009} pp. 26–27 to further enhance the definition of agent. Intelligent agents are agents that exhibit reactivity, proactiveness and social ability:

**Reactivity**: Reactivity relates to an agent’s ability to observe its environment and react to stimuli it perceives within the environment. These stimuli can be direct (e.g. a message for the agent) or indirect (e.g. the agent’s sensors perceive a change in a data repository).
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Proactiveness: Proactiveness describes an agent’s ability to initiate actions themselves. Proactive behaviour is usually related to the agent’s function or objective. If the agent internally determines that a certain action should be taken it can execute that action without any outside stimulus.

Social Ability: Social ability describes that an agent can communicate and interact with other agents within the environment in order to fulfil its objective. Social ability also includes the ability of an agent to communicate and interact with humans. This property is very important in multi-agent systems as it is the basis for the advantageous partitioning of functionality.

A concept strongly related to social ability is emergence. Emergence is “the arising of novel and coherent structure, patterns, and properties through the interactions of multiple distributed elements.” [Wilensky and Rand, 2015, p. 6] Multi-agent systems can utilise the emergence of interacting agents to increase beneficial aspects such as, for example, efficiency and security. Emergence is one of the key qualities of multi-agent systems and their internal partitioning of functionality and wouldn’t be possible without social ability.

Regarding Figure 2.6 the properties of intelligent agents fit as well. Reactivity is the entire process between perceiving a stimulus from the sensors/incoming interface, making an internal decision and then performing an action via the effectors/outgoing interface. Proactiveness is similar, with the only difference being the missing external stimulus. Social ability refines the actions an agent performs in the environment into communication and interaction with other agents, components or humans in the environment.

The basic properties of intelligent agents further substantiate the understanding of the concept agent and make them more suitable for the development of complex multi-agent systems. For the context of this thesis, the terms agent and intelligent agent are synonymous. All agents that are considered, created and discussed in the remainder of this thesis are entities that, in some form or another, are intelligent agents in the sense of [Wooldridge, 2009, pp. 26–27].

In addition to the properties of intelligent agents [Jennings and Wooldridge, 1995] also identifies some potential and desirable properties of agents. These are adaptability, mobility, veracity and rationality.

The properties discussed in this section make agents a powerful and expressive tool for software developers. The domain of multi-agent systems are distributed systems. “A distributed system is one in which components located at networked computers communicate and coordinate their actions only by passing messages.” [Coulouris et al., 2001, p. 1] Distributed systems emphasise the relative independence of their components as well as the interactions between them. This is why intelligent agent properties, especially autonomy and social ability, make agents perfectly suited for this field.

2.2.2 FIPA Standards

The Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) is an IEEE Computer Society standards organisation. The FIPA was founded in 1996 with the goal of providing standards for software agents that promote interoperability and reusability. FIPA maintains more than 20 documents classified as standards dealing with different aspects of multi-agent systems.

http://www.fipa.org (last accessed May 28th, 2017)
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, https://www.ieee.org (last accessed May 28th, 2017)
The following shortly describes the most relevant ones for the context of this thesis. The selection features those standards that deal with agent-orientation in general and especially with the interoperability focus. These standards are relevant for this thesis, as they provide widely recognised views on agents, which are useful for the deliberations on agents later on in the thesis. Other FIPA standards deal with, for example, technical implementation details or specific protocol definitions.

**FIPA Abstract Architecture Specification SC00001L** [FIPA01L, 2002]

This standard defines the FIPA abstract architecture, which describes the architectural components of an agent system, as well as the relations between them. The focus of the abstract architecture is to describe the different components in such a way that it promotes interoperability of agent systems. By defining what components function abstractly in which way certain assumptions can be made that make interactions between otherwise heterogeneous systems possible. This is a paramount concern especially in distributed systems. The standard itself states that the “[...] FIPA Abstract Architecture defines at an abstract level how two agents can locate and communicate with each other by registering themselves and exchanging messages.” (adapted) [FIPA01L, 2002, p. 11]

**FIPA Agent Management Specification SC00023K** [FIPA23K, 2004]

The FIPA Agent Management Specification describes agent management, i.e. “the normative framework within which FIPA agents exist and operate. It establishes the logical reference model for the creation, registration, location, communication, migration and retirement of agents.” [FIPA23K, 2004, p. 5] Agent management specifies which services are required from an agent platform, i.e. the execution environment of and
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The individual components of an agent platform are shortly described in the following. Agents publish their capabilities in the optional directory facilitator (DF), which provides a yellow-pages like service on an agent platform. The agent management system (AMS) supervises, manages and controls access to the agent platform. Communication infrastructure is handled by the message transport system.

The standard also deals with the life cycle of agents, shown in Figure 2.8. The life cycle covers the states unknown, initiated, active, waiting/suspended and transit (regarding agent mobility).


The abstract architecture defines that agents communicate using the agent communication language (ACL). ACL messages consist of a set of message parameters that describe the content and function of a message. The FIPA ACL Message Structure Specification contains the specifications for these parameters.

FIPA SL Content Language Specification SC00008I [FIPA08I, 2002]

The FIPA Semantic Language (SL) is the standardised content language for agent communication within the FIPA. In other words, the content of ACL messages is written in SL. This standard document describes the syntax and partially the semantics of SL. The expressiveness of SL often isn’t necessary in ordinary agent systems. For that purpose the standard defines three less expressive subset of SL: SL0, SL1, SL2. The minimal subset SL0, for example, is used heavily in CAPA (see Section 2.2.3).

FIPA Communicative Act Library Specification SC00037J [FIPA37H, 2002]

This standard describes the communicative acts used in agent communication in FIPA. Communicative acts originate from the speech acts theory [Austin, 1962]. The communicative acts for agents in FIPA describe how certain communicative exchanges, e.g. confirmations, calls for proposals, have to be handled by agents. The standard defines the formal models for ACL messages realising these communicative acts.
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2.2.3 Mulan, Capa and Paose

The previous section described agent-orientation in general. The current section now
focuses on the specific agent context for this thesis: Petri-net based software agents. There
are three major areas of interest in this section: Mulan, Capa and Paose.

Mulan is the general agent model. It is based completely on reference nets and provides
the general view on agents and complete multi-agent systems assumed in this thesis.
Capa, an implementation of the concepts of Mulan, adds more technical and practical
considerations, as well as compliance to the FIPA standards (see Section 2.2.2). Capa
serves as an implementation basis for integration prototypes in later chapters. Finally,
Paose proposes a way to structure the development process of agent systems in a way
that considers the different developers as agents themselves.

Mulan

Mulan, short for Multi-Agent Nets, describes multi-agent systems as systems of
reference nets. Mulan is described in [Rölke, 2004]. Every aspect of a system, from
the overall system infrastructure to the individual agent behaviours, is implemented as
reference nets with Java inscriptions.

The core of Mulan is the Mulan reference architecture, shown in Figure 2.9. It
describes multi-agent systems on four elemental levels: protocol, agents, platforms,
systems. Each level is nested (and executed) in the one directly above it: Protocols
are executed by agents, which are managed by platforms, which interact via the system
infrastructure. Consequently, the zoom relation in Figure 2.9 does not represent a place
refinement. Zoom refers to the net that is represented by a token in an upper level of
the architecture. Communication between the different levels is handled via synchronous
channels. For example, the Out transition in the protocol net in Figure 2.9 synchronises
with the Protocol Out transition in the agent net. In the next step the Out transition
in the agent net synchronises via one of the two communication transitions, Internal
Communication and External Communication in the platform net. That firing also
binds and synchronises an additional agent net and In transition in that net.

The following describes the four levels of the Mulan reference architecture. For more

Protocol Level (Agent) protocols describe the behaviour of agents in Mulan. They can
be regarded as instructions for agents. These instructions consist of actions including,
for example, sending messages, waiting for and receiving messages, data processing or
knowledge access. Each protocol describes and defines one specific ordered set of actions
that an agent takes in a given context. That context is, usually, a larger interaction between
a group of agents. Interactions consist of multiple protocols executed by multiple agents,
where each protocol describes the connected behaviour of one agent (role) involved in
the interaction.

Agent Level Mulan agents are the main modelling construct in Mulan. Mulan agents
fulfil Definition A.1 in Section 2.2.1 and are also intelligent agents in the sense of the

12 In the context of this dissertation the term protocol does not possess any relation to technical communi-
cation protocols such as TCP or IP. Protocols in Mulan, Capa and the prototypes in later chapters
describe executed behaviour or behaviour templates for one agent or entity.
13 Modellers don’t design each agent separately, but rather design agent roles. These agent roles define
behaviour and knowledge for each (instantiated) agent that is assigned that role. An agent in Mulan
can have multiple agent roles and an agent role can be assigned to multiple agents.
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Figure 2.9: MULAN reference architecture

Definition in Wooldridge, 2009, pp. 26–27. They maintain autonomy over their own actions, meaning that neither the platform, other agents nor other components of the system can control their behaviour. They also maintain their own state and data, meaning that encapsulation is also fulfilled. Regarding social ability, MULAN agents possess two interfaces to the environment. These interfaces are the transitions In and Out in the agent net in the lower right corner of Figure 2.9. Via the In transition they can receive asynchronous messages, while they can send asynchronous messages via the Out transition.

MULAN agents also support proactive and reactive behaviour. Within the agent net, proactive and reactive behaviour refers to starting new protocols proactively or reactively. Other proactive and reactive behaviour can be modelled directly within the protocols.

Proactive behaviour is triggered from the knowledge base. The knowledge base in MULAN is another reference net that stores and manages the internal data, or knowledge, of one agent. Changes within the knowledge, e.g. through actions executed in a protocol, can trigger the proactive behaviour via the Proactive transition in the agent net. This causes the protocol factory to start a new protocol for the agent. The protocol factory is another internal reference net of the agent. It is, as the name suggests, the component responsible for creating and starting protocols.
Reactive behaviour is implemented similarly to proactive behaviour. When a message arrives via the In transition it is routed within the agent net either to a running protocol or to the Reactive transition. That transition looks up the correct protocol associated with the message in the knowledge base and then causes the protocol factory to start that protocol.

Mobility is a property that is conceptually maintained in Rölke, 2004. Even though not represented in Figure 2.9, MULAN supports the migration of agents between platforms.

Figure 2.10 shows an extension to the standard MULAN agent, incorporating the decision component (DC) mechanism. Decision components implement internal behaviour of agents. In contrast to protocols, DCs do not possess the ability to directly communicate with the environment of the agent, but need to pass and receive data to protocols for that. DCs “can be interpreted as internal services offered to protocol nets.” [Cabac, 2010, p. 52] While not part of the original MULAN architecture, DCs are heavily utilised in the practical MULAN contexts, especially in CAPA applications.

Platform Level Agent platforms in MULAN serve as the direct execution environment for agents. They also manage the life-cycle of agents. Figure 2.9 highlights four mechanisms of the platform. Platforms can start new agents and stop the execution of running agents. They also support internal (i.e. on the same platform) and external (i.e. on different platforms) communication between agents. These mechanisms are realised as transitions in the platform net that bind one or (in the case of internal communication) two agents during firing. Further mechanisms, like the support of mobility, are removed from the architecture overview for readability. Additional management mechanisms are implemented as special agents of the platform. These include the FIPA compliant AMS and DF services (see Section 2.2.2).
System Level  The system level of the Mulan architecture describes the overall infrastructure between the different agent platforms. It defines how the individual platforms are related and interconnected within the system. These connections define which platforms can interact with which other platforms. This also defines, which agents can directly communicate with one another. Basically, the system layer defines the topology of the system, which provides a global, abstract perspective.

Before moving on, the modelling aspects of Mulan are important. Most of the Mulan components are standardised, i.e. they are used without changes in each application built with Mulan. The application-specific modelling content include the protocols (and interactions), the application-specific DCs and the initial agent knowledge. These three areas need to be defined for each agent role of an application. In addition to that, the system level needs to be fully modelled to define the overall communication infrastructure.

Another important aspect of application-specific modelling is the ontology. The ontology defines concepts and objects within the system. It is very important for any system, since it describes the common vocabulary for agents necessary for them to interact and understand one another.

Capa

The Concurrent Agent Platform Architecture (Capa) is a technical implementation of Mulan described in [Duvigneau, 2002, Duvigneau et al., 2002, Duvigneau et al., 2003]. Within the TGI research group it is the de-facto standard framework for the realisation and implementation of agent applications.

Mulan’s reference architecture focuses on the concepts of agents and relies exclusively on reference nets. One of the issues with this approach is the limitations regarding distributed execution of reference nets system. Capa performs the step moving from the model of a distributed system to an actually, physically distributed system [Duvigneau, 2002, p. 69]. For this reason the Capa implementation provides extensive enhancements to the platform level of Mulan.

These extensions have made the system level of Mulan obsolete from a modelling point of view. Instead of modelling the system manually, the system is automatically defined by the actual, physical network topology. Considering the system level as implicit can still yield useful observations of the system though, which is why it is maintained on the conceptual level throughout this thesis.

Another focus of the Capa implementation is the compliance with the FIPA standards (see Section 2.2.2). While Mulan is oriented around FIPA, it is not fully compliant and thus cannot ensure interaction with other, heterogeneous agent systems. Capa fully realises the FIPA standards for interoperability of agent systems. The interoperability of Capa was confirmed by its incorporation into the Agentcities project [Reese, 2003].

With the exception of the system level, Capa maintains the principles of Mulan. Agents are executed on and managed by agent platforms. Their behaviour is defined by their protocols in the context of larger interactions. Consequently, the application-specific modelling remains identical with the omission of the system level.

Agent properties are also maintained and have been the focus of research themselves. For example, mobility is a focus in the Mapa (Mobile Agent Platform Architecture, [Cabac et al., 2009]) extension of Capa. For the context of this thesis, Capa serves as the technical

---

14 Theoretische Grundlagen der Informatik (engl. Theoretical Foundations of Computer Science)

http://www.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/TGI/ (last accessed May 28th, 2017)
basis for the developed prototypes in Chapter 10. The remainder of this section illustrates some of the most important, w.r.t. this thesis, aspects and mechanisms of Capa. This only represents an excerpt of the overall framework though. Many technical details are also omitted at this point of the thesis, because they only become relevant later on. These details are addressed, wherever necessary, in the later chapters.

**Capa Agent Net**  Figure 2.11 shows the Capa standard agent net with all technical inscriptions. The basic Mulan agent structure is still recognisable. The agent possesses two interfaces to the environment and the realisation of reactive and proactive behaviour is unchanged. DC interaction is refined by providing three data exchange transitions (exchange with new id, exchange with existing id, exchange with no id) each for the communication between DCs and protocols and between DCs themselves. The Initialization component initialises the agent by creating the knowledge base and protocol factory nets and setting the initial state of the agent. The Idle Counters component measures the activity status of the agent by counting incoming, not yet processed messages, outgoing, not yet sent messages and active protocols. These counters are used to determine if an agent may be terminated or moved in the platform.

**Agent Role Model**  The Agent Role Model (ARM, Mosteller, 2010] is used to describe the different agent roles of an application. Within the ARM the initial knowledge of an agent role, including its data, DCs and reactive and proactive behaviour, is defined. Furthermore, the ARM describes the deployment of agent roles. It maps agent roles to individual agents, which are then compiled into knowledge base content.

**WebGateway**  The WebGateway is a specialised platform agent. The WebGateway provides services that allow other agents to interact with web services and also provide their own functionality as web services. A web service is defined by the W3C as “a software system designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a network.” [Booth et al., 2004, p. 7]. A general introduction to web services and service-oriented architectures can be found in McGovern et al., 2006. The CAPA WebGateway is described in Betz, 2011, Betz et al., 2013, Betz et al., 2014. The WebGateway is an important, yet relatively recent addition to the Capa framework. Its most common use is to provide a graphical user interface within a web browser.

**Persistent Ontology**  The persistent ontology plugin Mosteller, 2016 enables storing ontology objects in an object-oriented database. It supports the Db4o and MongoDB databases, but can be easily extended through a standardised interface. It is implemented in Capa as a number of standardised agent roles, which possess DCs that can connect, via auxiliary Java helper classes, to connected databases.

**Paose**  The Paose approach (Petri Net-Based Agent- and Organisation-oriented Software Engineering, Cabac et al., 2008, Cabac, 2010) is a software developing approach

---

15 This thesis is written in British English. American English, German or other language terms are, however, used when they refer to or quote sources (papers, source code, illustrations, etc.) that are not written in British English.


17 https://sourceforge.net/projects/db4o/ (last accessed May 28th, 2017)

18 https://www.mongodb.com/ (last accessed May 28th, 2017)
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Figure 2.11: Capa standard agent net
(from the developer branch of the Mulan repository, 22.09.2016)
for multi-agent systems. It is specially tailored for the development of multi-agent systems in CAPA, but is general enough to be applicable in wider contexts.

PAOSE not only develops multi-agent systems, but also uses the concept of a multi-agent system as an overall guiding metaphor (German: Leitbild, [Cabac, 2007]). The system under development is a multi-agent system and the development team itself is also regarded as a multi-agent system. Developers are individual agents that cooperate and interact with one another to create the actual software multi-agent system. Using multi-agent systems as a guiding metaphor this way ensures a development completely aligned to the system being developed. Terminology (ontology), procedure and orientation of the development team and the software system are in total compliance to one another.

Figure 2.12 illustrates the basic perspective on multi-agent systems in PAOSE. A multi-agent system consists of three perspectives, two of which are represented directly in the so-called PAOSE matrix in Figure 2.12. The first perspective is the structure of system. The structure consists of the different agent roles that provide individual functionality in the system. The second perspective is the behaviour of the system. The behaviour consists of the interactions between the different agent roles. The connection points (red circles in Figure 2.12) between structure and behaviour determine which roles are involved in which interactions. Such a connection determines that, in the implementation, an agent role possesses a protocol net realising that agent roles specific part of the interaction. At the connection points between roles and interactions, the third perspective of a multi-agent system comes into play: the ontology. In order to realise the relation between different agent roles via an interaction, the agent roles need to be able to communicate via a set of concepts known and understood by all involved agents. That set of concepts is provided by the ontology. In other words, a (multi-agent) system in PAOSE is completely described by its structure (agent roles) and behaviour (interactions) connected through shared concepts (ontology).

The general perspective of PAOSE governs the steps of, models and design artefacts created in the approach. Figure 2.13 illustrates this. First off, a requirements engineering has to determine the requirements of the system under development. From these requirements a coarse design of the system is developed and recorded in a coarse design diagram (CDD). The CDD defines which agent roles and which interactions exist in the system. It is an alternative representation of the PAOSE matrix. The next step, design, separates and
Figure 2.13: PAOSE models and artefacts (from Cabac, 2010 p. 134)
refines the individual aspects of interactions, roles, deployment and ontology. The result of this step is a set of different design artefacts. Interactions are described in agent interaction protocol (AIP) diagrams[19], roles and deployment in the ARM and the ontology in a concept diagram. The following step transforms these design artefacts into the basis for an implementation. AIP diagrams are transformed into skeleton nets using predefined net components [Cabac, 2002, Cabac, 2009], the ARM generates empty DCs and initial knowledge bases and the concept diagram automatically generates Java classes for each ontology concept. Using these artefacts as a basis, the remainder of the functionality can be implemented. After all aspects are implemented they are integrated and tested in combination. PAOSE follows agile and iterative ideas, so that the different steps of the approach described above are repeated often in order to realise the system under development.

Tool support for PAOSE is provided directly in RENEW. The MULANVIEWER and MULAN-SNIFFER tools [Cabac and Dörges, 2007] provide monitoring and debugging functionality. The MULANVIEWER provides a monitor for a running multi-agent system, showcasing all platforms, agents and protocols active at any given time. The MULANSNIFFER tracks messages sent between agents and continuously updates a diagram of the message exchanges during the execution of a multi-agent system. Verification support was examined in [Hewelt et al., 2011]. A RENEW plugin provides an interface for the external Lola verification tool [Schmidt, 2000a], though the extent functionality supported in RENEW is still limited.

2.3 Workflows

The day-to-day operations of modern organisations employ a large number of complex processes. Supporting the execution of these (business) processes and the tasks within them in a computerised way is the topic of workflow management.

This section is separated into three subsections. Section 2.3.1 discusses workflow management in general and the basic terminology. Next, Section 2.3.2 describes workflow Petri nets, the specific context for workflows in this thesis. Finally, Section 2.3.3 presents the field of inter-organisational workflows, an important application area.

2.3.1 Workflows and Workflow Management

Workflow Management is generally seen as a part of the overall business process management (BPM) of an organisation. Workflow management is concerned with the modelling, execution, facilitation, automation and management of the individual business processes within an organisation. BPM goes beyond the individual processes and considers the interconnections, relations and dependencies of all processes in an organisation. “BPM can be seen as an extension of Workflow Management [...]. [Workflow Management] primarily focuses on the automation of business processes [...], whereas BPM has a broader scope: from process automation and process analysis to operations management and the organization of work.” (adapted) [van der Aalst, 2013, p. 1]

Figure 2.14 shows the so-called BPM lifecycle. The BPM lifecycle illustrates the different aspects of BPM, from initial process identification and discovery, over analyses, redesign, implementation and monitoring/control. Workflow management aspects can be found throughout the BPM life cycle, wherever the management of individual processes is concerned. More information on general BPM can be found, e.g., in [Dumas et al., 2013, vom Brocke and Rosemann, 2010a, vom Brocke and Rosemann, 2010b, Weske, 2012].

[19] AIP diagrams are similar to AML interaction diagrams [Červenka and Trenčanský, 2007].
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The basic understanding of workflows is defined by the workflow reference model of the Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC). The WfMC created the workflow reference model as a standard in 1995 [Hollingsworth, 1995]. That workflow reference model represents a detailed description of workflow management systems (WFMS) and their context. The definitions from the WfMC are provided in two documents: The workflow reference model [Hollingsworth, 1995] and the glossary [Wfmc99, 1999]. Both documents contain definitions that do not always completely match. For the purposes of this introduction and thesis, the more relevant (w.r.t. level of detail) is chosen. Some definitions and terms are adapted in anticipation of terminology necessary for workflow nets and the specific context of this thesis. These cases are explicitly marked and discussed.

As stated above, workflows deal with business processes (BP). BP are, basically, any kind of procedure (in the sense of the German word “Ablauf”) in an organisation that is, directly or indirectly, related to creating a value for the organisation. The WfMC defines BP in the following way:

**Definition 2.8** (Business Process (BP, Variant I)). “A set of one or more linked procedures or activities which collectively realise a business objective or policy goal, normally within the context of an organisational structure defining functional roles and relationships.” [Wfmc99, 1999, p. 10]

Another definition, from the field of business process reengineering, is the following:

**Definition 2.9** (Business Process (BP, Variant II)). “We define a business process as a collection of activities that takes one or more kinds of input and creates an output that is of value to the customer.” [Hammer and Champy, 1993, p. 38]

Figure 2.14: BPM lifecycle (from [Dumas et al., 2013, p. 21])
According to \cite{vanAalst2002} BP can be categorised as primary (production), secondary (support) or tertiary (managerial). Workflows are concerned with the computerised support of all types of BP. The definitions of workflow provided by the WfMC in \cite{Hollingsworth1995} and \cite{Wfmc991999} differ slightly:

**Definition 2.10** (Workflow (Version A)). “The computerised facilitation or automation of a business process, in whole or part.” \cite[p. 6]{Hollingsworth1995}

**Definition 2.11** (Workflow (Version B)). “The automation of a business process, in whole or part, during which documents, information or tasks are passed from one participant to another for action, according to a set of procedural rules.” \cite[p. 8]{Wfmc991999}

Definition 2.10 contains the facilitation aspects left out of Definition 2.11. Definition 2.11, on the other hand, contains the explicit aspect of passing data between participants for action. Distinguishing facilitation from automation is an important aspect, since it helps to distinguish manual (human) parts and automatic (machine) parts of a workflow. The passing of data between the different participants is equally important, since it is one of the key features for the support of BP.

Additionally, there is an issue with Definitions 2.10 and 2.11 regarding the context of this thesis. This thesis is concerned with the behaviour of a software system. By limiting the term workflow to BP, the scope of the behaviour of a software system would also be restricted. Consequently, for the context of this thesis, it is more suitable to widen the definition in this regard and consider general processes. This includes all BP, but also allows for workflows to model other processes as well. The exact definition of the term process for this thesis is provided in Section 2.4.

Taking these points into account the following Definition combines both Definition 2.10 and Definition 2.11 from the WfMC and expands the scope to general processes. This is the definition of workflow used in this thesis:

**Key Term Definition A.2** (Workflow). The automation and facilitation of a process, in whole or part, during which data and tasks are passed from one participant to another for action, according to a set of procedural rules.

For workflows, it is important to distinguish between modelling- and runtime. The WfMC provides the following distinction:

**Definition 2.12** (Process Definition). “The representation of a business process in a form which supports automated manipulation, such as modelling, or enactment by a workflow management system. The process definition consists of a network of activities and their relationships, criteria to indicate the start and termination of the process, and information about the individual activities, such as participants, associated IT applications and data, etc.” \cite[p. 11]{Wfmc991999}

**Definition 2.13** (Process Instance (Case)). “The representation of a single enactment of a process.” \cite[p. 16]{Wfmc991999}

This distinction between definition and instance/case\footnote{Process instance and case are interchangeable, yet emphasise different aspects. Case emphasises the application viewpoint of the process set within the real-world, while process instance emphasises the technical viewpoint of the WFMS.} is applied in this thesis. The definition is created at modelling time and is purely a modelling artefact. A process instance is enacted at runtime from one definition.

Human users or automatic resources that actually perform the work described in a workflow are subsumed into the term workflow participant.
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A resource is a group of resources with similar characteristics. There may be many resources in the same class and a resource may be a member of multiple resource classes. If a resource class is based on the capabilities (i.e. functional requirements) of its members, it is called a role. If the classification is based on the structure of the organization, such a resource class is called an organizational unit (e.g. team, branch or department). A work item which is being executed by a specific resource is called an activity.

Figure 2.15: Dimensions of a workflow (from van der Aalst, 1998b, p. 6)

Key Term Definition A.3 (Workflow Participant/Resource). “A resource which performs partially, or in full, the work represented by a workflow activity instance.” [Hollingsworth, 1995, p. 54]

For this thesis, the distinction between automated resource and human user is often important. Both of these terms refer to specialised (w.r.t. human or machine) variants of a workflow participant. Still, if the distinction is irrelevant, the general term resource is often used to describe a non-specified workflow participant. The individual building blocks of workflows are called activities in the WfMC reference model:

Definition 2.14 (Activity (WfMC)). “A description of a piece of work that forms one logical step within a process. An activity may be a manual activity, which does not support computer automation, or a workflow (automated) activity. A workflow activity requires human and/or machine resource(s) to support process execution; where human resource is required an activity is allocated to a workflow participant.” [Wfmc99, 1999, p. 13]

When executed within a process instance the actual work performed in the context of activities is referred to as work items:

Definition 2.15 (Work Item (WfMC)). “The representation of the work to be processed (by a workflow participant) in the context of an activity within a process instance.” [Wfmc99, 1999, p. 19]

In this point the terminology of the WfMC is insufficient. There is not distinction between the states of an activity during the execution of the workflow. Also, the relationship between work item and activity is ambiguous. Work items are somehow part of or a representation of the work within an activity. For these reasons, this thesis employs another terminology regarding building blocks of workflows, distinguishing between task, workitem and activity. This terminology is based on van der Aalst and van Hee, 2002 and originates from the context of workflow Petri nets.
Workflow Reference Model

Definition
An architectural representation of a workflow management system, identifying the most important system interfaces, developed by the Workflow Management Coalition.

Usage
The Reference Model provides the general architectural framework for the work of the WfMC. It identifies “interfaces” covering, broadly, five areas of functionality between a workflow management system and its environment:

- The import and export of process definitions
- Interaction with client applications and worklist handler software
- The invocation of software tools or applications
- Interoperability between different workflow management systems
- Administration and monitoring functions

Synonyms
None

Figure 2.16: Workflow Management Coalition - Workflow Reference Model (from [Wfmc99, 1999, p. 23])

Key Term Definition A.4 (Task). “A task is a logical unit of work. It is indivisible and is thus always carried out in full. If anything goes wrong during the performance of a task, then we must return to the beginning of the entire task.” [van der Aalst and van Hee, 2002, p. 32]

Key Term Definition A.5 (Workitem). “A workitem is the combination of a case and a task which is just about to be carried out. A workitem is created as soon as the state of a case allows it. We can thus regard a workitem as an actual piece of work which may be carried out.” (adapted) [van der Aalst and van Hee, 2002, p. 33]

Key Term Definition A.6 (Activity). “The term activity refers to the actual performance of a workitem. As soon as work begins upon the workitem, it becomes an activity.” (adapted) [van der Aalst and van Hee, 2002, p. 33]

Workflows are executed and managed in a WFMS.

Definition 2.16 (Workflow Management System (WFMS)). “A system that defines, creates and manages the execution of workflows through the use of software, running on one or more workflow engines, which is able to interpret the process definition, interact with workflow participants and, where required, invoke the use of IT tools and applications.” [Wfmc99, 1999, p. 9]

Figure 2.16 shows the workflow reference model of the WfMC, which describes the different components of a WFMS. The workflow enactment service and workflow engines are at the centre of the workflow reference model.
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Definition 2.17 (Workflow Enactment Service (WFES)). “A software service that may consist of one or more workflow engines in order to create, manage and execute workflow instances. Applications may interface to this service via the workflow application programming interface (WAPI).” [Hollingsworth, 1995, p. 54]

Key Term Definition A.7 (Workflow Engine). “A software service or “engine” that provides the runtime execution environment for a workflow instance.” [Hollingsworth, 1995, p. 22]

While the WFES and the different engines are the core of the workflow reference model, the five interfaces of the workflow application programming interface (WAPI) enable the incorporation of further, essential functionality. The five interfaces connect to process definition tools (Interface 1), workflow client applications that allow workflow participants to work on workflows (Interface 2), other applications invoked during the execution of workflows (Interface 3), other WFES for interoperability beyond a single WFMS (Interface 4) and administration and monitoring tools (Interface 5).

A WFMS is a software system built to execute and manage workflows. The workflows themselves capture some kind of process in some application context. All of the workflows related by the same application context can be considered as the system constituting that application. In other words, a WFMS represents a framework for the execution of workflow applications. Since the WfMC uses the term workflow application to refer to some application that handles the “processing required to support a particular activity” [Wfmc99, 1999, p. 41], this thesis uses the term workflow system to distinguish the application provided by a set of workflows from the framework given by the WFMS.

Definition 2.18 (Workflow System). A workflow system is a set of workflows related by a common application context. These workflows are designed, modelled and implemented for a particular WFMS.

2.3.2 Workflow Nets

Workflow Petri nets, or short workflow nets, are Petri nets designed to model and represent workflows. They require specialised WFMS that support both the workflow, as well as the Petri nets aspects.

Using Petri nets for workflow management and more general, overall BPM enables the utilisation of formal methods associated with Petri nets in these fields. A survey [Recker and Mendling, 2016] about the articles presented at the main BPM conference (International Conference on Business Process Management) found evidence of BPM as a formal science: “In the BPM conference series, we observe a strong tradition of research that acknowledges BPM as formal science.” [Recker and Mendling, 2016, p. 65] Moreover, the survey also explicitly mentioned Petri nets: “The results of our analysis suggest that BPM as a formal science is well-represented in the BPM conference series and that it is well-understood by its key contributors. This is, for instance, reflected in the extensive reference to formal Petri net concepts, algebraic definitions and utilization of formal logics in many papers.” [Recker and Mendling, 2016, p. 65] [van der Aalst, 2015, p. 3] identifies three reasons for using Petri nets for BPM, namely the formal semantics coupled with a graphical representation, the state-based nature and the large amount of available analysis techniques. Even more so, Petri net concepts have had an essential impact on BPM: “Petri nets play an even more prominent role in BPM as they are graphical and able to model

\[\text{http://bpm-conference.org}\] (last accessed May 28th, 2017)
concurrency. In fact, most of the contemporary BPM notations and systems use token-based semantics adopted from Petri nets.” [van der Aalst, 2013, p. 5]

**Workflow Nets in General**

Workflow nets were introduced by Wil van der Aalst in the mid-1990s [van der Aalst et al., 1994; van der Aalst, 1996; van der Aalst, 1997; van der Aalst, 1998b]. [van der Aalst and van Hee, 2002] provides a thorough description of the overall context of workflow management with workflow nets. Workflow nets are defined in the following:

**Definition 2.19** (Workflow Net). “A Petri net $PN = (P, T, F)$ is a WF-net (Workflow net) if and only if: (i) $PN$ has two special places: $i$ and $o$. Place $i$ is a source place: $\bullet i = \emptyset$. Place $o$ is a sink place: $o \bullet = \emptyset$. (ii) If we add a transition $t^*$ to $PN$ which connects place $o$ with $i$ (i.e. $t^* \bullet = \{o\}$ and $t^* \bullet = \{i\}$), then the resulting Petri net is strongly connected.” (adapted) [van der Aalst, 1997, p. 7]

In addition to the above given definition, there are some additional requirements to workflow nets in order for them to be suitable for representing business processes. “For any case, the procedure will terminate eventually, and at the moment the procedure terminates there is a token in place $o$ and all the other places are empty. Moreover, there should be no dead tasks, i.e., it should be possible to execute an arbitrary task by following the appropriate route though the WF-net.” [van der Aalst, 1997, p. 7] These requirements translate to the so-called soundness property of workflow nets.

**Definition 2.20** (Soundness of Workflow Nets). “A procedure modeled by a WF-net $PN = (P, T, F)$ is sound if and only if: (i) For every state $M$ reachable from state $i$, there exists a firing sequence from state $M$ to state $o$. Formally: $\forall M (i \rightarrow M) \Rightarrow (M \rightarrow o)$ (ii) State $o$ is the only state reachable from state $i$ with at least one token in place $o$. Formally: $\forall M (i \rightarrow M \land M \geq o) \Rightarrow (M = o)$ (iii) There are no dead transitions in $(PN, i)$. Formally: $\forall t \in T \exists M, M' : t \rightarrow M \Rightarrow M' \ (adapted) \ [van der Aalst, 1997, p. 8]$

Figure 2.17 shows a sound workflow net. This net fulfills the conditions of a sound workflow net. First off, it is a workflow net. It has places $i$ and $o$ and if $t^*$ is added the net is strongly connected Place $o$ is also reachable from every state and there can only be one token in $o$ and no token elsewhere once the task archive was executed. Finally, all transition can fire at least once, meaning none of them is dead.

**Workflow Nets for Renew**

[Jacob, 2002] describes the implementation of a workflow management system for RENEW. The Agenda WFMS implements basic workflow management functionality. The system was directly incorporated into the RENEW environment and recognised tasks from workflow nets executed in the local simulator.

In general, the definition of workflow nets needs to be slightly adapted to reference nets. This adaption is described in [van der Aalst et al., 1999].

---

23 “A Petri net is strongly connected iff, for every pair of nodes (i.e. places and transitions) $x$ and $y$, there is a directed path leading from $x$ to $y$.” [van der Aalst, 1997, p. 4]

24 Figure 2.17 was modelled in RENEW using the special task-transition (transition with two thick vertical borders). The semantics of the task-transition are described in the following. For the purposes of this current examination of soundness please please regard them as regular Petri net transitions. The inscription only indicates the name of the task to be executed.
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Definition 2.21 (Workflow net (Reference net)). “A workflow net (WF-net) is a reference net with one source transition and one sink transition. The source transition has a synchronous channel named new() and the sink transition has one named done(). Every node of the net is on a path from the source to the sink. Except for synchronous channels the net inscriptions are not included in this definition.” [van der Aalst et al., 1999, p. 7]

The names of the synchronous channels are arbitrary. They depend on the management system executing the workflow net. For example, in the RENEW and CAPA WFMS from Wagner, 2009a, Wagner, 2009b, the channels are called startwf() and stopwf().

Workflow soundness is also slightly adapted for reference nets:

Definition 2.22 (Workflow soundness (Reference net)). “For sound behavior of workflow nets it is necessary that after instantiation (i.e., the firing of the source transition new()) proper termination is guaranteed: From all possible reachable states termination (i.e., the firing of the sink transition done()) must be possible and after termination no part is allowed to be active anymore and all places have to be empty or may only contain references to inactive parts, e.g., to the initial data of the net instance.” [van der Aalst et al., 1999, p. 7]

As indicated in the previous descriptions, a task is considered atomic, yet is not executed instantaneously. This means that modelling a task in a workflow net with a single, regular Petri net transition is unsuitable. Consequently, van der Aalst et al., 1999 introduces the realisation of a task with three transitions and a place. The concept is illustrated on the right-hand side of Figure 2.18. One transition models the request of the workitem, which creates an activity. The activity is stored on the place until it is either successfully confirmed or unsuccessfully cancelled. These two operations are modelled by the other two transitions. The former enables the continuation of the workflow net, while the latter enforces a rollback in the locality of the request transition. The rollback returns any tokens that were originally removed from input places during the firing of the request transition.

The solution of using a complex net structure for tasks complies with the operative execution of workflow tasks: Firing takes time but happens fully or not at all. However,
from a modelling point of view using multiple transitions is counter-intuitive. It suggests a subdivision in the modelling of the task where there is none. The task is atomic and should be represented as such. For this reason [Jacob, 2002] introduced the task-transition.

The task-transition utilises the RENEW shadow net mechanism (see Section 2.1.2) and is illustrated in Figure 2.18. During modelling time the task-transition appears as a single transition with two thick vertical bars to distinguish it from regular transitions (left-hand side of Figure 2.18). It has a special inscription containing the task name and optionally task parameters and a variable to bind any result to. During the compilation into the shadow net system, the task-transition is handled differently. The workflow net compiler checks every element of a net. Any regular transition, place or arc is forwarded to the regular reference net compiler. Any task-transition, however is translated into the net structure described above (right-hand side of Figure 2.18).

The shadow net is not graphically represented during execution. Rather, RENEW uses the graphical representation of the task-transition during execution as well. This means that for modellers/users executing the system, the task-transition appears as a singular transition with a different firing behaviour. In the representation the task-transition appears to fire as long as the activity is being executed and stored on the central place. The task-transition enables both the conceptual, modelling view of a task as an atomic unit of work, as well as the operative necessity of using a net structure to realise the task and its different operations. In other words, the task-transition abstracts from internal and standardised composition in order to provide a clearer perspective on the concept.

2.3.3 Inter-organisational Workflows

Traditionally, workflows facilitate the BP of a single organisation. However, the application area of inter-organisational workflows enables workflows to cross organisational borders. Inter-organisational workflows support inter-organisational BP, which are defined in the following way:

Definition 2.23 (Inter-organisational Business Process). “An interorganizational business process is a business process the process logic of which is enacted by two or more autonomous organizations, of which at least one organization exposes a non-black box projection of the explicit control flow structure of a process to the other organization(s).” [Grefen, 2009, p. 405]

The limitation of exposing (parts of) the control flow in an inter-organisational BP distinguishes the concept from simple service invocation collaborations. Analogous to regular workflows, inter-organisational workflows facilitate and automate inter-organisational BP. Since Definition A.2 already applies the more general process term, inter-organisational BP are already contained in it and represent only a specific application of the established workflow definition.
Inter-organisational workflows can arise for different reasons. Organisations may collaborate to, e.g., increase output or expand operations with new products or in new areas. Often the desired goal is economically unfeasible (e.g. associated with too high costs) for one organisation to achieve alone. Other types of inter-organisational workflows can arise from outsourcing or when new organisations are created as corporate spin-offs. Corporate spin-offs may still closely interact and collaborate with the parent organisation, yet are often separate, independent entities which should be treated as such. 

van der Aalst, 1999b pp. 3–7 identifies six different forms of interoperability between organisations in inter-organisational workflows.

- **Capacity sharing** assumes a centralised control flow. Task instances are distributed among the participating organisations.
- **Chained execution** divides the overall workflow into sequential parts that are executed by the participating organisations.
- **Subcontracting** utilises an overall workflow, the tasks of which are subcontracted as subprocesses to other, participating organisations.
- **Case transfer** shares the same workflow specification among all organisations. Cases are then distributed among the organisations to distribute the workload.
- **Extended case transfer** is similar to normal case transfer with the exception that the workflow specifications don’t need to be identical in the participating organisations.
- **Loosely coupled** inter-organisational collaboration divides the workflow into different parts with each being executed by one participating organisation. Only the interfaces are shared between organisations.

Modelling and supporting inter-organisational workflows faces a number of challenges due to the requirements introduced by the multi-organisational nature. [Legner and Wende, 2007, p. 109] classifies the challenges of inter-organisational BPM into the following groups: The representation of inter-organisational business processes, the allocation of tasks to actors, the alignment of semantics, the decoupling of internal and external processes, the selective visibility of internal processes to external partners, the formal specification of process interfaces and the support for alignment with multiple partners. In addition to these inter-organisational challenges, the challenges of traditional mono-organisation business process management need to be dealt with as well. However, the traditional challenges are often made more complex in the inter-organisational setting, e.g. confidential data access.

More general information about inter-organisational workflows can be found in, e.g., [Legner and Wende, 2007, Lin, 2008, Grefen, 2009, Engel et al., 2016]. Inter-organisational workflows in the direct context of (workflow) Petri nets have also been comprehensively researched, e.g. in [van der Aalst, 1998a, van der Aalst, 1999a, van der Aalst, 1999b, van der Aalst et al., 1999, van der Aalst et al., 2010, van der Aalst and Weske, 2013, Lenz and Oberweis, 2001, Prisecaru and Jucan, 2008].

One of the particularities of inter-organisational workflows is that organisational entities in one organisation need to be able to act in different subcontexts. An organisational entity may, e.g., be involved in an internal process while at the same time interacting across the organisation border for the inter-organisational collaboration. The organisational entity may even be the element of the organisation that links the internal process with the inter-organisational collaboration. Conceptually, the organisational entity is, at that time, both (part of) a workflow (internal process) and an autonomous agent (inter-organisational
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collaboration). This duality is what makes inter-organisational workflows a very interesting application area for the research described in this thesis. Organisations act as and are interacted as behavioural elements (workflows) and structural elements (agents).

2.4 Regarding the Term Process

In the context of workflows, business processes and Petri nets the term process is overloaded with different meanings. The sentiment is described in following quote: “Unfortunately, the term “process” was and is used in the Petri net research community in an ambiguous way. Since more than 30 years, a process net is known to be an occurrence net representing a concurrent run of a net representing a system. This naming does not nicely match processes in the sense of business processes [...]” (adapted) [Desel, 2008, p. 19]. This section shortly addresses the process-related terminology and different definitions.

The term process is defined in variations in many research fields associated with Petri nets. Examples include net unfoldings [McMillan, 1992] [Esparza and Heljanko, 2008], occurrence sequences/nets of infinite Petri nets [Best and Devillers, 1987], traces [Mazurkiewicz, 1987] [Hoogers et al., 1995], application to nets-within-nets [Valk, 1996] [Köhler and Rölke, 2005] and in general and true concurrency research [Janicki and Koutny, 1987] [Priese and Wimmel, 1998]. For the purposes of this thesis, these definitions are too specific to their formal context.

A more general, yet still formal, definition of process concerns the process of a Petri net. The process of a Petri net is defined in [Desel and Reisig, 1998] as another Petri net, called process net, satisfying the properties of a causal net:

**Definition 2.24 (Causal Net).** “Formally, a causal net is a net with conditions (places) and events (transitions) satisfying the following properties: (1) the flow relation is acyclic, i.e. no path with at least two elements leads from an element to itself; (2) conditions are not branched, i.e. each condition b satisfies |*b| ≤ 1, |b*| ≤ 1; (3) only finitely many conditions b have an empty pre-set *b; (4) for each event e, both sets e and e* are finite and nonempty; (5) for each event x, only finitely many different paths lead to x.” (adapted) [Desel and Reisig, 1998, p. 159]

**Definition 2.25 (Process Net).** “Since a causal net K represents a concurrent run of a marked net N, its conditions correspond to places of N and its events correspond to transitions of N. This relation is formalized by a labeling function π : (B_K ∪ E_K) → (S_N ∪ T_N). A labeled causal net K is a process net of a net N with initial marking m_0 if the labeling function π enjoys the following properties: (6) for each condition b in B_K, π(b) ∈ S_N; (7) for each event e in E_K, π(e) ∈ T_N (8) for each event e in E_K, π generates bijections π−_e : *e → *(π(e)) and π+ : e* → (π(e))*, defined by π−_e(b) = π(b) for each b in *e and π+ (b) = π(b) for each b in e*; (9) for each place s in S_N, m_0(s) = |{b ∈ B_K| b = ∅ ∧ π(b) = s}|” (adapted) [Desel and Reisig, 1998, p. 163]

Another process-related term for Petri nets is that of branching processes [Engelfriet, 1991] [Khomenko and Koutny, 2003] [Couvreur et al., 2011].

**Definition 2.26 (Branching process).** “Let N be a net. A branching process of N, abbreviated b-process of N, is a pair (N′, π), where N′ = (Pl, Tr, pre, post, In) is an occurrence net and π is a homomorphism from N′ to N, such that for every t_1, t_2 ∈ Tr, if pre(t_1) = pre(t_2) and π(t_1) = π(t_2) then t_1 = t_2.” (adapted) [Engelfriet, 1991, p. 580]

Note that the term occurrence net here refers to a causal net as defined in Definition 2.24. The condition for branching processes basically means that “in any particular situation,
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A transition of \( N \) can be chosen at most once in \( N' \) \cite{Engelfriet91}. In other words, alternatives in net execution are translated in the branching process as different branches.

These definitions are suitable for purely Petri net-concerned aspects. This thesis, however, is more concerned with processes in the real-world or, more concretely, processes of and within software systems and applications. These systems are often in the context of workflows and BPM. The following definitions originate from the fields of BPM and workflow nets:

Definition 2.27 (Process (Variant I)). “A formalised view of a business process, represented as a co-ordinated (parallel and/or serial) set of process activities that are connected in order to achieve a common goal.” \cite{Wfmc99, p. 26}

Definition 2.28 (Process Model). “A process model aims to capture the different ways in which a case (i.e., process instance) can be handled. A plethora of notations exists to model operational business processes (e.g., Petri nets, BPMN, UML, and EPCs). These notations have in common that processes are described in terms of activities (and possibly subprocesses). The ordering of these activities is modeled by describing causal dependencies. Moreover, the process model may also describe temporal properties, specify the creation and use of data, e.g., to model decisions, and stipulate the way that resources interact with the process (e.g., roles, allocation rules, and priorities).” \cite{van der Aalst13, p. 2}

These definitions are more suitable for the application focus of this thesis, but still relate explicitly to BPM. This is a semantic restriction that is not desired here. While the term workflow is historically associated with BPM, one of the intentions of the desired integration of structure and behaviour is to represent the behaviour of and between the structural elements of a software system. If that software system is regarded as an organisation, its internal processes can easily be regarded as the BPM of that organisation. However, this consideration is rather sluggish and may lead to semantic inconsistencies, especially if the software system in question deals with the actual BPM of an organisation. Rather, it is more reasonable to regard processes in an equivalent way, yet without the explicit link to organisations and their operation. A process should just be any kind of procedure, in the sense of the German word “Ablauf”, without any predefined context. The following definitions still originate from the field of workflows and BPM, yet mostly avoid the explicit connection between process and BPM:

Definition 2.29 (Process (Variant II)). “A co-ordinated (parallel and/or serial) set of process activity(s) that are connected in order to achieve a common goal. Such activities may consist of manual activity(s) and/or workflow activity(s).” \cite{Hollingsworth95, p. 52}

Definition 2.30 (Process (Variant III)). “A process is a collection of tasks, conditions, subprocesses, and their relationships with one another. As we have seen, we can describe a process using a Petri net. Conditions are depicted using places and tasks using transitions.” \cite{van der Aalst and van Hee02, p. 61}

Key Term Definition A.8 (Process). “A process consists of tasks that have to be executed. These tasks can be in some order (sequentially), stating that one task can only be executed after the execution of another task is finished. If two tasks are not ordered, then they can be executed concurrently. Tasks can also be alternative, that is, if one task is executed, then the other task is not executed and vice versa. Tasks can be executed more
than once in general. A process can be in different states. A process starts with an initial state (which is not necessarily unique) and might end with a final state (which is also not necessarily unique). Usually, it passes through several intermediate states.” [Desel, 2005, p. 157]

The common theme of these definitions is that a process consists of tasks that are related to one another in some order. Although the connotation of the term task implies a connection to BP, the term actually only refers to a logical unit of work (see Definition A.4). Each of the three definitions contains a different focus: Definition 2.29 relates the process to the term workflow, Definition 2.30 relates the process to its representation as a Petri net and Definition A.8 emphasises the ordering of tasks and state of the process. For the context of this thesis, each of these three definitions is viable and suitable. They do not contradict each other and are compatible they can be used synonymously. However, to create a clear discussion basis and one should be chosen. Definition A.8 is the most explicit and detailed. It captures the spirit of individual tasks (as units of work) in a process and is general enough to cover the requirements for this thesis. When necessary, the other definitions are explicitly referred to.
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This chapter presents the state-of-the-art of the research fields relevant to the context of this thesis. Please note that the emphasis of this chapter lies on research concerned with an integration of agents and workflows for system modelling and development. Traditional agent-oriented modelling and workflow management are included in this chapter for completeness and as basic reference points for later discussions. Therefore, those depictions are kept purposefully short.

The chapter consists of three sections. Section 3.1 presents the state-of-the-art for traditional agent-orientation. Section 3.2, likewise, presents the state-of-the-art for traditional workflow management. Section 3.3 then examines previous and related research in the context of an integration of agents and workflows.

3.1 Software Agents

This section provides a basic overview of the current state-of-the-art in the field of agent-oriented modelling by highlighting a selection of research efforts. Since this thesis is concerned with agents as a means for modelling and software engineering only research in that area is examined. Other related fields such as game theory [Neumann and Morgenstern, 1944], artificial intelligence [McCarthy et al., 1955; Russell and Norvig, 2009], agents for robotics [Murphy, 2000; Bekey, 2005] or emotional agents [Fix, 2012] are outside of the scope of this thesis. Areas such as mobility, e.g. [Perez-Diaz et al., 2015; Leppanen et al., 2017], self-adaption, e.g. [Preisler, 2013; Puviani et al., 2015; Ayala et al., 2016], or agent applications, e.g. [Lützenberger et al., 2016; Premm and Kirn, 2015; Poveda and Schumann, 2016], are also only considered in the context of agent architecture, models and frameworks. Note that the current section does not feature any contributions combining agents with aspects and technology from the field of workflow management. That area of research is presented individually in Section 3.3. Also note that agent methodologies, like Prometheus [Padgham and Winikoff, 2002; Khallouf and Winikoff, 2009; Padgham et al., 2014], Passi (Cossentino and Potts, 2002; Chella et al., 2006), Tropos [Bresciani et al., 2004; Morandini et al., 2014], Zeus [Nwana et al., 1999; Glanzer et al., 2001] or Gaia [Wooldridge et al., 2000; Cernuzzi et al., 2014] are also not considered further. The PAose methodology (see Section 2.2.3) is used throughout this thesis as a tool and application area, but agent methodologies themselves are not directly part of the research agenda and therefore outside of the scope of this thesis.

Agent-orientation is an established and very active field. There are a number of large, international annual conferences and workshops concerned with the field. Prominent examples include AAMAS (International Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent System\(^1\)) sponsored by the IFAAMAAS (International Foundation for Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems\(^2\)), EUMAS (European Conference on Multi-Agent Systems\(^3\)), MATES (German Conference on Multiagent System Technologies\(^4\)), PAAMS (International Conference on Agent Systems and Applications\(^5\)).

Conference on Practical Applications of Agents and Multi-Agent Systems\(^5\) and CARE (Collaborative Agents Research & Development\(^6\)). A website at WikiCfP\(^7\) provides an overview of current conferences and workshops in the field of agent-orientation.

The following presents a selection of agent architecture, models and frameworks ordered by date of the first major publication. The selection highlights the most well-known and established contributions in the field of agent-oriented modeling. That selection serves as the relevant related work for this thesis in the context of agent-orientation. A relatively recent and general overview over agent-oriented software engineering can be found in Sturm and Shehory, 2014.

**Subsumption (General)** The subsumption agent architecture assumes a hierarchical layer approach to agent behaviour. The subsumption architecture originates from controlling robots [Brooks, 1986]. All behaviour is defined between input and output interfaces of agents. Behaviour in lower layers of the hierarchy describes basic behaviour, while higher layers add specialisations and sophistication. That way, the basic behaviour can be maintained and influenced by the specialisation from higher layers. Current research in subsumption architecture is relatively sparse, with most contributions still emphasising the robotic origins of subsumption, e.g. [Oland et al., 2016], or presenting applications emphasising collaboration and coordination [Krzywinski et al., 2008, Heckel and Youngblood, 2010, Linson et al., 2015].

**Soar** Soar [Laird et al., 1987] is a general cognitive architecture for intelligent behaviour in software. Soar agents exist in a set of spaces. Based on their current state, Soar agents decide on an operator to get to a new state. Problem solving to get to specific states is key in the Soar architecture. Soar is still being actively developed, with the current version 9.5.0 beta available from the Soar website\(^8\). Current research emphasises learning agents [Mohan et al., 2012, Mininger and Laird, 2016, Kirk et al., 2016] and language processing [Lindes et al., 2015, Lindes and Laird, 2016].

**BDI (General)** The Beliefs-Desires-Intentions (BDI) model [Rao and Georgeff, 1991, Rao and Georgeff, 1995, Fischer et al., 1995] ascribes software agents with the titular concepts. BDI agents execute plans. Depending on the state of their knowledge about their environments (beliefs), they deliberate upon their long-term goals (desires) to choose plans to achieve more short-term goals (intentions). The interplay between deliberation and executing plans leads to BDI agents being able to flexibly achieve their design goal in dynamic environments.

There is still a lot of active research concerning BDI models. That research not only concerns practical frameworks using BDI, the amount of which is also considerable. A number of BDI frameworks are discussed as individual related work in separate paragraphs. Current research in BDI not directly linked to specific frameworks is concerned with, for example, improving deliberation, reasoning and plan execution [Meneguzzi and de Silva, 2015, Waters et al., 2015, Yao and Logan, 2016, Visser et al., 2016, Harland et al., 2017], testing [Cunha et al., 2015, Winikoff, 2016], BDI application to games [Rivera-Villicana et al., 2016, Luong et al., 2017], coordination [Chen et al., 2016b, Dominguez et al., 2016].
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\(^8\)[http://soar.eecs.umich.edu/](http://soar.eecs.umich.edu/) (last accessed May 28th, 2017)
or using BDI agents in and for simulations [Adam et al., 2016, Badica et al., 2016, Coelho et al., 2016, Singh et al., 2016].

**JADE** The Java Agent DEvelopment Framework (JADE) [Bellifemine et al., 1999, Bellifemine et al., 2000] is a FIPA compliant agent framework. The current version JADE 4.4.0 is available from its website. JADE agents are purposefully kept generic, making them extensible and versatile. Extensions have added, for example, BDI features [Nunes et al., 2011, Jørgensen et al., 2015] and support for mobile devices [Bergenti et al., 2014, Niaoui et al., 2014]. A workflow extension Wade is discussed later on with agent/workflow integration efforts.

**3APL** The “An Abstract Agent Programming Language” (3APL) agent programming language [Hindriks et al., 1999, Dastani et al., 2005] implements BDI agents. It is available in a Java and Haskell implementation from the projects website. The implementation is not actively being developed further, the last update dating November 2007.

**NetLogo** NetLogo [Wilensky, 1999, Badham, 2015] is a framework for developing and simulating agent models with an emphasis on examining behaviour and emergent behaviour on micro and macro levels. Development and research in NetLogo are still quite active. Current research contributions are concerned with, for example, models simulating social behaviour [Izquierdo et al., 2015, Scott et al., 2016], banking [Monett and Navarro-Barrientos, 2016], or agent cognition [Head et al., 2015, Dzikowski and Hood, 2015]. Its current version 6.0.1 from March 2017 is available from its website.

**MaDKit** The Multiagent Development Kit (MaDKit) [Gutknecht and Ferber, 2000, Ferber et al., 2003] is a Java-based multi-agent system development framework. Agents in MaDKit utilise the agent-group-role model [Ferber and Gutknecht, 1998], wherein agents are parts of groups and have roles within those groups that describe their function. The agent-group-role model makes MaDKit very organisation-centric and purposefully leaves the agent-internals open, so that system modellers have a degree of freedom on how to implement agents. MaDKit is still being actively developed, though there are no direct, current scientific contributions available. Its current release 5.1.1 dated March 2017 is available from its website.

**Jadex** Jadex [Pokahr et al., 2003, Pokahr et al., 2005, Pokahr and Braubach, 2009] is an agent framework for BDI agents maintained by the distributed systems group of the University of Hamburg. Its current release 3.0.43 is available from its website. Jadex started out as an extension to the JADE framework (see above), providing a BDI realisation for the internal workings of agents, details of which JADE intentionally left open. By now, Jadex has moved beyond the JADE framework and is an independent project. Current work and research related to Jadex deals with the so-called active components, which are discussed later on in more detail.

9 http://jade.tilab.com/ (last accessed May 28th, 2017)
10 http://www.cs.uu.nl/3apl/ (last accessed May 28th, 2017)
11 https://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/ (last accessed May 28th, 2017)
12 http://www.madkit.net/ (last accessed May 28th, 2017)
13 https://www.activecomponents.org/ (last accessed May 28th, 2017)
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Jack Intelligent Agents  Jack Intelligent Agents [Winikoff, 2005] is a Java-based BDI agent framework. It is developed and maintained by Agent Oriented Software Inc [14] and available commercially in its current version 5.6c. Its commercial focus leads to a good technical maturity. Research on applications deals with, for example, deception detection [Merritts, 2013], robotic assembly automation [Maeda et al., 2007] or mobile robots [Gascuena and Fernandez-Caballero, 2011].

Spade  The Smart Python multi-Agent Development Environment (Spade) [Gregori et al., 2006] is a Python-based agent framework. Agents in Spade follow the FIPA standards (see Section 2.2.2) and XMPP messaging server [15] for secure communication. Version 2.2.1 is available from multiple sources, including the projects Python website [16]. The project is no longer active, with the last commit on its GitHub page [17] dating from December 2013.

Jason and Agentspeak  Jason [Bordini et al., 2007], originally an acronym for “Java-based Agentspeak interpreter used with Saci for multi-agent distribution Over the Net”, is a Java based interpreter and development/execution platform for systems using a variant of the Agentspeak(L) [Rao, 1996] agent programming language. Agentspeak(L) follows a BDI agent model, meaning Jason agents are also BDI agents. Jason version 2.0 is available from its website [18]. Jason is still actively used for research, with a focus being applications, for example software development [Croatti and Ricci, 2016], robotics [Pantoja et al., 2016], teaching support [Bouchet et al., 2016] and price negotiation [Pan and Choi, 2016].

GOAL  GOAL [de Boer et al., 2007] is an agent framework for cognitive agents. GOAL agents have knowledge about themselves and their environment (beliefs), as well as certain goals. From those two concepts they derive a set of actions, from which one is chosen. This approach is similar to BDI, yet does not distinguish between the long- and short-term goals. The GOAL project is still active and available as a downloadable Eclipse plugin from the project website [19].

Jiac  Java Intelligent Agent Componentware (Jiac) [Lützenberger et al., 2013, Lützenberger et al., 2014] is a Java-based agent framework. Its current version 5.2.0 is available from its website [20]. Jiac emphasises a service-orientation by providing its agents with modules (AgentBeans) that serve specific behaviour purposes. Current research in the context of Jiac is concerned with, e.g., model-driven development [Kuster et al., 2014]. Process-orientation and BPM are also examined, which is discussed further later on in Section 3.3.

SARL  SARL [Rodriguez et al., 2014] is a relatively recent agent programming language. The development environment for SARL is available at its website [21]. SARL is linked to the JANUS [22] project, which fully supports SARL as an execution environment. SARL makes little assumptions about the nature of the individual agents. It provides the basis for system modellers to create so-called capacities. These capacities can implement different
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agent models, such as BDI agents. Another interesting feature of SARL is its support of holonistic and recursive agents, meaning agents containing yet more agents.

### 3.2 Workflows

This section gives an overview of the state-of-the-art for workflows. This thesis utilises workflows, and especially workflow Petri nets (see Section 2.3.2 and [van der Aalst et al., 1994][van der Aalst, 1996][van der Aalst, 1997]), for modelling and executing the behaviour of a software system. Therefore, related fields, such as business process reengineering [Hammer and Champy, 1993], as well as purely economic and administrative aspects of BPM, are outside of the scope of this thesis. Other research issues, such as process mining or verification, are only discussed in the context of the main fields of modelling and execution as additional information. Note that, like Section 3.1, the current section does not feature any contributions combining workflows with aspects and technology from the field of agent-orientation. That area of research is presented individually in Section 3.3.

Workflow management and the wider area of BPM are a very active research field. Prominent conferences and events that deal primarily with workflows and BPM include the BPM conference (International Conference on Business Process Management), the Gartner Business Transformation & Process Management Summit and BPM Europe (Business Process Management Conference Europe).

This section consists of two subsections. Section 3.2.1 presents approaches towards workflow modelling. Section 3.2.2 then proceeds to examine the management workflows.

#### 3.2.1 Workflow and Process Modelling

For the context of this thesis, the main topic of workflow and process modelling is that of workflow nets. Concepts from workflow nets form the basis for many observations and concepts in the remainder of this thesis. Other, major modelling approaches are also considered, albeit, with the exception of the highly established BPMN, with a reduced level of detail due to limited relevance to this thesis. The order of the following paragraphs is based on the date of the first major publication.

**EPC** Event-driven process chains (EPC) [Keller et al., 1992][Scheer and Nüttgens, 2000] are an early way of modelling and representing business processes. EPC describe processes by connecting (passive) events via (active) functions with additional information like input, output, involved systems, organisational units etc. There is little current research happening in the context of EPC, yet some work is being done on standardisation efforts [Jannaber et al., 2016][Karhof et al., 2016].

**Workflow Nets** As described in Section 2.3.2, workflow nets originated in the work of Wil van der Aalst [van der Aalst et al., 1994][van der Aalst, 1996][van der Aalst, 1997]. Since then they have been researched extensively. Current research emphasises workflow soundness (see Definition 2.20). A relatively recent overview of the soundness property can be found in [van der Aalst et al., 2011]. State-of-the-art research deals with soundness under special circumstances. Examples of such research include soundness in
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nets with reset arcs [van der Aalst et al., 2009, Wynn et al., 2009, Clempner, 2017], in time workflow nets [Boucheneb and Barkaoui, 2015], timed-arc workflow nets [Mateo et al., 2015], workflow nets extended with resources [Sidorova and Stahl, 2013], acyclic workflow nets [Tiplea et al., 2015], Petri nets in the reversible released form [Tiplea and Leahu, 2016], free choice probabilistic workflow nets [Esparza et al., 2016] or bridge-less workflow nets [Yamaguchi and Ahmadian, 2016]. Soundness of inter-organisational workflow nets has also been examined [Passos and Julia, 2013]. Providing reductions that maintain soundness of workflow nets is also part of current research, e.g. [Esparza and Hoffmann, 2016, Bride et al., 2017], as well as providing different new techniques, e.g. based on branching processes [Liu et al., 2016], and examining further properties [Gou and Yamaguchi, 2017].

Apart from the research focussing on soundness and verification, other research examines the complexity of workflow net models [Lassen and van der Aalst, 2009]. Workflow nets are also used in process mining, where they can be generated or aggregated from event logs or other sources, e.g. [Weijters and van der Aalst, 2001, van der Aalst et al., 2004b, van Dongen et al., 2012, van der Aalst and van Dongen, 2013, Bergenthum et al., 2015].

**YA WL** YAWL[^26] (Yet Another Workflow Language) is a workflow modelling language originating from research on workflow patterns [van der Aalst et al., 2003, Russell et al., 2006, Russell et al., 2016]. YAWL and its support environment have been described, e.g. in [van der Aalst et al., 2004a, van der Aalst and ter Hofstede, 2005, Russell and ter Hofstede, 2009b, ter Hofstede et al., 2010]. The goal of YAWL was to use (workflow) Petri nets as a starting point and then extend them in such a way as to fully support all possible workflow patterns. To supplement the modelling language, an execution and management system for YAWL was developed as a support environment. An extension, known as newYAWL, has also been developed [Russell and ter Hofstede, 2009a, Russell et al., 2009], which focuses on supporting perspectives beyond the original control-flow perspective.

**UML Activity Diagrams** Another way of modelling processes are UML[^27] Activity diagrams [Booch et al., 2005]. Activity diagrams capture the behaviour of or within a system by describing the control flow between different activities. They model processes on a relatively abstract level, relying on other UML diagram types to provide additional information. Activity diagrams are not intended specifically for business processes, but are often used to model any kind of general processes within computer systems.

**BPEL** Web Services Business Process Execution Language[^28] (WS-BPEL or short BPEL) [Barreto et al., 2007] is a language for specifying and executing business processes with web services. It represents an orchestration of these web services in order to achieve the purpose of the specified business process. An overview and introduction to web services orchestration with BPEL can be found in, for example, [Mazzara and Govoni, 2005, Ouyang et al., 2007a, Albreshne et al., 2009]. BPEL as a standard is maintained by OASIS[^29]. BPEL itself does not feature a standard graphical notation, but research exists utilising BPMN models [Schumm et al., 2009]. Translating Petri nets into BPEL has also been researched [van der Aalst et al., 2005, Lassen and van der Aalst, 2006], as well as using

[^26]: http://www.yawlfoundation.org/ (last accessed May 28th, 2017)
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Petri nets as a basis for verification and analysis of BPEL, e.g. [Hinz et al., 2005, van der Aalst et al., 2006, Lohmann, 2007, Ouyang et al., 2007b, Lohmann et al., 2008].

BPMN The Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [BPMN10a, 2010] is a widely established way of modelling business processes. It is maintained by the Object Management Group [OMG, last accessed May 28th, 2017]. A general overview of BPMN can be found, for example, in [von Rosing et al., 2015], while [Völzer, 2010, Yan et al., 2010] feature some general discussions and observations. BPMN is roughly based around events and connected activities. Control flow can be defined via different gateways for, e.g., parallel, concurrent or looped activities. Elements of the control flow are grouped into pools (which can partitioned into lanes), which are often used to indicate organisational entities or actors.

Research in the area of BPMN is quite active, with research emphases in different areas, such as analysis and verification, e.g. in [Mallek et al., 2015, Hichami et al., 2015, Rachdi et al., 2016a, Rachdi et al., 2016b, Nazaruka et al., 2016] verification with explicitly Petri nets, e.g. in [Wang et al., 2010, Meghzili et al., 2016], testing, e.g. in [Lübbe and van Lessen, 2017, Kurz, 2016], extensions to the basic notation, e.g. supporting time aspects [Arevalo et al., 2016], resource aspects [Bocciarelli et al., 2016] or inter-organisational aspects [Jankovic et al., 2015]. Process mining in the context of BPMN is also being researched, e.g. in [Kalenkova et al., 2015, Conforti et al., 2016].

XPDL The XML Process Definition Language (XPDL) [Wfmc12, 2012] is a standardised XML-based format for the representation of business processes. It is maintained by the Workflow Management Coalition (see Section 2.3.1). XPDL is broadly used as a standardised serialisation of BPMN model that facilitates exchanging such models between different modelling environments.

3.2.2 Workflow and Process Management

Workflow management is relevant for this thesis, as any integration of agents and workflows is not only to be modelled, but also controlled and managed in its execution. A reference to workflow management systems and their capabilities is set here.

Commercial BPM is quite active, with workflow and business process management solutions and tools being available and continuously improved in extensive software suites such as IBM WebSphere (last accessed May 28th, 2017), Signavio Process Manager (last accessed May 28th, 2017), Alfresco Process Services (last accessed May 28th, 2017) or Atlassian Jira Core (last accessed May 28th, 2017). Due to the scientific nature and conceptual focus of this thesis, commercial BPM suites and tools are outside the scope of this thesis. Instead, concepts are emphasised that improve upon workflow modelling and management fundamentally. These concepts may, in future work, be incorporated into commercial solutions. For now though, commercial BPM is not considered further in this thesis.

30 http://www.bpmn.org/ (last accessed May 28th, 2017)
32 http://www.xpdl.org/ (last accessed May 28th, 2017)
33 http://www.ibm.com/software/products/appserv-was (last accessed May 28th, 2017)
35 https://www.alfresco.com/ (last accessed May 28th, 2017), enterprise BPM utilising Activiti BPMN 2.0 Platform
36 https://www.activiti.org/ (last accessed May 28th, 2017)
36 https://www.atlassian.com/ (last accessed May 28th, 2017)
The field of workflow and business process management is vast. Comprehensive overviews and surveys of the field can be found, for example, in [Sidorova and Isik, 2010, van der Aalst, 2013, Roesser and Kern, 2015, Harmon and Wolf, 2016, Recker and Mendling, 2016]. Examples of general research directions and emphases are:

**Flexibility and adaptivity:** During runtime, circumstances may invalidate a predefined process. The tasks and parameters originally provided may potentially become unsuitable for the current case. When that happens adaptive and flexible processes are needed. The principle allows for changing business processes at runtime. This can include tasks, subworkflows, parameters, etc. Examples of current research in this field are [Arunagiri and Ramachandran, 2015, Kaes et al., 2015, Sackmann and Kittel, 2015, Borrego et al., 2015, Said et al., 2016].

**Resource handling:** Workflow resources are the participants in workflows (see Definition A.3). Handling, representing, managing and efficiently assigning resources is therefore an important part of BPM. Examples of research contributions in this area include [Kumar et al., 2013, Liu et al., 2013, Schöning and Zeising, 2015, Arias et al., 2016, Havur et al., 2016].

**Simulation:** Simulating business processes can yield important results on how a process may perform when it is actually executed and managed. Simulation is used to test ideas and find issues before they occur or in the real-world. Examples of research concerned with business process simulation are [van der Aalst, 2010, Cimino and Vaglini, 2014, Liu and Iijima, 2015, Marquard et al., 2015, Bisogno et al., 2016, Vasilicas et al., 2016].

**Analysis, verification and validation:** Simulation can only identify specific problem cases and otherwise approximate a validation of correctness, compliance or freedom of errors. Therefore analysis, verification and validation, often based on formal methods, are another research area for BPM. Some examples can be found in [Accorsi and Lehmann, 2012, Monakova and Leymann, 2013, Kheldoun et al., 2015, Corradini et al., 2015, van Dongen et al., 2016, Rogge-Solti et al., 2016, Anseeuw et al., 2016, Roa et al., 2016, De Masellis et al., 2017].

The following presents three major research directions of BPM, which, due to their special relevance and importance, warrant individual considerations:

**Process-aware Information Systems** A Process-aware information system (PAIS) is defined as “a software system that manages and executes operational processes involving people, applications, and/or information sources on the basis of process models.” [Dumas et al., 2005, p. 7] PAIS represent a research direction of systems that emphasise the processes they support over other perspectives such as data or individual tasks. WFMS are generally seen as a subset of PAIS, with PAIS also including collaboration, project management, issue tracking and enterprise resource planning tools in their definition [Dumas et al., 2005, p. 10]. A noteworthy distinction is also that the definition of a PAIS does not specifically refer to business processes, but rather to general processes. This indicates a more generic process support emphasis of PAIS.

A current research focus of PAIS is flexibility and change support [Reichert et al., 2009c, Reichert and Weber, 2012, Reuter and Dadam, 2013, Weber et al., 2013, Lohmann and Reichert, 2016]. Much of that research originates from the ADEPT37 and ARISTAFLOW38.

(last accessed May 28th, 2017)
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Adaptive Case Management Adaptive case management (ACM) [Swenson, 2010] is another way of supporting organisations in their processes. Instead of emphasising the processes, as BPM does, ACM emphasises the data and individual cases. Processes still play an important role, but the circumstances and data surrounding the processes are prioritised. Users and organisational entities enjoy a higher degree of freedom and adaptability of actions at runtime as a consequence, since they are not as extensively guided and supported by predefined processes. A comparison of BPM and ACM is discussed in [Goesmann et al., 2015] and a general overview of the research challenges in ACM given in [Nezhad and Swenson, 2013, Hauder et al., 2014b]. Regarding graphical representation, there is a standard of the Object Management Group called the Case Management Model And Notation (CMMN) [CMMN16, 2016]. It is similar in nature to BPMN and was designed to complement and be consistent with BPMN models. Current research in ACM is concerned with, for example, questions of complexity [Huber et al., 2013], compliance while maintaining flexibility [Czepa et al., 2016, Kim et al., 2016], applications of ACM to enterprise architecture [Hauder et al., 2014a] and extensions based on different concepts such as speech acts [Tenschert and Lenz, 2016] or the semantic web [Benner-Wickner et al., 2015].

BPM in the Cloud Moving BPM into cloud environments is another research focus, due to the accessibility, availability and pricing of cloud services. General observations about the topic can be found, e.g., in [Baeyens, 2013, Riemann, 2015]. Research in this area is often concerned with providing architecture and concepts, e.g. [Fang and Yin, 2010, Bendoukha, 2016], as well as execution engines and systems, e.g. [Mangler and Rinderle-Ma, 2014, Marozzo et al., 2015, Esteves and Veiga, 2016, Deelman et al., 2016]. Additionally, efficient resource allocation [Schulte et al., 2015], verification [Klai and Ochi, 2013, Boubaker et al., 2016] and moving applications to the cloud using workflow concepts [Leymann et al., 2011, Leymann, 2012] are also being examined.
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This section presents an overview of previous and related work concerning an integration or combination of agents and workflows. Included in this overview are research efforts that utilise properties, features or mechanisms of agents for workflow management and execution, as well as, more rarely, efforts that utilise workflows for agent-orientation.

The section is structured around that division. Section [3.3.1] examines agent-based workflow management systems. Here, agents have been used to build workflow management systems so that their feature set and properties may be utilised. Section [3.3.2] examines workflow-based agent management systems. This includes research efforts where workflows are used to build or enhance agents in their execution and management. Finally,
Section 3.3.3 presents research contributions that go beyond the previous two areas. In these contributions the distinction between agent and workflow management becomes less clear. These “advanced” integration efforts are the ones most closely related to this thesis.

3.3.1 Agent-based Workflow Management

Agent-based workflow management systems (AgWFMS) utilise agent technology to implement workflow management functionality. These kinds of systems realise an integration of sorts, yet this integration is only unidirectional. Users of the created systems usually aren’t presented with agents or any agent-oriented modelling. Only workflows are emphasised. These integrations are therefore only partial, a term which is discussed further in contrast to “full” integrations in the later evaluations and discussions.

Delias et al., 2011 describes, in depth, the different roles agents can play in workflow management. It represents an extensive survey, classifying over one hundred research contributions into seven areas of functions for agents in workflow management. This classification is roughly based on the WfMC workflow reference model (see Section 2.3.1) and is used in this section to structure the descriptions. Each classification group corresponds to an interface of the reference model and contains sub-groups describing different functionalities of agents in the context. Where available, more recent research contributions are cited. Recent contributions are discussed separately at the end of each functionality, while examples of citations from the survey in Delias et al., 2011 are used in the text and marked with a *. Note that citations may appear in multiple functionalities, since agents are used extensively in some research.

Process Definition Tools The process definition tools interface of the WfMC reference model deals with providing, creating and editing workflow definitions. Agents can be used in a variety of fashions here, from actually modelling and encapsulating the process definitions and instances to providing and making these definitions and instances available for execution. There are three functionalities for agents identified:

Analyse, model, compose, describe and document a BP: In this functionality agents and their properties are used for realising a BP. There is a large variety of options available here. Agents can be used to represent and encapsulate the process or parts of/elements within it Ooi, 2003*, agent properties like mobility can be utilised to enable advanced, active behaviour of the process Budimac et al., 1999, Fakas and Karakostas, 1999*, agents can be used to orchestrate services into an overall process Barker and Mann, 2006* or agents can support a specific process as part of an application-specific solution Jennings et al., 1998, Chen et al., 2000*.

Recent Contributions:

- Hsieh and Lin, 2016 uses a Petri net representation of an overall, adaptive workflow that is shared between agents involved in the workflow execution. Whenever changes occur/are necessary these changes are communicated between the agents to keep the process definition valid.
- Bourguenda and Abdelkafi, 2015 uses agent concepts and especially performatives from the FIPA agent communication language to mine organisational structures within workflow models.
- Venero, 2014 uses mobile agent concepts in Petri net models to analyse inter-organisational workflows.
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**Process definition write/edit:** This functionality enables agents to write and edit process definitions. Research in this area deals with agents autonomously managing the process definitions [Ehrler et al., 2006*], managing adaptivity of the process definition in process instances [Wang et al., 2005c*] or modifying themselves if they encapsulate the process [Ooi, 2003*].

**Recent Contributions:**
- [Rantrua et al., 2013] considers emergent behaviour from a group of cooperating agents to realise flexible workflows.
- [Saleem et al., 2014] uses agent concept to generate workflow definitions to share between different organisations.

**Definition Retrieval:** The final functionality identified for agents is the retrieval of process definitions from some persistent source for further usage [Zeng et al., 2001, Ehrler et al., 2006*].

**Recent Contributions:**
- No prominent recent and/or new contributions known

**Client Applications** The client application interface emphasises human user support. Here, the interactions between the actual workflow management and the applications used by human users are described. Agents may be used to facilitate these interactions, handle data for the users or take control of certain aspects of process execution.

**Worklist Handling:** A worklist contains the available workitems for a user. Agents may be used to manage, fetch, display/provide or process worklists on behalf of human users [Manmin and Huaicheng, 1999, Cao et al., 2004, Trappey et al., 2009*]. Interpretation of different formats [Ricci et al., 2002*] or rules [Kappel et al., 2000*] are also an application of agents in the context of worklists.

**Recent Contributions:**
- No prominent recent and/or new contributions known

**Process Control:** In this functionality, agents are used to control the workflow instances on behalf and at the behest of the users. They act as process supervisors and may control operations like start, stop, pause or resume on instances, as well as control and enforce other state changes. Examples of encapsulating the process control interface for human user clients in agents are [Chen et al., 2000, Suh et al., 2001, He et al., 2006*].

**Recent Contributions:**
- [López-Mellado and Flores-Badillo, 2013] proposes a WFMS as an agent management system that features mobile agents that guide and supervise the processes.
- [Delias et al., 2012] utilises agents to realise a manual intervention from human users to address robustness and flexibility issues.

**Data Handling:** This functionality utilises agents to handle, transport and make available the different data objects required for workflow execution and management. Often agents are used as a gateway to access different persistent data storages or repositories. Examples of agents being used in these ways include [Chang and Scott, 1996, Aye and Tun, 2005, Zhao et al., 2007*].
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Recent Contributions:

– [Zytniewski, 2016] proposes agents and full multi-agent systems as knowledge stores for process modelling and execution. The data provided by the agents is used to enrich the process definition.

User Interface: This functionality includes those research efforts, where agents directly provide the user interface and also interact in some form with the human user. They may offer limited support to users in their workflow execution [Hawryszkiewycz and Debenham, 1998]*, or may actively support users in their process [Ricci et al., 2002]*. User interface functionality may not require dedicated agents, but may be contained in more general agents within the system as well [Ehrler et al., 2006]*.

Recent Contributions:

– [Cranshaw et al., 2017] discusses the Calendar.help system for scheduling meetings using workflows. Here, agents are interacted with as if they were personal assistants that automate as many workflow tasks as possible and only escalate to human users when necessary.

– [Zhao et al., 2016] enables incorporating human users into the workflow execution next to automatic agents executing tasks. Humans are represented as special “human agents” within the system that provide a web interface and control the life-cycle of human user tasks.

Invoked Applications

The invoked applications interface serves a similar function in the context of agents as did the client application interface. However, instead of interacting with human users, agents here interact with other (automatic) applications, especially other agents. Due to the similarity in nature to the previous group, the functionalities are partially analogous.

Worklist Handling: Worklist handling is analogous to the client application functionality of the same name, only that other applications or agents are now the ones that are being provided with the workflows. The autonomy of agents in their execution can be utilised in this functionality [Stormer and Knorr, 2001]*.

Recent Contributions:

– No prominent recent and/or new contributions known

Process Control: Process control for invoked applications distinguishes two directions. Either agents control the invoked applications (and the processes therein) [Korhonen et al., 2002, Jingjing et al., 2004]*, possibly using web services orchestration [Buhler and Vidal, 2005]*, or agents are the invoked applications themselves [Jennings et al., 1998, Cao et al., 2004, Blake and Gomaa, 2005]*. In the latter case, the agents provide distinct functionality required to advance the work on the process instances.

Recent Contributions:

– [Hsieh and Lin, 2016] encapsulates tasks as individual task-agents that provide functionality and are orchestrated using a Petri net model to execute an overarching workflow.

– [Dam et al., 2015] translates BPMN models into agent concepts and artefacts to allow the execution of business processes in a multi-agent system context.
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- [Rojek, 2016] employs agent simulation with historic experience to improve adaptive parameters in a production process.

**Data Handling:** Data handling between agents involved in invoked applications is, in concept, equal to data handling between agents involved in the client applications. The only difference is that human users are not involved as source or target of data handling operations. However, no further citations are given in [Delias et al., 2011].

**Recent Contributions:**
- [Feng et al., 2015] uses storage agents as centralised data stores that receive case data as input from survey agents and provide access to analysis agents.

**Service Discovery:** A specialised, yet widespread, use of agents in the invoked applications interface is service discovery. Here, agents utilise their functionality to gather data from service directories about available services (web or otherwise) that may be used to facilitate the workflow execution in some way. Examples of contributions in this field include [Madhusudan, 2005, Buhler and Vidal, 2005, Zhao et al., 2007]*.

**Recent Contributions:**
- [Hsieh and Lin, 2016] utilises agent intelligence and cognitive concepts to discover available actor and task agents that provide the services necessary for complex, overarching goals. These agents are then selected and orchestrated to execute a workflow that achieves that goal.
- [Narock and Yoon, 2015] uses agents to gather and aggregate provenance data, i.e. data concerning service creation and specification, about services that are candidates to be orchestrated in larger workflows.
- [Coria et al., 2014] describes an agent-based approach of automatically discovering web services and composing them into larger orchestrations.

**Other Workflow Enactment Services** The interface to other workflow enactment services is the focus point for interoperability of different WFMS. Therefore, ensuring that different systems can understand one another and the exchange data itself are a focus of the functionalities for agents in this group.

**Common Interpretation of Process Definition:** Different WFMS may use different representations or formats for the process definitions. In this functionality agents are responsible for ensuring that the different involved WFMS are able to understand each other’s process definitions. Most often, this is handled via a common format or ontology. Solutions may feature agents acting as definition servers [Chang and Scott, 1996]* or encapsulating the representation [Merz and Lamersdorf, 1999]* or the process context [Ooi, 2003]*.

**Recent Contributions:**
- [Kravari et al., 2016] uses semantic web functionality in agents to allow for exchanging rules and policies relating to e-Commerce contracts without using a common syntax.
- [Benmerzoug, 2015] aggregates cloud services into agent interaction protocols to realise workflows. One focus here lies on bridging heterogeneous cloud environments through the use of agents.
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**Workflow Data Interchange:** Exchanging workflow data between different WFMS is similar to the previously discussed workflow data handling functionalities. Yet additional challenges arise due to the more open, heterogeneous nature of the current interface. Agents for workflow data interchange may, for example, act as gateways that transmit the data [Omicini et al., 2006] or realise data, e.g., process definitions, synchronisation between different involved workflow enactment services [Merz and Lamersdorf, 1999, Jennings et al., 2000].

**Recent Contributions:**
- [Santos-Pereira et al., 2013] utilises mobile agents to encapsulate and securely provide patient data used in healthcare processes.

**Administration and Monitoring Tools** The administration and monitoring tools interface deals with all aspects of organising and “managing” the workflow management itself. Here, auxiliary, organisational data is handled, edited, maintained and operated on. In addition to that, monitoring of the workflow system is also a focus.

**User/Role Management:** This functionality refers to agents representing human users as proxies. By utilising agents in such a way the agent becomes the virtual avatar of the human within the system, facilitating the system’s interaction with the user technically. Such personal agents are widespread [Budimac et al., 1999, Barker and Mann, 2006]. Another similar function is to have agents represent roles rather than individual users [Blake and Gomaa, 2005]. Actual management functions regarding users and roles are rarely realised using agent concepts, yet some work exists, e.g., [Trappey et al., 2009].

**Recent Contributions:**
- [Kadar et al., 2014] proposes an approach in which agents representing human workflow users automatically negotiate with one another in order to create a consensus for all involved participants.
- [Samiri et al., 2017] realises all participants, including external resources like suppliers and customers, of a self-adaptive workflow systems as collaborative agents.

**Audit Management:** Audit management is concerned with managing, analysing and possibly reacting to workflow execution logs. Logs can be maintained by agents in a variety of ways [Wang et al., 2005a, Ehrler et al., 2006] and different aspects can be evaluated through agent concepts [Chang and Scott, 1996, Kuo, 2004]. Agents reacting to and handling exceptions is also possible [Wang et al., 2005b, Jennings et al., 2000].

**Recent Contributions:**
- [Alfonso-Cendón et al., 2016] utilises agents for knowledge management in context-aware workflows. Agents monitor the workflow execution and autonomously decide on actions in order to ensure workflows reach desirable states.
- [Topcu and Yilmaz, 2014] uses an agent-based simulation to discover process models and evaluate workflow variants.
- [Wei and Blake, 2013] employs a number of monitoring agents in order to evaluate the system and workflow instance states.
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- [Queiroz and Leitão, 2016] uses cooperating agents to analyse industrial workflows dynamically.

- [Feng et al., 2015] utilises analysis and recommendation agents working on a base of historic case data to determine the risks of process execution and recommendations for improvements.

*Resource Control:* In this functionality agents monitor, supervise and influence issues of process execution relating to resources and resource workload. Agents may, for example, analyse resource availability and workitem priority rules [Hongchen and Meilin, 1999] or may use a process plan to facilitate the supervision [Jain et al., 1999].

*Recent Contributions:*
- [Yan et al., 2015] mines goals from BDI agents executing tasks in workflow execution. Monitoring these tools allows for the system to better support resource assignment.

*Process Monitoring:* The process monitoring functionality is concerned with keeping logs to supervise processes. It is distinguished from the audit management by the fact that no interpretation, e.g. analysis or reaction, is involved. Usually, special agents are used to monitor the system in part or in whole. Examples of research contributions in this area include [Manmin and Huaicheng, 1999, Biegus and Branki, 2004, Ehrler et al., 2006].

*Recent Contributions:*
- [Jhu et al., 2015] uses a so-called workflow agent to monitor and analyse scientific workflows executed in a cloud environment.

*Workflow Enactment Service* The workflow enactment service is the central component of the WfMC reference model that represents the runtime environment of workflow engines and the workflow instances executed within. Here, agents are used to facilitate the actual, technical execution of the workflows, rather than the interfaces around it.

*Runtime Control Environment:* This functionality encompasses agents as the controllers for the workflow instances in their entirety. Basically, it deals with agents as workflow enactment or workflow engine providers. Agents may serve directly as the workflow engine [Korhonen et al., 2002], managing and coordinating agents besides workflows [Chang and Scott, 1996], encapsulate workflows in special agent-specific formats [Jain et al., 1999], use communication mechanisms to coordinate workflow enactment [Marin and Brena, 2005] or may utilise web services orchestration [Blake and Gomaa, 2005].

*Recent Contributions:*
- [Zhao et al., 2016] uses agents as centralised workflow engines that control and orchestrate tasks executed by other agents to achieve the overall workflow goal.

*Definition Interpretation:* Agents may be used to interpret process definitions and act according to the results of the interpretation. Such interpretations are for example used with BDI agents to determine goals achievable through the execution of a process [Merz and Lamersdorf, 1999, Ooi, 2003].

*Recent Contributions:*
- [Both et al., 2012] uses agent intelligence to reason about workflow progress in definitions in which that progress cannot be completely observed by the agents.
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The goal of that reasoning is to still be able to support the user in the tasks he or she might possibly need to execute next.

Execution of Tasks: Execution of tasks functionality is concerned with agents performing and executing parts of a process. This includes the automatic execution of work associated with the tasks of the process. Agents may, for example, serve as the automatic resources directly [Stormer and Knorr, 2001] [Marin and Brena, 2005]*, may encapsulate them [Zeng et al., 2001] [Blake and Gomaa, 2005]* or may actually be the subject of the process that is being executed [Cai et al., 1996] [Zhuge et al., 2002]*.

Recent Contributions:
- [Cranshaw et al., 2017] presents the Calendar.help application in which agents are used to automatically execute simple tasks for scheduling meetings of human users.
- [Steckel et al., 2013] proposes an agent model for controlling robots executing work within agricultural workflows.

Scheduling: Scheduling deals with optimising the priorities, deadlines and constraints in order to make the workflow execution more efficient. Agents can utilise negotiation mechanisms or other communications for these purposes [O’Brien and Wiegard, 1998] [Barker and Mann, 2006]*. They may also use rule sets [Joeris, 2000]* or their own mobility [Budimac et al., 2006]*.

Recent Contributions:
- [Chen et al., 2016a] uses negotiating agents to schedule task (agent) execution in cloud-based data-intensive workflows.
- [Werner-Stark et al., 2014] represents (user) resources as cooperating agents that negotiate in order to schedule the workflow execution to optimise time or cost.

Data Functions: Agents for data functions in workflow enactment are quite similar to data handling in client applications and invoked applications. Often, special agents are used to provide the workflow execution components with the relevant data functions they require [Xu et al., 2003] [Ehrler et al., 2006]*.

Recent Contributions:
- No prominent recent and/or new contributions known

Task Assignment: Agents responsible for task assignment utilise their intelligence or other decision mechanisms to determine the resources to which tasks are assigned. There are two basic approach to this, either using agent negotiation [O’Brien and Wiegard, 1998] [Jingjing et al., 2004]* or a hierarchical structure [Xu et al., 2003] [Marin and Brena, 2005]*. In both approaches the requirements of the tasks are usually compared to the roles and abilities the resources (or the agents representing the resources) possess [Madhusudan, 2005] [He et al., 2006]*.

Recent Contributions:
- [Wei and Blake, 2013] uses algorithms in agents to have them decide the optimal assignment of resources in cloud-based workflows.
- [Chen et al., 2016a] has different kinds of task, resource, manage and director agents schedule and allocate cloud resources for task execution in data-intensive workflows.
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Resource Allocation: Similar to task assignment and scheduling, the resource allocation functionality allows agents to decide how resources are allocated in the system generally and with a larger scale than individual tasks. Here, again, negotiation is often used to deal with the allocation optimisation problem. *(Savarimuthu et al., 2005, Debenham and Simoff, 2006)*

Recent Contributions:

- *(Merdan et al., 2013)* uses agent simulation to optimise flexibility and robustness of the dynamic execution schedule within a system.

Clearly, the above listing shows that agents can be utilised in workflow management in a variety of ways. This particular research field is also still quite active. Current work emphasises problems of workflow automation, orchestration and evaluation. Little to no prominent current work deals with worklist management and other data handling. It is feasible to presume that research of these problems is not stagnant, but is conducted in separate, independent contexts which can then be readily applied to agents, workflows and their integrations.

3.3.2 Workflow-based Agent Management

While using agents to build WFMS is fairly common (see previous section), the opposite direction of using workflows to build agent systems is rather rare. Reasons for this may lie in the fact that agents are an established tool for building software systems, which WFMS clearly are, while workflows are more established for modelling business contexts within other software systems. Still, some work exists that uses workflows to enhance or even build agents and agent management systems. All noteworthy research efforts known to the author are presented in the following, ordered by date of publication.

*(Korhonen et al., 2002)* aims at improving flexibility in agent interactions by avoiding hard-wired behaviours in favour of dynamic workflows. The approach is to have agents provide basic workflows describing their behaviour, functionality and capabilities, information about which is provided in the system as a kind of service directory maintained in a special workflow management agent. Each agent possesses an internal workflow engine, which then dynamically combines individual basic workflows of different agents into a master workflow that describes a complete interaction. Much of this approach, including questions about where the master workflow is executed is unclear and without any newer publications it appears that this approach has been abandoned.

*(Kotb, 2011, Kotb et al., 2012)* realise workflow net-based cooperating agents, especially in the context of agents controlling robots. They use algorithms to determine similarities in goals and capabilities of agents, which are used to propose cooperation plans for the considered agents. These plans are then transformed into complex cooperation workflows, which the agents follow to achieve their collaborative goal. A particularity of this work is that the authors utilise workflow soundness (see Definition 2.20) to ensure that agent plans are achievable.

*(Mislevics and Grundspenkis, 2012)* proposes a framework with which to model the behaviour of mobile agents using workflows. At runtime the mobile agents directly execute the modelled workflows featuring their behaviour. The authors argue that their approach is user friendly and that does not require much programming expert knowledge in order to
create applications using mobile agents. The graphical modelling capabilities of workflows are highlighted as a major reason for this.

[Küster et al., 2015] describes a formal mapping from BPMN (see Section 3.2.1) to agent models. They implement that mapping in different variants for the JIAC V (see Section 3.1) agent framework, with each implementation emphasising different aspects, such as versatility, performance or expressiveness. The mapping and implementation of the mapping allow for the specification of multi-agent system through workflow models, emphasising behaviour and processes.

[Nouzri and Fazziki, 2015] describes a transformation from BPMN models (see Section 3.2.1) to AML (agent modelling language, Červenka and Trenčanský, 2007) agent models and finally to the JADEX agent framework (see Section 3.1). The BPMN models are intended to capture business needs for an application, which are then transformed to incorporate agent concepts in the AML model, from which JADEX agent code is generated. The authors in [Nouzri and Fazziki, 2015] emphasise their work in the context of supporting BPM, yet there appear to be no actual limitations w.r.t. general system modelling.

[Gomes et al., 2016] models Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) patterns as agents using the YAWL workflow language. These simple, yet workflow-oriented agents are then managed in an overarching YAWL workflow to realise more complex ETL workflows. The agent metaphor is used here to specify a model of a system to be implemented at some later point. Whether the later implementation uses agents as well is unknown.

From the descriptions of these research efforts it becomes clear that, when workflows are used for agent management, their focus lies in the behaviour and cooperation. Workflows are used as a specification of agent behaviour and as execution templates. This aligns with some of the functionalities from agent-based workflow management, especially the invoked applications interface group. However, the focus in the contributions discussed in this current section is actually on executing agents, rather than executing workflows with the help of agents.

### 3.3.3 Advanced Integration Efforts

The distinguishing factor between the research efforts presented in Section 3.3.1 and those in Section 3.3.2 is the modelling and execution focus. The agent-based WFMS from Section 3.3.1 emphasise modelling and executing workflow and BPM, while the agent-based agent management systems emphasise agents. While there is some alignment and some similarities, the focus in those efforts is still clear.

The research efforts presented in this current section feature more sophisticated and extended integrations of agents and workflows. Here, that integration is advanced enough that a clear modelling and execution focus can’t be determined anymore. In other words, these research efforts model and execute systems in which the line between agent and workflow can’t be distinguished as clearly. In fact, these are the research efforts most closely related to this thesis’ goal and motivation.

Regarding approaches with a more organisation-centric nature, only SONAR and ORGAN [Wester-Ebbinghaus, 2010] are considered here, due to the closeness of that research to
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The following lists the advanced integration efforts ordered by date.

**Agile, Goal-oriented BPM** [Burmeister et al., 2006, Burmeister et al., 2008] present work focussed on endowing processes with explicit goals and a representation of context in order to support agile and flexible process execution. In order to realise the goals and handle/process the context representation, the authors utilise BDI agent models. For each process the goals are modelled first. The result of that is a set of goals and sub-goals. Next, context variables are defined, which can later be used to determine state and circumstances of process execution. Finally, plans describing how to achieve the different goals are defined and linked to contexts via conditions. These plans contain the behaviour executed and/or initiated by software agents, included automated behaviour concerning the processes and user interfaces. Prototypes have been implemented with JADEX (see Section 3.1) and a predecessor of LSPS (see below).

What qualifies this research effort as an advanced integration is the fact that the process is clearly and on a primary level endowed with cognitive agent concepts. However, the research effort still emphasises processes as the main modelling construct, even though those processes are very much like agents. By enabling the process to have goals, be aware of its context and autonomously react according to the two, the distinction between agent and workflow is less pronounced though.

**Living Systems Process Suite** The Living Systems Process Suite (LSPS) is a commercial business process management system developed by Whitestein Technologies[40]. Because of its commercial nature, relatively little information can be found about its origins. It appears to be a continuation of the Living Systems Technology Suite [Rimassa et al., 2006], an agent framework supporting BDI concepts, and the Living Systems Autonomic BPM platform [Greenwood and Rimassa, 2007, Greenwood, 2008], which already applied BDI concepts to workflow management. Processes in LSPS are defined with business goals in mind. “Goals allow process management responsibility to drive general project planning and tracking, focusing on what is to be achieved before drilling down to consider the details of how to achieve it.” [Whitestein15, 2015, p. 4] Plans are attached to specific goals and sub-goals and describe how the goal is to be achieved. Furthermore, processes are designed to utilise all agent mechanisms, including communication facilities for all involved parties, including the processes themselves and user groups working in the context of the processes.

**WADE** The Workflows and Agents Development Environment (WADE, Caire et al., 2008a, Bergenti et al., 2012a, Bergenti et al., 2012b, Bergenti et al., 2013) is an agent and workflow framework built on top of the JADE agent framework (see Section 3.1). Each agent in WADE has a set of workflows that describe different behaviours. The agents then strive to enact those workflows correctly according to the dynamic circumstances at runtime. The original focus of WADE was to use workflows to target “the implementation of the internal behaviour of each single system” [Caire et al., 2008a, p. 32]. More recently, that focus has shifted somewhat to include user-centric business processes through interactive workflows, i.e. workflows that are modelled around the central role of actors and users [Bergenti et al., 2012a, Bergenti et al., 2012b]. This means that WADE supports workflows for both the interactions of users and agents, making it an advanced integration effort.

[40]https://www.whitestein.com/lsps-platform/lsps-overview (last accessed May 28th, 2017)
Considering the implementation, WADE adds two elements to the JADE platform, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. While the basic JADE platform takes care of the general agent runtime environment, the WADE extension allows for agent behaviour to be defined and executed as workflow tasks. Finally, the WOLF plugin [Caire et al., 2008b] for the eclipse development environment allows for the graphical modelling of the basic workflows, which are then translated into Java classes, which can be extended to incorporate technical details not visible or available to the workflow view.

Sonar and Organ

Both the Self-Organizing Net Architecture (Sonar, Köhler-Bußmeier et al., 2009, Köhler-Bußmeier, 2009b) and the “Organisations-Architektur mit Netzen” (Organisation-Architecture with Nets, Organ, Wester-Ebbinghaus et al., 2009, Wester-Ebbinghaus, 2010) are concerned with modelling organisations with and through agents. Due to their high thematic proximity to reference nets, Mulan, Capa and Paose, they are considered here as related work, even though other organisation-centric approaches have been determined as out of scope for this thesis. Both Sonar and Organ utilise reference nets. Sonar provides a theoretical model for organisations, while Organ provides concrete models for organisational units.

Sonar describes an organisation as a specially formed Petri net, called a role/delegation net. In a role/delegation net, each task of an organisation is modelled as a place and each task implementation as a transition. Places are furthermore inscribed with organisational roles, while transitions are inscribed with distributed workflow nets supporting multiple roles involved in the workflow. Places and transitions are partitioned according to organisational positions. These positions determine who/what is responsible for the actual execution or delegation of executed tasks. Overall, organisation models in Sonar yield hierarchic, tree-like structures that suitably model the relationships including organisational structure, functionalities and interactions.

https://eclipse.org/ (last accessed May 28th, 2017)
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The core component of ORGAN is a concrete and universal model for an organisational unit. That model can be seen in Figure 3.2 and it is applied, following reference net semantics of nets-within-nets, to all system elements and levels. Each organisational unit can be embedded into other organisational units and can itself be the environment into which other organisational units are embedded. Operation units function on the current level, integration units and processes function with and are embedded into the current level and governance units and processes represent and interact with the units into which the current level is embedded.

With this universal model of an organisational unit, ORGAN also defines a reference architecture consisting of four specific types of organisational units, namely society, organisational field, organisation and department. Each of these types is specified according to its content and organisational role. For the direct organisation type of organisational unit, SONAR is intended as the basic model. The organisational unit types of the reference architecture are all embedded into one another according to the integration and governance units defined in each (main) unit. For practical implementation of these organisational units, software agents and full multi-agent systems are intended to take the specific, technical places of units within the overarching organisational units.

The work on ORGAN and SONAR is considered as an integration effort for agents and workflows because the organisation concept here is used as a bridge between the two. In SONAR, which is used in ORGAN, organisational roles interact in some functional way. The organisational roles are filled by agents in an implementation, while the interactions can be considered as (distributed) workflows. Therefore, the organisation metaphor serves as the abstraction from its internal agent and workflow elements. Going further and considering the organisation as a collective actor interacting with other organisations as collective actors results in entities interacting with one another that are consolidated as both internal agents and workflows.
Process-Infrastructure for Agent Applications (PIA)  The research presented in [Reese, 2010] envisioned and roughly sketched the idea of an integration of agents and workflows, which provides access to the strengths of both. The results of [Reese, 2010] provided part of the motivation and inspiration for this thesis. Implementing and realising that idea practically is part of the ambition of this thesis.

The main part of [Reese, 2010] is concerned with what is called a process-infrastructure for agent applications (PIA). PIA describes a system in which the external processes between agents (i.e. their interactions) are modelled and implemented as workflows and executed and supported by a workflow management system. The concept of PIA was developed in an integration architecture that described five different tiers of integration between agents and workflows. PIA is part of the fourth tier, which partially integrates agents and workflows by utilising workflows for agent interactions. The fifth and final tier of that integration architecture represents the full integration of agents and workflows, which is comparable to the core idea and motivation this current thesis pursues.

In other words, [Reese, 2010] and this current thesis share a common idea but the practical emphases diverge significantly. [Reese, 2010] focuses on PIA, which does not fully integrate and combine workflows, and only envisions a full integration. This thesis takes that vision as an inspiration and a starting point. The following descriptions focus on the five tier integration architecture, as it is the most relevant related work to this current thesis. Afterwards, technical implementations of the fourth tier are shortly discussed.

The integration architecture can be seen in Figure 3.3. The starting point, with no integration of agents and workflows, is tier I with regular, traditional agent and workflow management systems.

In the second tier the respective opposite concept is used to realise management of the other. These are the agent-based WFMS and workflow-based agent management systems discussed in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 respectively. Here, traditional agent and workflow management is enhanced by concepts, mechanisms and ideas from the respective other concept. For application modelling, however, nothing changes as the main modelling constructs are always exclusively either agent or workflow.

The third tier changes that. Here, the capabilities of both agent and workflow management are provided for application modelling. There are no restrictions, limitations or guidances for modellers how to combine concepts and mechanisms from agents and workflows. This full combination of agents and workflows is immensely powerful, yet due to its unstructured and unguided approach almost unusable.

Structure and guidance are added to the approach on the fourth tier. Here, the capabilities of both agent and workflow management systems are restricted in an integration layer before being made available for application modelling. This results in multi-agent systems with workflow parts on the one hand and workflow systems with agent parts on the other hand. Utilisation of those secondary parts goes beyond what is done in the second tier. In the second tier agents were used to implement traditional workflow management and vice versa. This allowed the exploitation of some mechanisms in the background without changing the fundamental way agent or workflow management worked. In this fourth tier, however, agents are not (just) used to implement traditional workflow management, but rather improve it directly and combine it with agent management and vice versa for workflows. That way the traditional ways of managing agents or workflows can be radically changed. In fact, PIA is part of this fourth tier. Still, the fourth tier restricts the options for application modelling to exclusively agents or workflows, even if these agents and workflows strongly utilise the respective other concept.
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The fifth and final tier combines the two variants of the fourth tier into one completely integrated system. This system no longer uses traditional agents or workflows, but rather a novel “unit” which can be considered in both agent and workflow perspectives whenever it is useful. Being only envisioned and roughly sketched out in [Reese, 2010], few details are provided except that this tier utilises workflows for all behavioural facets of a system and agents for all structural ones.

The overall integration architecture describes a scale between no integration at all and a complete integration. Practically, [Reese, 2010] was concerned with PIA on the fourth tier of the integration architecture. A basic prototypical implementation of PIA was discussed in [Reese, 2010] as well. [Wagner, 2009c], the author’s diploma thesis, described extended prototypes for both variants of the fourth tier. Due to the enhanced scope of those prototypes these are discussed here instead of the one from [Reese, 2010].

The focus of [Wagner, 2009c] lay on the provision of the second variant of the fourth tier of the integration architecture, the agent-workflows. Here, workflows are provided for application modelling which strongly utilises agents and agent concepts to improve workflow management. Out of multiple approaches the so-called structure-agentworkflow (S-AgWf) was chosen for further realisation. The basic operation of the S-AgWf is illustrated in Figure 3.4. Basically, a so-called structure-agent executes an overall workflow. That workflow consists of tasks which represent subworkflows that are executed by other agents.

Figure 3.3: Tiered integration architecture
(modified and translated from [Reese, 2010, p. 119])
of the management system. In this approach, agents control the execution of workflows, subworkflows and tasks allowing for the utilisation of agent features like mobility and intelligence.

For the other variant of the fourth tier of the integration architecture, the workflow-agents, Wagner, 2009c also described a realisation. This realisation is called the Protocol-Dispatcher (ProDi). Basically, a so-called interaction-workflow is used to control and manage the interactions between the different agents of the system. Each task in that interaction-workflow corresponds to a protocol in one of the agents involved in the interaction. This is a realisation of the PIA principle and allows for workflow features to be utilised for the interactions between agents.

More information about the overall integration approach and the prototypes can be found in, for example, Reese et al., 2008 Wagner, 2010 Moldt et al., 2010 Wagner, 2012. Of special relevance for this thesis is Wagner et al., 2012, a revised journal version of Moldt et al., 2010. Thematically, it can be seen as beginning the transition between the research of Reese, 2010 Wagner, 2009c and this current thesis.

**Jadex Active Components** Jadex active components Pokahr et al., 2010 Pokahr and Braubach, 2011 Pokahr and Braubach, 2013 Pokahr et al., 2013 Braubach et al., 2013 are the current continuation of the Jadex BDI agent framework (see Section 3.1). The current Jadex release 3.1 contains the active components extension and is available at the project website 42 .

Active components represent an extension of the agent concept, incorporating concepts and mechanisms from other research areas, especially components. “An active component is an autonomous, managed, hierarchical software entity that exposes and uses functionalities
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via services and whose behaviour is defined in terms of an internal architecture.” [Pokahr and Braubach, 2013] p. 13] The motivation behind active components is similar to the one in this current thesis, arguing that different concepts have different strengths that should be combined and used together.

Figure 3.5 illustrates the previous definition and how the agent and component concepts have been integrated into active components. Active components adopt the internal architecture and message/external interfaces (sensors and effectors) from agents and the required/provided service interfaces and properties from service components. While both sides contribute to the overall active component, the emphasis is that the agent concepts support the active component internals, while the service concepts support the active component externals, i.e. interfaces. The internal architecture of an active component determines its basic execution mode, characterising a specific active component as a particular type of agent or another concept such as a workflow. Different internal architectures and the interplay between them are what establish Jadex active components as an advanced integration effort, which is discussed further below. Regardless of the specific internal architecture, the external interfaces of an active component remains unchanged, providing the means for interoperability between different software concepts.

The implementation of Jadex active components consists of four major areas. The infrastructure realises the execution environment and platform for active components. It provides three kinds of services: basic (e.g. component life-cycle management), remote (e.g. message service) and support (e.g. security and persistence). The abstract interpreter realises the standardised parts and interfaces of active components. Through the abstract interpreter, which is the same for all active components, it becomes possible for active components with different internal architectures to interact in a common way. Kernels realise the different internal architectures for active components. “A kernel encapsulates the internal behaviour definition of a specific active component type.” [Braubach et al., 2013] p. 4] There are a number of kernels already developed for active components, including, for example, BDI agents, microagents and BPMN (see Section 3.2.1). Additionally, another kernel exists for the goal-oriented business process notation (GPMN, [Jander et al., 2011]), a combination of BPMN and cognitive agent concepts. GPMN is discussed further below. The final area of the implementation concerns tools. Here modelling and implementation plugins for the eclipse development environment are provided.
W.r.t. the integration of agents and workflows pursued in this current thesis, there are two areas of Jadex active components that need to be discussed and considered in more detail. The first concerns the active component concept itself, while the second revolves around the special GPMN kernel.

The active component concept directly allows for an integration of agents and workflows. As described above, active components are completely interoperable, regardless of their internal architecture and kernel. That means that an active component using the BDI kernel can easily exchange data and interact with an active component using the BPMN kernel. For an integration that means that agents and workflows are being handled on the same execution and modelling level, doing their (application) part and role for the system and being able to communicate and influence each other’s execution. This does not yet mean that the agent and workflow concepts are somehow combined. However, putting them next to one another already opens up a number of possibilities, e.g. agents participating in workflows or providing data for workflow execution.

The next feasible degree of an integration is to incorporate agents and workflows into one active component. An active component can only use kernel, and therefore only one internal architecture. This means that it is not directly possible to define an active component as employing both an agent and a workflow kernel simultaneously. However, each active component can have an arbitrary amount of sub-components with different kernels. This means that agent and workflow components can be subsumed by one active component acting as the intermediary for both concepts. In other words, a complex subsystem of agents and workflows can act as and be interacted with as a single entity in the overarching system. This would integrate agents and workflows from an external and execution point of view, but not yet from a direct modelling point of view. Agent and workflow components would be incorporated into the same active component, but would be modelled and treated separately.

Still, this last issue can also be addressed. Active components are, by design, extendable. The concept itself only defines a container with standardised interfaces into which an internal architecture is embedded via a kernel implementation. Therefore, it is feasible that a new kernel representing an agent/workflow hybrid can be developed. Such a kernel is already provided by the GPMN kernel, which leads directly to the second point of integration discussion.

As mentioned above, GPMN [Jander et al., 2011, Jander and Lamersdorf, 2013, Jander, 2016, Jander et al., 2016] can be seen as a combination of BPMN with cognitive agent concepts, more specifically BDI. It was developed in the context of the Go4Flex project [Braubach et al., 2010]. One of the goals of GPMN is to distinguish technical and business aspects for modelling workflows more clearly. Business aspects emphasise the business value, performance indicators and business goals, while technical aspects emphasise concrete activities, control and data flow, etc. Both aspects are important for modelling, yet have different target user groups when it comes to modelling. By both distinguishing them while also maintaining them in a uniform, precise model or notation both user groups and their requirements can be addressed.

The core concept of GPMN is to imbue workflows with a hierarchy of goals. At the top, the abstract, overarching goal of a process is defined. Below it, several sub-goals refine the overall goal by partitioning it into smaller, more concrete parts. It is recommended, that the sub-goals are complete, i.e. that if all sub-goals are fulfilled the overall goal is also fulfilled. Beyond the sub-goals, any number of further sub-goal hierarchy levels can be added as necessary for a particular process. Concrete goals can be achieved by attaching plans to them, with multiple plans representing alternatives to achieving the
goal. Dynamic (runtime) circumstances of a workflow are captured by the \textit{process context}, which is the basis for any reasoning about goals and plans. There are some more elements of a GPMN workflow model, like activation plans and subprocesses, available to further refine a workflow and capture more complex relations between workflow elements.

GPMN workflows are, for all intents and purposes, BDI agents representing workflows and are executed as such. They try to achieve their overall goal by reasoning about sub-goals and plans. Through the decomposition of the process into sub-goals, it becomes possible to flexibly adapt the execution of the workflow. If the BDI interpreter can detect that a goal is not achievable at a time it can reprioritise another goal for execution first. Accomplishing such an agility and flexibility in workflow execution was another focus of GPMN and the Go4Flex project.

GPMN workflows can be executed with the corresponding active component kernel. Furthermore, workflow management facilities, including user interfaces, are available. That way, workflow execution is fully supported.

W.r.t. an integration of agents and workflows, a GPMN active component is both a workflow and an agent. One advantageous result is that the workflow is able to reason about the process context and its goals and adapt its own execution accordingly. It can also communicate, via the standardised active component interfaces, with any other active components. While, for GPMN, workflows are still emphasised, the previously discussed integration aspects of active components in general also contribute to make Jadex active components and GPMN an advanced and comprehensive integration effort.

\textbf{Hera and Potato} \cite{Markwardt2012} describes the \textsc{Hera} (HElper and Resource Agents) and \textsc{Potato} (Process-Oriented Tool Agents for Team Organization) systems. The \textsc{Potato} system is intended as a framework to realise a distributed software development environment. Similar to the work in this thesis, it emphasises structure and behaviour as key perspectives and dimensions of software systems and their development. One of the core aspects of \textsc{Potato} is that the tools of the development environment are implemented as interacting agents. Depending on the needs of the development, agents can be added or removed from the environment at any time. These agents are provided by the \textsc{Hera} system. \textsc{Hera} distinguishes user agents, helper/tool agents and resource agents. User agents represent the interface to human users. In order to provide users with the functionality they desire, user agents interact with the helper/tool and resource/material agents. The helper/tool agents implement the desired functionality, while the resource/material agents are passive (data) resources. Interactions between agents in \textsc{Potato} are defined as workflows using the Process-Infrastructure for Agent Applications (\textsc{Pia}) from \cite{Reese2010} (see above). The concrete connection between \textsc{Potato} and \textsc{Pia} was examined more closely, in collaboration with the author of this current thesis, in \cite{Markwardt2009b}. \textsc{Pia} and \textsc{Potato} have been developed in parallel and cooperation, meaning there is a strong conceptual alignment between the two. In fact, the reference architecture for \textsc{Potato} proposed in \cite{Markwardt2012} can be regarded as a specialised version of the overall integration architecture from \cite{Reese2010}. For \textsc{Potato} the generic agents from the integration were replaced in the \textsc{Potato} reference architecture with the helper/tool agents. As a consequence, \textsc{Potato} features an integration of agents and workflows, on top of which it provides a framework for the creation of systems designed to support distributed software development. Workflows in \textsc{Potato} are also intended to be flexible, work on which has been presented in \cite{Markwardt2009a}. 
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3 State-of-the-Art

Conclusion Advanced Integration Efforts All of the research efforts presented in this section feature an integration of agents and workflows that goes beyond the ideas of agent-based workflow management or workflow-based agent management. From examining the different research contributions it becomes clear that the advanced integration is a desirable feature, yet how that integration is characterised and which mechanisms and concepts are emphasised is varied. Something that appears in many contributions is the introduction of cognitive concepts, especially goals, into workflows. While cognitive concepts are outside of the scope of this thesis, they are picked up again late in the thesis for the discussion and outlook.
Part B

Approaching an Integration
Part B presents the first results and contains four chapters. Chapter 4 discusses and clarifies the essential terms of structure and behaviour of a software system. Building on that, Chapter 5 refines and concretely defines the term structure for software agents, while Chapter 6 does the same for the term behaviour for workflows. The definitions from those chapters are central to the further discussions throughout this thesis. With the fundamentals defined for this thesis, Chapter 7 approaches the key ambition of an integration of agents and workflows. It provides the specification and vision of an integration and refines that vision into concrete integration criteria with which to evaluate possible integration models later. The chapter also specifies the concrete requirements to this thesis.

The purpose of this part is to lay out the basis for the conceptual and practical integration efforts in later parts of this thesis. It elaborates on, introduces and defines the key terms for the integration and then proceeds to flesh out the vision of the integration itself. This part contains analytical research, results of which are used throughout the remaining parts.
4 The Aspects of Structure and Behaviour

The terms “structure” and “behaviour” are, on their own, rather wide-ranging and vague. Their application to systems can vary wildly depending on the context and concrete research field. That understanding is required before the challenge of combining and integrating them can be addressed.

This chapter aims to establish an understanding of what exactly is meant by “structure of a software system” and “behaviour of a software system” in the context of this thesis. That understanding is required before the challenge of combining and integrating them can be addressed. It does not yet assume agents or workflows as the specific modelling constructs, but considers the structure and behaviour as aspects of a software system in general. The concrete definitions, which take the specific models and modelling techniques into account, follow later in Chapters 5 and 6 respectively.

The chapter consists of three sections. Section 4.1 examines definitions of the architecture of software systems with an emphasis on how the aspects of a system are defined and related. These definitions illustrate that the terms are not universally clear or uniformly defined. Section 4.2 then takes Petri net systems into account and examines them w.r.t. structure and behaviour. The result of that section is a clear understanding and distinction of structure and behaviour in net systems. This context also examines and affirms why structure and behaviour are suitable choices for an integration. Finally, Section 4.3 applies the view gained for net systems in the previous section to general software systems. This yields an understanding of structure and behaviour for software systems in the context of this thesis.

4.1 Examining Software Systems

Before the aspects of structure and behaviour of a software system can be more closely examined and understood, they have to be generally captured, understood and distinguished. In order to distinguish such specific aspects of software systems it is useful to first consider and examine the software system as a whole. A term often used for this purpose is architecture of a software system. There are many different definitions of the term coming from various research fields and contexts and emphasising different properties. The following paragraphs examine a selection of some of these definitions. The selection is partially based on the definitions provided by the website of the Software Engineering Institute of Carnegie Mellon University dedicated to software architecture[1]. That website contains a large number of definitions of architecture and provides an excellent overview of how the term is used. The following selection highlights different, general views on architecture as well as some additional definitions related to specific research fields. Each of the following definitions is examined w.r.t. how structure and behaviour are regarded.

The Aspects of Structure and Behaviour

Taylor et al., 2009, p. 58]. The authors explicitly name the system structure, functional behaviour, interaction, non-functional properties and implementation as examples of those aspects [Taylor et al., 2009, p. 58]. An important facet of this definition is that only the “principal” design decisions are taken into account [Taylor et al., 2009, pp. 58–59]. This implies that the details are not considered part of the architecture. The selection of principal design decisions is left to the people involved in the creation of the software system.

An interesting and for this context relevant distinction is made about static and dynamic aspects of a system. “Static aspects of a system are those that do not involve the system’s behavior while it is executing. Dynamic aspects of a system involve the system’s runtime behavior.” [Taylor et al., 2009, p. 190] This distinction is, however, not always clear. Structure, for example, may be considered as a static aspect of a system but can evolve dynamically during the runtime of that system [Taylor et al., 2009, p. 190].

The view on the architecture expressed in these definitions is relatively general. It distinguishes between aspects of software systems and explicitly names structure and behaviour as two of them. It does, however, not really qualify what these aspects constitute, except for a vague grouping of certain design decisions. Consequently, it is not well suited for the purposes of this thesis.

Bass et al., 2012 defines architecture in the following way: “The software architecture of a system is the set of structures needed to reason about the system, which comprise software elements, relations among them, and properties of both.” [Bass et al., 2012, p. 4] At first glance this definition is very structure-centric: It identifies structures as the main elements in a software system. However, the authors examine three kinds of structures [Bass et al., 2012, pp. 10–11]: Module structures describe the static, functional elements (called modules) and their relations, Component-and-connector structures describe the runtime behaviour of elements and the dynamics between interacting elements and Allocation structures describe the connections to elements outside of the software system. Behaviour is consequently captured in the second kind of structure. The authors state that “The behavior of each element is part of the architecture insofar as that behavior can be used to reason about the system. This behavior embodies how elements interact with each other, which is clearly part of our definition of architecture.” [Bass et al., 2012, p. 6] This definition is also cited in Tsui and Karam, 2010.

For the purposes of this thesis this definition is too oriented towards the structure of a system. While behaviour is explicitly included within the definition as a special kind of structure it is treated secondary to the other structures. Therefore it does, on a conceptual level, exactly what this thesis has motivated to eliminate: using a main construct which governs every other aspect. This is partially addressed by the introduction of the concept of views. “A view is a representation of a coherent set of architectural elements as written by and read by the system stakeholders. It consists of a representation of a set of elements and the relations among them. [...] In short, a view is a representation of a structure.” (adapted) [Bass et al., 2012, p. 10] By combining the architectural elements dealing with structure into a view, a representation of the aspect of behaviour can be achieved. Nonetheless, this kind of helper construct does not change the issue of behaviour not being conceptually represented on the same level as structure.
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[Shaw and Garlan, 1996] states that “The architecture of a software system defines that system in terms of computational components and interactions among those components.” [Shaw and Garlan, 1996, p. 5] Components can be any kind of element in the architecture and the interactions are also not restricted in any way. This definition captures the structure of a system with the computational components and the behaviour in the interactions between them.

One issue with this definition is apparent from the following: “Structural issues include the organization of a system as a composition of components; global control structures; the protocols for communication, synchronization, and data access; the assignment of functionality to design elements; the composition of design elements; physical distribution; scaling and performance; dimensions of evolution; and selection among design alternatives.” [Shaw and Garlan, 1996, p. 1] This listing of structural issues shows the vagueness of the structural dimension. It includes aspects which could be easily argued as behaviour, e.g. communication protocols, control structures.

[Kruchten, 2004] gives the following definition in the context of the Rational Unified Process: “Architecture encompasses significant decisions about the following: The organization of a software system; The selection of structural elements and their interfaces by which the system is composed, together with their behavior as specified in the collaboration among those elements; The composition of these elements into progressively larger subsystems; The architectural style that guides this organization, these elements and their interfaces, their collaborations, and their composition.” [Kruchten, 2004, p. 84] The author himself states that this definition has evolved from [Shaw and Garlan, 1996]. It covers software systems with a more concrete and detailed perspective. For the context of this thesis the explicit inclusion of the interfaces of structural elements and the behaviour are most relevant.

The author elaborates on the description of an architecture by describing the five views included in the Rational Unified Process [Kruchten, 2004, pp. 87-89]. These views are the logical view, the implementation view, the process view, the deployment view and use case view. These views give insight into and capture facets of structure and behaviour for particular groups of individuals involved with the system (e.g. end users, testers, programmers).

This definition of architecture and the corresponding views is also viable in the context of the Unified Modeling Language (UML). [Booch et al., 2005, p. 32] cites this definition and describes how UML can be used to capture the different aspects expressed in the views. Phillippe Kruchten later gives another, similar definition: “Software architecture involves the structure and organization by which modern system components and subsystems interact to form systems, and the properties of systems that can best be designed and analyzed at the system level.” [Kruchten et al., 2006, p. 2] This definition has less explicit emphasis on the behaviour, but includes general properties for design and analysis.

The definition of architecture given in [Kruchten, 2004] is already quite suitable for the purposes of this thesis. It emphasises both structure and behaviour and distinguishes them through the use of the architectural views. However, the definition also includes many more aspects. The author states that “Software architecture is not only concerned with structure and behaviour but also context: usage, functionality, performance, resilience, reuse, comprehensibility, economic and technological constraints and trade-offs, and aesthetics.” [Kruchten, 2004, p. 84] The explicitness of structure and behaviour is weakened by the inclusion of these other aspects, as some can be argued to be part
of structure, e.g. functionality (w.r.t. what element is providing what functionality), reuse, resilience, and behaviour, e.g. functionality (at runtime), usage.

– Perry and Wolf, 1992, p. 5 defines software architecture as a tuple of a set of elements with a form and rationale. The architectural elements can be processing elements “that supply the transformation on the data elements” Perry and Wolf, 1992, p. 5, data elements that “are those that contain the information that is used and transformed” Perry and Wolf, 1992, p. 5 or connecting elements that “are the glue that holds the different pieces of the architecture together” Perry and Wolf, 1992, p. 5 and “which at times may either be processing or data elements, or both” Perry and Wolf, 1992, p. 5. The architectural form of these elements “consists of weighted properties and relationships” Perry and Wolf, 1992, p. 5 while the rationale “captures the motivation for the choice of architectural style, the choice of elements, and the form.” Perry and Wolf, 1992, p. 6

This definition is again very structure-centric. The emphasis is on the elements and their relations. Behaviour (through processes) is only concretely considered in specific views on the architecture Perry and Wolf, 1992, p. 6. It is, in a way, contained in the connecting elements as they are exemplified with procedure calls and exchanged messages between other elements Perry and Wolf, 1992, p. 5.

The authors also note an interdependence between process and data similar to the interdependence between static and dynamic aspects observed in Taylor et al., 2009. The state that “there are some properties that distinguish one state of the data from another; and those properties are the result of some transformation produced by some processing element.” Perry and Wolf, 1992, p. 6 They conclude that the data and process views are intertwined.


The current standard defines architecture as the “fundamental concepts or properties of a system in its environment embodied in its elements, relationships, and in the principles of its design and evolution” IEEE11, 2011, p. 8.

Identifying basic aspects of a system, like structure and behaviour, is difficult in this definition. The notes on the terms state that “In some cases, the fundamental elements are physical or structural components of the system and their relationships. Sometimes, the fundamental elements are functional or logical elements. In other cases, what is fundamental or essential to the understanding of a system-of-interest are its overarching principles or patterns.” IEEE11, 2011, p. 25 (similar statements are made in IEEE07, 2007, p. 24). This means that aspects of software systems can be captured with different scopes in different software architectures. Aspects could be captured with the notion of concerns, however the relationship between the two terms is unclear. Concerns of the architecture are captured by views. An architecture view is a “work product expressing the architecture of a system from the perspective of specific system concerns” IEEE11, 2011, p. 8. Concerns are identified as “the
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purposes of the system; the suitability of the architecture for achieving the system’s purposes; the feasibility of constructing and deploying the system; the potential risks and impacts of the system to its stakeholders throughout its life cycle; maintainability and evolvability of the system.” [IEEE11, 2011, p. 18]. They are noted as “any topic of interest pertaining to the system. The stakeholders of a system hold these concerns.” [IEEE11, 2011, p. 26]. This means that anything might be a concern, which isn’t helpful when trying to determine specific aspects. Consequently the definition is too vague for the purposes of this thesis.

- [Eeles and Cripps, 2010] uses the IEEE definition given in [IEEE07, 2007]. The authors do, however, elaborate on structure and behaviour in that definition. They emphasise structure and behaviour as key concerns of the architecture [Eeles and Cripps, 2010, Sec. 2]. The authors stress that structure can consist “not only [of] the structural elements themselves, but also the composition of structural elements, the relationships [...] their interfaces, and their partitioning” (adapted) [Eeles and Cripps, 2010, Sec. 2]. W.r.t. the behaviour the authors state that “As well as defining structural elements, an architecture defines the interactions among these structural elements. These interactions provide the desired system behaviour.” [Eeles and Cripps, 2010, Sec. 2]

This definition addresses some of the issues present in the original IEEE definition. It explicitly examines both the structure and behaviour and lists them as two integral aspects within the architecture. However, the behaviour is still restricted to the interactions between the structural elements.

- [Jansen and Bosch, 2005] defines “software architecture as the composition of a set of architectural design decisions.” [Jansen and Bosch, 2005, p. 1] While this is similar to other definitions (e.g. [Taylor et al., 2009, Kruchten, 2004]) it elaborates further on the design decisions. A design decision is defined as “A description of the set of architectural additions, subtractions and modifications to the software architecture, the rationale, and the design rules, design constraints and additional requirements that (partially) realize one or more requirements on a given architecture.” [Jansen and Bosch, 2005, p. 2] This means the authors do not explicitly consider certain aspects like structure and behaviour but only look at the set of changes in the architecture. One of the reasons given for this view is that the design decisions are usually interconnected and involve multiple aspects of a system.

- [Gacek et al., 1995] gives the following definition of architecture: “A software system architecture comprises: A collection of software and system components, connections, and constraints. A collection of system stakeholders-need statements. A rationale which demonstrates that the components, connections, and constraints define a system that, if implemented, would satisfy the collection of system stakeholder need statements.” [Gacek et al., 1995, p. 2] This definition focuses more on the realisation of the needs of the stakeholders through the different components and their interconnections. Behaviour of the system, even interconnections between the components, is not captured here.

- [Rozanski and Woods, 2005] uses the following definition: “The architecture of a software-intensive system is the structure or structures of the system, which comprise software elements, the externally visible properties of those elements, and the relationships among them.” [Rozanski and Woods, 2005, p. 12]. This is similar to other

---

[2] [Eeles and Cripps, 2010] was only available as an Ebook edition without page numbers.
definitions, especially [Bass et al., 2012]. The authors though elaborate on the different structures in the system and identify two different types: “The static structures of a software system define its internal design-time elements and their arrangement.” [Rozanski and Woods, 2005, p. 12] “The dynamic structures of a software system define its runtime elements and their interactions” [Rozanski and Woods, 2005, p. 12] This distinction is useful for the purposes of this thesis as static structures can be considered as the structure, while dynamic structures can be considered as the behaviour. The definition, however, fails to capture the interdependency between static and dynamic structures, as runtime behaviour can have an effect on the static elements of the system.

The previous definitions were all very general. They defined the architecture of a software systems independent from any specific research context or modelling technique. The following definitions also define the architecture of systems, but do so in a specific context:

– [Dumas et al., 2013] explicitly defines the term process architecture as “an organized overview of the processes that exist within an organizational context, which is often accompanied with guidelines on how they should be organized.” [Dumas et al., 2013, p. 38] It “is a conceptual model that shows the processes of a company and makes their relationships explicit.” [Dumas et al., 2013, p. 42] The definition of process architecture is similarly made in [Malinova et al., 2013]. There, the authors elaborate that “A structure for a process model collection is often referred to as process architecture.” [Malinova et al., 2013, p. 1]

These BPM-centric definitions are in contrast to the other ones described in this Section. Here, the behaviour of the system, given by its processes, is the clear focus. The architectural elements, which are otherwise often equated with functional modules, are the processes. Connections and relations between these processes are captured quite nicely, while the classical structural elements, like resources and users, are not.

– [van der Aalst et al., 1999] provides Figure 4.1 describing the architecture of a workflow following nets-within-nets ideas. They identify five perspectives that are combined by the enactment service to cover the entirety of the workflow execution. The five perspectives are the control-flow (contains workflow process definitions), resources (contains organisational structure and entities), data (contains workflow routing and other data), task (contains instructions/definitions for individual tasks) and operation (contains the mapping between operations, data and applications).

Obviously, this definition emphasises the behaviour, as it originates in workflow management. While structure is contained in the resource and data perspectives, the elements of that perspective exist to enable the execution of a (workflow) process. Also, while structure and behaviour can be identified in the perspectives, a clear separation and application is not explicitly made. Consequently, the definition is unsuitable for use in this thesis.

– [Hayes-Roth, 1995] gives a definition of architecture in the context of agents. It states that “By ’architecture’ we mean the abstract design of a class of agents: the set of structural components in which perception, reasoning, and action occur, the specific functionality and interface of each component, and the interconnection topology among components.” [Hayes-Roth, 1995, p. 3] This definition differentiates between agents and other structural components that serve as the agent environment. It emphasises the structure through structural elements (agents and components), functionality and
interfaces but disregards direct behaviour. It is seen as something that needs to be supported by the architecture: “Conversely, to function effectively in a particular niche, an agent must exhibit the range of behavior required in that niche and, therefore, must have an architecture that supports the required behavior” [Hayes-Roth, 1995, p. 4]. In this way this definition supports the motivating argument in this thesis that agent systems emphasise structure over behaviour.

[Booch et al., 2004] generally defines “the architecture of a complex system is a function of its components as well as the hierarchic relationships among these components.” [Booch et al., 2004, p. 12]. In the more specific context of object-orientation the authors state that “Combining the concept of the class and object structures together with the five attributes of a complex system (hierarchy, relative primitives [...], separation of concerns, patterns, and stable intermediate forms), we find that virtually all complex systems take on the same (canonical) form [...]. Collectively, we speak of the class and object structures of a system as its architecture.” (adapted) [Booch et al., 2004, p. 16] This definition also disregards the behaviour and focuses solely on structures and relations.

There are a number of observations that can be made for these definitions. The specialised definitions at the end ([Dumas et al., 2013] [Hayes-Roth, 1995] [Booch et al., 2004]) are strongly influenced by their context and origin. [Dumas et al., 2013] and [van der Aalst et al., 1999] come from the fields of BPM and workflows. Consequently, they have a strong behavioural emphasis. [Hayes-Roth, 1995] [Booch et al., 2004] originate from agent-orientation and object-orientation respectively. Hence, their focus lies on the structure of the system. These definitions are not very suitable for the purposes of this thesis as they exemplify the exact issue this thesis aims to address: The focus on one aspect due to the employment of one main modelling construct.

The general definitions at the beginning are different in that respect. The definitions in [Jansen and Bosch, 2005] [Gacek et al., 1995] [IEEE00, 2000] [IEEE07, 2007] [IEEE11, 2011] stand apart from the rest. They don’t explicitly focus on either structure or behaviour but are defined in a way that includes these aspects.
The other definitions all incorporate both structure and behaviour to some degree, though with different emphases. \cite{Bass2012, Perry2012} are very structure-centric but both still consider the behaviour. The issue with these is that behaviour appears to be of lower importance (for the architecture) when compared to the structure. The remaining definitions though (\cite{Taylor2009, Kruchten2004, Eeles2010, Shaw1996, Rozanski2005}) consider structure and behaviour as at least comparable w.r.t. their importance. There is still some preference to the structure (e.g. emphasis on components of system first and their interactions second) but these definitions are relatively suitable for this thesis. They give a viable perspective on the system which incorporates the aspects motivated and focussed on for the integration.

However, none of these definitions are entirely fitting for the purposes of this thesis. The common issue is that the scopes of these definitions are broader then structure and behaviour and yet also still too unclear about either one.

One of the reasons is that the definitions don’t distinguish clearly enough between structure and behaviour. They often incorporate structures or structural elements and the interactions between them but fail to specifically delineate them. The issue here relates to processes (see Definition A.8 from Section 2.4). Processes can clearly be considered as architectural elements as well (e.g. as seen in the specialised definition in \cite{Dumas2013}). They are, however, also part of the behaviour as they are used to describe interactions between different structural elements of a system. Distinguishing between processes as structures that describe such interactions and processes as structures that don’t involve interactions obscures the lines between structure and behaviour.

Some definitions elaborate further by describing dynamic and static aspects of the system (\cite{Taylor2009} and \cite{Rozanski2005}). Dynamic elements are characterised as the behaviour at runtime, while static elements are characterised as the elements at design-time. In this way the definitions in \cite{Taylor2009} and \cite{Rozanski2005} determine the distinction between structure and behaviour as the distinction between static and dynamic aspects of the system. This distinction is also used, for example, in \cite{Lowe2001}. It is however, still a bit too simplistic for the purposes of this thesis. It is again problematic w.r.t. processes. Processes may be explicitly defined as elements at design time and then executed at runtime. This would make them both dynamic elements as processes at runtime and static elements as processes as design artefacts.

There is also the problem of interdependency of static and dynamic aspects as pointed out in \cite{Taylor2009}. The static aspects may change due to dynamic aspects and thus become dynamic aspects as well. This means that elements of the structure not only exhibit behaviour but can also become elements of the behaviour as well.

In addition to these issues the definitions often incorporate additional aspects of software systems. The problem here is that these other aspects are arguably part of the structure or behaviour. The definitions though make them explicit and distinct. For example the aspect of organisation of the system is named first in the definition in \cite{Kruchten2004}, even before structural and behavioural aspects. But the organisation within a system is, as supported by the definition in \cite{Shaw1996}, part of the structure of a system. In general, the definitions are broader and go beyond structure and behaviour by extracting things from them. This makes it more difficult to determine structure and behaviour clearly.

Another open point is the determination of the significance or principality of architectural elements. Some of the definitions explicitly stipulate that the architectural elements need to be significant, fundamental or principal enough to be taken into account in an architecture \cite{Taylor2009, Kruchten2004, IEEE11, 2011}. The reason for that is nicely put by
Perry and Wolf: “It is very difficult to abstract design and architecture from all the details.” [Perry and Wolf, 1992, p. 3] However, this leads to most of the definitions ignoring internal behaviour of the architectural elements. The processes happening within the architectural elements determine, to a large degree, their external behaviour as well. E.g., internal data processing determines when data is ready for external interactions with other components. For the context of this thesis internal behaviour is essential and needs to be regarded as an important, explicit part of the behaviour of a software system.

As this thesis explicitly deals with processes in all of these forms (e.g. processes as interactions between architectural elements (e.g. agents) and processes within architectural elements, processes at runtime, processes as artefacts (e.g. workflows)), the definitions presented so far are not sufficiently clear enough in their specification of structure and behaviour. (Parts of the) Structure can become (parts of the) behaviour due to dynamic (behavioural) aspects. Likewise (parts of the) behaviour may need to be considered as structural elements and artefacts. The definitions of structure and behaviour need to capture the interdependencies between the two aspects. The previous definitions of architecture provide excellent ideas and concepts that need to be incorporated into the notions of structure and behaviour but cannot serve as the basis for their definition.

4.2 Considering Petri Net Systems

A different approach to examining software systems as a whole is to examine a model of them. In this thesis these models of (software) systems are given as Petri nets. A (Petri) net system is given as a set of places, a set of transitions, the flow relation between them and an initial marking. The net system is executed with the initial marking serving as the initial state of the system. The following observations and discussions are based on views adapted from unit theory [Moldt, 2005]. For the purpose of this discussion, the net system is considered as a simple P/T net (see Definition 2.1 in Section 2.1). The nets-within-nets concept is added later in the discussion.

The static aspects of the system are the places, transitions and the flow relation. These static aspects remain and do not change during the execution of the net system. Static aspects represent the possible states and determine possible firing sequences from the initial state.

These firing sequences (see Definition 2.2 in Section 2.1) are the dynamic aspects of the system. This includes first and foremost the actually executed firing sequence. During execution actions are performed by firing transitions which “move” tokens from one state to another. While the possible firing sequences are defined by the static aspects through the flow transition between transitions and places they are part of the dynamic aspects. The difference to the actually executed firing sequences is that the latter are only determined at runtime due to concurrent actions and non-deterministic choices.

There is a final element of a Petri net system which doesn’t quite fit into either static or dynamic aspects: the tokens. The tokens in a net system describe a marking of that net which in turn represents a state of the net system. The marking is part of the static aspects as it also exists outside of the execution of the net. During execution, though, each

---

3 Adaptivity of nets is an advanced feature of certain Petri net formalisms and tools. However, it is not included in the basic net systems that are considered in this section. The topic of adaptivity is discussed further on in this thesis.

4 Tokens aren’t actually “moved” in Petri nets. They are consumed by transitions on incoming arcs and created on outgoing arcs. When the figure of speech of “moving” tokens is used in this thesis it is merely to illustrate how a certain net works.
action causes the marking to change. This means that the marking is also part of the dynamic aspects of the system. In other words, the marking connects static and dynamic aspects in a net system.

With these preliminary considerations, applying the terms structure and behaviour to a net system is possible. Figure 4.2 illustrates this. The structure of the system is given by the places, transitions, flow transition and the current marking (i.e. state) of the system. The behaviour of the system is the set of its possible and executed firing sequences, which are determined by the initial and subsequent markings. The current marking is located in Figure 4.2 in the grey area. This is to indicate markings as part of both structure and behaviour.

This view on net models covers all facets and properties of the net system. Even in more advanced higher-level Petri net formalisms nothing else is added on this conceptual level to the nature of Petri nets. In the end, everything else is mapped onto places, transitions, arcs and tokens. This addresses one issue with the definitions presented before. Structure and behaviour are the sole aspects under consideration and are clearly distinguished from one another. Markings are part of both, but under observation it is clear from context if they are viewed statically or dynamically. In fact, as indicated in Figure 4.2, the two aspects are orthogonal to each other with the markings providing the connection. This view is analogous to the view on software systems in the PAOSE approach ([Cabac, 2007], see Section 2.2.3). Orthogonality in this context means that the two aspects are distinct and their intersections clearly defined, but still span the entirety of the system.

Regarding the issue of principal/significant details of systems it is relatively simple to abstract or add details to a Petri net system (model). To remove details modellers can merge subnets into one transition or one place. To add details a transition or place can be replaced by a complex subnet. This doesn’t add any new conceptual elements to the net system or change the way it should be regarded. This is a well-researched area for Petri nets. [Murata, 1989], for example, proposes a number of transformation rules in nets. These rules can be used to either add or remove details from a net while maintaining interesting properties like boundedness or liveness. The problem with this approach is that there is always only one level of abstraction under consideration. In order to add or remove details a transformation is performed which creates a new model. Modellers would have to keep track of each of these models and switching between them would be cumbersome.

The most crucial issue of the previous definitions was the shortcoming w.r.t. the interdependency between structure and behaviour. This is also addressed in the view given by the net system. The possible firing sequences are determined by the places, transitions, arcs and current marking/state. In this case the behaviour/dynamic aspects are clearly dependent on the structure/static aspects of the system. On the other hand, the (statically considered) current marking, which defines the state of the system is a result of the executed firing sequence so far. The (again statically considered) possible next marking is determined (through concurrent, non-deterministic choice) by the possible firing sequences. In this case the structure/static aspects are dependent on the behaviour/dynamic aspects of the system. However, the interdependency is still limited in a way because of the limited scope of the tokens. Even considering tokens which are distinguishable and typed (e.g. in coloured Petri nets) it can be difficult to adequately capture a complex system state. Another issue is that tokens and the marking, while part of both structure and behaviour, don’t actually contribute anything to them except for the representation of state.

5 Unless the action consumes and creates the same amount of tokens in the same places. But this trivial case does not affect the argument as tokens are still consumed and created.
6 If the subnet is transition- or place-bordered respectively.
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Figure 4.2: Structure and behaviour in a net system
Processes, in the sense of Definition \[A.8\] from Section \[2.4\], also do not create as much issues in net systems. Processes usually can’t be directly equated to firing sequences. Rather, a firing sequence represents one specific run of a process. If the process has no alternatives or concurrent behaviour, the firing sequence and process are equivalent. Each alternative and concurrent action within a process requires one or even more firing sequences to represent. This means that a process is represented by a set of firing sequences. Furthermore, in a net system a process can be defined on the entire net or just a subnet. Transitions in the net structure describe the tasks of the process, so the scope of the (sub-)net is directly linked to the scope of the process.

This means that processes are part of both the behaviour and the structure of a net system and can be regarded in both perspectives. The set of transitions and places can be regarded as the structural representation of a process. The firing sequences that represent the different possible runs of a process can be regarded as the behavioural representation of a process. This means that the line between structure and behaviour considering processes is not obscured.

Still, processes as structures in the behaviour, i.e. as artefacts used by the system, are difficult to realise in standard net systems. It is possible to solve this issue with complex net patterns simulating a process as an artefact but this requires a large amount of additional transitions and places that are quite difficult to keep track of.

This issue also applies to any specific components or other architectural elements in a system. They can be modelled and identified as subnets in the net system. However, having these components interact also requires a kind of simulation of their interactions with large and complicated net patterns.

In summary, the view of net systems addresses all the issues identified for the previous definitions. However, it does so only to a certain degree and in rather simple form. Structure and behaviour are distinguished clearly and cover the whole system, but it is difficult to separate specific components and have them interact. Processes are considered in different forms, but modelling a process as a structure inside the behaviour is not feasible. Interdependency is addressed, but is difficult to capture due to the relative simplicity of tokens. Different levels of abstraction can be achieved through net transformations but at any one time there is only one abstraction level available in a model.

All of these issues can be traced back to the fact that a simple net system only provides one level of abstraction. One could say it is too “flat” to capture multiple levels of abstraction. A hierarchy of abstraction levels is a basic requirement to support individual components, their interaction, complex tokens and abstract views. This requirement is achieved by using the nets-within-nets concepts (see Section \[2.1.2\]). The nets-within-nets concepts can be applied for the context of this thesis as the reference nets are used as the main modelling formalism.

The nets-within-nets paradigm enables tokens in nets to be other nets. This allows for complex nesting of abstraction levels. The change in abstraction levels addresses the issues presented before.

Insignificant details can now be hidden inside of the hierarchy without having to create and keep track of new models. By pushing the details into a new net inside of the net system it remains in the system and can be accessed at any time.

Processes can be modelled as separate nets and executed within the net system. This enables them to be structure (the new net places, transitions, arcs and marking), behaviour (the set of firing sequences of the new net) and structure within the behaviour (the token in the net system). Components, likewise, can be modelled separately from the net system. The nets of these components can then interact (e.g. via synchronous channels) when
their tokens are involved in the firing of a transition. This encapsulates the structure and behaviour of these components and puts them into the context of the structure and behaviour of the net system. Neither processes nor components require any overly large or complex net patterns for this. The relocation into another level of the system naturally supports this.

The remaining issue is that of interdependency. When considering processes or components as separate nets these nets have their own structure and behaviour. This means that both structure and behaviour of the original net system have an influence on both structure and behaviour of these separate, subordinate nets. The structure of the overarching net system determines what can possibly happen to and in the subordinate nets, while the behaviour dictates what actually does happen. This represents a kind of control the overarching net system has over its subordinate nets. But this control is partially bidirectional as the net system can’t force actions in the subordinate. It can’t continue its own process if the subordinate doesn’t or can’t fire the necessary transition.

The degree of that influence and control is dependent on the specific model. The entire mechanism allows for everything from simply starting the subordinate net and letting it execute on its own to actually controlling every single transition in the subordinate net. This means that the interdependency between structure and behaviour is now no longer captured only in the “flat” net system through simple tokens. It cascades into the different levels of the net system hierarchy. This provides the model with a much more finely nuanced representation of the interdependency between structure and behaviour. Taking reference semantics into account it is also possible for a token to refer to the net in which it exists. This self-reference enables applying this advanced representation of the interdependency to the net on the most abstract level of the net system itself.

Net systems following the nets-within-nets paradigm finally provide an appropriate view on systems for the purposes of this thesis. Structure and behaviour are clearly distinguished, different abstraction levels allow artefacts of both structure and behaviour to be used in any way possible and interdependency between structure and behaviour is completely captured.

This view justifies the choice of structure and behaviour as the aspects that should be integrated. They are the only two aspects of the system. Everything else is in some way mapped onto subsets of them. This means they can capture the entirety of the system.

### 4.3 Structure and Behaviour of a Software System

To summarise the previous section, examining (Petri) net systems as models of systems has provided a suitable and adequate perspective on structure and behaviour. The final step is to map and relate the specific concepts and ideas from software systems to the more abstract terms of places, transitions, arcs and markings.

This thesis uses Petri nets with nets-within-nets (reference nets, see Section 2.1.2) as the basis for all developed software systems. For example, agent systems follow the MULAN reference architecture (see Section 2.2.3) and workflows are implemented as (reference) workflow nets (see Section 2.3.2). Consequently, the step from net systems to software systems isn’t a big one.

The general approach is to identify components of the system and realise them as separate, interacting nets in a hierarchic net system. This means that the structure of all nets in the net system defines the components and the infrastructure and organisation between them. Considering the net system in these specific terms, though, is nothing more
Figure 4.3: View on the structure of a software net system
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than adding a level of abstraction to it. Components, infrastructure and organisation are
simply abstractions of parts of the structure of the overall, flat net system with a specific
application onto a software system. Consequently, these elements are the structure of the
software system.

This view is illustrated in Figure 4.3. The overall net (system net) represents the system
as a whole. Components are nets (component nets) executed as tokens on the places of the
system net. It should be noted that the system net may be just another component in an
even larger system. The infrastructure of the system is defined by the places, transitions and
arcs of the system net. Transitions between places determine if components on connected
places can interact in some way (via the transition firing). Organisation is found in different
ways in the system. Components are, for example, organised by their net structure or by
their execution environments (i.e. places).

For the behaviour the same abstraction can be applied. In the net system the behaviour
contains the possible firing sequences of that net system. By (logically) partitioning the net
system’s structure of nets into the software system’s structure of components, infrastructure
and organisation the firing sequences are now defined on these logical partitions of the
system. This means that the behaviour of the software system is now the set of possible
firing sequences (i.e. processes, see above) of all of its components and logical subsystems.

The view on behaviour is illustrated in Figure 4.4. The possible processes for two
components A and B can be considered individually or combined as the processes of
subsystem I, which contains the two components. The processes contain the different
tasks (i.e. units of work) the components execute, as well as their order. Extending this
representation of processes to the entirety of a system yields the view its behaviour.

Figure 4.4 also calls attention to an important issue in this context. It illustrates the

---

8 The figure represents a simplified and abstract view on a system. The figure only serves to illustrate the
concept of structure of a software system in Petri net system terms.

9 I.e. logical combination of different components.

10 To keep the figure simple it is assumed that the processes of components A and B are independent from
each other. If there were interactions between the two, the processes of subsystem I would have to
represent these.
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behaviour of components as a Petri net. That Petri net represents the process of the component. As a Petri net the process has its own structure. However, in this case the structure of the process is simply a representation and extract from the component’s structure. The process’ structure is irrelevant as its sole purpose is to represent the behaviour of the component. It is a logically partitioned view on the behaviour of the structural element.

The remaining part of net systems that has not been discussed yet in the context of software systems are the markings. In net systems the markings represent the state of the system and are part of both behaviour and structure. This does not generally change for the view on software systems. Markings still determine the state of the system as structure, while the changes in markings are part of the behaviour. This can be traced down to the components, in which markings represent the states of those nets/components.

One distinction needs to be made for tokens which are (or refer to) subnets. In the system net in which they are located these tokens represent the current state. This state, though, includes the component, its structure, its behaviour and its own state. In this way it is an abstraction of the component into just one part (token) of the state (marking) of the overall system net.

In conclusion, structure and behaviour of net systems can be mapped onto software system by following the general approach of Petri net based software engineering. How structure and behaviour are concretely characterised in systems is dependent on the specific kind of modelling technique used. This thesis focuses on agent and workflow-based modelling techniques. The specific modelling perspectives based on each technique are described in Chapters 5 and 6 for agents and workflows respectively. Concrete definitions for structure and behaviour are provided in those chapters.
5 Structure Based on Agents

The previous chapter established a general understanding of the term structure of a software system for this thesis. This current chapter consolidates this understanding with the modelling technique of agents and especially Mulan, Capa and PaoSE. It represents a refinement and specialisation of the basic understanding of structure and establishes a definition of structure, which takes agent-orientation in general and the Mulan agent model in particular into account. For the remainder of the thesis the resulting definition specifies structure and the structural perspective.

Four sections are included in this chapter. Section 5.1 examines the agent-oriented modelling perspective. Based on that perspective, Section 5.2 introduces the concept of fundamental agent actions. Section 5.3, then, uses the observations and conclusions from the previous sections to refine and specialise the general definition of structure introduced in Chapter 4. Finally, Section 5.4 concludes this chapter with a short discussion of agents as the chosen modelling construct for structure in this thesis.

5.1 The Agent-Oriented Modelling Perspective

Section 2.2 described what software agents are and how multi-agent systems work. The agent-oriented modelling perspective presented in this current section, is a creative and productive counterpart to the analytical view taken in that previous section. It doesn’t describe how agents work, but rather uses the concepts related to agents to describe how to approach the creation and modelling of agent-oriented software systems. The perspective is abstract in nature and independent of the particular agent model or technology, since it builds on the fundamental parts of agent-orientation itself.

Note that the agent-oriented modelling perspective is not PaoSE (see Section 2.2.3) or any other agent-oriented modelling approach or methodology. Such approaches describe how to actually, practically model and engineer an agent system. The agent-oriented modelling perspective instead describes how to approach the actual modelling described in a methodology. It is a fundamental, abstract view on software systems and represents a motivation and inspiration for modelling software systems that facilitates the understanding of these systems during their creation. In other words, it is one possible way of thinking that can be applied to agent-oriented modelling.

All this does not mean that the perspective isn’t part of some approaches. In fact, the perspective was devised in the context of and inspired by PaoSE research. The agent-oriented modelling perspective is implicitly inherent throughout the PaoSE approach, which is elaborated on in Section 5.1.4.

The agent-oriented modelling perspective serves an important purpose in this thesis. It is the adopted perspective for all concepts, models, aspects and prototypes that are either directly agents or based on agents. In combination with its counterpart of the workflow-based modelling perspective (see Chapter 6) it serves as the basis for the integrated modelling perspective (see Section 7.1.3).

The details of the agent-oriented modelling perspective are presented in the following four subsections. Section 5.1.1 presents the core idea of the perspective. Functionality
and its division onto agents are discussed in Section 5.1.2. Establishment of structure and behaviour are addressed in Section 5.1.3. Finally, Section 5.1.4 examines the perspective in the specific context of MULAN and PAOSE.

### 5.1.1 Everything is an Agent

In agent-orientation everything revolves around agents:

**Agents are the main modelling construct:** When modelling an agent system the first and foremost consideration is given to the agents. The agents provide the basis for and are at the centre of all modelling and design decisions.

**Agents are the main partitioning construct:** While observing the agent system (e.g. for monitoring or analysis and also during engineering) the agents are the main abstraction for partitioning the system for observers.

**Agents are the main relational construct:** When considering anything in an agent system it is always related to an agent. Knowledge, behaviour, communication, distribution etc. are always only considered in relation to the affected or observed agents.

**Agents are the main functional construct:** Functionality in agent systems is completely encapsulated by individual or sets of agents. Agents may use functionality provided by external elements (e.g. databases) but within the agent system these elements are only passive and do not act by themselves.

**Agents are the main intelligence construct:** Not just pure functionality is provided by agents in agent systems. Agents are also the main focus when system intelligence is added. This relates to both user and system support through proactive behaviour in agents.

These and more areas, such as scalability, research or communication, are all inherently focussed on and around the concept of software agents. The agent-oriented modelling perspective builds on this strong focus. At the abstract core of the perspective is one concise, clear and somewhat provocative statement:

**Everything is an Agent**

This statement reveals the general way of thinking about elements of the system. It assumes a purely logical and virtual system partition by abstracting from implementation details. In that view every element is considered as an agent. Interactions between the agents and the division of system functionality (see next subsection) become the main focus of attention.

Definition A.1 from Section 2.2 defines an agent as an autonomous system in some environment that is capable of autonomous action in that environment to meet its objectives. In other words, it is an autonomous entity in its environment which provides a certain functionality and interacts with its environment. That environment consists of other entities, which are all regarded as agents, since Everything is an Agent applies the abstract and conceptual view of autonomous entities to all elements of the system. Later on, during implementation, these elements can exhibit the concrete properties, characteristics and functions of specific agent models, yet those design decisions happen at a later stage.

In the view promoted by the agent-oriented modelling perspective, even the entire software system is considered as an agent. That agent is executed in some environment (on a computer) and is interacted with (used) by other agents, in this case human users or
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Other interacting systems. Since a (non-monolithic) system contains multiple elements, an agent representing a system also contains more agents. These agents, as subsystem, may then again contain other agents. This creates a hierarchy of agents containing agents and interacting with one another crossing multiple levels of the hierarchy.

Such a hierarchy has been considered before in [Jennings, 2000]. That article states that “[...] at one level, entire subsystems can be viewed as singletons, alternatively, teams or collections of agents can be viewed as primitive components, and so on until the system eventually bottoms out.” (adapted) [Jennings, 2000, p. 11] Here, the focus is on an abstraction onto primitive components which is in the current case provided by the concept of agent itself.

Sterling and Taveter, 2009 also considers the notion of agents in a broader sense then just practically implemented software agents. It does not go as far as to regard every element of a system as an agent, but does consider the overall system, human users and people in general as agents. This is justified by focussing on an agent’s awareness of its environment and its ability to react to changes in that environment.

Shoham, 1989, Shoham, 1993 are early contributions in the context of agent-orientation and examine what kind of elements to consider as agents. It is stated that “agenthood is in the mind of the programmer: What makes any hardware or software component an agent is precisely the fact that one has chosen to analyze and control it in these mental terms.” [Shoham, 1993, p. 52]. This idea aligns well with Everything is an Agent, which represents the choice to analyse every element of a system in agent terms. To illustrate the point both Shoham, 1989, Shoham, 1993 use the example of a light switch, which can be considered as an agent, albeit a “very cooperative” [Shoham, 1993, p. 53] one.

A similar approach to the agent-oriented modelling perspective is called Agent-Based Modeling in [Wilensky and Rand, 2015]. “The core idea of Agent-Based Modeling is that many (if not most) phenomena in the world can be effectively modeled with agents, an environment, and a description agent-agent and agent-environment interactions.” [Wilensky and Rand, 2015, p. 32] The core idea here matches well with the idea of Everything is an Agent in the agent-oriented modelling perspective. However, it has a more limited scope (only considering many or most elements) and is anchored on a much more concrete level as opposed to the abstract and conceptual level of Everything is an Agent and the overall agent-oriented modelling perspective.

The basic notion of considering everything as an agent can also be found in the original development of Mulan. Rölke, 2004 includes some mentions of the general idea in the descriptions of the agent model and reference architecture. This is picked up in Section 5.1.4.

Again, it should be clarified that the statement Everything is an Agent is only an abstract way of consideration for the system and is not concerned with any practical modelling or implementation issues. In fact, it rather means that everything is a conceptually abstract agent, detached from any specific agent models, properties or other technical characteristics. Nonetheless, it also means that while everything is only an abstract agent, everything (in the end product of the system) may be a practically implemented agent. The core idea only influences modelling and design decisions, but does not enforce anything.

If everything is considered as an agent, it poses the question of how agent properties and capabilities are regarded in this view. The answer is that not all agents need to have the same capabilities and properties. Different needs of elements within the system require agents representing them to do or be capable of different things.

Take, For example, an execution environment (e.g. an agent platform in Mulan), which is an element of any system that needs to be explicitly acknowledged. It has to have
the capabilities of a container for other elements/agents and would need to be able to
create, destroy, migrate and manage them as well. If considered as an agent, the execution
environment would substantially differ from other agents of the system which represent
elements on wholly other levels of execution.

Considering the agent execution environments or platforms as agents has been done
before in the context of nested multi-agent systems. Recursive multi-agent systems [Giret
and Botti, 2003] define a multi-agent system as consisting of so-called A-Agents which,
in short, can be either atomic agents or other multi-agent systems. Holonic multi-agent
systems [Fischer et al., 2003] consider holons of agents that appear and interact with one
another as individual, atomic agents would. Ideas of holonic multi-agent systems are also
found in some research in the particular context of Mulan and Capa, which is discussed
in Section 5.1.4.

Agents representing execution environments are very complex with comprehensive
functionality and extensive interactions. On the other end of the spectrum of Everything
is an Agent lie the very simple and primitive elements of the system. For example, data
documents or even simple data types can also be considered as agents. These agents would
only store some amount of data in a specific form that can be read and modified by other
agents. Consequently, they would be very simple agents with limited functionality.

Regardless of their complexity the consideration of elements as agents provides a number
of benefits to the modellers. When all elements are considered as agents they share
an abstract and uniform basis for the modellers to inspect their role in the system.
Relationships between the different elements, even on wholly different levels of execution,
can be examined more easily and consistently due to that shared basis. Overall, these
general relationships and the specific interactions included in them also become more
explicit. Modellers now need to actively think about and model them, which facilitates
discovering errors and inefficiencies that could otherwise be lost in implicit assumptions.
Finally, as described in Section 2.2.1, agents can exhibit a wide range of properties,
including intelligence, mobility and adaptability. While not every element in the system
needs these kinds of properties, considering the elements as agents with the possibility
of these properties may lead to new ideas to solving specific modelling problems. Associations
invoked by the consideration of elements as agents imbue these elements with implicit
assumptions about their possible properties. For example, the system may have a data
storage element that contains data which is needed in different execution environments
at different times. This could classically be handled by a database, but, considered as an
agent, mobility and the asynchronous communication may be utilised for this task. All of
these effects can positively influence the design decisions of for agents systems.

On the other hand, Everything is an Agent also faces some issues. When considering every
element within a system as an agent it becomes difficult to maintain the ideas of autonomy
and interaction for every element in this abstraction. If, for example, simple elements,
like passive data repositories, documents or simple data types, are indeed considered as
agents it is difficult to realistically see much, if any, autonomy in them. Interactions
with these simple elements are also extremely simplified to call/respond patterns. These
are the cases which, according to [Shoham, 1993], can be considered as agents but may
not be advantageous as such. However, as stated before, the agent-oriented modelling
perspective represents a purely logical and conceptual view. Simple entities do not need
to exhibit autonomy, complex interactions or other advanced properties of agents in any
practical system. They may nonetheless for the sake of an abstract view be considered as
autonomous agents that are simply “very cooperative” [Shoham, 1993, p. 53] and allow
all changes to them. In the worst case, they are considered as more complex than they
actually need to be. In the best case, modellers realise that, for the specific purposes of a
given system, certain usually simple elements may benefit from advanced agent features.

Another issue relates to the conceptual overkill and the practicability of the idea of *Everything is an Agent*. The benefits of the idea have been discussed above. To fully utilise
these benefits a system needs to be sufficiently large. In small-scale, manageable systems it
may simply not be necessary as modellers would probably be able to grasp and capture
the intricacies of the system without them. For such cases explicitly applying the idea
of *Everything is an Agent* may be impracticable overkill. However, in many cases it is
enough to merely keep the idea in mind and apply it only to solve specific problems in the
system. Once again, the idea is not about practical implementation but about abstract
consideration of problems.

5.1.2 Functionality in Agent Systems

Functionality of an agent system is an important aspect of the agent-oriented modelling
perspective. Every software system usually has a specific purpose or goal that should be
achieved. This obviously also applies to a multi-agent system. The functionality of the
system is the set of processes, mechanisms, capabilities and properties aimed at fulfilling
the system’s purpose. In short, the functionality of a system is its (correct) behaviour (see
Section 4.3).

The particularity in multi-agent systems is that they consist of individual agents. This
means that the purpose of the system is distributed among these agents during modelling.
Each agent in the system has a specific purpose, a delegated objective, and needs to provide
a specific functionality to fulfil that purpose.

At this point the agent-oriented modelling perspective begins to transition from the
purely logical, abstract and complete view of *Everything is an Agent* to a more restricted
yet more practically grounded view. Instead of considering all elements of the system,
it now only considers elements that actively provide functionality. Actively providing
functionality means that the elements control and perform their own actions to fulfil their
purpose within the overall system. In other words, in the context of functionality the
agent-oriented modelling perspective emphasises *autonomy* in agents.

The counterpart to the actively provided functionality are the passive elements of the
system. Passivity in this context denotes that these elements are utilised in the context of
the behaviour of the other (active) elements. They can still provide important functionality
but simply don’t act on their own as the active (autonomous) agents can do. It is very
important to note that the distinction between active and passive is not made based on
the functionality itself, but on the way the element provides it. For example, a database
might actively or passively provide its functionality. Actively, it could prepare common
query results in advance or proactively administrate and clean/maintain/update its dataset.
Passively, it would only perform these actions at the request of other agents, never acting
alone on its own impulses. In both cases the basic functionality of the database remains
the same. Yet, in one case it would be considered as an autonomous agent while in the
other it would be more akin to a classical object (cf. “*Objects do it for free, agents do it
because they want to.*” [Wooldridge, 2009] p. 29) and the corresponding discussion in
Section 2.2.1.

If the purpose and functionality of the overall system are distributed among its different
elements (agents), the interactions between these agents become even more important.

---

1 *Everything is an Agent* is still in effect for the general view on the system. The restriction only applies
to considering functionality. Modellers can also add and remove elements to the consideration of
functionality at any time by determining their properties and role in the general, abstract view.
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The functionality of the individual agents alone is not enough to achieve the desired overall purpose, except in trivial cases. Agents need to interact and cooperate with one another, creating an emergent behaviour that is greater than simply the sum of its parts. Emergence is “the arising of novel and coherent structure, patterns, and properties through the interactions of multiple distributed elements” [Wilensky and Rand, 2015, p. 6]. The combination of individual agent functionality/behaviour and the functionality emergent from the interactions of those agents fulfil the functionality requirements set by the intended overall purpose of a system.

The importance of interaction for the functionality of an agent system aligns with the agents’ prescribed explicitness introduced by the idea of Everything is an Agent. As interactions are so important in agent systems the beneficial property of making them explicit through Everything is an Agent becomes even more distinct. Vital details lost in implicit assumptions about the interactions can critically impair the functionality of the overall system.

Interaction can be every kind of exchange of data between agents, from simple call/respond patterns to complex negotiations. At this point the agent-oriented modelling perspective takes another step closer to the practical aspects. It generally assumes inter-agent communication to be handled via asynchronous messages. If other communication types (e.g. synchronous communication) are required for specific purposes in the system these need to be handled separately as exemptions. Other Technical details of the interaction are generally not important at this point (e.g. form of messages, FIPA compliance).

Of course, correctly specified interactions are useless without the internal functionality of the agent performing its purpose correctly. Internal functionality generally consists of performing actions on knowledge and data available to the agent. Sequence, order and conditions for those actions have to be defined correctly in order to achieve the desired purpose. The knowledge and data for those actions is provided to the agent either at modelling time or through the interactions with other agents.

Combining the correct specifications for the internal functionality and the interactions with other agents specifies the entire functionality for an individual agent. Agents need to process and work on their own data and knowledge and need to share the results with other agents that can utilise them further. Through the combination of internal functionality and interaction the agent can achieve its purpose in the system (cf. the distinction between internal and external events/operations in [Moldt, 1996]). If such a combination is provided to all agents in the system, the system’s overall purpose can be achieved.

5.1.3 Structure and Behaviour

Structure and behaviour were identified in Chapter 4 as the two main aspects of any software system. Structure included the components, infrastructure and organisation of the system, while behaviour included all processes of and between the components in the system. Naturally, structure and behaviour also need to be covered in the agent-oriented modelling perspective. This subsection examines where and how structure and behaviour are included in that perspective.

The two main areas of the agent-oriented modelling perspective were discussed in the previous subsections. On the one hand, the perspective includes the consideration of every element as a (possible) agent, captured in the idea of Everything is an Agent. On the other

\footnote{If asynchronous communication does not appear suitable for the needs of the current system, modellers may need to reevaluate the choice of the agent concept.}
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hand, the perspective partitions the functionality onto the set of active elements (agents) which perform internal actions and interact to achieve their purpose.

Structure can be found in the first area. Considering everything as an agent represents a structural abstraction on the elements of the system. The components, i.e. agents, are treated uniformly and can thus be compared and set in relation to one another. This comparison/relation between the different agents also provides the organisation within the structure. Every agent has a distinct set of connections to other agents which determines its part in the organisation of the system. In fact, since components such as execution environments or other container-components are considered as agents as well, certain hierarchies begin to emerge in the system. Hierarchies also play an important part in the depiction of the infrastructure in the agent-oriented modelling perspective. Infrastructure is provided by specific agents and specific parts of the overall organisation of the system. Agents providing infrastructure are exactly those that factor into the hierarchical aspects, namely the containers of other agents. To complete the view on infrastructure the relations and connections between these container-agents and other agents need to be taken into consideration. This includes relations between the different container-agents, between the container-agents and the agents contained within them and between the container-agents and the (more abstract) container-agents they themselves are contained in.

Behaviour of the system can be found in the functionality and purpose. An agent system’s purpose determines what functionality it has to provide. The functionality of an agent system in the agent-oriented modelling perspective consists of the internal functionality of each agent and the interactions between the agents. Internal functionality describes how, when and in what order an agent performs actions on its internal data and knowledge. Interactions describe how, when and in what form the agent exchanges data/knowledge with which other agents. Combined, both parts describe interconnected processes within an agent, which irregularly alternate between exchanges of data/knowledge and the execution of some internal actions. The set of all of these possible processes for one agent describes the behaviour of that one agent. Considering the individual behaviour of all agents combined yields a set of larger and more complex, composite processes. In these composite processes the agents are connected through the interacting parts of their own processes, assuming every message sent by an agent is received by another one. The set of composite processes describes the behaviour of the overall system.

In summary, the idea of Everything is an Agent is used in the agent-oriented modelling perspective to provide a structural abstraction that helps modellers capture the different facets of the structure within the system. Based on that abstraction, the purpose and functionality of the system are distributed in the system. Each agent has a certain purpose and provides a certain functionality which consists of internal and external parts. The resulting processes combined over all agents then describe the behaviour of the system.

As a consequence, the agent-oriented modelling perspective and the idea of Everything is an Agent can be regarded as organising their behaviour, i.e. processes and functionality, in a structural way. This leads back to the main motivation, since the structure clearly strongly influences and governs the behaviour, which is something the desired integration aims to address.

5.1.4 The Mulan and Paose Modelling Perspective

This section examines the agent-oriented modelling perspective in the specific context of Mulan and Paose (see Section 2.2.3). Using the agent-oriented modelling perspective with Mulan agents is quite natural. Historically, the idea of considering every element of a system as an agent has already influenced the original development of Mulan. At
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Figure 5.1: *Everything is an Agent* in MULAN and PAOSE

various points, [Rölke, 2004] deliberates on the idea of considering every element of the reference architecture as agents. In fact, [Rölke, 2004, pp. 180ff] examines an extension to MULAN in which the platform is implemented as an agent. The CAPA implementation of MULAN actually implements a platform agent [Duvigneau, 2002, pp. 93ff] that represents the platform and provides the required functionality to other agents. It should be noted that the platform agent does not use the same agent net as standard agents, although the basic structure defined in the MULAN model is present. Further platform functionality is also implemented in and provided by a number of (standardised) agents, e.g. AMS, DF and WebGateway (see Section 2.2.3).

The research featured in [Schleinzer, 2007, Schleinzer et al., 2008] is strongly related to this and uses ideas from holonic multi-agent systems as seen in, e.g., [Fischer et al., 2003] by providing so-called plugin-agents. Plugin-agents act as plugins for other agents to expand their functionality. Consequently some agents serve as platforms and execution environments to other (plugin) agents, which the platforms use to expand their own functionality. The view adopted here is quite similar to *Everything is an Agent* since the functionality of an agent can be altered by the inclusion or exclusion of the plugin-agents it contains. This means that, conceptually, functionality and therefore behaviour is realised by agents.

Ideas in line with *Everything is an Agent* can also be found in the PAOSE approach. PAOSE uses multi-agent systems as a guiding metaphor for the development of systems [Cabac, 2010, p. 120ff]. It considers not only the system in development as a multi-agent system, but also the team developing it. Each development sub-team, i.e. one or more developers, is regarded as an agent that has certain responsibilities (i.e. a purpose to fulfil,
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see Section [5.1.2]. Responsibilities define which component/part of the system (e.g. role, interaction, ontology, tool) a sub-team is in charge of. Sub-teams need to develop their component/part internally (i.e. the sub-team-agent’s internal behaviour) and interact with other sub-teams to integrate their components into the whole of the system (i.e. the sub-team-agent’s external interactions). This is illustrated on the right-hand side of Figure 5.1. Figure 5.1 is only a simplification of the process to show that the development teams need to interact themselves in order to integrate their responsibilities in the system. For more information on the use of multi-agent system as a guiding metaphor in PAOSE see [Cabac, 2007] and the short discussion in Section 2.2.3.

Moving away from the very abstract level of the agent-oriented modelling perspective and applying the concrete MULAN agent model provides additional insight into the perspective. The MULAN reference architecture features four levels of abstraction: system, platform, agent and protocol. Considering every element in these levels as an agent is possible. Overall, applying Everything is an Agent in the MULAN agent model yields a nested view illustrated in Figure 5.1.

For agents this consideration is trivial. However, there are agent-internal components, like the knowledge base and the protocol factory, that can be considered as agents within the agent. They have a distinct interface through which they interact with the outside agent, fulfil a purpose in their (agent) environment and perform internal behaviour. Figure 5.1 sees these components on the same level as the protocols.

Likewise, the platform layer can also be regarded as an agent that contains other agents. As described above, this consideration has been intended historically and can also be found in the CAPA implementation. Agents may be either functional, i.e. developed for a specific, custom application, or default for the platform providing default functionality.

The remaining two levels, system and protocols, are more interesting in this context. Considering the system as an agent works mostly like considering the platforms. The system contains agents (platforms) that contain agents (agents) that contain agents (protocols). For the system the environment is more interesting, because it doesn’t have an explicit one. Every other agent in the system is contained in at least one more level of agents. Only the system is not nested in an explicitly modelled environment. Of course, there is an environment around the system. It contains the deployment site, the users and other systems (e.g. operating system of its computer) it interacts with. In fact, the development teams are also part of this implicit environment as indicated in Figure 5.1. However, none of these elements are explicitly modelled and, for the purposes of the agent-oriented modelling perspective, do not exist. They do affect the modelling through requirements (e.g. technical, practical, functional), but they are nonetheless considered as non-existent. Being aware of and capturing these requirements coming from an otherwise implicit source is one of the challenges of modelling. A view of systems as agents is in line with the view taken in [Sterling and Taveter, 2009].

Regarding protocols as agents is also quite interesting. Unless a modeller chooses to (conceptually) regard data and other artefacts as agents, the protocols are the only agents in the Everything is an Agent MULAN that do not contain other agents. This means they are a fixed end-point in the modelling. At this point the nesting stops, which, when considering an integration of agents and workflows, creates a fixed point at which to approach such an integration.

3Considering data or other artefacts in protocols as agents conforms with the view of Everything is an Agent. Still, the current discussion is associated with concrete MULAN systems and assumes a practical discussion level. The limitations regarding autonomy of simple elements as agents discussed in Section 5.1.1 strongly apply here. Consequently, for these practical reasons data and artefacts are not considered as agents on this level and at this point.
Additionally, regarding protocols as agents results in relatively simple agents. A protocol in Mulan describes one part of the behaviour of one Mulan-level agent. Considering the protocol as an agent itself distils and encapsulates this individual behaviour, which creates a very easy-to-understand agent that has a very obvious and limited behaviour (i.e. the original protocol). A common basis for comparison and relation is created, which supports modellers in evaluating the role of the protocol within the agent and also the overall system.

### 5.2 Fundamental Mulan Agent Actions

As discussed in Section 5.1.2, the functionality of one agent consists of its internal functionality combined with the interactions it has with other agents. Under this consideration agent behaviour can be classified into three fundamental agent actions: *Internal actions*, *receiving messages*, and *sending messages*. These actions are denoted as fundamental as they cover the *entirety* of agent behaviour. Even complex behaviour like decision making and inference can be captured in them. The topic of complex behaviour is addressed at the end of this section.

Regarding context, the descriptions here assume Mulan or Capa agents, including the FIPA-compliant asynchronous communication. Figure 5.2 illustrates where in the standard Mulan agent net these actions can be found. Applicability and transferability to other agent models are discussed in Section 12.2.

**Send Message**  Sending a message is one half of what an agent can do to interact with other agents. Messages may e.g. be sent to inform other agents of processed results, to
send requests for other agents to do certain actions or accepting or rejecting a request from another agent. In fact, the FIPA standards define 22 different communicative acts for agents (see [FIPA37H, 2002] and Section 2.2.2) which describe the most basic forms and domains for agents sending messages.

Looking at the MULAN agent model it is easy to identify sending a message as a fundamental agent action. In the standard agent net (see Figure 5.2 and Section 2.2.3) sending a message is realised in the right-hand branch of the net (set before a yellow background). This is the only part of the agent that can directly interact with the outside environment via outgoing communication. As such it represents one of the two interfaces the agent has.

The fundamental agent action send message describes the abstract activity of an agent that is sending a message. This may conceptually involve the entire (miniature) process of (locally) looking up the recipient, creating the message, preparing it for sending and actually, technically sending it out. However, depending on the implementation some parts of that miniature process may be considered as internal actions or be captured by standardised mechanisms.

In the basic MULAN agent model seen in Figure 5.2 two transitions correspond to the send message action: the out and prt.out transitions. The latter receives the message from a protocol while the former actually sends it out by synchronising with the platform environment. As indicated in Figure 5.2 some parts of the send message action may also be found in the protocols. This depends on how the specific modeller chooses to recognise certain actions. Looking up the identifier of a recipient or creating a message are usually done in the protocol in MULAN. While these actions are agent internal they may arguably also be considered as part of the send message action. The transition between internal actions and sending a message is fluent here and depends on the view of the particular modeller.

Receive Message Receiving a message is the other half of what an agent can do to interact with other agents. As every message sent by an agent should be received by another agent at some point the examples and classification into the FIPA communicative acts described for sending a message are applicable here as well. The only difference is that the reception of a message is purely reactive.

Considering the MULAN agent model the identification of the receive message fundamental agent action is almost mirror-inverted to the send message agent action. Reception of messages is handled in the left-hand side of the standard MULAN agent net in Figure 5.2 (set before a green background). This is the only part of the agent that directly interacts with the outside environment via incoming communication. As such it represents the second of the two interfaces the agent has.

Similar to sending a message, the receive message agent action also describes an abstract activity of an agent. The reception of a message involves different handling though. In general the reception involves the entire (miniature) process of technically receiving the message and passing it to the part of the agent that has to work with it. But again, some of the latter steps may also be considered as internal actions.

Looking at the MULAN agent in Figure 5.2 there are two transitions in and prt.in that are completely part of the receive message action. In contrast to sending a message though, there are now two additional areas where parts of the reception action can be considered.

---

4 The general notion of the word activity is meant here, not the workflow terminology given in Definition A.6 from Section 2.3.1.

5 Meant as the crossover from one area to another, not transition in the Petri net terminology.
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as internal actions. The first area concerns protocols. Passing the message to protocols and unpacking any data may be considered as part of the receive message action. However, in MULAN any processing of the message is usually considered as an internal action and part of the protocols. The second area concerns reactive behaviour. Some messages trigger reactive protocols to be started in the agent. Starting these protocols can arguably be considered as part of the reception of the message as it is a direct consequence. However, these parts of the abstract action are also usually considered as internal or administrative actions.

As with sending a message the particular modeller decides what is internal and what is part of receiving a message. In general the clear separation of these transitional areas is not crucial. However, later on in this thesis the fundamental agent actions are heavily utilised. At that point the separation is clearly made for the specific modelling purpose.

**Internal Action** The final type of fundamental agent action concerns the internal actions. Basically everything an agent does that is not explicitly concerned with interacting with other agents (i.e. sending and receiving messages) falls into this category. Data processing, decision making, accessing knowledge etc. are all internal actions.

In the MULAN agent model of Figure 5.2 the central transitions and places are involved with internal actions. These are set before a blue background in Figure 5.2. The transitional areas between internal actions and sending/receiving a message have been discussed in those respective paragraphs and won’t be discussed here further. For the most part, internal actions happen within the protocols. Working on data, executing specific parts of the functionality (in MULAN executing Java and reference net code inscribed to the transitions of the protocol net) or communicating with other internal components of the agent (e.g. knowledge base, protocol factory) are just some of the examples of internal actions in protocols. Other internal actions concern the management of the agent, e.g. starting (proactive) protocols, startup or shutdown of the agent.

Looking at the Capa implementation of MULAN another area for internal actions are the decision components (see Section 2.2.3). These completely internal behaviours receive data from protocols or the knowledge base and work on it without directly interacting with anything outside of the agent. In this way they can be considered as protocols featuring exclusively internal actions. If results or data generated within a decision component need to be sent to other agents the decision component communicates with or possibly even starts a new protocol to handle the communication. Figure 5.3 illustrates the view on decision components as purely internal actions.

Another way of considering decision components is to apply the idea of *Everything is an Agent* at this point and regard decision components as agents within the agent. This is illustrated in Figure 5.4 where the decision component area of the MULAN/CAPA agent is considered as a separate (though contained) agent. The internal decision component agent distinguishes between the three different actions like the overall agent. Internal actions happen in the central place with the blue background. Communication with protocols, other decision components, the knowledge base, etc. happen via the green and yellow areas (a transition in both green and yellow indicates bidirectional communication). Therefore, the general agent actions are still valid in that case. However, as the communication in Capa is handled via synchronous channel the send message and receive message actions become more conceptual and describe which of the components/agents initiates the exchange of data. Analogous arguments can also be made for other agent-internal components like the knowledge base and protocol factory. These particular views, though, are not pursued further at this point in the thesis.
Conclusion After having characterised and examined the extent of the fundamental agent actions in the previous paragraphs an important question remains: Do these actions actually cover all agent behaviour? It can be argued that complex, advanced behaviour is not included in the categorisation of fundamental agent actions. However, this is only true if the advanced behaviour is considered too concretely and atomically.

For instance, plan deliberation in BDI agents (see Section 3.3) is a special kind of internal decision making action. It may involve multiple steps, but these steps all happen within one agent, which make these steps internal agent actions. Even considering collaborative goal deliberation of groups of agents only adds further actions of sending and receiving messages and internally processing the results. The fundamental actions can also be applied to agent platforms considered as agents. The perspective changes slightly in this context, mirroring the view described above of decision components as internal agents. The agents of a platform can either be seen as fully internal components of the platform with only internal actions, or they can be regarded as individual agents. In the latter case, the internal interfaces of the platform become interfaces for sending and receiving messages enabling the distinction between all three agent actions. This means that agent management, from the platform side, can be regarded in the same terms as agent execution. From the individual agent side, agent management can be regarded in terms of fundamental agent actions as well. Instantiation, termination or migration of agents involve multiple steps in both the platform and agent in question. This includes all three types of actions. Internally, both the platform and agent in question need to make decisions and process data about their states. Regarding the exchange of messages the agent in question communicates with the platform (as an agent) to inform or request the specific management activities and receive confirmations and instructions about the process.
Analogous arguments can be made for all complex types of agent behaviour. Fundamental agent actions describe the smallest units of work within the behaviour of agents. Complex agent behaviour may require multiple actions from multiple involved agents. However, such behaviour can always be broken down into individual steps, which can be mapped onto the three fundamental agent actions. This means that, in order to consider complex agent behaviour in terms of fundamental agent actions, only the scope of examination must be extended. In which dimension the scope is extended is fully dependent on the specific context. Abstraction level, involved agents and number of steps are just some of the possible dimensions of scope. But since the categorisation provided by the fundamental agent actions is logical and analytical in nature, the scope can be freely chosen.

Still, in some cases it may be cumbersome to use the set of fundamental agent actions as described here, leading to difficulties for modellers. This means that applying the fundamental agent actions to other agent architectures is possible, but it may be beneficial to examine the specifics of an agent architecture and determine if extensions to the fundamental agent actions are appropriate for efficiency or complexity reasons. Still, for the purposes of the specific context of this thesis, which takes Petri-net-based agents as a basis for structural aspects of software systems, these actions are completely suitable.

Altogether, this section can be summarised in the following key term definition:

**Key Term Definition B.1** (Fundamental Agent Actions). The three fundamental agent actions are: receiving a message, sending a message and performing an internal action. These three agent actions can fully describe the behaviour of an agent.
5.3 Structure through (Mulan) Agents

This section combines the previous results of this chapter into a refined and concise definition of the structure of a software system based on the agent-oriented modelling perspective and Mulan agents in particular. The definition serves as the basis for any further examinations of structure and the structural parts of the integration examined and developed in the remainder of the thesis.

Chapter 4.3 discussed the structure of a software system as an abstraction of Petri net constructs onto components, infrastructure and organisation. Considering the Mulan agent model, such an abstraction is, due to the Petri net nature of Mulan, directly available and points directly at the different levels of the Mulan reference architecture.

Explicit components of the system are agent and platform nets. These components provide the standard (platform) and application-specific (agent) functionality of the system. Considering protocols as components is possible under Everything is an Agent (see Section 5.1.4), however at this point this particular viewpoint is not taken. Protocols, for now, describe the functionality the agents perform and are consequently (part of) the behaviour. The role of protocols and a complete view at Everything is an Agent are picked up again later in this section.

Infrastructure is provided by the platform and system nets. Platforms provide the “local” infrastructure for the agents. They manage life-cycles and communication. A system net on the other hand provides the global infrastructure as it defines which platforms can interact in which ways.

Lastly, organisation is provided by the relations between components. Therefore, it can be found in and between the agents and platforms. Since the relations between platforms are defined in the system, those parts of the organisation can also be found there. Organisation contains the assignment of (sets of) agents to platforms, the relations between agents given by their intended interactions, the connection of platforms in the system layer, etc. It should be noted that in an entity-relationship-model [Chen, 1976] there would be only 1:n relations downward through the Mulan architecture (e.g. one platform having \(n\) agents and one agent having \(m\) protocols), but many \(m:n\) relations within the architectural levels (e.g. agent interaction). Like the relations in multi-agent systems, organisation is dynamic, especially if agents are mobile and can change their execution environment.

Considering the discussions in Section 5.1.4, every element in the Mulan reference architecture can be regarded as an agent. This leads to the following abstract definition of the structure of a software system characterised by the agent-oriented modelling perspective and the concepts of the Mulan agent model and reference architecture:

**Key Term Definition B.2 (Abstract Definition of Structure).** The structure of a software system is constituted by (abstract) agents and the relations between them.

As with the idea of Everything is an Agent this definition is, by itself, abstract and conceptual. While it focuses on the components and organisation it implicitly also captures infrastructure as described above. It considers the three levels of Mulan, agents, platforms and the system, all as the same kind of abstract agents. Between these abstract agents, diverse relations and connections are present In order to make it practically applicable it has to be brought closer to the implementation. A decision has to be made which abstract agents are actually implemented as practical agents. For the context of Mulan this is defined in CAPA where, besides the actual agents, the platform is also implemented by agents. Taking this under consideration results in the following refined, concrete definition:

---

*Relations between concrete agents are e.g. very different to the relations between agents and platforms.*
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**Key Term Definition B.3** (Concrete Definition of Structure). *The structure of a multi-agent system is constituted by agents and platforms and the internal and external relations between them.*

This definition takes concrete agents into account. While platforms are implemented as agents, it is beneficial to distinguish between the functional agents and the standard platform functionality agents (see Section 5.1.4). To emphasise this distinction the definition reverts back in terminology to the **Mulan** reference architecture. The distinction also makes the infrastructure and organisation aspects in the definition more explicit. Relations between agents and their platforms provide a basis for the infrastructure. Relations between (only) agents, (only) platforms and also those between agents and platforms describe the different kinds of organisational facets. In addition, the concrete definition stresses the fact that the system now includes concrete software agents and can be concretely referred to as a multi-agent system.

Up until now the idea of *Everything is an Agent* was used in a restricted way. To conclude this section the restriction is lifted for a short discussion. This reaffirms the agent-oriented modelling perspective but does not affect the previous definitions.

The only **Mulan** level missing from the abstract definition is the protocol level. Considering protocols as parts of the structure appears to be counter-intuitive. Since it makes the definition more difficult to comprehend, it was omitted from the definition above. However, considering protocols is possible, at least on the abstract and conceptual level, as was already discussed in Section 5.1.4. At this point, however, the question is not how to consider the protocol as an agent but rather how it affects the view on structure. Protocols describe behaviour and regarding them as agents turns them on the abstract level, into parts of the structure. Nonetheless, this does not change the definition. Protocols are, in this consideration, agents that describe the behaviour. But, as agents, they also have a behaviour (purpose and functionality) that is equal to the behaviour they describe. In some conceptual ways the structure and behaviour may be considered merged at this point, but distinguishing between the agent that represents the behaviour and the actual behaviour executed by that agent provides the separation needed in the context of the definition. The abstract agents within the system still constitute the structure and are clearly separated from the behaviour.

For the concrete definition in addition to the protocols the system level is also omitted. The system is the sum of all components which means it also incorporates the entirety of the structure. The only problem is that, in **CAPA**, it is usually only indirectly modelled through the agents and platforms and is therefore implicit. It doesn’t add anything new to the structure. In classic **Mulan** the system layer is explicitly modelled to define the infrastructure between platforms. **CAPA**, in a way, moves this infrastructure into the knowledge and data of the platforms. Both the **Mulan** and **CAPA** views are justifiable. The concrete definition is closer to the practical implementation and consequently closer to **CAPA** though, which is why the system layer is not considered. If the system was considered as an agent, it would also not add anything on a conceptual level as it could directly be seen in the same way as a platform. It would simply be a platform of platforms, another type of container (agent).

Protocols as agents in the concrete definition are a bit more difficult. They can still be considered as agents that represent the behaviour and also have a behaviour. The separation of structure and behaviour discussed above is still valid. However, these agents now actually need to practically execute that behaviour. At first glance, this would add another level to the agent hierarchy, a kind of protocol for the protocol-agents. These protocol-agents, though, would be markedly different from the regular agents. As discussed
in Section 5.1.4 protocols as agents would be extremely simple. They would have only one small behaviour, namely the one described in the protocol. This behaviour would be hard-coded into them, eliminating the need for another protocol level. Ultimately, this allows agents as protocols to be regarded in the same way as in the abstract definition. However, the concrete definition is more concerned with practical considerations. Realising protocols as agents would require a very efficient implementation and would be more difficult to administrate. It could also affect flexibility, as these protocol-agents would naturally be very rigid. Therefore, it is not feasibly to consider protocols as agents at this point. The idea is similar to that of the Plugin-Agent for CAPA though (see Schleinzer, 2007, Schleinzer et al., 2008).

In summary, adding protocols to the abstract definition or the system and protocols to the concrete definition neither affects the definitions nor does it add anything to them. Protocols on the abstract level simply allow for a more comprehensive application of the idea of Everything is an Agent. The system only adds something to the concrete definition if classical Mulan is considered which is not emphasised in the concrete definition. Protocols on the concrete level act in the same way as on the abstract level, but are cumbersome to realise practically. All in all, agents and platforms are the more important and prominent features of the structure, which is why they are given priority in both definitions.

5.4 Structure and Agents in this Thesis

This chapter dealt with agents for modelling software systems. It described an abstract approach towards agent-oriented modelling. While the agent-oriented modelling perspective is a specialised model created for the context and purposes of this thesis, it still follows the general core of agent-orientation. That general core, the concept of agents as the main modelling construct, drove the discussions and results of this chapter. It is also reflected in the definitions of structure in Section 5.3.

Chapter 4 discussed how structure and behaviour are considered as the two main aspects of a software system. The choice of agents for the modelling and representation of structure was shortly addressed in the overall introduction and motivation. Now, the reasoning and justification of that choice can be provided in more detail.

From the discussions in this chapter it is clear that agents emphasise the structure of a software system. The idea of Everything is an Agent may represent the extreme end of the spectrum, but agents, even in general context, are, first and foremost, components of a software system. They are pieces of software that autonomously exist in some environment with a design objective they work to achieve. In the understanding of the structure of a software system from Chapter 4, structure consists of components, infrastructure and organisation. Agents actually and directly are these components of the structure. The infrastructure and organisation as well are given by agent execution environments, i.e. agent platforms, and, more indirectly, by the relations between the individual agents themselves. In other words and in reference to Definitions 5.2 and 5.3, the most tangible parts of the structure of a software system are directly defined through agents and agent platforms. This means that agents, as a modelling construct, directly model the structure of a software system. In reference to the fact that structure and behaviour together span the entirety of a software system, this in turn means that agents can be used to directly model one of the two dimensions of a complete software system. This ability is why they were chosen as one of the two modelling constructs for the integration desired for this thesis. They are the structural modelling construct for this thesis.
An open question when using the agent-oriented modelling perspective or agents in general is how the relationship between structure and behaviour is characterised. Structure is directly defined through agents and agent platforms. Behaviour in an agent system, as discussed in Section 5.1.3, is a set of composite processes consisting of processes for individual agents that contain internal and external actions describing the functionality of agents. This means that behaviour is not independently defined, but only modelled and represented in association with the executing agents. The result of this is that the structure is easier to grasp, i.e. easier to model and understand, in the agent-oriented modelling perspective as it benefits from the advantages of the direct structural abstraction of agents. Behaviour is negatively affected by the indirection and partial implicitness of the processes and the inevitable association to the agents. Modellers always have to take an extra step (mental or modelling) w.r.t. the behaviour that they don’t need with the structure. This means that in large and complex scenarios it becomes ever more cumbersome and inefficient to represent, model and understand the behaviour.

This issue is illustrated in Figure 5.5. Agents determine the functionality and associated processes (left-hand side of Figure 5.5), which means that these processes are always considered in the context of individual or sets of agents. In other words, neither functionality nor processes occur without a superordinate agent or set of agents. On the more abstract level (right-hand side of Figure 5.5) this corresponds to the structure (the agents) determining and governing the behaviour (the functionality and processes). This relates to the overall motivation, which is why the right-hand side of Figure 5.5 can also be found in the Yin and Yang illustration from Figure 1.1 in the introduction. The Yin and Yang nature of an integration, as well as the changed relationship between structure and behaviour in such a system is picked up again in Chapter 7.
6 Behaviour Based on Workflows

After exploring structure based on agents in Chapter 5, the current chapter now examines behaviour based on workflows. The goal of this chapter is to consolidate and combine the general understanding of behaviour of a software system from Chapter 4 with workflows in general and workflow nets (especially RENEW workflow nets) in particular. Mirroring what the previous Chapter 5 did for (MULAN) agents and structure, this chapter creates a refined and specialised definition. The result specifies behaviour and the behavioural perspective for the remainder of this thesis.

This chapter contains four sections. Section 6.1 describes the workflow-based modelling perspective. Building on that modelling perspective, Section 6.2 introduces the concept of the three basic workflow operations. Next, Section 6.3 compiles a definition of the behaviour of a software system through workflows and workflow nets. Finally, Section 6.4 concludes this chapter with a short discussion of workflows as the chosen modelling construct for behaviour in this thesis.

One important distinction that needs to be made for the following discussion is the one between workflow and process. Definition A.2 defines a workflow as an automation and facilitation of a process, while Definition A.8 defines a process as an ordered collection of tasks. In other words, a workflow is the realisation and implementation of a process consisting of tasks for use in a workflow system. Both refer to the same abstract entity. Process emphasises the concept of that entity, while workflow emphasises the technical implementation. Both terms are used to emphasise certain issues throughout the following discussions. If the separation between concept and implementation is unclear at any point, the issue is addressed.

6.1 The Workflow-Based Modelling Perspective

The workflow-based modelling perspective is the workflow-focused counterpart to the agent-oriented modelling perspective (see Section 5.1). As the name implies, the workflow-based modelling perspective emphasises the concept of workflows instead of agents. Like the agent-oriented modelling perspective, the workflow-based modelling perspective describes a creative and productive perspective on how to approach the creation of a workflow system.

The term workflow-based modelling perspective was chosen in anticipation of an implementation focus later on. Process-based modelling perspective would also have been possible, but would have implied an emphasised conceptual level. The conceptual level of processes is still explicitly included in the workflow-based modelling perspective, though, as shown by the core statement of Everything is a Process (see Section 6.1.1).

The workflow-based modelling perspective mirrors the agent-oriented modelling perspective’s purpose in this thesis. It is the adopted perspective for all concepts, models, aspects and prototypes that are either directly workflows or based on workflows. It also provides the basis for the behavioural/workflow aspects in the integrated modelling perspective in Chapter 7.

This section describes the workflow-based modelling perspective in four subsections. Section 6.1.1 discusses the core statement and idea of the perspective, while Section 6.1.2
discusses the role of cases and resources. Next, Section 6.1.3 examines how structure and behaviour are represented in the perspective. Finally, Section 6.1.4 shortly discusses the particularities of using workflow nets instead of general workflows.

### 6.1.1 Everything is a Process

When modelling a workflow system, the concept of a process is fundamental. The process is what the technical implementation of the workflow realises. As with agents in the agent-oriented modelling perspective, the process is at the core of any discussion:

**Processes are the main modelling construct:** Processes are the main focus in modelling workflow systems. They are considered with first priority in all design and modelling decisions in the system.

**Processes are the main partitioning construct:** Workflow systems are partitioned into processes. This partitioning is binding for all system observations, including monitoring and analysis.

**Processes are the main relational construct:** Every element of the system is always considered in relation to one or more processes. This includes cases, resources and other processes (e.g. subprocesses).

**Processes are the main functional construct:** The functionality of the workflow system is contained in the processes. While resources execute those processes, the modelling emphasises the functionality within the processes.

**Processes are the main flexibility construct:** Adaptability, or any other advanced process or workflow property, is always focussed on the process. Flexible and dynamic behaviour is governed by the processes.

This means that these, and more, areas of workflow system modelling all inherently emphasise the concept of a process. The workflow-based modelling perspective uses this emphasis and, just like the agent-oriented modelling perspective, sums it up in one abstract core statement:

**Everything is a Process**

This statement represents the main idea of the workflow-based modelling perspective: A logical partitioning of a system into abstract, related processes. There are two major questions to answer at this point: First, how is everything considered as a process? Second, how are these processes related?

To answer the first question one must look first at the different possible views of processes. Definition A.8 basically defines a process as a set of related and ordered tasks. The definition is deliberately vague as to the relation of the tasks.

The classical view on processes is to consider a process as a set of ordered tasks, semantically related by their context. This means that each process represents a specific application context and only contains tasks that are related to that context. This also means that the tasks in a process may not, and in fact usually are not, executed by one resource.

The workflow-based modelling perspective and *Everything is a Process* go beyond this classical view. The grouping of tasks into processes according to their context is one

---

1 Please note the distinction between workflow system (Definition 2.18) and workflow management system (Definition 2.16).
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Figure 6.1: Different processes in a system

possibility. Another way of grouping tasks is by resource. By grouping all the tasks a specific resource executes in the overall system, a distinct process is generated. That process represents the entirety of the behaviour of that one resource. In fact, it is possible to fully describe the resource with that process. Resources, in general, are those elements of the system, which actually execute the work associated with the tasks of the processes. They are the structural elements of the workflow system. This means that by generating a process from a resource it becomes possible to describe a structural element of a system as a (behavioural) process. In other words, every structural element of a system can be described not only by its structural attributes and roles within the system, but also by the process it executes.

Any other, arbitrary grouping is also possible. Groupings according to subsystems, subcontexts, etc. are all valid. On the level of Everything is a Process the choice of processes is free. It represents one view of one element of the system, no matter if it is an application, an element, a subsystem or a certain aspect. Before proceeding with the implementation, though, the control flow between the tasks, which describes the dependencies between them, needs to be fixed. That control flow may not be visible in all processes. In an implementation, though, that control flow needs to be correctly implemented. This is one of the challenges modellers using the workflow-based modelling perspective need to keep in mind. Everything, meaning every element and aspect, of a system can be represented as a process by providing a suitable selection and grouping of tasks. However, the dependencies between tasks and processes need to be captured and implemented in some way at a later stage. This is picked up again in the discussion about process relations and properties of the idea later on.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the representation of different elements as processes. It shows a workflow system that consists of two resources (A and B) performing tasks. The upper left-hand side of Figure 6.1 shows the processes for both resources. These processes describe the complete (but simple) behaviour of resources A and B. Since A and B do nothing besides these processes they, as structural elements, are completely represented by their processes. The remaining boxes show different process representations of the system. The
lower left-hand side shows the complete process of all resources in the system. Combining
the processes of all resources also yields a complete representation of the system as a
process. The right-hand side picks out arbitrary subsystems and components that are
involved in specific tasks. These are incomplete and arbitrary but showcase the idea of
Everything is a Process. At any time a system modeller might need to consider a specific
subsystem or component. If that is the case the modeller can use the process representation
of that subsystem or component in order to make modelling and design decisions according
to it.

If every element of the system can be considered as a process another question that needs
to be answered is where the functionality of the system is situated. Shortly answered, the
functionality is contained in the processes. The functionality is the aspect of the system,
which fulfils the system’s purpose. Previous paragraphs stated that every aspect of a
system can be captured by a process. The aspect of functionality can be captured in a
process or set of processes as well. These processes describe what exactly happens within
the system. They consist of tasks that describe basic units of work. It might be argued
that the tasks contain the functionality, but the individual tasks lack the information about
the control and data flow that is required to fully describe the functionality. It might
also be argued that the resources, which actually perform the work described in tasks and
processes, contain the functionality. However, just like the tasks, the resources do not know
how their work is connected. Consequently, the functionality is contained in the processes.
Tasks and resources are essential to execute the functionality, but they do not contain it.

Grouping and selecting tasks according to different elements, contexts and aspects of the
system answers the question of how everything is considered as a process. The processes
also describe the functionality of the emerging system. The remaining question deals with
the relations between the different processes.

In general, there are a number of ways of how processes can be related. Processes can
trigger one another. If the execution of a process triggers another process they are related
in the workflow-based modelling perspective. This relation includes processes triggered
without any further interaction, as well as subprocesses and process hierarchies that need to
be completed before the triggering process can continue beyond a certain point. Processes
can also interact directly, which is another form of relation. This can happen when data
from one process is required in another. Inter-organisational workflows can contain such
interactions (see Section 2.3.3). It is also possible for processes to indirectly relate to one
another. This may happen if a process needs to progress beyond a certain point before
another one can continue itself. This is not a direct interaction, but an indirect dependence
and another form of relation in Everything is a Process.

When considering arbitrary groupings of tasks in a system as processes the question
arises if these arbitrary processes may relate to one another differently. The answer to
this is that basic relation types do not change, but concrete relations may change due to
different processes. Basically, whenever the relation is caused on the individual task level,
the grouping of tasks does not affect it. Grouping tasks into different processes does not
change the tasks itself. If a task requires interaction, that task requires that interaction in
any process grouping. If a task has an indirect dependence to another task, the grouping
is also irrelevant.

However, if the relation is caused by the grouping, it changes with different groupings.
For example, if a task would start a new subprocess in one specific process grouping, there
is another grouping that contains the subprocess within the original grouping. In that case
the task would not trigger a new process, but its own process would continue on with the
tasks of the original subprocess as part of the overall process. Still, this reasoning works
both ways as it is always possible to extract a number of tasks from a process and turn
them into a separate subprocess. The basic kind of relationship of processes triggering
processes and possibly creating hierarchies still exists in some form or another in any
process grouping. How that relationship and hierarchy is structured, though, is completely
dependent on the actual shape of (i.e. grouping of tasks into) the processes.

The previous paragraphs answered the basic questions raised by the statement of
Everything is a Process. The core idea is, in general, not that much different than the idea
of Everything is an Agent. Consequently, the properties, advantages and disadvantages
of both ideas are very similar or even analogous. Everything is a Process provides a
uniform perspective on all elements of the system. That uniform perspective allows system
modellers to make modelling and design decisions from a common basis.

Something that is different from Everything is an Agent is that there is a larger dynamic
and flexibility in the choice of process. As discussed above the choice of process is arbitrary.
Grouping tasks by semantic application context or by resource are the most reasonable
choices for processes. However, even in these cases a large degree of flexibility remains.
By shifting the focus of the application slightly, different tasks may be involved in a
process. This makes modelling more complex, but also gives the modellers more choices
for optimising the system.

The choice of processes also determines the different relationships between them. Modellers
may choose a complex hierarchy of subprocesses in order to abstract certain details
from certain users. Or they may choose to create flat, but complex sets of processes
that feature all details for all users. Modellers are free to choose both the optimal set of
processes and the most suitable relationships and hierarchies.

By viewing all elements as processes, the properties of those processes also become
available to the different elements. The scope of these properties is not as impactful as
with agent properties, but process properties can also be useful in practical settings. On
the one hand the division of work into tasks that make up the processes allows the usage
of task principles. Atomicity of tasks allows modellers to make assumptions about the
state of the system when tasks have been completed. Task rollback, too, might become a
powerful tool for system modellers to deal with uncertainty or error situations. It may also
become possible to validate or verify processes, in turn validating or verifying the different
elements of the system like resources.

Regarding disadvantages, the freedom and complexity in the choice of processes is
generally beneficial but needs to be properly handled. While everything may be a process,
it may not be efficient to actually have everything be a process. Also, as mentioned before,
the control flow between different tasks may not be captured in all process variations. This
places the responsibility on the modellers to choose a suitable set of processes. One way
to deal with this issue is to prescribe the use of a fixed set of processes. These processes
contain tasks that are semantically related to one application and consequently contain the
minimum necessary control flow. The remaining processes contain additional information,
but are mostly different views on the system. Through these views, modellers can use
the above mentioned advantages without having to worry about missing control flows or
dependencies.

Conceptual overkill is another issue facing Everything is an Agent. Systems need to be
sufficiently large to exploit any of the advantages. However, even in small systems the
view of elements as processes can yield beneficial partial results. For more details on the
properties of the idea please refer to the analogous discussion on Everything is an Agent in
Section 5.1.1.
Before moving on to a short discussion about the role of cases and resources there is another important issue regarding *Everything is a Process*. It concerns the distinction between process and workflow. As stated before both of these terms refer to the same entity, namely the collection of tasks according to a specific element, context or aspect of the system. Process emphasises the concept of that collection, while workflow emphasises the implementation. The term process was chosen for the statement *Everything is a Process*, because the idea behind the statement is firmly set on the conceptual level. *Everything is a Process* is not about actually describing everything as a process in the implementation. Rather, like *Everything is an Agent* in the agent-oriented modelling perspective, it is about conceptually considering every element as a process in order to gain a unified understanding of the elements of a system. The number of actually implemented workflows may drastically differ from the overall number of processes that may be considered.

### 6.1.2 Cases and Resources

The previous section described the ability to consider every element of the system as a process in the workflow-based modelling perspective. This current section now examines, how the process-related concepts of *case* and *resource* affect the workflow-based modelling perspective. As Figure 6.2 shows, resource and case are the two missing dimensions of a workflow. Together with processes, which were discussed in the previous subsection, they cover the entirety of a workflow system.

Definition 2.13 defined a case as a single enactment of a process. Cases are important in the workflow-based modelling perspective, because they represent the enactment of the processes described by *Everything is a Process*. At first glance, cases appear to be only relevant for the actual implementation with workflows. Since they relate to the enactment, their applicability to the conceptual idea of *Everything is a Process* appears counter-intuitive. However, as discussed before, *Everything is a Process* describes, in essence,
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a virtual grouping of tasks. If the tasks exist in the workflow system, any particular virtual process can be used to represent them. This is independent of the workflow that is actually executed. For example, if the system consists of a set of workflows for a number of application contexts, it is also possible to consider the virtual processes of each resource involved in these contexts. When these tasks are executed in the context of a case, then some form of case also exists for the virtual processes. However, these cases are also virtual. As, for example, the virtual process of one resource may cross multiple cases of the application workflows, there is not one particular case for that resource. Rather, the virtual case is assembled by the different cases it crosses during its execution.

Moving on to resources, Definition A.3 defined a resource as an entity, which performs work in a process. Resources were already shortly discussed as processes. However, regardless of the consideration as a process, any workflow system still needs actual resources. They are the individual, active components that execute the functionality described in the processes. Without resources, no processes may be executed in any system. Resources are irrelevant for a system if they are not part of any processes. But, as mentioned before, a resource may be involved in many processes. This means that resources are orthogonal to processes and a cross-cutting concern in any workflow system. Still, within the workflow-based modelling perspective resources are not considered as stand-alone. Since the processes are at the centre of attention, resources are only regarded in the context of the processes they are involved in.

6.1.3 Structure and Behaviour

Chapter 4 identified structure and behaviour as the two main aspects of any software system. This section examines the two aspects for the workflow-based modelling perspective.

Behaviour is quickly identified. The workflow-based modelling perspective emphasises processes in the core idea of Everything is a Process. Every element of the system can be described by the tasks it is involved in. These tasks form a virtual process, which is why that particular view on the element is part of the system’s behaviour. Whether or not that process is actually implemented as a workflow later on is irrelevant. It can be considered as a process, so it is part of the behaviour. Still, if everything is considered as a process, the question about what is actually executed is not answerable on the conceptual level of process. It is implicitly contained in the processes, but irrelevant on this level.

Structure in the workflow-based modelling perspective is provided by the resources executing the processes. As discussed above, while resources can be seen as processes (and are part of the behaviour in that view) they are still required as actually active elements in the system. The necessary consideration of them as active elements represents a view concurrent and orthogonal to the previously discussed behavioural view on them. In that view as active elements the resources are the structural components of the system. While considering conceptual processes the remaining parts of the structure, infrastructure and organisation, are implicitly included in the resources. Resources are related to one another in some way (organisation) and have an implicit access to the processes and their data (infrastructure).

Up until this point, the discussions in this section were mostly kept to the conceptual level related to the term process. However, when considering structure and behaviour of the actual workflow system, a shift in perspective towards the implementation is necessary. One factor that was ignored until now is that of workflow management. Workflow management functions make the implicit parts of structure and behaviour of workflow systems explicit.

For behaviour, the workflow management mechanisms handle the relationships between processes. Triggering other or subworkflows, providing the means for processes to access
shared data and interact that way, as well as unravelling dependencies is all handled by different management mechanisms in the workflow enactment service and workflow engines. Cases as enactments of specific behaviour are also part of the workflow management functionality. However, only the concrete cases of explicitly modelled processes are directly available. The virtual cases discussed in the previous subsection are usually not generated or observed at this point.

For structure the management functionality makes infrastructure and organisation explicit. The workflow management provides the infrastructure that resources need to access the processes, tasks and data required for their work. In that way, the workflow management connects resources to processes. Regarding organisation, the management functionality is responsible for managing not just the processes, but also the resources. Access rules, role hierarchies, rights management all provide essential functionality regarding the organisation of the structure provided by the resources.

The management elements themselves, like the workflow enactment service or the workflow engines, cannot be directly associated with either structure or behaviour of the workflow system. This is due to the fact that they are not part of the workflow system, but part of the management system framework supporting and executing the workflow system. Still, as described above, they strongly influence both structure and behaviour. They enrich both the structure and the behaviour by making relations between processes and the components (resources) explicit. But since they are outside of the scope of the workflow system under consideration this influence is not enough to directly consider them as either.

There is, however, a particularity regarding the management elements. According to Everything is a Process management elements can also be considered as processes. Management elements are responsible for a set of tasks in the workflow system. Everything is a Process states that an element can be considered as a process of the tasks it is involved in. If that perspective is taken, then a management element becomes the conceptual processes of the workflows it is responsible for executing. In that way, management elements can be regarded as part of the behaviour, even though they are actually outside of the scope of the workflow system.

In summary, behaviour is provided on a conceptual level by the processes generated by applying the idea of Everything is a Process. On a practical, implementation level the behaviour is provided by the implemented workflows and the relationships between them. Structure generally consists of resources as the structural components. Conceptually, resources implicitly contain all the information regarding structure. Practically, workflow management functionality is required to explicitly handle the infrastructure and organisation of the structure of the workflow system.

An aspect of note from these observations is that processes and workflows organise their structure in a behaviour-centric way. This means that in the workflow-based modelling perspective and the idea of Everything is a Process the structure is depending on the behaviour. Part of motivation of the integration is to reduce or eliminate this governance of structure through behaviour.

### 6.1.4 The Workflow Net Modelling Perspective

Since workflow nets are the chosen representation and implementation of processes and workflows in this thesis it is necessary to address them in the context of the workflow-based modelling perspective. In general, using workflow nets or any other workflow representation does not affect the modelling perspective in any principal way. The way a workflow is modelled only affects the processes if there are limitations to the modelling.
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Workflow nets are based on Petri nets. Petri nets are a universal tool for describing concurrent systems. Consequently, they are not limited in their ability to describe complex situations in those systems. Considering higher level Petri net formalisms, like reference nets, the modelling abilities become even more accessible.

Another interesting aspect of using Petri nets as the basis for workflow modelling is the formal basis. By using Petri nets validation and verification of the workflow systems become possible. While these formal aspects are outside of the scope of this thesis, they are picked up in the discussion and outlook at the end.

6.2 The Basic Workflow Operations

The previous section described how processes and workflows are at the core of the workflow-based modelling perspective. Both processes (conceptually) and workflows (practically) consist of an ordered set of tasks. Tasks are logical, indivisible units of work. As such, they are the smallest building blocks available for processes and workflows. An examination of how tasks work and operate is an important result required for the understanding of behaviour of a workflow system. If that view on behaviour is to be applied to an integration approach of a system, the results become even more important.

To simplify the descriptions, the following always refers to workflows. This indicates a proximity to the practical implementation. However, analogous arguments and discussions can be made for processes on the conceptual level. To avoid repetition, these arguments are not made here.

The life-cycle of a workflow task is always the same. At some point of the enactment of a workflow, a task may become available to resources. The task becomes a workitem and is offered to the eligible resources. A resource can then request the workitem. If the request is successful, the workitem becomes an activity assigned to the resource. The resource then proceeds to execute the work associated with the activity. If at any point the work fails, the resource can cancel the execution of the activity. The local state of the workflow is reset (rollback) and the activity becomes an available workitem again. However, if the resource finishes its work on the activity, it can successfully confirm it. In that case, any obtained results are passed to the workflow which can continue on with its execution.

From this life-cycle of a workflow task it is possible to identify three basic workflow operations: Request workitem, cancel activity and confirm activity. These three operations describe the entirety of the workflow internal behaviour. The internal behaviour of a workflow defines the overall behaviour (given by the tasks), these three operations are essential for the behaviour described by workflows.

Before continuing the discussions and descriptions on the three operations, two issues need to be addressed. The first one relates to the duality of the operations. As described above the operations describe the behaviour within the workflow. However, while the operations happen within the workflow, they are performed by two different components. These two components are the workflow engine and workflow resource. The workflow engine executes the workflow and the workflow resource executes the work on the task. Consequently both must perform any workflow operation (conceptually) synchronised, meaning in some way coordinated.

As stated before, the workflow engine is not actually part of the workflow system and consequently not part of structure or behaviour of the workflow system. However, the

\[\text{It is feasible to consider a situation in which a cancelled activity does not directly become an available workitem. If certain indirect, global conditions are not met anymore the task may not be active and consequently no workitem would exist.}\]
workflow engine can be considered as a process and, if that is done, actually becomes the set of workflows it is responsible for executing. In that view, the workflow engine acts as a part of the behaviour when performing the workflow operation. A less abstract, but equivalent, view on this situation is that the workflow engine acts on behalf of the workflow and conceptually becomes part of the behaviour that way. When the resource performs the same operation, it does so as part of the structure of the workflow system. This means that the duality of workflow operations is what determines and causes the connection between structure and behaviour. Figure 6.3 illustrates this. On the conceptual level, the duality is even more pronounced. As the conceptual level of processes does not involve management aspects, the duality happens directly between processes and resources. The question of duality needs to be addressed in any integration approach.

The second issue that needs to be addressed before the descriptions of the operations are addressed concerns implementation details. Workflow operations refer to tasks in general, as logical units of work in a workflow system. They are conceptual in nature and are applicable to any workflow description language. However, a specific technical basis facilitates the understanding of the concepts. Workflow (reference) nets are the chosen representation of workflows in this thesis overall. Consequently, they, and especially the RENEW workflow task-transition (see Section 2.3.2), have been chosen as the technical basis for the following descriptions.

**Request Workitem** The first workflow operation within the life-cycle of any task is requesting it as a workitem. Requesting a workitem uses any input inscribed to the task, forwards it to the management system and either creates the activity directly or receives the activity from the management system.

Naming the operation *request workitem* appears to indicate that only the pull dynamic between workflow and resource is supported. Whenever a workitem becomes active, the information about it is provided to all eligible resources. The resources can then choose a workitem to request and send out the request. The workflow management system then decides whether or not to grant the request. If it is granted the operation is performed in both the engine and resource.

The other variant of the dynamic between workflow and resource is the push dynamic. Whenever a workitem becomes active, the workflow management system decides which
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The Basic Workflow Operations

Figure 6.4: Basic workflow operations in the RENEW task-transition
(based on [Jacob, 2002, p. 96])

resource should perform it. It then assigns the workitem to the resource, in turn creating
the activity analogously to the pull dynamic.

The difference between the two dynamics is whether the workitem is requested or assigned.
Ultimately, for the current workflow operation, it does not matter. Basically, the operation
describes the state change between workitem and activity. Regarding workflow dimensions
(see Figure 6.2) it only adds the resource. Whether that resource chooses the workitem or
whether it is chosen for it is irrelevant. Since the pull dynamic is the more common one in
workflow management, the term request workitem was chosen for this context. Still, both
dynamics are captured by this operation.

In the technical view of the RENEW task-transition, requesting is the initial internal
transition \( R \), which takes the input from the preconditions. The area is coloured in yellow.
The activity object is created in the same firing step within the workflow management
and passed via synchronous channel directly to the internal place of the task-transition.
Figure 6.4 shows the task transition, with colour-coded areas representing each of the
workflow operations. The request of a workitem is in the upper left corner, coloured green.

Confirm Activity

The confirmation of an activity represents its successful completion. The resource completes the work associated with the task and transfers any result it obtained to the management system, which, in turn, transmits it to the workflow for further processing.

The confirmation of an activity is always initiated by the resource. The resource is usually the only component of the system that knows the progress of the work being done on the task. Monitoring tools might also have access to that information.

In the task-transition in Figure 6.4 the confirmation is implemented as the right-hand side internal transition \( Co \). It takes the input and activity from the central place and receives, via synchronous channel from the management system, any result obtained from the resource. Output variables from the original input are passed through from the internal place unchanged.

Cancel Activity

The cancellation of an activity represents its failure option. The resource cancels all work associated with the task and informs the management system. The management system then proceeds to cancel the transition for both the resource and the workflow (engine).

Usually, the cancellation is initiated by the resource. As with the confirmation the resource is, except for monitoring facilities, the only component that is able to make a decision to cancel. However, it is feasible for the engine to make that decision itself. In the simplest case, a timeout might be implemented for a task that determines if a resource
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takes too long to finish the work associated with the task. Such behaviour of workflow engines, though, is rather specialised.

In Figure 6.4, the cancellation is implemented in the lower left-hand side internal transition Ca. As with the confirmation transition it takes the input and activity from the central place when it fires. However, it does not receive any additional data or objects from the management system and merely returns the objects mapped to the input variables back onto the precondition places.

A feasible alternative to the rollback associated with the cancel transition in the task-transition is to provide the failure option in some other way. Tasks are atomic, meaning that they need to happen fully or not at all. Other failure options include throwing exceptions, relinquishing control to another element (e.g. a human workflow owner) to fix the issue or even simply skipping the task (if optional tasks are supported in the workflow). As long as the activity has a failure option that can be called, this operation is still valid. For the context of this thesis, though, associating a local rollback with a cancellation is the standard option.

Conclusion After discussing the three basic workflow operations the remaining question is whether these three operations really do capture the entirety of the behaviour. There are aspects of a workflow, which do not correspond explicitly to tasks. Examples include the intermediate processing of results between tasks (e.g. changing data formats), routing decisions for the control flow (e.g. depending on results) and management actions like the instantiation and termination of the workflow. While these kinds of aspects are not explicitly related to the tasks of a workflow, they still represent units of work that need to be done. This means they are, in fact, tasks, albeit implicit ones. The resource for these tasks is the workflow itself. The workflow is also directly the management element for these tasks. It processes the intermediate results, routes the control flow and starts and terminates the process. The workflow operations hold for these auxiliary tasks, though since the tasks are implicit they are implicit as well. At some point the workflow begins the work (request workitem) and completes it (confirm activity). Cancellations (cancel activity) are rather rare in these auxiliary tasks, but it is feasible for the workflow to throw and handle exceptions, which is similar.

In summary, the three basic workflow operations describe the entirety of a workflow. For the auxiliary mechanisms the task view is implicit, but still viable. Basic workflow operations represent another key term for this thesis:

Key Term Definition B.4 (Basic Workflow Operations). The three basic workflow operations are: Requesting a workitem, confirming an activity and cancelling an activity. Through these basic workflow operations a workflow can be described in its entirety.

6.3 Behaviour through Workflow Nets

This section combines the previous results of this chapter into a refined and concise definition of the behaviour of a software system. The definition is used as the basis for any further examinations of behaviour and the behavioural parts of any integration examined and developed in the remainder of the thesis.

Chapter 4.3 examined the behaviour of a software system as an abstraction of Petri net firing sequences onto processes. Workflow Petri nets explicitly describe processes, which makes an application of them to the behaviour directly possible.

4The overall WFMS is also involved in starting and terminating the workflow, but, as stated before, the WFMS is outside of the scope of the workflow system.
For the purpose of this chapter, the distinction between processes and workflows has been made. Processes remain on an abstract and conceptual level. Consequently, it is possible to directly derive an abstract definition of behaviour that takes processes into account:

**Key Term Definition B.5 (Abstract Definition of Behaviour).** The behaviour of a software system is constituted by its processes and the relations between them.

By emphasising the processes of the system, Definition B.5 directly captures the understanding of behaviour from Chapter 4.3. The definition also contains the relations between the processes. Relations are important, because they describe how the processes are interconnected among each other.

The abstract definition captures the core idea of Everything is a Process completely. As described in Section 6.1.1, the idea regards, on the conceptual level, every element, aspect and component of the system as a process. This definition does the same. On the abstract level this definition is targeted at, it is completely viable to consider processes as freely. What is actually implemented as a workflow is irrelevant for the sake of this definition.

In order to apply the definition to the practical level of an implementation with workflows it needs to be adapted. Here, not all elements are actually implemented as workflows. They can still be regarded as virtual processes (see previous discussions), but are not implemented as such.

Also, in order to be practically applicable for this thesis the concrete definition needs to take workflow nets into account. While this is a specialisation it is not a limitation. As discussed in Section 6.1.4 any other workflow description language can be taken. Workflow nets are the chosen description language in this thesis. Analogous definitions can be given for alternative workflow description, e.g. BPMN (see Section 3.2.1).

**Key Term Definition B.6 (Concrete Definition of Behaviour).** The behaviour of a workflow system is constituted by a set of workflow nets. These workflow nets are related to one another and internally constructed in such a way that they capture and cover the distinct tasks of the system in the correct order.

Since this definition takes the implementation level of workflows into account, it specifies a workflow system as the software system under consideration. The first part of the definition is analogous to the first part of the abstract definition, replacing processes with workflow nets. The second part, however, specifies how the workflow nets need to be related.

The issue here is that of task coverage. The abstract definition considers every element as a process. In these processes there exists a set of tasks that actually need to be executed by the system. These tasks can be part of any number of virtual processes, e.g. the resource process, the subsystem process, the overall process. However, on the concrete implementation level these tasks need to be implemented in at least one workflow net. This is what the second part of the concrete definition describes.

The workflow nets of the system need to cover the different tasks that can happen in the system. They also need to capture the order of the tasks, including concurrency and parallelism. If the workflow nets fail to do so correctly, tasks may be out of order or missing entirely. The resulting system would not feature the intended behaviour.

In summary, the two definitions of behaviour capture the distinction between conceptual process and implemented workflow (net). The abstract definition falls in line with the workflow-based modelling perspective and the core idea of Everything is a Process. The concrete definition leaves the conceptual level and considers what is actually implemented as a workflow (net).
6.4 Behaviour and Workflows in this Thesis

This chapter examined workflow modelling. The core of this chapter is the workflow-based modelling perspective, an abstract approach towards modelling software system with workflows. As with the agent-oriented modelling perspective, the workflow-based modelling perspective represents a specialised model created for the context and purposes of this thesis. Still, the core idea of workflow management, namely putting the concept of workflow at the centre of all modelling considerations, is captured in it. That core idea is also what drove the different discussions throughout this chapter. It is also reflected in the main result of this chapter, the abstract and concrete definitions of behaviour given in Section 6.3.

Selecting workflows as the modelling and representation construct for the behaviour of a software system was shortly addressed in the overall introduction and motivation of this thesis. Now that the basics of workflow management, as well as the workflow-based modelling perspective have been discussed, the reasoning behind this selection can be explored in more detail.

This chapter has clearly shown that workflows emphasise the behaviour of a software system. Workflows are the technical implementation of processes, which, according to the understanding of behaviour from Chapter 4 and the abstract definition of behaviour in Definition B.5, constitute the behaviour. On the concrete level of Definition B.6, the behaviour is actually directly constituted by the workflows, or rather the specific format of workflow nets. This means that workflows define the elements of the behaviour of a software system. On the concrete level this even happens directly, while on the abstract level the indirection of processes and implementation exists. The latter, though, represents only a minor indirection as, as discussed before, all tasks of all (possibly virtual) processes need to be captured in at least one workflow implementation. This means that all (virtual) processes of the behaviour can also be virtually represented even on the concrete level of workflows.

Overall, workflows, as a modelling construct, directly model the behaviour of a software system. As behaviour, together with structure, spans the entirety of a software system, this means that workflows can be used to directly model one of the two dimensions of a complete software system. This is why they were selected, next to agents, as a modelling construct for the integration desired for this thesis. They are the *behavioural modelling construct* for this thesis.

Due to the emphasis on behaviour, using workflows in general or the workflow-based modelling perspective influences the relationship between structure and behaviour. As discussed above, behaviour is directly defined through workflows, which makes workflows a direct abstraction of the behaviour. This means behaviour is easy to model, represent and handle even in large and complex scenarios. Structure in workflow systems, as discussed in Section 6.1.3 is given by the resources related to the behaviour. Resources are only considered in and defined for the contexts of workflows. From the view of the workflow system, resources that do not participate in its workflows do not exist. This means that there is a fixed dependence between the structural elements (resources) and the behavioural elements (workflows). Structure, in workflow systems, is not independently defined, but only modelled and represented in association with behavioural elements, the workflows. This indirection negatively affects the modelling, representation and handling of structure in large workflow systems. Modellers have to take an extra step when considering any structural issues that they don’t have to take with the behaviour. This makes modelling, representing and handling the structure more difficult, cumbersome and inefficient.
Figure 6.5: Structure and behaviour in a workflow system

Figure 6.5 illustrates this situation. Workflows of the system determine the resources participating in them (left-hand side of Figure 6.5). These resources are always and only considered in the contexts of the workflows they can be active in. In other words, they don’t exist without a workflow containing tasks they can execute. More abstractly (right-hand side of Figure 6.5) this means that the behaviour (workflows) determines and governs the structure (resources). As with the conclusion of the previous chapter about agents and structure, the issue illustrated in Figure 6.5 relates to the overall motivation and especially the Yin and Yang illustration from Figure 1.1 in the introduction. This is picked up again in the following chapter.
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The previous chapters described the agent-oriented and workflow-based modelling perspectives. Based on these perspectives, definitions of structure and behaviour have been presented. These definitions represent the foundation for the integration of agents and workflows.

This current chapter uses the results of the previous chapters in order to approach such an integration. Note that throughout this thesis the term integration can refer to both the process of integrating structure (through agents) and behaviour (through workflows), as well as the end result of that process, namely an approach/model/system that features an integration. The context of where the term is used clarifies its meaning.

The chapter is structured as follows. Section 7.1 discusses the vision of the integration of agents and workflows. It describes and specifies, informally, what an integrated agent and workflow system looks like. This includes further details about the motivation and the roles of agent and workflow concepts, as well as a focus on the idea of an integrated entity. Next, Section 7.2 discusses application scenarios in which the integration vision can be deployed to gain advantages over the classical agent/workflow approaches. Section 7.3 then defines a set of specific criteria for an integration of agents and workflows. These criteria represent properties and characteristics an integration approach should exhibit. They are based on the vision and specification of an integration and are used in the next chapters to evaluate the possible integration approaches. Finally, Section 7.4 consolidates the results of the thesis so far into a set of requirements the overall results have to achieve.

7.1 Vision of an Integration

Up until now, this thesis established an understanding of the foundation for an integration. As discussed in the previous chapters, agents and workflows as modelling constructs emphasise structure and behaviour respectively. Consequently, an integration of agents and workflows is an integration of structure and behaviour of a software system.

Building upon the established understanding of structure (through agents) and behaviour (through workflows), this section now provides a specification and vision of an integration of agents and workflows with more concrete and confirmed details than were available in the introduction of this thesis. It deals with the relationship between structure and behaviour in an integration, with the perspective on modelling and with the nature of the modelling constructs. This current section generally characterises features and elements of an integration, independent of any concrete integration approach. Its aim is to promote a perception of what an integration conceptually is before the following chapters deal with specific integration approaches.

This section consists of four subsection. Section 7.1.1 examines how structure and behaviour are related in an integration system. Following that, Section 7.1.2 discusses how modelling constructs are characterised in an integration. Finally, Section 7.1.3 describes how the modelling perspective of an integration is characterised.
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7.1.1 Structure and Behaviour in an Integration

This section considers the relationship between structure and behaviour in an integration system. As discussed in Section 5.4 for agents and Section 6.4 for workflows, when using a modelling construct such as agents and workflows, the aspect emphasised by the modelling construct becomes the principal aspect of the developing system.

The left- and right-hand parts of Figure 7.1 reiterate the illustration of this issue. In agent systems the structure (agents) governs the behaviour (functionality and agent processes). In workflow systems the behaviour (workflows) governs the structure (resources). In both variants the emphasised aspect is easier to model, represent and handle, while the subordinate aspect suffers from the indirection introduced by the emphasis on the superordinate aspect.

One of the biggest motivating factors of pursuing an integration of agents and workflows is to eliminate this indirection. Together, structure and behaviour describe the entirety of a software system and are equally important. Without behaviour the structure simply exists and without structure to execute it the behaviour cannot achieve anything. Consequently these two aspects should be treated on the same level of abstraction and importance. Neither one should govern the other one and both should be modelled, represented and handled with the same relevance.

The core issue here concerns the levels of abstraction in modelling. When modelling with one particular modelling construct such as agents or workflows, the subordinate aspects and constructs are not on the same level of abstraction. The main modelling construct is at the top of a hierarchy, which describes the relations between aspects, concepts, constructs, mechanisms and so forth. For example, an agent message is being sent as a fundamental agent action, which is part of an agent process, which is part of the agent functionality, which is associated with an agent. Everything can be related and traced to the central concept of agents. For every element in the system there is a clear chain upwards the...
hierarchy towards the agent\footnote{It may be argued that, in the previous example, the agent is not the top of the hierarchy. It can be considered that the agent is being executed on an agent platform which is part of the overall multi-agent system. However, the direction of the hierarchy reverses in this step. In an agent-oriented and agent-centric view the multi-agent system consists of platforms which execute particular agents. This means that this is another branch of the hierarchy in which the agent is at the top.}. The steps in these chains are the different abstraction levels for modelling. Clearly, the functionality of agents, which consists of its processes, is on a less direct level of abstraction than the agent itself. This leads to the issues discussed before about indirections in modelling the structure and behaviour. As behavioural constructs are not treated on the same abstraction levels as structural modelling constructs the modelling and representation of behaviour is negatively affected by this inequality and indirection. In other words, to model behaviour in agent systems modellers always have to model around the structural construct of agents. In small-scale systems this effect is negligible, but modelling behaviour in large-scale systems can become cumbersome and inefficient. At worst, errors due to inadequate tools and representations can be introduced, which can affect crucial parts of a system.

For workflows analogous arguments can be made when considering a hierarchy with workflows at the top. For example, a resource performs a basic workflow operation of requesting a workitem, which is the instantiation of a task, which is contained within a workflow.

A system which integrates agents and workflows achieves an equality of abstraction levels and importance between the two constructs. The middle part of Figure 7.1 illustrates this. Instead of one aspect governing the other one, both aspects exist on the same level of abstraction and have the same importance. They are connected, strongly related and depend on one another, yet neither one has any privileged or controlling stake.

In fact, the orthogonality of structure and behaviour in regards to spanning the entirety of a system is exploited to realise their equality. For each individual concept/construct the subordinate aspect is replaced with the respective opposite superordinate aspect. The behaviour is described by workflows while the structure is described by agents. This means that, from an agent perspective, the agent functionality and processes have been replaced by workflows. From a workflow perspective, the resources have been replaced by agents. However, this replacement doesn’t mean that anything is lost. Rather, it is a question of representation.

In an agent system the behaviour is defined through agent functionality which is provided by agent processes. In an integration system the behaviour of agents is still defined as agent functionality. Nothing changes in this regard, but the agent functionality is actually provided by the workflows of the system.

On the other hand, the structure in a workflow system is defined through the resources executing the tasks of the workflows. In an integration system the structure for the workflows of the system are still the resources executing the individual tasks. Here, also nothing changes, except that the resources are actually agents.

Considering the system from an agent-centric viewpoint the only difference between agent system and integration system is that the behaviour is ultimately defined in workflows. For the agents the workflows still describe agent processes which make up the agent functionality. Considering the system from a workflow-centric viewpoint there is also only one difference between workflow and integration system, namely that the structure is ultimately defined by agents. For the workflows these agents are still the resources which execute tasks in the workflows.

Conceptually, neither the agent nor workflow sides need to adapt. Workflows still rely on resources as structure and agents still consider their functionality as behaviour. From
the structure-centric viewpoint of agents and the behaviour-centric viewpoint of workflows there is only a difference in representation when it comes to behaviour and structure respectively. Yet, through the mutual replacement of the representation of that secondary aspect, the two concepts are incorporated into one another. This mutual incorporation is part of the foundation of the integration. In fact, it realises the desired equality of the abstraction levels and importance of agents and workflows.

The mutual incorporation solves the issues regarding abstraction levels by creating a nested hierarchy. On the agent-side the hierarchy is still topped by the agent construct. On the workflow-side the hierarchy is still topped by the workflow construct. Both of these hierarchies still exist. Agents and workflows are still used as modelling constructs. Each construct considers itself in a hierarchy with itself at the top. However, at some step down the relationships within the hierarchy are transformed. Instead of continuing down the hierarchy, the top of the respective other hierarchy is reached.

When considering the agent hierarchy (left-hand side) in Figure 7.2, the agent processes are transformed into workflows. These workflows consist of tasks which are being executed by resources. This is the workflow hierarchy that is, through the integration, being added to the agent hierarchy. However, when continuing down that workflow hierarchy, the resources again are transformed into agents, which returns to the top of the agent hierarchy. This nesting creates a loop. The resources of the workflows are the agents which execute the workflows which are executed by the resources which are the agents and so on. This means that, while no new element is actually added to either hierarchy, they both contain each other in such a way that the abstraction level becomes meaningless. In the agent view the workflows are still the behaviour and subordinate to the agents. However, simply switch the view to the workflow view and the agents constitute the resources which makes them subordinate to the workflows. Since, as stated before, this is only a matter of representation and viewpoint the subordination and indirection simply do not exist in an integration. Agents are both subordinate and superordinate to workflows and vice versa. Essentially, they have been equalised.

While the mutual incorporation represents part of the foundation of the integration, the further details of the specification of the integration are largely dependent on the concrete technical integration approach. Issues that need to be addressed are more practical in nature and include, for example, the concrete management of agents and workflows in an integration, the technical interface between agents and workflows and the runtime

---

2The exact point where workflows show up in an integration is dependent on the concrete integration approach. It is possible that the whole functionality is modelled as workflows, but in this example the individual agent processes are regarded as the workflows. An analogous argument can be made for agents as resources.
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It is feasible for each of these issues to be handled in various ways. Management of agents and workflows may happen in parallel, merged or independent of one another. The interface between agents and workflows may be kept simple to exchange runtime and administration data or it might be a complex permanently updating mechanism. These kinds of practical issues build upon the conceptual integration and mutual incorporation and describe how the conceptual equality in modelling and abstraction levels is practically realised, supported and facilitated.

7.1.2 Modelling Constructs in an Integration

The second part of the foundation of the integration concerns the modelling constructs. Within an integration, agents and workflows should be equally important, should be handled on equal levels of abstraction and neither one should govern the other. The intention behind this equality is to enable utilising the strengths of agents for structural issues of system modelling and the strengths of workflows for behavioural issues of system modelling. Basically, agents and workflows should be equally treated and considered in all issues regarding modelling. Figure 7.1 illustrates this as a metaphorical Yin and Yang imagery. Agents and workflows should be in balance with one another. The mutual incorporation into each other, illustrated by the black speck in the white area and white speck in the black area, already realise much of this. However, the question that arises is the following: If agents and workflows are balanced and equal in all modelling issues, why are they still considered as a separate modelling construct?

This question can’t be answered directly. In many cases it is beneficial to view agents and workflows separately. Much of the strengths of agents and workflows come from their ability to directly model elements of structure and behaviour. This ability allows the use of agents to represent components of large and distributed system with complex relations between them. It allows workflows to be used for representing and relating processes in inter-organisational contexts featuring intricate interdependencies. When it comes to representing and modelling issues directly associated with structure and behaviour, then agents and workflows should be considered as separate modelling constructs even in an integration. If agents and workflows are integrated so far as to be indistinguishable from one another, their strengths for this kind of modelling are diminished.

In other cases, though, it is beneficial to view agents and workflows in a less separated way. Strengths of agents and workflows also lie in the mechanisms associated with them and in their properties. Agents can, e.g., exhibit autonomy, mobility and intelligence. Workflows feature, e.g., task atomicity and loose coupling of resources and tasks (easier division of work). Making these strengths available at the same time requires agents and workflows to merge into a hybrid modelling construct. This is in fact what happens in agent-based WFMS and workflow-based agent management systems (see Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2), albeit in a limited and one-directional way (see discussion in Section 13.4). The ability to use properties and mechanisms of agents and workflows in the respective other construct is one of the major strengths of an integration. If agents and workflows are integrated too little, the conceptual gap between them as separate modelling constructs becomes too large to exploit this strength.

In yet other cases it is beneficial to have a modelling construct change from being an agent to being a workflow or the other way around. This is strongly related to the previous issue, as it deals with agent and workflow properties. However, it goes beyond this. A workflow may represent any process of the system. If that process gets stuck and can’t continue its execution it could change to being an agent and autonomously attempt to solve the problem before turning back into a workflow and continuing as the process. This
is different from just using agent or workflow properties as it completely changes the role and function of the modelling construct. The ability to dynamically change between structural and behavioural construct is another major strength of an integration of agents and workflows.

In summary, modelling constructs in an integration should be able to be seen as agents and workflows separately, should be able to be seen as a merged hybrid between agents and workflows and should also be able to dynamically switch between agent and workflow. This is why the question of why agents and workflows are considered separately even though they are equal in all modelling issues is so difficult to answer. Yes, they are equal and there are cases in which they should be used in a merged, hybrid fashion. But there are also cases in which they should be considered separately. Even more so, there are cases in which the modelling construct should dynamically change between agent and workflow. So the answer to the question is that agents and workflows should and shouldn’t be considered as separate modelling constructs and also do so dynamically.

What this leads to is that, as direct modelling constructs, agents and workflows are not suitable for an integration between them. In general a modelling construct needs to represent a concept. In its role as a representative of that concept the construct needs to be able to act and be interacted with as that concept. For an integration the modelling construct needs to be able to represent four concepts. This is illustrated in Figure 7.3.

**Modelling construct represents agents:** The modelling construct needs to be able to represent agents, which means that it needs to be able to act as and be interact with as an agent. It needs to exhibit agent properties and also fill the same role concerning the structure of a software system as prescribed in Definition 3.3. Since agents are components of the structure and also constitute the structure in agent systems, the modelling construct of an integration needs to be able to constitute the structure in an integration system.

**Modelling construct represents workflows:** The modelling construct needs to be able to represent workflows, meaning processes of the behaviour. Again, this means that it needs to be able to act as and be interacted with as an agent, as well as exhibit...
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workflow and task properties. It also hast to be able to constitute the behaviour in an integration system as prescribed in Definition B.6 just as workflows do for workflow systems.

*Modelling construct represents both agents and workflows:* The modelling construct needs to be able to represent merged hybrids of agents and workflows. A full hybrid of agent and workflow is concurrently active as both at the same time in the system. Agent and workflow aspects can’t be completely distinguished in such a full hybrid and it exhibits the full potential, properties and mechanisms of both individual concepts. As such, a full hybrid is a component of the structure and a process of the behaviour at the same time and thus can’t be directly assigned to either, even though it is a part of both.

*Modelling construct represents something between agent and workflow:* Something in between agent and workflow is a partial hybrid of the two. Agents that exhibit and use workflow properties and vice versa fall into this concept. Partial hybrids may still be clearly distinguished as agents or workflows, but are still hybrids of both, though to a lesser degree as the full hybrids.

The previous four ways a modelling construct can represent a concept are called the states of modelling constructs in an integration. Each state determines a different type, shape or form of a modelling construct. The term state was chosen here because it strongly implies a transient or even fleeting dynamic. In fact, an important point in all of these states is the dynamic.

The modelling construct needs to be able to dynamically switch between agent, workflow and (full and partial) hybrid states. At one point of the execution of a system it may act as and be interacted with as an agent, at another point it as a workflow. At yet another point it can also act as a hybrid described in the previous point. These switches can occur any number of times and in any number of ways that have been designed by the system modellers. Depending on the current state of the modelling construct, meaning whether it is agent, workflow or a hybrid, its role in the structure and behaviour and the properties it exhibits change accordingly.

Given the four concepts that need to be represented by the modelling construct of an integration it is not feasible to refer to the modelling construct in either agent or workflow terms. The modelling construct within an integration represents agents, workflows, both at the same time or something in between. It is, tough, in general, neither one of the four. It may take the shape of one of the four, but due to the dynamics no such shape is guaranteed to be persistent. The modelling construct of an integration is called an entity or integrated entity in this thesis:

**Key Term Definition B.7** (Integrated Entity). An integrated entity (or entity for short) is the modelling construct within an integration of agents and workflows. It is capable of representing the different concepts that are required in such an integration. This means it can dynamically act as and be interacted with as an agent, a workflow, a hybrid of both or something in between.

The integrated entity is the second part of the foundation of the integration. The first part, the mutual incorporation of agents and workflows into one another, relates the concepts regarding equality of importance and abstraction levels. However, if the integration

---

3The term entity does not refer to entities from the context of entity-relationship models Chen, 1976, general databases or any other field of computer science. Rather, it refers to the colloquial meaning of a generic thing that exists. As the entity as a modelling construct represents four different concepts, such a generic terminology is fitting.
stopped there, agents and workflows would still be separate modelling constructs. As discussed, this separation is desired in some cases, but without the ability to have dynamic and merged hybrid constructs the integration efforts would be insufficient. Without the entity construct the integration would simply be an unstructured combination of agents and workflows. The entity construct is a modelling abstraction that begins to provide a distinct form and function to the integration that enables exploiting the different strengths of the four concepts the entity is designed to represent.

As with the mutual incorporation in the previous section, more concrete details about entities and how they are realised can only be given in the context of a specific integration approach. Entities may fully implement the four concepts they represent or they may be a virtual representation of these concepts. Entity management is also an important issue, as it has to incorporate both agent and workflow management, as well as deal with the dynamic and hybrid aspects. These issues are practical in nature, but build upon the conceptual foundation provided by the entity construct.

7.1.3 The Integrated Modelling Perspective

The previous chapters discussed a structure-centric modelling perspective based on agents and a behaviour-centric modelling perspective based on workflows. In each of these perspectives the basic concept (i.e. agents or workflows) is ubiquitous, universal and pervasive. This is captured in the core ideas of Everything is an Agent and Everything is a Process. As discussed in the previous section, an integration uses a generic entity as its modelling construct. This current section now discusses how the integration in general and the use of an entity that can be agent, workflow, both or something in between affects the general modelling perspective. The result is an integrated modelling perspective, which abstractly and conceptually describes the enhanced modelling perspective referred to in the hypothesis of this thesis.

As with the agent-oriented and workflow-based modelling perspectives, the core idea can be summed up in the following way:

_Everything is an Integrated Entity_

In other words, this core idea states that every element of the system can be dynamically considered agent, workflow or a (full or partial) hybrid of both. Elements can dynamically change between its states but may also remain in a state.

The core idea represents a change in focus from the individual agents and workflows to entities. Yet, that change is more of an extension than it is a shift to something else. If one chooses to consider an entity as an agent, the modelling perspective is the same as the agent-oriented modelling perspective from Section 5.1. If, on the other, one chooses to consider an entity as a workflow, the resulting modelling perspective is the workflow-based modelling perspective from Section 6.1. Lastly, if entities are considered as hybrids the resulting modelling perspective is an amalgamation of the agent-oriented and workflow-based modelling perspectives.

Consequently, the integrated modelling perspective has three characterisations based on how entities are considered. These characterisations can change dynamically in accordance to the dynamic changes of the states within the entities. For entities considered as agents the agent-oriented modelling perspective is in effect. For entities considered as workflows the workflow-based modelling perspective is in effect. Further details of these two states are not discussed here as these perspectives were already discussed before.

It is, however, noteworthy that the consideration of entities in these perspectives requires them to be fully available in an integration. In other words, any integration approach
must fully support both the agent-oriented and workflow-based modelling perspectives. Otherwise, it would not be possible to support integrated entities as regular agents or regular workflows. While the ultimate goal of the integration is to utilise features from both, the restriction of the regular variants would severely impede modelling efforts. In some cases, entities as hybrids are simply not needed.

The amalgamation of agent-oriented and workflow-based modelling perspectives valid for hybrid entities is the focus of the remaining discussions in this section. The question that needs to be answered is how the modelling perspective is affected if the modelling construct is both an agent and a workflow at the same time. For partial hybrids this question is easier to answer. If an entity is considered as an agent, but utilises some workflow properties and mechanisms, the agent-oriented modelling perspective is still in effect. The analogous is true for a workflow that exhibits some agent properties. Here the workflow-based modelling perspective is still in effect. Generally, if an entity representing a hybrid concept can still be distinguished in a clearly structural or behavioural view the agent-oriented and workflow-based modelling perspectives are still valid.

For example, an entity representing a workflow that exhibits some agent intelligence in task to resource allocation is still a workflow. The same is true for an entity representing an agent that handles its human user interaction via a task interface. Still, the agent-oriented and workflow-based modelling perspectives are slightly enhanced. Depending on the degree of the hybrid integration, agent properties and mechanisms need to be taken into consideration in the structure of a workflow and workflow properties and mechanisms need to be taken into consideration for the behaviour of an agent. This extends the options and capabilities available in the modelling perspectives but does not change them in a conceptual way.

If, on the other hand, the hybrid concept is so fully integrated that the entity can’t be clearly distinguished between agent and workflow, the agent-oriented or workflow-based modelling perspectives can’t be used as easily. Issues regarding structure and behaviour from agent and workflow perspectives are merged in this case. One of the core foundations of the integration is the mutual incorporation of agents and workflows into one another. This means that behaviour of a system is modelled through workflows while structure is modelled through agents. If the entity used as a modelling construct is both agent and workflow it is part of both structure and behaviour. Still, it can’t be clearly associated with either one exclusively without limiting the consideration.

The entity is an agent (structure) that has its functionality (behaviour) represented by a workflow. The entity is also a workflow (behaviour) that has its resources (structure) represented by a set of agents. This means that the entity constitutes both structure and behaviour in a dual way. It is not possible to separate behavioural and structural aspects when the entity is considered as a whole.

This means it is only possible to consider an individual part of the entity as either structural or behavioural. The entity can be represented partially as an agent or a workflow, and can thus be used in the traditional individual ways. However, this partial representation does not affect the entity as a full hybrid of agent and workflow. If it is considered as an agent it can be related to other agents or workflows but it is still also the workflow which may have different relations to possibly other agents and workflows, and vice versa.

What this ultimately means for the modelling perspective is the following. If an entity represents a full hybrid of agent and workflow, it can’t be fully captured in traditional terms of structure and behaviour. Only partial considerations of that entity can yield useful views. Partial considerations means considering the entity as either an agent or a workflow and suppressing the respective other aspect in so far that the entity is only
considered as a partial integration (in which agent and workflow aspects can be clearly distinguished). For these partial considerations the agent-oriented and workflow-based modelling perspectives can be applied. A complete view of the full hybrid can only be achieved with (at least) two separate, partial views that individually capture the entity with agent and workflow focus.

A final issue regarding the modelling perspective concerns sets of entities. In the individual modelling perspectives there was no distinction in the modelling construct. Consequently, the modelling perspective didn’t change between the individual consideration of modelling constructs and sets of modelling constructs. In an integration sets of entities may represent different concepts. For example, a modeller may consider two entities in the system, one representing an agent and one a workflow. At first glance, neither the agent-oriented nor workflow-based modelling perspective can be applied. The first wouldn’t work for the workflow, the second wouldn’t work for the agent.

At this point, however, the dynamic of the entity comes into play. If a set of entities is examined in which individual entities are considered as different concepts, the view on all entities can be changed dynamically to consolidate the modelling perspectives. An entity may be individually considered as an agent, but that doesn’t mean that it can’t be considered as a workflow in another situation. In fact, that is part of the essence of the integration. An entity can be anything of agent, workflow or both. Just because it is considered as one concept at one time, it doesn’t mean it can’t be considered as another concept the next time. When that change in perspective happens, though, the agent becomes a workflow with agent properties or vice versa. That means the considerations for partial hybrids of agents and workflows are in effect, but the modelling perspectives for individual agents or workflows can be applied.

Since everything is considered as an integrated entity, this can be applied to every element of the system in any configuration of entities representing different concepts. If the modelling perspectives of a set of entities do not match and are incompatible, modellers can simply change their consideration. Whether changing the consideration to all agents or all workflows is dependent on the specific needs of the situation, but in general both are continually available.

7.2 Application Areas

The current section discusses some of the application areas in which an integration can be applied well. Of course, the integration is not limited to these particular application areas. It can be used in any context for any kind of scenario. The following areas, though, possess special and particular requirements that can directly benefit from the nature of the integration.

Note that the integration is a complex endeavour, regardless of the specific approach that is ultimately chosen. The mutual incorporation of agents and workflows, as well as the utilisation of integrated entities that can dynamically exhibit four different states, increase the complexity of the required management facilities. Furthermore, from a modelling perspective, the capabilities of agents and workflows are combined, as well as additional hybrid and integration capabilities added. This increase in complexity can be considered as the cost of the integration. As a consequence, it is reasonable to assume that large-scale and complex systems will more directly benefit from an integration. Here, the envisioned benefits provided by the combination and integration of the strengths of agents and workflows can yield a more easily recognisable positive effect. This is reflected by the fact that, as indicated in the introduction chapter, the integration is intended more for
large-scale system than small-scale ones. These points are picked up again in the later discussion chapters.

This section examines application areas of the integration in three subsections. Section 7.2.1 discusses inter-organisational contexts. Section 7.2.2 then examines distributed software development. Finally, Section 7.2.3 discusses the general areas in which an integration can be applied advantageously.

7.2.1 Inter-organisational Contexts

Section 2.3.3 discussed inter-organisational workflows and defined inter-organisational BP in Definition 2.23. In summary, inter-organisational BP are BP that are executed by multiple organisations in collaboration. Real-world scenarios in which inter-organisational BP occur are called inter-organisational context in this thesis. This terminology is used in anticipation of the change from workflows as a modelling construct to integrated entities.

In inter-organisational contexts different organisations collaborate in some way to achieve a common goal. Often, that goal is too cost-intensive, difficult or even impossible to achieve by one organisation alone. One of the particularities of inter-organisational contexts is that the participating organisations are both actors and processes at the same time.

Organisations act autonomously. They, or rather their executives, decide on actions and reactions to stimuli from the outside. While the decisions may be done by actors within the organisation, the organisation, as a black box, performs the actions and reactions itself. Organisations also interact. In an inter-organisational context organisations exchange goods or services to further the collaboration. All in all, organisations are elements in inter-organisational contexts that act and interact in different ways. This is what makes them actors in these contexts.

Organisations also contain a process. If the overall inter-organisational BP is considered as the orchestration of all participating organisations, there is a subprocess for each organisation that contains all the tasks that are associated with a particular organisation. While these tasks are performed by elements within the organisation, they are clearly part of the operations of that organisation. When considering the organisation as a black box, these tasks are actually executed by the organisation directly, which leads back to the previous actor viewpoint. As such, for the inter-organisational context the subprocess of the organisation is represented by the organisation itself. This is what makes the organisation a process within an inter-organisational context.

By being both an actor and a process, organisations exhibit a duality in scope that is difficult to capture with just agents or workflows. If the inter-organisational context is modelled with agents, the process nature of organisations is neglected. If it is modelled with workflows, an organisation’s nature as an actor is overlooked. What is needed for modelling the duality of organisations is a kind of hybrid between actor and process.

In an integration organisations can be represented by integrated entities. If these entities are considered as agents, which represent actors, that facet of the organisations modelled by the entities is highlighted. If these entities are considered as workflows, which represent processes, that facet of the organisations is highlighted. Additionally, entities enable the modelling and representation of hybrid facets of an organisation.

Hybrid facets in inter-organisational contexts involve situations in which the nature of a participating organisation can’t or shouldn’t be clearly distinguished between actor and process. The entity modelling an organisation in that case would represent the hybrid concept between agent and workflow. Such hybrids can be used, for example, when an organisation receives goods or services from another organisation. In that scenario, the organisation is clearly an actor which interacts with other actors, but in terms of process
the reception is also a task in the overall inter-organisational BP. In these kinds of scenarios the duality of actor and process or, more generally, structure and behaviour is not just alternating between the two facets but exhibiting the two facets simultaneously. An integration of agents and workflows allows for the modelling of inter-organisational contexts in which the duality, both simultaneously and alternating between actor and process, can be modelled and represented directly.

All in all, this kind of modelling with integrated entities yields a threefold view on the inter-organisational context. This is illustrated in Figure 7.4. Organisations and all elements of organisations are practically modelled and implemented as integrated entities (centre element of Figure 7.4). Depending on the needs of modelling, modellers can consider these integrated entities in three (virtual) views. Note that the integrated entities at the core always remain integrated entities. The views only represent a logical perspective on these entities that highlights beneficial properties and mechanisms and conceals others that are not as useful or beneficial in specific situations.

If a workflow/process view is required, the entities are seen as workflows and resources (upper view in Figure 7.4). Here, all issues regarding behaviour, e.g. processes, tasks, resources, allocation, etc., can be considered and handled. If an agent/actor view is required, the entities are seen as interacting agents (lower view in Figure 7.4). In this view, issues regarding structure, e.g. actors, components, organisation, etc., are considered and handled. Finally, if neither individual view is sufficient for a problem/situation, the hybrid entity view can be used by modellers. In such situations, mechanisms and properties from both agents and workflows are required. The hybrid view combines the required mechanisms and properties and presents them in an entity view to the modellers. Modellers can then work with the entities to solve the issues that required more than just individual agents or workflows.

In summary, organisations in inter-organisational contexts exhibit a duality in being both actors and processes. An integration of agents and workflows as discussed in this chapter is capable of directly modelling and representing this duality. The integration allows

---

Footnote 4: Meant in this instance in regards to the structure, namely relations between components and administration.
modelling the complex interdependencies in the duality of organisations more realistically then it would be possible with just agents or workflows.

### 7.2.2 Distributed Software Development

In distributed software development, the development of a software system is split among multiple teams. The core of distributed software development is that the different development teams work completely independently and don’t need to be in the same location geographically or work at the same time. They still need to interact with one another, though, and manage the overall collaboration, which are the main challenges of distributed software development. In other words, they are distributed and work autonomously but need to interact with one another in a systematic way.

Distribution and autonomy are predominant agent properties, while systematically organising interaction is a strength of the workflow domain. Consequently, an integration of agents and workflows is quite suitable for realising a support and facilitation for distributed software development. In fact, the requirements and nature of distributed software development is not too different from inter-organisational contexts. When considering each development team as an organisation, the basic premise is quite similar.

Development teams are actors that interact with one another. They also represent a process that they execute that is embedded in the context of an overall process to develop a software system. With these considerations the discussions, observations and results for the application of an integration to inter-organisational contexts can be directly applied here as well. Especially the duality of actor and process is in effect.

For concrete development approaches the duality can be even more pronounced. In PAOSE (see Section 2.2.3) a multi-agent system is considered in the two orthogonal perspectives of structure defined through agent roles and behaviour defined through agent interactions. This, in itself fits well with the integration approach that supports a similar view on systems. Even more so, PAOSE considers its view on multi-agent system as a guiding metaphor for any aspect of the development, including the development teams. If the development teams are considered with the same view on orthogonality of structure and behaviour, the integration can be directly applied there. Development teams can act and be interacted with in their agent role, which would have an entity modelling them exhibit the agent concept. Development teams also represent interactions and processes, which would have an entity modelling them exhibit the workflow concept. Entities can support these two facets easily and dynamically. But more so, the intersections between roles and interactions, meaning where agent roles would participate in an interaction, also need to be represented when supporting PAOSE. Entities support these facets of the distributed development in PAOSE by representing the hybrid concept.

### 7.2.3 Other Application Scenarios

The applications to Inter-organisational contexts and distributed software development already discussed the duality of actors and processes as a major issue that can be addressed by an integration. While this duality is especially pronounced in the previously discussed application areas, it can be found to some degree in any area. Every actor in a system, be it a software component, a human user or some automated mechanisms, has some form of behaviour. That behaviour may be extremely simple or highly complex, but it is always possible to identify some sort of actions that form a kind of process.

This means that any actor has a process. The actor can be considered as such, or it can be considered as a process. In fact, if it performs an action from within the process it can be considered as both the actor and the process at the same time.
Applying agents and workflows to actors and processes respectively enables, in turn, the application of an integration of agents and workflows. If the actor/process is modelled as an entity, it becomes possible to model and represent its inherent duality.

The open question is whether or not the actor/process can benefit from the integration. In inter-organisational contexts and distributed software engineering the interdependencies between structural and behavioural roles are not only important but can also be highly complex. Especially when different organisations/development teams interact issues can arise if process-related behavioural and actor-related structural interdependencies are not adequately supported. By enabling the direct modelling of these interdependencies through entities that can dynamically switch between agents, workflows and hybrids, the support of these scenarios is vastly improved. Direct modelling makes previously implicit issues explicit, which allows modellers to recognise and address them.

Of course, another asset of the integration is the ability to enable the use of concrete agent and workflow properties simultaneously. Here, any classical agent and workflow application domain can benefit from an integration. Workflow management can utilise agent intelligence, mobility or autonomy to better capture real-world situations or solve problems during runtime. Agent management can utilise the task concept to better allocate and distribute work or interact with human users in a standardised way. This is what is being done in agent-based workflow management and workflow-based agent management (see Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2). However, the integration goes beyond the capabilities of these efforts as it does not feature a focus on either exclusive agents or workflows. This is why the application areas in which such “partial” integration are useful can conceptually benefit even more from a “full” integration that features entities. The concrete benefits, however, are dependent not only on the concrete integration approach but also on the technical implementation. Consequently, this discussion is picked up again later, when both a conceptual approach and a technical implementation of an integration have been presented.

### 7.3 Integration Criteria

Before the next chapter deals with concrete integration approaches, the vision and specification of the integration needs to be refined in a way that makes an evaluation of the different integration approaches possible. For this purpose, the current section defines thirteen criteria for an integration. Each criterion deals with a facet or feature of the integration. Each of these facets or features corresponds to one or more issues discussed in this part of the thesis so far (Chapters 4 through 7). By means of these criteria, integration approaches are evaluated as to how well they conform to the vision and specification.

Overall, none of the criteria can be assumed with a simple checklist nature for evaluation. Each criterion defines a condition, which optimally supports the integration efforts. Thus, if a condition is fully realised, the integration is optimally supported in the current, particular facet or feature of the integration. The key word here is *fully*. For each criterion there is a range to which the criterion can be fulfilled, which is discussed for each criterion.

In general, the integration criteria can be classified into four categories. There is some overlap between categories, but all criteria can be reasonably associated with one main category. The first category relates to the *modelling construct*. It contains the criteria that describe how integrated entities should function and which properties they should possess. Criteria of this category are marked with the identifier **MC**. The second category relates to *structure and behaviour*. Criteria in this category deal with how structure and behaviour are seen in an integration, as well as the interface between them. Criteria of this category
are marked with the identifier SB. The third category deals with the transfer of properties, including criteria that describe how agent and workflow properties and mechanisms are shared between agents and workflows in an integration. Criteria of this category are marked with the identifier ToP. The fourth and final category deals with management. It contains criteria that, on a conceptual level, describe how integrated entities are managed. Criteria of this category are marked with the identifier Mgt.

These four categories and the criteria within them cover the entirety of the conceptual integration. The first two categories wholly cover the conceptual vision of the integration, as well as how the two main aspects of a software system (structure and behaviour) are handled. The third and fourth categories bridge the gap to the concrete approaches. They describe the conceptual basis for the transfer of properties, a desired core feature of an integration, and the management of integrated entities within an integration. These categories cover the issues as far as possible without assuming or associating any concrete, technical and implementation details. Such details would incorporate, for example, issues of entity organisation, monitoring/administration, Petri net aspects, concurrency, ontology or specific tools and techniques. Any such details would be dependent on concrete integration approaches and consequently can’t be taken into consideration in these criteria as their goal is to objectively and independently evaluate different approaches.

The following descriptions are structured in the same way for all thirteen criteria. Each criterion description starts with a short introduction to the criterion providing the general context. Then, the criterion itself is stated and generally explained. This is followed by a discussion about the range of the criterion. Afterwards, the integration characteristics are discussed. This describes in how far agents and workflows are integrated, combined or just provided next to one another for the current criterion. Finally, the importance of the criterion as to its role in the overall integration is discussed.

Note that these integration criteria are repeated in the key terms glossary at the end of the thesis for easier reference in later chapters.

### Integrated Entities

As described before, modelling in an integration can no longer be considered with just agents or workflows. Instead, the integration uses integrated entities (see Definition B.7) as a modelling construct. The current criterion describes the core idea behind integrated entities:

#### Criterion MC1: Integrated Entities

*The main modelling constructs are integrated entities, which can be agent, workflow, both or something in between.*

What this means was discussed, in detail, in Section 7.1.2. In short, an entity can have different states. In each state it represents a different concept. It can represent an agent, in which case it emphasises the structure of a software system. It can represent a workflow, in which case it emphasises the behaviour of a software system. It can also represent a full or partial hybrid between agent and workflow.

**Range:** In a purely agent-oriented variant this criterion would state that the main modelling construct is an agent. For workflow management it would state the main modelling construct is a workflow. The former corresponds directly to the agent-oriented modelling perspective, while the latter corresponds to the workflow-based modelling perspective. These variants both describe the decomposition of a system into structural and
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behavioural main modelling constructs respectively. They realise the weakest form of integration for this criterion.

The strongest form of integration is a realisation in which the main modelling construct completely complies with Definition 7.7. The modelling construct can be agent, workflow or an arbitrary (i.e. full or partial) hybrid of the two.

In between the weakest and strongest forms realisations feature limitations to the modelling construct. These limitations can extend to the state of the modelling construct or the available features. For example, a relatively weak form of realisation would allow for a modelling construct to be an agent or a workflow, but not both at the same time. An example of a relatively strong, but not optimal, realisation would allow for the modelling construct to limit itself to partial hybrids instead of full hybrids.

Integration Characteristics: For this criterion the integration characteristics are straightforward. This criterion describes one of the core ideas of the integration of agents and workflows. In fact, it literally directly integrates agents and workflows into the novel modelling construct of integrated entities.

Importance of Criterion: As stated before, the concept of integrated entities is essential for any integration. An integration approach requires agents and workflows to not only be available at the same time, but also be available in the same element. Without integrated entities any approach would only feature agents and workflows next to one another. This means it is the basis for modelling in an integration in both the practical and mental (w.r.t. the way of thinking about a system) ways.

Entity Dynamic

The previous criterion described the basic states of an integrated entity, i.e. what concept an integrated entity represents. This current criterion builds upon those four states and concerns itself with dynamic between them. It describes how an integrated entity should be able to freely and dynamically switch between the states defined in Criterion MC1.

Criterion MC2: Entity Dynamic

Entities are dynamic in their states and can freely switch between them in order to represent different concepts.

The dynamic of integrated entities was also discussed, in detail in Section 7.1.2. In general, the dynamic refers to the ability that an entity can, at both modelling- and runtime, switch between being an agent, being a workflow and being a (full or partial) hybrid. If a sequence of situations requires an entity to be agent, then workflow, then agent, then hybrid and so on, a concrete integration approach should be able to accommodate this.

Range: The weakest realisation of this criterion is not directly defined by an agent or workflow variant. Instead, the weakest variant causes an entity once defined as agent, workflow or hybrid to always remain in that state.

The strongest realisation allows an entity to be in the state as it is needed at any point. It enables using the best tools and mechanisms from agents and workflows to be used in situations where they are most suitable. The strongest realisation would also allow having the entity itself decide, via some form of (agent) intelligence, to switch its state during runtime.
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Other, less strong, realisations could limit the states of the entity. For example, an approach might allow an entity to be defined as an agent or a workflow. That entity might not be able to change its state fully to the other concept but it might be able to utilise mechanisms from the other concept. This would mean that it could not change from agent to workflow, and vice versa, but from agent to partial hybrid with an agent form.

One particularity of this criterion is that it is feasible to be irrelevant in some cases. If an approach does not feature any dynamic for entities, but always considers entities as full hybrids than this criterion is automatically fulfilled. Full hybrids are both agent and workflow at the same time anyway and can only be considered in agent and workflow views. This trivially realises the criterion as the consideration can be changed dynamically anyway.

Integration Characteristics: This criterion is responsible for integrated entities to be able to switch their state. It is no longer just possible to have an entity be agent, workflow or hybrid, but an entity can also dynamically switch between the three states. While previous Criterion MC1 described the basis of the integration, this current criterion presents an integral extension to that basis. This is also why it is being considered separately, even though it is strongly related to Criterion MC1.

Importance of Criterion: Dynamically changing between agent, workflow and hybrid states enables a large amount of flexibility in modelling a system. This flexibility can be used by system modellers to fully exploit the capabilities of both agents and workflows. An entity that can dynamically switch between its states can be used in any situation and can rely on any mechanism that is best suited for that situation, regardless of whether or not the mechanism is agent-oriented or workflow-based in nature.

If the criterion isn’t fulfilled modellers are limited to static modelling constructs. The issues of static modelling constructs can be bypassed by starting a new instance of an entity in the required state and providing the necessary data, but only at the cost of modelling clarity, convenience and efficiency.

Logical Entities

This current criterion concerns itself with the logical view of elements of a system. It is consequently related to the core idea of the integrated modelling perspective of Everything is an Integrated Entity from Section 7.1.3.

Criterion MC3: Logical Entities

All elements of the system can be considered as logical entities.

What this criterion describes is the view on the elements of a system that an integration approach should take. While not every element of the system is practically implemented as an integrated entity, it should always be possible to take the logical perspective that an element could be one. This ensures that the system can be regarded in a way that is compatible with all modelling perspectives discussed in this part of the thesis.

Range: In its weakest realisation this criterion cannot be applied at all, since no element can be considered as an integrated entity. This would indicate a complete lack of integration efforts. Even with weak realisations of Criterion MC3 integrated entities would still be available as partially integrated agents or workflows. If no integrated
entity can be identified in even a purely logical perspective, the system does not integrate agents or workflows at all.

For this criterion a minimum baseline for the fulfilment can be set. At the very least, every practically implemented integrated entity can be seen as an integrated entity. This directly replaces the previously discussed weakest variant where no element can be regarded as an integrated entity. The consequence of this minimum baseline is that it can be clearly stated that the bigger the set of elements that can be regarded as integrated entities becomes, the better this criterion is fulfilled. The strongest realisation of this criterion then enables all elements of the system to be considered as entities, which would fully implement the idea of *Everything is an Integrated Entity*.

**Integration Characteristics:** This criterion integrates the different modelling perspectives. It describes that the integrated modelling perspective, discussed, in detail, in Section 7.1.3 can be used in the integration.

**Importance of Criterion:** The importance of this criterion lies in the way a system modeller considers the elements of a system. If every element can be considered as an integrated entity, it is possible to actually implement it as one. Of course, as discussed for the ideas of *Everything is an Agent* and *Everything is a Workflow*, not every element should be implemented as an integrated entity. However, it can be helpful to consider an element as one to solve particular issues and problems. In this case, these consideration include that the element can take the form of an agent, a workflow or a hybrid. This supports the modellers in their decision making.

Overall, this criterion introduces a mental flexibility into the modelling within an integration. It enables the utilisation of the different modelling perspectives discussed throughout this part of the thesis. In turn, this allows modellers to choose the best suited perspective on any element of the system they are creating.

**Structure and Behaviour of the System**

Definition B.3 defined the (concrete) structure of a software system. Definition B.6 defined the (concrete) behaviour of a software system. These definition are valid for the purposes and scope of this thesis. Consequently, any integration approach must comply with these definitions. The following criteria describe this compliance for the context of integrated entities. Since the discussions are analogous for both they are being handled in one description.

**Criterion SB1: Structure of the System**

*Structure is constituted by entities considered as agents and platforms.*

**Criterion SB2: Behaviour of the System**

*Behaviour is constituted by entities considered as workflows.*

Note that this is not a redefinition or further refinement of Definition B.3 or Definition B.6. Those definitions are still valid. The current criteria merely state how integrated entities are mapped and associated to these definitions.

Also note that, until now, entities representing agents have only been considered as regular agents. Criterion SB1 also considers them as platforms. In the view proposed by PAOSE and CAPA, agent platforms are merely special agent implementations that possess
functionality to contain and manage other agents. This view is also adopted in this thesis. Consequently, the distinction between agents and platforms is important only for the sake of the structure definition, but irrelevant for the nature of the entities representing them.

**Range:** The range of these criteria is contingent on how the structure and behaviour of a system are formed. There is very little range here as the structure is either constituted by agents and platforms or entities representing agents and platforms and the behaviour is constituted by workflows or entities representing workflows. In the workflow dimension the structure is constituted by resources, which would not fulfil Criterion SB1. In the agent dimension the behaviour is constituted by functionality and agent processes, which would not fulfil Criterion SB2. The only way to fulfil these criteria is to have structure through agents and behaviour through workflows. This can only happen in combination in an integration.

**Integration Characteristics:** In these criteria there is very little integration in of itself. However, in unison they define how structure and behaviour are represented by integrated entities. In that way these criteria define the role of the different states of integrated entities in the overall modelling of the system.

**Importance of Criterion:** These criteria associate the concrete definitions of structure and behaviour to the particular context of an integration and integrated entities. As structure and behaviour were identified as the two main aspects of a software system these criteria are highly important. They define for an integration that the structure of the system is provided by entities representing agents and platforms and that behaviour of the system is provided by entities representing workflows. This excludes any other sort of structure or behaviour in an integration.

**Mutual Incorporation**

As described in Section 7.1.1 agents and workflows are mutually incorporated into each other in an integration. This circumstance is captured in the following two criteria. Just like with criteria Criterion SB1 and Criterion SB2 the descriptions are analogous for agents and workflows, which is why they are combined in this section.

**Criterion SB3: Mutual Incorporation I**

*Entities as agents interact via workflows.*

**Criterion SB4: Mutual Incorporation II**

*Entities as workflows are executed by agents.*

The first of these criteria captures that workflows replace agent processes as agent functionality. The second one captures that agents replace resources as the elements responsible for executing tasks in workflows. The second one also captures that agents act as workflow engines providing the execution environment for the workflows. As agents constitute the structure and workflows constitute the behaviour the two criteria also describe the main interface between structure and behaviour.

Note that these criteria highlight a significant difference between entities considered as agents and considered as workflows in the integration. When entities need to interact directly, they are considered as agents. When they, or rather the tasks within them, are executed, they are considered as workflows. This is a conceptual assignment of
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responsibilities. Consequently, there is no need for criteria that state that agents are executed by something or that workflows interact via something. These kinds of mechanisms are the results of the overall integration.

Range: The weakest realisations of these criteria correspond to the using regular agent interactions for Criterion SB3 and workflow resources and engines for Criterion SB4. This again would correspond to there being no integration at all. The closer the realisation of agent interactions is to workflows, and workflow resources to agents, the better these criteria are fulfilled. In the strongest realisation the agent interactions are fully-fledged (entities as) workflows, while all workflows are executed by (entities as) software agents (as resources and engines).

Integration Characteristics: As described in Section 7.1.1 the mutual incorporation of agents in workflows and vice versa is one of the core mechanisms of an integration. Consequently, these criteria contain a large degree of integration. Agents are incorporated and merged into workflows and workflows are incorporated and merged into agents.

Importance of Criterion: As the mutual incorporation of agents and workflows into one another is a core mechanism of an integration its importance for an integration is correspondingly high. If agents and workflows are not incorporated into one another the integration cannot happen as the two concepts would only exist besides one another. In this way, this criterion enables a coupling between integrated entities beyond what agents and workflows can accomplish themselves. These two criteria correspond to the realisation of the equality of the abstraction levels and importance of agents and workflows. They also define the major interface between agents and workflows in integrated entities.

Properties and Mechanisms

One of the goals of an integration is to provide the properties and mechanisms of both agents and workflows for modellers to work with. This is why an integration should capture this circumstance.

Criterion ToP1: Properties and Mechanisms

Entities can exhibit agent and workflow properties and mechanisms.

What this criterion describes is that integrated entities can make free use of agent and workflow properties and mechanisms. It could be argued that this is just another facet of Criterion MC1 as entities representing agents, workflows or hybrids should automatically be able to exhibit the corresponding mechanisms and properties. However, the current Criterion ToP1 should be treated separately. It is feasible that entities might not be able to be seen as both agents and workflows, but might still exhibit agent and workflow properties. This would correspond to a partial integration like agent-based workflow management or workflow-based agent management. Consequently, the transfer of properties can happen independently from other integration criteria and should therefore be handled separately.

Range: In the weakest realisation, entities as workflows can only exhibit workflow properties and mechanisms and entities as agents can only exhibit agent properties and mechanisms. Hybrids of any kind are not possible in the weakest form. The weakest realisation, again, corresponds to no integration between agents and workflows.
whatsoever. Stronger realisations are the partial integrations discussed before. Partial integrations describe entities acting as agents that can exhibit workflow properties and mechanisms but still retain their agent nature, as well as entities acting as workflows that can exhibit agent properties and mechanisms while remaining workflows. The strongest realisation of this criterion corresponds to a full hybrid that exhibits all properties and mechanisms of agents and workflow at the same time. Generally, this criterion is better fulfilled the more agent properties and mechanisms are available for workflows and vice versa.

Integration Characteristics: As far as integration characteristics, this criterion represents another kind of incorporation of agents into workflows and vice versa. Instead of the mutual incorporation describe in Criterion SB3 and Criterion SB4, it describes the transfer of mechanisms and properties.

Importance of Criterion: This criterion is very important for an integration as it relates directly to the strengths of an integration. Without the transfer of properties and mechanisms, the strengths of agents remain with agents and the strengths of workflows remain with workflows. This criterion enables the use of any mechanism and property in each state of an integrated entity. This means that without fulfilling this criterion an integration would be useless as agents couldn’t gain any practical benefits from also being workflows and vice versa.

Agent Actions and Workflow Operations

Previous chapters identified the fundamental agent actions and basic workflow operations as the atomic steps in the execution of agents and workflows respectively. In that capacity, they represent information about the execution of agents and workflows on the highest level of detail.

Criterion ToP2: Agent Actions and Workflow Operations

Entities perform fundamental agent actions and basic workflow operations.

What this criterion means is that it should be possible to regard the execution of integrated entities in terms of the fundamental agent actions (see Definition B.1) and basic workflow operations (see Definition B.4). If it isn’t possible to do so, the entities do not conform to the basic understanding of agents and workflows as described in this part of the thesis. Since that understanding was created and defined as general as possible, entities that do not conform to this view have to exhibit their agent- or workflowhood in some way that is incompatible with the traditional ways.

Note that this criterion can be seen as a specialisation of Criterion ToP1. Agent actions and workflow operations are mechanisms from agents and workflows respectively, which means they are captured in that capacity in Criterion ToP1. However, Criterion ToP1 dealt with the transfer of properties to exploit strengths, while this current criterion deals with the fundamental view on the execution of entities. Fundamental agent actions and basic workflow operations play a twofold role in an integration. They are both mechanisms of agents and workflows, but they also describe the execution in atomic steps. The former is captured in Criterion ToP1 and pertains to the flexibility of modellers to choose the best tools for different situations, while the latter, captured in the current criterion, creates a baseline for understanding and considering the execution of entities. Consequently, this criterion is handled separately from Criterion ToP1.
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Range: The range of this criterion is relatively vague. As stated in the discussions in previous chapters, the fundamental agent actions and basic workflow operations are defined in a very general way. Other variants of actions and operations are possible, though they can always be mapped back to the ones discussed here. However, this possible mapping may make the evaluation more difficult.

Integration Characteristics: This criterion does not assume a direct integration. Rather, it only requires agent actions and workflow operations to be available in some way. Figuratively speaking, this criterion only requires agent actions and workflow operations to be available next to one another.

Importance of Criterion: The importance of this criterion lies in the ability of an integration approach to be able to apply the most basic understanding of agents and workflows. It concerns the core of how agents and workflows are regarded that underlies the agent-oriented and workflow-based modelling perspectives. Since the support of these modelling perspectives is essential to the integration, this criterion is also essential.

Regular Agent and Workflow Systems

As discussed in Section 7.1.3 an integration must also be able to implement traditional agent and workflow systems. The following two criteria describe this circumstance. Since they follow analogous explanations, they are combined into this subsection.

Criterion ToP3: Regular Multi-Agent Systems

Entities as agents can build regular multi-agent systems.

Criterion ToP4: Regular Workflow Systems

Entities as workflows can build regular workflow systems.

What these criteria describe is that if a modeller chooses to use entities only as agents, the resulting system is indistinguishable from a multi-agent system designed with a traditional agent approach with the same agent feature set. The analogous is true for a system using only entities as workflows. The indistinguishability is restricted to the features and external execution and performance of the system. Internally, the integration mechanisms can be arbitrarily complex. The direct consequence of these criteria is that the integration can’t restrict the features of individual, traditional agents and workflows and also can’t enforce integration features upon them.

Range: The range of these criteria is dependent on how close to a traditional agent or workflow system the system using integrated entities can come. If the systems are indistinguishable, the criteria are completely fulfilled, which constitutes the strongest realisation. The more differences there are to traditional agent or workflow systems, the weaker the realisation and the lesser the criteria are fulfilled. It is difficult to define a weakest realisation, as the differences can continue to amass. An example of a very weak realisation would be an agent system that can only interact in strict terms of workflows.

Integration Characteristics: These criteria put minor restrictions on the integration. They prescribe that it should always remain possible in an integration to build traditional agent and workflow systems. While it does not restrict the integration capabilities directly, it requires the integration features not to be imposed onto agents and workflows. This does not prohibit any integration features, but keeps them from being mandatory.
Importance of Criterion: These criteria are important because they enable the full support of agent-orientation and workflow-management in an integration. If both criteria are fulfilled by a concrete integration approach or framework, then regular agent and workflow systems can be built. This creates a baseline that encompasses the entire functionality provided by agents or workflows. Anything the integration adds to that functionality through hybrid entities is considered additional value.

These criteria also ensure that no functionality of traditional agents or workflows is lost in the integration. If that were possible, the integration would, in those areas, be less powerful than the individual concepts. This would be paradoxical to the goal of the integration which is to provide more than agents and workflows are capable of doing individually.

Functionality

In agent systems the system functionality is divided amongst the different agents and is the behaviour of the system. In workflow systems the system functionality is divided, in its description, amongst the different workflows. In an integration it must be possible to distribute the functionality among entities. This is trivially fulfilled if all entities are exclusively agents or workflows. In those cases, the statements from traditional agent-orientation and workflow management are valid. However, in an integration it also has to be possible for the functionality to be distributed amongst entities, even if these entities have different states.

Criterion Mgt1: Functionality

Functionality is distributed among entities that can have different states.

This means that it has to be possible to realise, define and describe what the system does not just between agents or workflows exclusively, but crossing over between entities as both agents and workflows. The fulfilment of this criterion ensures that the integration is not just superficial. Take, for example, partial integrations like agent-based workflow management systems. These systems feature agent-enhanced workflows that can exhibit properties and mechanisms of workflows. Nonetheless they emphasise the workflows as the main modelling construct. This means that, concerning management and modelling, the functionality of the system is only distributed amongst the workflows. These kinds of partial integrations are valid and useful in general contexts, but do not go beyond the scope of traditional workflow management (or agent management in the analogous case) and are thusly not suitably full integrations for the purposes of this thesis.

Range: The range of this criterion hypothetically ranges from functionality only distributed amongst agents or workflows exclusively in its weakest realisation to being freely distributed amongst entities in all possible different states in its strongest realisation. An integration approach that falls between these two extremes would separate specific parts of its functionality and assign agents or workflows to them. Variations in this separation are too extensive to generally state what characteristics would constitute a better fulfilment of this criterion. Specific separations may be advantageous in some settings, but useless in others. Consequently, the exact effects have to be examined and evaluated for each specific, concrete integration approach independently.

Integration Characteristics: The integration characteristics of this criterion concern what the system does, its functionality. It integrates agents and workflows in such a way
that all parts of the purpose of the system can be freely assigned to the most suitable entity state.

**Importance of Criterion:** As stated before this criterion ensures an integration beyond the superficial use of some properties and mechanisms. It states that the functionality of the system, its purpose and what it does, need to be able to be described by entities that represent both agents and workflows. This ability is what causes the integration to actually happen on the level of the individual concepts and not just on the level of properties. Therefore, this criterion is very important for any integration approach.

### Hierarchies

Agents can exhibit logical hierarchies. Considering agents as platforms for other agents, and considering *Everything is an Agent* are all supported in the agent-oriented modelling perspective. Workflows, too, can exhibit such hierarchies. Here, the hierarchy idea is even more pronounced, as subworkflows being represented as tasks are an established mechanism. Consequently, entities need to be able to form hierarchies as well. But, similarly to Criterion Mgt1, the trivial case of hierarchies of entities exclusively representing agents or workflows, is uninteresting. These hierarchies are already possible with the traditional concepts and need to be supported by an integration trivially and according to Criterion ToP3 and Criterion ToP4. What an integration needs to support in addition to the traditional hierarchies are hierarchies consisting of both agents and workflows.

**Criterion Mgt2: Hierarchies**

Entities in different states can form logical hierarchies.

This criterion enables hierarchic relations between integrated entities on the logical level. It is, in essence, a more general variant of Criterion SB3 and Criterion SB4, but on a virtual level. It allows integrated entities of one state to have logical precedence and control over subordinate entities of other states. With this criterion, entities can logically contain or control entities of any state, which again can contain entities of any state and so on.

**Range:** This thesis assumes, in the context of the agent-oriented and workflow-based modelling perspectives, that agents and workflows can form logical hierarchies. Consequently, the weakest realisation of this criterion is that entities can only form hierarchies of agents or workflow exclusively. The strongest realisation does not impose any limits on the logical hierarchies of entities. Less strong realisations would impose some limitations, e.g. that the top of the hierarchy is always given by an entity as a workflow. The characterisations of the realisations differ similarly as those of Criterion Mgt1. Consequently, no general statement can be made about what constitutes a better or worse realisation without knowing the details of an integration approach. The ability to form logical hierarchies needs to be evaluated for each approach independently.

**Integration Characteristics:** This criterion describes how entities can logically form hierarchies. Logical hierarchies are important for modellers to determine and define prime elements in their systems that initiate, control or contain other elements. The integration characteristics of this criterion apply an integration way of thinking to those hierarchies and allow free association of entity states throughout hierarchies.

**Importance of Criterion:** This criterion combines agents and workflows on the level of logical entity management. This means that, through this criterion, entities of different
states can be set into hierarchic relation with one another. If this weren’t possible, only entities representing the same state could be related hierarchically. Consequently, this criterion is important to ensure modelling flexible by not limiting the hierarchies of entities.

Additionally, logical hierarchies describe how elements are associated and which elements are initial or prime to the system. The top node of a hierarchy may describe the initial, or an initial, element of the system that initiates other parts. If these parts were enforced to be of the same state as the initial element, modellers would lose a vast amount of flexibility and the capabilities of the integration would be severely limited.

Criteria Conclusion

In the next chapter, the integration criteria are applied to a number of different integration approaches. There, they are used to evaluate the approaches in order to select the best option for implementation and further research.

To conclude the general description of the criteria, this current passage examines how traditional agents and workflows would be evaluated in the integration criteria. The results of this examination can be seen in Table 7.1.

Overall, it can be seen that, as would be suspected, agents and workflows both do not evaluate very well for an integration. They only completely fulfil the few criteria which take on a decidedly agent or workflow perspective (i.e. Criterion SB1 and Criterion ToP3 for agents and Criterion SB2 and Criterion ToP4 for workflows). These criteria describe features of an integration that are directly adopted from agent-orientation or workflow management. In these cases, the respective other traditional concept does not fulfil the criteria at all.

Most of the criteria are partially fulfilled by agents and workflows. These are the criteria that combine and merge features from agent-orientation and workflow management. Consequently, both agents and workflows fulfil their part of the criterion while failing at the respective other parts. The criteria in question are Criterion MC1, Criterion MC3, Criterion ToP1, Criterion ToP2, Criterion Mgt1 and Criterion Mgt2. Even though these criteria are partially fulfilled, they are only trivially partially fulfilled, as nothing is added to agents or workflows beyond what is traditionally available. Consequently, the evaluation in these criteria would also be poor.

The final criteria Criterion MC2, Criterion SB3 and Criterion SB4 are not fulfilled at all by either agents or workflows. These are the criteria that actually assume not just a combination of agents and workflows, but an actual integration. These criteria require agents and workflows to be integrated in at least some way to be fulfilled. Traditional agent and workflow concepts cannot fulfil these criteria.

7.4 Thesis Results and Requirements

This chapter specified an integration of structure and behaviour based on agents and workflows. It described the vision of an integration, some application areas for it and finally the concrete criteria which an approach needs to fulfil in order to realise this vision. In this way this chapter and part established the concrete context for the goal of this thesis.

To reiterate from the introduction: “In this thesis the two concepts agents and workflows are combined and integrated in order to create the hybrid system. The research, development and provision of this combination and integration are the overarching goal of the thesis. On a conceptual level this goal is constituted by a conceptual model and approach for the
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motivated combination and integration. This model and approach are supplemented by a set of prototypes constituting a working proof-of-concept realisation and implementation. This proof-of-concept is the goal of this thesis on the practical level.”

The combination and integration of agents and workflows is exactly what has been specified in the vision in Section 7.1. With this, one result has already been established. It serves as the foundation and guiding ambition for further results, which build upon it to create new concepts and practical realisations. Therefore, it is now possible to further refine the goal of the thesis into concrete requirements.

These requirements also need to take the research questions into account. To reiterate from the introduction:

1. “How can the concepts “agent” and “workflow” be combined and integrated in a reasonable, conducive and beneficial way?”

2. “Which beneficial effects can be achieved through a combination and integration of agents and workflows, potentially and substantiated through a technical proof-of-concept, and in which scenarios are they best applicable?”

Note that, for readability reasons, the following only refers to an integration of agents and workflows instead of a combination and integration. As the discussions in Section 7.1 have shown, the combination is included in and subsumed by the integration. The integration provides an additional abstraction onto the combination, as well as a form and function to it. Consequently, it is easier and more concise to consider an integration of agents and workflows as the main topic of the results.

One of the first issues that needs to be clarified is which specific results need to be obtained in order to achieve the goal and answer the research questions. The following describes the partial results that need to be obtained. Together, these partial results constitute the integration of agents and workflows as specified in the goal and research questions of the thesis. They also describe the basic research process followed in this thesis.

A specification of the integration: The detailed nature of an integration of agents and workflows was unspecified at the beginning of this thesis. Therefore, the concrete specification of what the goal and research questions refer to is the first partial result required for this thesis. In fact, this current part of the thesis, especially this current chapter, have already provided that result in the form of the vision of an integration.

A conceptual integration approach: After establishing the specification of the integration, the next partial result requires the definition of a conceptual integration approach. That integration approach describes how, in concept, the integration specification can be realised. In other words, the approach prescribes how concretely agents and workflows are (combined and) integrated in a system. The integration approach constitutes the “conceptual model and approach” referred to in the goal of the thesis.

To achieve this partial result different integration approaches are developed on an abstract level and evaluated against the specification of the integration. The criteria for this evaluation have already been established in Section 7.3. From that evaluation the best fitting approach is selected and then developed and refined into the required partial result. This way of developing the integration approach ensures that the main research, development and realisation efforts for this thesis take the best direction and also contributes to answering the first research question.

A technical proof-of-concept for the conceptual approach: Having established the conceptual model for the integration in the previous partial result, the next step is to
implement the model in a practical and technical system. This system represents the working proof-of-concept for the conceptual integration approach and refers to the practical part of the goal of this thesis. By implementing the conceptual approach its technical feasibility is ensured and it is shown that agents and workflows can in fact be integrated as prescribed.

The proof-of-concept is to take the form of a development framework with which it is possible to build applications utilising the now implemented integration concepts. Using an agile-like development approach for the proof-of-concept, which takes the form of a set of iterative and incremental prototypes, assures that unforeseen issues and challenges can be adequately addressed. The prototypes have achieved the proof-of-concept status when the developed system constitutes the desired framework for the creation of integrated agent and workflow applications and when that framework fully aligns with the conceptual model.

A set of application prototypes using the integration: The final partial result is a set of application prototypes built with the proof-of-concept for the conceptual approach. This set of prototypes serves a twofold purpose. First, it confirms that the proof-of-concept integration framework, and by extension the conceptual integration approach, can indeed be used to build practical applications. Second, it establishes a foundation on which to discuss the properties and mechanisms realised through the integration, by applying the integration specification, model and proof-of-concept to a practical scenario. It is only possible to determine the effects the integration has on system modelling by providing such applications.

Overall, the nature and direction of this thesis is conceptual. This means that the focus clearly lies on the first two partial results, the specification of the integration and the development of the conceptual model. The practical aspects, including the proof-of-concept and the application prototypes, are still important but their main value is to supplement and support the conceptual results.

In order to achieve the goal and answer the research questions posed in the introduction, the developed integration needs to be examined and discussed thoroughly. To facilitate the discussions, the following presents a set of requirements to the results. These requirements are largely based on the goal and research questions, yet also include more general concerns.

Alignment with the integration vision: The goal of the thesis described in the introduction refers to a desired combination and integration of agents and workflows without specifying its details. That specification was developed in this current part of the thesis and presented as the integration vision in Section 7.1. The integration vision establishes the basic frame of reference for any result concerning the integration. Therefore, all other partial results of the thesis, especially the conceptual integration model and its proof-of-concept must align with the integration vision.

Technical feasibility of the developed concepts: This requirement refers to the creation of the proof-of-concept. More specifically, it requires establishing that the developed practical system is, in fact, a working proof-of-concept realisation and implementation for the developed integration approach. In other words, to fulfil this requirement it must confirmed that the practically developed system aligns with the concepts and mechanisms prescribed in the conceptual integration model. Note that technical feasibility here means that the conceptual approach can, in fact, be technically implemented as intended and planned in a particular modelling/implementation language. For this thesis that language is provided by reference Petri nets using Java as an inscription
language. Other implementation options, e.g. using other programming languages or implementations for (mobile) operating systems, are outside of the scope of this thesis. This requirement must be fulfilled, because otherwise conceptual and practical results of this thesis do not match.

**Capability to build applications utilising the integration:** The proof-of-concept implementation of the integration approach is, as prescribed in the partial result description, intended as a framework for the creation of applications that utilise both agents and workflows. This current requirement ensures that it is actually capable of doing so and is used to ensure part of the usefulness of the results. If it were not fulfilled, it would not be possible to model and implement anything with the results of this thesis.

**Transferability:** The context of this thesis clearly emphasises Petri net-based agent and workflow models. The reasoning behind this, as exposed in the introduction, is to provide a common and well-understood basis for the models on which to build the integration. However, the results of this thesis should provide answers applicable beyond the current Petri net context. That way researchers from other fields can examine applying the concepts developed here in their own work. This requirement does not prescribe general transferability, but simply that the results are not only valid for Petri net-based models.

Note that this requirement does not include the actual transfer to other models beyond Petri nets. In other words a transfer to and realisation of the results in other contexts should be possible and feasible, but the transfer is not actually performed.

**Improvement and conceptual maturity:** This requirement ensures that the results of this thesis improve in some way upon the state-of-the-art related to agents, workflows and their integration, meaning the results must have some additional value over other, related work. These additional benefits emphasise the conceptual results, i.e. the developed integration approach, over the technical results, i.e. the proof-of-concept implementation, due to the conceptual nature of this thesis. This means that the benefits and improvements must refer to the conceptual approach but must only be substantiated as feasible in the technical realisation. In other words, the benefits need to be distinguished as reasonably realisable if not for technical limitations and open points in the prototypical implementations. Of course, the technical results should strive to actually implement as many benefits as possible, yet technical issues and limitations should not interfere with this requirement in a conceptually focussed thesis.

As a consequence of this requirement and the conceptual nature of this thesis, it should be noted that developing a practical system to rival commercially available systems and performing large-scale application tests are outside the scope of the thesis.

**Synergies:** A purpose of the desired integration is to utilise or exploit it to gain additional benefits through the synergies between agents and workflows. These synergies need to be highlighted and exposed. While this can be seen as a specialisation of the previous requirement, it should be treated explicitly and separately, because it emphasises the basic interplay between agents and workflows and not (only) the improvement related to the state-of-the-art. The previous requirement related to the concrete results (models and prototypes) of this thesis, while this requirement examines the results and takes beneficial lessons from it.

**Inter-organisational contexts and other application areas:** Section 7.2 examined a number of application scenarios in which the integration is envisioned to be useful, first and foremost inter-organisational contexts. Those discussions only take the integration
vision into account. The actually developed integration model and proof-of-concept need to be examined w.r.t. the application areas. Inter-organisational contexts were motivated as a major research focus and the results need to exhibit beneficial properties at least in this area. This requirement therefore insists on an examination and evaluation of the results for the application in inter-organisational aspects. Other application areas should also be examined and evaluated, but are considered as optional by this requirement.

The partial results, requirements, research questions and goal are all picked up again near the end of the thesis in Section 12.7. That section evaluates the individual aspects described here and determines if the goal of this thesis has been achieved.
Part C

Conceptual and Practical Integration
Part C presents the conceptual and practical contributions and main results of this thesis. Chapter 8 proposes a number of abstract integration approaches developed for this thesis. These approaches are based on the integration vision established in the previous parts and are evaluated based on the defined integration criteria. Chapter 9 defines the Agent-Activity integration approach. It concretises the idea of an integration using agent actions and workflow operations and provides the blueprint for further implementations. At its core, the Agent-Activity approach contains the Agent-Activity modelling construct. Around that construct a reference architecture is created that describes how a system supports and manages Agent-Activities. The implementation of the Agent-Activity integration approach is presented in Chapter 10. The Paffin-System fully realises the integration approach as a framework with which to build applications. These applications can utilise the properties and mechanisms of agents, workflows and the integration of both.

The purpose of this part is to describe the main results of this thesis. The Agent-Activity integration approach represents the main conceptual result. It constitutes the conceptual model and approach of the integration of agents and workflows desired by the goal of this thesis. It describes how to integrate agents and workflows in a methodical way. The Paffin-System, on the other hand, represents the main practical result. Concerning the goal of this thesis, the Paffin-System establishes the proof-of-concept implementation of the conceptual model and approach of the integration.
8 Possible Integration Approaches

This current chapter presents and evaluates different abstract integration models and approaches that have been developed for this thesis. These models and approaches are abstract in so far, that they represent only detailed sketches of their integration efforts. They are not fully refined. The result of this chapter is the evaluation and selection of one abstract approach that is developed further into a more concrete and fully realised approach and finally implemented in the next chapters of the thesis.

The chapter contains two sections. Section 8.1 describes the different approaches. The concepts and ideas behind each one are described, followed by an individual evaluation according to the integration criteria and further practical aspects. Afterwards, Section 8.2 performs the final, overall evaluation of the previously described approaches. It compares the individual evaluations to one another and finally selects the approach that is further developed in the remainder of this thesis.

8.1 Developed Integration Approaches

This section presents six abstract models of possible integration approaches that have been developed for the context of this thesis. Early work and discussions on these models has been published in [Wagner and Moldt, 2011].

The six abstract models approach the challenge of an integration of agents and workflows in different ways. The first four approach the challenge via facets of the vision of an integration described in Section 7.1. These facets include the management facilities, the entities/agents/workflows and the actions and operations. The final two models are focussed on utilising reference Petri net mechanisms to achieve the integration.

Overall, neither the set of approaches nor their respective models are intended to be exhaustive or complete. As the vision of an integration was set out to be general in nature, there is a multitude of possible integration approaches and even more models to represent them. The approaches presented here are designed to be general enough so that most other approaches can be considered as specialisations of them. These approaches are also, from an intuitive perspective, the most promising ones.

Additionally, the selection and development of the models of these approaches was intentionally restricted. This thesis assumes a Petri net-based context, which is why only models following the Mulan agent model and workflow nets were considered. This does not mean that the integration approaches or the concepts behind the models are not viable for or applicable to other agent or workflow models. It only provides a fixed basis for the selection, description and evaluation and also lays the groundwork for the implementation in the intended Petri net-based practical context. The general applicability of the integration approaches and results is discussed at the end of the thesis.

Evaluation Process  The evaluation process is handled identically for each integration model. First, the model is described. Focus here is given to the core concepts and ideas, i.e. the integration approach behind the model. Afterwards, the evaluation according to the integration criteria defined in Chapter 7 is applied.
Next, the model is practically evaluated and its overall practical/technical aspects are discussed. This is handled in an additional, special criterion, the practicability. That criterion is not concerned with the integration aspects or based on the integration vision and therefore defined here separately.

**Criterion Pra: Practicability**

The integration approach is practically and technically feasible.

The issues discussed for practicability regard the technical realisations and the later usability in modelling. For example, feasibility of realisation, predicted required effort of realisation, any issues for the implementation, difficulties/inconveniences for modellers and issues in management are points that are discussed. These kinds of issues are entirely dependent on the approach and model and not issues regarding the integration directly, which is why they are not captured by the regular integration criteria. The range, integration characteristics and importance w.r.t. the integration are also not applicable. Practicability is, of course, highly important in general and it can range from poor practicability (i.e. an approach very difficult to realise) to very high practicability (i.e. an approach that is easily realised).

Following the discussions of the integration criteria and practicability, a short discussion of further aspects of the approach and/or model is provided. This captures all aspects that don’t relate directly to the integration or practical issues. Finally, the evaluation is concluded by a summary of features, advantages and disadvantages.

### 8.1.1 Integration via Management

Integration via management approaches the integration at the level of the management of the main modelling constructs. The approach is based on the dissertation thesis of Christine Reese [Reese, 2010]. The model is adjusted to the context, terminology and practice of this current thesis.

**Core Idea**

The core idea of this model and approach is to perform the integration effort on the level of agent and workflow management. Both management systems are provided and integrated into what [Reese, 2010, p. 141] calls a novel “unit” management system. On top of that novel management system agent/workflow applications are built.

Internally, all agent behaviour (agent-internal and interactions between agents) is implemented as workflows. This means that the system can be viewed from an agent or a workflow perspective. In the agent perspective the individual components and subsystems are focussed on. Analogously, in the workflow perspective the processes of the system are focussed on.

Figure 8.1 illustrates the core idea. Agent and workflow management are integrated into an integrated management. That management facility can then be used to create applications using agents and workflows that can freely and without restrictions interact with one another using the management facilities. Note that the unrestricted interaction between agents and workflows is handled via the integrated management, which is why that connection passes is part of both management and application as indicated in Figure 8.1.

For more details of this approach refer to Section 3.3.3 where the dissertation thesis of Christine Reese is discussed.
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Figure 8.1: Integration via management

Criteria Evaluation

**Criterion MC1: Integrated Entities.** This approach and model has to be considered separately for the management and application modelling levels. For application modelling a clear separation for agents and workflows persists. It is possible to switch between structure and behaviour perspectives during runtime, but the constructs under consideration are always either agents or workflows. These agents and workflows may exhibit properties of the respective other concept, but beyond this partial hybridisation there is no full hybrid as defined for integrated entities in Definition B.7.

On the management level the novel units are similar to integrated entities. [Reese, 2010] does not elaborate on the nature of the units, only that they are the result of an integration of agent and workflow management. Consequently, it is feasible that they can be realised as integrated entities as defined in this current thesis. This current model assumes this realisation. However, the units are restricted for the application modelling level in that they do not feature a full hybrid state between agent and workflow. Each unit is either agent or workflow at any one time. This is also reinforced by the approach, which has the management system using separate agent and workflow management systems making the unit or entity management only available virtually.

Ultimately, both perspectives do not fully feature integrated entities as defined in Definition B.7. Application modelling separates agents and workflows too much and the internal management does not feature a fully hybrid state. Overall this means that this criterion is only fulfilled in a limited and partial way.
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**Criterion MC2: Entity Dynamic** With the restrictions discussed for the previous criterion in place, the units in this approach can dynamically switch between agent and workflow state. Elements of the system can be considered in both agent and workflow terms, although only exclusively. This means that this criterion is fulfilled as far as the restrictions from **Criterion MC1** can allow it.

**Criterion MC3: Logical Entities** Due to the internal unit management system it is possible to consider all agent/workflow elements of the system as integrated entities, keeping in mind the restrictions to integrated entities stemming from **Criterion MC1**. There is no limitation to any other element of the system being considered as a logical entity.

**Criterion SB1: Structure of the System** The model and approach are compatible with the concrete definition of structure. All structural elements are either agents or platforms or can be represented by agents or platforms (e.g. human users or databases).

**Criterion SB2: Behaviour of the System** The model and approach are compatible with the concrete definition of behaviour. All agent behaviour is realised through workflows. Since all structural elements are agents or platforms, this means that all behaviour in the system is realised with workflows.

**Criterion SB3: Mutual Incorporation I** Agent internal and external behaviour is realised through workflows. This means that this part of the mutual incorporation is completely fulfilled.

**Criterion SB4: Mutual Incorporation II** While agent behaviour is realised as workflows, these workflows are only executed by the agents as resources. The agents are not the engines of these workflows. The workflows are executed in the workflow management system behind the unit management system. This means that this criterion is only partially fulfilled for agents as workflow resources.

**Criterion ToP1: Properties and Mechanisms** Both agents and workflows in the application can utilise properties and features from the respective other concept. However, this transfer of properties is limited in so far that an agent can’t become a workflow at the same time (see the limitations for **Criterion MC1**). This means that transfer of properties is only fully possible for partial integrations of agents and workflows which still emphasise either agents or workflows in the foreground.

**Criterion ToP2: Agent Actions and Workflow Operations** Agent (internal and external) behaviour realised as workflows satisfies this criterion. Agents still exhibit the fundamental agent actions, although they are coupled here with workflow tasks in the workflows that describe the behaviour. That means that both actions and operations are supported in both agents and workflows.

**Criterion ToP3: Regular Multi-Agent Systems** It is possible to exclusively use agent functionality to create a regular agent system.

**Criterion ToP4: Regular Workflow Systems** It is possible to exclusively use workflow functionality to create a regular workflow system.

**Criterion Mgt1: Functionality** The functionality in this model is distributed amongst agents and workflows. However, all aspects of the functionality concerned with behaviour are distributed amongst only workflows, while all aspects of the functionality concerned with structure are distributed amongst only agents. This means that this criterion is only partially fulfilled, as the functionality aspects cannot cross the boundary between agents and workflows.
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**Criterion Mgt2: Hierarchies**: Hierarchies are fully supported in this approach. Units are explicitly stated to be able to contain other units (i.e. agents and workflows).

**Criterion Pra: Practicability**: The development plan of the approach is provided in detail in [Reese, 2010]. In summary, it can be realised by starting off with regular agent and workflow management systems and advancing the integration through five tiers. After the regular management systems on the first tier, the second on features agent-based workflow management and workflow-based agent management. The third tier combines the possibilities of the two variants of the previous tier and provides them in an unrestricted and unstructured way. Tier four then restricts and structures the integration for both agents and workflows separately again. The fifth and final tier again combines the two variants of the previous tier to provide a structured and reasonably restricted integration of agents and workflows. That fifth tier corresponds to the model described in this section.

While feasible, the realisation of this approach as described in [Reese, 2010] is cumbersome. Providing an unstructured integration (third tier), then restricting it (fourth tier) just to combine it again (fifth tier) is conceptually sound and can provide a good understanding of the integration. However, the consequence is that the fifth tier entails all of the technical encumbrances from the previous tiers in addition to its own.

Approaching the fifth tier, i.e. the current model, directly without following the described approach is possible, though also relatively difficult. Agent and workflow management systems feature different abstraction levels. A Mulan agent system consists of platforms, on which agents are executed which execute protocols. A workflow system consists of workflow management systems that execute workflows. Workflows contain one less level when viewed this way. There is also the duality of tasks concerning engines and resources to consider in workflows. All of this means that a direct integration of the management systems would have to contend with the conceptual and abstraction differences between agents and workflows. Overcoming these differences and providing a technically and conceptually sound realisation of an integrated entity management system would be difficult.

**Additional Aspects**

There are no additional aspects to discuss for this approach.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, the integration via management systems is a conceptually well founded though ultimately practically ineffective model of the integration. It does not feature integrated entities on the direct modelling level and the entities used in the background do not fully realise the potential defined for integrated entities in the vision of the integration from Section 7.3. Structure and behaviour of a software system are well covered here, although the mutual incorporation does not feature agents as workflow engines. The transfer of properties criteria are all fulfilled, although the restrictions stemming from the limited scope of the integrated entities prohibit the use of full hybrids of agents and workflows. From the management criteria, the boundary crossing of functionality is limited, yet logical hierarchies are fully supported. The practicality of the approach is rather poor, since the approach described in [Reese, 2010] entails a lot of technical encumbrances and a new, direct approach is difficult due to the difference in abstraction in agent and workflow management. The individual results are summarised in Table 8.1.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criterion MC1</td>
<td>limited</td>
<td>Restricted units instead of integrated entities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion MC2</td>
<td>full*</td>
<td>Dynamic changes in units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion MC3</td>
<td>full*</td>
<td>All elements can be units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion SB1</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion SB2</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion SB3</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion SB4</td>
<td>limited</td>
<td>Agents are not workflow engines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion ToP1</td>
<td>slightly limited</td>
<td>Transfer of properties only for partial hybrids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion ToP2</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion ToP3</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion ToP4</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion Mgt1</td>
<td>limited</td>
<td>No boundary crossing for functionality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion Mgt2</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion Pra</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.1: Evaluation overview for integration via management

Overall, this approach to integrate agents and workflows via the management systems should not be chosen for the practical realisation in this thesis. The limitations with regards to the integrated entities cascade throughout the facets of the integration and would prevent a realisation of this approach to achieve the full envisioned potential. Combined with the poor practicality of the approach, this leads to an overall weak evaluation. The approach is, however, conceptually well founded and has, after all, inspired the research for this thesis. [Reese, 2010] distinctively elaborates a vision of an integration of agents and workflows that, regrettably, falls just short of the vision set for this thesis.

8.1.2 Intermediate Model

Integration via an intermediate model uses integrated entities in the background of the system. For system modelling distinct agent and workflow facets of the internal integrated entities are used.

Core Idea

The core idea of this model and approach is to use integrated entities only in the background. The integrated entities used here have distinct facets that represent the entity as an agent and the entity as a workflow to the outside of the system. Figure 8.2 illustrates the core idea. For system modellers, only the agent and workflow facets are available. However, the facets are only virtual representations of parts of the integrated entity. This means that changes in one facet that cause changes in the other one are automatically adopted. For example, adding a task to the workflow facet automatically adds the task and the corresponding agent behaviour to the agent facet. All active elements of the system are realised as integrated entities and system modellers can freely choose the facet they need at any time.
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Criteria Evaluation

**Criterion MC1: Integrated Entities**: As with the previously discussed approach integration via management, the main issue with the intermediate model in regards to the use of integrated entities is that there is a clear distinction between agents and workflows for the system modeller. The limitations are not quite as severe as with integration via management though. Modellers see only the agent and workflow facets at any one time. The facets are only representations of those parts of the integrated entities that correspond to agent or workflow functionality and mechanisms. This means, however, that, unlike with integration via management, an integrated entity can be a full hybrid of both agents and workflows. Modellers and monitors are only able to see the agent or workflow facets at any one time. The other facet can be concurrently active, modellers and monitors only need to switch their perspective. Still, even though the switching of facets is possible at any time, the restriction to modelling only one facet at any time is still a limitation w.r.t. this criterion. At best, it is an inconvenience for modellers and monitors, at worst it impedes or even prohibits modellers from utilising advanced and complex integration mechanisms by obscuring them between the facets.

**Criterion MC2: Entity Dynamic**: On the management level integrated entities are completely dynamic in their state. Still, they can only be viewed as agents or workflows on the application level at any given time. This represents only a minor limitation for this criterion, because the dynamic is still fully available for the execution.

**Criterion MC3: Logical Entities**: On the management level this criterion is completely fulfilled. However, on the application level, elements can only be considered as agents or workflows separately. While it is possible for all elements to switch between agent and workflow facets, this criterion is concerned with how modellers may consider the elements of the system. In contrast to Criterion MC2 it is not enough for this criterion
to have the integrated entities available in the background and be able to switch between the facets here. Consequently, this criterion is severely limited for this model and approach.

**Criterion SB1: Structure of the System**: All structural elements are realised as integrated entities. Considering these entities as agents fulfils this criterion. Platforms, as special agents, are also covered here.

**Criterion SB2: Behaviour of the System**: All behavioural elements are also realised as integrated entities. When these entities are considered as workflows, this criterion is fulfilled.

**Criterion SB3: Mutual Incorporation I**: Behavioural elements of the system are realised through integrated entities using their workflow facets. This includes the interactions between integrated entities as agents, consequently fulfilling this criterion.

**Criterion SB4: Mutual Incorporation II**: Structural elements of the system are realised through integrated entities using their agent facets. This includes all resources participating in any tasks in integrated entities as workflows. Regarding engines, for the workflow facet of each entity the agent facet of that entity is the workflow engine. Therefore, this criterion is completely fulfilled.

**Criterion ToP1: Properties and Mechanisms**: As all agents and workflows in an application are just facets of the integrated entities in the background, the transfer of properties is fully realised. Both the agent and workflow facets can access, utilise or depend on the concurrently running mechanisms from the respective other facet.

**Criterion ToP2: Agent Actions and Workflow Operations**: As all integrated entities can be considered in their agent and workflow facets, the entities can perform all agent actions and workflow operations.

**Criterion ToP3: Regular Multi-Agent Systems**: It is only possible to simulate regular multi-agent systems in this approach and model. All integrated entities are workflows and agents at the same time, even if only one facet is visible or used at any time. To simulate a regular multi-agent system, one can ignore the workflow facets, but they can’t be switched off.

Additionally, workflow functionality replaces the behavioural functionality (e.g. protocols, interactions and decision components) of agents. It is not possible to exclude or turn off the workflow functionality from the behaviour, but it is possible to limit and restrict it in such a way that regular agent behaviour can be simulated. This can be done, for example, by simplifying resource and role descriptions and disabling task atomicity etc.

**Criterion ToP4: Regular Workflow Systems**: As with regular multi-agent system it is only possible to simulate regular workflow systems. Agent facets can only be ignored, not switched off. Also, the structure of the system is realised through integrated entities using their agent facets. Consequently, any workflow system built in this model needs to realise their resources as agents. The agents can be kept extremely simple, but they can’t be removed from the system.

**Criterion Mgt1: Functionality**: As all integrated entities can exhibit their agent or workflow facets, the functionality is freely and completely (including boundary crossing) distributed among the entities in any state.

**Criterion Mgt2: Hierarchies**: Logical hierarchies of entities are fully supported.
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**Criterion Pra: Practicability**: From a practical side, this approach and model are difficult to realise. Two major challenges need to be addressed. First, the intermediate model needs to be defined. This model needs to incorporate structure through agents and behaviour through workflows fully, meaning that every relevant mechanism from agents and workflows needs to be made available. Not all mechanisms are compatible and can simply be made available concurrently. For example, agent autonomy clashes with controlling and management mechanisms from workflows. Solutions for these kinds of issues need to be found and incorporated into one unified intermediate model.

The second challenge is directly related to this. After having defined the intermediate model a translation towards the agent and workflow facets needs to be defined. Irrelevant parts of the intermediate model need to be masked as to not infringe on the accuracy of each facet. Also, the translation also needs to ensure that changes made in a facet can be translated to the intermediate model. This translation of changes needs to ensure the integrity of both facets and the intermediate model.

Overall, these two challenges represent major obstacles for the realisation and implementation of this model and approach.

A practical aspect besides the realisation regards the structure and behaviour. While **Criterion SB1** and **Criterion SB2** are completely fulfilled, they are, in a way, overly fulfilled. Structure consists of integrated entities using their agent facets. Behaviour consists of integrated entities using their workflow facets. However, each integrated entity also concurrently has its respective other facet active, even though it is not visible. This means that the structure also consists of workflows and the behaviour also consists of agents. Being only facets of the integrated entities behind this means that this does not violate the definitions of structure and behaviour or the corresponding criteria in itself. However, these circumstances muddle up the clarity and directness of how the structure and behaviour are seen. It becomes more difficult to distinguish them clearly.

**Additional Aspects**

The approach and model are, in nature, similar to the integration via management discussed before. For application modelling both integration via management and the intermediate model provide only agents or workflows. The main difference between the two lies in how and where the integration is provided. Integration via management takes two management systems and integrates them into a new unit management system that provides a combined and integrated interface. The intermediate model integrates agents and workflows directly. In integration via management there are actual agents and workflows active in the system, in the intermediate model all elements are integrated entities. This results in the differences in evaluation described above.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion the integration via an intermediate model is a promising approach. It suffers from some limitation regarding the use of the agent and workflow facets for application modelling. Integrated entities are only available in the background, while modelling uses only agents and workflows separately. While this does not directly prohibit the possibilities of the integration achieved here, it makes accessing and utilising these possibilities more difficult. Modellers need to work around the limitations in order to fully utilise everything that is generally possible.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criterion MC1</td>
<td>limited</td>
<td>Only agent and workflow facets are modelled, no direct integrated entities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion MC2</td>
<td>slightly limited</td>
<td>Dynamic only complete in background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion MC3</td>
<td>limited</td>
<td>Limited considerations due to agent and workflow facets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion SB1</td>
<td>full*</td>
<td>Integrated entities for structure are also workflows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion SB2</td>
<td>full*</td>
<td>Integrated entities for behaviour are also agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion SB3</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion SB4</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion ToP1</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion ToP2</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion ToP3</td>
<td>limited</td>
<td>Only simulation. Workflow facets can’t be switched off.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion ToP4</td>
<td>limited</td>
<td>Only simulation. Agent facets can’t be switched off.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion Mgt1</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion Mgt2</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion Pra</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.2: Evaluation overview for the intermediate model

Structure and behaviour in this approach and model correspond well to the criteria and definitions. However, as discussed, neither the workflow nor the agent facets of integrated entities can be turned off. This leads to difficulties with the distinctions and handling between structure and behaviour.

Mutual incorporation is ensured, as well as the transfer of properties and the use of agent actions and workflow operations. The realisation of regular multi-agent system and workflow systems is limited, as they can only be simulated. Functionality and hierarchies are fully supported.

From a practical point of view, the model and approach evaluate poorly. The realisation faces two major challenges in the intermediate model and the correct translations between the different facets. Also, the above mentioned ambiguity of distinction between structure and behaviour is a negative factor. Table 8.2 summarises the evaluation of the intermediate model.

Overall, this model and approach are not suitable for further development in the context of this thesis. The limitations regarding the application modelling (only agent and workflow facets, instead of direct integrated entities) are too significant. The remainder of criteria evaluate adequately to completely, but the issues regarding modelling with entities are not balanced out. The poor practicality also counts towards the disadvantages of this model and approach.
8.1.3 Combined Model

Integration via a combined model utilises integrated entities as the main modelling construct. Opposed to the previously discussed integration via an intermediate model, the combined model is not translated into agent or workflow facets, but rather is directly available for system modelling.

Core Idea

The core idea of the combined model is to integrate agents and workflows in such a way that modellers have direct access to the integrated entities for modelling. It is illustrated in Figure 8.3. The integrated entities in this approach completely comply with Definition B.7. It is very similar to the approach and model of the intermediate model, but the difference is that there is no translation into facets for agents and workflows. Rather, the modellers directly use any mechanism and functionality of both agents and workflows as they see fit. As with the intermediate model, all active elements of the system are realised as integrated entities.

Criteria Evaluation

**Criterion MC1: Integrated Entities**: Integrated entities are directly available to the modellers. These entities comply with Definition B.7, which means they can be agent, workflow, partial hybrid or full hybrid. Consequently, this criterion is completely fulfilled.

**Criterion MC2: Entity Dynamic**: The integrated entities used in the combined model are fully dynamic, which means that they can freely switch between their possible states.

**Criterion MC3: Logical Entities**: Since there are no restrictions to the integrated entities used in the combined model, it is possible to consider all elements as integrated entities.

**Criterion SB1: Structure of the System**: Integrated entities in the agent state constitute the structure of the system, fulfilling this criterion.
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**Criterion SB2: Behaviour of the System:** Integrated entities in the workflow state constitute the behaviour of the system. Consequently, this criterion is fulfilled.

**Criterion SB3: Mutual Incorporation I:** Behavioural elements of the system are realised through integrated entities in a workflow state. This includes the interactions between integrated entities as agents, fulfilling this criterion.

**Criterion SB4: Mutual Incorporation II:** Structural elements of the system are realised through integrated entities as agents. This includes all resources participating in any tasks in integrated entities as workflows. Regarding engines, entities as workflows are executed on their own. It is possible to see the entity as an agent as the engine for its own workflow, however, unlike with the intermediate model, that agent side may be undeveloped beyond the basic and default capacities of an agent. Consequently, it is not as directly possible to assume that each workflow is executed by an engine provided by itself as an agent. This weakens the fulfilment of this criterion slightly.

**Criterion ToP1: Properties and Mechanisms** As integrated entities feature a dynamic state of agent, workflow and hybrid they can utilise any property and mechanism from any state. This fulfils this criterion completely.

**Criterion ToP2: Agent Actions and Workflow Operations** Integrated entities can be both agents and workflows dynamically. This means that they can also perform agent actions and workflow operations without restrictions.

**Criterion ToP3: Regular Multi-Agent Systems** Regular agent systems can be built using the combined model. However, similarly to the intermediate model, the workflow aspects can only be ignored and not completely shut off. This means that the combined model also can only simulate a regular multi-agent system. Still, the limitation to this criterion is not as strong as with the intermediate model. In the intermediate model the change to workflow facets ultimately would enforce the use of workflow functionality. In the combined model integrated entities can actually function as pure agents without accessing workflow functionality. From a conceptual point of view the multi-agent system is only simulated, yet from a practical point of view it is a regular multi-agent system.

**Criterion ToP4: Regular Workflow Systems** Regular workflow systems can be built using the combined model. Conceptually, the realisation of a regular workflow system would only be a simulation. Practically however, there is no distinction between the simulation and a regular realisation. The arguments are analogous to the ones made for **Criterion ToP3**.

**Criterion Mgt1: Functionality** As all integrated entities can dynamically exhibit agent or workflow states, the functionality is freely and completely (including boundary crossing) distributed among the entities in any state.

**Criterion Mgt2: Hierarchies** Logical hierarchies of entities are fully supported.

**Criterion Pra: Practicability** The main challenge for the realisation of this approach and model is the development of the combined model itself. Similarly to the intermediate model, the combined model needs to capture all elements of agents and workflows at the same time. While the intermediate model would restrict or remove certain mechanisms and features that clashed between agents and workflows, the combined model needs to provide the entire feature set of both agents and workflows. This is due to the fact that integrated entities in the combined model need to be able to exhibit a classic state without the background help of another facet. The need for
the incorporation of the entire feature set significantly complicates the development of the model. On the other hand, the second challenge of the intermediate model, i.e. the translation into facets, is eliminated. Overall though, the realisation is similarly difficult to the creation of the intermediate model.

Note that, in contrast to the intermediate model, modellers have full control over the state of each integrated entity. Consequently, the issues regarding structure and behaviour becoming less distinguishable and do not apply here. Each entity can exhibit the different dynamic states, but the structure is always constituted by agents while the behaviour is always constituted by workflows.

Regarding the practicability of this approach another issue has to be discussed. The integration of the combined model is highly unstructured. Agents and workflows are set next to one another and their entire feature set made available. This is similar to the third tier of the integration approach described in [Reese, 2010]. Like the combined model, the third tier is immensely powerful and expressive. However, without a structured approach towards the integration this power and expressiveness is difficult to harness by system modellers. The possibilities are overwhelmingly hard to achieve. The combined model is also, from a technical point of view, bloated, as certain mechanisms and features from agents and workflows are, in their purpose, redundant.

Overall, the practicality of the combined model is poor. It is difficult to realise and suffers from the same issues as the third tier of the integration from [Reese, 2010] suffers from.

**Additional Aspects**

There are no additional aspects to discuss for this approach.

**Conclusion**

The combined model is very expressive and powerful. However, it is difficult to both realise and, when realised, properly utilise to gain advantages from the integration. Regarding the integration criteria, the model and approach evaluate very well. Integrated entities are directly available to the modellers, their state is dynamic and every element can be regarded in terms of integrated entities. Structure and behaviour are also fulfilled according to the criteria and the mutual incorporation is present, although there is no prescription of agents being the engines for workflows. The transfer of properties, as well as the use of agent actions and workflow operations, is fully supported. The realisation of regular agent and workflow systems is possible and, even though this is conceptually still only a simulation. Functionality is freely distributed amongst the integrated entities and hierarchies are supported. Table 8.3 summarises the individual points of the evaluation.

Overall, the combined model is very promising from its evaluation of the integration criteria. However, the practicality is very poor. Not only is the approach and model difficult to realise, it is also difficult to utilise once it has been realised. The possibilities for system modellers are too overwhelming and complicated to be used efficiently. Consequently, this model and approach should not be implemented further.

**8.1.4 Integration via Actions and Operations**

Integration via actions and operations utilises the fundamental agent actions (see Definition B.1) and basic workflow operations (see Definition B.4) as the basis of an integration.
It makes actions and operations available to integrated entities whose state is defined by which actions or operations they currently execute.

**Core Idea**

The core idea of this model and approach is similar to that of the combined model. System modellers have access to an integrated entity as defined by Definition B.7. Unlike the combined model though, the integration is not realised directly through the integrated entities. Rather, it is realised through the actions and operations the integrated entities perform. In other words, the integrated entities are blank containers that have all the potential functionality of both agents and workflows. Only through the actions and operations that system modellers define for them is that potential accessed and the different states of the integrated entities constructed.

An agent is an integrated entity that executes only agent actions. A workflow is an integrated entity that executes only workflow operations. A (partial) hybrid is an integrated entity that executes both agent actions and workflow operations, but not at the same time. A (full) hybrid is an integrated entity that executes both agent actions and workflow operations simultaneously. Figure 8.4 illustrates the integration via actions and operations.

**Criteria Evaluation**

- **Criterion MC1: Integrated Entities**: The model and approach use integrated entities as the main modelling construct. As described in the core idea, the deciding factor if an integrated entity is an agent, workflow or both are the actions and operations it executes. Consequently, this criterion is completely fulfilled.

- **Criterion MC2: Entity Dynamic**: The state of an integrated entity is dependent on the agent actions and workflow operations it executes. Actions and operations are fleeting,
meaning that they are limited in duration. That means that an integrated entity in one state can change into another state by performing other actions or operations. For example, an entity can communicate as an agent and then turn into a workflow and provide a task. Afterwards it can provide another task that internally uses agent intelligence to support a human user. In that scenario the entity is first an agent, then a workflow and then a hybrid. These changes are completely dynamic, thus completely fulfilling this criterion. Still, the fleeting nature of actions and operations may also be detrimental. An entity is only in a specific state as long as the action or operation is executed. To fully utilise an integration, certain situations may require longer periods of being in a specific state. Still, this represents only a slight limitation.

**Criterion MC3: Logical Entities**: Integrated entities in this model and approach are blank containers with the potential to be agent, workflow or both. This is a very general view of the entity, which enables the consideration of every element of the system as such an integrated entity.

**Criterion SB1: Structure of the System**: The structure of the system is constituted by integrated entities that perform agent actions and are thus agents. Platforms are also covered as specialised agents that still utilise agent actions.

**Criterion SB2: Behaviour of the System**: The behaviour of the system is constituted by integrated entities that perform workflow operations that describe tasks and are thus workflows. The workflow tasks of these workflows are abstractly associated with specific work. That work can include agent actions and other workflow operations. However, being subordinate to the original task the behaviour of the integrated entity is still only described by a workflow task, thus not violating this criterion.

**Criterion SB3: Mutual Incorporation**: The basis of agent interactions are the agent actions of sending and receiving messages. These are available and usable in this model meaning that agents can use regular agent interactions. These can also not be prohibited, since this would restrict the agent side severely in this approach and model. However, agent interactions can also be encapsulated into workflow tasks. That way workflows would control and manage the interactions between agents in the system. This satisfies this criterion, yet due to the lack of an enforcement it is slightly limited.
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**Criterion SB4**: Mutual Incorporation II

Integrated entities as agents serve as the resources for the integrated entities as workflows being executed in a system. The agents can represent human users but may also participate in agent interactions as workflows (see **Criterion SB3**). When an integrated entity performs workflow operations it becomes that workflow. Similarly to the intermediate model that entity is also the engine for that workflow. Unlike with the combined model, the additional assumptions about the nature of integrated entities, i.e. that they have access to the full potential of agents, make this view possible.

**Criterion ToP1**: Properties and Mechanisms

Outside of the context of the concrete actions and operations being executed each integrated entity is a blank container with full access to agent and workflow functionality. This means that the entity in any state can access the full feature set and mechanisms through the use of the appropriate agent actions and workflow operations. This criterion is consequently completely fulfilled.

**Criterion ToP2**: Agent Actions and Workflow Operations

The free use of agent actions and workflow operations is the core idea of this model and approach. Therefore this criterion is directly completely fulfilled.

**Criterion ToP3**: Regular Multi-Agent Systems

To build a regular agent system in this model and approach, system modellers simply use exclusively agent actions during modelling. The potential for workflow functionality remains but is never accessed and doesn’t impede or hinder the execution of the agents.

**Criterion ToP4**: Regular Workflow Systems

In order to build a regular workflow system, system modellers need to only use workflow operations for modelling. That way the resulting system only contains integrated entities that are workflows, without agents or agent functionality interfering with workflow execution.

**Criterion Mgt1**: Functionality

The functionality of the system can be freely distributed amongst the integrated entities. The state of these entities is only reliant on the actions and operations they execute. This means that the functionality is freely distributed amongst agents, workflows and hybrids.

**Criterion Mgt2**: Hierarchies

It is possible to create logical hierarchies of integrated entities in this approach and model. Since the state of the integrated entities is dynamic and freely assignable depending on the actions and operations they perform, the form and shape of the hierarchies created through them is equally as dynamic and free. Boundary crossing is also supported.

**Criterion Pra**: Practicability

The realisation of this approach appears similarly challenging as the combined or intermediate model. However, the focus on agent actions and workflow operations simplifies the challenge of realisation. Since the state of each integrated entity is defined through its actions and operations, the incompatibilities between agent and workflow functionality can be avoided. There is also no need to provide some kind of translation into specific facets or other models.

The usability of this approach and model is higher than with the comparable intermediate and combined models. System modellers can rely on and easily access the regular, classical agent or workflow functionality. Integration is clearly defined through the combination of agent actions and workflow operations. This provides a clear point of access for modellers to create complex integration mechanisms.

One issue of note is that of the behaviour of the software system. While the behaviour is constituted by integrated entities as workflows, the nature of entities causes similar,
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though less explicit, issues with the clarity of distinction between structure and
behaviour. The potential for agent functionality in integrated entities requires it to be
a blank agent without functionality even if no agent actions are executed. In other
words, even if the entity is a blank container for agent functionality it is still an empty
and idle agent. This means that every element of the behaviour is also an agent. This,
in turn, leads to similar possible issues with the distinction of behaviour and structure
as in the intermediate model. For structure, no comparable issues persist, since the
workflow potential does not affect the agent potential in a similar way. Overall, the
issues are not as explicit as with either the combined or the intermediate model. The
fact that it only affects the behaviour also mitigates the effect.

Overall, the practical evaluation of this model and approach is moderate to good.
It is moderately difficult to realise and can suffer from distinguishability issues for
behaviour and structure, but is easy to handle and utilise.

Additional Aspects

The integration via actions and operations at first glance appears to be a specialised
version of the combined model with more concrete assumptions about the nature of the
integrated entities. However, while similarities in the approaches exist, it is founded on
basic principles of agents and workflows. Section 5.1.4 discussed agent protocols as a fixed
end-point within the modelling. Protocols consist of agent actions, which means that
these are the building blocks for that fixed end-point. It is the point where the nesting of
platforms, agents and protocols stops. Tasks and the workflow operations performed on
them are a similar fixed end-point for workflow modelling. The integration via actions and
operations is based on these fixed end-point. Agent actions and workflow operations are the
most elemental building blocks available in agents and workflows that persist on a tangible
yet most abstract level of consideration and modelling. Consequently, an integration model
and approach building upon actions and operations is justified in of itself and distinguishes
itself from the similar combined model by virtue of the aforementioned principles.

Conclusion

The integration via actions and operations is similarly powerful and expressive as the
combined model. But, through its additional assumptions and the use of fixed modelling
end-points, it is more practically usable and achieves solutions for the issues faced by
the combined model. Table 8.4 summarises the results for integration via actions and
operations. Integrated entities are fully supported as defined in Definition 3.7. Their state
is completely dynamic and all elements of the system can be considered in these terms. The
only issue here concerns the fleeting nature of actions and operations and how this might
affect certain specific situations in the integration. Structure is constituted by entities as
agents and behaviour by entities as workflows, although entities as workflows always exhibit
some part of their potential agent state. This effect is only minor as it is only present
for the behaviour and not as strongly developed as in the intermediate model. Agents
can interact via workflows, though this is not enforced and regular agent interactions are
still possible. Workflows are executed by entities as agents in both resource and engine
capacities. The transfer of properties is fully possible and supported, agent actions and
workflow operations as well. Regular agent and workflow systems can be naturally built
by ignoring the potential for the respective other concept. Functionality can be freely
distributed amongst the integrated entities in different states and logical hierarchies are
Table 8.4: Evaluation overview for actions and operations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criterion MC1</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion MC2</td>
<td>slightly limited</td>
<td>Fleeting nature of actions and operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion MC3</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion SB1</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion SB2</td>
<td>full*</td>
<td>Prescribed structural nature of integrated entities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion SB3</td>
<td>slightly limited</td>
<td>Possible, yet not enforced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion SB4</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion ToP1</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion ToP2</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion ToP3</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion ToP4</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion Mgt1</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion Mgt2</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion Pra</td>
<td>moderate to good</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall, the integration via actions and operations is very promising. It evaluates fully in most integration criteria. It uses fully integrated entities that are dynamic and ubiquitous. The transfer of properties is available without restrictions. It is also relatively easy to realise and handle/utilise. There are some minor issues regarding the prescribed structural nature of all entities, yet these can be circumvented with later tool and methodology support.

8.1.5 Nesting

The nesting approach and model rely on the idea of nets-within-nets (see Section 2.1.2). Agents execute workflows that contain agents as resources that again contain workflows. Additionally utilising the reference semantics of reference nets allows the creation of a complex, yet conceptually sound integration approach.
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Core Idea

The core idea of the nesting model and approach is to take the mutual incorporation of agents and workflows from the vision of the integration from Section 7.1 and build the integration around that concept. Agents contain workflows that describe and execute their behaviour. These workflows contain, as tokens, their own resources, which are again agents. Those agents in turn contain workflows that describe and execute their behaviour. This hierarchy continues until, at some point, a reference to a previous level is reached, in which case the hierarchy becomes a sort of loop. This is illustrated in Figure 8.5. System modellers can enter the hierarchy at any point, creating the opportunity to examine the same system on different levels of abstraction with different (agent or workflow) perspectives.

Criteria Evaluation

**Criterion MC1: Integrated Entities**: This integration model and approach does not feature explicit integrated entities. It may be argued that a subset of the hierarchy of agents and workflows may be seen as an integrated entity though. However, this is only a consideration and would not affect the modelling constructs available and relevant to this criterion. Consequently, this criterion is not fulfilled at all.

**Criterion MC2: Entity Dynamic**: Since there are no explicit integrated entities available in this model and approach, the dynamic can, in of itself, not be fulfilled either. However, it is possible to switch between agent and workflow views dynamically by going up or down one level in the hierarchy. This partially fulfils the dynamic criterion, albeit in a very limited way.

**Criterion MC3: Logical Entities**: As there are no explicit integrated entities available in this model and approach, it is not possible to consider elements as such.

**Criterion SB1: Structure of the System**: Structural elements of the system are all realised as agents, fulfilling this criterion.

**Criterion SB2: Behaviour of the System**: Behavioural elements of the system are all realised as workflow, fulfilling this criterion.

**Criterion SB3: Mutual Incorporation I**: The mutual incorporation of agents and workflows is the core of this model and approach. Consequently, all agents execute workflows as their exclusive behaviour, which includes the interactions between them.

**Criterion SB4: Mutual Incorporation II**: Workflows contain agents which act as their resources. Agents contain workflows as their behaviour. Consequently, this criterion is fulfilled because the former captures agents as resources, while the latter captures agents as engines.

**Criterion ToP1: Properties and Mechanisms**: Transfer of properties is not possible in this model and approach. Agents only execute workflows and workflows are only executed by agents.

**Criterion ToP2: Agent Actions and Workflow Operations**: Only agents can perform agent actions and only workflows can contain workflow operations. Consequently, this criterion is only trivially fulfilled.

**Criterion ToP3: Regular Multi-Agent Systems**: It is possible to build regular agent systems with this model and approach. Agents are only agents, although the behaviour is prescribed to be realised as workflows. The hierarchy needs to be restricted to agents at the top, which execute (as engines) workflows (their behaviour), which are executed...
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by other agents (as resources). By also restricting workflows to only exhibit the kind of behaviour that is available to regular multi-agent system (e.g. refraining from using workflow management for task and resource control) the workflow functionality can be kept from interfering with the agent concepts. That way the workflows simulate regular agent behaviour, which, together with the structure provided through pure agents, realises a regular multi-agent system.

Criterion ToP2: Regular Workflow Systems: It is not possible to build regular workflow systems with this model and approach. A restriction of the hierarchy and agents, as was done for Criterion ToP3, is not possible the other way around. The reason for this lies in the duality of engines and resources. Workflows are executed by agents as the resources. However, these agents contain a behaviour that is required for them to execute the workflows as resources. That behaviour again consists of workflows, for which these agents act as the engines. Even if the workflows for which the agents are engines only contain tasks for which the same agents are resources again, this prohibits building any regular workflow system as there would always be an additional level of workflows necessary.

Criterion Mgt1: Functionality: Functionality is distributed among agents and workflows. However, the functionality is restricted to the firm hierarchy the nesting creates. It can’t be freely distributed. Consequently, this criterion is fulfilled only in a limited way.

Criterion Mgt2: Hierarchies: While hierarchies are a core concept of this model and approach, the hierarchies are restricted in their form and function. Hierarchies here always alternate between agent and workflow levels. Beyond that, it is only possible to consider logical hierarchies of exclusive agents and workflows. Consequently, this criterion is only trivially fulfilled.

Criterion Pra: Practicability: The realisation of the nesting model and approach is straightforward. It is mainly based on nets-within-nets and reference semantics, which are naturally available in the reference net formalism and RENEW. Agent and workflow models are also available for reference nets, which restricts the challenges of the implementation to the realisation of the mutual incorporation. The main areas where work is required in this regard are the interfaces between agents and workflows. These need to be properly defined to accomplish the desired hierarchy.

The usability for system modellers is also comparatively high. Modellers only need to know the established agent and workflow models because they are used with little changes. The only difficulties may arise through complex hierarchies and loops. It is feasible to have hierarchies of agents and workflows with a multitude of levels before the loop is reached. Furthermore some branches of the hierarchy may loop back earlier than others. Jumps between levels of hierarchies are also possible. All of this creates a complex net of relations between agents and workflows that has to be carefully maintained and might be difficult to grasp.

Overall, the practicality of this approach remains high though.

Additional Aspects

It has to be noted that this approach and model has a very low degree of actual integration of agents and workflows. Instead of integrating them on some abstract level, it only combines them through one of the core principles of the integration, the mutual incorporation. The result can be observed in the fact that this model and approach evaluates poorly in many
of the integration criteria. This highlights that the integration requires more than just a combination and part of the vision to function as desired and intended.

**Conclusion**

The integration via nesting is an interesting approach coming from a distinct reference Petri net direction. However, as discussed in the additional aspects, it suffers from the fact that there is a very low degree of actual integration between agents and workflows. The result is that it evaluates quite poorly with the integration criteria. Table 8.5 summarises the results for integration via nesting. There are no explicit integrated entities available in nesting. Dynamic is also not available for entities, although the switching between levels of the hierarchy enables a very limited form of dynamic between agents and workflows. Structure and behaviour are supported according to the criteria and definitions. The mutual incorporation is fully captured, because the core idea of the approach builds on that part of the integration vision. Due to the strong separation of agents and workflows there is no transfer of properties. Agent actions and workflow operations can also only be trivially found in agents and workflows respectively. The approach can be used to create regular agent systems, however there is no restriction available that allows the creation of regular workflow systems. Finally, the distribution of functionality is limited by the hierarchy and the hierarchies themselves can only be trivially formed. The approach and model excel at the practical aspects, as it is easy to realise and, except for complex hierarchies, relatively easy to handle.
Overall, the nesting approach should not be further pursued for development. The restrictions regarding entities and the consequences regarding important aspects of an integration, e.g. the transfer of properties, are too severe to qualify this model and approach for further research. The only mitigating factors, the high practical feasibility and the complete mutual incorporation, are not enough to balance out the shortcomings of the integration via nesting.

### 8.1.6 Integration via Synchronous Channels

The integration via synchronous channels uses the synchronous channels available to certain higher level Petri nets formalisms, including reference nets, to achieve an integration of agents and workflows. This model and approach connects agent and workflow models, rather than merge them in some way.

#### Core Idea

The core idea of this model and approach revolves around the concept of synchronous channels. Synchronous channels are a Petri net mechanism for firing synchronisation and bidirectional data exchange between transitions during firing. Here, they are used to connect agents and workflows. Instead of utilising some kind of merged model, the integration via synchronous channel maintains two separate models: one for agents and one for workflows.

Each of these models is a fully-fledged system according to its own concept. Together, these systems act as subsystems to the integration system and provide the full functionality for that integration system. These systems both describe the same real-world application, which means that there is an increased overlap between the individual functionalities of the subsystems. Most areas of the application are present in both the agent and workflow models. Exceptions include only those areas that can only be captured by either agents or workflows. Those parts of the two models that describe the same area/part/element of the application are the ones that are connected via synchronous channel. For system modelling, this also means that in these cases there is an automated translation for changes made in either the agent or workflow model into the respective other one.

For example, when an agent action is added to the agent model, a workflow task corresponding to that action is added in the workflow model. Another example is if a resource is added to the workflow model, then a new agent is added to the agent model. That way both the agent and workflow models describe the same application from different perspectives which aims to realise the desired and envisioned integration. The model and approach are illustrated in Figure 8.6.
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In principle, this integration approach shares similarities with the third tier of the overall integration architecture proposed by Reese, 2010 (see Section 3.3.3). In contrast to the higher tiers, which are similar to integration via management (see Section 8.1.1), agents and workflows are provided side-by-side. The key difference between the integration via synchronous channels and the third tier of the integration architecture is that there is an explicit, predefined and structured connection between agent and workflow parts provided by the synchronous channels.

Criteria Evaluation

**Criterion MC1: Integrated Entities**: The approach and model do not feature explicit integrated entities. However, each element of the system is present in both the agent and workflow models. This means that, in a way, each element is both agent and workflow at the same time, albeit in a virtual way. Overall, due to the implicitness of the entities this criterion is only fulfilled in a limited way. There are no integrated entities available as explicit modelling constructs, even though the agents and workflows being modelled possess counterparts in the respective other model.

**Criterion MC2: Entity Dynamic**: There is no real dynamic in this model and approach. Each element is, at any time, both agent and workflow. Dynamic can only be available in those parts that are not present in both models. Even when elements are active in only one model, the other one is only idle but still present. However, the intention behind this criterion is fulfilled through the constantly active virtual hybrid state of agents and workflows. If an element is always an agent and a workflow the modeller can choose which model to observe and change. This creates a virtual kind of dynamic which fulfils this criterion in a limited way.

**Criterion MC3: Logical Entities**: As there is no explicit integrated entity concept available in this model and approach, it is impossible to consider elements as such. The virtual entities discussed for Criterion MC1 are not suitable for this conceptual consideration. Without the explicit concept, modellers can only consider elements as agents, workflows or both. While this is similar in effect to the entities it misses the abstraction provided by the concept of integrated entities.

**Criterion SB1: Structure of the System**: The structure of a software system consists of elements in the agent model. This criterion is consequently fulfilled. Note that, similar to the intermediate model, the workflow model is always active at any given time. This means that all elements of the structure are also workflows. This is discussed further in the practical evaluation.

**Criterion SB2: Behaviour of the System**: The behaviour of a software system consists of elements in the workflow model. This criterion is consequently fulfilled. Due to the duality of this model and approach, each of the elements in the workflow model has a corresponding element in the agent model. This means that all elements of the behaviour are also agents. This is discussed further in the practical evaluation.

**Criterion SB3: Mutual Incorporation I**: In the agent model, agents interact via regular agent interactions. However, these agent interactions correspond to and are also present as workflows in the workflow model. Consequently, this criterion is fulfilled, albeit in an indirect way.

**Criterion SB4: Mutual Incorporation II**: In the workflow model, workflows are executed by regular workflow resources. These resources, however, correspond to elements,
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i.e. agents, in the agent model. Analogous arguments can be made for the engine side. There are some engines available in the workflow model and these engines correspond to agents in the agent model. Consequently, this criterion fulfilled.

**Criterion ToP1: Properties and Mechanisms** Transfer of properties is available only in an indirect way. It is possible to enrich one of the two models with model-specific functionality and mechanisms. These can’t be automatically translated into the respective other model. That way the properties can be transferred. However, this represents a limitation to the transfer of properties. Agents only have access to agent functionality and workflows only have access to workflow functionality. The only thing that is possible is that the respective counterpart in the alternate model can concurrently enrich the functionality indirectly.

**Criterion ToP2: Agent Actions and Workflow Operations** Agent actions are only available in the agent model, while workflow operations are only available in the workflow model. This means that this criterion is only fulfilled trivially.

**Criterion ToP3: Regular Multi-Agent Systems** It is possible to build regular agent systems by modelling exclusively in the agent model. While the workflow model is active at any given time, it only contains automatically translated functionality from the agent model.

**Criterion ToP4: Regular Workflow Systems** It is possible to build regular workflow systems by modelling exclusively in the workflow model. Agents are still active in the system at any given time, but they only contain the functionality that was defined in the workflow model and automatically translated to the agent model.

**Criterion Mgt1: Functionality** Every element of the system corresponds to respective elements in the agent and workflow models. In that way the functionality can be considered as distributed freely amongst agents and workflows. However, this is only a virtual distribution. The entire functionality is distributed amongst the agents in the agent model and also amongst the workflows in the workflow model. This is a strong restriction to this criterion.

**Criterion Mgt2: Hierarchies** Logical hierarchies can be formed throughout the different models. There is no restriction here as to which variant (in regards to agent or workflow model) is used in a logical hierarchy elaborated for system modellers. Consequently, this criterion is completely fulfilled.

**Criterion Pra: Practicability** Both the realisation and later on usage of this model and approach are difficult. In order to realise this model and approach the main challenge of automatically connecting corresponding elements in both models needs to be overcome. Additionally, after the connection is established an automated translation of changes between the models needs to be implemented. This is even more difficult in this case, as it is for the intermediate model. The intermediate model requires translations from the agent and workflow facets to the intermediate model and back. The integration via synchronous channels needs to translate directly from agent to workflow model. This direct translation is more difficult because it is impossible to create auxiliary constructs that could transform and store data in the intermediate model.

Using the integration via synchronous channels is also quite difficult. System modellers need to keep track of both models concurrently and understand where and how changes in one can affect changes in the other. For example, deleting a resource in a workflow might lead to that agent being deleted. However, if another agent is designed to
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interact with that original agent that interaction partner is lost. Making this model and approach usable would require a large effort regarding tool and methodology support.

As with the intermediate model, the constant duality of agents and workflows in this model can lead to some practical issues. While Criterion SB1 and Criterion SB2 are fulfilled, they are, in a way, overly fulfilled. Both structure and behaviour consist of both agents and workflows. In the intermediate model, the workflows in the structure and agents in the behaviour are only facets of the integrated entities in the background. In the integration via synchronous channels there are actual, separate workflows that correspond to agents of the structure and vice versa for the behaviour. This aggravates the issues regarding the clarity of structure and behaviour. In the intermediate model agents of the structure may have a workflow facet, but it is still just one integrated entity (and vice versa for workflows). In the integration via synchronous channels there are two elements that correspond to one (virtual) element. This means that distinguishing between structure and behaviour becomes more difficult, as does modelling and handling them.

Overall, the practicality of this approach evaluates very poorly.

Additional Aspects

As with the integration via nesting, the degree of integration between agents and workflows has to be noted. Due to the correspondence and connection between the different models the degree is slightly higher though. The individual criteria consequently evaluate better than they did for nesting. Still, this approach highlights that a connection and correspondence between agent and workflow models in itself is not enough to realise the desired and envisioned integration.

Conclusion

Integration via synchronous channels differs vastly from the other integration models and approaches presented here. It completely separates agents and workflows into two models, even more so than integration via nesting which at least incorporates the models into one another. In order to realise an integration of the two models, integration via synchronous channels connects corresponding elements of the system through synchronous channels that transmit data and control the firing through synchronisation.

The model and approach therefore do not feature explicit integrated entities. However, corresponding elements of the agent and workflow models create a kind of virtual, indirect integrated entity. There is consequently no real dynamic in these virtual entities and since they are not explicit, elements can’t be considered in their terms. Structure and behaviour criteria are fulfilled, even though the issues of distinction and indirection introduced through the constantly active duality can lead to issues. Transfer of properties, likewise, is only available indirectly and agent actions and workflow operations are only trivially available in their respective models. Regular agent and workflow systems can be built. Distribution of functionality is limited to the separated models, but logical hierarchies are completely supported. The practicality of the approach is very poor as it is very difficult to realise and handle. Table 8.6 summarises the results for integration via synchronous channels.

Overall, the indirections in this model and approach make it unsuitable for the purposes of this thesis. For system modellers the absence of explicit integrated entities impedes the utilisation of integration properties and advantages. Furthermore, the very poor practical evaluation also speaks against further refinement.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criterion MC1</td>
<td>limited</td>
<td>No explicit integrated entities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion MC2</td>
<td>limited</td>
<td>Every element is always an agent and a workflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion MC3</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>No explicit integrated entities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion SB1</td>
<td>full*</td>
<td>Elements of the structure are always also a workflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion SB2</td>
<td>full*</td>
<td>Elements of the behaviour are always also an agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion SB3</td>
<td>full*</td>
<td>Indirectly realised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion SB4</td>
<td>full*</td>
<td>Indirectly realised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion ToP1</td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>No actual transfer, only utilisation of corresponding element in alternate model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion ToP2</td>
<td>trivial</td>
<td>Agent actions are only available in the agent model, while workflow operations are only available in the workflow model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion ToP3</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion ToP4</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion Mgt1</td>
<td>limited</td>
<td>Functionality separation due to the models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion Mgt2</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion Pra</td>
<td>very poor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.6: Evaluation overview for synchronous channels

8.2 Overall Evaluation

This chapter presented the different abstract models and approaches towards an integration of agents and workflows that have been developed for this thesis. Each of the abstract approaches described in this chapter has interesting features and particularities. Each attempts to solve the challenge of an integration in a different way coming from a different perspective, angle or concept. Further development of all of these approaches, though, is not desired. The approaches have all been developed far enough to enable a comparative evaluation. In order to focus the research for the rest of the thesis and provide more concrete results, one of the approaches will now be selected for further development. The individual evaluations performed in this chapter are the basis for that choice.

Table 8.7 summarises the individual results of each approach and model. The table is an amalgamation of the previous Tables 8.1 through 8.6. It was stripped of details, please refer to the original tables for those.

Integration via management and integration via an intermediate model both mainly suffer from a lack of integrated entities available for direct system modelling. This restricts the possibilities for modellers too much to qualify them for further development. Additionally, they are also poorly evaluated in practical aspects. Integration via nesting and integration via synchronous channels also suffer the lack of directly accessible or, in the case of nesting, non-existing integrated entities. Furthermore, the core ideas for these approaches restrict the integration too much, which is reflected in their poor evaluation for many of the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Management</th>
<th>Intermediate</th>
<th>Combined</th>
<th>Actions/Operations</th>
<th>Nesting</th>
<th>Synchronous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criterion MC1</td>
<td>limited</td>
<td>limited</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion MC2</td>
<td>full*</td>
<td>slightly limited</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>slightly limited</td>
<td>severely limited</td>
<td>limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion MC3</td>
<td>full*</td>
<td>limited</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion SB1</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full*</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion SB2</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full*</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion SB3</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>slightly limited</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion SB4</td>
<td>limited</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>limited</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion ToP1</td>
<td>slightly limited</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion ToP2</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>trivial</td>
<td>trivial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion ToP3</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>limited</td>
<td>slightly limited</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>trivial</td>
<td>trivial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion ToP4</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>limited</td>
<td>slightly limited</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>full</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion Mgt1</td>
<td>limited</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>limited</td>
<td>limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion Mgt2</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>trivial</td>
<td>full</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion Pra</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>poor</td>
<td>moderate to good</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>very poor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8 Possible Integration Approaches

Integration via synchronous channels is also very difficult to realise and handle. The relatively high evaluation of practical aspects for integration via nesting is not enough to qualify it for further development.

Integration via a combined model and the similar integration via actions and operations are the most promising approaches. Both evaluate very well w.r.t. the integration criteria. They both exhibit some issues, though these are minor and can be compensated for with later tool and methodology support. From a purely integration-centric point of view, these two are consequently comparable and both equally suitable for further development. The deciding fact, then, are the practical aspects. Here, the integration via actions and operations is clearly favourable. The integration via a combined model suffers from the same problems regarding usability the third tier of an integration in [Reese, 2010] suffers from. The integration via actions and operations provides a more concrete and structured approach based on a fixed end-point in modelling. This results in a vastly increased usability compared to the other approach. Consequently, the selection of an abstract approach for further refinement is the integration via actions and operations.
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The abstract integration model and approach selected for further development is the integration via fundamental agent actions and basic workflow operations (see Section 8.1.4). This chapter now takes that abstract approach and further specifies the details to realise a concrete and explicit variant of the approach. Regarding the goal of this thesis, this chapter establishes the conceptual model and approach for the motivated combination and integration of agents and workflows. That model is called the Agent-Activity integration approach and is the main result of this chapter. Together with the results from the previous chapters, the Agent-Activity integration approach answers the first research question of this thesis.

The chapter consists of three sections. Section 9.1 presents the Agent-Activity concept. The Agent-Activity concept describes the direct integration model, called the Agent-Activity construct, used in an integrated entity. A practical system that utilises the Agent-Activity construct and integrated entities requires a specific form and specialised functionality. That functionality is described in a reference architecture, presented in Section 9.2. Together, Agent-Activity concept and reference architecture represent the concrete Agent-Activity integration approach. Finally, this chapter is concluded with a discussion and final evaluation of the completed Agent-Activity approach.

Note that the Agent-Activity approach was originally described in [Wagner and Moldt, 2015a]. This chapter depicts an extended and more detailed representation of the approach.

9.1 The Agent-Activity

To reiterate, the integration via agent actions and workflow operations utilises the fundamental agent actions (see Definition B.1) and basic workflow operations (see Definition B.4). Integrated entities serve as the main modelling construct and are considered to be blank containers with access to full agent and workflow functionality. Each integrated entity has the potential to be an agent, a workflow or a (partial or full) hybrid. Depending on whether agent actions or workflow operations are performed by the integrated entity that potential is accessed.

That basic approach of integration via actions and operations now needs to be made more concrete and explicit. Among the main open questions are how, where and in what form the actions and operations are provided to and executed by the integrated entities. This section answers these questions to provide the required concrete model.

Section 9.1.1 describes the Agent-Activity concept. The Agent-Activity concept combines a set of agent actions and workflow operations into an abstract task that describes the behaviour of an integrated entity. Then, Section 9.1.2 presents a basic Petri net model of the Agent-Activity concept to consolidate the descriptions. That section also focuses on the core components within an Agent-Activity.

Before continuing, the terminology of the Agent-Activity context should be clarified. The Agent-Activity concept describes the basic idea of combining agent actions and workflow operations into an abstract task. The Agent-Activity construct is the concrete
model and realisation of that idea and is a key tool for concrete system modelling. The AGENT-ACTIVITY construct is continuously refined in this chapter and the prototypes of the next chapter. The AGENT-ACTIVITY integration approach is the overall, concrete integration approach, including the AGENT-ACTIVITY concept and the reference architecture described later in this chapter. AGENT-ACTIVITY, as a general, standalone term, refers to an instance of an AGENT-ACTIVITY. Whether it is an instance of the concept or the construct is clarified by the direct context.

The terminology of the AGENT-ACTIVITY is essential to this thesis and is recorded in the following key term definitions:

**Key Term Definition C.1 (AGENT-ACTIVITY Integration Approach).** The AGENT-ACTIVITY integration approach is a concrete approach to integrate agents and workflows. It consists of two main components, the AGENT-ACTIVITY concept (see Definition C.2) and the AGENT-ACTIVITY reference architecture (see Definition C.7).

**Key Term Definition C.2 (AGENT-ACTIVITY Concept).** The AGENT-ACTIVITY concept combines agent actions and workflow operations into an abstract task that is executed by an integrated entity. Depending on the actions and operations of the AGENT-ACTIVITIES it executes, an integrated entity can be agent, workflow, both or something in between.

**Key Term Definition C.3 (AGENT-ACTIVITY Construct).** The AGENT-ACTIVITY construct (or AGENT-ACTIVITY modelling construct) is a concrete model and realisation of the AGENT-ACTIVITY concept.

**Key Term Definition C.4 (AGENT-ACTIVITY).** The term AGENT-ACTIVITY refers to an instance of the AGENT-ACTIVITY concept or construct.

### 9.1.1 The Agent-Activity Concept

First, the prerequisites of an integrated entity for an integration via actions and operations need to be defined. The basic approach just states that each integrated entity has access to the full functionality of both agents and workflows. When not executing any agent actions or workflow operations this means that each integrated entity is just a blank container with the full potential of agents and workflows. Figure 9.1 and the following paragraphs further specify the functionality, potential and blank state of integrated entities.

**Agent:** Integrated entities need to be able to execute the three fundamental agent actions. Apart from that they need to provide the base functionality and facilities of regular agents. The chosen agent model for this thesis is MULAN (see Section 2.2.3). Consequently, the integrated entities need to provide the components defined in that agent model, namely a knowledge base and a protocol factory.

Decision components, as a further part of the extended MULAN model, can be seen as internal agents of an agent or as entirely internal behaviour (see Section 5.2 and especially Figure 5.4). Both variants are captured through agent actions, meaning they don’t affect an approach based on agent actions in any conceptual way. A decision on how exactly to incorporate them only needs to be made for a practical implementation. Until then, decision components are excluded from further discussions to simplify the descriptions.

Further prerequisites about integrated entities for an integration via actions and operations concern the connection and relation to the entity environment. The
The agent-activity integration model presented in this section is only concerned with the individual integrated entities and their execution of agent actions and workflow operations. Therefore, for the Agent-Activity concept, in itself, it is only important that messages sent also arrive at some other integrated entity in the system. Further prerequisites, which are required to achieve the full Agent-Activity approach, are addressed as part of the reference architecture in Section 9.2.

One particular item of note regarding integrated entities as blank agent containers is that, even if no agent actions are being executed, the entity still needs to be able to receive agent messages. Because of this an integrated entity, even in its blank state, is always still an idle agent. This issue was already discussed for the basic approach in Section 8.1.4.

**Workflow (engine):** On the workflow side integrated entities need to be able to execute the three basic workflow operations. Due to the duality of workflow tasks (see Section 6.2) the operations need to be considered from an engine and a resource perspective.

The engine side executes the workflow operations directly within the workflow. An execution of a workflow operation here directly signifies the beginning or end of work on one task. Due to the different modelling abstraction levels of agents and workflows (see Section 7.1.1) an entity that can be an agent generally can’t directly be a workflow. To overcome this issue, integrated entities are seen as the workflow engines for workflows. This does not represent a conceptual limitation or restriction. In fact, Definition A.7 only states that a workflow engine is the runtime environment for a workflow. Therefore, it is possible to consider a workflow engine as equivalent to the workflow that is an amalgamation of all the workflows that engine executes. If the workflow engine only executes one workflow (at a time) that engine is equivalent to that workflow. This perspective on workflow engines is adopted for the Agent-Activity approach.
As stated above, for a workflow (engine) the main requirement of an integrated entity is its ability to execute the basic workflow operations. This assumes that there are workflow management facilities available in the environment and that the integrated entity is capable of interacting with these facilities in order to successfully execute the operations. This includes internal facilities for the integrated entity to report available workitems, receive and answer workitem requests, activity confirmations and activity cancellations. The remainder of the required functionality is described in the reference architecture in Section 9.2.

Unlike the idle agent state, a workflow engine is not active when no workflows are being executed. It is feasible to deactivate this functionality and only activate it whenever necessary. Consequently, an integrated entity is not always a workflow engine.

Workflow (resource): To complete the workflow side of an integration, integrated entities also need to be able to represent workflow resources. From the conceptual perspective taken in this chapter, it is irrelevant what kind of resource is represented by the integrated engine. The integrated engine can represent itself as a resource (e.g. when agent interactions are modelled as workflows), a human user (e.g. as a proxy or user agent) or any other kind of resource (e.g. a printer or other device). The conceptual principles remain identical for each kind of resource.

The main requirement of an integrated entity as a resource is the resource functionality, especially the execution of workflow operations from the resource side. The description of the required resource functionality is kept on an abstract level for this conceptual approach and is enriched with technical details only in the practically implemented prototypes.

Integrated entities need to support the execution of the workflow operations by providing the counterparts to the operations on the engine side. This includes the following in typical execution sequence:

- Awareness of available workitems
- Initiating requests of workitems on behalf of the represented resource
- Handling results of workitem requests or workitem assigns
- Initiating the start of the actual work associated with an activity in or by the represented resource
- Awareness of the state of its own activities
- Initiating a confirmation or cancellation on behalf of the represented resource
- Providing means to forward results of actual work associated with a task
- Handling the results of a confirmation or cancellation

Note that the previous list does not contain the functionality to actually perform the work associated with the tasks. It is possible that that functionality is provided by the entity or it may be external functionality only controlled by the entity. Regardless, it is not part of the functionality required by the approach for the integrated entity. As with the workflow engine side, the workflow resource side assumes that there are workflow management facilities available in the system which are interfaced with the

---

1 Whether a workitem request is a pull request or a push assign is irrelevant here. From the perspective of a workflow engine both are requests from an external source irregardless if that source is the resource (pull request) or a management facility (push assign).

2 And possibly never if it doesn’t execute any workflows.
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functionality above. More details about those management facilities are provided in the reference architecture in Section 9.2.

Also note that it is possible that an entity never needs to act as a workflow resource. Consequently, this functionality is only active when explicitly modelled and necessary.

Having specified the functionality and form of the integrated entities, the next step is to specify the form, provision and execution of the individual agent actions and workflow operations. The most straightforward way of executing agent actions and workflow operations is to provide them directly as building blocks for the behaviour of integrated entities. The behaviour of entities is the same area/level of modelling as are protocols in MULAN and workflows. If modelled that way, an integrated entity would be an agent if its behaviour executed an agent action and a workflow if its behaviour executed a workflow operation.

However, this is not enough to achieve the vision of an integration as desired for this thesis. Simply enabling both agent actions and workflow operations yields only a limited and unstructured combination of agents and workflows. Such integrated entities could only alternate between being an agent and being a workflow, with the exception of instants where concurrency (e.g. of Petri nets in the background) executes an agent action and a workflow operation simultaneously. In fact, the state of being agent or workflow would generally be only instantaneous, since actions and operations exhibit a fleeting nature (see the discussion of the basic approach in Section 8.1.4). What is missing is a modelling abstraction that actually integrates agent actions and workflow operations instead of just combining them. Such a modelling abstraction is needed provide form and function to the combination of actions and operations.

To modelling abstraction is provided by taking a step back from the individual agent actions and workflow operations and considering entity behaviour on a more abstract level. Individual agent actions are often related. For example, when a message is received, it is processed, an answer generated and that answer finally sent. Workflow operations are also, albeit trivially, related since a workitem that is requested has its activity, at some point, confirmed or cancelled. This is the solution to providing a modelling abstraction. Instead of considering individual actions and operations one needs to consider related, ordered sets of actions and operations. That way it is possible to describe abstract tasks of an integrated entity. In this context the term task does not specifically refer to a workflow task, but still retains the meaning of logical, indivisible unit of work prescribed by Definition A.4. These abstract tasks are the titular Agent-Activities. Since these Agent-Activities consist of both agent actions and workflow operations they can be used to not only represent abstract tasks of agents or workflows, but also to represent abstract tasks of hybrids between agents and workflows as well. More concrete examples of Agent-Activities are provided at the end of this section.

Considering Agent-Activities as abstract tasks also means that combinations of Agent-Activities can be considered as abstract workflows. These abstract workflows are not connected with the workflow operations performed within the Agent-Activity, but rather represent a conceptual view of the overall relations between Agent-Activities. This view is important w.r.t. the integration and is discussed later on in this chapter.

Note that instances of Agent-Activities are always executed by only one integrated entity. Interactions involving multiple integrated entities always require separate Agent-Activities in each of the involved entities. Also note that Agent-Activities always prescribe a specific ordering relation between the actions and operations. That relation

---

3 Again, note the different levels of modelling abstraction in agents and workflows and the equivalence of agents and workflow engines.
can describe any kind of order, including concurrent actions/operations and loops, but it must specify when, in the context of an Agent-Activity, an action or operation is executed. The ordered set of actions and operations of an Agent-Activity is called the internal process of the Agent-Activity. The term process here is used according to Definition A.8.

Key Term Definition C.5 (Internal Process of an Agent-Activity). The internal process of an Agent-Activity is the ordered set of actions and operations the Agent-Activity combines and is able to execute. It represents a process in the sense of Definition A.8.

The term Agent-Activity refers to the integration itself. It incorporates terms from both agents (i.e. Agent) and workflows (i.e. Activity) and symbolises the amalgamation happening within an Agent-Activity by merging the individual terms.

The concept of combining and integrating agent actions and workflow operations into Agent-Activities is illustrated in Figure 9.2. On the left-hand side the actions and operations are shown. Actions and operations are merged into the ordered sets (internal processes) that constitute the Agent-Activities on the right-hand side.

Since multiple connected actions and operations are merged into an Agent-Activity, the state of an entity executing an Agent-Activity is no longer instantaneous. During the period of execution of an Agent-Activity the integrated entity remains in the state that the Agent-Activity determines for it. To specify the duration: An Agent-Activity starts when it is triggered. Agent-Activities describe abstract tasks of integrated entities. Tasks are defined as logical, indivisible units of work. Therefore, Agent-Activities adopt workflow task-like atomicity, meaning that they happen either fully or not at all. An Agent-Activity successfully finishes or aborts as a failure. This terminology was purposefully chosen to distinguish starting and stopping a workflow task, i.e. request/confirm/cancel, from starting and stopping an Agent-Activity, i.e. trigger/finish/abort.
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Note that triggering, finishing and aborting Agent-Activities represent additional, administrative management actions. They are not considered as a semantic part of any Agent-Activity, but rather as necessary auxiliary constructs, which are not further discussed for now.

An Agent-Activity is represented as a Petri net transition with thick horizontal bars as seen on the right-hand side of Figure 9.2. This representation is based on the Renew workflow task transition which uses thick vertical bars (see Section 2.3.2). In later prototypes the Agent-Activity is actually implemented as a specialised, complex transition in Renew.

As stated before an entity’s state is determined by the Agent-Activities it is executing at any time. If an Agent-Activity consists only of agent actions (black, dashed arrows in Figure 9.2) the executing entity acts as and, for all intents and purposes, is, during the execution of that Agent-Activity, an agent. If an Agent-Activity consists only of workflow operations (white, dashed arrows in Figure 9.2) the executing entity acts as and, for all intents and purposes, is, during the execution of that Agent-Activity, a workflow or rather a workflow engine equivalent to the workflows it executes. If an Agent-Activity consists of both agent actions and workflow operations the executing entity also acts as both agent and workflow and is a hybrid of both. The extent of hybridisation in that case depends entirely on how the actions and operations are combined. Finally, if an integrated entity executes multiple Agent-Activities, each constituting different states, these states aggregate. If, for example an entity concurrently executes a pure agent Agent-Activity and a pure workflow Agent-Activity, it is both agent and workflow at the same time for the duration of the execution of both Agent-Activities. With no limitations to modellers, it is possible to freely nest workflow tasks and agent actions within one another providing the capabilities of full hybrids.

The combination and integration of agent actions and workflow operations into the concept of an Agent-Activity is the core of the overall Agent-Activity integration approach. In fact, it is the core concept that actually enables the integration to be realised according to the vision of an integration laid out in Section 7.1. The following sections continue to provide more concrete details about the specification of the Agent-Activity.

To conclude the description of the Agent-Activity concept the following presents a list of different Agent-Activities and their internal processes as small-scale application examples:

Agent Agent-Activity: The entity accesses its knowledge base and retrieves some data (internal action), creates a message from the retrieved data (internal action) and sends that message to another entity (send message).

Agent Agent-Activity: As a proxy, the entity receives a message (receive message) and automatically forwards it to a previously specified other entity (send message). Then, it awaits confirmation that the original message was received (receive message).

Agent Agent-Activity: The entity periodically checks a value representing its workload in its knowledge base (internal message on a timed loop). If the value is in the normal range, the entity doesn’t react. If the value is too high or too low it broadcasts an appropriate message to all relevant other entities in the system informing them that it is available and can take on a higher workload or has to deny further work requests for the time being.

Except, of course, the operative limitation that an activity has to exist, i.e. its workitem successfully requested, before it can be confirmed or cancelled.
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**Workflow Agent-Activity:** A task to fill a form for a new customer. It is requested by a sales representative human user that is represented by the entity (request workitem) and then confirmed or cancelled by him/her (confirm or cancel activity).

**Workflow Agent-Activity:** Entity A provides a workitem, which is requested by entity B (request workitem). Entity B represents itself as a resource. The task associated with the workitem and activity is automatically performed by the entity B itself. Entity B acts as an agent or even another workflow or hybrid if the behaviour initiated by the task contains Agent-Activities. When entity B is finished it confirms or cancels the activity (confirm or cancel activity) depending on whether the activity was successful. While this Agent-Activity involves entity B with an unknown and possibly agent state, this is still an Agent-Activity that determines entity A to be only a workflow. From the perspective of the executing entity A the kind of resource is irrelevant, even though the utilisation of workflow tasks for the interaction between entities (as agents) is a distinct feature of the integration.

**Workflow Agent-Activity:** A set of tasks guiding students through a complex exercise in a teaching environment. Each task is handled analogously to the previous workflow examples with the human users being the students. Note, that this example purposefully includes multiple tasks in one Agent-Activity. An Agent-Activity can contain any number of workflow tasks and even nest them within one another. As long as only workflow operations are utilised the Agent-Activity still determines the integrated entity executing it as a workflow.

**Hybrid Agent-Activity:** Entity A provides a workitem, which is requested by another entity B representing a human user (request workitem). The activity can’t be confirmed by the human user (or entity B representing him/her). Rather, entity B sends the results to entity A (receive message). The results are then checked by entity A, e.g. for format compliance (internal action). Depending on whether the results are satisfactory regarding the checks, entity A itself confirms or cancels the activity (confirm or cancel activity). During the execution of this Agent-Activity the integrated entity A is both agent and workflow. In fact, the final step is truly hybrid behaviour of the entity. While the confirmation or cancellation are workflow operations they are performed by and under the authority of entity A as an agent.

**Hybrid Agent-Activity:** Entity A provides a workitem, which is requested by another entity B representing a human user (request workitem). If the human user doesn’t finish the activity in time, monitored by a periodic check of the elapsed time (internal action), a supervisor represented by another entity C is informed that there may be a problem (send message). Regardless of the possible intervention of the supervisor, the human user represented by entity B can still confirm or cancel the activity (confirm or cancel activity).

**Hybrid Agent-Activity:** Entity A provides a workitem, which is requested by another entity B representing a human user (request workitem). When the workitem is successfully requested, the entity A gathers all data related to the task and user and creates a command for an external time tracking and project management tool from it (internal action). The command is then executed by entity A and the data stored temporarily (internal action). When the human user has confirmed or cancelled the activity (confirm or cancel activity), the stored data is used to create another command for the external tool for further time tracking.
Hybrid Agent-Activity: An entity A stands by to receive a message from another entity B (receive message). When entity A receives the message it provides a task for itself. That task is assigned, by the workflow management facilities in the system, directly to entity A itself (it is still a request workitem operation from the engine perspective). The behaviour that is initiated for that task can again be anything. Once that is finished entity A confirms the activity (confirm activity) with itself. Here, again, there is truly integrated behaviour. The entity in question acts, on autonomy of itself as an agent, as both a workflow engine and a workflow resource.

Hybrid Agent-Activity: An entity performs some agent functionality in this Agent-Activity (any combination of internal action, send message and receive message). At each step it checks the intermediary results for certain conditions (internal action). If these checks return as critical values the data is gathered (internal action) and provided as a workflow task to a human administrator. Requesting the corresponding workitem (request workitem) means that the administrator is checking the problem. A confirmation (confirm activity) signals the entity that there is no problem and that it can continue with the remaining agent functionality. A cancellation (cancel activity) signals the entity that there is a problem, in which case the current data is stored in the knowledge base (internal action) and the Agent-Activity is aborted.

Hybrid Agent-Activity: An entity stands by to receive any message from a specific group of other entities (receive message). When a message is received the data from it is extracted (internal action) and provided as a parameter for an otherwise standardised task for a human system monitoring user. That task only contains the request workitem and confirm activity operations. A cancellation in this case is not necessary from an application perspective, since the monitor is only made aware of potential issues in the system. The confirmation only models that the monitor has acknowledged the message. Any further behaviour is outside the scope of the functionality of this Agent-Activity.

9.1.2 Basic Petri Net Model

After having described the Agent-Activity concept in the previous section, this current section provides a basic Petri net model. That model can be seen in Figure 9.3. The Petri net structure in that figure is the basic version of the Agent-Activity construct (see Definition C.3). The current model serves as the basis for any implementation.

The model in Figure 9.3 contains a number of uplinks of synchronous channels. These Uplinks represent the interface to management facilities and functionality within the integrated entity executing the Agent-Activity. Details of that functionality, as well as functional models and implementations, are discussed in the context of the reference architecture in Section 9.2 and the prototypes in later chapters. For this model it is assumed that the management facilities are able to directly and instantaneously provide the necessary data objects to the Agent-Activity.

Note that, without the management facilities serving as an execution environment, the model in Figure 9.3 is not functional, i.e. the transitions are unable to fire. However, for the current purposes, i.e. the further specification of the Agent-Activity concept, a more complex functional model including the management would not provide additional insights into the Agent-Activity concept.

The previous section described the Agent-Activity concept in its basic form. There are two major, practically-oriented enhancements to that concept included in the model presented in this section. While not affecting the fundamental concept and function of the
Agent-Activity, these enhancements improve the usability and versatility. Since these enhancements have, historically, been part of the Agent-Activity since its inception they are presented here as part of the Petri net model. The enhancements are the introduction of a triggering mode and the flexible update of the Agent-Activity at runtime.

Triggering of Agent-Activities mustn’t necessarily happen directly. It is feasible to postpone the triggering of an Agent-Activity, even when all direct preconditions are satisfied. For postponing the triggering of an Agent-Activity there is a distinction rooted in agent-orientation. Apart from a direct triggering mode without delay, a reactive and proactive triggering mode for an Agent-Activity are possible. Reactive triggering means that triggering is postponed until the integrated entity receives some kind of external stimulus. That stimulus can be a message from another entity or some kind of direct instruction from the system or a human user. Finally, proactive triggering means that triggering is postponed until the integrated entity itself decides to trigger the Agent-Activity. This can happen when a certain value is achieved in the knowledge base or through more complex decision making mechanisms, which would equate to another Agent-Activity performing internal agent actions. Reactive and proactive triggering can be very useful from an application modelling point of view and are included in the Agent-Activity concept because of this.

Likewise, the flexible update of an Agent-Activity is a desirable feature. As Agent-Activities are not instantaneous and may be executed for a prolonged period of time, the circumstances of the execution may change. In such cases an Agent-Activity that was started may not be required anymore, at least not in its original form. Of course, it would simply be possible to abort the Agent-Activity and retrigger it with the changed parameters. However, this is a rather severe reaction if, for example, only one agent action should be omitted in the Agent-Activity or if an additional branch of actions or operations should be added. Therefore, the Agent-Activity model features the possibility to update the Agent-Activity at runtime. What exactly can be updated and how the update, or rather the migration of data between the states, is realised is entirely dependent on the implementation. For the model presented in this section it is only important that there is an update mechanism that is capable of replacing all runtime data of an Agent-Activity including its internal process at any time during the execution.

In general, the Petri net structure of the model in Figure 9.3 defines only the life-cycle of an Agent-Activity instance. It defines how and where it is triggered, updated, aborted, finished and the actions and operations of the internal process executed. All of the data of an Agent-Activity instance needs to be stored and made available in another component. That component also needs to keep track of the state of the Agent-Activity as far as that state is not concerned with the direct life-cycle, i.e. everything that is handled in the Agent-Activity net structure of Figure 9.3. Important elements that the component needs to track are the actual internal process, its state/progress, the different parameters, (intermediate) results etc. The component is called the Agent-Activity-Object (AAO).

Key Term Definition C.6 (Agent-Activity-Object (AAO)). The Agent-Activity-Object (AAO) completely encapsulates the substance of an Agent-Activity instance. It keeps the internal process, runtime state, parameters and any other data pertaining to an Agent-Activity instance during that instance’s life-cycle.

Object, in this case, does not refer to an object in the sense of object-oriented programming. It refers to a general, abstract object that serves as the container for the data and non-life-cycle-related state. What kind of object the AAO actually is entirely dependent on the implementation. It might, in fact, be a Java object, an option that was
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Considered during the development of the concept and later prototypes. In the model in Figure 9.3, however, the AAO is considered to be another Petri net. This choice was made in anticipation of later prototypes that implement the AAO as a Petri net as well. The exact functionality contained within the AAO is not relevant for the purposes of this discussion. Details and functional models and implementations are discussed in the context of later prototypes. For now, the AAO is just a container for all the data of an Agent-Activity, including the description and representation of the internal process. Apart from that the most important function of the AAO is to keep track of the state of the internal process, i.e. which actions and operations have already been executed and which are still to be executed.

Note that the use of the AAO emphasises modularity and reusability in Agent-Activities. An Agent-Activity instance encapsulated by an AAO can be reused elsewhere easily. It is also very easy to replace or modify an AAO without affecting the composition and relations of Agent-Activities in the overall behaviour of an integrated entity. By providing this additional level of abstraction, it increases the usability of Agent-Activities in general.

The following description is based on an excerpt from Wagner and Moldt, 2015a, pp. 10–11, where this basic Agent-Activity construct was originally presented. Note that inscriptions of the model have been changed since the original presentation in order to have a uniform terminology throughout all models and prototypes of this thesis.

0 - Preconditions: The starting points of the model are the preconditions of the Agent-Activity. There can be an arbitrary number of preconditions for any Agent-
Activity, although, to keep the model simple, Figure 9.3 just features one. Preconditions are all the places connected by arcs to the transition 1. Input parameters for the Agent-Activity are inscribed in (variable param) and provided by these arcs.

1 - Triggering the Agent-Activity: When the preconditions are satisfied the Agent-Activity can be triggered. This is when the Agent-Activity actually begins. As described in the general concept, there are three different variants to trigger an Agent-Activity: direct, reactive and proactive. Triggering mode is not visible in the model, as it is specified directly in each Agent-Activity and is managed by the facilities within the entity. Those management facilities ensure that triggering only occurs when both the preconditions of the Agent-Activity and the preconditions of the triggering mode are fulfilled. When the triggering begins the management facilities of the entity read the data for the Agent-Activity from the knowledge base. From that data and the parameter data the initial AAO is instantly created, transferred to the Agent-Activity and put on the central place 2. The parameter data is set as one of the parameters of the AAO via a synchronous channel downlink.

2 - Executing an action or operation: The central place holds the AAO during the main part of the execution of the Agent-Activity. From this place the AAO can execute the individual actions and operations. The AAO can execute all actions and operations concurrently that are enabled in the current state of the Agent-Activity and internal process. Agent actions fire the transition 2a, workflow operations fire the transition 2b.

3 - Updating the AAO: Updating an AAO is handled by the transition connected to the :update(aao_old,aao_new) channel. It removes the old AAO (aao_old) from the central place 2 and puts an updated AAO (aao_new) back. Updates are initiated by the management facilities within the executing integrated entity.

4 - Aborting the Agent-Activity: If at any point of the execution of the Agent-Activity a problem occurs or the entity itself decides to abort the execution, this part of the net is fired and a local rollback initiated. The transition connected to the :abort(aao) channel is fired, controlled by the management facilities in the executing integrated entity. It removes the AAO from the central place 2 and initiates a cleanup in the management and administrative facilities of the entity. The original input parameters are read from the AAO and the different tokens put back onto their respective precondition places. The Agent-Activity can then trigger again.

5 - Finishing the Agent-Activity: Once the internal process of the Agent-Activity has successfully been completed the management facilities in the executing entity can initiate the finalisation of the Agent-Activity. The transition connected to the channel :finish(aao,result), removes the AAO from the net-structure and generates the result token 5 from it. Any output tokens carried through the Agent-Activity from the input parameters unchanged are also read from the AAO at this point. The management facilities then finish the Agent-Activity administratively.

Parts 4 and 5 realise the only ways to end the execution of an Agent-Activity. This realises the described task-like atomicity of an Agent-Activity, as it can only be successfully finished in part 5 or aborted with a local rollback in part 4.

6 - Postconditions: The postconditions are the places connected to the Agent-Activity finish transition 5 by outgoing arcs. As with the preconditions there can be an arbitrary number of them.

5The result is one object, although it is feasible to be a composite like a tuple or a list.
This concludes the descriptions of the general concept of the **Agent-Activity**. The following section describes the execution environment necessary for supporting **Agent-Activity** in integrated entities. More concrete, technical and practical details on the **Agent-Activity** are provided in the context of the descriptions of the prototypical implementations in the following chapters.

### 9.2 The Agent-Activity Reference Architecture

The previous section described the **Agent-Activity** concept. The **Agent-Activity** concept in of itself only describes how an **Agent-Activity** functions inside an integrated entity. In order to actually execute **Agent-Activities**, an integrated entity and the system surrounding it require a specific form and specialised functionality. This form and functionality is defined in the reference architecture described in this current section. The reference architecture supplements the **Agent-Activity** concept to create the full **Agent-Activity** integration approach.

**Key Term Definition C.7 (Agent-Activity Reference Architecture).** The **Agent-Activity** reference architecture describes how a system needs to be constructed that features **Agent-Activities** to realise the integration of agents and workflows. It consists of four nested levels, from the bottom: Process-protocols, integrated entities, platform and management, system.

The reference architecture for the **Agent-Activity** integration approach is illustrated in Figure 9.4. The development of the reference architecture was strongly influenced by the MULAN reference architecture (see Section 2.2.3). In fact, the basic form of four nested layers is retained. Even more so, when ignoring the workflow aspects the two reference architecture are nearly identical in their composition.

Indeed, rooting the reference architecture in MULAN was a deliberate design decision. The MULAN reference architecture represents an established and well-understood description of multi-agent systems through (reference) Petri nets. Since the integration models of this thesis are also based on (reference) Petri nets, exactly this kind of description is required for the agent-side of the **Agent-Activity** approach. That agent-side only needs to be supplemented with workflow and hybrid management functionality in order to also support the workflow and integration sides of the **Agent-Activity**.

Consequently, the approach chosen to develop the reference architecture was to take the MULAN reference architecture as the concrete basis and enrich each level of it with the required workflow functionality. The result is the reference architecture seen in Figure 9.4.

**Agent-Activities** are the core of the reference architecture. They are combined into larger sets of behaviours called process-protocols (process-protocol level of the reference architecture). Process-protocols are executed by integrated entities (integrated entity level of the reference architecture). These integrated entities are executed in management systems in the **platform and management** level. The elements of the platform and management level make up the system level. That level is implicit, meaning that it is not modelled directly, but is rather generated automatically by the elements contained within it.

---

Note that the term reference architecture describes an architecture that modellers can refer to when developing systems that features the **Agent-Activity** integration approach. The term does not imply a connection to the reference Petri net formalism. Reference Petri nets can, and are in later chapters, used to implement the **Agent-Activity** integration approach including the reference architecture. However, this is just one of the possible implementations.
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Key Term Definition C.8 (Process-protocol). Process-protocols are larger behaviours of integrated entities that combine Agent-Activities into ordered processes.

Due to the different abstraction levels of modelling in agents and workflows (see Section 7.1.1) their management levels also differ. A workflow system consists of workflows being managed by a workflow management system. The core of a workflow management system, according to the WfMC (see Section 2.3.1), is the workflow enactment service (Definition 2.17) which contains workflow engines (Definition A.7) that execute the workflows. An agent system, according to the Mulan reference architecture, consists of agent platforms that execute agents that execute protocols. This represents a mismatch between the two management views, which had to be addressed in the reference architecture for the Agent-Activity integration approach.

The relation between the Agent-Activity reference architecture and the levels of workflow and agent systems can be seen in Figure 9.5. More details are provided when the individual levels are discussed in the following.

Level 1: Process-protocols The first level of the reference architecture describes the behaviour of integrated entities. The level and elements of this level are called process-protocols. This references the fact that it is a mixture of a workflow process and an agent protocol. Here, the individual Agent-Activities are combined into more complex behaviours. Note that, like the Agent-Activity itself, each process-protocol instance is executed by exactly one integrated entity. However, an integrated entity can have an arbitrary amount of process-protocols defined for it.
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Regarding the corresponding levels of agents and workflows there is a direct correspondence to the protocol level of the Mulan architecture. In fact, process-protocols including only Agent-Activities that contain exclusively agent actions and regular agent protocols are equivalent. As indicated by Figure 9.5, a similar observation can’t be made for workflows. An integrated entity is, conceptually, closer to a workflow engine than to a workflow. However, in order to equalise the abstraction levels between agents and workflows they are equated with the workflows they execute. While the integrated entity is a workflow engine it is also the workflow itself, indicated as such in Figure 9.5. This also explains why the conceptual workflow level spans beyond the process-protocol level and into the entity level.

In addition to being agent, workflow and workflow engine the integrated entity also needs to represent resources in the system. Consequently, a large amount of management
functionality is required and provided by facilities internal to the integrated entities. These facilities are called the management backend of the integrated entity. That management functionality includes:

- Management of currently active Agent-Activities of an entity
- Management and execution of triggers for Agent-Activities
- Workflow engine management of workitems and activities in currently executed process-protocols and Agent-Activities
- Workflow resource management of workitems available to the represented resource
- Workflow resource management of currently active activities of the represented resource
- Agent management of agent interactions and internal agent mechanisms
- Provision of agent components (e.g. knowledge base, process-protocol factory)
- Support and facilitation of both agent actions and workflow operations
- Provision and management of interface to further management functionality in the platform and management level

Key Term Definition C.9 (Backend). The (technical) backend of an integrated entity provides the internal management facilities for each integrated entity in the Agent-Activity reference architecture. It contains management functionality to support the execution and triggering of Agent-Activities, as well as of all agent actions and workflow operations (in both engine and resource variants).

**Level 3: Platform and Management** The third level of the reference architecture describes the direct execution environment for integrated entities. The level is called platform and management, as are the elements of it. Each platform and management can execute an arbitrary number of integrated entities. A platform and management is responsible managing the life-cycle and interactions between the integrated entities executed on it. It also provides support for communication between integrated entities on different platform and management elements in a system.

This level corresponds directly to the agent platform level of MULAN. However, as the additional workflow management functionality is continuously active, it is never completely equivalent to a MULAN agent platform. On the workflow side, the discrepancy introduced by the entities being workflow engines is solved. The platform and management level contains all the workflow management functionality besides the workflow engine functionality.

Consequently, the functionality required on this level includes the entirety of agent and workflow management (except workflow engines). As a reference for the required management functionality the FIPA (see Section 2.2.2) standards and WfMC reference model (see Section 2.3.1) are used.

- Management of integrated entity life-cycles
- Management of communication between integrated entities
- Agent management according to FIPA standards including an AMS and a DF
- Workflow management WFES and interfaces according to the WfMC
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**Level 4: System** The fourth and final level is the system level. The system level is the implicit representation of the entire system. It provides a global perspective on both the structure and behaviour, provided through the integrated entities in the appropriate states.

It being implicit means that it is not explicitly modelled. This is a departure from the classical MULAN towards the more practically oriented CAPA implementation of that architecture. The system level there is automatically and implicitly generated by the agent platforms active in the system. The same principle is applied here. There is no explicit connection between the individual elements of the platform and management level necessary because it is assumed that they are capable of communicating and interacting with one another in a technical way.

On this level, the correspondence to agent and workflow systems is balanced. The system level directly corresponds to both agent systems in MULAN and workflow systems.

Functionality on this level is not mandatory. However, to support modelling, administrating and monitoring a system a number of options are available here. The generation of a perspective on the global structure and behaviour, for example, is a versatile and desirable tool for system modellers. This is picked up again later in this thesis.

9.3 Final Conceptual Evaluation

This chapter presented the Agent-Activity integration approach. It is a refinement and specification of the basic approach of integration via agent actions and workflow operations. It consists of two main parts, the Agent-Activity concept and the reference architecture. To conclude this chapter, the approach is discussed as a whole and finally evaluated using the integration criteria from Section 7.3. The latter is done to examine if the desired integration characteristics have changed compared to the basic approach of integration via actions and operations.

An integrated entity that is capable of executing agent actions and workflow operations exhibits an agent state whenever it executes agent actions and a workflow state whenever it executes workflow operations. This is the basic approach, as discussed in Section 8.1.4, of an integration via agent actions and workflow operations. That basic approach evaluated well in regards to the individual integration criteria.

The concrete Agent-Activity integration approach fully realises the basic approach and enriches it with a number of things. First and foremost, the Agent-Activity provides an additional abstraction that allows the integration to happen not just instantaneously, but for an extended period of time. This allows for entities to actually utilise integration mechanisms beyond the instant that takes up the execution of an individual action or operation.

Related to that, Agent-Activities also vastly simplify the determination of state of an integrated entity. Agent-Activities are executed for a period of time and during that time the entity that executes the Agent-Activity is what the internal process of the Agent-Activity determines it to be. If the Agent-Activity contains only agent actions it is an agent, if it contains workflow operations it is a workflow and if it contains both it is a hybrid. A modeller only needs to consider which Agent-Activities are executed at any one time to recognise the state and function of the integrated entities. This also improves the ability to distinguish between structure and behaviour, which was an issue in the basic integration via actions and operations because all entities are always idle agents. While this is still true for integrated entities using Agent-Activities it is alleviated by the clear distinction provided by the currently executing Agent-Activities. Agent-Activities also happen either fully or not at all, adopting task-like atomicity aligning with
the consideration of Agent-Activities as abstract tasks of integrated entities. This can be utilised by system modellers to make assumptions about the behaviour of the system.

The basic Petri net model adds some additional features. Triggering modes enable the postponement of Agent-Activities until additional external parameters are fulfilled. This increases the versatility of the concept. Additionally, the flexible update mechanism introduces the desirable trait of adaptivity. Through it, changing runtime parameters can be handled without losing already made process. However, the extent of the effect the flexible update mechanism has is entirely dependent on how it is implemented. Another feature added by the basic Petri net model is the separation of life-cycle and substance of the Agent-Activity. The Agent-Activity construct shown in Figure 9.3 defines and controls the life-cycle of an Agent-Activity instance while the AAO encapsulates its substance. Parameters, input/output data, (intermediate) results, state and the internal process are all encapsulated in the Agent-Activity-Object (AAO). The AAO signifies the single object that needs to be changed if an Agent-Activity is to be adapted. It can also be easily injected into any other Agent-Activity construct in the behaviour of an integrated entity where the same actions and operations are needed again. Consequently, the AAO emphasises modularity and reusability of the Agent-Activity.

Lastly, the reference architecture provides a system and management perspective for the Agent-Activity. It describes what a system executing Agent-Activities needs to provide in terms of form and functionality. It also provides an understanding of which parts of an agent and workflow system can be found where in an integration system.

In conclusion, the Agent-Activity approach adds details to the basic approach of integration via actions and operations that are not only essential to actually realising such an integration, but also directly improves it in a number of areas. To complete this part of the discussion, the following reexamines the different integration criteria and discuss them in the context of the results obtained in this chapter.

**Criterion MC1: Integrated Entities**: Integrated entities are fully used in the Agent-Activity integration approach. Whether an entity is an agent, a workflow or a hybrid depends entirely on the Agent-Activities it executes at any time.

On a related side note, an interesting idea is whether or not just the integrated entities are considered as agents, workflows or hybrids, but also the Agent-Activities themselves can be considered in these terms. Conceptually, that is possible. By equating the prescribed behaviour of an agent/workflow/hybrid defined in the Agent-Activity with the agent/workflow/hybrid itself the Agent-Activity becomes that agent/workflow/hybrid. This is an interesting approach because it emphasises an even stronger hierarchy not just of integrated entities (see Criterion Mgt2) but also within integrated entities. However, this idea is not pursued further for this approach or the following prototypes.

**Criterion MC2: Entity Dynamic**: The state of the integrated entities is determined by the Agent-Activities it executes. In contrast to the basic approach via actions and operations, the Agent-Activity approach addresses the issues stemming from the fleeting nature of actions and operations. Instead of changing the state dynamically according to the individual actions and operations, the longer lasting Agent-Activities determine the state. This provides the same, full amount of dynamic for the state of the integrated entity without suffering from issues related to instantaneous actions and operations.

**Criterion MC3: Logical Entities**: Every integrated entity is a blank container that is only "filled" with substance through the Agent-Activities. Consequently, every element can be regarded in these terms without restrictions.
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**Criterion SB1: Structure of the System**: The structure of the system is constituted by integrated entities that perform agent actions in Agent-Activities and are thus agents. Platforms are also covered as specialised agents that still utilise agent actions. There is no change to the basic approach.

**Criterion SB2: Behaviour of the System**: The behaviour of the system is constituted by Agent-Activities being executed by integrated entities. An Agent-Activity describes an abstract task or, in other words, a logical unit of work. Tasks form workflows, meaning that Agent-Activities as abstract tasks form abstract workflows. These workflows are not connected with the workflow operations happening within the Agent-Activities, but rather describe the overall behaviour of the integrated entities. Integrated entities execute the Agent-Activities as abstract workflow engines. Here, an argument analogous to the concrete level can be made, where integrated entities as workflow engines for the workflow tasks/operations within the Agent-Activities are equated to those workflows. Consequently, the behaviour of the system is constituted by the Agent-Activities executed in it, which in turn constitute abstract workflows thus fulfilling this criterion. The difference between the abstract workflow and the concrete behaviour contained within the Agent-Activities is equivalent to the subordination relation described for the general approach.

**Criterion SB3: Mutual Incorporation I**: The behaviour of integrated entities is defined in its process-protocols that contain Agent-Activities. Modelling interactions between entities as agents with Agent-Activities containing workflow operations is fully supported. However, regular agent interactions are also fully supported and are not restricted. Consequently, there is no change to the basic approach.

**Criterion SB4: Mutual Incorporation II**: Integrated entities can represent any kind of resource. They also serve as the workflow engines for the workflows they execute. Due to the agent functionality being constantly (though idly) active, both of these roles also coincide with the entities being agents, thus fulfilling the criterion.

**Criterion ToP1: Properties and Mechanisms**: Integrated entities have full access to agent and workflow functionality. They can consequently freely combine any mechanism of either functionality by employing and combining agent actions and workflow operations accordingly. This completely fulfils this criterion.

**Criterion ToP2: Agent Actions and Workflow Operations**: Agent-Activities consist of an arbitrary combination of agent actions and workflow operations, thus fulfilling this criterion directly.

**Criterion ToP3: Regular Multi-Agent Systems**: Regular multi-agent system can easily be built by using only Agent-Activities that contain agent actions exclusively.

**Criterion ToP4: Regular Workflow Systems**: Regular workflow systems can be built by using only Agent-Activities that contain workflow operations exclusively.

**Criterion Mgt1: Functionality**: As the state of each integrated entity is completely dynamic and dependent entirely on which Agent-Activities it executes, the functionality, which is distributed amongst the entities, is also distributed amongst a dynamically changing set of agents, workflows and hybrids. Therefore, this criterion is completely fulfilled.

**Criterion Mgt2: Hierarchies**: Integrated entities may initiate and even control one another. Consequently, logical hierarchies are possible to examine. Since the state of the integrated entities is dynamic and dependent on the Agent-Activities being executed,
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criterion MC1</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion MC2</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>Improved from basic approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion MC3</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion SB1</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion SB2</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>AGENT-ACTIVITIES determine state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion SB3</td>
<td>slightly limited</td>
<td>possible, yet not enforced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion SB4</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion ToP1</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion ToP2</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion ToP3</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion ToP4</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion Mgt1</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion Mgt2</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion Pra</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>Improved from basic approach</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9.1: Evaluation overview for Agent-Activities

that hierarchy also consists of a dynamic set of agents, workflows and hybrids. That
dynamic also means that boundary crossing between concepts is fully supported.

Criterion Pra: Practicability. Realisability and usability of the Agent-Activity
approach are higher than of the basic approach. This is natural, since the additional
details provide clear instructions on what exactly the system has to look like.

Regarding the distinction between structure and behaviour the abstraction provided
by the Agent-Activity concept also alleviates the issues in the basic approach of
integration via actions and operations. Even though each entity is always an (idle)
agent, the Agent-Activities an entity executes are the primary, deciding factor if
an entity is an agent, a workflow or a hybrid. Consequently, structure and behaviour
are clearly distinguishable through the Agent-Activities.

Table 9.1 summarises the evaluation. The Agent-Activity approach addresses the
limitation of the basic approach regarding the dynamic and solves the issue regarding
the inherent (idle) structural nature of entities by declaring Agent-Activities as the
primary factor in determining the state of an integrated entity. The practicality of the
approach is also better. Equally as important, the Agent-Activity approach doesn’t
evaluate worse or more restricted in any other criterion. Consequently, the more concrete
Agent-Activity approach can be seen as a distinct improvement to the basic approach
of integration via actions and operations. Not only does it provide the details necessary for
a realisation and implementation, the more concrete nature also allowed for some issues to
be resolved.

In conclusion, the Agent-Activity integration approach represents a fully elaborated
approach that describes an integration consistent with the vision and specification of an
integration as described in Section 7.1. The evaluations made in this section support the
decision to choose the basic approach of integration via actions and operations and elaborate
on it. Having exhausted the conceptual means of examining and discussing an integration,
the next step is to implement prototypes for the Agent-Activity approach that serve as a proof-of-concept for further examinations, analysis, application and discussion. The following chapter presents these prototypes.

Before moving on to the prototypes, the following presents a list of requirements a practical and technical system needs to implement in order to constitute a proof-of-concept for the Agent-Activity approach. That list is used at the end of the prototypes chapter to attest that the implemented system is, in fact, a proof-of-concept. These requirements describe the distinct mechanisms, constructs and components defined by the Agent-Activity approach. They are independent of the integration criteria. To qualify as a proof-of-concept of the Agent-Activity integration approach a system only needs to fulfil the requirements. Afterwards, in a separate discussion step, that system can be evaluated against the integration criteria to also validate that the integration is achieved as desired. For this chapter, the list also represents a concise summary of the Agent-Activity approach.

The Agent-Activity is the main modelling focus: Agent-Activities are the main focus of modelling. An Agent-Activity is an abstract task that encapsulates an internal process consisting of an ordered set of fundamental agent actions and basic workflow operations.

Agent-Activities are executed by integrated entities: Agent-Activities describe the behaviour of integrated entities as defined in Definition B.7. Therefore, Agent-Activities are executed by integrated entities (as opposed to being stand-alone constructs or being executed by entities not complying with Definition B.7).

Dynamic state determination of the executing integrated entity: The state of an integrated entity, meaning if it is an agent, a workflow, both or something in between, is defined dynamically at any point in time by the Agent-Activities it is executing. If an entity executes an Agent-Activity with only agent actions it is an agent. If it executes an Agent-Activity with only workflow operations it is a workflow. If it executes an Agent-Activity with both agent actions and workflow operations the entity is a hybrid of both agent and workflow. Concurrent Agent-Activities aggregate their state, meaning that if, for example, an entity executes an Agent-Activity with only agent actions and another one with only workflow operations concurrently, that entity’s state is both agent and workflow. Of the highest importance is that the state of the integrated entity is fleeting and dynamic, meaning that an entity can, for example, be a workflow at one point, an agent at the next and a hybrid after that.

Agent-Activities are atomic management units: Agent-Activities not only combine agent actions and workflow operations, but also provide form and function to that combination. This constitutes the integration of agents and workflows through the added abstraction. As a direct consequence, the Agent-Activities need to be atomic as to ensure that the form and function provided by them is achieved. Agent-Activities either happen fully or not at all.

The Agent-Activity life cycle is observed: The basic life cycle of an Agent-Activity, illustrated by the basic Petri net model from Section 9.1.2, is observed. This means an Agent-Activity can be triggered to be active and then executes its actions and operations. While it is active it can be updated or aborted. When the internal process is finished, the Agent-Activity itself can also finish.

Integrated entities are agents: This concerns the capabilities and idle state of the integrated entities executing the Agent-Activities. In general, the integrated entities must
represent agents according to the Mulan agent model within the prototype. This means they must be able to send and receive messages and also be able to execute internal actions.

Integrated entities are workflow engines: An integrated entity must have capabilities of providing local workflow management for workflow tasks defined through workflow operations in its own Agent-Activities. In this way, it must act as a workflow engine representing itself as the workflows it is executing.

Integrated entities are workflow resources: On the other hand, an integrated entity must be able to represent a workflow resource. It must have the capabilities of processing available workitems, requesting them and supporting the resource it represents in activity execution including the confirmation and cancellation of its activities.

Local and global management: All local management, especially workflow engine management, is provided by the entities themselves. In the runtime environment of those entities, global management facilities for both agents and workflows must be provided.

The reference architecture is distinctly realised: While the previous point already implicitly dealt with the levels of the reference architecture, that reference architecture must also be complied with explicitly in a practical system. This relates to the relationships between the different levels, especially the encapsulation and nesting of lower levels in the directly higher level. Process-protocols combine Agent-Activities into behaviour for and are executed in integrated entities. Integrated entities are managed by and executed in elements of the platform and management level. The entirety of the platform and management level is situated in the system level, which, opposed to the other three levels, is only implicitly modelled.
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This current chapter presents the different prototypes that were implemented during the creation of this thesis. Iteratively building on the results and lessons learned of each prototype concluded in the creation of the **Processes and Agents For a Full INtegration-System** (Paffin-System). The Paffin-System represents the technical proof-of-concept desired for the Agent-Activity integration approach. It was first presented in [Wagner et al., 2016b](https://www.paffin.de). More information can be found at the Paffin-System website[^1]. The Paffin-System as a technical proof-of-concept constitutes the technical part of the goal of this thesis as discussed in the introduction.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 10.1 provides some general notes on the prototypes discussed in the rest of the chapter. Next, Section 10.2 presents the main proof-of-concept for the Agent-Activity approach, the Paffin-System. Other prototypes not directly related to the Paffin-System are described in Section 10.3. Finally, Section 10.4 concludes this chapter.

10.1 General Notes on the Prototypes

This section presents some general notes on the prototypes. The purpose of this section is to provide general and overarching information about the different prototypes and their descriptions.

**Relation of the Prototypes** This chapter only presents the major prototypes created for this thesis. Minor prototypes for testing ideas or mechanisms concerning the integration of agents and workflows are not presented. Results from minor prototypes were ultimately subsumed and incorporated into the major, more technically elaborate prototypes. The chronological order of the major prototypes is listed below:

1. **Paffin Entity** Section 10.2.5
2. **Paffin Platform** Section 10.2.13
3. **The Agent-Activity Net Structure and AAO** Section 10.2.2
4. **Paffin Backend Control** Section 10.2.6
5. **Paffin Backend Agents** Section 10.2.8
6. **Paffin Backend Engine** Section 10.2.10
7. **Paffin Backend Resource** Section 10.2.11
8. **Paffin Platform WFMS** Section 10.2.14
9. **Internal Process and Paffin Net Components** Section 10.2.3
10. **Paffin Web GUI** Section 10.2.12
11. **Paffin Modelling** Section 10.2.4

[^1]: [https://www.paffin.de](https://www.paffin.de), maintained by the author of this thesis (last accessed May 28th, 2017)
12. Reactive and Proactive Triggering of Agent-Activities: Section 10.2.7
13. Paffin Decision Components: Section 10.2.9
14. Application Prototypes: Chapter 11 (Concurrently to other (framework) prototypes)

As indicated by the section references, the chronological order differs from the descriptive one in the thesis. The descriptive order provides a clearer understanding of prototypes as it is based on the factual relations of the prototypes, not the chronological. Prototypes are described from the bottom up w.r.t. the reference architecture. After a general overview of the system in Section 10.2.1, the descriptions start off on the process-protocol level. These prototypes, described in Section 10.2.2 and Section 10.2.4, implement the net structures, net components and subnets found in and directly related to process-protocols. Moving on to the Paffin level of the reference architecture, the prototypes in Sections 10.2.5 through 10.2.12 describe the Paffin net and its internal backend, which is the key component of the Paffin. Also included is the graphical web interface for human users, which is important for the description of the applications later on. The third level of the reference architecture consists of the Paffin platforms. The corresponding prototypes are described in Section 10.2.13 and Section 10.2.14. These prototypes describe the platform implementation, including the important workflow management aspects and database connection. The final level of the reference architecture, the system level, is only implicit. As a consequence, there are not implementation prototypes. The system level is addressed again in the discussion and evaluation chapters later on.

Development of the prototypes followed ideas from agile software development approaches [Beck, 1999, Coleman and Renaat, 1998, Gloger, 2010, Hazzan and Dubinsky, 2008, Meyer, 2014]. Within each prototype incremental and evolutionary iteration cycles were utilised in variation with reviews, tests and evaluative discussions with peers.

Even more so, the prototypes of the Paffin-System in themselves represent agile, incremental extensions of functionality. All prototypes described in Section 10.2 extend the functionality and expressiveness of the Paffin-System with additional, significant mechanisms. Each prototype does so by building on top of the already implemented functionality (cf. the chronological order of prototypes above). Naturally, these extensions can necessitate changes in already implemented components. The result is an evolution spanning the different prototypes, caused by internal (i.e. within each prototype) and external (i.e. caused by the development of other prototypes) cycles.

Ultimately, only the final version of each prototype is described in this chapter. The evolution a prototype underwent, though, is, wherever relevant, included in the descriptions.

Description of the Prototypes In the following section each individual prototype of the Paffin-System is described in an individual subsection. Each subsection, except the overview of architecture and ontology in Section 10.2.1, follows the same basic descriptive structure. That structure contains the following components, which are roughly oriented around the Paose development approach.

1. Purpose and Functionality: Shortly describes the purpose and importance of the current prototype and also outlines the functionality associated with that purpose. This provides the general context within the overall development of the Paffin-System.
2. Design: Provides a basic overview of how the functionality is implemented, including components associated with the prototype and the relations between them. Also discussed are the major design decisions of each prototype. Note that all design decisions were made by the author of this thesis, though they were often discussed
with colleagues and peers. An exception to that is the Paffin Web GUI prototype described in Section 10.2.12. This prototype was a collaboration with Dennis Schmitz, therefore the design decisions of that prototype were also made in collaboration.

3. **Implementation:** Provides details of the implementation of the current prototype. Specific parts of both the reference net and Java implementations are highlighted for that purpose.

4. **Conclusion:** Concludes the description of the prototype by examining how the purpose/functionality was achieved and discussing overarching aspects, issues and challenges, including, if applicable, future work visions.

The state of the described prototypes is also important to note. While the descriptions are categorised along the iterative, main prototypes, the actual content relates to the final state of the software. For the following descriptions this means that any intermediary results and states that were made obsolete at some point during development are not discussed here.

**Figures of Petri Nets from the Prototypes** The Paffin-System prototype spans six RENEW plugins that consist of more than 140 reference nets and numerous Java classes. The ontology of the overall system alone consists of more than 100 concepts. Consequently, it is not feasible to present all nets and classes of the prototypes within the scope of this thesis. Rather, the descriptions of the prototypes describe the realised functionality and highlight certain features and mechanisms through the most important nets and classes.

In general, the figures presented in this section directly correspond to nets used in the prototypes. However, many have been rearranged to fit better into the page layout of this thesis. Due to the large size of some nets, some figures also only show partial excerpts of the nets. These instances are clearly marked.

### 10.2 Paffin-System

The PROCESSES AND AGENTS FOR A FULL INTEGRATION-system (Paffin-System) represents the technical proof-of-concept for the AGENT-ACTIVITY integration approach. It implements a framework for modelling and executing systems featuring AGENT-ACTIVITIES by realising the reference architecture and providing suitable modelling tools. The core of the Paffin-System consists of 13 iterative prototypes.

Before beginning with the main descriptions the following key terms need to be defined:

**Key Term Definition C.10** (Paffin-System). The PROCESSES AND AGENTS FOR A FULL INTEGRATION-System (Paffin-System) is a modelling framework and technical implementation of the AGENT-ACTIVITY integration approach.

**Key Term Definition C.11** (Paffin Entity). A Paffin entity (or integrated Paffin entity or Paffin for short) is the implementation of an integrated entity in the Paffin-System.

The Paffin-System website[^2] contains relevant links to additional information about the Paffin-System, including instructions on how to access the current source code repository and Paffin Redmine project. Note that the following descriptions refer to the state of the prototype in April/May 2017. The prototype is still being actively developed in the context of successor theses.

[^2]: [https://www.paffin.de](https://www.paffin.de) maintained by the author of this thesis (last accessed May 28th, 2017)
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10.2.1 Paffin-System Overview

The PAFFIN-System, developed in incremental prototypes, was iteratively extended to realise the full AGENT-ACTIVITY integration approach. Each prototype implemented only part of the approach, so that all individual prototypes in combination represent the entire PAFFIN-System.

Technologically, the PAFFIN-System was not built from scratch. As the reference architecture of the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach was developed from the basis of the MULAN architecture, it was only appropriate to utilise the CAPA framework, the implementation of MULAN (see Section 2.2.3), for the implementation of the reference architecture. In doing so, the full agent side of the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach was already implemented from the beginning. Additionally, modelling and monitoring tools of the CAPA framework, like the MULANVIEWER (see Section 2.2.3), were directly available for the PAFFIN-System.

Using the foundation of CAPA, the main tasks for the creation of the PAFFIN-System revolved around implementing and incorporating the workflow management and integration concepts. The basic approach for each prototype was kept deliberately simple. First, identify the existing (CAPA) nets and classes that would be associated with the intended functionality. Second, determine if the existing nets could be modified for the new functionality or if new nets or classes needed to be implemented. Complete replacement of nets and classes was never necessary during the development of the PAFFIN-System. The nets and classes of CAPA all fulfil a certain purpose for the agent model. Since that agent model should be fully supported by the PAFFIN-System all of its functionality was required. Third, implement the new desired functionality in the nets and classes designated for it. Fourth and last, test the new functionality for that prototype. Prototype tests were kept simple and separated from the applications, which can be regarded as final, larger scale tests of the entire PAFFIN-System. They are not discussed further in these descriptions, but are examined in Chapter 11.

This current section presents an overview of the entire PAFFIN-System. It assumes, in advance, the full realisation of the PAFFIN-System that is achieved through the 13 individual prototypes. Its goal is to facilitate the following descriptions by providing context in the form of a complete system overview. Some global features, like the ontology, also can’t be assigned to one specific prototype and need to be discussed here.

The PAFFIN-System is implemented as a number of RENEW plugins. These plugins are provided in a separate RENEW project called Paffin. Through the use of Apache Ant\footnote{http://ant.apache.org/} as a build tool and xml configuration files, the PAFFIN plugins are incorporated into RENEW for development and execution. At the time of writing the PAFFIN framework consists of six RENEW plugins:

- **Paffin**: is the main plugin. It provides the ontology for the entire project.
- **PaffinEntity**: realises all functionality associated with an individual PAFFIN entity.
- **PaffinPlatform**: realises all functionality associated with a PAFFIN platform and management.
- **PaffinComponents**: provides standardised modelling (net) components for the PAFFIN context.
- **PaffinModelling**: provides a RENEW formalism realising the AGENT-ACTIVITY as a single transition for modelling.
- **PaffinWebGui**: realises a default graphical user interface (GUI) based on web services and accessible via internet browser.

In these plugins the entire functionality of the PAFFIN-System is implemented. Additional plugins from the context of RENEW, MULAN, CAPA and PAOSE are used by the PAFFIN-System. These are considered as part of the runtime environment and only discussed when the features or mechanisms in the individual prototypes require them for explanations.

Being implemented in RENEW with the CAPA basis means that most components of the PAFFIN-System are implemented as reference Petri nets. Additional functionality is provided in auxiliary Java\textsuperscript{4} classes. Individual components are connected in several ways. Nested nets are directly connected and communicate via synchronous channels. Net components, i.e. net structures within nets, may also be modularly combined to create composite nets. Components in different PAFFIN entities utilise asynchronous agent messages. Finally, certain components, especially those regarding the database and web GUI, communicate via Java calls or JSON\textsuperscript{5} messages.

Figure 10.1 shows the overall PAFFIN-System architecture. Each component of that figure corresponds to one net or class realising a specific bit of functionality in the PAFFIN-System. The AGENT-ACTIVITY reference architecture can be clearly distinguished in the architecture of the PAFFIN-System.

On the process-protocol level individual agent actions and workflow operations are combined into an internal process, which is nested in the AGENT-ACTIVITY-OBJECT (AAO), which is being executed within the AGENT-ACTIVITY-TRANSITION\textsuperscript{6}, multiple of which together form process-protocols.

Process-protocols themselves are executed in PAFFIN entities, which contain internal components responsible for handling and managing AGENT-ACTIVITIES, agent actions and workflow operations (as engine and resource). These internal management components are generally referred to as the technical backend of a PAFFIN entity (see Definition C.9), implemented in multiple reference nets. CAPA agent base functionality, including application-specific decisions components (DC), knowledge base and factory, are adopted from CAPA with only minor changes and extensions to facilitate the incorporation of integration aspects. Due to their nature as integrated entities, PAFFINS require both an agent and a workflow interface. Technically, both interfaces are implemented through the adopted CAPA agent interface using agent messages exclusively. The agent interface does so directly and explicitly, while the workflow interface uses transparent (for users and modellers) administrative (i.e. automatic and non-application-specific) messages to and from the management facilities on the platform and management level. These administrative messages are controlled and processed by two standardised decisions components implementing the engine and resource interfaces respectively. The technical unification of agent and workflow interfaces into one interface between PAFFIN entities and the platform and management level was a technical design decision, elaborated on later in the individual prototypes, favouring uniformity and maintainability.

In addition to the regular PAFFIN entities, which implement application functionality, the GUI PAFFIN entity is a special kind of PAFFIN providing (only) the GUI for human users. Each PAFFIN entity that requires a GUI initiates and controls, via administrative agent messages, one GUI PAFFIN. That control is implemented in another standardised DC

\textsuperscript{4}https://java.com/ (last accessed May 28th, 2017)
\textsuperscript{5}JavaScript Object Notation, http://www.json.org/ (last accessed May 28th, 2017)
\textsuperscript{6}The AGENT-ACTIVITY-TRANSITION implements the AGENT-ACTIVITY construct (see Section 9.1.2) as a single transition at modelling time which is translated by RENEW during compilation into a complex Petri net structure for execution.
Figure 10.1: PaFNet System architecture overview (modified from Wagner et al., 2016b)
in the regular PAFFIN, which communicates with a standardised DC in the GUI PAFFIN, which in turn uses the CAPA WEBGATEWAY to provision and display the GUI.

On the platform and management level, the basic CAPA infrastructure is maintained and extended with a platform-specific WFMS implemented as a standardised PAFFIN entity. That standardised platform WFMS PAFFIN entity has the same significance as and is started automatically alongside the standard AMS and DF PAFFINS adopted from the FIPA standards (see Section 2.2.2) and the CAPA platforms. The platform WFMS utilises standardised decisions components to control interaction with engines and resources, as well as with an external database used for accessing persistently stored data.

The legend of Figure 10.1 indicates where in the following sections each component is discussed in higher detail.

The purpose of the PAFFIN-System is to provide a framework for the creation of applications utilising an integration of agents and workflows. Consequently, Figure 10.1 indicates the applications as the topmost level of the architecture building on all components beneath it. Most of the components of the PAFFIN-System architecture are standardised. Only a few of them need to be actively modelled for an application. These include the process-protocols and all components contained within them, the decision components, the knowledge, the database task data and the GUI. Application modelling in the PAFFIN-System is discussed in Section 11.1 before the specific applications are presented. In that section the overall architecture is also revisited in Figure 11.1 in which the artefacts required for application modelling are highlighted.

In order to get the different components of the architecture to understand one another, a common vocabulary is required. This vocabulary is provided by an ontology in CAPA, describing Java classes that correspond to concepts that are used within a system. Each concept has a defined number of fields of arbitrary (Java) types. The ontology mechanism from CAPA was directly adopted into the PAFFIN-System. The main ontology diagram for the PAFFIN-System can be seen in Figures 10.2 and 10.3. Figures 10.2 and 10.3 do not contain all concepts of the PAFFIN-System. Additional concepts were introduced with the GUI plugin. Those additions are discussed in the context of the corresponding prototype.

The ontology diagram in Figures 10.2 and 10.3 describes all the concepts that are used in the framework provided by the PAFFIN-System. Applications built in the framework require access to only a few of the concepts. In general these concepts are mostly used for framework-internal management purposes. Due to the size of the ontology model it is unreasonable to present each concept individually, many of which only differ in slight, semantic ways. The following instead presents the basic groups of ontology concepts to provide an overview.

As an illustrative example to provide a better understanding of the role of the ontology, take the concept of paffin-task for example. It can be found as the top right-most element of the Workflow Concepts group of concepts in Figure 10.3. A paffin-task describes a workflow task within the PAFFIN-System. It has seven fields: A name, a title, a description, a set of required permissions, an assignable flag (indicating if this task can be automatically assigned) and two objects designating what a PAFFIN requesting this task must do to start the associated work either with a human user with a GUI or as an automatic resource itself. A paffin-task object contains all the general data of a task and defines, for the components of the PAFFIN-System, how that data can be accessed. Inheriting from the paffin-task concept are the paffin-workitem and paffin-activity concepts which enrich the task data with runtime and execution data.

---

7Due to the size of the ontology diagram it is split into two figures in this document. It still is only one modelling artefact.
Figure 10.2: PAFFIN-System ontology (without GUI concepts), part 1
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Figure 10.3: PAFFIN-System ontology (without GUI concepts), part 2
As an explanatory note for Figures 10.2 and 10.3, there are three standardised concepts in each ontology diagram: concept, agent-action and predicate. These are used by the RENEW ontology plugin to create specific forms of ontology concepts that provide slightly different functionality. Ontology entries inheriting from the concept superclass are generic concepts/objects containing getters and setters for each field. Entries inheriting from agent-action describe specialised messages being sent from one agent (here Paffin) to another. Note that agent-action does not directly refer to fundamental agent actions in the sense that they are used in this thesis. Incidentally though, agent-action concepts are compiled into Java objects, which are sent as agent messages, which does indeed relate them to that particular fundamental agent action. Finally, predicate concepts describe special ontology objects that are intended as answers and notifications or results for agent-action concepts.

Executor Actions and Application Actions: Executor actions are used in workflow tasks that are executed by Paffin entities as resources. These Paffin entities need to know which process-protocol to start for a task and ontology concepts inheriting from the ResourceTaskAction are used to determine this. The Application Actions are test actions that illustrate how to use executor actions.

AGENT-ACTIVITY Related Actions: This group of actions are used to trigger AGENT-ACTIVITIES reactively or inform their Paffin of updates to them at runtime.

Engine WFMS Actions: Actions that are exchanged between Paffin entities acting as workflow engines and the platform WFMS are contained in this group. These include actions to inform the WFMS of available workitems, (confirmable) activities and of operations performed directly by the engines on tasks.

WFMS Resource Actions: This group of actions contains those actions that are exchanged between the platform WFMS and Paffin entities acting as resources. Actions for registering and deregistering a resource, updating different lists of workitems and activities and initiating workflow operations are contained in this group.

Workflow Concepts: This group contains the concepts directly related to workflow management. Resources, users, tasks, workitems, activities, credentials, roles and permissions are described here. These concepts allow the system to manage elements described by these concepts. This group also contains the concepts that are stored in the database (indicated in Figure 10.3). These concepts contain additional data and information about workflow management that needs to be persistently stored.

Workflow Ops. Errors: Concepts from this group are used to indicate that workflow operations have experienced some kind of error. The platform WFMS can observe these errors and determine how to solve the existing issues according to these concepts. Possible errors include, for example, invalid activities, invalid credentials of a resource, missing permissions etc.

Result Predicates: The result predicates group contains predicate concepts that are used to inform all participants of the WFMS (engines, resources and the platform WFMS) of the results of workflow operations. These are used to confirm or acknowledge operations or inform participants of errors that have occurred. The concepts of the workflow operations errors group are used as content for the concepts of this current group.

Clearly, the ontology diagram for the Paffin-System is very workflow-centric. Except for the executor actions and the AGENT-ACTIVITY related actions groups, all other groups
are concerned with workflow management. This can be traced back to the CAPA origin of the Paffin-System. To reiterate, the Paffin-System builds upon CAPA and incorporates workflow and integration management into that framework. Consequently, all ontology concepts regarding exclusively agents are provided by the CAPA basis and do not need to be redefined.

10.2.2 The Agent-Activity Net Structure and AAO

**Purpose and Functionality** The Agent-Activity net structure defines the complete life-cycle of an Agent-Activity, from triggering to finishing or abortion. Within that net structure, an instance of an Agent-Activity, including all data, is represented and encapsulated by an Agent-Activity-Object (AAO, see Definition C.6). The Agent-Activity net structure represents the realisation of the Agent-Activity concept (see Definition C.2) and the main modelling building block for the process-protocols (see Definition C.8) of the reference architecture of the Agent-Activity approach (see Definition C.7). The required functionality of both the Agent-Activity net structure and the AAO are equivalent to the basic Petri net model for an Agent-Activity construct from Section 9.1.2.

**Design** The coarse design of the Agent-Activity net structure can be seen in Figure 10.4. The only directly discernible differences between the model of Figure 10.4 and the basic Petri net model from Section 9.1.2 and Figure 9.3 is that the triggering and updating an Agent-Activity are no longer instantaneously handled by one transition. This change was made, since instantaneous triggering and updating would limit the management options. Instantaneous triggering would require the AAO to be instantly ready for execution, which would only be possible to implement for very simple variants that could not handle complex states, parameters and internal processes. An instantaneous update mechanism faces analogous challenges.

In the Paffin-System, triggering happens in two steps. The first step retains the name *trigger*, since it is the first administrative action being performed for an Agent-Activity.
instance. Triggering the Agent-Activity in the Agent-Activity net structure initiates
the creation of the AAO in the technical backend of the Paffin entity and puts the
Agent-Activity into a pending status. After the AAO is created and all management
preparations\(^8\) are complete, the AAO is passed back to the Agent-Activity net structure
in the second step named deploy AAO. Updating also happens in two steps. The first step,
Initiate AAO Update, initiates the update with the technical backend by handing over
the existing AAO. The technical backend can then update the AAO as desired, while the
Agent-Activity net structure is in the Updating state. Once the AAO has been updated
by the technical backend, the updated or new AAO is handed back via the Complete AAO
Update transition to the Active place. Here it can resume or restart its work according to
the update.

From a coarse design perspective, the remainder of the Agent-Activity net structure
directly corresponds to the basic Petri net model from Section 9.1.2.

Two major design decision need to be highlighted for this prototype:

**Functionality range of the AAO:** The capabilities of the AAO are another important design
decision made during the development of this prototype. The AAO encapsulates all
data and state pertaining to the execution of one Agent-Activity instance. As such,
it not only needs to be able to store parameters and other runtime data, as well as the
internal process, it also needs to provide an interface between the description of agent
actions and workflow operations in the internal process and the technical backend of
the Paffin entity. Furthermore, access to runtime data also needs to be provided to
the internal process, which might use it in its actions and operations. Consequently
the design of the AAO requires the following functionality:

- Initialising the Agent-Activity
- Storing and providing access to the runtime parameters
- Storing, instantiating and providing access to the internal process
- Providing the interface for the execution of agent actions and workflow operations
- Providing management access for workitem and activity lists
- Terminating the Agent-Activity

As the runtime data storage, interface and management functionality is required for all
Agent-Activities the design also specifies that that part of the AAO is standardised.
This leaves the internal process of the Agent-Activity as the only part of the AAO
that is specific to a particular Agent-Activity. Consequently, from a modelling
perspective the AAO can and commonly is equated to the internal process it contains.

**Agent-Activity parameters:** The Agent-Activity parameters can be seen in the lower
bar in Figure 10.4. They represent the data objects necessary for the execution of an
Agent-Activity. The parameters, in order, are:

- The name of the Agent-Activity
- The name of the AAO
- The input parameters as variables from the preconditions
- The result as a variable for the postconditions
- The triggering mode

\(^8\)These are discussed in the prototype for the technical backend control in Section 10.2.6.
The name of the Agent-Activity identifies the Agent-Activity for management purposes. The name of the AAO identifies the specific AAO used in this Agent-Activity. As discussed above, the AAO is standardised except for the internal process it contains, which means the name of the AAO is, in practice, the name of the (non-standardised, application-specific) internal process. By distinguishing between the name of the Agent-Activity and the name of the AAO/internal process it is possible to realise the same Agent-Activity in different variants by simply exchanging the AAO. The remainder of the Agent-Activity parameters are the variables for input variables to identify (unify) data objects from the preconditions to be used during the execution of the internal process and output and result variables to generate the output and results as tokens on the postconditions. The triggering mode uses either “direct”, “reactive” or “proactive” String objects to indicate the triggering mode. Ultimately, these parameters are used as inscriptions for the Agent-Activity as a transition (see prototype in Section 10.2.4).

Implementation Overall, the implementation of the Agent-Activity net structure and AAO is incorporated into the PaffinEntity plugin. The implementation of the Agent-Activity net structure is a reference Petri net structure including all inscriptions and details. It can be seen in Figure 10.5. Note that the variant in Figure 10.5 shows the net component variant of the Agent-Activity net structure, a reusable modelling component discussed in Section 10.2.3. The AAO is also implemented as a reference net and can be seen in Figure 10.6. The net in Figure 10.6 hides the implementation details in the initialisation and state/data access for readability purposes. As a reference net, the AAO is naturally embedded into the Agent-Activity net structure as a token, so that the interplay between the two can realise and manage the life-cycle and execution of an Agent-Activity as specified in the basic Petri net model from Section 9.1.2.

Most details of the Agent-Activity net structure are directly discernible from Figure 10.5 especially due to the similarity to previous models of the Agent-Activity construct. However, some points need to be addressed explicitly. The parameters are provided as a Tuple token in a place connected to the triggering transition. It was implemented that way to be more compatible with the vision (and later implementation, see Section 10.2.4) of the Agent-Activity as a single transition. By providing the parameters as an input token object, it was also possible to utilise variables in the trigger transition inscription. This, in turn, enabled the syntax check provided by RENEW to be better utilised, improving usability for system modellers. Another interesting detail pertains to the central place, where the AAO is placed during the execution of the internal process. Here, a Tuple token containing both the AAO and the internal process (as a net) are used instead of just the AAO. This implies a separation between the AAO and the internal process, which is, however, not the case. Rather, the internal process is still completely encapsulated and controlled by the AAO. The reference token to the internal process was only added to the Agent-Activity net structure to provide direct access for inspection. Without this reference inspection would only be possible by first accessing the AAO and then accessing the internal process. Eliminating this, admittedly rather minor, inconvenience did improve modelling.

The AAO net shown in Figure 10.6 realises the complete functionality required of an AAO. Most of the net implements the required functionality in a straightforward way. The upper parts, hidden in Figure 10.6 for readability purposes, realise the initialisation, storage of and access to runtime data and the instantiation of the internal process, provided during instantiation as a net name identifier. The only prerequisite of that identifier is uniqueness.
Figure 10.5: Actual structure of the Agent-Activity (net component version)

and that the net is available somewhere in a folder in the known RENEW net path. The middle part implements the workflow operation functionality. Providing the interface for workflow operations and the creation of workitem and activity lists are handled here. In the lower left part the interface for agent actions is provided, being markedly simpler than the workflow interface due to the CAPA basis of the prototype. Finally, the lower right part implements the termination of the AAO in various ways. Correctly finishing the Agent-Activity, aborting it, resetting it (as an update mechanism) and “killing” it (instant removal from the management system in case of critical failures) are supported.

Conclusion  The purpose of this prototype was to realise the core modelling elements of the Agent-Activity integration approach. Building directly on the specification provided by the Agent-Activity concept, the prototype completely fulfils that purpose. The Agent-Activity net structure defines the basic life-cycle, while the AAO encapsulates all associated instance data and states. Some design decisions have been made causing minor modifications from the concept that ultimately improved the modelling and management effort. Overall, there is also very little that can or needs to be improved in future extensions. Changes and extensions elsewhere in the system might affect the AAO or Agent-Activity net structure, but no major functionality can be added directly to them.

10.2.3 Internal Process and Paffin Net Components

Purpose and Functionality  Each Agent-Activity contains an internal process of agent actions and workflow operations. Modelling of this internal process (see Definition C.5.5) is the subject of this prototype. The required functionality for this prototype is the provision of modelling elements for the internal process of an Agent-Activity.
Figure 10.6: The AAO net (compact version)
Design Overall, the internal process is implemented as a reference net. Reference, and Petri nets in general, excel at representing processes, which is why this choice is only natural. It also maintains the focus on the same modelling artefacts (i.e. reference nets) throughout the prototypes.

In order to support modelling, net components, as introduced by [Cabac, 2002], have been chosen as modelling elements. Net components are an established and proven tool in PAOSE (see Section 2.2.3), which improves modelling effort through reusable, easily recognisable and standardised modelling elements.

The coarse design of this prototype defines, which actions and operations should, by default, be supported in an internal process of an Agent-Activity. Of course, the six fundamental agent actions and workflow operations, as the main elements of the internal processes, are included. In addition to that, administrative actions, i.e. start and stop of the internal process, are also included. For each action, operation and administrative action net components have been implemented.

As a core element of the overall Agent-Activity approach there are a number of important design decisions related to this prototype:

Connectivity of actions and operations: This design decision relates to the interface of the internal process to the AAO and technical backend of the PAFFIN entity. Basically, since all of the involved components are implemented as nets the technical shape of the interface is prescribed as synchronous channels. To more easily distinguish the different actions and operations, each of them uses a different, unique and standardised channel. The agent action internal action is different, however. Since it happens internally to the PAFFIN entity, it does not need a channel to the technical backend or the AAO. However, internal actions might require access to the knowledge base of the PAFFIN entity or to another internal component (e.g. another subnet). Consequently, the inscription of the internal process is not restricted in any way regarding synchronous channels. In fact, some additional synchronous “shortcuts” that allow access from the internal process, which is referenced only in the AAO and Agent-Activity net structure, to other internal components, like the knowledge base or decision components, needed to be provided. Furthermore, the internal process needed to have standardised start and stop administrative connections to the AAO that also utilise specific, unique synchronous channels.

Engine confirm/cancel: Traditionally, resources confirm or cancel the execution of a workflow activity. Since in the Agent-Activity approach Paffins representing workflows can also act autonomously and intelligently as agents, the capability of confirming or cancelling no longer needs to be limited to the resources. A PAFFIN entity representing a workflow and equivalently being the workflow engine, should be able to directly and autonomously confirm or cancel an activity.

An example of how this could be used is if a resource takes too long to complete a time critical task. In that case the workflow (engine) PAFFIN could directly cancel the activity and reenable it as a workitem for another resource. Another example transfers the quality control to the workflow (engine) PAFFIN. The resource sends (as an agent action) the result to the workflow (engine). The workflow (engine) then evaluates and checks the result and confirms the activity only when the result is adequate, otherwise it cancels the activity and tries again.

Direct engine operations have been implemented for the PAFFIN-System and are also available as net components. Note that confirm/cancel and direct confirm/cancel do
not represent different workflow operations. They are, however, modelled separately to explicate their usage and simplify the interface to the technical backend.

**Task relation:** Workflow operations always relate to one specific task. In fact, a triplet of request workitem, confirm activity and cancel activity wholly describes one workflow task in an internal process of an AGENT-ACTIVITY. However, the operations are modelled separately to allow for freely structuring and combining them with agent actions or for nesting them in other tasks. Consequently, a modelling issue arises of how to relate different workflow operations to one particular task. To solve that issue, the design decision was made to store the activity data (containing the task data) in a place once the request workitem is successfully completed. That place could then be connected to a confirm or cancel activity operation that uses that activity data to identify the correct task and confirm or cancel it. This represents a flexible net-based mechanism that avoids any specific “hard-coding” of activity data into the net which would be error prone and more difficult to handle by modellers.

Directly related to the task relation is another design decision. Triplets of workflow operations wholly describe a task, as described above. However, should it be allowed to start a task in one AGENT-ACTIVITY and end it in another? Use cases for this kind of behaviour are feasible, as longer-running tasks may require complex internal behaviour. That behaviour might be too complex to justify incorporating in only one AGENT-ACTIVITY. Consequently, the decision was made for the Paffin-System to support splitting workflow tasks between AGENT-ACTIVITIES. This required minor adjustments to the technical backend, to realise a handover of management associations between AGENT-ACTIVITIES and workflow tasks.

**Scope of sending/receiving messages:** A final important design decision regarded the scope of sending and receiving a message, which in the conceptual approach is (deliberately) ambiguously defined. The first question is, if technically sending or receiving the message by an entity/agent is part of the action or if the action is confined to the internal process. Here, the clear separation between the standardised parts and the application-specific parts has been used to answer the question. Sending or receiving a message is always handled in the same way by the Paffin entity. This principle mechanism was adopted with little changes directly from Capa. Only the initiation of sending or waiting for the reception of a message needs to be modelled for each application. Consequently, from a modelling perspective only the latter should be considered as the corresponding action. Conceptually, the technical sending or receiving of the message is also part of the action, although this is irrelevant to modelling and can therefore be ignored by it.

The second question is, if the creation of the message object (for sending) and the processing of the message object (for receiving) are part of the send/receive actions. While messages are always created before being sent out and (usually) processed after being received, these should not be considered as part of the sending or receiving. The creation or processing of a data object outside of the context of messages are clearly internal agent actions. For conceptual clarity these actions should also be considered as separate internal agent actions even if they are directly followed by or follow sending or receiving a message.

**Implementation** For each of the elements discussed in the coarse design, net components were created using the existing net components plugin for RENEW. That plugin only requires the net components as individual reference net files and icons for each net component.
Those files are provided as a separate plugin, **PaffinComponents**. The net components can be loaded into a running RENEW instance via the menu commands provided by the original RENEW net components plugin. Figure 10.7 shows the loaded net components in the RENEW main menu (lowest row of buttons). Selecting one of the components and then clicking on a net drawing creates the full net component for the selected action/operation in that net drawing.

Figure 10.8 shows an example of an internal process created only with net components. Individual actions and operations are indicated by boxes with dashed lines. The process starts with the administrative start net component which also adds the declaration node and the comment box in the top left corner. Next, the process awaits an agent message. Here, the separation between receiving the message and processing (at the top) is clearly visible. These actions are modelled together in one net component, yet they are clearly distinguished. After the message reception a workitem request action is performed. When the final transition of that block fires all data tokens relevant to the activity are put onto the slightly enlarged place. That place can be connected to a confirm or cancel net component. Those net components are designed with only a placeholder place to remind modellers to connect a task to them. The confirm block in Figure 10.8 has been connected to the task (via virtual place) while the cancel block below it retains the placeholder for illustrative purposes in this example. Note that when the activity is confirmed the process can continue directly, but when the activity is cancelled, it happens in two steps. The first is to inform the technical backend that the cancellation can happen and the second, controlled by the technical backend, fires the final transition of the cancel block and the bottom of the associated request workitem block synchronously. That firing restores the preconditions of the workitem request block, thus reenabling the workitem. Assuming the activity was confirmed successfully, the process proceeds to generate a message as an internal action, which is then sent. Again, the clear separation of creation of message as internal action and actually sending the message is visible. The internal process is completed by the administrative stop action.

Note that management and control of the internal processes is handled by the responsible AAO. As discussed in the previous section, the AAO instantiates and terminates the internal process, as well as providing the interface between the synchronous channels defined for the actions/operations in the net components and the management facilities in the PAFFIN entity.
Figure 10.8: Example usage of net components in an internal process
Further net components for modelling process-protocols were also implemented in this prototype. The net component for the Agent-Activity net structure can be seen in Figure 10.5. Others pertain to administrative actions in the process-protocols and are not further discussed here.

A final implementation note concerns splitting tasks among multiple Agent-Activities. While use cases for this are feasible and it should generally be supported, it was decided not to implement special net components for it. It is realised by using the activity/task data of a activity as the result of the Agent-Activity it was started in. That result is passed to the process-protocol where it is used at a later point as the input parameter for the Agent-Activity where the activity should be completed. That later Agent-Activity needs to process the input parameter and inform the management facilities of the new execution location for the activity (all as internal actions). It can then be confirmed in that Agent-Activity. Note that cancellation is limited when using this feature. From a management perspective the activity can be cancelled and removed, but since the process in which it was started has been completed and is gone, no rollback can occur. This is a limitation that can’t be handled automatically. It is only feasible to manually model a rollback within the process-protocol to the original Agent-Activity. An example of splitting a workflow task is provided and discussed in the application chapter.

Conclusion The internal process of an Agent-Activity is one of the key elements of the Agent-Activity approach. Ultimately, the internal process is what describes the behaviour of an integrated entity as an agent, a workflow or a hybrid. It is largely responsible for describing the degree and scope of an integration an entity uses. Consequently, its shape and form as well as modelling support for it are highly important. This prototype defines that shape and form, while also providing modelling tools that have been established and proven in CAPA and PAOSE. Through net components it is possible to create an outline of the internal process, which only needs to be enriched with further detailed inscriptions and data/control flow. Distinct net components make the individual actions and operations instantly recognisable and prescribe a common structure throughout systems that utilise them. Therefore, the requirements made of this prototype regarding purpose and functionality have been fulfilled.

Concerning future work, additional net components are feasible. However, such net components would not add any new functionality, since the fundamental agent actions and basic workflow operations already encompass the entirety of agent and workflow behaviour. Rather, additional net components could be used for commonly used combinations of agent actions and workflow operations. For example, net components for receiving a message and creating a task from the received data could be provided.

10.2.4 Paffin Modelling

Purpose and Functionality Modelling with large net structures, like the Agent-Activity net structure seen in Figure 10.5, is quite cumbersome. Net layouts increase in size and readability suffers due to the large number of standardised and therefore modelling-wise needless additional transitions and places. Rearranging and editing nets with such repeating patterns can also be quite frustrating, even with grouping mechanisms.

Furthermore, while the net structure described in Section 10.2.2 correctly implements the life-cycle of an Agent-Activity it doesn’t quite capture the concept on the modelling level. An Agent-Activity combines different agent actions and workflow operations into one abstract activity. From a modelling standpoint, the Agent-Activity is supposed
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to be an elemental building block. A representation as a complex net pattern does not capture this aspect at all.

Consequently, the purpose of this prototype is to improve modelling with AGENT-ACTIVITIES. Following the idea of the task-transition for RENEW workflow nets (see Section 2.3.2), the Paffin modelling prototype realises the representation of an AGENT-ACTIVITY as one transition in a process-protocol, the so-called AGENT-ACTIVITY-TRANSITION. The AGENT-ACTIVITY-TRANSITION obscures the full, complex AGENT-ACTIVITY net structure for system modelling and monitoring. It aims to remedy the issues of readability of nets and conceptually atomic representation.

Key Term Definition C.12 (AGENT-ACTIVITY-TRANSITION). The AGENT-ACTIVITY-TRANSITION implements the AGENT-ACTIVITY concept and AGENT-ACTIVITY construct as a single transition in a process-protocol of the Paffin-System. The AGENT-ACTIVITY-TRANSITION is translated for execution into the full and complex AGENT-ACTIVITY net structure of the Paffin-System, although it maintains the singular transition representation in the GUI.

Design After modelling a reference net in RENEW that net is compiled into a shadow net that abstracts from the graphical representation and adds technical details irrelevant to modelling but required for execution and simulation. In that compilation step, the AGENT-ACTIVITY-TRANSITION is automatically compiled and translated into the AGENT-ACTIVITY net structure. This compilation retains all incoming and outgoing connections from the AGENT-ACTIVITY-TRANSITION and connects them correctly in the shadow net. RENEW is then capable of executing the shadow net containing the complex AGENT-ACTIVITY net structure, while representing the original net with the AGENT-ACTIVITY-TRANSITION. The representation net always displays the correct state (including firing) of the shadow net.

One of the main challenges of the AGENT-ACTIVITY-TRANSITION is the realisation of the local rollback in case the AGENT-ACTIVITY is aborted. For this challenge, the net structure connects the abort transition with all preconditions and inscribes the variable originally removed for triggering. The AGENT-ACTIVITY-TRANSITION creates these abort-arcs in the shadow net automatically.

Since the task-transition for workflow nets already implemented similar functionality, it was decided that using that functionality as a basis for the implementation was the best approach. It conserved implementation effort and reused already established functionality.

For the AGENT-ACTIVITY-TRANSITION inscription an approach similar to that of the task-transition was chosen as well. The parameters for an AGENT-ACTIVITY were already discussed in Section 10.2.2. These parameters represent all data that is required for the execution of an AGENT-ACTIVITY. Therefore, these parameters need to be inscribed onto an AGENT-ACTIVITY-TRANSITION. As with the task-transition the parameters are inscribed as a tuple. A tuple can be easily processed by RENEW and presents the data in a structured way. The form of the chosen tuple is [AgAcName, AAOName, param, result, trigger].

Implementation As described before, the prototype uses the functionality of the task-transition for RENEW as its basis. The source code from the WFNet (Workflow net) RENEW plugin was duplicated into a new plugin called PaffinModelling. After refactoring the code to its new location in the RENEW plugin architecture, work began on adopting the task-transition source code for the implementation of the AGENT-ACTIVITY-TRANSITION. While the implementation utilised existing code, the implementation effort was still considerable.
The task-transition, with three transitions and one place, has a much simpler structure than the Agent-Activity net structure with eight transitions and three places. Representing and implementing the translation in Java code was consequently more difficult.

The prototype encompasses nine Java classes with roughly 1500 lines of code. The source code encompasses the entire PaffinModelling plugin. The core of the functionality can be found in class SingleProcessProtocolCompiler, which actually compiles Agent-Activities.

Generally, all elements of the net are examined by the compiler. For all elements except the Agent-Activity-Transition the regular Renew Java net compiler is invoked. Then, each Agent-Activity-Transition is transformed, as Java code, into the Agent-Activity net structure. The basic process is as follows:

1. Check if the provided inscription complies to the prescribed form. If the check fails abort the compilation with an error message.
2. Read the individual objects from the inscription
3. Create the eight transitions of the Agent-Activity net structure
4. Determine the expressions that need to be inscribed to the arcs from the precondition to the triggering transitions, from the finish transition to the postconditions and from the abort transition back to the preconditions. These expressions are also required for the transition inscriptions.
5. Create the inscriptions for all transitions using the previously determined arc inscriptions and data obtained from the overall Agent-Activity inscription.
6. Create the three places of the Agent-Activity net structure
7. Create the inner arcs of the Agent-Activity net structure and inscribe them
8. Create the outer arcs (i.e. arcs to pre- and postconditions of the Agent-Activity) and inscribe them
The result of the previous process is represented in Figure 10.9. This net shows the generic net structure that is created by the class SingleProcessProtocolCompiler. An example, which correctly translates the given inscriptions and shows both the modelling and shadow net views is shown in Figure 10.10. Note that the compiled shadow net does not feature or require any graphical representation of net elements. Consequently, no net layout information is required or used during the compilation. Also note that any representation in figures showing the compiled Agent-Activity-Transition uses the layout of the Agent-Activity net structure, not the (non-existing) layout of the actually compiled code.

When the plugin is loaded, the Agent-Activity-Transition can be used in Renew by selecting the Paffin modelling formalism. The Agent-Activity-Transition then appears as a modelling tool in the main Renew window. It can then be used to draw Agent-Activity-Transitions in any Renew drawing. To distinguish between an Agent-Activity-Transition and a regular or task-transition, a representation using two horizontal thick bars has been chosen. A right-click on an Agent-Activity-Transition creates a default inscription. Handles for connecting places to and from the Agent-Activity-Transition are provided as well.

**Conclusion** The purpose of this prototype was to improve modelling and capture the Agent-Activity as an indivisible building block of process-protocols. The Agent-Activity-Transition obscures the Agent-Activity net structure while maintaining its behaviour during execution. For system modelling the Agent-Activity is just one, single transition, suitably representing the spirit of the concept. By eliminating the additional transitions, places, arcs and inscriptions of the net structure (at least for the modeller) it also reduces the complexity of the process-protocol nets without sacrificing any application-specific content. It also reduces possible errors by obscuring necessary technical details that might be (unintentionally) changed by modellers.
The concealment, though, can also be an issue. While it hides the details of the Agent-Activity net structure to provide a more concise and manageable representation of an Agent-Activity, it also complicates the inspection of that net structure and access to the AAO and the internal process. The latter was already alleviated by representing the content of the central active place, i.e. the tuple of AAO and internal process, as an inspectable token on top of the Agent-Activity-Transition. The former, however, remains an issue. To solve this issue a graphical switch would have to be provided, which allows for the representation of both the Agent-Activity-Transition and the Agent-Activity net structure when necessary. Currently, this is technically impossible to implement due to the limitations of the graphical user interface of RENEW. Still, since inspecting the net structure is a rare demand, the Agent-Activity-Transition’s benefits outweigh this issue.

10.2.5 Paffin Entity

Purpose and Functionality This prototype’s purpose is to provide an implementation of a construct representing a Paffin entity (see Definition C.11) in the Paffin-System. The required functionality of this prototype is relatively simple, yet vital to the overall implementation of the Paffin-System. What is required is a construct that represents a Paffin entity on the platform and management level of the Paffin-System. That construct must provide the basic frame for the execution of process-protocols containing Agent-Activities. The internal management facilities of a Paffin entity, the so-called technical backend (see Definition C.9), are not covered by this prototype, but are rather described in the following ones.

Design The entity construct is a reference net, based on the standard CAPA agent net (see Figure 2.11). That reference net is instantiated and managed on the platform and management level of the Paffin-System. It provides the following features and functionality:

- It can execute the technical parts of the fundamental agent actions send and receive message. Only the initiation of sending a message and receiving a message are modelled in the internal process. These actions must then be passed through the technical backend of the Paffin entity, before being actually executed by the Paffin (net) itself.

- It supports the execution of workflow operations and internal agent actions. While the majority of the support for the workflow operations is handled by the technical backend, the Paffin construct net itself must still support these operations by forwarding them to the management on the platform and management level. Additionally, internal actions might require access to internal components of the Paffin entity, like the knowledge base (KB) or DCs. The Paffin construct net needs to enable that access.

- It provides the environment for the technical backend, as well as access to all required components within the Paffin construct.

- It can represent itself as both agent and workflow on the platform and management level of the Paffin-System.

- It instantiates and manages all internal components and processes of the Paffin entity.

- It supports factory and knowledge base components.
A number of important design decisions were made during the development of the PAFFIN entity net.

**Maintaining legacy compatibility:** One of the first open questions that arose, once adaptation of the standard CAPA agent started, was whether CAPA legacy code should be supported. On the one hand this would enable utilising most tools, systems, applications and mechanisms built in the previous decade with CAPA (and still compatible with the current version) to work with the PAFFIN-System. On the other hand, support of legacy code would require large parts of the CAPA functionality to remain unchanged limiting the ability to introduce changes better suited for the integration. In the end, the decision was to fully support CAPA legacy code. The sheer amount of systems this support enables PAFFIN entities access to was the deciding factor. The WebGateway functionality, monitoring tools like the MULANVIEWER and MULANSNIFFER and other existing plugins provide a wealth of available functionality that outweighs the disadvantages. Furthermore, the limitation on changes was initially suspected and later, after the prototypes were finished, confirmed to be insignificant. Most mechanisms that should/had to be updated for the integration, like the internal message routing within the PAFFIN net, could transparently simulate the original CAPA functionality. Additionally, this means that the process-protocol interface includes the full agent protocol interface. Consequently, process-protocols can incorporate any agent functionality directly without being contained in AGENT-ACTIVITIES. This, in turn, means that agent actions can be defined outside of AGENT-ACTIVITIES. While this represents a slight break with the concept of AGENT-ACTIVITIES, it does not limit or interfere with it either. It just adds an additional way of defining agent actions in the PAFFIN-System. It was decided to neither restrict this option, which would also restrict the ability to execute CAPA legacy code, nor endorse it. AGENT-ACTIVITIES should be used to describe and define the behaviour of PAFFIN entities, but normal agent behaviour is tolerated.

**Retaining CAPA components:** Another important design decision regarded how to approach the internal components of the CAPA agent, namely the protocol factory and the knowledge base. The question revolved around whether to reimplement their functionality elsewhere or keep them as-is until adaptions were necessary. Since PAFFIN entities needed both a knowledge base and (process-)protocol factory, the latter was decided. In the end, adaptions to the protocol factory turned out to be unnecessary, while the knowledge base only needed to add an additional knowledge access related to proactive AGENT-ACTIVITY triggering (see Section [10.2.7]).

**Interface to platform and management WFMS:** An important design decision revolved around the interface between the PAFFIN entity and the workflow management on the platform and management level. Agent management was taken care of via the standard CAPA interface, with agent messages between the PAFFIN entity and the AMS and DF agents (now also implemented as PAFFINS) on the platform and management (see Section [10.2.13]). Workflow management, however, needed to be implemented from scratch. Options included providing workflow management via reference nets with an interface of synchronous channels, as Java objects with a standard Java method interface or encapsulated as an additional component of the platform and management level. The latter option was ultimately chosen. Workflow management is implemented in a special PAFFIN entity on the platform and management level. The main justification was to provide a uniform way of realising interactions and management components. Since the AMS and DF are already PAFFIN entities, the platform and management
WFMS should also be realised as a PAFFIN entity. More details about the platform and management WFMS are discussed in Section 10.2.14. The consequence for the PAFFIN net and its interface are that agent messages are used to communicate with the platform and management WFMS. These administrative messages are handled completely and transparently by the management facilities within the PAFFIN entity, ensuring the conceptual clarity of workflow operations.

**Implementation** The implementation of this prototype encompasses only the PAFFIN net shown in Figure 10.11. That net is located in the PaffinEntity plugin. Instances of that net represent PAFFIN entities in the PAFFIN-System. Clearly, the basic MULAN and CAPA structure of the net is still recognisable. Main additions and adaptions are marked in light blue and mostly relate to the technical backend.

The following summarises the changes between the PAFFIN net in Figure 10.11 and the MULAN and CAPA nets discussed in Section 2.2.3.

- In addition to the knowledge base and protocol factory, the main backend control net (discussed in Section 10.2.6) is also instantiated during the initialisation of the PAFFIN entity.
- The technical backend control net possesses access interfaces (as transitions) to the knowledge base, the active process-protocols and the decision components.
- The message reception and routing is enhanced. Instead of just checking for an existing conversation ID in the in-reply-to field of the agent message, the entire message is checked for certain keywords indicating an existing target. If none of these are found the target is null and the message meant to initialise a new process-protocol. If one of the keywords is found the message is handed to the backend, which internally routes it to a process-protocol, an AGENT-ACTIVITY or a workflow activity (as an administrative message). Finally, a message is discarded if the corresponding target is no longer available.
- As a management component the backend can create messages on its own and send them out. This is realised as a shortcut to the outgoing message interface of the PAFFIN entity net.

**Conclusion** The net shown in Figure 10.2.5 encapsulates and represents a PAFFIN entity in the PAFFIN-System. This net serves as the container for the management functionality contained within its components (backend, knowledge base, protocol factory), as well as the application functionality contained in its process-protocols, AGENT-ACTIVITIES and DCs. Consequently, the purpose of providing a construct to represent and execute a PAFFIN entity at runtime has been completely fulfilled. The interfaces between the components defined in this net provide all necessary access for the execution of all application and administrative processes. Further discussions relate to the internal components or the external role of the PAFFIN entity on the platform and management level. These are continued in the appropriate prototypes.

10.2.6 PAFFIN Backend Control

**Purpose and Functionality** The technical backend (see Definition C.9) represents the management facilities inside a PAFFIN entity, which are responsible for enabling the execution of all agent and workflow aspects of AGENT-ACTIVITIES. Those management
facilities can be grouped into four parts: Administration, agent, workflow engine and workflow resource. This current prototype deals with the administration. Its purpose is to enable the control and management of AGENT-ACTIVITIES. It is the net instantiated during the initialisation of the PAFFIN entity net (see previous prototype) and also serves as the container and interface to the outside for further backend nets implementing the remaining management functions. Consequently, the management of those nets is also part of the required functionality.

Design As the backend control net is the main administrative part of the backend management facilities, its functionality doesn’t deal directly with agent actions and workflow operations, but rather with providing the supporting basis for them. Consequently, there are a number of specific functions that need to be provided by this part of the technical backend:

- It routes incoming messages to the correct AGENT-ACTIVITY, process-protocol or workflow activity.
- It routes outgoing messages to the PAFFIN net, which then actually sends out these messages.
- It manages AGENT-ACTIVITIES, including triggering, finishing, aborting and updating them. In other words, it controls the life-cycle defined through the AGENT-ACTIVITY net structure (see Section 10.2.2).
- It serves as a container for the remaining management facilities and provides them with an interface to the rest of the PAFFIN entity. This last functionality stems from the fact, that the backend should represent itself as a uniform component. That way the functionality is encapsulated better, which in turn make it easier to administrate and adapt it in the future.

The following design decisions were made during the development of the backend control prototype:

Communication control: During the development of the prototypes it became clear that message routing would be more complex than in the standard CAPA agent. Before, there were two options. Either a message was intended for an already running protocol or a message would initiate a new protocol. These two options are still valid in the PAFFIN-System. However, there are three more options. A message can trigger an AGENT-ACTIVITY reactively, a message can be intended for an AGENT-ACTIVITY inside a process-protocol (instead of for reception directly in the process-protocol) and it can be an administrative message concerning a workflow activity. All of the five options need to be distinguished and handled differently. As the backend control has an administrative function in the PAFFIN entity it was decided to move the routing here. The backend control handles all routing, except for the initiation of a new process-protocol. That case is intercepted in the PAFFIN net and routed directly to the process-protocol factory.

Splitting up the backend functionality: Originally, there was only one backend net that included the entirety of the management facilities. However, it simply got too big to be technically and practically manageable. In fact, RENEW, running on a high-end computer, was unable to simulate it and display the simulation at the same time. Consequently, the backend functionality was divided onto four nets. The backend control net serves as the container and controller for the three further, subordinate nets, which are discussed in the following prototypes.
Implementation

The implementation of this prototype consists of one reference net, supported by auxiliary Java helper classes, all located in the PaffinEntity plugin. The backend control net is the net that is instantiated by the PAFFIN entity net during its initialisation and ultimately put onto the Backend place in the PAFFIN entity net in Figure 10.11. Even though the backend control net is only one net, that net is too big to be reasonably presented as a whole in this thesis. Rather, all functional parts of this net are discussed, but only the most important ones illustrated as figures that show excerpts of the overall backend control net. The functional parts are:

Initialisation and State/Data Access: This functional part initialises the backend control net by providing default or empty data objects used throughout the net. This includes maps and sets of Agent-Activity management data.

Incoming Message Communication: As described above, messages for four different targets arrive at the backend control net and need to be routed to the correct net parts, subordinate nets or external nets. The functional part implementing that message routing is shown in Figure 10.12. Messages arrive from the PAFFIN net through the upper, right transition where they are directly checked for containing Agent-Activity triggers. If a message contains such a trigger, the trigger is extracted from it and is moved to the lower, right place. Triggering from there is further discussed below. If a message contains no triggers it is either routed to a process-protocol, an Agent-Activity or the resource backend net where it is processed for a workflow activity. This routing is realised by utilising the unification in reference nets. The transitions routing the messages are all connected to places containing the known identifiers for each of the three options. They can only fire if the identifier provided by the message matches one of the identifiers in the storage place. Unification ensures that messages are routed correctly to their target.

Outgoing Message Communication: Outgoing message communication involves messages sent by the associated agent action in Agent-Activities or for management and administrative purposes. The implementation is fairly simple providing a place which can be accessed by other transitions in the net. Any functional part or subordinate

---

9Not all these places are visible in Figure 10.12 since they are in different target nets or net components.
net that needs to send a message puts that message into this place, from which it is then removed and transferred to the PAffIN net to be technically sent out.

**Agent-Activity Triggering:** Possibly the most essential functional part of the backend control net is the triggering of **Agent-Activities**, shown in Figure [10.13]. The ready transition on the left contains a token once initialisation is complete, to ensure that no triggering can be compromised by incomplete data. Once a token is available in that place the three concurrent transitions are ready to fire. They realise (from top to bottom) reactive, direct and proactive triggering.

All of the three concurrent transitions work similarly. They possess the downlink for the synchronous channel connecting to the **Agent-Activity** net structure in the **Agent-Activity-Transition**. The first parameter of the downlink, `AgAcInfo`, is a tuple object containing all of the parameters inscribed to the **Agent-Activity**. The second parameter defines the type of triggering, while the third one represents a unique ID that is created for this call and used to correctly match an answer later. Differences between the triggering types relate to the additional preconditions each type requires. Direct triggering requires no additional data. As soon as the preconditions of the **Agent-Activity** are satisfied it can fire. Reactive triggering requires a corresponding incoming trigger message while proactive triggering requires a specific knowledge base entry. Reactive and proactive triggering are described in more detail in the next section.

After one of the three triggering transitions is fired the remaining processing is equal for all triggering modes. First, the base AAO net, shown in Figure [10.6] is created. Then all the **Agent-Activity** parameters, as well as a unique identifier for the **Agent-Activity**, are provided to that net to initialise it. The parameters also contain the identifier for the internal process, which can be instantiated with that identifier. Additionally, information about the **Agent-Activity** is stored here for administrative purposes. Finally, once the internal AAO initialisation is completed, the **Agent-Activity** is deployed, via downlink, back to the **Agent-Activity** net structure in the **Agent-Activity-Transition**.

**Agent-Activity Termination:** When an **Agent-Activity** is successfully finished or unsuccessfully aborted the administrative data of it must be cleaned up in order to maintain correct and efficient system behaviour. All entries relating to an **Agent-Activity** must be removed from all maps and sets used throughout the different backend nets. The output of the **Agent-Activity** termination must be accessed and returned to the **Agent-Activity** net structure in the **Agent-Activity-Transition**. Additionally, all of this has to happen in one atomic firing step to ensure no information is changed between data access steps. Consequently, this functional part of the backend control net consists of two separate transitions with large and complex inscriptions realising the finishing and aborting of **Agent-Activities**.

**Clean Up Finished Process-protocol:** Due to the distributed nature of the PAffIN-System it is possible that a process-protocol can be stopped, even when not all of its workflow activities and **Agent-Activities** are finished. This can happen if, for example, a process-protocol is started by a PAffIN entity in the context of a workflow activity for which the PAffIN entity itself is the resource. If the engine of that activity directly confirms or cancels that activity, the resource PAffIN entity needs to abort the entire process-protocol. The corresponding functional part in the backend control net manages this clearance by instructing the backend engine net to cancel all activities for all **Agent-Activities** of the prematurely ended process-protocol.
Figure 10.13: Backend control: Agent-Activity triggering
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Update AAO: Updating an Agent-Activity by removing the AAO from the central place of the Agent-Activity net structure and making changes to it before putting it back, is a desirable feature in the Paffin-System. For the proof-of-concept prototypes the simplest variant of this update mechanism was implemented, the reset of the AAO. The AAO is removed from the Agent-Activity net structure, all its data read and then a new AAO instantiated with the data and put back. Further update mechanisms are planned as future work.

Backend Subordinate Net Instances: The remaining functionality of the management facilities in the Paffin entity is not contained in the backend control net. Rather, it is implemented in three additional backend nets, backend engine, backend resource and backend agents. Ultimately, the backend control net controls these nets. It instantiates them and provides access for and to other components of the Paffin entity. Figure 10.14 for example, shows the functional part for the backend agents net.

The upper part of that net structure merely instantiates the net and puts it onto a specific place. The lower part represents the interface. To the left, the interface to the incoming and outgoing communication facilities are realised. The upper transitions realise the interface to the process-protocols, while the right transitions realise the interface to the DCs of the Paffin entity. Through the interface established by these transitions the backend agents net is capable of accessing all components it requires for its execution. The backend resource and backend engine functional parts have analogous net structures.

In terms of Java code, this prototype utilises auxiliary Java helper classes, which are shared between the different backend nets. The classes contain methods used in the backend control net to, e.g., determine if an incoming message contains an Agent-Activity trigger or determine sets of workflow activities for one Agent-Activity or for all Agent-Activities of one process-protocol. Additionally, the classes contain constants for synchronous channel names that allow using the standard reference net syntax check to find false inscriptions more easily.

Conclusion The backend control net serves a vital function in the Paffin entity. It is directly responsible for the administrative management of Agent-Activities and also controls the subordinate nets for the remaining management facilities. The implemented net features all of the required functionality and consequently fulfils the purpose of this prototype.

One aspect of the backend control that has direct future work implications is the update of Agent-Activities. Currently, only resetting an Agent-Activity is possible validating that the update mechanism generally works as intended. However, resetting an Agent-Activity is a rather simple use case with limited applications. Examples of possible extensions to this mechanism are:

- Exchanging the internal process of the Agent-Activity. An application example would be changing a payment type from credit card to direct debit. The internal process would be reset and then reinstated with the new payment type requiring a slightly different process.
- Adaptively changing the internal process. An example here would be adding additional operations or actions or removing ones the current situation doesn’t require. This update mechanism would require an implementation of adaptive reference nets in some way, which is currently not available.
Figure 10.14: Backend control: Instantiation and interface for backend agents net
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- Changing Agent-Activity parameters. This might become necessary if an Agent-Activity runs for a longer period of time and the circumstances change insofar that the process can continue, but requires up-to-date data throughout its execution. This kind of update can be simulated by the internal process of an Agent-Activity by interspersing it with repeating update constructs. The difference to the envisioned update mechanism is that that mechanism would update whenever new data was available, instead of at fixed times (push versus pull mechanic).

The topic of future work on and extensions to this prototype is picked up again in the discussion sections later in the thesis.

10.2.7 Reactive and Proactive Triggering of Agent-Activities

Purpose and Functionality Originally, the Paffin-System was developed with only the possibility to trigger Agent-Activities directly. Proactive and reactive triggering were planned, but only implemented in this current prototype in the late stages of development. The functionality of this prototype revolves around providing the means to delay triggering of Agent-Activities until certain conditions are fulfilled. Reactive triggering delays the triggering of an Agent-Activity until a trigger message from outside the Paffin entity has arrived. Proactive triggering delays the triggering until the Paffin entity itself decides to trigger the Agent-Activity. Both of these triggering modes improve the flexibility of the Agent-Activities by providing additional means with which to control when the triggering occurs.

Design Basically, the functionality to support reactive and proactive triggering was implemented as an extension to the existing mechanisms for direct triggering (see Section 10.2.6). In fact, only the first step of firing needed to be extended with two additional transitions with additional preconditions. These preconditions describe how the triggering delay is implemented. Reactive triggering requires a trigger message to have arrived, while proactive triggering requires an internal (knowledge) decision by the Paffin entity itself.

The following major design decisions were made during the development of this prototype:

Triggers arriving before Agent-Activity is ready: One design decisions dealt with reactive triggers arriving before their Agent-Activity is otherwise ready to trigger. This can happen if the process-protocol is not finished with another Agent-Activity, while the external trigger has already been sent. The two options were to either store incoming trigger messages for later use or discard them. Storing them can be exploited by spamming trigger messages to circumvent the reactive delay. Discarding them might lead to correct triggers being discarded because the distributed, asynchronous nature of the Paffin-System allowed them to arrive too early. Clearly, the ability to exploit the mechanism is less severe, since modellers can just use the direct triggering to circumvent reactive delay anyway. Loosing correct triggers could potentially deadlock the system. Consequently, the decision was made to store all triggers until they were needed. This in turn means that a reactive Agent-Activity might fire directly and without delay because the trigger was already present.

Relation between reactive triggers and agent actions: Reactive triggering means that an agent message arrives that contains a trigger object that causes the Paffin entity to trigger one of its Agent-Activities. An open question regarded the relation between reactive triggers and the seemingly equivalent agent action of receiving a message. While triggers and received messages do appear equivalent, their role in the life-cycle
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of Agent-Activities distinguishes them. Receiving a message is part of the internal process of the Agent-Activity, which it executes after being deployed and before finishing or abortion. The reactive trigger arrives (from the perspective of the Agent-Activity) exactly when the Agent-Activity triggers. The trigger message is an administrative and management mechanism that is used for the Agent-Activity. It is consequently not part of the internal process and, from a modelling point of view, not an agent action. Therefore, the reception of the trigger message should not be explicitly modelled in the internal process. Rather, the trigger message should be stored as a parameter of the Agent-Activity that can be accessed via internal agent action.

Realisation of the proactive decision within the Paffin: Another decision relates to how the Paffin entity can make decisions that trigger Agent-Activities proactively. In general, decision making shouldn’t be limited in any way. Paffin entities should be able to make decisions in process-protocols, Agent-Activities and in DCs. Consequently, the component, in which the decision is proclaimed, needs to be a central, globally (within the Paffin) available and accessible component. That component is the knowledge base. Making a decision on proactive triggering therefore means that somewhere in the Paffin behaviour a specific entry into the knowledge base is made that can be interpreted by the backend as the proactive trigger.

Implementation The implementation of this prototype does not feature any new nets, but rather extends existing ones. Consequently, this prototype is also part of the PaffinEntity plugin. Basically, three additions had to be made for this prototype:

AgAcTrigger ontology concept: To implement the functionality of this prototype, the first technical requirement was an object to represent trigger messages. That object needed to be sent as an agent message between Paffin entities and then be automatically distinguished for message routing. By implementing the Agent-Activity trigger as an ontology object called AgAcTrigger inheriting from the Capa agent action concept, all of these requirements are directly fulfilled. The trigger can be directly sent and can be recognised by any Paffin entity. It can also serve as the container for any kind of Java object as parameter. To match trigger and Agent-Activity the object also contains the Agent-Activity identifier (its name) as a field. The concept definition and its relation can be seen in the overall ontology in Figures 10.2 and 10.3.

Addition to the KB: In order to proactively trigger an Agent-Activity the Paffin has to be able to proclaim that trigger somewhere in its knowledge base. For that reason, the standard Capa knowledge base was extended with the interfaces shown in Figure 10.15. The left transition allows any behaviour of the Paffin to trigger an Agent-Activity identified by agAcName with an arbitrary Java object agAcParam as parameter. The
right transition then executes the trigger (see below). To round out the functionality, a trigger once given may be revoked as well. This might be necessary if the proactive trigger models behaviour valid only in certain circumstances. If the circumstances change, the PAFFIN may wish to revoke the trigger, which is implemented here.

**Realisation in backend control net:** The former two parts of the implementation provided the basis for reactive and proactive triggering. Going back to Figure 10.13, it is now possible to discuss how reactive and proactive triggering actually occurs.

Reactive triggering is implemented in the upper of the three concurrent transitions. That transition has an additional precondition with the Triggers place. The Triggers place contains all the received, and not yet used, AgAcTrigger objects the current PAFFIN has received. Reactive triggering can only occur if the Triggers place contains an AgAcTrigger object containing the name of the current Agent-Activity in one of its fields. If that precondition is fulfilled, the triggering occurs with the trigger being removed from the Triggers place and stored as an additional parameter for the Agent-Activity.

Proactive triggering is implemented in the lower one of the three concurrent transitions. That transition is connected to the knowledge base. It can only fire when the knowledge base transition to execute a trigger with the name of the current Agent-Activity can fire. That firing is disabled by the right transition in Figure 10.15 through the inscribed guard until a corresponding element exists. During the firing of the triggering transition a new AgAcTrigger object is created with the parameter from the knowledge base. That way, the triggering parameter is accessible in a uniform way, regardless of the mode of triggering[10].

From a Java point of view this prototype utilises only auxiliary helper classes. These classes provide methods to check for triggers in incoming messages and to easily create AgAcTrigger objects.

**Discussion** For Agent-Activities, reactive and proactive triggering improve versatility. By being able to delay the triggering until preconditions outside of the process-protocol are met, the concept can be used directly in more varied use cases. Reactive and proactive triggering may both be simulated in regular Agent-Activities by having another, preceding Agent-Activity implement the trigger condition. This is, however, cumbersome and inaccurate modelling. It adds a second Agent-Activity that has no real purpose but to delay the original Agent-Activity. The direct incorporation of this technique allows modellers to utilise it more easily and more naturally. The purpose of this prototype has been fulfilled by enabling the description and support of both new triggering modes.

Regarding future work, one possible extension relates to the way the proactive triggering is handled in the knowledge base. Currently, it is only possible to proclaim a trigger and then revoke it or use it. In some use cases it might be beneficial to modify a trigger with updated data. Currently, this can only be simulated by revoking the trigger and reproclaiming it with new data. To support this extension, the revocation should also be extended to return the original parameter object for adaption. Another possible extension relating to reactive and proactive triggering is a combination of the two. It is feasible to desire an Agent-Activity that requires both a reactive and proactive trigger, indicating a collaborative decision from within and without the PAFFIN. Overall, none of these.

---

[10]Direct triggering also creates an AgAcTrigger object, although it is completely empty. This is done to ensure the AAO net does not deadlock due to a missing token or a null reference.
extensions change the raw capabilities of the triggering modes, which is why their priority in future work is only secondary.

10.2.8 Paffin Backend Agents

**Purpose and Functionality** As discussed, the technical backend (see Definition C.9) provides the management facilities for executing AGENT-ACTIVITIES and is partitioned into four nets responsible for different areas. The backend agents prototype is one of those nets and supports the execution of agent actions. The functionality of this prototype has to support the execution of the three fundamental agent actions.

**Design** The coarse design sees this prototype as an interface between the agent actions and the technical facilities in the Paffin entities. Outgoing Messages sent from internal messages are received and forwarded to the Paffin entity net. Incoming messages are received and forwarded to the appropriate AGENT-ACTIVITIES. Synchronous calls from internal actions to DCs and vice versa are put straight through (in the same firing).

Due to the small extent and straightforwardness of the functionality of this prototype, no major design decisions need to be discussed. Related to this prototype, though, the handling of DC access for internal actions is a major design decision, which is discussed in its own prototype in Section 10.2.9.

**Implementation** Like all parts of the technical backend, the backend agents is implemented as a reference net. That net is instantiated and controlled by the backend control net (see Section 10.2.6). The backend agents net is the smallest backend net, which makes it possible to present it in its entirety in Figure 10.16. Reasons for the net being so small lie in the fact that the Paffin-System prototype builds on Capa, which already incorporates all of the agent functionality. Therefore, the backend agent net merely needs to act as a proxy interface between the agent actions in the AGENT-ACTIVITIES and the technical facilities in the Paffin net. It receives data from each side and forwards it correctly to the respective other one.

The upper part of the net shown in Figure 10.16 shows the initialisation and data access parts. This place contains a copy of the identifier for the Paffin entity. Additionally, when deploying AGENT-ACTIVITIES, a reference to each active AAO net is put in a place here. That reference is required for the DC access, which is discussed further below. When an AGENT-ACTIVITY is finished or aborted, the reference to the AAO is automatically removed.

The lower part of the net implements the interface for the agent actions. The interface for sending messages starts from the left. Here, the backend agents net receives a message from an AGENT-ACTIVITY, which is put in a place and then, with the next firing, removed to the backend control net where it uses the functional part for outgoing communication. Receiving messages starts from the right. A message is received via the incoming communications functional part of the backend control net, put onto the place Messages for AAOs and then forwarded to the correct AGENT-ACTIVITY. For both of these mechanisms reference net unification is used to ensure that messages arrive at the correct, intended target.

Finally, the interface for DC access for internal actions merely unifies over the AAO net, so that all transitions in the hierarchy, from the internal action transition in the internal process, over the AAO net, this current net, the backend control net, the Paffin net and finally the target DC net, fire synchronously. Three transitions here are necessary to realise the three types of DC access defined in the Paffin net.
Figure 10.16: Backend agents net
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Discussion  The backend agents net provides a vital function within the PAFFIN entity, namely the interface between agent actions in internal processes and the technical PAFFIN entity itself. Without it, agent messages could neither be sent nor received and internal messages could not access decision components. Therefore it fulfills its purpose of enabling the execution of the three fundamental agent actions. It is a rather small prototype, due to the extensive CAPA base functionality. Still, besides its vital role it also serves as an extension point for any future upgrade to the agent functionality within the PAFFIN entity.

10.2.9 PAFFIN Decision Components

Purpose and Functionality  Decision components (DCs) are an established mechanism in CAPA and PAOSE modelling (see Section 2.2.3). DCs model continuous, fully internal agent behaviour in CAPA agents. Incorporation of the DC mechanism into the PAFFIN-System is the purpose of this prototype.

Design  Since DCs are directly available in the CAPA standard agent, they are also directly available without change from process-protocols (i.e. outside of AGENT-ACTIVITIES). However, due to the technical and conceptual abstraction introduced by the AGENT-ACTIVITY, they are not available to the internal processes of the AGENT-ACTIVITY without adaptations to the PAFFIN entity. This means that the scope of implementation of this prototype is not the reimplementation of the already existing DC mechanisms, but rather the adaption and enabling of the interfaces between internal processes and the DCs. That interface is included in the backend agents net, which was already discussed in the previous prototype.

The only major design decision of this prototype regards how DCs are considered in the PAFFIN-System. As discussed in Section 5.2, DCs can either be seen as fully internal components of an agent (or PAFFIN in this case), or they can be seen as an internal, but still autonomous agent (or PAFFIN in this case). In the former case all DC access would be considered as internal actions, while in the latter case an asynchronous interface using messages sent and received from the DCs would be considered.

Both options have their merits. Considering DCs as internal PAFFIN entities allows for a holonic view of PAFFINS of PAFFINS. This could be extended in future work into a full-fledged holonic system were the integration of agents and workflows can be utilised over different, explicit hierarchy levels. DCs as internal PAFFIN entities would require asynchronous communication though. While that is desirable in a distributed system, such as in the environment of the PAFFIN entity, it is less desirable in a quasi-centralised container PAFFIN. Here, synchronisation can be fully utilised as the availability of internal components is ensured. Synchronisation, incidentally, is the communication mechanism that would be required when considering DCs as purely internal components.

Another aspect to keep in mind relates to usability. Using internal actions to implement DC access means doing so in a uniform way of calling a specific channel and transmitting data that is accessible bidirectionally. Using send and receive message actions means that there are two ways in which to send messages only unidirectionally. This means that modellers have to decide more explicitly, carefully and with more foresight on the flow of the communication. Furthermore, distinguishing between sending messages to external PAFFIN entities or internal ones could become an issue. Requiring more modelling tools and net components would also increase the already substantial modelling complexity.

Overall, the arguments for treating the DC access as internal actions outweigh the arguments for treating it as asynchronous communication with internal, yet autonomous
partners. Synchronicity and ease of use offer concrete advantages, while the asynchronous option mostly only serves as preliminary groundwork for holonic PAFFIN entities.

**Implementation**  The implementation of DC access was already discussed in the scope of the backend agents net in Section 10.2.8.

**Discussion**  DCs are an established and proven tool for modelling continuous, internal behaviour of agents. Enabling this mechanism for the PAFFIN-System is desirable, as internal and continuous behaviour are useful in the same use cases as in pure agent-orientation. By implementing the DC mechanism, this prototype fulfils the purpose laid out for it.

The idea of implementing DC access in the form of asynchronous communication was rejected at this point of research into the integration of agents and workflows. Nonetheless, it represents an interesting first step into holonic ideas for the PAFFIN-System. Considering PAFFINS of PAFFINS or even PAFFINS of PAFFIN management systems would allow for the creation of highly complex hierarchic systems. While this is outside of the scope of this thesis, it is one possible extension to the integration.

### 10.2.10 Paffin Backend Engine

**Purpose and Functionality**  The backend engine prototype is part of the technical backend (see Definition C.9) and is concerned with one of the four separate backend areas. Its purpose is to enable the support of the execution of workflow operations from the engine side. This means that the focus of this prototype lies in enabling a PAFFIN entity to act as a workflow (engine) and provide workitems and activities to other PAFFIN entities as resources. Therefore, the functionality of this prototype encompasses the support of the three basic workflow operations on the engine side. To enable that support, the backend engine has to gather and manage all the workflow execution-related data of its process-protocols and AGENT-ACTIVITIES, disseminate that data to the other workflow participants in the system and control the actual execution of the workflow operations.

**Design**  This prototype concerns a PAFFIN entity’s workflow engine role in the global workflow management of the PAFFIN-System. In order to understand that role, the overarching global workflow management architecture must first be specified. The basic model can be seen in Figure 10.17.

The basic workflow management architecture originates from the WORKBROKER prototype, described in Section 10.3.2 and presented in Wagner and Moldt, 2015b, and the corresponding principle (see Definition C.13). While that prototype was developed before the PAFFIN-System prototypes, and was thus not directly incorporated into the system, it...
prepared the basis and general approach of workflow management between agents. That
general approach is applied here for workflow management between Paffin entities.

Basically, all Paffin entities of a system may serve as both engines and resources. A
Paffin as an engine is equivalent to the workflows it executes. Consequently, the Paffin
as an engine is aware of and continuously keeps track of all workitems and activities and
their states. Gathering them in lists, the data about workitems and activities is sent to the
platform WFMS. The platform WFMS is a special type of Paffin that is automatically
instantiated on each platform and management element (see Section 10.2.14). It has the
same significance and status as the agent management components AMS and DF, which
are also Paffin entities in the Paffin-System.

Paffin entities as resources register themselves at the platform WFMS. That way they
declare that they are available for the execution of workflow tasks. The platform WFMS
then filters the workitem and activity lists according to the permission sets for each resource
and sends these lists to the resources. Lists are constantly updated.

Paffin entities as resources can use the lists to initiate workflow operations. When they
receive a list with available workitems can request these workitems. These requests are
not sent directly to the engine Paffin, but to back to the platform WFMS. The platform
WFMS then checks the permissions and status of the workitem and only forwards valid
requests. Validity can be compromised, e.g., if the resource does not have the correct
permissions or if the workitem is no longer available. The valid requests are processed and
the operations executed by the Paffin as an engine. Administrative data and updated
workitem and activity lists are then disseminated to all workflow participants. Once
a Paffin entity as a resource has successfully requested an activity it can initiate the
confirmation or cancellation in analogous ways.

Finally, the Paffin as an engine may also initiate workflow operations. These direct
operations have been discussed before in the context of the internal process of an Agent-
Activity. Direct operations are performed on the authority and autonomy of the engine
itself. However, the engine still has to inform the platform WFMS, which in turn informs
the resource of the operation.

More details of the workflow management architecture of the Paffin-System are added
in the descriptions of the respective prototypes. For now, the basic view of the other
components provided here is sufficient. From the overall workflow management architecture
the following concrete requirements of workflow engines and therefore the backend engine
prototype are derived:

- The backend engine is aware of all currently available workitems, activities and their
  status.
- The backend engine is able to receive initiations of valid workflow operations and then
  perform these operations.
- The backend engine is able to execute direct workflow operations and then inform the
  platform WFMS of the direct operation.

Apart from the overall design decision on the management architecture of the Paffin-
System, there were a number of design decisions regarding the backend engine prototype
and its role in the architecture specifically.

Decoupling of engines and resource via the platform WFMS: From the description of the
overall workflow management architecture of the Paffin-System it is directly clear
that the platform WFMS possesses a centralised role between engines and resources.
This design decision should be clarified. While it affects further prototypes (i.e. the
There were two options for implementation: Directly connect engines and resources or use a global WFMS between to decouple them. The former prescribes a more complex, distributed approach. PAFFINS as engines and PAFFINS as resources would need to be aware of and keep track of the respective other group. Each engine would have to know all relevant resources, their permissions and what they were doing. Likewise, the resources would have to keep track of all engines that provide them with workitems and activities. The administrative and management overhead would be large. PAFFIN entities would be engaged in continuous update and processing behaviour relating to management and administrative data, in addition to their actual functionality. The benefit of this approach, though, would yield a fully distributed workflow management, where individual engine or resource failures would only affect the directly associated PAFFIN entities.

The other option represents a more traditional, simpler approach. Both PAFFIN engines and resources only have one contact point, the central WFMS. Engines do not need to be aware of resources and vice versa. This significantly reduces their operating effort for workflow management. However, if the central WFMS fails the connection between all engines and resources is severed, resulting in a total failure of workflow management.

Ultimately, the traditional WFMS option was chosen. The PAFFIN-System is intended to be a proof-of-concept for the integration approach. A simpler implementation of the workflow management is therefore viable. Furthermore, through the clear separation and encapsulation of the central platform WFMS, it is relatively easy to exchange it for a more distributed WFMS at a later time. Feasible solutions include the distribution of functionality onto multiple PAFFIN entities and even onto multiple platforms working in collaboration. That way the failure of one platform WFMS entity could be balanced out by other entities and platforms.

Additionally, the implementation of the platform WFMS as a PAFFIN entity allows for some interesting possible future extensions. The platform WFMS PAFFIN can be extended to forward its known workitems and activities to other platform WFMS PAFFINS on other platforms. In fact, it is possible to use this mechanism to create WFMS hierarchies with platform WFMS PAFFINS on higher levels disseminating their lists to all subordinate platform WFMS. This mechanism would implement a distributed workflow management which would partially alleviate the centralisation issues. Engines and resources could be designed to use other platform WFMS in the hierarchy in case their local platform WFMS fails.

In general, the choice of a quasi-central platform WFMS enables a number of extension options for future work while maintaining a rather simple approach for now. The decoupling between engines and resources and the clearly specified interface allow for exchanging and adapting the inner workings of the platform WFMS quite easily. For engines and resources the platform WFMS is a kind of black box that provides them with data for their own execution. How that black box works internally, if it is central, distributed or if it is part of a hierarchy, etc., is completely irrelevant to them as long as they receive the data they need.

*States of workitems and activities:* A design decision directly relating to the backend engine concerns how workitems and activities are tracked, or rather in which state they are tracked. For workitems this question is simple to answer. Once a workitem is
available, i.e. the transition to request it in the internal process of an Agent-Activity is activated, it needs to be tracked and data about it provided to the platform WFMS. If it is not yet available it does not yet need to be tracked and if it is successfully requested it no longer needs to be tracked.

For activities this question is slightly more difficult. After a workitem is successfully requested it becomes an activity, which means that a resource is actively executing it. However, since the internal process allows additional agent actions and workflow operations to be nested between a pair of coupled request and confirm operations the activity might not be confirmable directly after the request. Similarly, the composition of the internal process may inhibit or delay the cancellation of the activity at certain points. Consequently, activities must be tracked in different ways. On the one hand, the engine must track all of its active activities in order to correctly inform the platform WFMS and also be aware of what is currently being executed. On the other hand, it must keep track of the confirmable activities. An activity is confirmable only if, from the view of the internal process of an Agent-Activity, a confirm transition for that activity is activated. That information must also be sent to the platform WFMS and forwarded to the resource, since it needs to be aware if it can’t confirm its activity yet. For a resource, an unconfirmable activity could indicate that it hasn’t produced all the results yet or that there might be an error in the system. If a resource attempts to confirm an as-of-yet unconfirmable activity that confirmation fails and the activity remains active.

Regarding cancellation, if a resource wishes to cancel an activity it should always be able to do so. However, due to the free form of the internal process, modellers might choose not to allow cancellation at any point. Cancellation is explicitly modelled and should be available from any state, but this is not enforced. Initiating a cancellation therefore sets a flag that either cancels the activity immediately or as soon as the internal process reaches a state in which cancellation is possible. Consequently, cancellable activities do not need to be tracked.

Implementation  Like all parts of the technical backend, the backend engine is implemented as a reference net as part of the PaffinEntity plugin. That net is instantiated and controlled by the backend control net (see Section 10.2.6). One thing of note is that the interface to the platform WFMS is provided by a standardised DC in the PAFFIN entity. The backend engine communicates with the engine DC, which in turn communicates via process-protocols with the platform WFMS. The engine DC is described along the platform WFMS in Section 10.2.14.

Before describing the backend engine net the Java parts of this prototype need to be explained to create an understanding of how the backend engine is capable of tracking available workitems and confirmable activities. Besides Java helper classes providing mostly convenience access to often reused functionality, the backend engine prototype incorporates two highly important classes. The WorkItemRequestChannelWatcher and ActivityConfirmChannelWatcher classes implement the functionality to recognise requestable workitems and confirmable activities. Both of these classes work analogously for their respective context, which is why they are discussed here together.

During the instantiation of the internal process net, the AAO net also creates an instance each of both ChannelWatcher classes. The functionality in that class connects the AAO net instance with the process net instance. Each instance contains a ChannelSupervisor object from the package de.renew.watch. In short, the ChannelSupervisor object monitors a specific net instance (the internal process) for a specific channel (either the request workitem
or confirm activity channel). The monitor checks for partial, possible unification bindings on that channel in that net instance. These are partial but for the specific parameter of the channel, meaning that the net instance needs to fulfill all preconditions of the firing except for that specific one, which is kept variable. In practice, this means that the binding could fire, as long as it receives the missing parameter as a concrete object. For the workflow operations here, this missing parameter is always the data object sent from the engine when the operation is actually executed. In other words, finding a binding indicates that, from the process perspective, the operation can be executed and is only missing the input from the management facilities. Since the management facilities can always provide the missing data object, a binding indicates to them that they can initiate the execution of the workflow operation.

Once a binding is calculated by the ChannelSupervisor the ChannelWatcher object is provided with the binding, which it processes and forwards to the AAO net. The connection between Java and net is realised as a so-called net stub. The stub defines Java methods for a net instance, which correspond to firing transitions with specific synchronous channels attached to them. That way the calculated bindings are transferred to the AAO net, which processes them further into lists of requestable workitems and confirmable activities. From the AAO net, these lists are reported to the backend engine net. This ultimately creates the ability for the backend engine to track workitems and activities.

As with the backend control net, the backend engine net is too big to fully present in this thesis. The following provides a description of all functional parts of the net, including the actual net structure for the most important functional parts.

**Initialisation and Access:** This functional part receives initialisation data, makes it available for access and also creates initial, empty or default tokens of lists and maps that are required for workflow operations. The latter are used to track workitems and activities.

**Update Requestable Workitems:** Whenever a workitem becomes available it is reported to this functional part of the backend engine net. The report itself is handled by the AAO net which recognises the new workitem and creates an updated list of its own workitems. That list has the form of a HashMap with the workitem ID as a key and the workitem object as content. In the backend engine net that HashMap is put into another HashMap which uses the Agent-Activity identifier as a key for the transferred HashMap of workitems. Whenever that HashMap of workitems per Agent-Activity is changed, an updated version is handed over to the engine DC, which handles the update to the platform WFMS.

**Request Workitem:** Figure 10.18 shows the part of the backend engine net responsible for requesting a workitem. In order to ensure correct operations, this is an exclusive loop, meaning that workitem requests are handled one at a time. Requests beyond the first are delayed but never discarded. The loop waits with the upper place and starts with a new request incoming at the left-most transition. In the first subsequent transition, the backend engine reviews if the workitem of the request is still available. Workitems may become unavailable between the time a request is made by the resource and it is processed by the engine. This can happen, e.g., if another request for that workitem was successful in the meantime or if the internal process removed precondition tokens with another agent action or workflow operation. If the workitem is no longer available, only the lower branch of the net structure can fire. Here, a failure object is created and then reported as the result of the operation. If the workitem is available, only the upper branch can continue. Here, in the extensive transition inscription, all data
Request a Workitem

[Note: Binding needs to be a Tuple at this point to ensure that unification with the process-protocol net can occur.]

[AAD containing workitem was cancelled or killed. Request cannot be fulfilled and needs to be aborted.]

[Create activity from workitem and the additional data in the RequestWorkItemAction from the database.]

[NOTE: The created activity does not contain all data needed for the correct execution of the activity. That data is only available to the platform WfMS: It is added by the platform WfMS on the way back to the resource.]
is read from the original request and workitem and a new activity created with the available data. This has to happen atomically to ensure consistency. Afterwards, the blue transition can fire, which synchronises up to the internal process. Only this firing in the internal process actually executes the workflow operation and finalises the workitem request. The activity object created during these steps is returned to the platform WFMS as the successful result of the request workitem operation.

The minor branch before the blue transition models the behaviour that is required when a process-protocol or Agent-Activity was terminated prematurely. In that case, workitem requests may be stuck at the point, because no unification can be found to satisfy all the conditions. To deal with such situations, the backend control net informs the backend engine net of the Agent-Activities that were prematurely terminated. Via unification of the Agent-Activity identifiers the red transition can fire, which skips the blue request step and reports back an error to the platform WFMS.

Update Valid Activities and Confirmable Activities: These two functional parts track the currently active/valid activities, as well as the confirmable activities. The basic functionality follows analogously to tracking workitems, with the AAO net recognising changes and informing the backend engine net. Particularities for activities include keeping two separate lists to ensure all updates are sent to the platform WFMS, even those which are fleeting, and an option to move control of specific activities from one Agent-Activity to another to realise workflow activities split between Agent-Activities.

Confirm Activity: The net structure implementing the confirmation of an activity is shown in Figure 10.19. It is an exclusive loop similar to the request workitem part, although more complex. It can start at either the left-most transition with a confirmation initiated by a resource or at the upper left blue transition modelling the direct confirmation initiated by the engine (in the internal process) itself. The handling for both options is almost the same, with minor differences in branching.

First, the engine checks if the activity is still valid. If it is not valid a failure message is created and returned as the result. If it is valid, confirmations initiated by a resource are checked for confirmability of the activity. Direct confirmations skip this check as a direct confirmation can only be initiated in the internal process if the activity is confirmable. If the activity is not confirmable another failure message is created and returned as the result. In the next step the confirmation is prepared by reading all the necessary data from the different data objects. This also checks if the resource initiating the confirmation is actually the one that is also recorded in the activity. If that is not the case another failure message is created and returned as the result. If all checks returned valid the activity can be confirmed by firing the blue transition which synchronises to the internal process of the Agent-Activity. Afterwards, the activity object is cloned with the result obtained for storage. This ensures that maps and lists containing that object are not corrupted (a technical inconvenience in Renew). Finally, the result is returned to the platform WFMS, either as an answer to the initiation by the resource as an inform in case of a direct confirmation.

As with the request workitem operation, confirm activity operations may get stuck if the process-protocol or Agent-Activity containing them is prematurely terminated. The same mechanism and similar shortcut in the net (minor branch above the blue confirmation transition) are used to handle these situations.
Figure 10.19: Backend engine: Confirm activity
Figure 10.20: Backend engine: Cancel activity
Cancel Activity: The net structure implementing the cancellation of an activity is shown in Figure 10.20. It is markedly different from the functional parts for requesting a workitem or confirming an activity, because it allows for multiple cancellations to be processed at the same time and needs to keep track of additional side conditions.

Again, cancellations can originate from either a resource or directly from the engine itself. Both arrive at the upper left-most part of the net. As an exception, the lower left-most part models the behaviour when a cancellation arrives directly from the engine while a cancellation from a resource is already pending. In that case the engine cancellation supersedes the resource cancellation. The resource cancellation is aborted with a failure message and the engine cancellation processed from the start. The decision to have engine cancellations supersedes resource cancellation was made to ensure that the Paffen entity as an autonomous workflow (engine) has full and ultimate control.

Processing of a cancellation request starts by checking activity validity and the origin of the cancellation. If the activity is valid and the cancellation was initiated by either the engine directly or by the correct resource the cancellation becomes pending. This means that a corresponding cancellation net component in the internal process of the Agent-Activity can fire as soon as it is activated. In that case the blue transition fires which synchronises to the internal process and actually cancels the activity restoring the local state in that net before the original workitem request. Afterwards, the result of the cancellation is sent to the platform WFMS.

Of course, since the cancellations might be pending for a period of time the activities might become invalid at any other time. In that case the backwards loop from the pending cancellations place fires, which in turn causes the failure route to become activated.

For cancellations, cleaning up after prematurely terminated process-protocols and Agent-Activities is markedly simpler. Pending cancellations are removed as those activities become invalid. Cancellations that occurred successfully, but were not sent to the platform WFMS yet only need to be unified via the Agent-Activity identifier and removed from the net.

Conclusion The workflow engine support for workflow operations is vital for the Agent-Activity concept. This prototype fully supports the prescribed engine functionality, therefore fulfilling its purpose wholly. It is aware of all necessary states of workitems and activities, disseminates them to the platform WFMS and is able to perform and control the actual execution of all three basic workflow operations, initiated by either resource or engine. Since the engine support of workflow operations represents a basic prerequisite of the Agent-Activity concept there is little to discuss regarding future work. Extensions of functionality are not applicable here, since the operations are already fully supported by the current prototype. The only feasible future work concerns improvements to efficiency. For example, adapting the mechanisms of this prototype to handle concurrent workitem requests or activity confirmations is a reasonable goal. However, it is not a focus of immediate future work.

10.2.11 Paffen Backend Resource

Purpose and Functionality The backend resource prototype is part of the technical backend (see Definition C.9). The backend resource functionality contains the support of
the three basic workflow operations from the resource side. Its purpose is to provide the facilities for a Paffin to receive and process data about tasks, workitems and activities and also initiate desired workflow operations.

**Design** The backend resource’s role in the overall workflow management architecture is to represent a workflow resource as a management entity. Basically, the backend resource needs to be able to receive data about workitems and activities from the platform WFMS, process and present that data to the resource it represents and initiate or process workflow operations on behalf of the resource. Registration and deregistration of the resource are also handled by the backend resource.

One of the challenges of this prototype is the diversity of resources a Paffin might represent. A resource can be anything that can perform the work associated with a workflow task. Often, human users act as workflow resources, but automated machines and devices (e.g., printers) are also possible. In the Paffin-System a Paffin itself may also be a resource which executes automated functionality within the context of a workflow task. The backend resource has to distinguish between the different types of resources, because task and related data have to be provided to and processed from them differently.

Human users need to be provided with workitem and activity data, as well as a (graphical) user interface. Their decisions happen completely outside of the system while their work is usually supported by it and results entered into the system. Automated machines and devices, like printers, usually don’t have complex decision making mechanisms. Workitems are more likely to be simply assigned to them. Their behaviour is fully automated and happens within the scope of the system. Paffin entities represent a mixture of those two extremes. They can possess decision making mechanisms and can (as agents) autonomously decide which workitems to request and when or how to complete activities. Their behaviour is automated in the way that it is completely defined and executed within the system.

The above can be simplified when considering that automated machines and devices need to be controlled in some way by the Paffin-System. If this is done through the Paffin entities themselves, the behaviour of the automated machines and devices becomes, conceptually, part of the behaviour of the Paffin entities. The Paffin becomes the resource, which has control of the machine or device.

Altogether, the backend resource can represent two kinds of resources: (human) users and automatic resources. Users are provided with the relevant workitem and activity data in a (graphical) user interface that lets them initiate and process workflow operations. Automatic resources are always the Paffin entities themselves, which are provided with the workitem and activity data directly and decide, through decision making mechanisms, which ones to execute. The behaviour executed is determined by the task and can involve the control of external automated machines and devices.

Note that this prototype only contains the core resource functionality. The graphical user interface provided to human users is discussed in Section 10.2.12.

The following describes the concrete requirements of the backend resource. Each of these needs to be provided for both resource kinds, which means that, if the requirements from that resource kind are incompatible, the backend resource has to implement different variants.

- The backend resource can process lists of workitems and activities for its resource.
- The backend resource can present the available workitems and active activities to its resource.
The backend resource can initiate the three basic workflow operations on available workitems and active activities.

The backend resource can register and deregister itself with the platform WFMS.

The backend resource can handle and process incoming reports of direct operations from engines.

The major design decisions concerning this prototype are discussed here:

**Multiple resources per Paffin entity:** Within the overall workflow architecture some Paffin entities represent resources. One design decision made in the course of the backend resource prototype was to allow one Paffin to represent multiple resources. The decision was made to allow for related resources to be captured in one Paffin, unifying them in a single construct. Now, one Paffin entity may represent a human user, as well as all the devices that belong to that user, like printers or mobile devices. Of course, the management information (e.g. workitem and activity lists), as well as the provision of information between the resources needs to be clearly separated.

**Subordinate resources:** Another design decision revolved around the question, whether the resource a Paffin represents always needs to be singular or if it might be an abstraction of a group of resources. While similar to the previous design decision, this one does not ask if a Paffin can represent multiple resources, but rather if a resource can represent multiple resources. For the Paffin-System it was decided to allow the representation of groups of resources. The reasoning behind this was based mostly on the use case of having a Paffin entity (as a resource itself) control another group of Paffin entities to distribute the workload among them. The resource Paffin would be responsible for the workflow tasks while the so-called subordinate resources (i.e. the controlled Paffin entities) would do the actual work. Similar use cases are also feasible for automated devices (e.g. a Paffin controlling multiple printers) and even human users (e.g. a Paffin representing a department head that represents all other workers in his or her department).

**Paffin workflow task management:** When a Paffin entity represents itself as a resource it needs to be able to start some behaviour with the provided parameters of a workitem, control that behaviour and, when finished, receive back a result before confirming or cancelling an activity. To start the behaviour associated with a task, the regular mechanism from Capa to start protocols was adapted. Each task intended for a Paffin contains an object inheriting from the ontology class ResourceTaskAction (see Section 10.2.1). That object must be modelled specifically for that task and contains the task parameters. Due to its superclasses, it can be turned into a message that the Paffin can send to itself. Receiving that message reactively starts an instance of process-protocol containing the behaviour for that task. Sending that message is a transparent administrative action that is not explicitly modelled in an Agent-Activity.

During the task-related process-protocol the Paffin has control over the execution as it does over any other process-protocol, meaning it can terminate and abort it. The task-related process-protocol can have an arbitrary content of Agent-Activities or regular agent behaviour, but must also contain some standardised net components. Those components allow for the additional requirements of cancelling and confirming the activity. Cancelling terminates the process-protocol and informs the management of the cancellation while confirming also reports any achieved results. The report of
confirmation and cancellation is again handled via administrative, transparent agent messages that are automatically processed by the backend resource.

**Handling direct operations:** Direct operations happen when the engine decides to confirm or cancel an activity. For resources a decision had to be made on how to handle such direct operations. Since the control of the workflow and, consequently, the activities contained within it lies, as previously discussed, with the engine, the resource can only accept the information about direct operations. However, it was decided that the resource would still process the information of the direct operation and, in the case of a confirmation, would adopt the result of the confirmed activity into its own tracking of activity results. Additionally, in the case of a cancellation it was decided not to prohibit or prevent a new request of the workitem from the resource side. The engine can still decide to deny a request from a previously failed resource.

**Implementation** The net implementation of the backend resource comprises one main backend net located in the PaffinEntity plugin, which is instantiated by and managed in the main backend control net. As with most backend nets, the backend resource net is too large to suitably depict wholly as a net figure in this thesis. Because of this, the following describes the functional parts of the backend resource nets, with highlighting figures depicting the most important and representative net parts.

**Initialisation and Access:** This functional part receives initialisation data from the backend control net, makes that data available and also creates initial default tokens of lists and maps that are required for the resource functionality. It also initialises the registration of resources, which is then performed in the corresponding functional part.

**Incoming Message Communication:** Here, incoming messages routed from the backend control regarding currently active activities are received and further routed to the appropriate functional parts. For each routing, unification via IDs is utilised to ensure correct message assignment.

**Outgoing Messages:** The backend resource sends out some administrative agent messages to the platform WFMS itself, for example when initiating the Paffin behaviour associated with a workflow task. Whenever it needs to do so, it puts the message on a place in this functional part, which is then removed to the backend control net, which in turn moves it to the Paffin net, which actually sends out the message.

**Resource Initialisation:** This functional part prepares, initiates and processes the registration of all resources represented by a Paffin entity. For automatic resources the resource data, including credentials, is defined in the knowledge base of the Paffin. Whether a Paffin is designed to represent a human user is also defined in the knowledge base. However, this is only a flag that enables the Paffin to initiate a GUI in which the user can enter his or her credentials. Login and other GUI related mechanisms are discussed further in the GUI prototype in Section [10.2.12]. Entered user credentials are returned to the current functional part. When all necessary data is available, the information is bundled and sent to the platform WFMS for the actual registration. The answer from the platform WFMS is always a resource object coupled with current versions of all applicable workitem and activity lists for that resource. These are put onto the corresponding places, from which they are used throughout the rest of the backend. Note that each resource a Paffin represents is individually registered

---

11 Resource object and lists are returned even if the registration failed. In that case the resource only has minimal default permissions, though. This is discussed further in Section [10.2.14]
and the data always separately stored. This ensures a clear separation between all resources represented by one PAFFIN entity. Each list or other data type associated with a resource is stored in a tuple with the unique identifier of the resource. That way it can always be accessed correctly using reference net unification.

**Deregister Resource:** The deregistration of a resource is implemented in this functional part. It is markedly simpler than the registration, only initiating the deregistration for one resource with the platform WFMS and, upon confirmation, removing all lists and data objects from the different places of the net. All runtime data associated with the resource is subsequently removed from the backend net, except for logging data.

**Subordinate Resources:** This functional part implements the support of subordinate resources (see discussion in the design section). Currently, the support is only trivially provided as preparation for future work. The only subordinate resource is the PAFFIN entity itself, which means that the work is always assigned to itself.

**Workitem and Activity Lists:** This is actually a group of functional parts. Each part contains and manages one type of workitem or activity lists for each resource of a PAFFIN:

- Available workitems (worklist)
- Active activities
- Confirmable activities (to indicate status of activities)
- Done activities (for monitoring and logging purposes)
All of these lists are managed in a similar way. Representatively, Figure 10.21 shows the functional part for available workitem lists. Each functional part manages one place containing the lists for each resource. That place is accessed by two transitions with synchronous channels, which receive lists and updates from the platform WFMS. The distinction here is between automatic and user resources. Automatic resources work directly on the lists in the places. User resources need to be presented with the information in the lists in a GUI. In Figure 10.21 the upper part receives and updates workitem lists for human users, while the lower part receives the lists for automatic users.

Request Workitem (Automatic Resource): This functional part realises the initiation of a workitem request for an automatic resource and is shown in Figure 10.22. Decision making mechanisms in the current prototype are kept simple, but can be extended. Each automatic resource has a maximum capacity of concurrent active activities it is allowed to request. This prohibits a resource from continuously requesting workitems without executing any work on them.

The choice of workitems is done in the left-most transition of Figure 10.22. Whenever workitems are available for an automatic resource and if the counter of concurrently active activities (stored in the yellow, central place) is less or equal to the maximum capacity for that resource the workitem with the highest priority is chosen by an auxiliary helper method. The workitem ID and resource object are then sent to the platform WFMS, which checks the request and, if valid, forwards it to the engine to actually perform the request. When an answer arrives at the resource backend there are a number of possibilities. If the request failed, e.g. when the workitem was not available anymore, the request loop is reset and can start again. If the request succeeded, the activity received from the engine and platform WFMS is checked for the required ResourceTaskAction object. Without that object, the Paffin can’t initiate any automatic behaviour. If the ResourceTaskAction is missing the resource backend automatically cancels the activity and subsequently resets the request loop. If the ResourceTaskAction is available, the net structure in Figure 10.23 is called via synchronous channel. That net structure chooses a subordinate resource transforms the ResourceTaskAction into an agent message, stores the management data for the activity and finally sends the agent message to the chosen subordinate resource, which reacts with the desired behaviour. Lastly, back in the request loop in Figure 10.22 the successfully requested workitem is manually removed from the current workitem list of the resource. This is done to ensure that the loop, which is reset in the next firing step, does not attempt to request the same workitem. It is necessary, since the new workitem list is sent by the platform WFMS asynchronously and might not arrive before the request loop starts firing again.

Activity-related Message Handling: The activity-related message handling implements Paffin internal workitem and activity management for automatic resources. Here, messages relating to the activities of automatic resources represented by a Paffin are received, processed and any operations (confirm/cancel) initiated. Messages originate only from the subordinate resource performing the behaviour associated with the task. After the start message created from the ResourceTaskAction object is received by the subordinate resource and the corresponding process-protocol started, the special components in that process-protocol can send out the administrative activity-related messages. For each activity and process-protocol two messages are sent. First, a message is created right at the start, which acknowledges the start of the
Figure 10.22: Backend resource: Request workitem (automatic resource)

[If the available workitems were not updated before the activity was processed by this backend, it can happen that the backend immediately tries to request the same workitem again. In order to avoid this the workitem (if it exists) is removed from the HashMap (even though it would probably be removed a couple of simulation steps later anyway).

[Activity not executable! (e.g., no task action defined) cancel activity at WFMS. Try again until cancellation works.]

[The agent action is instantiated and sent out by another component in this net. Transfer the activity and resource to that component here.]
Figure 10.23: Backend resource: Start process-protocol through agent action
process-protocol. Second, a message is created when the activity and process-protocol are ended. Depending on whether the end is a confirmation or cancellation by the subordinate resource, different messages are sent out by the process-protocol and received by the backend resource. After processing of the received messages the backend resource initiates the confirmation or cancellation with the platform WFMS. Afterwards, the backend cleans up its management data and reattempts any failed operations if applicable.

**Direct Operations Handling:** This functional part receives information about direct operations performed by workflow engines via the platform WFMS. Since the control of the workflow lies with the engines, the resource can only accept the direct operations and clean up its management data. If the activity is executed by an automatic resource, that resource must be informed via administrative message to cancel the corresponding process-protocol as soon as possible.

**Workflow Operations (Human User):** This group of functional parts realises the initialisation of the three basic workflow operations for human users. They all follow similar net structures, which is why they are discussed here together and illustrated, representatively, by the workitem request shown in Figure [10.24].

Workflow operations for human users are always controlled by the human users via their GUI. The signals to initiate the operations arrive at the backend resource. First off, the credentials provided with the signal are checked against the credentials of the resources represented by the current Paffin. This ensures that no fraudulent signal causes a workflow operation. Next, the operation is performed by the platform WFMS and workflow engine, after which the answer of the operation is received. If the request failed, that failure is reported back to the GUI and the user. If it succeeded, there are minor differences between the three operations. For workitem requests the result is checked if a special task GUI is provided or if the default GUI is used (see GUI prototype in Section [10.2.12]). Special task GUls are stored for later use and display. In addition, the result is also checked for a ResourceTaskAction that would indicate that some additional functionality for this user task should be executed by a subordinate (automatic) resource. For successful activity confirmations and cancellations the internal management data is cleaned up by removing the stored GUls and references to the activity. Lastly, for all successful operations, the GUI is informed of the success. Updates to activity or workitem lists are not affected by this information, because they are handled by the functional parts managing those lists.

**Conclusion** The purpose of this prototype was to enable the functionality needed to have Paffins represent and function as workflow resources. The backend resource net fulfils this purpose completely. It allows a Paffin to receive workflow related data and process workflow operations on behalf of its resources. Those resources can be human users, automatic machines and devices, as well as the Paffin itself.

There are two major areas, in which future work may improve or extend the backend resource functionality. First, the idea of subordinate resources was discussed and prepared for during the design of this prototype, but was only rudimentary implemented. Currently, only the Paffin entity itself is a subordinate resource. Later on, the Paffin could serve as an automated workload distribution manager for all of its subordinate resources. That way, modularity provided through multiple Paffin entities becomes an implementation focus. This can be utilised to provide more flexible and adaptive application solutions. Another area for improvement is the decision making for automatic resources. Currently,
Figure 10.24: Backend resource: Request workitem (human user)
the highest priority workitem is always requested. While this is a reasonable approach, agent intelligence and decision making mechanisms could be introduced to better adapt to different situations. For example, analysing the workitem list might yield results about bottlenecks in the workflows of the overall system. If there are 20 workitems of the same task it might be better, under certain situations, for the overall system performance to work on these, rather than on one with a slightly higher priority.

Overall, these kinds of improvements go beyond the conceptual requirements for an integrated entity as a workflow resource. They would clearly improve the usability and power of Paffins, which is why they are being considered, but they don’t add anything essential.

10.2.12 Paffin Web GUI

The Paffin Web GUI prototype is a collaboration with Dennis Schmitz. Implementation and design responsibilities were about equally shared. Roughly, Mr. Schmitz was responsible for the direct GUI parts, while the author was responsible for the incorporation of the GUI and its elements throughout the Paffin-System. Important implementations and design decisions were always made in close collaboration. Ultimately, both Mr. Schmitz and this thesis’ author contributed about equally to this prototype.

Purpose and Functionality The purpose of the Paffin Web GUI prototype is to provide human users with a graphical user interface (GUI), allowing them to interact with the Paffin-System. The functionality of the Paffin Web GUI encompasses two major areas.

First off, the GUI functionality itself needs to be addressed. This includes the elements to display in the GUI, their (semantic) interactions/relations between one another and the scope/focus of the GUI. The latter is especially important, since it defines the orientation of the GUI w.r.t. agents or workflows.

Secondly, the GUI functionality needs to be connected to and incorporated into the Paffin-System. Mechanisms for providing the GUI with all necessary data need to be provided. This again strongly depends on the orientation of the GUI. Also, GUI administration and control from inside the Paffin-System needs to be implemented.

Design The core orientation of the Paffin Web GUI prototype is workflows, or more precisely workflow tasks. The reason for this is simply that workflow tasks are basic descriptions of work. While workflow tasks can be performed by any resource, including automatic ones, human users are the primary target resources. As this prototype aims to provide a GUI for human users, the orientation towards workflow tasks is only natural.

Given this core orientation, the starting point for the GUI can be given as a basic WFMS interface. This yields the following basic function requirements:

- Login mechanism
- Display of available workitems to the currently logged in users
- Selection of workitems and display of workitem information
- Mechanism to request the currently selected workitems
- Display of (currently) active activities
- Selection of active activities and display of activity information
- Support of work associated with currently selected active activity
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- Mechanism to confirm the currently selected active activity
- Mechanism to cancel the currently selected active activity
- Display of done (i.e. previously confirmed) activities
- Selection of done activities and display of activity information including results
- Logout mechanism

The following major design decisions were made during the development of the **PAFFIN** Web GUI:

**Web-based GUI:** As the name of the prototype implies, the GUI is web-based. This means that users only require a web browser to access it. Simplifying access by providing an established and well-known type of interface for users was only one reason for this design decision. The other was related to the capabilities of the already available WebGateway plugin for **CAPA** (see Section 2.2.3 and [Betz, 2011, Betz et al., 2014]), which could be used for the implementation of the web-based GUI due to the full support of **CAPA** legacy code in the **PAFFIN**-System. The WebGateway allows **CAPA** agents (and by extension **PAFFIN** entities as agents) to provide their functionality as web services to be accessed via browser based calls. It also provides an extensive and flexible toolset to build custom GUIs. Instead of reimplementing that functionality, which was continuously developed over a number of years at the TGI research group, the decision was made to utilise the available code. Additionally, during that time extensions to the WebGateway were being developed in [Müller, 2016]. The OgeeJS framework provided a modular toolkit with which to easily design templates for user-friendly web GUIs. This framework of templates was also chosen to be incorporated and used with the **PAFFIN** GUI.

**Separation of GUI and other functionality:** Separating the GUI implementation from the rest of the **PAFFIN**-System was another major design decision. The GUI implementation is modular by nature. As long as the basic interface, which is only accessed by the backend resource net (see Section 10.2.11), is adhered to, any other GUI implementation can function with the **PAFFIN**-System. This decision was made to clearly encapsulate the GUI from the rest of the system. Future work may also provide new and/or specialised GUI implementations more easily.

**Task-specific GUI:** Most workflow tasks can be supported by a hard-coded GUI for all tasks. Differences could be handled by configuration for the needs of each task. However, more advanced mechanisms would always require changes and extensions to the mechanisms within the framework. These kinds of extensions can be difficult and also precarious if they affect other parts of the system negatively.

A better option is to provide a flexible, task-specific GUI. Each task would bring with it its own GUI object, which would adhere to a specific interface. The GUI then would only provide a container in which that object could be placed and displayed. That way, a task could provide any kind of user support without changing or cluttering the framework. Modularity and simplicity could still be maintained by providing a default modular GUI object and basic toolset of the modules.

The latter option was chosen for the **PAFFIN** Web GUI prototype. It required more implementation effort due to the flexibility. However, besides the advantages described above it also helped to alleviate the issue of the workflow-orientation of the GUI to a degree. Any task can contain any kind of GUI object. That GUI object can freely
interact with agent functionality contained between the request workitem and confirm activity operations. This means that any arbitrary agent GUI can be incorporated into a workflow task in the Paffin-System.

External GUI: Another design decision regarded the status of the Paffin Web GUI. Its encapsulation ensures that it can be easily replaced. Its current status determines it as the default GUI for the Paffin-System. That does, however, not mean that it is the only one. The design decision here was not to force the GUI on applications, thus allowing any part of the system to provide and maintain other GUIs. This decision also further alleviates the issue of the workflow-orientation of the Paffin Web GUI. Any Paffin as an agent or a workflow can provide an alternative GUI. This GUI has to be completely handled in AGENT-ACTIVITIES and process-protocols, though, but can access the management facilities of the backend nets whenever necessary.

Implementation The PaffinWebGui plugin holds all nets, Java classes and JavaScript files of this prototype. Separating the PaffinWebGui plugin from the rest of the Paffin-System plugins ensures the encapsulation of the GUI and simplifies modification and possible replacement in the future.

The GUI functionality is accessed and initialised only when a Paffin entity wants to register a human user resource. In that case the resource registration is rerouted to another branch of the backend resource registration component. That component starts by instantiating a new DC, the so-called GUI Connector DC. That DC represents the interface between the Paffin-System and the PaffinWebGui prototype. It also starts another Paffin entity, the so-called GUI Paffin, which is responsible for providing, maintaining and communicating with the actual web GUI. Upon startup of the GUI Paffin, a login screen is provided to the user. Until a user accesses the GUI via a web browser and enters his or her credentials, the resource registration is delayed. Once the user has input his or her credentials, these credentials are received by the GUI Paffin and then transmitted to the original resource Paffin’s GUI Connector DC. That DC then provides those credentials for the resource registration. After registration, the resource Paffin receives workitem and activity data for the user resource. That data is received as described in the backend resource prototype. Whenever an update occurs, that data is given to the GUI Connector DC, which transforms the data for readability and sends it to the GUI Paffin. The GUI Paffin then hands over the received data to the web GUI, which displays it. From the GUI, the user can initiate the workflow operations and other actions available in the task-specific GUI component.

The web GUI itself can be seen in Figure [10.25] The upper part is the menu bar. Here, the user can switch between the login screen and the workflow processing screen. In future work, more areas, like an administration area, can be added here.

The main part of the GUI is split. On the left-hand side the lists for available workitems, active activities and done activities can be seen. Here, users can select a workitem or an activity. The selection here controls what is shown on the right-hand side of the GUI. For workitems, the task-specific GUI is shown. That GUI is stored in the database and read by the platform WFMS during the request of the workitem. It is stored by the resource Paffin and provided to the GUI Paffin when the activity list is updated.

In Figure [10.25] the activity “RedTimer Gruppe” is selected. The task-specific GUI contains the task description, as well as an input field and a “Submit” button. Additionally
Figure 10.25: PAFFIN web GUI screenshot
the upper right-hand side contains buttons for confirmation and cancellation of the activity.
The confirmation button in Figure 10.25 is currently disabled, as the “Submit” button
supersedes it. On the lower right-hand side of Figure 10.25 an additional feature of the
prototype is shown: status pop-up messages. These messages inform users of the results of
the workflow operations they initiated, as well as of updates to workitem and activity lists.
Green updates indicate successful operations, while red updates indicate and detail errors.

Internally, the PAFFIN Web GUI prototype is quite extensive. The following presents a
rough outline of the implementation areas:

**Extended ontology:** The PAFFIN Web GUI required additional ontology concepts. These
corcepts can be roughly separated into two groups. The first one contains those concepts
that are abstractly describing handling GUI objects within the PAFFIN-System. These
corcepts describe, without assuming GUI implementation details, which data is send
to and received from the GUI. Due to the omission of implementation details, these
corcepts are independent of the actual GUI implementation and contribute to the
interface. They can be reused for other GUI implementations. Examples include
container concepts for workitem and activity lists, as well as concepts relating activities
to their task-specific GUIs. These general concepts are maintained in the overall
ontology of the PAFFIN-System.

The second group of ontology concepts contains concepts specifically for the PAFFIN
Web GUI. These are maintained in a separate ontology in the PaffinWebGui plugin.
This group includes the basic elements for the modular task-specific GUI, containers for
results of tasks and internal list concepts for displaying workitem lists and activities.

**Interactions:** Since the GUI PAFFIN is a separate PAFFIN entity to the resource PAFFIN,
interactions consisting of pairs of process-protocols needed to be implemented. These
realise the exchange of data between GUI and resource. Included are interactions
for starting a GUI PAFFIN, resource login, updating workitem and activity lists and
handling workflow operations. The form for all of these interactions is similar. Either
it is a simple inform (e.g. in the case of updating lists) or it is a request and wait for
answer pattern (e.g. in the case of workflow operations).

**Adaptions in the PAFFIN-System:** Adaptions to the PAFFIN-System primarily related to
the backend resource net. Here, the interface to the GUI is realised through synchronous
channels connecting to the GUI Connector DC. These changes have already been
discussed in the context of the resource backend prototype.

In addition to the backend resource, the platform WFMS needed to be extended.
Reading, processing and handling the task-specific GUIs needed to be implemented.
More details of this are provided in the corresponding prototype in Section 10.2.14

**GUI Connector DC:** As described above, the GUI Connector DC is responsible for con-
necting the PAFFIN Web GUI subsystem with the rest of the PAFFIN-System. It is a
standardised DC connected to the backend resource net of a PAFFIN, from which it
receives updates from the resource and the platform WFMS and to which it forwards
data and commands from the GUI. The functionality of the GUI Connector DC is
kept intentionally simple. Most of the actual processing of data is done in the backend
resource net. This way doesn’t have to be reimplemented in case the GUI (including
the GUI Connector DC) is replaced. Altogether, the GUI Connector DC contains net
structures to instantiate the GUI PAFFIN, request credentials from the GUI, update the
lists of workitems, active activities, confirmable activities and done activities, process
Request Workitem

Figure 10.26: GUI connector DC: Request workitem

and forward workitem requests, activity confirmations and activity cancellations from the GUI and forward additional status updates from the GUI to the activity.

Representatively, Figure 10.26 shows the net structure to confirm an activity from the GUI. On the left-hand side the command to confirm is received from the process-protocol started upon reception of a corresponding message from the GUI Paffin. Next, the command is forwarded to the backend resource, which actually processes and performs it with the platform WFMS and engine. During that time, the GUI Connector DC waits for the answer. That result comes in the form of a GuiOperationRequestResult, which either contains a success or failure. That object is then finally returned to the original process-protocol, which in turn forwards the answer back to the GUI Paffin and the GUI. The net structures for request workitem and cancel activity are completely analogous.

Processor Agentlet DC: The Processor Agentlet DC is executed in the GUI Paffin. It realises the technical link between the agent/Paffin parts of the system and the WebGateway and web parts of the system. On the one hand it translates incoming commands from the GUI into commands that can be understood and processed by the Paffin-System. On the other hand it also translates the data coming from the GUI Connector DC of the associated resource Paffin into data and objects that can be processed and displayed in the web GUI. Regarding communication, the web GUI communicates directly via web services translated from the WebGateway mechanisms with the Processor Agentlet DC. The communication between the Processor Agentlet DC and its resource Paffin is handled via the above mentioned interactions.

The Processor Agentlet DC contains the following net structures that realise the required link:

- **GUI location:** Since it is possible to have multiple GUI agents in a system the Processor Agentlet DC must track which one it is in charge of.

- **Update lists:** In these net structures the data originating from the GUI Connector DC is processed for display. Each list has a timestamp. The timestamp of the last update is stored and compared against any new incoming lists. That way race conditions are avoided. Even though the Paffin-System is a distributed system timestamps can be used here. The lists and timestamps always originate in the same source GUI Connector DC, so the timestamps are always valid and comparable.
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Figure 10.27: Processor agentlet DC: Confirm activity

the Processor Agentlet DC a new WebEvent object is created and handed over to the WEBGATEWAY mechanisms to display in the web GUI.

- **Provide credentials:** When the GUI is first started the PAFFIN-System expects the credentials of the user before it can continue. The input fields are prepared for and then initiated for display in this net structure, which also waits for the input and then forwards it back to the GUI Connector DC, which then in turn hands it over to the backend resource for resource registration.

- **Cached data access:** This net structure caches the most up to date content of the GUI. In case the user refreshes the GUI web page, the cached data can be accessed and restored. This mechanism avoids a full update and restoration from the PAFFIN-System.

- **Workflow operations:** In these net structures the commands from the GUI to initiate the workflow operations are processed. For all three basic workflow operations, the net structures are analogous and consist of two parts: Receive command from GUI and process result. Representatively, Figure 10.27 shows the net structure to process the command to confirm an activity.

On the left-hand side the command from the GUI is received. It is then processed in the upper branch, where all data is extracted from the command. The lower branch starts a process-protocol which waits for the processed data provided to it from the right-most transition inscribed with synchronous channel and sends that data the GUI Connector DC in the resource PAFFIN. The answer to the command is received in the related net structure to process the result, not shown in Figure 10.27. If the operation was successful a GuiConfirmActivitySuccess
object is received, otherwise the answer is a GuiConfirmActivityFailure object. Either way, the result is processed, packaged into a WebEvent object and handed over to the WebGateway for display.

Beyond the Processor Agentlet DC, the standard WebGateway mechanisms are used for the implementation. These connect the agent/PAFFIN parts of the system with the actual web GUI. For details about the WebGateway and utilised mechanisms please refer to Betz, 2011, Betz et al., 2014, Müller, 2016.

In terms of non-net implementation the PAFFIN Web GUI prototype’s most prominent features relate to the GUI provided in JavaScript\(^\text{13}\) classes. The GUI itself is defined in a JSP file, containing the JavaScript code for the dynamic web page shown to the user. When the web page is called by a browser program, the corresponding JSP file and its controller object are initiated. That controller subscribes to certain events with the WebGateway from the PAFFIN-System. Whenever the Processor Agentlet DC hands over a WebEvent object to the WebGateway, the WebGateway transforms it into the corresponding event and sends out that event, via WebSocket, to the event’s subscribers. The content within that event object consists of objects defined in the WebGateway ontology. When an event arrives at a controller for a web page, a predefined callback method is called and provided with the event as a parameter. The data contained in the event is processed and filled into an OgeeJS template, which can be directly displayed in the web page. In the other direction, active elements of the GUI (e.g. buttons) are defined with a specific handler, which calls a method when the element is activated. That method gathers data from the GUI (e.g. content of input fields), creates a container object within a new WebEvent and sends that towards the WebGateway, which processes it and forwards it to the correct GUI Paffin entity.

For the PAFFIN Web GUI, there are currently two main JSP files. The first one, index.jsp, contains the GUI for the login of users. The second one, workflow-processing.jsp, contains the overall workflow GUI shown in Figure 10.25. To switch between the different JSP files, users can either use the topmost menu bar or they are automatically redirected after login.

Apart from the JavaScript GUI parts, the prototype also features a number of auxiliary Java classes. These provide often-used methods that simplify net code and constants used throughout the prototype.

**Conclusion**  The purpose of the PAFFIN Web GUI prototype was to provide a graphical user interface for human users to access the functionality of the PAFFIN-System. The prototype fulfills that purpose. It provides an interface structured by the workflow task concept. Users are presented with available workitems, can select and request them and then work on the emerging activities. Of the functionality laid out in the coarse design, everything has been implemented and works, except for the logout mechanism. The latter is considered future work until a more complex user management from the CAPA context can be incorporated. The remainder of the functionality fully supports users. Each workflow task brings its own modular and extensible GUI. That GUI can contain standard workflow related input and description fields, but can also contain any arbitrary HTML compatible functionality defined within the agent parts of the process-protocols of the PAFFIN-System.

Regarding future work, the GUI provides the biggest potential for improvements in usability. The current prototype implements the necessary basics of functionality that are required for users to work with the PAFFIN-System. However, in terms of usability, there are a lot of possible extensions. Some of them have already been implemented. It is

\(^{13}\)https://www.javascript.com/ (last accessed May 28th, 2017)
already possible to use a specific syntax in task descriptions that translates specific string constants into variables from the task parameters. Text formatting in task descriptions in the GUI is also already implemented. The pop-up alerts shown in Figure 10.25 are another, already implemented additional feature. These kinds of features are not essential to using the PAFFIN-System, but together improve the usability greatly. Other possible and not yet implemented features include an interactive visualisation of the overall workflow in the GUI, system administration in the GUI and workitem/activity filters. These topics, however, are designated as future work.

10.2.13 Paffin Platform

Purpose and Functionality  The PAFFIN platform prototype’s purpose is to provide the runtime execution environment for PAFFIN entities. The functionality of the PAFFIN platform prototype can be directly drawn from that purpose. Required is a runtime execution environment that manages both the life cycle of the individual PAFFIN entities and all the auxiliary services required for the execution of all PAFFIN entities. The latter services include agent management services defined by the FIPA, global (at least w.r.t. the platform) workflow managing services and the infrastructure enabling the communication between PAFFIN integrated entities.

Design  Roughly speaking, the challenges of this prototype can be separated into providing an execution environment for PAFFINS and incorporating management services into that environment. The base CAPA platform already provides a solution following such a separation for regular agents. The platform itself is a distinct (agent) net that serves as a container and execution environment for other (agent) nets that provides agent management services (AMS and DF) for all agents in the platform. By adapting the mechanisms to PAFFIN nets instead of CAPA agent nets and extending the management services for workflows the challenge of this prototype can be addressed. Choosing this approach for implementation in this prototype yielded the following required base functionalities that needed to be implemented:

- PAFFIN life cycle management
- Communication infrastructure provision
- Management services initialisation

Note that the management services themselves are not part of this prototype. The agent management services are already fully provided by the CAPA AMS and DF agents, which could be directly reused. The workflow management services on the other hand were not available before. They needed to be fully implemented. Due to the large scope of the management services they were implemented in a separate prototype that is discussed in the following section.

Implementation  This current prototype featured a limited scope of implementation areas. Using the CAPA platform as a basis allowed for the utilisation of the entire agent management functionality of CAPA. Only some nets had to be adapted in order to achieve the necessary requirements for PAFFIN entities. These nets included the PAFFIN platform net and the platform protocol net to start a new PAFFIN entity. However the changes to these nets were limited to changing inscriptions to indicate the different target domain and nets (e.g. instantiate the paffin.rnw net instead of the agent.rnw net). Additionally, the
platform protocol net that is responsible for setting up the platform services like AMS and DF needed to be extended to also start the platform WFMS services. Stopping already running PAFFIN entities required no adaptions, as it is handled via simple unification over net instances.

The communication facilities of the CAPA platform could also be directly reused. PAFFINS communicate with the same interface and asynchronous message format as CAPA agents. Furthermore, the overall workflow management architecture of the PAFFIN-System determined that the management services and participants would also communicate and interact via such (administrative agent) messages.

Regarding Java implementation, this prototype only uses a minor helper class that is used to define constants and locate necessary platform data files in the file system.

**Discussion** The decision to base the PAFFIN-System technologically on the existing CAPA system allowed for an easy realisation of this PAFFIN platform prototype. The purpose of the platform prototype is completely fulfilled, since the existing mechanisms to start and stop agents, as well as enable inter- and intraplatform communications, could be easily adapted or directly utilised.

Future work regards the realisation of optional and extended PAFFIN management functionality. Mobility of PAFFINS, for example, is a desired feature that, regarding the implementation, would mostly affect the PAFFIN platform nets. However, mobility is only rudimentary supported in base CAPA. An extension to CAPA, called MAPA [Cabac et al., 2009], focuses on mobility and its representation. Incorporating mobility and MAPA into the PAFFIN-System is not essential to the proof-of-concept for the Agent-Activity approach and therefore considered future work.

### 10.2.14 Paffin Platform WFMS

**Purpose and Functionality** The purpose of this prototype is to implement the connection between the PAFFINS as engines and resources on the platform and management level. It is part of the PAFFIN platform management services.

The functionality of the PAFFIN platform WFMS is outlined in the overall workflow architecture shown in Figure [10.17]. It receives workflow runtime information from all workflow engines and distributes that information to registered resources. In addition to that it informs resources of direct operations performed on activities by engines. In the other direction, the platform WFMS receives operation commands from the resources, checks them for validity and permissions and forwards the valid operation commands to the engines which actually perform the operations.

**Design** The functionality to connect and relate workflow engines and workflow resources constitutes the workflow management services required by a PAFFIN platform. Having the same significance as the agent management services AMS and DF, the platform WFMS was required to be implemented in a similar fashion as an agent subsystem 14.

In itself, the platform WFMS subsystem represents an intermediary system in the terms of the WORKBROKER principle (see Definition [C.13] in Section [10.3.2]). An intermediary system in the WORKBROKER also connects engines and resources in the same way as the platform WFMS of the PAFFIN-System.

An important aspect of workflow management is persistent data storage. Persistent data includes resource credentials, additional task data not inscribed directly in the workflow.

---

14Subsystem in this case relates to one or more agents providing the required functionality.
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operations and the task-specific GUI. Providing for and enabling the PAFFIN-System access to that persistent data is also part of this prototype.

Given this coarse design, the detailed scope of functionality contains the following subject matters:

- Resource (de-)registration and management of registered resources
- Reception of all types of individual workitem/activity lists from engines and aggregation of those lists
- Filtering and distribution of all workitem/activity lists to resources
- Reception, validation and routing of commands to the correct engines
- Monitoring and logging of workflow operations
- Interactions for exchanging data between platform WFMS and Paffins as engines
- Interactions for exchanging data between platform WFMS and Paffins as resources
- Interface/reception mechanisms to backend resource net
- Interface/reception mechanisms to backend engine net
- Provision of additional (persistent) task data not directly inscribed in the Agent-Activity

Most design decisions affecting the platform WFMS have already been discussed in the context of the backend engine and backend resource. These applied to the role and shape of the platform WFMS and its relation to the engines and resources. Remaining major design decisions affecting only the platform WFMS included the following:

Encapsulation of interface to backend engine and resource nets: To further separate concrete workflow management concerns from the integration aspects of the Paffin-System an additional indirection between the backend resource/engine nets and the platform WFMS was introduced to the system. The platform WFMS interacts with Paffins as engines and resources via process-protocols. If those process-protocols would directly interact with the backend engine/resource nets, the backend and management would be directly coupled. Even though the main interface between the platform WFMS and the engines and resource consists of the administrative agent messages between them, possible later changes to the main communication mechanism are not excluded. A direct coupling would hinder or prohibit such changes. Additionally, there is a lot of data processing necessary for the communication between Paffins and platform WFMS. Including that data processing in the backend nets would complicate and enlarge those nets even more. For these reasons DCs were implemented for both the resources and engines. These DCs connect to the respective backends, take over data processing duties and also handle communication with the platform WFMS.

Workflow task permission system: Workflow tasks require some form of access control. Role based access control is a well-established access control mechanism [Ferraiolo and Kuhn, 1992, Sandhu et al., 1996]. The basic concept is to define roles to which users/resources are assigned. Roles define permissions, which describe which tasks a resource may work on. As it is an established, yet simple access control mechanism, role based access control was chosen for the PAFFIN-System.

Choice of database storage: It is clear that the platform WFMS requires a database connection. However, a decision needed to be made as to which data to store in that database. Ultimately, the following data was chosen for storage:
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- Resource credentials
- Workflow roles
- Permissions
- Task data (e.g. descriptions, required permissions)
- Task-specific GUI

All of this data shares the same distinctions. It is needed globally (i.e. by the platform WFMS) and it is needed in each execution of an application built with the Paffin-System. Furthermore, moving all of this data to the database simplifies the inscriptions in the Agent-Activity internal processes. Only the absolutely necessary inscriptions are needed there, which improves readability and maintainability. Reusing data like the task-specific GUI for multiple tasks is also easier when that data is stored in a database.

Database access: Another design decision regarding the database concerned which Paffins of a system would have access to the database. Obviously, the platform WFMS Paffin needs access, as it is responsible for checking permissions, roles and credentials. However, the additional task data and task-specific GUI are more relevant for the resource Paffins. Still, the decision was made to limit database access to only the platform WFMS Paffin. While resource Paffins could benefit from directly accessing the task data and GUI, they could, conceivably, also gain access to data that should not be available to them. By limiting access to database, the platform WFMS can ensure that resources only get the data they are authorised for.

Implementation The Paffin platform WFMS prototype is part of the PaffinPlatform plugin. However, the interfaces between the backend nets and the workflow management, implemented as DCs, are located in the PaffinEntity plugin since they relate to the individual Paffin entities as opposed to the overall platform.

The platform WFMS itself is implemented as a single, special Paffin entity. That platform WFMS Paffin is started automatically during platform initialisation along with the AMS and DF Paffins. Its identifier is made known to all Paffin entities started on that platform during their initialisation, ensuring that all Paffins know how to interact with the platform WFMS.

The main implementation efforts of the prototype concern the platform WFMS Paffin. It executes a DC, which implements the functionality required for the prototype. The following descriptions are focussed on and structured by that WFMS DC. To realise the interface between the Paffin engine and resource backend nets and the platform WFMS, additional DCs and process-protocol interactions were implemented. Those DCs are the engine DC and resource DC. Descriptions of the DCs and interactions are incorporated into the descriptions of the main platform WFMS DC to provide a better structure to the descriptions.

The platform WFMS DC contains the following net structures:

Initialisation: The initialisation net structure prepares default and empty values for all lists and maps used for storing, accessing and processing data within the platform WFMS. Beyond that, it also initialises the database with the initial values class (see below) and the basic logging mechanism.

Register resource: When a Paffin wants to register one of its resources, it hands over all the resource data (e.g. user credentials received from the web GUI) to its resource
DC, which sends that data to the platform WFMS. That data is received in this net structure. Registration processing starts off with an assessment of credential validity. The provided credentials must be non-empty and non-default and they must be present in the database of known users. Even automatic resources must provide a known and valid name and password.

If at any point the registration encounters an error or false/invalid information, the resource is logged in with the default role instead of the role it intended. Using the default role is the general escape mechanism for resource registration. The mechanism simplifies the registration for automatic resources that don’t require any special access to the workflow functionality. With the default role they are logged into the system and can receive basic information from it. Further details of the role based access control are provided further below.

After checking credential validity, the remaining resource data is read and a resource ontology object created. That object is then actually registered with the platform WFMS by adding it to the resource list. The result of the registration is a message to the resource Paffin containing the resource object and all initial lists.

**Deregister resource:** Deregistering a resource is initiated by the backend resource net and then sent to the platform WFMS via the resource DC and a process-protocol. The process is markedly simpler than the registration. If the resource is registered and if the resource does not have any active activities it is working on, the deregistration succeeds. Otherwise a failure message is returned.

**Workitem lists handling:** This net structure is responsible for receiving workitem lists from engines, aggregating them and then initiating the update of the workitem lists filtered for resources. Whenever new workitems are available in one engine, a list of all of that engine’s workitems are handed over to the engine DC. The engine DC then starts a process-protocol that sends the list to the platform WFMS DC. The net structure for receiving workitem lists is shown in the upper part of Figure 10.28. New lists arrive at the left-hand side. The processing is always related to one engine. It starts by separating workitems already known to the platform from those that are completely new. The platform WFMS requires additional workitem data only available in the database. If the workitems are already known, that data was accessed before and is already present for the platform WFMS. Unknown workitems are handed over to the database functionality to retrieve their additional task data (lower branch in Figure 10.28). Once these workitems have been updated with the additional data, they are recombined with the already known workitems into a complete list of workitems for the current engine. Lastly, the list of workitems is stored in a HashMap that contains all lists for all workflow engines and the update flag (a simple counter) set, before returning a confirmation message to the engine Paffin, which is delaying the next update until the current one is finished. This completes the update process of workitems from the engine side.

The update of workitems for resources is handled by the lower part of Figure 10.28. When the flag for a pending update is set (i.e. the counter greater than zero), the update is initiated. The list of current workitems and resources is copied and handed over to a newly started process-protocol. That process-protocol iterates over the resources and creates, for each one, a filtered list of workitems. Filtering is done based on the resource permissions, which are stored along with the resources in the list provided to the process-protocol. The created lists are timestamped and sent to the resources, which receive them at their resource DC. The part of the resource DC
Figure 10.28: WFMS platform DC: Workitem list handling
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**Receive Updated Worklist**

![Diagram of workflow process]

Figure 10.29: WFMS resource DC: Receive updated workitem list

The system is responsible for receiving workitem lists and processing them. The workitem list is kept deliberately simple. The workitem list, resource, and timestamp are read from the incoming message. If the timestamp is older than the last update timestamp (stored in the blue place) and less recent data is already present, the workitem list is discarded because more recent data is already present. The timestamp method is valid in this situation, since the source of the timestamps, i.e., the platform WFMS, is constant, which means it is not affected by distribution issues.

**Activity lists handling**: This net structure is responsible for receiving updated lists of active and confirmable activities and for forwarding them to the resources. The processes are analogous to the update of workitem lists. However, they are simpler since activities already contain all data (i.e., no additional database access and data retrieval) and each activity is only sent to one resource.

**Check operation commands**: This net structure checks incoming workflow operation commands from a resource. To provide context, the following considers the full process of a workitem request command from a user. Coming from the GUI, the command arrives at the backend resource and is then handed over to the resource DC. The resource DC sends the command via process-protocol to the platform WFMS. There, it is received and handed over to the check operation command net structure. In multiple steps, that net structure checks the command:

1. Is the workitem still available?
2. Is the requesting resource registered?
3. Does the resource have the required permissions for this workitem?

If any of the checks fail, a failure message is returned to resource PAFFIN. If all of the workitem checks succeed, the workitem can be requested by the resource. Consequently,
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the request is forwarded to the engine PAFFIN. There it is received by the engine DC with the net structure shown in Figure 10.30. Here, only one check is directly performed by the DC, namely if the message was forwarded by the known platform WFMS. This ensures that only the platform WFMS can forward workflow operations. If the platform WFMS sent the operation command, the command is handed over to the backend engine net, which attempts to perform the workitem request as described in the respective backend engine prototype section. The result of that attempted operation is handed back to the engine DC, which returns it to the platform WFMS, which recognises the result (see next net structure description) and finally forwards it to the original PAFFIN resource. If the operation was successful, the sets of workitems and activities change, causing updates that cascade throughout the system causing it to progress in its execution.

The previous described the process for workitem requests. For activity confirmations and cancellations, the process is analogous.

Determine engine: This net structure is responsible for determining the identifier of an engine given a workitem or an activity. It is required whenever a resource wishes to initiate a workflow operation and the platform WFMS needs to forward the initiation to the correct engine.

Recognise results of operations: The result recognition is the basic monitoring and logging mechanism for the platform WFMS. The mechanism works threefold. For one, it maintains a text file log in the current user’s home directory. Here, everything that is handled in some way in the platform WFMS is logged, including all lists of workitems and activities and all operations. This persistent log is used for maintenance and analysis. The other two logging facets are not persistent and only used for runtime analysis. A log of all workflow operations is used to analyse issues resources might have with the operations (e.g. do the operations of a resource always fail). Another log tracks all finished and done activities of the system. This is used to analyse if the system’s workflows proceed normally.

The result recognition also serves another, important function w.r.t. newly requested activities. If the platform WFMS DC recognises the successful request of a workitem, that result is specially routed. As described in the GUI prototype, each task has a specific GUI associated with it. That GUI is stored in the database as well. When a workitem is successfully requested, its GUI has to be retrieved from the DB. This happens when the request result is recognised by the platform WFMS. Here, instead of just recognising the result, the result is enriched with the additional GUI data before being forwarded to the resource PAFFIN, which then initiates displaying it in the GUI.

Database access for CAPA agents was the topic of [Mosteller, 2016]. There, the PersistentOntology plugin for CAPA was extended to provide the means for CAPA agents to store and read any object defined in an agent ontology in a database. Due to the compatibility of CAPA and the PAFFIN-System, this plugin could be directly utilised. The PersistentOntology allows agents (now PAFFINS) to utilise a provided persister interface. That interface connects to an existing database. By accessing that interface with special ontology objects, other ontology objects can be stored, read or modified from the database. Querying utilises an underspecified mechanism. This means that the database is queried with an only partially specified object and returns all stored objects that match the partial specifications. For example, the database could be queried for an empty resource object and return all resources or it could be queried for a role containing a specific username and return all roles in which that username occurs.
Request Workitem (from resource via WFMS)

[request selected Workitem in backend (use RequestWorkitemAction object as it contains workitem ID, requesting resource and additional task data from the DB.)]

[Check if the message was sent by the PaffinWFMS (only these are valid)]

[return result of operation (either an activity or an error object) to the protocol which forwards it to the WFMS (and then to the resource)]

[Message was not sent by PaffinWFMS; create error message.]

[Return error to protocol which forwards it to WFMS (and then to the resource)]
For the PAffIN-System, only the platform WFMS PAffIN utilises the persister interface. This interface connects to a db4o database stored in the current user’s home folder. Such a localised implementation is sufficient in this prototypical stage of the PAffIN-System. As future work, the PersistentOntology allows extensions to other (distributed) database. That, however, is outside of the scope of this thesis.

Regarding the scope of database functionality, currently only read access is provided to the PAffIN-System. The database can be accessed and modified via an auxiliary Java class that contains the initial values of the DB. That class is instantiated and compared against the existing database on every platform WFMS startup. If database entries are missing the database is restored to the new initial values. Future work deals with extending the capabilities of the database access, including enabling the PAffIN-System to store and modify data at runtime.

As described above, the platform WFMS DC, in many places, accesses the database. That database access is realised through an additional DC, the persister DC, which has direct access to the persister interface provided by the PersistentOntology. In general, the process of querying the database is always similar. Representatively, Figure 10.31 shows the database access to determine the set of permissions for a given resource. Starting on the left, the persister DC is called by the platform WFMS DC. Here, the resource object representing the resource is provided. The name of the resource is read and packaged into an underspecified WFRole object, which, in turn, is packaged into a PersistableConcept object. That PersistableConcept object is handed over to the database interface, which takes over actually querying the database using the mechanisms defined in the PersistentOntology. The result of that querying call is either DBQuerySuccess object containing the found results or a DBQueryFailure object if the query failed. A failure is logged and returned to the platform WFMS DC as an error. A success object is further processed. It contains a sequence of all WFRole object matching the underspecified query. In the next step a helper method is called which iterates through the set of WFRoles and returns a set of all permissions contained in those roles.

The persister DC contains further net structures for querying resource credentials, workitem data and activity GUIs. These all work similarly to the example discussed above.

The most crucial, non-net implementation aspect of the platform WFMS prototype is the role-based access control system (RBAC) implemented for the PAffIN-System. The system is defined in the ontology of the PAffIN-System through a number of ontology concepts. These concepts are stored as Java objects in the database and read and compared at runtime.

Figure 10.32 shows an excerpt of the overall PAffIN-System ontology with the RBAC concepts highlighted. The core concept is the paffin-w-f-role. That concept describes a role, which has an identifier, a set of assigned resources (identified by their login names) and a set of assigned permissions (identified by their names). To increase the flexibility of the system, each role can also contain a superrole identifier realising a hierarchic RBAC, where each role also has the permissions of all of its superroles. Besides the role concept, the system also features a paffin-permission base concept defining the name of the permission. All permission types inherit from that base concept. Currently, only the positive-permission concept is supported. A positive permission describes that a resource with this permission is allowed to do something. Using the base permission allows for future extensions with, e.g., negative permissions that prohibit resources from doing something.

https://sourceforge.net/projects/db4o/ (last accessed May 28th, 2017)
Get Permissions for Given Resource
Retrieve the set of permissions for a given resource from the DB
Figure 10.32: PAFFIN-System ontology excerpt: Role based access control
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The overall RBAC works in the following way. When a resource registers with the platform WFMS, its permissions are calculated according to the roles it has been assigned to. Each task contains a set of required permissions. When a resource attempts an operation on a task (in workitem or activity state), the system only needs to check if the set of required permissions of the task is a subset of the permissions a resource possesses. If even one required permission is missing for the resource, it is not allowed to perform the desired operation. This rather simple RBAC system fully realises a necessary workflow security control mechanism for the Paffen-System.

Regarding the database, the platform WFMS prototype also defined the ontology objects for storage in the database. These can also be seen highlighted in Figure 10.32. In addition to the core RBAC concepts, which are all stored in the database, the paffin-credentials concept stores resource credentials and the paffin-d-b-task concept stores all task information. Not shown in Figure 10.32 is the concept for storing GUIs. That concept contains an identifier and a set of elements provided with a specific layout to be displayed in the GUI.

Due to the functionality limits currently found in the platform WFMS prototype, the initial database needs to be defined via a Java class that is instantiated and stored during startup of the platform WFMS. That class implements a specific database interface, which generates the desired objects from the given Java code.

Apart from the RBAC system and database concepts, the platform WFMS also features a large amount of auxiliary helper methods defined in Java. These help in processing the workitem and activity lists, checking for resource permissions etc. The extent of these helper methods is bigger than in the rest of the Paffen-System, because the platform WFMS involves more iterations over lists, which are cumbersome to handle and maintain in net implementations.

Conclusion  The platform WFMS prototype completely fulfils the purpose laid out for it. It realises the connection between Paffins as workflow engines and Paffins as workflow resources. In terms of the WorkBroker prototype, it represents a fully-fledged intermediary system between engines and resources.

While the prototype fulfils its purpose there are a number of possible improvements and additional features. One of those, the active assignment of workitems, has already been implemented. Before, resources could only request workitems in a pull-mechanic. Now, the platform WFMS can assign workitems that are marked as assignable to resources that agree to take on all such workitems. The mechanism utilises the already present request mechanism. However, instead of the resource initiating the request, the platform WFMS itself does it. When the platform WFMS is informed of an assignable workitem and has resources available it attempts to automatically “request” the workitems on the resources behalf, thus realising a push-mechanic from the perspective of the resource. Other possible future extensions relate to the RBAC system, extensions to logging and monitoring and more advanced resource management.

One of the most obvious areas of improvement concerns the database. Currently, it is only possible to read data from an initial database (defined in a Java class) at platform startup. While this is sufficient for the current prototype and proof-of-concept stage of the Paffen-System, extending the database functionality has a high priority in future work. At the very least, runtime storage and modification of the already supported concepts needs to be implemented. Additionally, runtime data like workflow progress and results should also have the option to be stored in a database. Beyond that, providing the database non-locally, possibly using a cloud service, is a desired feature that is being considered.
10.3 Other Prototypes

The Paffin-System represents the main practical and technical result of this thesis. Other prototypes have also been developed and are discussed in this current section. While the technical results of these prototypes did not directly contribute to the Paffin-System, the results and lessons learnt nonetheless strongly influenced its implementation and thus should be discussed briefly.

10.3.1 Net prototype

The net prototype was the first, rudimentary realisation of a system following the Agent-Activity concept. It is independent of the technical context of Capa and does not feature any management mechanisms beyond the basic, technical backend. It is completely implemented with reference nets without any additional Java classes or methods.

The scope of the functionality was limited to instantiating a number of integrated entities that could execute the fundamental agent actions and basic workflow operations. The integrated entities were only represented by a net providing the base functionality of the technical backend, as well as interfaces to a system net. Within its limited scope the net prototype realised the basic Agent-Activity concept. Representatively, Figure 10.33 shows the technical backend net of the net prototype.

The net prototype served as an indicator and first attempt to investigate, if the envisioned, basic Agent-Activity approach could even be realised in reference net form. None of the functionality could be directly incorporated into the later Paffin-System. However, many ideas and basic principles could be reused in the Paffin-System. For example, the basic Petri net model of the Agent-Activity, described in Section 9.1.2, was developed and tested in the net prototype. The net prototype also defined the basic scope of the management facilities of the technical backend. Beyond that, some net structures could be technically enhanced and can be recognised. Take, for example, the base net structure of the triggering of Agent-Activities shown in Figure 10.13 and the net structure for triggering in the net prototype in Figure 10.33. The basic layout and process is quite similar.

As an indicator for the feasibility of an Agent-Activity realisation the net prototype served its purpose quite well. However, as soon as the feasibility was established, the prototype was largely abandoned due to its limited scope and restriction to pure reference nets. Work on the Paffin-System began soon afterwards with the net prototype serving as inspiration.

10.3.2 WorkBroker

The WorkBroker-system was developed in the context of the yearly AOSE (Agent-oriented software engineering) teaching project in the winter term of 2014/2015. It was developed by this thesis’ author collaborating with and supervising the students Joanna Sieranski and Max Friedrich. Overall, the AOSE project aimed to realise a support environment for processes in the PAOSE development approach (see Section 2.2.3). The WorkBroker-system represents an independent subsystem, which allows agents to interact using workflow and task principles. The WorkBroker was presented at the Petri nets conference 2015 [Wagner and Moldt, 2015b].

\[ \text{[Wagner and Moldt, 2015b]} \] was revisited as an extended abstract at the EMISA 2016 workshop \[ \text{[Wagner and Moldt, 2016]} \].
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Figure 10.33: Net prototype: Technical backend
In short, the WorkBroker allows CAPA agents to execute their behaviour as workflows containing workflow tasks. These agents are the engines to those workflows. Tasks in the workflows are executed by other agents, which serve as the resources. Communication and interaction between engines and resources is standardised and completely controlled by the so-called intermediary system. That system receives workitem and activity data from all engines and forwards that data to the authorised resources. Resources can then initiate (workflow) operations based on the workitem and activity data provided to them.

**Key Term Definition C.13 (WorkBroker principle).** The WorkBroker principle allows agents to interact using workflow and task principles. Agents as engines execute behaviour containing workflow tasks that are intended to be executed by other agents as resources. The connection between agents as engines and agents as resources is realised through a special, platform-wide subsystem called the intermediate system.

Figure 10.34 illustrates the technical concept of the WorkBroker. Engines, on the left-hand side, execute workflows containing tasks in the style of the RENEW task-transition. Data about available workitems and active activities is exchanged through standardised communication mechanisms, indicated in the lower part of the intermediary system. Workflow operations are pseudo-synchronised through asynchronous communication between engine, intermediary system and resource. After the workitem is requested (1 and 2), the resource agent accesses its internal functionality to execute the work/behaviour associated with the task. It can then either confirm the activity (3a and 4a) or cancel it (3b and 4b). The latter reinitialises the workitem in the engine.

An example of what an entire interaction between three agents can look like in the WorkBroker system can be seen in Figure 10.35. Clearly visible is the separation of agent behaviour as an engine and as a resource. The overall behaviour is separated into tasks, which are executed by some resource. Engines can also be resources for their own engine tasks. Hierarchic workflow behaviour is also supported, as agent B executes a full workflow while serving as a resource for task B1 for agent A.
10.3 Other Prototypes

The prototype for the WorkBroker developed for the AOSE teaching project featured only limited functionality in resources and engines. Task choice and the interface to the internal functionality of the resource were severely limited to the form and function of the specific Paose support processes. Therefore, the WorkBroker prototype could not be directly incorporated into the later Paffin-System. However, the general principle of the WorkBroker system was adopted into the Paffin-System overall workflow management architecture (see Section 10.2.10 and especially Figure 10.17). In fact, the development of the platform WFMS of the Paffin-System used principles and lessons learnt from the WorkBroker system. Due to the specialisation and limitation of the WorkBroker prototype, the platform WFMS needed to be completely reimplemented from scratch, though. Still, the platform WFMS can be considered as a fully-fledged intermediary system as described in the WorkBroker approach.

10.3.3 PPB - Paose Process for Billboard

The Paose Process for Billboard (PPB) system was developed as an add-on project to the Billboard system of the teaching practical “Distributed Development of Distributed Software (DDDS)” in 2014. It was developed by this thesis’ author collaborating with and supervising the students Christian Röeder and Dennis Schmitz. The overall Billboard system provided the functionality to create and post messages to a central billboard, from which other users could access, read and respond to those messages. The purpose of the PPB system was to extend that functionality of the Billboard w.r.t. defining and displaying processes. Through the PPB it is possible to allow users to define processes through textual input and have a graphical representation of that process be posted on the billboard.

The PPB system defined a basic syntax with which to describe processes. Processes in the PPB are basic Petri nets that consist of tasks represented as transitions connected through pre- and postcondition places. The syntax describes a process as a collection of an
arbitrary amount of four-element tuples. Each tuple contains a set of precondition places, a set of postcondition places, a task type (in preparation for possible later incorporation of the task-transition or other types of tasks) and set of task parameters. The parameters are dependent on the task type. For the prototypical bbtask (BillboardTask) the parameters were task name, task description and priority. The following shows an example of the textual representation of a PPB process.

```plaintext
#Process: Schedule Meeting;
(s*),(z1),bbtask,
  (setAgenda, Set an agenda date for the meeting, 5);
(z1),(z2),bbtask,
  (proposeDate, Propose a date for the meeting, 5);
(z2),(z1),bbtask,
  (dateRejected, The proposed date was rejected, 1);
(z2),(z3),bbtask,
  (dateAccepted, All participants accept the date, 1);
(z3),(z4),bbtask,
  (holdMeeting, Hold the meeting, 60);
(z3),(z5),bbtask,
  (cancelMeeting, Cancel the meeting, 1);
(z4),(z5),bbtask,
  (writeReport, Write a report about the meeting, 1);
(z5),(z6),bbtask,
  (matterResolved, The matter has been resolved, 5);
```

The PPB system receives this textual representation as input and transforms it. The process from the above listing is transformed into the net shown in Figure [10.36]. The transformation first processes the textual representation and generates a process ontology object from it. That ontology object contains all the data of the process in a structured form. From that ontology object a RENew net drawing is generated by iterating over all tasks and adding or connecting corresponding transitions, places, arcs and transitions. Afterwards, a simple layout algorithm is applied to make the net readable. The resulting net drawing can be exported and shown on the billboard. However, it is also possible to instantiate that drawing as a net instance running in RENew.

The purpose of the PPB system in relation to this thesis was concerned with the internal process of an Agent-Activity. At that time, the author examined how to store and handle the description of the internal process and how to subsequently incorporate and instantiate it into the Agent-Activities. A text-based approach to process definition seemed feasible if a transformation from text to net (needed for the execution) could be implemented. This transformation was implemented in the PPB. However, usability of the PPB processes was too limited. With the developed syntax only simple processes could be designed. And even defining these simple processes as text was cumbersome. More complex processes would require a more complex syntax, which would make those processes almost impossible to properly model and maintain in textual form. The layout of the generated nets also proved to be cumbersome, impeding system monitoring and maintenance. As a consequence, the approach of textual process representation for Agent-Activities was abandoned in favour of the pure reference net modelling and representation used in the PAFFIN-System. Still, some of the lessons learned from generating nets in Java code could be applied to the PAFFIN-System, especially in regards to the translation between Agent-Activity-Transition and Agent-Activity net structure.
Schedule Meeting

Figure 10.36: PBP: Example of generated process

- `output(Description: The matter has been resolved; Estimated Time: 5')`
- `output(Description: Hold the meeting; Estimated Time: 60')`
- `output(Description: Propose a date for the meeting; Estimated Time: 5')`
- `output(Description: Set an agenda date for the meeting; Estimated Time: 5')`
- `output(Description: All participants accept the date; Estimated Time: 1')`
- `output(Description: Cancel the meeting; Estimated Time: 1')`
- `output(Description: The proposed date was rejected; Estimated Time: 1')`
10.4 Paffin-System Conclusion

This chapter described the prototypes created for this thesis, especially the Paffin-System. The Paffin-System is the technical proof-of-concept of the Agent-Activity approach and the main practical result of this thesis.

To conclude this chapter, this section discusses the prototype as a whole and begins to evaluate it on the technical level. For that purpose, Section 10.4.1 compares the conceptual Agent-Activity approach to what has been implemented in the Paffin-System. Evaluating the Paffin-System against the requirements of the conceptual approach validates it as the desired proof-of-concept. Afterwards, Section 10.4.2 examines the Paffin-System in regards to the previously established integration criteria. This explores whether the vision and specification of the integration, as laid out in Chapter 7, has been achieved as intended and desired. The difference between the two sections is that the first examines the Paffin-System when compared to the Agent-Activity approach, while the second examines the Paffin-System when compared to the general integration vision, thus further validating the assumptions made for the Agent-Activity approach.

Note that this conclusion section does not consider specific applications. Here, only the technical features and properties of the basic Paffin-System framework are taken into account. This provides a more technically-oriented evaluation of the Paffin-System, which is necessary as a foundation for later discussion chapters. An application-based discussion and evaluation of the Paffin-System is provided in Chapter 11.

10.4.1 Comparison to the Agent-Activity Integration Approach

To validate the Paffin-System as a proof-of-concept for Agent-Activities, it has to be evaluated against the requirements of the Agent-Activity approach, laid out in Section 9.3. That way it is possible to determine if the Paffin-System fully implements the Agent-Activity approach.

The Agent-Activity is the main modelling focus: This requirement is fulfilled. Agent-Activities are available for modelling of process-protocols. While the design decision to support CAPA legacy code does not enforce exclusive use of Agent-Activities, they are still the emphasised and focussed (i.e. main) element for modelling. Within each Agent-Activity, an AAO instantiates and executes an internal process consisting of fundamental agent actions and workflow operations. The process is implemented as a reference net supported by standardised net components. The order of the actions and operations is prescribed by the reference net semantics.

Agent-Activities are executed by integrated entities: Agent-Activities are combined into process-protocols, which are directly executed by Paffin entities. Paffin entities are integrated entities as defined in Definition B.7. They possess an agent interface inherited from the CAPA framework and a workflow interface following the Work-Broker approach enabling Paffins as resources and engines. Both of these interfaces can be concurrently accessed and used. Consequently, Paffin entities can act as and be interacted with as agent, workflow, hybrid of both or something in between.

Dynamic state determination of the executing integrated entity: If a Paffin executes an Agent-Activity, it executes the abstract task defined through the agent actions and workflow operations of the internal process. As such, an Agent-Activity containing only agent actions means that the Paffin executes an abstract task of an agent. In that case, the Paffin is, for all intents and purposes, an agent. Analogous arguments can be
made for Agent-Activities containing only workflow operations and those containing mixtures of actions and operations. Concurrently executing Agent-Activities allow a Paffin to be both agent and workflow at the same time (full hybrid). Agent-Activities and the abstract task they represent end after all actions and operations have been executed. Beyond the end of an Agent-Activity it no longer affects the state of the executing Paffin. Only the currently active Agent-Activities affect the state. Altogether, this requirement is fulfilled as the state of the Paffin entity depends on the Agent-Activities it executes at any given time, meaning it is dynamic and fleeting as well.

Agent-Activities are atomic management units: Each Agent-Activity in a process-protocol corresponds to the Agent-Activity net structure described in Section 10.2.2. Even if the Agent-Activity is modelled as an Agent-Activity-Transition (see Section 10.2.4), that Agent-Activity-Transition is internally compiled by Renew into the net structure as a shadow net. Therefore, once an Agent-Activity is triggered the Agent-Activity net structure is entered in the process-protocol. There are only two exits to that net structure. Either the internal process and the Agent-Activity finish successfully, or they are aborted. An abortion resets the locality of the Agent-Activity by replacing the tokens removed by the triggering. This means that an Agent-Activity either happens (success-)fully, or not at all restoring the original state in its locality. This already fulfils this requirement in a basic sense. Beyond that, modelling the Agent-Activity as an Agent-Activity-Transition also emphasises the atomicity even more by abstracting from the net structure and life-cycle representation. With it, there is no feasible way to model an additional escape out of the Agent-Activity net structure, as it only exists in the hidden shadow net layer.

The Agent-Activity life cycle is observed: The life cycle of an Agent-Activity is defined through the Agent-Activity net structure described in Section 10.2.2. As described there, that net structure is equivalent to the basic Petri net model from Section 9.1.2 with two exceptions. Triggering and updating of the AAO are no longer instantaneous, but happen in two consecutive steps. While this adds two states to the life-cycle of the Agent-Activity, namely pending and updating, it does not violate the original life-cycle. A pending state can only be left by deploying the AAO leading to the active state and an updating state can only be left completing the update, also leading to an active state. This means that triggering-pending-deploy is equivalent to the original triggering and initiate-updating-complete is equivalent to the original updating. Consequently, the life cycle of the Agent-Activity is observed and extended to improve management capabilities.

Integrated entities are agents: A simplified way of considering Paffin entities is to see them as enriched Capa agents. This view fails to capture the significance and extent of the workflow and integration mechanisms incorporated into the Paffin entities, but on a technical level it is valid. The Paffin-System used the Capa framework as a technical starting point and still fully supports all Capa mechanisms and legacy code. By ignoring all workflow and integration aspects, a Paffin is indistinguishable from a Capa agent in its behaviour, capabilities, mechanisms and concepts. Since Capa agents follow the Mulan agent model, Paffins as pure agents also follow that model. Thus, the current requirement is fulfilled.

Integrated entities are workflow engines: The technical backend of the Paffin provides, in the backend engine net described in Section 10.2.10, all the local management
facilities needed for recognising, managing and reporting on workitems and activities in Agent-Activities the Paffin executes. This functionality qualifies the Paffin as the workflow engine for all the tasks described through workflow operations in its Agent-Activities. The engine functionality reports on workitems and activities to the platform WFMS, which distributes that data to the resources. Viewed from the platform WFMS and resources, the engine Paffin appears to be an aggregation of all of its tasks. That aggregation is a workflow filtering out all non-workflow related actions and covering all process-protocols. Consequently, the Paffin, as an engine, also represents itself as the workflow or workflows it is executing. This requirement is therefore fulfilled.

Integrated entities are workflow resources: This requirement is fulfilled. The backend resource net implements the functionality for Paffin entities to represent resources. It can register with the platform WFMS and subsequently receives workitem and activity data from it. It provides that information to the resources it represents and can initiate workflow operations on their behalf. Resources can be human users or the Paffin entity itself, which can control and manage other automatic resources, like devices, through process-protocol behaviour associated with a workflow task.

Local and global management: Local management is provided by the technical backend. Functionality is grouped into general Agent-Activity control and administration (see Section 10.2.6), agent functionality (see Section 10.2.8), workflow engine functionality (see Section 10.2.10) and workflow resource functionality (see Section 10.2.11). Each functionality group is implemented in a reference net. Those backend nets utilise the Paffin interface, i.e. the adopted Capa agent interface, to communicate with the global management facilities in the platform and management level. Paffins themselves are managed directly by the Paffin platform net. Agent-related management is provided by standardised AMS and DF Paffin entities, also adopted directly from Capa. Workflow-related management is provided by the platform WFMS Paffin, which implements an intermediary system as described in the WorkBroker concept. AMS, DF and platform WFMS Paffins are automatically started and by default available and known to all application Paffins of a platform. Together, these components handle all agent and workflow related, global, i.e. platform spanning and beyond, management issues of the Paffin-System. This separation and implementation of local and global management facilities fulfils this requirement.

The reference architecture is distinctly realised: The four levels of the reference architecture, as well as the relationships between them, are distinctly realised in the Paffin-System. Agent-Activities (or rather Agent-Activity-Transitions) are combined into process-protocols, implementing the first level of the reference architecture of the same name. The process-protocols are instantiated by the process-protocol factory inside the Paffin entity net representing a Paffin entity. Process-protocols are then executed and finally terminated fully within the Paffins. Paffins implement the second level of the reference architecture, the entity level. The technical backend within each Paffin also provides the entirety of the (local) management facilities for all Agent-Activities and the agent actions and workflow operations contained within them. The runtime environment for Paffins is provided by the Paffin platform, implementing the third level of the reference architecture, the platform and management level. Paffins are started and terminated on a Paffin platform and also communicate using the infrastructure provided by it. The Paffin platform also provides the (global) management facilities for Paffins in the form of standardised
PAFFIN management entities (AMS, DF, platform WFMS). Finally, the implicit system level is an aggregation of all PAFFIN platforms, the PAFFINS executed within them and the process-protocols executed by them. In summary, the PAFFIN-System fully complies with the reference architecture.

As the PAFFIN-System fully realises all the requirements set out by the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach, it is confirmed as a proof-of-concept of that approach.

10.4.2 Integration Criteria in the PAFFIN-System

The previous section showed that the PAFFIN-System is in fact a technical proof-of-concept of the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach. This current section now evaluates the PAFFIN-System against the original integration criteria laid out in Chapter 7. The goal of this examination is twofold. First, it examines if the actually, technically implemented system in fact realises an integration of agents and workflows as envisioned for this thesis. By doing so, this asserts that the specification and vision of an integration can actually be translated into a technical system. Second, it compares the evaluations of the criteria between the conceptual approach and the technical implementation. This showcases any areas, in which the implementation evaluates better or worse than the concepts due conceptual ambiguities eliminated by the implementation.

**Criterion MC1: Integrated Entities**: The discussion about the requirements of the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach already established that PAFFIN entities are integrated entities according to Definition B.7. Even though the AGENT-ACTIVITIES represent the clear majority and emphasis of the modelling effort and focus, they “only” describe what happens within the greater context of each PAFFIN entity. PAFFINS as a whole, including their knowledge, DCs and technical/management facilities, are the core of the PAFFIN-System. Only by considering them fully, with all their capabilities and not just as their behaviour, is it possible to fully utilise modelling in the PAFFIN-System. Consequently, the PAFFIN integrated entities are the main modelling construct of the PAFFIN-System. In this criterion there are no changes to the conceptual AGENT-ACTIVITY approach.

**Criterion MC2: Entity Dynamic**: As was established in for the requirements of the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach, the technical AGENT-ACTIVITIES determine the dynamic state of their PAFFIN entities. Therefore, this criterion is completely fulfilled. Again, the evaluation of this criterion does not change between the concept and the implementation.

**Criterion MC3: Logical Entities**: The PAFFIN net itself provides only the basic framework that can be filled with any desired functionality. Therefore, it can be considered as a blank container, which can be filled with anything the system modeller desires. PAFFINS can be enriched to be as complex as conceivable and possible with net modelling. They can also be kept very simple. In fact, it is even possible to have a PAFFIN be and represent a simple data type. In order to implement this, the PAFFIN would simply return its data, like a number or a string, on each message it receives. Whether this is a reasonable design decision for an application is doubtful, but it emphasises that every element of the system can be considered as an integrated entity. The evaluation of this criterion does not change between the concept and the implementation.

**Criterion SB1: Structure of the System**: The structure of the system consists of the PAFFIN entities and the PAFFIN platforms. As discussed for the requirements of the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach, PAFFINS are agents, since they follow the Mulan/CAPA agent model and satisfy that agent interface. The PAFFIN platform has a specialised...
form and function, but satisfies the same interface and agent model due to the CAPA basis. Consequently, this criterion is completely fulfilled. The evaluation of this criterion does not change between the concept and the implementation.

**Criterion SB2: Behaviour of the System**: The behaviour of each PAFFIN is defined through the AGENT-ACTIVITIES it executes in its process-protocols. On an abstract level, these AGENT-ACTIVITIES as abstract tasks prescribe an abstract workflow that is being executed across the PAFFIN entity. That workflow describes the abstract behaviour of the PAFFIN, therefore fulfilling this criterion.

However, the design decision to support CAPA legacy code slightly diminishes this. As CAPA code outside of AGENT-ACTIVITIES is supported, behaviour outside of the abstract workflow defined through the AGENT-ACTIVITIES is possible. This is a slight conceptual limitation related to this criterion. However, the practical gain of enabling CAPA legacy code outweighs this limitation. Since it is not enforced nor endorsed it does not violate the integration criteria, but rather circumvents it in certain situations. The support of CAPA legacy code also explains the change in evaluation when compared to the conceptual approach.

**Criterion SB3: Mutual Incorporation II**: Interactions between agents can be modelled through workflow tasks. It supports agent interactions following the WorkBroker principle. A PAFFIN as an engine can provide a task for a PAFFIN as an automated resource. That resource PAFFIN then executes a process-protocol associated with that task and returns the result. By nesting tasks in the latter process-protocols, complex interactions between groups of PAFFINS are also supported. Since regular agent interactions are in no way prohibited, though, this criterion remains slightly limited. There is no change to the conceptual approach.

**Criterion SB4: Mutual Incorporation III**: As discussed for the requirements of the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach, PAFFINS are workflow engines executing workflows. Since, also as discussed for the requirements, PAFFINS are also agents at any time they consequently are agents that execute workflows thus fulfilling this criterion. The evaluation of this criterion does not change between the concept and the implementation.

**Criterion ToP1: Properties and Mechanisms**: As discussed for the requirements, PAFFINS have the full capabilities and mechanisms of agents, workflow engines and workflow resources. Agent actions and workflow operations can therefore access those capabilities fully. When actions and workflows are combined into the internal processes of AGENT-ACTIVITIES the transfer of properties can happen. As there is no restriction to the form of the internal processes, transfer of all properties is wholly supported. In this criterion there are no changes to the conceptual AGENT-ACTIVITY approach.

**Criterion ToP2: Agent Actions and Workflow Operations**: AGENT-ACTIVITIES consist of an internal process of agent actions and workflow operations. There is no restriction on these actions and operations, thus fulfilling this criterion directly without change when compared to the conceptual approach.

**Criterion ToP3: Regular Multi-Agent Systems**: By exclusively using AGENT-ACTIVITIES containing only agent actions, regular multi-agent systems can be modelled with the PAFFIN-System. Even more so, the support of CAPA legacy code means that, potentially, the AGENT-ACTIVITY mechanism can be ignored to build pure agent systems indistinguishable from CAPA multi-agent systems. Conceptually, this only improves the evaluation of this criterion marginally when compared to the conceptual approach. Practically, the support of CAPA legacy code enables years worth of plugins.
and agent functionality to be available to the PAFFIN-System, which is why this design decision was made in the first place.

**Criterion ToP4: Regular Workflow Systems**: By exclusively using AGENT-ACTIVITIES containing only workflow operations, regular workflow systems can be modelled with the PAFFIN-System. The evaluation of this criterion does not change when compared to the conceptual AGENT-ACTIVITY approach.

**Criterion Mgt1: Functionality**: AGENT-ACTIVITIES largely define the functionality of the PAFFIN executing them. Therefore, the functionality is distributed amongst the PAFFIN entities in the system. Since the AGENT-ACTIVITIES also dynamically define the state of each PAFFIN, the functionality is likewise distributed amongst the different states. The criterion is fulfilled, with no changes when compared to the conceptual approach.

**Criterion Mgt2: Hierarchies**: Relationships between PAFFINS can be quite complex. A PAFFIN may be resource, engine and agent in different and shared contexts with other PAFFINS. Restrictions do not apply here. Logical hierarchies can therefore be found throughout the system and throughout all states of PAFFINS, depending on what an application prescribes. By supporting the boundary crossing of logical hierarchies between PAFFINS and states, this criterion is fulfilled with no changes when compared to the conceptual approach.

**Criterion Pra: Practicability**: A practical evaluation regarding feasibility of the PAFFIN-System is no longer applicable, since it has already been implemented. The usability is evaluated in the context of applications in the following chapter.

Table 10.1 summarise the evaluation of the PAFFIN-System w.r.t. the integration criteria. The evaluation is overall very good. Only **Criterion SB2** and **Criterion SB3** are slightly limited. However, as discussed, these limitations do not violate the integration vision. They are not enforced meaning that they represent optional ways of circumventing conceptual limitations to gain practical benefits, like CAPA legacy support and the flexibility of freely choosing the interaction type.

The evaluation of the PAFFIN-System establishes that it provides a practical framework for the specification and vision of an integration desired in this thesis. The next steps are to evaluate and discuss the integration further with a more practically-oriented basis that is now available due to the PAFFIN-System. Evaluation will be based on general discussions, applications, modelling capabilities, synergies and comparisons to related work. All of these are presented in the next chapters.

\[17\] The remainder of functionality is provided through the DCs. As completely internal components, DCs do not affect this criterion and can be ignored for this discussion.
### Table 10.1: Evaluation overview for the PAFFIN-System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criterion MC1</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion MC2</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion MC3</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion SB1</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion SB2</td>
<td>slightly limited</td>
<td>CAPA legacy code circumvents this criterion. Agent code outside of AGENT-ACTIVITIES otherwise not endorsed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion SB3</td>
<td>slightly limited</td>
<td>Possible, yet not enforced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion SB4</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion ToP1</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion ToP2</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion ToP3</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>Support of CAPA legacy code represents a slight conceptual, yet practically large, improvement over the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion ToP4</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion Mgt1</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion Mgt2</td>
<td>full</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion Pra</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10 Prototypes
Part D

Application, Discussion and Evaluation
Part D discusses and evaluates the results produced in this thesis. Chapter 11 emphasises specific applications in the Paffin-System. This substantiates the practical usability and maturity of the Paffin-System, while also showcasing application prototypes and application visions in which the extended capabilities provided by the Agent-Activity and the Paffin-System can be utilised advantageously. Applications are discussed before the overarching and general discussion of the results in Chapter 12. The general discussion deals with aspects such as the general applicability of the results, the synergies, strengths and open points, the application area properties, future work directions etc. These discussions require an advanced understanding of the capabilities of the Agent-Activity and the Paffin-System which can only be established by examining specific application aspects first. Finally in this part, Chapter 13 evaluates the results of this thesis w.r.t. previous and related work. Here, the Agent-Activity as a modelling construct and the Paffin-System as its implementation are compared to existing and established research.

The purpose of this part of the thesis is to critically examine the conceptual and practical results presented in the previous part, as well as establish a better understanding of the newly established capabilities. By observing, examining and discussing the various facets of the results, their ultimate research contribution becomes clear. The discussions and evaluations of this part are also used to answer the research questions and whether the goal and result requirements have been achieved.
11 Application Discussion

The previous part of the thesis described the conceptual approach of the AGENT-ACTIVITY and its proof-of-concept implementation in the PAFFIN-System. To start this discussion and evaluation part of the thesis, this chapter considers the context of practical applications. While small-scale use case scenarios for AGENT-ACTIVITIES have already been discussed, this chapter now examines practically implemented prototype applications. This represents a direct continuation from the previous chapter of framework prototypes, which is also why the application discussion has been brought to the front of the evaluation part.

The overall goal of this chapter is to discuss and evaluate the practical application aspects of the results of this thesis. Section 11.1 discusses how to model with the PAFFIN-System. The focus of this section is not in the methodology, but rather in the modelling artefacts that need to be modified to create applications. Afterwards, Section 11.2 details the overall maturity of the PAFFIN-System. This section provides an overview of what techniques, mechanisms and concepts modellers can utilise in the PAFFIN-System, as well as its current, technical limitations. Then, the main part of this chapter, Section 11.3 presents and discusses a number of larger application prototype examples built with the PAFFIN-System. Following this, Section 11.4 presents a number of application visions that have been envisioned for the PAFFIN-System, but have not yet been implemented. Next, Section 11.5 discusses inter-organisational contexts as an application area for the PAFFIN-System. Finally, Section 11.6 concludes this chapter with an overall discussion of the application aspects.

Please note that this chapter does not feature a general discussion and evaluation of application areas well suited for AGENT-ACTIVITIES and the PAFFIN-System. Such a discussion is provided later on in Section 12.5 as it requires the general discussion about strengths and open issues of the PAFFIN-System (in Section 12.4), which in turn requires the application descriptions provided in this current chapter.

11.1 Application Modelling in the Paffen-System

The Paffen-System presented in Chapter 10 represents a framework for the creation of applications. The first discussion step in this chapter is to clarify how to model applications in the Paffen-System.

Note that this section does not discuss modelling methodology. This section examines which modelling artefacts modellers need to provide or adapt in the Paffen-System in order to create an application. It basically distinguishes the Paffen-System framework from the Paffen applications discussed later in this chapter. Methodology, especially relating to the Paose approach, is discussed as future work in Section 12.6.3.

Overall, the artefacts and components of the Paffen-System that need to be provided for each application are shown in the architecture context in Figure 11.1. Modelling effort for each component can be classified into three groups indicated in Figure 11.1 by different colours.

Global modelling (configuration): These components are part of the framework and indicated by the colour white in Figure 11.1. In general, they are never directly adapted for
Figure 11.1: PAFFIN-System architecture modelling overview
(modified from Wagner et al., 2016b)
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An application. They only need to be configured, i.e. provided with deployment and startup information relating to global, w.r.t. the application, technical issues. Examples of such configuration data are the specific PAFFINS to be started for an application and on which platform and management elements these PAFFINS are started.

**Partial modelling (customisation):** These components, indicated by a green colour in Figure[11.1] are fixed and preconstructed parts of the framework, but need to be customised and filled with application data for each application. This means that the basic frame of these components is predefined, but the content within them needs to be tailored to an application.

**Full modelling:** These components are indicated by a blue colouring in Figure[11.1] and need to be fully modelled for an application. They are not part of the framework at all, but are fully specialised for applications. Reusable patterns, like predefined net components (see Section[10.2.3]), may support the modelling of these components.

Some components in Figure[11.1] are marked both white and either green or blue. This indicates that this component has both framework and application-specific parts. The framework parts usually provide the basic mechanisms and containers, while the application-specific parts contain content relevant to the application.

The global modelling components are largely irrelevant for modelling an application, because they are only configured and used. The remainder of this section discusses the remaining partial and full modelling components individually:

**Internal processes:** What happens within the AGENT-ACTIVITIES of an application is described in the internal processes. In fact, they can be regarded as the AGENT-ACTIVITIES from an application standpoint, as they are the only application-specific part of the AGENT-ACTIVITY that is provided for an application. The AAO and the AGENT-ACTIVITY-TRANSITION are both standardised parts of the framework.

Clearly, the internal processes of the AGENT-ACTIVITIES of an application are completely dependent on that application and thus need to be fully modelled. However, the internal processes consist of agent actions and workflow operations. These are modelled in the form of net components (see Section[10.2.3]). Net components are a modelling tool and semi-standardised for the PAFFIN-System. They represent templates and patterns for agent actions and workflow operations that need to be customised after being added to an internal process. Therefore, the agent actions and workflow operations are part of the partial modelling components, while the internal process itself is part of the full modelling components.

**Process-protocols:** Process-protocols combine AGENT-ACTIVITIES into larger, connected behaviours of PAFFINS. As the behaviour is fully dependent on the application, the process-protocols are also part of the fully modelled components for an application.

**PAFFIN knowledge:** PAFFIN knowledge is stored in the knowledge base of each PAFFIN entity. It is part of the CAPA Base functions in Figure[11.1]. The knowledge base net itself and parts of the knowledge (e.g. platform service locations) are standardised or automatically generated parts of the framework. However, the application-specific knowledge needs to be modelled for each application. It needs to be provided into the frame of the knowledge base, which is why it is classified as a partially modelled component.

**Application-specific DCs:** Application-specific DCs (as opposed to DCs belonging to the framework, like the WFMS Engine DC) describe completely internal behaviour of a
PAFFIN. As with the other behaviour artefacts, this is completely dependent on the application and must therefore be fully modelled.

Database content (including application-specific Web GUI): The database content contains all the persistent workflow information for the PAFFIN-System. While the basic frame of the database, as well as some default data entries, is predefined and part of the framework, the data for an application needs to be specifically and fully modelled. This includes the data for the workflow tasks, roles and resources.

Task-specific GUIs are also stored in the database. These are the parts of the GUI which need to be specifically modelled for each application. The overall Web GUI, i.e. the workitem and activity lists, login and basic layout, are not stored in the database, but are part of the framework. To indicate the separation of framework and application GUI, the Web GUI component in Figure 11.1 is marked in both white and blue, even though the full modelling parts are actually stored in the database.

In summary, to create a PAFFIN application a modeller needs to fully model the entire behaviour of PAFFIN entities, including individual Agent-Activities, process-protocols and DCs. Modellers also need to provide the knowledge base content for each PAFFIN. Furthermore, the supporting workflow data including tasks, roles, resources and GUIs needs to be fully modelled. In addition to these PAFFIN-specific system elements, modellers also need to provide any functionality that is used by the PAFFIN application. This includes custom Java classes, specialised user interfaces, external programs, etc.

The PAFFIN-System uses the established RENEW plugin mechanism. An application is either built in an existing plugin or a new plugin is created for it. These plugins should be located in the PAFFIN subproject of RENEW, but through global net and class path variables there is no technical prescription for this. All modelling artefacts of an application are stored in the plugin folders, including any custom Java or other non-PAFFIN-specific code. The suggested structure of the plugin folders, e.g. a source folder containing the sources ordered through roles and interactions, is adopted for the PAFFIN-System.

PAFFIN behaviour artefacts are nets. These nets are modelled directly in RENEW, being supported by mechanisms like net components. They are saved in the standard RENEW file format .rnw and saved somewhere in the plugin folder. As long as the location of the nets is included in the RENEW net path variable the net can be built along with the plugin and executed.

As PAFFIN knowledge is compatible to CAPA knowledge, the PAFFIN knowledge is modelled in the standard CAPA ARM (Agent Role Model) tool [Mosteller, 2010]. That tool allows for the description and automatic generation of knowledge base contents for different agent (here PAFFIN) roles. Knowledge bases generated in an ARM are automatically saved into the plugin folders so that they are directly usable for execution.

Finally, workflow data including GUIs are Java objects. They are modelled externally from RENEW in any Java or basic text editor. For this thesis the Eclipse IDE (Integrated Development Environment) was used. All objects in the database are, in the current PAFFIN-System prototype, modelled and saved in database classes. These classes are provided to a PAFFIN-System instance during startup via parameter.

In conclusion, the modelling artefacts necessary for creating an application in the PAFFIN-System are relatively straightforward. When compared to regular agent modelling in CAPA, the only real difference is the addition of workflow data in the database. Note that this similarity only extends to the kinds of artefacts. The content of those artefacts,
of course, differs greatly as not only agent functionality can be created, but also workflow and hybrid functionality. One difference between CAPA artefacts and the PAFFIN-System artefacts is that the behaviour for PAFFINS contains additional abstraction levels introduced through the AGENT-ACTIVITIES. Still, the general modelling efforts is similar. Knowledge modelling is virtually the same, while GUI modelling is even improved, as a default, basic GUI framework is provided for PAFFINS, while CAPA (without the WEBGATEWAY extension) provides no such thing. The current way of database modelling and handling exhibits, as discussed before, potential for improvement. Here, future work and tool support can improve modelling highly.

11.2 Paffin-System Maturity

The PAFFIN-System fulfils its intention as a proof-of-concept, proving that an integration approach based on agent actions and workflow operations can indeed be realised in the proposed way. With previous descriptions focussing on the implementation, the concretely implemented modelling mechanisms and tools provided by the PAFFIN-System were not heavily emphasised. Likewise, technical limitations were only described along with the technical details. Both of these areas are discussed in this section. Section 11.2.1 describes the feature set of the PAFFIN-System, while Section 11.2.2 describes its technical limitations.

11.2.1 Paffin-System Feature Set

In general, the PAFFIN-System allows for the creation of agent systems, workflow systems and any hybrid combination of the two. Agent actions and workflow operations can be freely mixed and nested into one another, in order to utilise and exploit the different mechanisms provided by the traditional concepts in novel ways. General modelling is discussed in the context of application scenarios and prototypes in the following sections. Here, the discussion is focussed on the specifically implemented features of the PAFFIN-System, which enhance and extend the basic modelling options provided by the base capabilities of the AGENT-ACTIVITY concept. In a way, the following list contains all the additional and auxiliary features that improve upon the basic AGENT-ACTIVITY concept in one way or another and go beyond the basic proof-of-concept.

Note that the following list does not contain features provided by RENEW, like the basic capability to model reference nets, or by CAPA, like the WEBGATEWAY. Only features are listed that were actually and explicitly implemented for and/or incorporated into the PAFFIN-System. The list of features does not follow any particular order.

“Push” workitem assignment: It is possible for the platform WFMS to assign workitems. In contrast to the regular request workitem, which constitutes a “pull” mechanism, the assignment “pushes” the workitem to the resource. Assignment doesn’t violate the workflow operation of requesting a workitem. It is conceptually the same operation with the difference being the initiator. Regular workitem requests are initiated by the resource. Workitem assignment simply allows initiation by some other element of the system (here, the platform WFMS). Workitem assignment in the PAFFIN-System is implemented in two variants. The first is based on the workitems, i.e. the workitem is assigned automatically to an eligible resource, and the second one is based on resources, i.e. the resource is automatically assigned to all workitems it is eligible to.

AAO Reset: Updating an AGENT-ACTIVITY during its execution is included in the Petri net model of the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach. How and in what form that update
happens, however, is not specified. The Paffin-System currently only implements the simplest Agent-Activity update mechanism, the AAO reset. By initiating an AAO reset, a new instance of the AAO is created with the same parameters and internal process as before. This can be useful when external parameters, e.g. knowledge base entries, have been changed and a calculation should be restarted.

**Agent-Activity Inscription Checking:** When implementing the inscription of an Agent-Activity-Transition, great care was taken to ensure that only valid inscriptions were possible. The compiler used for Agent-Activity-Transitions checks the transition at modelling and at compile time and creates an error if the inscription is not valid.

**Variables in Agent-Activity-Transition inscriptions:** The inscription of an Agent-Activity can contain variables in all parts of the tuple. For results a variable is even prescribed, while for parameters it is most often used to bind input tokens. Besides that, the identifiers of the Agent-Activity name and the AAO can also be given as variables, bound to input tokens at firing time. This allows for a certain degree of flexibility in the execution of process-protocols and Agent-Activities. By using a variable for name and AAO, it is possible to make the execution of an Agent-Activity dependent on previously achieved results. For example, one Agent-Activity may model a customer choosing a payment method for his or her order. The result of that Agent-Activity would be used as the AAO variable in the following Agent-Activity implementing the actual payment. The Agent-Activity would still model payment, but each AAO variant would model the internal process according to the slight differences in each payment method. Exchanging the whole Agent-Activity by keeping the main identifier variable would lead to completely generic process-protocols. If the result of one Agent-Activity determined the following one, a workflow user could create a completely adaptive overall process from a modular construction kit. Each component would feature the application content and a second element choosing the following step. In that way, adaptivity can be simulated in the Paffin-System without resorting to flexible Petri net mechanisms.

**Paffin Web GUI:** A GUI is important for any application involving human users. It is, however, not an essential part of the Agent-Activity approach. The Agent-Activity just assumes that the resources can somehow operate the workflow operations. How this is done is irrelevant to the conceptual approach. Therefore, the Paffin Web GUI described in Section [10.2.12] is considered as one of the additional features of the Paffin-System.

**Task formatting:** The Paffin Web GUI uses HTML\(^2\) elements to display task GUIs in a web browser. It can therefore interpret HTML code for text formatting, e.g. bold/italic fonts, font size. Any element of a workflow task that is displayed in the GUI can utilise this formatting. In addition to this basic formatting, specific String constants were implemented for the GUI. Before task information is sent to the GUI, a special parser is used on task title and task description. That parser transforms each of the String constants into a corresponding data field from the dynamic task data at runtime. That way it is possible to have a task description dynamically incorporate current runtime data like the current task parameters or the identifier of the engine executing that task. All in all, there are 15 constants that can be used. They are shown in Table [11.1].

If data for a constant is not available it is not parsed. The availability of data depends

\(^2\)Hyper Text Markup Language
Table 11.1: Overview of constants parsed in task titles and descriptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constant</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#name#</td>
<td>Name of the task</td>
<td>Available everywhere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#title#</td>
<td>Title of the task</td>
<td>Available everywhere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#titleraw#</td>
<td>Raw Version of title of the task</td>
<td>Available everywhere, no variables parsed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#description#</td>
<td>Description of the task</td>
<td>Available everywhere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#descriptionraw#</td>
<td>Raw Version of description of the task</td>
<td>Available everywhere, no variables parsed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#agentaction#</td>
<td>Agent Action of the task</td>
<td>Available everywhere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#guid#</td>
<td>GUI Identifier of the task</td>
<td>Available everywhere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#workitemid#</td>
<td>Workitem ID</td>
<td>Available in workitems and activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#param#</td>
<td>Parameters of the workitem</td>
<td>Available in workitems and activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#priority#</td>
<td>Priority of the workitem</td>
<td>Available in workitems and activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#binding#</td>
<td>Workitem binding</td>
<td>Available in workitems and activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#engine#</td>
<td>Name of workitem engine</td>
<td>Available in workitems and activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#aaoid#</td>
<td>AAO Identifier of workitem</td>
<td>Available in workitems and activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#resource#</td>
<td>Currently assigned resource</td>
<td>Available in activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#activityid#</td>
<td>Activity ID</td>
<td>Available in activities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

on the state of the task. Some static task information is available everywhere, while dynamic workitem and activity information is only available during or after that state.

**Workflow management facilities:** The entirety of the platform workflow management facilities (described in Section [10.2.14]) and the PAFFIN internal workflow management facilities in the backend (described in Sections [10.2.10] and [10.2.11]) are, just like the GUI, important but non-essential parts of the Agent-Activity approach. Again, the Agent-Activity just assumes there are engines and resources and that these two can handle workflow operations. Workflow management is implicitly required, but not an actual part of the concept. Therefore, the management facilities that connect these are additional features beyond the basic proof-of-concept. More so, additional extensions like the role-based access control system and the basic database support have been added as well. The general management facilities also ensure a clean execution, i.e. they feature mechanisms to remove references to invalid workitems, activities and Agent-Activities.

**Enduring tasks:** Application tests revealed use cases, in which workflow tasks should endure beyond singular Agent-Activities (see Section [11.3.3]). Therefore, an additional feature was implemented allowing a workflow task to be started (i.e. the workitem requested) in one Agent-Activity and terminated (i.e. confirmed or cancelled) in another. Automatic local rollback here is severely limited due to the original request being unavailable, yet modellers can accommodate for that explicitly.
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Channel watchers: In order to support Paffins as workflow engines, sophisticated channel watchers have been implemented. This way Paffins can recognise available workitems and confirmable activities in their Agent-Activities and provide that information to the resources (via the platform WFMS).

Decision component support: Decision components are part of the Capa standard, yet are not explicitly required by the Agent-Activity approach. Incorporating them into Paffins (see Section 10.2.9), considered as internal agent actions, enables modellers to utilise these continuous behaviours, which have proven their usefulness over the years in Pose. Through implementation efforts it was possible to provide them in the same way as in Capa (using flexible synchronous channels), even though the added abstraction of the Agent-Activity and AAO complicated these efforts.

Direct knowledge base access: Knowledge base access in Capa is handled via a standard synchronous channel. Similar to the decision components, using this channel within an Agent-Activity was initially impossible due to the modelling and abstraction levels added by the Agent-Activity and AAO preventing direct synchronisation between the nets. Therefore the direct access to the Paffin knowledge was implemented by interconnecting synchronous channels in all the nets in the nesting hierarchy between AAO and Paffin knowledge base.

Capa legacy support: Representing more of an implementation constraint, rather than an implementation feature, the Capa legacy support also needs to be discussed in the scope of the feature set. The design decision to enable all Capa legacy code was already discussed in Section 10.2.5. Maintaining all original Capa interfaces, by either implementing compatible transformations or keeping the original interface in place, complicated development somewhat, yet the added benefit of being able to use years worth systems, like the WebGateway, outweighed the effort easily.

WorkBroker interactions: The Paffin-System allows for Paffins to serve as automatic resources in workflow tasks of (other) Paffins. This realises an interaction variant for agents based on the Workbroker principle (see Definition C.13 in Section 10.3.2). Paffins as agents can utilise behaviour based on tasks, which are distributed to (automatic) resources by the platform WFMS. The resources, again, are Paffins as agents. While this relates strongly to Criterion SB3 concerning the general integration, the principle is heavily emphasised and extended in the Paffin-System and therefore warrants inclusion in this feature set.

Direct workflow operations: As described in Section 10.2.3, Paffins have the ability to confirm or cancel the execution of workflow tasks for which they serve as the workflow engine. This mechanism allows Paffins to confirm or cancel the execution of tasks autonomously and independently from the resources. Examples of use cases for this are quality control (the engine checks the quality of the result before confirming or cancelling), enforcement of constraints (the engine cancels activities that take too long) and flexibility of results (the engine can receive intermediate results and choose if these are already sufficient). Direct workflow operations strongly emphasise the integration of agents and workflows. Paffins as workflows become autonomous agents that can independently decide how best to proceed in their (workflow) behaviour.

Agent-Activity trigger management: The incorporation of explicit Agent-Activity trigger management mechanisms allows for their easy use. The Paffin-System provides means to create a trigger message and directly transform it into an asynchronous message. It also provides means to set and revoke proactive triggers.
**Agent-Activity update from GUI mechanisms:** The Paffin Web GUI features a mechanism with which to send updates to the Agent-Activity containing the task currently being executed in the GUI. Through this mechanism it is possible to provide the Agent-Activity with current up-to-date information about the execution happening in the GUI. This information can then be used for further actions and operations within the Agent-Activity, like, for example, direct workflow operations or data processing as agent actions.

**Message routing options:** In general, message routing in individual Paffins has been improved when compared to the standard Capa agent. Before, only messages for reactive protocol start or for existing agent protocols could be distinguished. In the Paffin-System, routings for reactive process-protocol start and existing process-protocols are still available. In addition to that, message routing for existing Agent-Activities, reactive Agent-Activity triggering and for active workflow activities have been implemented.

**Accessibility of parameters:** All parameters for Agent-Activities, workflow tasks and agent behaviour are implemented as Java objects represented by reference net tokens in some reference net. These parameters are either directly accessible in the Agent-Activities or are provided access to by synchronous channels. This means that all runtime data is available to both workflow operations and agent actions. A Paffin can, for example, easily access its workflow activity data and perform agent actions based on that. It can also create workflow tasks based on data it received from asynchronous messages.

**Paffin net components:** Paffin net components (see Section 10.2.3) provide predefined modelling elements with default values for the basic workflow operations and fundamental agent actions. They improve modelling efforts and readability of internal processes of Agent-Activities.

**Logging and monitoring:** The Paffin-System features several logging mechanisms. A logfile is created in the current user’s home folder that features all events happening within the platform WFMS. In addition to that the platform WFMS also keeps done activity lists and distributes these to the resources for display. For monitoring, the different nets of the backend and platform WFMS feature a number of logging places. Here, tokens are deposited during the execution that represent and contain data about the events that have occurred in the system. These can be accessed using the established MulanViewer tool.

**Messages cleanup:** With the increased amount of administrative messages in the system, it soon became clear that, for efficiency and monitoring purposes, invalid messages had to be more thoroughly cleaned up than was the case in standard Capa. Due to the distributed nature of the system, messages relating to Agent-Activities or workflow activities could arrive after the corresponding target was already terminated. Thus, the Paffin-System features several mechanisms to discard messages for invalid (i.e. terminated) targets.

**GUI cache:** The Paffin Web GUI features a mechanism that stores the current content of the GUI (i.e. the list of available workitems, current activities and done activities). This cache is used when a user refreshes the web browser or accidentally leaves the GUI page. It allows restoration of the GUI state without requiring a new update from the Paffin-System.
This feature set represents the current status of the Paffin-System at the completion of this thesis. The maturity highlighted by the previously described features emphasises that the Paffin-System goes beyond the desired proof-of-concept for the Agent-Activity approach. Ongoing development and research will add more and improved features. However, the prototypes described in Chapter 10 with the feature set described here are the core Paffin-System and represent the technical and practical main result of this thesis.

11.2.2 Limitations of the Paffin-System

The Paffin-System is a prototype. It fulfils its duty as a proof-of-concept of the Agent-Activity integration approach and even goes beyond that, as described in the previous section. However, its prototypical nature means that there are still some technical limitations that should be discussed here. Some functionality is only implemented in a basic way. Most of the limitations can be manually circumvented, but should be addressed in future work.

Reasons for the limitations are most often lack of time and manpower during the implementation. Except for the Paffin Web GUI, the entirety of the Paffin-System was implemented by the author of this thesis alone. For the Paffin Web GUI and the Paose support application prototype (see Section 11.3.3), the development team grew to include Dennis Schmitz. Still, two people developing a full-fledged modelling framework aren’t enough to address every mechanism and feature. Additionally, the goal of the Paffin-System was always to provide only a proof-of-concept and not a system that could compete with established, commercial systems, which are outside of the scope of this thesis. It needs to be stressed again that the Paffin-System fully accomplished its goal as a proof-of-concept, even if some limitations remain.

The following lists notable technical limitations in the feature set of the Paffin-System. Each limitation will also discuss a potential solution or current workaround. General open issues, such as performance or complexity, are discussed later in Section 12.4. Likewise, apparent extra improvements to the agent or workflow infrastructure, such as agent mobility, are not considered current technical limitations. Such features are considered supplemental and are addressed as future work.

Runtime database access: The database in the Paffin-System is currently only used to read persistent management data at runtime. Only the platform WFMS Paffin has access. This represents two limitations. First, the platform WFMS Paffin should be able to write data as well. This would allow it to change permissions at runtime and write administration data (see next point). Second, other Paffins of the system should be able to read and write runtime application data to a persistent storage. This way workflow and/or agent results from applications could be stored and reused in later executions. Storing and restoring Paffin states is also an interesting scenario. For security reasons, application Paffins should not be able to access the management data that includes permissions and workflow roles. Therefore a second database is feasible.

Currently, the only way to (write) access the database is to edit the initial database. Database access uses the PersistentOntology plugin for Capa. That plugin also contains all necessary code to address both of the limitations described above, meaning it provides means to read and write data to a database for any Paffin. That functionality can already be implemented as an application-specific solution, thus circumventing the limitations. However, a framework solution is preferable.
providing PAFFINS with a standardised database interface, persistent data storage could be better and more easily utilised in applications.

**Runtime administration:** Related to the runtime database access is runtime administration. Since administration data is stored in the platform WFMS database, the database limitation has to be fixed in order to allow for runtime administration. Beyond that, an interface needs to be provided as well. Section 11.4.3 presents a vision of a workflow administration based on workflows that would address this limitation. However, a traditional administration interface in the PAFFIN Web GUI is also possible. The only current workaround to administration is to edit the initial database class that is instantiated with the PAFFIN platform.

**AGENT-ACTIVITY update mechanisms (beyond AAO reset):** As described in the feature set, the only update mechanism currently available is the AAO reset. Other mechanisms could exchange an AAO for another one, thus exchanging the internal process. This could be used to completely change the execution of an AGENT-ACTIVITY or to simply change small details like delete a workflow task or some agent actions. Yet other update mechanisms could restore previous states or inject new or changed parameters. Use cases for update mechanisms are varied. The basic framework for this mechanisms already exists in the backend, but they still have to be implemented.

**Mutually exclusive task choice:** One limitation of workflow tasks in the PAFFIN-System is actually introduced by the AGENT-ACTIVITY abstraction. Mutually exclusive workflow tasks need to be modelled in the same AGENT-ACTIVITY. If they are modelled in different AGENT-ACTIVITIES, there is no automatic way to ensure mutual exclusiveness as the AAO nets are separate from one another. This may limit certain complex scenarios of task dependencies. A straightforward circumvention is careful modelling that translates and simplifies such scenarios so that the tasks in question are modelled in the same AGENT-ACTIVITY. Some kind of automated support, though, would be desirable. Feasible solutions include a special workflow request operation variant that aborts mutually exclusive AGENT-ACTIVITIES, token removal controlled by the backend or synchronisation between AAO nets.

**Manual connection of workflow operations to activities:** A modelling limitation relates to workflow operations. When a workitem is successfully requested the tuple of input parameters, as well as the activity object are stored in a place for that task for unification purposes. It is currently not possible to automatically generate that place for the confirmation or cancellation. Rather, the modeller has to create a virtual copy of the place and connect it to the confirmation and cancellation. This manual connection is error-prone. An automated solution would require an extension of the modelling tools, e.g. saving a reference to the last place created for a request operation and automatically creating a virtual copy for the confirmation and cancellation operations.

**Automatic resource intelligence:** Currently, automatic PAFFIN resources choose the available workitem with the highest priority for request. While this strategy is sufficient in basic scenarios, it is a wasted opportunity not to utilise agent intelligence and decision making here. By adding additional data processing functionality to the backend resource net, it would be possible to analyse the available workitems for more than just the priority. Possible checks may include checking if there are lots of workitems from a single engine possibly indicating a bottleneck in the system that may be alleviated by choosing (and thus reducing) the workitems from that engine. Comparative checks against a history of done activities could also be used.
GUI global process view: Currently, users are presented with a list of their done activities as the only indication of the progress they made in the process so far. A graphical representation of the current process-protocol and/or Agent-Activity would benefit the users. Currently this is only available as a static image, but a dynamic (and possibly interactive) representation is preferable.

From the previous listing it should be clear that none of the limitations described above are truly critical, in the way that they prohibit any usability of the Paffin-System. For future work it may be essential to address some of them, like the database access, but others, such as the automatic connection of activities to workflow operations, may be ignored without much disadvantage. It also needs to be noted that none of the limitations described above really require any major or incalculable implementation effort. Given time and manpower, all of the limitations can be addressed with relative ease.

In conclusion, while the limitations present some obstacles for the usability of the Paffin-System, they are not vital to it. As the following sections will show, it is already possible to build advanced and complex integration applications with the Paffin-System. By addressing the challenges described in this section, the Paffin-System does not gain any integral capabilities, it is only improved in the already existing ones.

11.3 Application Prototypes

This section presents a number of practically implemented application prototypes. Each of these prototypes serves a specific function in the application discussion and evaluation for this chapter.

The producer-store-consumer prototypes in Section 11.3.1 highlight the flexibility of the Paffin-System. Here, three different prototypes are presented that implement the same, simple producer-store-consumer example in three different ways. Each of the prototypes emphasises another aspect of the integrated Paffin entity’s agent, workflow or hybrid nature.

Next, the pizza collaboration prototype in Section 11.3.2 highlights the differences between the capabilities of the Paffin-System and regular agent or workflow management. Here, a simple example, taken directly from the BPMN context, is presented as a Paffin application. The discussion showcases the advantages and disadvantages different implementation options.

Both the producer-store-consumer and pizza collaboration prototypes lack a practical test context for the Paffin-System. Therefore, the Paose teaching support prototype in Section 11.3.3 highlights a real-world application of the Paffin-System. The Paose teaching support prototype was developed for and actually used by students in the yearly AOSE teaching project operated by the TGI group in the winter term of 2016/2017. This provided a real-world test of the Paffin-System which is discussed and evaluated here.

11.3.1 Producer-Store-Consumer Prototypes

This section presents the producer-store-consumer (PSC) application prototypes. These three prototypes implement a simple scenario in three different ways. The first implementation is agent-oriented, the second workflow-oriented and the third one mixes agents and workflows where they fit best. All three implementations use the same mechanisms provided by the Paffin-System, albeit in different ways. Although the scenario is deliberately simple, the differences in the implementations show how flexible the Paffin-System and
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Figure 11.2: PSC scenario as a Petri net (based on [Reisig, 1987, pp. 119ff])

especially the Agent-Activity can be utilised. This flexibility can best be presented in such a simple scenario.

Scenario and General Implementation

The scenario implemented in all three prototypes is the same. It consists of producers, stores and consumers. Producers produce products, which they then hand over to a store. After a product is handed over to a store the producer can produce another product. The store has a maximum capacity of five products it can store. Once at least one product is in a store, a consumer can retrieve a product from the store. This removes the product from the store and hands it over to the consumer. The consumer then consumes, i.e. uses, the product after which another product can be retrieved from a store. The producer-store-consumer scenario is well known and established. It originates from [Reisig, 1987, pp. 119ff].

Modelled as a Petri net, this scenario can be seen in Figure 11.2. The simple Petri net version emphasises the process of one producer, one store and one consumer. The later implementations have no restrictions on the number of producers, stores and consumers.

The scenario has three basic interconnected loops, as can be clearly seen in Figure 11.2. A producer produces and stores in a loop. A store stores a product from a producer, which is then retrieved from a consumer. This is a loop that can happen five times concurrently, modelling the five product capacity of the store. Finally, a consumer retrieves a product and consumes in a loop. The interconnection between the loops models the interaction between a producer and a store and a consumer and a store. The loops are initialised in the Petri net model through tokens in the lower places of each loop.

Regarding the overall implementation, a new plugin in the PAFFIN project was created for this application. The PaffinExamplePSC plugin contains the code for each variant.

Each component of the scenario, i.e. producer, store and consumer, is implemented as a PAFFIN role. A PAFFIN role is modelled in the ARM tool [Mosteller, 2010] and defines the knowledge and capabilities of a PAFFIN entity inhabiting that role. Each PAFFIN role in the implementation possesses a number of process-protocols. These process-protocols implement their component of the scenario for the given variant. Each process-protocol contains a number of Agent-Activities. These Agent-Activities correspond, as abstract tasks, to the four basic transitions in Figure 11.2. The Produce Agent-Activity is associated with a producer component. The Store Agent-Activity is associated with both a producer and a store component. Likewise, the Retrieve Agent-Activity is
associated with both a store and a consumer component. Finally, the *Consume Agent-Activity* is associated with a consumer component. Depending on the variant, the distribution of these Agent-Activities in process-protocols can be markedly different. However, the basic process, execution order and Agent-Activity association remains constant as defined in the Petri net model in Figure 11.2.

Regarding the product that is exchanged in all three variants, a simple semi-randomised String object was chosen. That String consists of a random choice of three selections, a base String for each variant and the timestamp at the creation of the String. Product consumption is implemented as the consumer PAFFIN reading the String and writing it in its knowledge base. Overall, a String was chosen for representation and ease of use.

Storage is implemented in all three variants in a DC in the store PAFFIN role. That DC simply takes products from a store Agent-Activity and gives them out to a retrieve Agent-Activity. In variants A and C, the store DC is the same, shown in Figure 11.6. Variant B only differs from Figure 11.6 in the removal of the capacity check, which is handled elsewhere in variant B.

**Implementation A: Agent-oriented**

The first implementation variant for the producer-store-consumer example takes an agent-oriented approach. Each PAFFIN represents one of the three components as an autonomous agent-like entity. Communication and product exchange between the components is handled exclusively through asynchronous messages. The store PAFFIN provides a *Store* service, which is made known to the producer and consumer PAFFINS via the platform DF. Internally, each component uses internal agent actions to produce, store, retrieve and consume products.

Both the producer and consumer PAFFINS proactively start their process-protocols, seen in Figure 11.3 and 11.4 respectively, which have an analogous form. The *Start PrPr* and *Stop PrPr* net components are administrative components and not relevant for the application scenario. The produce and consume cycles in the respective upper right parts implement the cycles for the producer and consumer. After process-protocol initialisation, the producer can start the *produce Agent-Activity* and the consumer can start the *retrieve Agent-Activity*. Neither Agent-Activity uses a parameter, but both return a product as result. The product from the *produce Agent-Activity* is produced fully through internal actions and then returned as the *Agent-Activity* result. The product from the *retrieve Agent-Activity* is retrieved via interaction with the store PAFFIN. The internal process of that Agent-Activity can be seen in Figure 11.7. First, the consumer looks up the store PAFFIN identifier in its knowledge base and then sends out a request message to that PAFFIN. When that message arrives at the store PAFFIN, the process-protocol shown in Figure 11.5 is reactively started. This process-protocol contains only the counterpart *Agent-Activity* for retrieving from a store. That Agent-Activity uses internal agent actions to retrieve a product from the store DC shown in Figure 11.6 and then creates an answer message to the original request message containing the product. That product is received by the original *retrieve Agent-Activity* in the consumer (Figure 11.7), where the product is extracted from the message and returned as the result of the Agent-Activity.

Back in the main process-protocols for producer and consumer in Figures 11.3 and 11.4 the produced or retrieved product is ready for use. In the consumer process-protocol the product is used as the parameter for the *consume Agent-Activity*. That Agent-Activity reads the product and consumes it as internal agent actions. After consumption, the consumer loop can start again with another product retrieval. In the producer process-
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Figure 11.3: PSC variant A: Producer process-protocol

Figure 11.4: PSC variant A: Consumer process-protocol
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Figure 11.5: PSC variant A: Retrieve process-protocol for retrieving

Figure 11.6: PSC variant A: Store DC
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Figure 11.7: PSC variant A: Agent-Activity for retrieving a product in a consumer
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protocol the produced product is used as a parameter for the store Agent-Activity. This Agent-Activity interacts with the store Paffin to store the product. It is similar to the retrieve Agent-Activity and not shown as an additional figure here. The producer simply reads the product from the parameter, the store identifier from the knowledge base and creates a store request message, which it sends to the store. The store reactively starts a process-protocol on message reception, which only contains one Agent-Activity. That Agent-Activity merely reads the product, stores it in the store DC and then sends a confirm message to the producer, which can then finish its own Agent-Activity. Finishing the store Agent-Activity reinitialises the producer loop.

**Discussion** For all intents and purposes, this variant implementation uses the Paffin-System to emulate a regular multi-agent system. Paffins only use the fundamental agent actions to achieve their purpose. They use agent mechanisms (services and the DF) to advertise interaction partners, use agent messages to transport information and products and use internal agent actions for all processing steps.

Consequently, the role of the Agent-Activity and integration is, from a practical perspective, somewhat reduced. Its most obvious practical advantage lies in the modularity and dynamic. It is easy to exchange the internal processes of the Agent-Activity, which could be used to realise different producer, store or consumer behaviour. For example, if the consumer should no longer write the product into the knowledge base to consume it, but rather print it to the system command line, modellers would only have to model that behaviour, save that net and then change the inscription of the consume Agent-Activity in the consumer process-protocol. As that inscription accepts variables, switching between different internal processes could be implemented dynamically depending on additional factors.

Considering not only the practical level, though, the Agent-Activity provides another, more important, benefit. The abstraction introduced by the Agent-Activity contributes strongly to the process perspective in the otherwise agent-oriented system. Each individual loop of the scenario is clearly distinguishable. The producer loop is the main part of the producer process-protocol in Figure 11.3, the consumer loop is the main part of the consumer process-protocol in Figure 11.4 and the store loop can be found in the store DC in Figure 11.6. The concrete behaviour, modelled through the different agent actions in all Agent-Activities, remains basically the same as if it were implemented as a regular agent system. However, perceiving the basic process from those rather large sequences of actions distributed in different protocols and DCs is more difficult. By using Agent-Activities to summarise and abstract from related sets of actions, a concise and correct process view, similar to that of the system command line, modelled through the different agent actions in all Agent-Activities, remains basically the same as if it were implemented as a regular agent system. However, perceiving the basic process from those rather large sequences of actions distributed in different protocols and DCs is more difficult. By using Agent-Activities to summarise and abstract from related sets of actions, a concise and correct process view, similar to that of the basic Petri net model from Figure 11.2 is constructed. That process view is still distributed through three nets, but each of these nets describes the process much more clearly than the combination of all agent actions into a set of protocols would. In that way, even though the integration of agents and workflows is not directly or practically utilised in this implementation, the application still benefits from it. Through the Agent-Activities a kind of abstract workflow is established, consisting of the abstract tasks described by the Agent-Activities and implemented through the agent actions. While such a process view is available in other agent views e.g. in an AIP, it is usually not coupled with the execution and only available statically as a modelling artefact. Here, the process view provided by the Agent-Activities directly and dynamically reflects the actual execution happening at any time.
Implementation B: Workflow-oriented

The second variant implementation of the producer-store-consumer scenario is workflow-oriented. Each of the three components of the scenario is implemented as a PAFFIN entity serving as an automatic resource in an overall workflow. That workflow contains four tasks, which correspond to the abstract tasks from the Petri net model in Figure 11.2. Communication between the different components is handled exclusively via the platform WFMS and the administrative messages exchanged therein. The workflow itself is implemented as an additional, separate PAFFIN entity, the process PAFFIN. Producing, storing, retrieving and consuming products is implemented in the automatic resources as agent actions. All three components correspond to workflow roles of the same name and each component PAFFIN registers itself as an automatic resource at the platform WFMS at startup. Tasks, roles, permissions and resources are all modelled as database objects and stored in the platform WFMS database.

At startup, the process PAFFIN proactively starts the process-protocol shown in Figure 11.8. Besides the administrative components, that process-protocol contains the basic workflow implemented with AGENT-ACTIVITIES. The net structure of the AGENT-ACTIVITY process in Figure 11.8 mirrors the basic Petri net model, except for the technical inscriptions. After initialisation, only the produce AGENT-ACTIVITY can trigger.

The internal process of that AGENT-ACTIVITY can be seen in Figure 11.9. It consists only of a workflow task modelled through a request workitem and confirm activity net component. Since none of the components in the scenario has the ability to cancel its abstract tasks, no cancellation of activities is added to the AGENT-ACTIVITIES.

The production task is named produceB and is automatically, when activated, reported to the platform WFMS. There, it is processed, the required permissions computed and provided as an available workitem to all registered workflow resources that have the produce permission, i.e. all producer PAFFINS. When a producer PAFFIN receives a workitem list containing such a workitem, it requests it and, upon successful request starts the process-protocol seen in Figure 11.10. That process-protocol contains additional administrative components that realise its association with a workflow task. The upper administrative component allows for task management from the engine, while the extended task finish component creates an activity result.

Apart from the administrative components, the process-protocol in Figure 11.10 contains only one AGENT-ACTIVITY. That AGENT-ACTIVITY actually produces the product and its internal process can be seen in Figure 11.11. Basically, it reads the product base from the AGENT-ACTIVITY parameter and uses it to create the product using (at random) one of the three templates provided in the enlarged place. It then returns the product as the result of the AGENT-ACTIVITY.

Back in the produce process-protocol in Figure 11.10 the product is packaged into an activity result message and sent, via the technical backend of the producer PAFFIN, to the platform WFMS, initiating the activity confirmation in the process. The result arrives back at the process AGENT-ACTIVITY in Figure 11.9 as the actResult token and is then handed back as the AGENT-ACTIVITY result to the overall process in Figure 11.8. Here, the next AGENT-ACTIVITY for storing becomes activated with the product as parameter. Each of the AGENT-ACTIVITIES and workflow tasks follow analogous behaviour, which is why they won’t be discussed in detail here further. When the store AGENT-ACTIVITY in the process is finished, the producer loop is reinitialised and can produce again. Additionally, since there is a product now available, the retrieve AGENT-ACTIVITY can also retrieve the product for the consumer, which, when completed, initialises the consume AGENT-ACTIVITY. Finishing that AGENT-ACTIVITY reinitialises the consumer loop. Through the
Figure 11.8: PSC variant B: Process process-protocol

Figure 11.9: PSC variant B: Process AGENT-ACTIVITY for producing
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Figure 11.10: PSC variant B: Producer process-protocol for producing

Figure 11.11: PSC variant B: Producer AGENT-ACTIVITY for producing
interplay of preconditions of the different Agent-Activities, the producer-store-consumer process is realised.

One thing of note for this variant is, that the store DC works slightly differently here. The overall process controls the execution of producers, stores and consumers. Consequently, it also controls the capacity of the storage, which is why the capacity is explicitly modelled in the process and removed from the store DC. The store DC is identical to the one from variant A, shown in Figure [11.6] but has the capacity and related guard inscription removed. The store can still only hold five products at any time however, even if this is controlled outside of the store.

Discussion In this implementation variant, the PAFFIN-System works very similar to a regular WFMS. It utilises a process-protocol using Agent-Activities that only contain workflow operations to effectively model the producer-store-consumer process as a classical workflow. Agent actions and other aspects are only used administratively in the background or to implement the actual work associated with the different workflow tasks. For all intents and purposes, when ignoring the functionality of the resources, the PAFFIN-System here acts as a regular WFMS controlling automatic (agent) resources.

However, this is only a limited perspective. The process in Figure [11.8] does not just control the execution of work in the component PAFFINS. It also completely handles the communication. Seen as autonomous agent actors, the component PAFFINS are completely decoupled from each other. Their only connection is indirect via the overall process. All communication is either from the process or to the process, both via the platform WFMS. This means that the Agent-Activities, or rather the workflow tasks within them, control and manage the work and interaction between the involved actors. This correlates to the WorkBroker principle (see Definition C.13) for utilising task principles in agent interactions. The PAFFINS as agents, benefit from, e.g., task atomicity (although not utilised in this simple scenario without activity cancellations) and resource decoupling (i.e. they don’t need to know beforehand who to interact with). And while the component PAFFINS are controlled through the tasks in the overall process, they don’t lose any degree of autonomy, since they themselves decide to request the corresponding workitems, execute the associated work and return a result. Overall, this additional type of interaction between PAFFINS opens up many possibilities for modellers to apply workflow ideas to otherwise agent-oriented areas.

As with variant A, the role of the Agent-Activity in this implementation is slightly diminished. Its modularity and dynamic flexibility characteristics can still be used much in the same way. However, in this prototype implementation, the use of PAFFINS to represent resources provides the additional benefit. During execution, the PAFFINS active in the system represent the structure of the system. Each component of the system and what it does is easily recognisable, and via inspection more details can be obtained. As the system here consists of a workflow, the PAFFINS create a structural view on that workflow, which is something that is otherwise difficult to obtain in classical WFMS. That view is dynamic and updates itself constantly. Together, the structural view of the PAFFINS and the process view obtained by the Agent-Activities in the overall process, which correlate here directly to the tasks in the workflow, create a more comprehensive view on the overall system, as either agents or workflows could do on their own. While the resources in this scenario are automatic, the previous result can be directly applied to PAFFINS representing human users or any other kind of resource in a workflow in the PAFFIN-System.
Implementation C: Hybrid

The third and final implementation variant of the producer-store-consumer scenario mixes agents and workflows. It takes mechanism from agents, workflows and the integration and applies them were they best fit in the scenario.

In its implementation it follows the same basic approach as variant A. Three Paffin roles implement the three components. No explicit process Paffin is used. This was chosen as a process controlling both producers and consumers at the same time is less fitting for the scenario. Each component should be more independent.

As in variant A, the producer and consumer Paffins proactively start their process-protocols at startup. These are shown in Figure 11.12 and 11.13. A direct difference between the producer and consumer process-protocols of variant A is that the explicit Petri net loop is gone. Rather, the produce and retrieve Agent-Activities are now triggered proactively. This captures that producers and consumers are themselves aware of (in their knowledge) that they are ready to produce or retrieve. The trigger is initially set and then reset after the product has been stored for the producer or consumed for the consumer.

After initialisation, the producer can start the produce Agent-Activity. This is the same one as in variant A, using only agent actions. An agent-oriented Agent-Activity was chosen here since the producer internally does not need to set itself a workflow task, thus avoiding management overhead. Following the production, the store Agent-Activity can be triggered with the product as parameter. That Agent-Activity corresponds to the one from variant B, using a workflow task. For the scenario this realises the more reasonable view that storing a product is a task given to the store by the producer. The workitem is provided to and worked on by the store in the same way as in variant B. The difference is, that the store again has control of and manages its own capacity, which is again more reasonable than having an external process manage the capacity. When the store has confirmed the store task, the producer resets its proactive trigger for production, thus reenabling the producer loop.

In the consumer, the execution starts proactively with the retrieve Agent-Activity. That Agent-Activity also uses a workflow task, as a model in which the consumer’s “desire” for a product is best modelled as a task for the store to retrieve a product. However, it doesn’t use the same Agent-Activities as variant B. The current Agent-Activity internal process for the consumer is shown in Figure 11.14 while the one for the store is shown in Figure 11.15. Until after the workitem has been requested, the basic procedure it is the same. In response to successfully requesting the workitem, the store starts a task-related process-protocol, which only contains the Agent-Activity shown in Figure 11.15. Here, it first gathers the data about the executing workflow engine for the current activity, which in this case is the consumer Paffin. It reads the ResourceTaskAction associated with the task from its parameters and reads both the identifier of the engine and the identifier of the (retrieve) Agent-Activity in the engine from the ResourceTaskAction, in addition to its own identifier from its own knowledge base. It then retrieves the product normally. Afterwards, however, it does not return the product as the result of the task and have the store Paffin confirm it itself, but rather uses the identifiers gathered before and packages the product into a message it sends to the engine Agent-Activity in the engine Paffin. It then finishes the Agent-Activity without a result. When the message containing the product arrives at the consumer retrieve Agent-Activity in Figure 11.14, the product is unpacked and only then is the activity confirmed by the consumer. This direct confirmation by the engine better captures the fact that the retrieval of the product is only finished when the consumer has received it and is content with it. After retrieving a product, the consume Agent-Activity in the consumer process-protocol in Figure 11.12
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Figure 11.12: PSC variant C: Producer process-protocol

Figure 11.13: PSC variant C: Consumer AGENT-ACTIVITY for producing
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Figure 11.14: PSC variant C: Consumer AGENT-ACTIVITY for retrieving

Figure 11.15: PSC variant C: Store AGENT-ACTIVITY for retrieving
can trigger. This one is, again, almost identical to variant A using only agent actions. The only difference is that at the end of consumption the trigger for proactively retrieving a product is reset, thus reinitialising the consumer loop.

**Discussion** Even though the simplicity of the prescribed scenario limits the options w.r.t. integrations and combinations of agents and workflows, the hybrid prototype still manages to illustrate some integration mechanisms. These can be transferred to more complex scenarios easily.

Proactive triggering of **AGENT-ACTIVITIES** is here only used to realise the producer and consumer loops. In extended scenarios, any other internal component of the producer or consumer can use the triggering mechanism to either reset or revoke the trigger. For example, if the scenario featured a payment system the an accounting part of the producer may revoke the trigger if not enough funds were available for production.

Direct confirmation of workflow tasks is also only used in a limited way, confirming when a product arrives at the consumer. Here, a condition could be incorporated that the consumer **PAFFIN** only wants specific products and (also directly) cancels the activity if it received a wrong one.

Ultimately, the purpose of this prototype does not lie in highlighting the integration features. Rather, it showcases the flexibility of the **AGENT-ACTIVITY** and **PAFFIN** concepts. It uses the best-fitting, i.e. most reasonable, agent, workflow or hybrid mechanism to implement the specific requirements of the scenario. Producing and consuming happen directly within the producer and consumer respectively and are thus best captured in the agent-oriented variant. Storing and retrieving are tasks the producer and consumer set for the store and are thus best captured in the workflow-oriented variant. As an extension, when retrieving a product the consumer should have ultimate control over whether it accepts the product, thus the hybrid direct confirmation is best suited. Finally, the decision to produce or retrieve a product should happen proactively, not in a rigidly prescribed loop. The aspects of flexibility of the **AGENT-ACTIVITIES** and **PAFFINS** are picked up again in the following overall evaluation discussion of these prototypes.

**Concluding Evaluation**

This version of the producer-store-consumer scenario is among the simplest. The scenario itself can be arbitrarily extended. A payment system, distinct products, market competition, custom product orders or specific consumer needs are just some of the many possible extensions. However, the choice of the simplified version was intentional. It allows focussing the discussion and evaluation of the prototypes not so much on additional features of the scenario, but rather on the different ways of implementation.

The **PAFFIN-System** combines and integrates agents and workflows. Implementation variant A showed how the producer-store-consumer scenario can be implemented in the **PAFFIN-System** in an agent-oriented way ignoring any of the workflow or integration mechanisms. It uses **AGENT-ACTIVITIES** only with agent actions and has **PAFFINS** that are effectively agents. Even though it did not directly use anything other than agent mechanisms, this variant still benefited from the overall integration. The process view on the otherwise structurally-focussed agent-like system provided through the **AGENT-ACTIVITY** abstraction creates a distributed, but global view on the abstract behaviour of the system. In this simple scenario the gain is negligible, but if the same concepts are applied to a more complex scenario, involving many more components and sub-behaviour, the gain of an abstract behaviour overview can’t be underestimated. That benefit is increased, even in the simple scenario, by the fact that the **AGENT-ACTIVITIES** abstractly represent
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the behaviour, but are actually directly coupled with the behaviour (agent actions) being executed. This means that the process-view is dynamic and constantly up-to-date.

Implementation variant B then showed how to implement producer-store-consumer in a workflow-oriented way in the Paffin-System. Except for the functionality of the automatic resources, this implementation ignored agent and integration mechanisms. One central workflow controls and manages the execution of work within each of the components of the scenario. Again, the implementation still benefited from the integration in the background. It realised a workflow-based way of managing the interactions between agents and also provided a structural view on the components. By having Paffins represent the resources (here, themselves), the Paffins constitute the structure so that a representation of the Paffins, as given in the MulanViewer tool, is a representation of the structure of the overall system. That representation is dynamic, constantly updated and directly coupled with the workflow, thus creating a bridge between behaviour and structure.

Finally, variant C considered where best to utilise agent, workflow and integration mechanisms. It used pure agent actions in some areas, workflow operations for other areas and finally hybrid integration functionality in yet other areas. In of itself it showcased what this entire group of prototypes showcases. Paffins are a versatile tool. They can make use of what best fits the needs of each given situation without then becoming rigidly stuck in a concept. Producers are agents when they produce and then turn into workflows when they want to store the product. The same is true for consumers, which are workflows when they retrieve products and turn into agents to consume them. Stores are only agents in this implementation, but acting as automatic resources in the context of workflows. Additionally, the abstract views on structure and behaviour discussed for variants A and B also apply here.

Overall, the three prototypes presented in this section illustrated the flexibility of Paffins in regards to modelling. The discussions made above about variant C apply to the overall scheme of the three prototypes. It is possible to realise producer-store-consumer in any number of ways. With the given scenario and the context of considering what is most reasonable for that scenario, the hybrid variant C was developed with the subjectively best-fitting mechanisms. By modifying the scenario or changing the context, that subjective way of considering what the best mechanisms are can drastically change. If a central control of workflow was preferred, a hybrid version more akin to variant B could have been implemented. Here still, agent mechanisms could be of use in taking care of storage capacity or product transfer. The Paffin-System could still realise this new hybrid variant, without changing the basic building blocks of Agent-Activities.

In conclusion, the main result of these prototypes is that the Paffin-System is, in fact, capable of implementing agent, workflow and hybrid applications. Not only that, but it also manages to implement all three types of applications without changing tool- or modelling construct-sets. With the same modelling construct, namely the Agent-Activity, the Paffin-System can implement the two extremes of agent-orientation and workflow-orientation, as well as a combination and integration of the two in between.

11.3.2 The Pizza Service

This section presents the pizza collaboration application prototype. Based on an established scenario from the BPMN context (see Section 3.2.1), this prototype highlights some features of the Agent-Activity and Paffin-System that relate to how integration mechanisms can be used to improve upon basic, traditional agent or workflow modelling.
completed, because that is always started. If an extra insurance was required, the inclusive gateway will also wait for
“Take out extra insurance” to be finished. Furthermore, we also need the synchronizing parallel gateway before the last
task “add paperwork and move package to pick area”, because we want to make sure that everything has been fulfilled
before the last task is executed.
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Figure 5.2: Ordering and delivering pizza

Figure 11.16: BPMN pizza collaboration (from [BPMN10, 2010, p. 4])

This example is about Business-To-Business-Collaboration. Because we want to model the interaction between a pizza
customer and the vendor explicitly, we have classified them as “participants”, therefore providing them with dedicated
pools. Please note that there is no default semantics in this type of modeling, which means you can model collaboration
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two different events that could happen next: Either the pizza is delivered, as indicated with
the following message event, or there is no delivery for 60 minutes, i.e., after one hour the
customer skips waiting and calls the vendor, asking for the pizza. We now assume that the
clerk promises the pizza to be delivered soon, and the customer waits for the pizza again,
asking again after the next 60 minutes, and so on. Let’s have a closer look at the vendor
process now. It is triggered by the order of the customer, as shown with the message start
event and the message flow going from “order a pizza” to that event. After baking the
pizza, the delivery boy will deliver the pizza and receive the payment, which includes giving
a receipt to the customer.” [BPMN10, 2010, pp. 4–5]
This scenario is used in this thesis to highlight some inter-organisational aspects relating
to the Agent-Activity in a simple scenario. The customer and pizza delivery service
are both considered as organisations3 that collaborate in order to achieve their goals. The
3

For this example the view of the customer as an organisation is reasonable, due to the explicit modelling
of its internal and external process. [BPMN10, 2010] also considers this scenario as an example of
business-to-business collaboration.
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customer wants to satiate his or her hunger, while the pizza delivery service wants to sell a pizza. In addition to that, the pizza delivery service organisation employs multiple employees that are all explicitly modelled in the scenario. What is important for the purposes of the following discussions is how the two organisations, as well as the individual (employee) actors interact using mechanisms and properties from agents, workflows or a mixture of both.

Please note that the following implementation is only based on the model provided in \[BPMN10, 2010\]. That model misses some specifics that are required for an implementation, like details about how the individual tasks are performed and how the data flow is between them. The basic, overall inter-organisational process of the model, as seen in Figure 11.16, is completely captured by the implementation. It is however extended in its details regarding the tasks and data flow.

Implementation

The implementation of the pizza collaboration is provided in the PaffinExamplePizza plugin in the PAFFIN project. To highlight the capabilities of the PAFFIN-System regarding user input and GUI, the basic premise was implemented as follows: The customer is an actual human user in the PAFFIN-System using the default PAFFIN Web GUI. The remaining actors, i.e. the three employees of the pizza delivery service, are “simulated” by automatic Paffins. All in all, the prototype contains four main PAFFIN roles realising the four types of actors, of which an arbitrary number of PAFFIN entities can be instantiated. The PizzaCustomer PAFFIN role is defined in user mode, so that it automatically starts a web GUI Paffin. It also proactively starts the PizzaCustomer_hungry process-protocol, which models the main process within the customer. The remaining main roles are PizzaClerk, PizzaChef and PizzaDeliveryBoy. In addition to the main roles, there are a number of supplementary roles dedicated to realising multiple pizza delivery services. These roles contain WFMS login data for the clerks, chefs and delivery boys of currently two delivery services implemented in the prototype. Through these roles and mechanisms within the PAFFIN-System it is ensured that a pizza order is completely worked on by clerk, chef and delivery boy of the same delivery service. Mechanisms involved in this are discussed further below. Note that the supplementary roles are only necessary for the automatic pizza delivery Paffins.

Customers, as human users, provide their logins and passwords manually via the web GUI. All exchanged objects are provided as data objects, either standard ones, mostly Strings, or specifically created ontology objects. The ontology for this prototype contains six concepts. Three resource task actions are used to automatically start process-protocols associated with workflow tasks for receiving an order and baking and delivering pizzas in the automatic pizza delivery Paffins. The remaining three ontology objects are the Pizza, the PizzaBox and Receipt. A Pizza object contains fields identifying what kind of pizza it is and the ingredients (as Strings) used by the chef baking the pizza. Pizzas in the system are delivered in PizzaBox objects. This is an extension to the BPMN model. When the customer orders a pizza, it is delivered to him or her inside an additional wrapper object called a pizza-box. This design decisions was made to better capture and include administrative data like addresses and identifiers to facilitate communication between the different active Paffins and Agent-Activities. The pizza-box contains the pizza and all of the required administrative data. Finally, the Receipt object summarises the payment data of the pizza order.

Regarding the database, it contains the standard required data. WFMS resource credentials for all human and automatic resources, task data for all workflow tasks and
RBAC data including permissions and workflow roles are stored. In addition to that, this prototype also contains task-specific GUI definitions. For each task worked on by a human user, the database contains an `ActivityGuiModel` object created using helper methods from the `PaffinWEBGUI` plugin. These are invoked to create buttons, text fields and radio button selection areas in the web GUI.

Before describing the implementation of the BPMN model in detail, it is worth highlighting the dynamic permissions mechanism of the `Paffin`-System. This mechanism is used to ensure a correct resource to task allocation beyond the static permissions defined in the database. Each step of the pizza delivery, from selecting to eating the pizza, is implemented as workflow tasks for the human user. The dynamic permissions are used here to ensure that the customer that selected a pizza in the first workflow task also subsequently receives it, pays for it and so on. A second area in which the dynamic permissions are used is to ensure that a pizza clerk only forwards the order to a chef and delivery boy of their shared delivery service. In both cases the dynamic permissions work similarly. For the customer, the dynamic permission relating to its WFMS login is added to all tasks intended for him or her. This ensures that not all (human) customers are provided with the task, but only the current one with the correct login. For the delivery service `Paffins`, one of the supplementary `Paffin` roles is used. Each delivery service `Paffin` is instantiated with one of the delivery service `Paffin` roles, which only contains the identifier of the delivery service. The clerk reads that identifier first and adds it as a dynamic permission to the task it provides to the chef. The chef does the same for the task it provides to the delivery boy. The dynamic permission is added in the internal process of an `Agent-Activity` at the workitem request operation. Here, instead of the usual three-tuple of task name, parameter and priority, a four-tuple containing an additional list of String objects is handed over to the technical backend. From that tuple, the workitem object is created that is used throughout the platform WFMS. Whenever a task is checked for permissions, not only the static permissions are checked, but also the dynamic ones.

Since the overall BPMN model is relatively sequential, the `Agent-Activities`, tasks and process-protocols are discussed in rough sequence in the following as well. Some implementation mechanisms are highlighted with figures, yet due to the size of the prototype not all created nets can be shown here.

The proactive start of the prototype is provided by the `PizzaCustomer_hungry` process-protocol, shown in Figure 11.17. It basically captures the BPMN pool of the customer, with slight alterations. Each `Agent-Activity` in this process-protocol contains, amongst other actions and operations, at least one workflow task for the (human) customer. To ensure that the same customer and only that customer is provided with related tasks, the dynamic permissions mechanism is utilised.

The first `Agent-Activity` is `SelectPizza`, which corresponds to the BPMN task of the same name. This `Agent-Activity` is kept relatively simple. It reads the user login from the knowledge base to add it as a dynamic permission. Then it provides a workflow task with that dynamic permission to its logged in user. The GUI for that task contains a text field, in which the user can enter the kind of pizza he or she would like to order. When confirmed, the input from the GUI is processed and returned as the result of the `Agent-Activity`.

In the process-protocol of Figure 11.17 the next `Agent-Activity` is `Order the pizza`, again corresponding to the BPMN task. This `Agent-Activity` again starts by reading the user login for dynamic permissions. This is followed by another workflow task for the customer, which uses the user login as a dynamic permission and the pizza selection from the previous task as the parameter. In the GUI, a radio button group is shown, in which
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Figure 11.17: Pizza collaboration: Customer process-protocol

Figure 11.18: Pizza collaboration: Screenshot of the confirm order task
Figure 11.19: Pizza collaboration: AGENT-Activity for confirming and ordering (excerpt)
the customer can confirm the selection or choose to reconsider. A screenshot of that GUI can be seen in Figure 11.18.

When the selection in the GUI is confirmed, the input is processed. This is the first internal action on the left side of Figure 11.19 which is an excerpt of the internal process and shows part after this first workflow task. If the customer wishes to reconsider, the Agent-Activity is finished with that result. This part is marked by an orange border in Figure 11.19. In the process-protocol of Figure 11.17 the result is unified against the backwards loop reinitialising the original pizza selection Agent-Activity. This is an extension to the original BPMN model that was added to allow users to confirm their pizza selection.

Back in the ordering Agent-Activity, if the customer confirms his or her pizza selection, the upper branch unifies and another workflow task follows the internal action to process the GUI input. That task is intended for a pizza clerk. Once the relating workitem is successfully requested by a pizza clerk, the customer waits for an agent message containing the pizza box. This is the same as in the BPMN model. Additionally, as an internal agent action, the Paffin begins to wait a set amount of time. When that time has passed, the Paffin reads the identifier of the pizza clerk Paffin and stores that identifier as a proactive trigger for the Ask for the pizza Agent-Activity. At this point, the customer is waiting for a pizza box to arrive. For readability these descriptions assume this pizza box arrives now. What happens between the pizza clerk requests the workitem and the pizza box is delivered is discussed further down below. Once the pizza box arrives, the engine, i.e. the customer, autonomously and directly confirms the order pizza workflow task. The pizza box is the result of the task and handed over back to the customer process-protocol as the result of the overall Agent-Activity as well. Before that happens, though, any proactive triggers for the Ask for the pizza Agent-Activity are revoked and a new entry added to the knowledge base signalling that a pizza has arrived. The former prevents any more inquiries about the pizza from being started, while the latter aborts any running Agent-Activity asking for the pizza. In the customer process-protocol the result is recognised as a pizza box, thus enabling the Pay for pizza Agent-Activity. Before moving on to that Agent-Activity, the pizza order process in the delivery service and the asking for the pizza subprocess are described.

As stated before, while the customer is waiting for his or her pizza, a timer waits for a specified amount of time before creating a proactive trigger for asking for the pizza. In the process-protocol of Figure 11.17 asking for a pizza is modelled as a proactive Agent-Activity in a separate unique loop. The loop in the net is only necessary to ensure that a customer can only have one active inquiry.

The internal process of the Ask for the pizza Agent-Activity can be seen, in part, in Figure 11.20. The process starts off by reading the user login for dynamic permission, before providing a workflow task in which the user can enter his or her question in the GUI. That input is processed concurrently with reading data from the knowledge base and Agent-Activity parameter. This can be seen in the upper right side of Figure 11.20. That data contains the address of the pizza clerk that requested the original “order pizza” workflow task. From that data, the customer Paffin creates a message that is received by the clerk in question. The clerk, upon reception of the message, reactively triggers the Agent-Activity to calm the customer. This Agent-Activity merely reads the received data, randomly chooses from a set of answers and sends the chosen answer back to the customer. That message is received in the net from Figure 11.20 where it is processed for the answer. To conclude asking for the pizza, another workflow task is provided to the customer, which merely displays the answer of the delivery service in its description. The
Figure 11.20: Pizza collaboration: Agent-Activity for asking for the pizza
display is dynamic, meaning it always shows the current answer, using one of the variables available for task descriptions. Additionally, that task is also automatically assigned to the customer, thus modelling the display of the answer directly without the need for another manual request. Once the answer is confirmed by the customer, the Agent-Activity can be finished.

The Agent-Activity for asking for the pizza can also be aborted. As described above, when the pizza arrives, the ordering Agent-Activity sets a flag in the knowledge base. If that flag is available, the lower right side of Figure 11.20 becomes active. It extracts the flag from the knowledge base, reads its own Agent-Activity ID and aborts itself by calling the corresponding synchronous channel with its ID. This terminates the Agent-Activity fully. As the flag is only set in connection with any proactive triggers being revoked, any other inquiries about pizzas are impossible until the customer decides to order another pizza.

Once the task to order a pizza is provided by the customer, any pizza clerk in the system can request it. When it is successfully requested, the process-protocol shown in Figure 11.21 is started reactively. This process-protocol contains only two Agent-Activities. The first models the reception of the pizza order and subsequent forwarding to pizza chef and delivery boy. The second one models the reaction to a customer asking for his or her pizza described above.

The reception of a pizza order Agent-Activity is kept simple. The clerk merely reads both the parameter, i.e. the customer’s pizza selection, and its own pizza service identifier. It then proceeds to provide a “bake pizza” workflow task for pizza chefs using the pizza selection as parameter and the pizza service identifier as a dynamic permission. The latter ensures that only chefs of the same delivery service can see, request and work on that task. Until the chef confirms the task, the clerk waits at this point.

When a pizza chef requests a “bake pizza” task, a simple process-protocol containing only one Agent-Activity is started. That Agent-Activity models the baking of a pizza. In the first step, the required pizza type is read from the task parameter. Following that, the pizza chef PAFFIN uses an application DC, called the Kitchen DC to bake the pizza. Depending on the selection, different pizzas are created. The baking also takes a semi-randomised time. In the end, a pizza object containing different ingredients is created.
and handed back to the **Agent-Activity** for baking the pizza. The pizza chef then only packages the pizza into a new pizza box object and then uses that pizza box as parameter for a “deliver pizza” task for a delivery boy of the same delivery service. Again, until the delivery boy confirms that task, the chef waits at this point.

A delivery boy **Paffin** requests a “deliver pizza” task and also starts a simple process-protocol containing only one **Agent-Activity**. The process of that **Agent-Activity** contains only agent actions. First, the pizza box (from the parameter) and additional delivery data (from the knowledge base) are read. Then, using that information, the pizza box is sent, as an agent action, to the customer. Here it is received, as previously described by the ordering **Agent-Activity**, which can then finish its execution. After sending the pizza box, the delivery boy **Agent-Activity** waits for the payment from the customer. The delivery boy expects that payment as an agent message. That agent message is sent out in the **Pay for pizza Agent-Activity** in the customer process-protocol from Figure [11.17].

The internal process of *Pay for pizza* can be seen in Figure [11.22]. It starts by reading the user login for dynamic permissions and the received pizza box. Then, a workflow task is provided using the pizza from the pizza box as a parameter. In the GUI associated with the task, the customer can enter what he or she wishes to pay for the pizza. A screenshot of that GUI can be seen in Figure [11.23]. Once the user confirms, the payment input it is processed in the **Agent-Activity**. The delivery boy identifiers are read from the pizza box object and the payment sent to that **Paffin**.

Once the delivery boy **Paffin** receives the payment in its **Agent-Activity**, it processes it and creates a receipt object, which it sends back to the customer. Afterwards the delivery boy finishes its **Agent-Activity**, thus completing its overall process-protocol and also confirming the task provided by the pizza chef. The pizza chef in turn can then finish its own **Agent-Activity** and process-protocol, confirming the original task from the pizza clerk. The pizza clerk can then also confirm its task, **Agent-Activity** and process-protocol. Thus, the confirmation of the delivery boy task and subsequent (successful) termination of the process(-protocol), cascades up to the pizza clerk. In terms of the BPMN model from Figure [11.16] this cascading termination conforms to the terminate end event after the pizza is delivered.

While the pizza service actors and **Paffins** are terminated at this point, the customer must still finish its process. It receives the receipt created by the delivery boy and finishes the **Pay for pizza Agent-Activity** with both the pizza box and receipt as the results (wrapped in a tuple object). The customer process-protocol from Figure [11.17] can then start the final **Eat the pizza Agent-Activity** with pizza box and receipt as parameters. That **Agent-Activity** starts off with a workflow task (with dynamic permissions for the current user), which displays the receipt. When that task is confirmed the pizza object is processed, i.e. eaten, by the **Paffin** entity, before the **Agent-Activity** is finished.

As a final minor change to the original model, finishing the **Eat the pizza Agent-Activity** reinitialises the **Select a pizza Agent-Activity**, thus enabling a loop from selecting a pizza to eating it. This was done only for testing and demonstration purposes.

**Discussion and Concluding Evaluation**

In general, the example implemented here is a simple inter-organisational scenario. Customer and pizza delivery service collaborate modelled as organisations. The delivery service employs three employees that themselves collaborate to handle all tasks involved in delivering a pizza. The prototype implementation of that scenario showcases how such inter-organisational scenarios may be handled by the **Agent-Activity**. Both agent and workflow mechanisms are used throughout the prototype to realise both internal logics and interactions between the different involved actors.
Figure 11.22: Pizza collaboration: AGENT-ACTIVITY for paying for the pizza
One of the most important aspects of inter-organisational collaboration is the encapsulation of the individual organisations and processes. In the prototype this encapsulation is realised directly through the Paffen entities. Each Paffen (role) in the prototype represents one of the actors of the inter-organisational BPMN model. The three delivery service actors are united via a shared supplementary role. Each Paffen then encapsulates the processes and functionality required by it. Only the customer can order pizzas, only the clerk can receive orders and calm the customer, only the chef can bake a pizza and only the delivery boy can deliver the pizza and receive payment. If a Paffen doesn’t have a specific role it doesn’t have access to the processes, functionality or data associated with that role. This ensures a complete encapsulation of critical data. In more complex, real-world applications this encapsulation still needs to be supported by security mechanisms, yet these are outside of the scope of this thesis.

Communication is another important aspect of inter-organisational contexts. Here, the prototype chooses from agent and workflow mechanisms wherever they fit best. Interactions with the user are naturally always modelled as workflow tasks. By using the feature of dynamic permissions, these tasks are always associated with the correct user. Interactions within the delivery service are also modelled as workflow tasks. Here as well, dynamic permissions are used to ensure that collaboration happens only within one organisation (delivery service). Agent-like message interactions would have been technically feasible here as well, but considering the scenario as a task-based collaboration between the employees of the pizza service is more reasonable. The involved Paffen entities represent different actors. Managing the work of those actors is far better captured by workflow tasks, then by rigid agent interactions.

Regarding dynamic permissions, these are controlled by the internal logic of the Paffen and are, as discussed, often associated with internal agent actions. Of course, in this simple scenario these agent actions relate to accessing the Paffen knowledge, but in more advanced scenarios this mechanism is feasible to utilise more complex agent actions.
and agent intelligence. Consequently, the dynamic permissions can be classified as an integration mechanism, combining agent intelligence and workflow operations into an advanced task-related mechanisms. That mechanism ensures, based on dynamic PAFFIN knowledge, that additional restrictions to workitem and activity execution can be applied beyond the static ones defined in advance at modelling time. This is a clear example of an integration mechanisms practically applied to an inter-organisational application scenario providing directly observable benefit.

Other communications and interactions are also handled via agent communication. The customer asking for the pizza and the clerk calming him or her are good examples of situations, where a workflow task would not quite fit as an implementation. In the real-world the customer would simply call the clerk and ask directly. There would be no task to be processed. Another example is the delivery of the pizza and subsequent payment. Here, as well, tasks would not fit what is, in essence, a direct interaction between the actors.

Overall, the ability to choose agent, workflow or integration mechanisms emerges as a very beneficial capability of the PAFFIN-System at this point. It allows for using the best tool in any given situation. It is also available without switching between views, perspectives, artefact types, models or anything of the like. Agents and workflows are seamlessly interconnected, thus keeping the model and implementation clean and understandable. Take, for example, the actual delivery of the pizza. Here, an agent action delivers the pizza, which leads the customer PAFFIN engine to directly confirm the task, ask the user for payment information as a workflow task and send that payment to the still waiting delivery boy PAFFIN as an agent message. That PAFFIN then internally creates a receipt and sends that, again as an agent message, back, thus completing both the overall process of the delivery service and finishing the AGENT-ACTIVITY in the customer. In this complex back and forth between agent, workflow and hybrid in two PAFFIN entities the main description level remains the same: A combination of agent actions and workflow operations within different AGENT-ACTIVITIES.

This aspect is also one of the points where the PAFFIN-System and the AGENT-ACTIVITY are set apart from traditional agent and workflow modelling. The scenario could be implemented using either of the two traditional ways. However, the workflow side misses details about the implementation, while the agent side misses the process perspectives.

The BPMN workflow model from Figure 11.16 shows the overall process. However, details about the functionality of the tasks and the concrete data flow between some of the tasks are missing. The model is also not executable directly, meaning that it would have to be implemented in another kind of system. The PAFFIN-System maintains the process overview to a degree. The main customer workflow can be recognised in the customer process-protocol in Figure 11.17. While there is no completely global view, each other subworkflow in the delivery service actors can be regarded individually (even though these are quite simple in this scenario). Each task of the BPMN model can be recognised in the AGENT-ACTIVITIES of the prototype. With the exception of the reception of a new pizza order, also no further AGENT-ACTIVITIES are necessary. The latter is, however, necessary as the forwarding of the order to a pizza chef and the preparation for calming a customer need to be implemented somewhere.

In contrast to the BPMN model, the PAFFIN-System adds, however, the actual execution and support of the scenario. It contains all the functionality in a clearly distinguishable way, i.e. within the AGENT-ACTIVITY processes. That functionality, besides the actual workflow tasks, explicitly contains all the processing and communication (agent) actions. These actions are what actually realises the work associated with the overall workflow and are not available within the BPMN model.
On the other hand, when compared to the PAFFIN-System implementation a potential agent implementation would also miss a number of things. As previously discussed, agents do not possess any abstract process view. This is available in the PAFFIN-System and provided by the AGENT-ACTIVITY arrangement in the different process-protocols. An agent system would also have to manually incorporate a subsystem to distribute the work between the different actors. This is handled, in the PAFFIN-System implementation, by the workflow management mechanisms within the individual PAFFIN entities and the platform WFMS.

Basically, the PAFFIN-System combines the process perspective and task distribution mechanisms from a workflow model with the functionality and communication implementation and details from an agent implementation. To that it adds additional integration mechanisms, like the dynamic permissions, the direct engine operations and the ability to reactively and proactively trigger AGENT-ACTIVITIES, which are both utilised in the scenario. In conclusion, the implementation of this scenario has shown not only how to approach inter-organisational settings in the PAFFIN-System, but also how and where the PAFFIN-System has advantages over traditional agent or workflow modelling. Both of these points are picked up again in later discussions.

11.3.3 Paose Teaching Support Prototypes

This section presents the PAOSE teaching support prototypes. This group of prototypes was developed for and deployed in the yearly PAOSE teaching project hosted by TGI in the winter term of 2016/2017. In the first part of the teaching project the students work on a set of worksheets designed to teach them the basics of Petri net modelling, agent-orientation in general, PAOSE and the related toolset. The worksheets were previously updated, redesigned and modelled as workflow nets by Dennis Schmitz [Schmitz, 2016, Schmitz et al., 2016]. The prototypes presented here are implementations of parts of those workflow nets in the PAFFIN-System. Developing, deploying and supervising the use of these prototypes was a collaboration with Dennis Schmitz that followed the creation of the PaffinWebGui plugin (see Section 10.2.12). As with the creation of the Web GUI, the work on these application prototypes was about equally shared between Mr. Schmitz and the author of this thesis. Parts of these prototype examples were also discussed in [Wagner et al., 2016a].

The purpose of these prototypes was not so much testing the integration features and mechanisms available. Rather, it represented a chance to test the PAFFIN-System in an actual real-world setting, where users, i.e. the students, who were never involved with the development would be “let loose” upon the system. These users possessed a fresh and impartial view of the system and their feedback helped the developers improve upon the system in general. The deployment on multiple computers concurrently with multiple users also exposed technical bugs and shortcomings that could be directly fixed and retested by the developers.

The teaching support prototype group contains three prototypes overall. Each prototype realises one exercise from a worksheet from the PAOSE teaching project. Each prototype is, in that way, a test case of the PAFFIN-System in the PAOSE teaching project. Through the implementation, the workflow contained in that exercise was supported by the PAFFIN-System. The implementation’s main goal was to guide the students through the exercises and provide them with all the information they required to successfully complete them. The prototypes were developed in such a way that for three consecutive weeks, the students would have one exercise of a worksheet be supported by the PAFFIN-System.
Test Case: Paose Worksheet 4, Exercise 1

One of the goals of the Paose teaching support prototypes was always to test the prototype in the Paose teaching project as soon as possible. Testing the system in the application environment it was being designed for would validate already made and implemented design decisions, identify issues and improvement options and generally allow the developers to adjust the current and future development of the system accordingly. The first test was executed once the base GUI functionality required for the Paose worksheets was implemented in the Paffin-System. Within the teaching project this corresponded with the beginning of the fourth worksheet.

The exercise of the worksheet modelled for this test dealt with the introduction of the Mulan WebGateway (see Section 2.2.3). The students should use the DCs and agent protocols from an earlier worksheet that implemented a chat application between agents. In the first exercise these DCs and agent protocols should be prepared and adapted for use with the WebGateway. The process-protocol, shown in Figures 11.25 to 11.27 models the workflow and error handling for this exercise. It contains thirteen tasks from the worksheet, as well as five tasks representing advice and hints from the textual version of the worksheet (see the description about workitem assignment below).

Test Development The core task in developing this test case was modelling the workflow for worksheet four exercise one as a process-protocol and providing access to the system for the students. Besides modelling the actual process-protocol, the different Agent-Activities for the task types had to be designed, as well as the initial database filled with the specific workflow tasks for the exercise. To provide students access to the system a bash script for the deployment on the project computers was created, which checks out the Paffin sources from the repository and builds them on the local machines.

During the modelling of the core content of this test, a number of supplemental features were identified and implemented. Note that the specific functionality and internal workings of these features were already described in the description of the prototypes. The following presents only the basic descriptions and reasoning behind the changes in the application context they were designed in.

**HTML form support:** The overall functionality for modelling and (at runtime) creating HTML forms (i.e. buttons, text input fields, etc.) was improved during the creation of this test case.

**Radio button GUI support:** To better capture tasks that involve user input of predefined type and exclusivity the support of radio buttons in the GUI was added.

**GUI activity result classes:** Up until this test case, an activity executed by a human user received the GUI ontology object as a result. This resulted in increased overhead and was cumbersome to deal with during modelling for processing the results. New ontology objects representing results obtained from the HTML GUI were created. A sequence of these result objects is now given as the activity result, instead of the entire GUI. This addresses the previously mentioned issues.

**Variables in task title and description:** Static task titles and descriptions prevent efficient reuse of tasks. In some cases, tasks only differ in their parameters. Incorporating variables for parameters and other runtime data allows for a more flexible reuse of basic tasks and also helps users distinguish multiple identical tasks with different parameters. Variables for most task data fields have been added for this test case and can now be used in task titles and descriptions.
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Figure 11.24: Worksheet 4, Ex. 1: Screenshot of the GUI

Automatically assign workitems (workitem push): While modelling the process-protocol for the exercise, a discrepancy between the textual and workflow representations of the worksheet were noticed. General text passages between tasks, as well as hints or pieces of advice were not represented in the workflow. However, these text passages are still needed to successfully process the worksheet. They would, however, be needed to be handled differently from the actual tasks. It was decided that they should not appear as workitems for users, but should automatically appear as activities. That way, they would be distinguished from the regular tasks, while still being available for the students at runtime. In order to realise this, the workitem push mechanism was implemented, which automatically assigned these workitems to the students at runtime (as opposed to the students “pulling” or requesting the workitems). Figure 11.28 shows an AGENT-ACTIVITY process for such an advice task. When the request becomes activated, the WFMS automatically recognises the task to be assignable, determines the correct resource and assigns the task. Since these advice tasks are not really tasks, they do not need to be able to be cancelled. Consequently, only a confirmation block is added after the request.

Logging mechanism: In order to evaluate and trace any technical issues with the prototype some kind of logging mechanism became necessary. This logging was implemented in the platform WFMS and logs all workflow related events going through the WFMS between engines and platforms (e.g. the basic workflow operations, worklists, activity lists, etc.). These events are now written into a logfile in the current user’s home folder.

GUI beautification: A number of improvements to the general presentation of the PAFFIN-System to human users were made. These can partially be seen in Figure 11.24. For examples, a logo was created and added to the upper left corner. Also, HTML
import de.renew.agent.repr.acl."
import java.util."
import de.renew.agent.webgateway.ontology."
import de.renew.agent.repr.capabmsg."
import de.renew.agent.repr.component."
import de.renew.agent.repr.sl."
import de.renew.net.NetInstance.

// MANDATORY for AgAcs
NetInstance aso,asoOrd,
asoNew,process;
int id;

NetInstance wb, kb;
AcMessage p, p2, message, ack;
AgentIdentifier aid, selfAid;

Boolean bool;
Boolean cond;
Object o;
Object[] os;
String s;
Vector v;
int y;
Iterator it;
VTSets advec;
Figure 11.26: Worksheet 4, Ex. 1: Process-protocol for test deployment (part 2)
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Figure 11.27: Worksheet 4, Ex. 1: Process-protocol for test deployment (part 3)
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![Diagram: AAO: AOSI Advice Task]

Figure 11.28: Worksheet 4, Ex. 1: PAOSE advice task process

text formatting was tested in task descriptions and incorporated in the tasks of the worksheet (e.g. the text highlighted as `<code>` in Figure 11.24).

**Test Execution**  The test was executed when the students began working on worksheet four. Two teams of two students each worked on the worksheet on separate computers. Additionally, the system was tested by colleagues and other interested students present in the project room. The PAFFIN-System development team supervised the students and explained how to use the PAFFIN-System. When questions or issues arose, it was possible to quickly react and provide an answer or fix.

The application was set up to use a script that started the PAFFIN platform, as well as one PAFFIN executing the exercise process-protocol and one PAFFIN representing the user and providing the GUI. After starting the system with the script, the students could access the GUI in a web browser (address [http://localhost:8080/](http://localhost:8080/)). There, the students could navigate the WEBGATEWAY plugin to the PAFFIN providing the GUI. Login credentials (Username: Student, Password: Student) were provided to the students on a wiki-page in the PAOSE project Redmine management environment. Once logged in, the students would receive workitem and activity updates from the PAFFIN executing the exercise process-protocol. The students worked with the system until they were finished with all tasks from exercise one. Afterwards they would switch back to the textual, paper version of the worksheet for the remaining exercises.

**Test Evaluation**  Generally, the PAFFIN-System was well received by the students. After some initial confusion as to how workflow management works (e.g. what is an activity and what do I do with it?) the students could process the exercise. The students said that being supported by such a system was helpful, though a number of possible improvements were directly suggested by them.

*User guidance:* As mentioned, some of the students had issues with generally working with a WFMS. They had not yet worked with or studied this particular context and didn’t

know what to do. For future tests the modelling team decided to better guide users with more instructive task descriptions, as well as changing GUI behaviour in some areas. It is, for example, feasible to highlight confirmation buttons for confirmable activities or create alert messages during long periods of inactivity.

**Assign workitem based on resource:** During discussions about the assignment of workitems (workitem push) it was noted that a workitem push based on the resources could also be an interesting and useful feature. A user or automatic resource might set a flag that is available for any workitems it would be allowed for. The WFMS would then attempt to assign any workitem that resource is eligible for. This functionality would mostly use mechanisms implemented for the regular assignment of workitems and was consequently implemented shortly after the test.

**Workflow overview:** One issue the students directly noticed was that, while helpful in general, the system lacked an overview of the overall progress within the workflow. The students and users in general, are only presented with the available workitems, the current activities and the activities they have finished so far. An indicator of how many more tasks are in the workflow or how different concurrent tasks are related to one another (e.g. how many and which concurrent tasks need to be finished before the next bigger step can be executed) was desired. As a direct, but short-term solution, the modelling team added a static illustration of the workflow to the GUI. This can be seen in the lower right part of Figure 11.24. In future work the display of the workflow should also include the current status of the workflow, as well as further information to help students/users.

**Enduring activities:** One group of students noted that the advice tasks, i.e. the tasks representing text passages from the textual worksheet not directly associated with actual tasks, would be more helpful if they were displayed longer. A number of them provided information that would be useful in following, later tasks. However, in the implementation of this current test, they disappeared from the activity lists after being confirmed.

To improve these advice tasks a number of options were discussed. It would be possible to model these tasks as concurrent to the ones they supported. However, the issue here was that users would have had to manually confirm the advice/hint when it wasn’t needed anymore. Automatically firing this task from the engine once other tasks were completed would also have been possible, however, this behaviour would have been counterintuitive for modellers/monitors to observe as the task would suddenly be completed.

The option that was chosen to be implemented was to allow a task to be started in one Agent-Activity and be finished in another one. This way it could be directly confirmed by the engine, while maintaining a clear control flow in the process-protocol. Created during the test so that it could be directly retested by the students, the implemented change uses two Agent-Activities instead of one for the advice tasks. The resulting process-protocol is shown in Figure 11.29 which shows the same part of the original process-protocol as Figure 11.26. Red borders highlight the two Agent-Activities for the new advice task. The first one starts the task and provides the activity information as its result back to the process-protocol. The internal process is shown in Figure 11.30. The second one, whose process is shown in Figure 11.31 updates the activity data in the backend so that it can fire the confirmation. This update is the only functionality that needed to be implemented in order for the enduring tasks to work in the PAFFIN-System.
Figure 11.29: Worksheet 4, Ex. 1: Process-protocol after test deployment (excerpt)
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Figure 11.30: Worksheet 4, Ex. 1: PAOSE advice task start process

Figure 11.31: Worksheet 4, Ex. 1: PAOSE advice task stop process
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One issue with this implementation of enduring tasks relates to cancelling tasks. In general, the activity can be cancelled, but since the request block, which would be reactivated in case of cancellation, is in another Agent-Activity that no longer exists it can’t be reset. The only possibility here is that the process-protocol reinitialises the original Agent-Activity, which then creates a new workitem/activity. This would have to be modelled manually by the application modeller. In the PAOSE teaching support application, this behaviour is not needed as the advice tasks don’t need to be cancelled at all. An automated handling of enduring task cancellations represents a special use case and is part of future work.

From a technical standpoint, the test was also a success. No major technical problems were discovered and the system could be tested and executed by all interested participants. While developing and executing the test a number of minor bugs were discovered and fixed. This included activity lists that were not handled correctly and could be corrupted under certain circumstances, as well as status updates in the GUI that were erroneous.

Test Conclusion Overall this test and first deployment of the PAFFIN-System in the teaching project can be considered a success. The system was overall well received by the students and the modelling team received valuable feedback about design decisions and future improvements.

Regarding integration mechanisms, this test case was very workflow-oriented. It basically realised the existing workflow of the exercise in the PAFFIN-System. The only areas, in which advanced and integration mechanisms were utilised, were the enduring activities described above. Here, the agent state and knowledge of a PAFFIN was used for advanced task control and management. The mechanism allowed a task to be extended beyond the scope of a singular Agent-Activity and automatically cleaned up after. However, this is only a minor improvement w.r.t. traditional workflow management. Since the focus of these test cases was more on a praxis test, the realisation of a more traditional workflow setting was acceptable for the time being.

Test Case: Paose Worksheet 5, Exercise 1b

The second test case was developed for the fifth worksheet. While the first test case already supported the execution of workflows associated with exercises extensively, one thing the students also wished for was an improvement to the project management support.

The students are required to log the time they spend on the exercises in the project Redmine. Exercises and tasks correspond to features and tickets in Redmine. To support the students in their project management tracking, Frederick Thomssen was, at the time of the tests, developing the so-called RedTimer tool in the context of his master thesis [Thomssen, 2017]. That tool provides the students with a simple application GUI containing a timer mechanism. When the students start the work on a Redmine ticket, they use the RedTimer to start the timer mechanisms. When they stop or pause working on the ticket they stop the timer in the RedTimer. At that point, the RedTimer automatically logs the spent time for the ticket in Redmine. Screenshots of the RedTimer GUI can be seen in Figures 11.34 and 11.37 (both taken in the context of the following test case).

During the first test case the week before, the students noted that it would be nice if the PAFFIN-System automatically executed RedTimer actions, as the tasks in the workflow correspond to the tickets in Redmine. For the current tests the modelling team coordinated with Frederick Thomssen and agreed upon a command line interface for the RedTimer that could be called from the PAFFIN-System process-protocols.
Figure 11.32: Worksheet 05 Exercise 1b

PrPr: AOSE Worksheet 05 Exercise 1b
Authors: Dennis Schmitz, Thoimas Wagner
Version 9.1
Date: 2016-11-22
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import de.renew.agent.repr.ad.*;
import java.util.*;
import de.renew.agent.webgateway.ontology.*;
import de.renew.agent.repr.coparamsmt.*;
import de.renew.agent.repr.comman.*;
import de.renew.agent.repr.f=".*play/jar/.
import de.renew.net.netinstance;
Netinstance axaa.aaIDs;
axaa.netprocess;
int fl;
Netinstance wkb:k;
AciMessage p, p2: message, ack;
Agentidentifier iid.selfID;
Boolean bool;
boolean cond;
Object obj1, obj2;
Object[] os;
String s;

[Administrative start of PrPr]
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**Test Development** The technical goal of this prototype was to enable the communication between the RedTimer tool and the PAFFIN-System. On the RedTimer side, Frederick Thomssen provided a command line interface, as well as the technical deployment to incorporate the RedTimer into the command line. On the PAFFIN-System side, Dennis Schmitz and the author of this thesis worked on ways to call upon the command line from an AGENT-ACTIVITY. The challenge here was not about improving the PAFFIN-System. Calling the command line command is an internal agent action. Rather, the challenge was how best to call the command line command from a reference net, which the internal process of the AGENT-ACTIVITY is.

In the end, the simplest version on both the RedTimer and PAFFIN-System sides was chosen. The RedTimer interface merely required an (existing in the Redmine) ticket number. A call to that interface was forwarded to a running RedTimer instance, which was already configured regarding user name and context. On the PAFFIN-System side, the internal action merely called the current Runtime object and executed the call as a simple command with the ticket number as parameter.

In addition to the technical RedTimer incorporation and provision, an exercise for the fifth worksheet had to be modelled as well, of course. The topic of the fifth worksheet is still a simple chat scenario utilising the MULAN WEBGATEWAY, albeit now with a focus on using and editing the web GUI components. The second part of exercise one, dealing with the update and display of chat partners, was chosen for implementation as it is the most extensive exercise on the fifth worksheet. The resulting process-protocol can be seen, in part, in Figure 11.32.

Figure 11.32 shows that the process-protocol for the exercise starts off with two AGENT-ACTIVITIES not directly associated with the exercise workflow. The first AGENT-ACTIVITY redTimerTicket prompts the students to enter the Redmine ticket number for the current exercise. That ticket number is stored in the PAFFIN knowledge base. Afterwards, the second AGENT-ACTIVITY redtimerStart starts the timer and tracking with the RedTimer tool as described above. The internal process of that AGENT-ACTIVITY can be seen in Figure 11.33. It is quite simple, only reading the ticket number from the knowledge base and then calling the command line interface with it. The rest of the test deployment configuration and parameters are unchanged from the first test case and are not described further.

**Test Execution** The test execution was almost identical to the first test. When the students began working on exercise one b, they switched to the PAFFIN-System. The RedTimer was already deployed and configured so that it could be used directly. The development team and Frederick Thomssen stood by for support during the execution of the test.

**Test Evaluation** As with the previous test, the students generally received the support provided to them by the PAFFIN-System as positive. Considering the improvements, as well as the increased experience the students themselves now had with the system, the PAFFIN-System was able to provide more meaningful support to them. The basic incorporation of the RedTimer was highly appreciated by the students. As a target for the next test case, this incorporation was set to be improved even more. The main problem the development team and the students identified was that the configuration and control was still completely handled in the Redmine (e.g. ticket creation) and the RedTimer (e.g. user status). Moving more of this control into the AGENT-ACTIVITIES directly was set as the main target for the next test case.
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Apart from this, the test also continued to confirm the technical robustness of the PAFFIN-System. No major technical issues arose nor bugs found. Minor issues could either be fixed quickly and directly or could be traced back to user errors (e.g. wrong credentials).

Test Conclusion Overall, the second test of the PAFFIN-System in the PAOSE project can also be considered a success. While limited in scope, the incorporation of the RedTimer and the automatic control of it through AGENT-ACTIVITIES proved helpful to the students. After the initial uncertainty and lack of workflow knowledge from the first test was overcome, the students could appreciate the guidance provided to them by the PAFFIN-System and more clearly recognise the benefits of the digital support of the worksheet exercises as opposed to the classical paper variant.

From an integration point of view, this prototype begins to add more agent functionality. While the prototype is still very workflow centric, the workflow, represented by a PAFFIN entity, now autonomously controls an external tool, the RedTimer. Even though the interaction between PAFFIN-System and RedTimer is still very simple in this test case, it showcases that the PAFFIN as a workflow is no longer just a representation of the process. Rather, it is an active component of the system that has extended functionality with which to improve upon the process. Here, that improvement is merely reading from its knowledge and calling an additional command, but the principle can be extended arbitrarily. Advancing upon that principle is the focus of the third and final test case.

Test Case: Paose Worksheet 6, Exercise 1

The third test was developed for worksheet six of the PAOSE project. Following directly from the second test case, this test case aimed to improve upon the RedTimer incorporation into the PAFFIN-System even more.

While the second test case only started the RedTimer on a new exercise logging a predefined ticket, this current test would allow the RedTimer to create tickets for sub-exercises and log time depending on what the students have selected in the GUI. This would better support multiple tasks and allow for a better and more accurate time tracking.
Test Development  Building on the second test case, the development plan for this one was clear. On the RedTimer side, the command line interface needed to be extended. Instead of just providing the ticket to which the tracked time should be added, the command call would have to include additional parameters in order to move the control further towards the PAFFIN-System. Apart from that, the GUI, seen in Figure 11.34, remained unchanged.

On the PAFFIN-System side, the extensions were twofold. On the one hand, the system had to provide the parameters to the command call. Some of these parameters could be generated automatically, but others were still required by the students. In the end, this simply meant prepending additional user input tasks in the GUI for the students to enter data into. On the other hand, the dynamic switching needed to be implemented. As users switching between activities in the GUI is normally only a question of display, this proved to be more of a challenge. Ultimately, a new mechanism was implemented that allows the GUI on specific occasions to send updates as agent messages directly to an AGENT-ACTIVITY. In this case the AGENT-ACTIVITY would contain a task controlling a Redmine ticket. Whenever a user selects another activity a message is send to the corresponding AGENT-ACTIVITY, which recalls the RedTimer command. As the RedTimer only tracks one ticket at a time, a recall of the command causes the RedTimer to stop tracking another ticket and resume tracking the other one. The mechanism to inform an AGENT-ACTIVITY of updates is currently either turned on or off for all activities in an application in the GUI.

Ultimately, the process-protocol for worksheet six, exercise one can be seen, in part in Figure 11.35. Worksheet six deals with testing for nets, i.e. providing test components and DCs. The main difference to previous test cases, besides the exercise content, is that it starts off with three concurrent user input tasks. Here, the students enter their group ID, the parent Redmine ticket and the current milestone of the project. The group ID identifies the students for the RedTimer, while the parent ticket and milestone provide an anchor point to which to attach the remaining tickets. These parent tickets are also the only tickets that need to be created manually inside the Redmine. The development team and Mr. Thomssen could find no alternative to implement these parameters automatically.
Figure 11.35: Worksheet 06 Exercise 1
Improved Red Timer Incarnation.
Authors: Dennis Schmitz, Thomas Wagner
Revision: 0.1
Date: 2016-12-05

[Diagram of a process protocol for test deployment]

```java
import de.renew.agent.repr.activity.*;
import de.renew.agent.repr.property.*;
import de.renew.agent.repr.condition.*;
import de.renew.agent.repr.communication.*;
import de.renew.net.NetInstance;
NetInstance asa,asa004d,
asa005m.process;
int lic;
NetInstance ws,ws0;
AsMessage p,p0,Message,ack;
Object a,a2;
String group,milestone,parentID,createdTask;

```
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Figure 11.36: Worksheet 6, Ex. 1: AAO for the RedTimer-enhanced task
After the initial input tasks, the students begin work on the actual exercise. Here, all non-advice tasks are realised with the AAO `aose-task-redmine-enhanced`. The corresponding internal process can be seen in Figure 11.36. After the students request the workitem associated with the task, the PAFFIN executing this AGENT-ACTIVITY executes a number of agent actions. First, it concurrently reads a number of knowledge base entries (the previously entered parameters) and automatically generates other data objects (data for the current task). Following that, the RedTimer command is created by concatenating the different Strings. The RedTimer syntax is irrelevant here, but in short, the command takes the constant RedMine project ID (for the PAOSE project), the redmine ID (created for management purposes), the parent ticket, the tracker ID (tracker type, e.g. ticket, feature), the subject (the workflow task name), an automatically generated description, the milestone and the student’s group ID as parameters. Following the creation of the command as a String, the command is called in the command line once. Calling that command attempts to create a new ticket in the Redmine with the given parameters and then track time for that ticket. If a ticket with the given identifiers already exists, the existing ticket is used and time tracked here. The String command is not consumed when the command is called. Rather, it is stored for future use. That future use becomes necessary, whenever the students select another activity in the GUI. When that happens, the above mentioned mechanism sends a message to the newly selected activity’s AGENT-ACTIVITY. That message is received in the lower right component of the process in Figure 11.36. The content of the message is irrelevant. Only that a message arrives is important for the AGENT-ACTIVITY. Receiving a message initialises a loop that causes the stored String command to be reexecuted, thus restarting time tracking for the current Redmine ticket. When the students confirm or cancel the activity, the next or newly requested task will then track the time. While this causes a slight inaccuracy in the time tracking, the students are after all not working on the ticket anymore after they have confirmed it and before they request another workitem, the extension to manually pause or stop tracking in the RedTimer was beyond the scope of this test case.

Overall, a screenshot of the web GUI with the RedTimer can be seen in Figure 11.37. Here, it can be seen that the PAFFIN-System has the same activity active, as is being tracked by the RedTimer. The two student support tools are aligned via their activities and tickets.

Test Execution The test execution was identical to the execution of the second test.

Test Evaluation This final test iteration supported the students almost completely in both the processes of the exercise and the time tracking in Redmine. After inputting the data in the first few tasks, they could devote all of their attention to the exercise, instead of having to split it between the exercise and prudent manual time tracking in the Redmine.

During the test, the PAFFIN-System worked great. With the minor issues and bugs discovered in the first two test cases having been fixed immediately, the system experienced no technical setbacks. Performance-wise the PAFFIN-System also performed suitably. While not a focus of the implementation and improvements, the performance was expected to be an issue considering the increased overhead due to the amount of management messages being exchanged between the different PAFFINS in each system. However, on the student’s computers, no acute performance problems were noticeable. For future applications, though, improving and streamlining the management and administrative messages is a focus.

The RedTimer also worked quite well. Some command calls were not registered on first try, requiring the students to cancel and newly request the workitems. However, these
issues could be quickly fixed by Frederick Thomssen, so that the students were supported throughout the exercise.

**Test Conclusion**  This third test was, as the two before it, a success. The students appreciated the improved project management support and continued taking well to the process support provided by the PAFFIN-System. Of course, these test cases could still be continued from an improvement perspective. Further refining the RedTimer incorporation to more accurately track the time is just one of the possible future improvements. Another is to realise a supervisor support. If students are stuck on an exercise, their PAFFIN could, for example, automatically ask a supervisor for help. This would represent another extension to the PAOSE task Agent-Activity already implemented and seen in Figure 11.36. However, the sixth worksheet was the final one. Its completion marked the beginning of the second project phase, in which the students not just learn PAOSE, but actually use it in a practical software engineering project. General PAOSE support is a separate application area of the PAFFIN-System, which is discussed later. Any further improvements of the teaching support are being made in preparation for future teaching projects in the coming terms. These, however, are not covered in this current thesis.

From an integration perspective, this third and last test case finally features some more intricate agent/workflow integration mechanisms. Instead of just acting as an agent before starting the workflow, as was the case in the second test, the PAFFIN actually acts as both agent and workflow at the same time. After the workitem request for each RedTimer-enhanced task, the PAFFIN autonomously calls on the RedTimer and then waits, as an agent, for new information. In other words, while the PAFFIN is a workflow with a
task being worked on by the students, it is also a reactive agent controlling the RedTimer tracking. This is the kind of integration mechanism that was intended by the motivation to integrate agents and workflows. It is not an automatic framework mechanism that always tracks time, but rather a sophisticated, from a modelling perspective, integration of agent and workflow functionality. It is still a rather simple example, but it showcases what else is possible.

The example of possible future work regarding supervisor Paffins exemplifies this even more. If implemented as intended, the Paffin, while still being a workflow, would not only be a reactive, but also a proactive agent. It would, depending on whatever circumstances were modelled, decide autonomously to inform the supervisor of any problems. On the other side, the supervisor Paffin could also learn to evaluate the information from student Paffins. For example, it could learn from past experience and only react on the second inform if the students have previously shown to simply take their time.

In general, the example of the RedTimer-enhanced task illustrates well, what the Paffin-System is capable of from a functional perspective. It can, without cumbersome changes or adoptions to the framework, incorporate any agent or workflow functionality into the respective other one. Here, it incorporated agent behaviour into a workflow task. Incorporating workflow tasks into agent behaviour is just as possible though. This kind of functionality is similar to what is possible in agent-based workflow management systems or workflow-based agent management systems (see Chapter 3). However, usually in those cases the additional functionality not related to the main modelling construct needs to be implemented in the framework. In the Paffin-System, it is possible to provide that functionality on the application level, thus not forcing other parts or applications of the system to be encumbered by the additional functionality. This represents an increase of flexibility when compared to the rigidity of a framework based solution. Besides the conceptual, i.e. agent/workflow dynamic, perspective-related, i.e. the provision of behavioural and structural views, and modelling, i.e. modelling construct capabilities, aspects, this functional aspect also strongly contributes to the expressiveness and power of the Paffin-System.

**Concluding Evaluation**

Overall, the deployment and use of the Paffin-System in the PAOSE teaching project proved to be a success. As the test cases themselves featured extensive evaluation discussions, the following will only shortly summarise the results.

- It showed that the Paffin-System worked outside the more controlled toy example test environments. When testing the system before, it was mostly done on the author’s or Mr. Schmitz’s computers. It was also always used and operated by people who knew exactly what was going on in the background and what was expected from them as users. The students in the PAOSE project knew neither. They showed the development team issues within the system, which would have never occurred to them on their own. The fact that these issues were always rather minor was a pleasant validation of the work the development team had done up to that point. All in all, the Paffin-System endured this first practical test admirably. With ongoing work dedicated to improving reliability, robustness and performance, the Paffin-System showed, in this limited scenario, that it has the potential to be used in more complex and demanding scenarios.

- The incorporation of the RedTimer also showed how easy extensions of functionality within the Paffin-System are. As discussed, the external tool for this application
could be incorporated into the PAFFIN-System by incorporating it into the application code instead of the framework code.

- From an application perspective it showed that students could benefit very much from process support. After the initial lack of knowledge was overcome, the students took well to the system and appreciated what it offered them. By explicitly guiding them through the exercises in an automatic way the students could focus on the content, rather than on other things like other exercises on the paper. This was even more pronounced once the RedTimer and time tracking was also incorporated here. This area is also full of potential for future work. Supervisor PAFFINS as mentioned above or other mechanisms for supporting the student’s learning experience are just some examples. The overall topic of the supporting the teaching, especially of PAOSE, is discussed in detail in [Schmitz, 2016, Schmitz et al., 2016].

- For the integration aspects of the PAFFIN-System this group of prototypes was slightly limited. Except for the control of the project management aspects and the outlook of future work, the test cases didn’t include much potential for utilising the hybrid aspects within the PAFFIN-System. However, as mentioned at the start this was never the intention for these prototypes. They were intended to validate the PAFFIN-System beyond the controlled toy example test environments with users unfamiliar with the system. Utilising and showcasing advanced integration mechanisms was only a secondary goal.

### 11.4 Application Visions

The previous section featured application prototypes that were practically implemented during the creation of this thesis. For this section, the focus moves to possible applications and application scenarios, in which the integration efforts implemented in the PAFFIN-System can be used to an advantage. These scenarios are only sketched out and represent drafts of possible system. The goal of this section is to showcase the “larger” picture of the application possibilities that unfortunately could not be implemented and practically evaluated within the scope of this thesis. The scenarios were sketched out in discussions with different colleagues during the creation of this thesis.

Note that the following visions explicitly relate to the PAFFIN-System and AGENT-ACTIVITIES. Implementation options are especially regarded with the PAFFIN-System in mind. However, these application visions are also generally valid for other, potential integrations of agents and workflows. By abstracting from the concrete integration details, these visions provide a perspective of what is possible when agents and workflows are integrated.

#### 11.4.1 Workflow Cloud Applications

This application vision relates to collaborations with Dr. Sofiane Bendoukha. In his dissertation thesis [Bendoukha, 2016] he examined workflow management in a cloud-based environment. Dr. Bendoukha and the author of this thesis collaborated on some topics over the years [Bendoukha and Wagner, 2012, Bendoukha et al., 2012, Bendoukha et al., 2013, Bendoukha and Wagner, 2015]. Unfortunately, due to technical limitations in the cloud functionality, the collaboration could not be implemented in a prototype with the PAFFIN-System. This current section therefore outlines how Dr. Bendoukha’s results could contribute to the PAFFIN-System in practice and then sketches an application vision of a PAFFIN-based WFMS in the cloud.
In general, the concepts and mechanisms presented in [Bendoukha, 2016] could be utilised in any PAFFIN application. The cloud transition could be reconfigured to utilise the already existing synchronous channels for the three workflow operations. In that case, the activity, that is now being handled by the platform WFMS in the PAFFIN-System, would be handled through a specialised component realising the connection to the cloud. AGENT-ACTIVITIES and, on a more abstract level, process-protocols could also be used to realise the concept of InterCloud-Net (ICNETS) and InterCloud-Workflows (ICWORKFLWS). Both of these concepts may be used to specify and manage the control flow between collaborating and interacting clouds with an emphasis on workflow management. Here, PAFFINS and the AGENT-ACTIVITY may serve as modelling abstractions to encapsulate individual participants (e.g. users or cloud providers) that interact in some way. Further results from [Bendoukha, 2016], like the RENEWGRASS image processing functionality, could be incorporated into any PAFFIN application that required that functionality.

This current and concrete application visions focuses more on the InterCloud agent-based workflow management (IC-AgWFMS) system proposed in Chapter 12 of [Bendoukha, 2016]. The IC-AgWFMS basically describes an agent-based system that lets users model workflows, the tasks of which are then distributed and executed on different clouds before results are gathered from the distributed environment and sent to the user for inspection and further usage. Agents in the IC-AgWFMS provide the GUI for modelling workflows and then take care of distributing the tasks on different clouds before collecting and processing the distributed results. For the cloud distribution the agents analyse the requirements, check available cloud platforms and their properties, select the best suited platform and then instantiate the (sub-)tasks to the selected cloud platforms.

One important aspect of the IC-AgWFMS is that agents use workflows as artefacts that they themselves handle. Users model the workflows with GUI provided by the agents, after which the agents distribute the workflows to the cloud environments. Finally, the agents receive the results of the workflow executions in the cloud and return those to the users. Obviously, agents and workflows are quite separate in the IC-AgWFMS, with agents having priority of control. In other words, the IC-AgWFMS is an agent-based WFMS as discussed in Section [3.3.1] and evaluated against the PAFFIN-System in Section [13.3.1].

The idea of this current application vision is to replace the agents and workflows of the [13.3.1] with PAFFIN entities. A PAFFIN with a GUI would still realise the GUI, user representation and modelling within the system. But instead of receiving the modelled workflows, these workflows would be translated into the form of AGENT-ACTIVITIES and process-protocols. This way, instead of an agent receiving workflows as artefacts, the user PAFFIN would receive the workflows as PAFFIN behaviour. With these behaviours, the user PAFFIN would instantiate new PAFFINS that would exhibit that behaviour as their main content. In addition to this user-specific workflow behaviour to be executed in the cloud, the “workflow”-PAFFINS would feature a number of standardised mechanisms. These mechanisms would, for each individual PAFFIN, perform the functionality provided by the agents in the IC-AgWFMS, albeit in a slightly different way.

Analysis of the requirements and checking and selecting the best cloud environment would be analogous, albeit only concerned with the current PAFFIN workflow behaviour. Instantiation, however, would be handled differently. Instead of simply instantiating the workflows and executing them in the cloud environment, the PAFFIN may use extended mechanisms. If mobility is implemented in the PAFFIN-System and if it is supported by the cloud environment, the workflow-PAFFIN may migrate to the cloud in order to execute its workflow behaviour. After execution is complete it would remigrate to the user’s system. Another option is for the PAFFIN to utilise an extended subordinate resource mechanism.
to instantiate a new PAFFIN in the cloud environment and then delegate the workflow behaviour to that PAFFIN. Once the subordinate PAFFIN is finished with the workflow execution it would return all obtained results to the original workflow-PAFFIN. In both cases, the workflow in the cloud environment would be executed as a PAFFIN entity. After execution of the workflow behaviour the workflow-PAFFIN would process the results and return them to the user PAFFIN for display.

The above variation of the IC-AGWFMS maintains the basic operation mode. Workflows are modelled by users and then distributed for execution in different cloud environments. Utilising PAFFINS does not change that or add something on the basic operation level. However, using PAFFINS instead of workflows does, in fact, open up the possibilities of details, which can be used to greatly improve upon the inter-cloud workflow execution in ways the traditional workflow model can’t.

In general, the workflows being executed in the cloud environment now have access to agent functionality, mechanisms and properties. They can act and react autonomously, which is probably the most significant features. While the exact form of agent functionality support is dependent on the concrete workflow application the following provides some examples of how agent functionality in PAFFINS may be used for inter-cloud workflow execution.

**Partial workflow execution:** Given an especially complex and time-consuming workflow it is feasible that modelling that workflow also takes a long time. In order to save time it would be possible to start a PAFFIN with only part of a workflow. That part could then begin execution while the user still modelled the rest of the workflow. Once the user is done modelling, the remaining workflow could be added to the running PAFFIN as an additional process-protocol or exchanged (i.e. more detailed) AGENT-ACTIVITIES.

**Intermediate results:** The workflow as a PAFFIN could return intermediate results during its execution. This could happen either at regular intervals (e.g. after every task is completed) or at predefined points in the execution. It is also feasible for the PAFFIN to wait at these points until a user can send further instructions. By doing so it would be possible to control the workflow execution with changed parameters, if the workflow execution appeared to be going into the wrong direction.

**QoS violation reaction:** Quality of service (QoS) in a cloud environment describes the circumstances the cloud environment agrees to maintain during the execution. This can include performance and accessibility metrics. PAFFINS executing workflows may be configured to react to QoS violations. If, for example, performance dropped below acceptable levels it could abort its execution and reinitialise in another cloud environment. It could also be possible for the PAFFIN to store its data if it detects that the cloud environment were about to become inaccessible or fail entirely.

**Parameter adaption:** During long-running workflow executions it may become apparent from intermediate results that a workflow may not yield the expected results. Similarly to the handling of intermediate results the PAFFIN itself may process these results instead of informing the user. Depending on the results the PAFFIN may then autonomously decide to alter certain parameters. This would require predefined assumptions about the workflow execution to be provided to the PAFFIN for comparisons. Take the following scenario as an example. A workflow is set up to calculate 1000 values and the modeller expects these calculations to take one hour. After 100 calculations the PAFFIN observes that the calculations are being processed a lot faster. Maintaining the current rate of calculations the calculations would be done in half an hour instead of the planned one hour. The PAFFIN now can choose multiple options of how to proceed.
It can increase the parameter for planned calculations to 2000 values. If the goal of the workflow is to approximate a result through the calculations the increased amount of calculations may yield a better result. The Paffen may also renegotiate with the cloud environment to half the available processing power and cut the costs of the workflow execution. That way the calculations would happen in the planned period of time and money might be saved. The Paffen may also initialise other, independent concurrent tasks and thus use the available system resources to maximum capacity and reduce the total execution time.

*Inter-cloud coordination:* Using agent communication mechanisms, the workflows distributed in the inter-cloud environment may also coordinate their execution. For example, if one Paffen is already finished with its workflows it may take over part of the workload of another Paffen. That way total execution time could be reduced. It is also feasible for Paffins to interchange intermediate results and utilise the above mentioned mechanisms for parameter adaption or reaction to QoS violations in a distributed way. Instead of only relying on the intermediate results or information from one source, the Paffins could make better informed decisions based on data from multiple sources and environments.

*Cost optimisation:* Another way to utilise the Paffins is to optimise, i.e. reduce, the costs associated with cloud executions. Cloud processing time usually costs money and choosing the most cost effective cloud environment is part of the selection process. However, the Paffins executing the workflows could be configured to keep monitoring the available cloud environments. The most cost effective cloud environment during initialisation may not remain so during a long running calculation. If a better option becomes available a Paffen may migrate to it (if available) or instantiate a new Paffen there and transfer all runtime data before terminating. This would ultimately save on costs because Paffins would always switch to the best alternative.

Additionally, the ideas of migration and problem solving discussed for the green cloud computing example in Section 11.4.2 can also be applied in the IC-AgWFMS context.

Another aspect of the realisation of the IC-AgWFMS with Paffins relates to the content of the workflows. [Bendoukha, 2016] is mostly concerned with scientific workflows [Ludäscher et al., 2009, Barker and van Hemert, 2008, Kok et al., 2010], e.g. workflows for processing large amounts of data and doing highly complex calculations. Traditional workflows only model the control flow as tasks to be executed. Any data processing and calculation functionality needs to be called by the workflow management in the framework. That way, maintenance, configuration and specialisation of the functionality can become quite cumbersome and difficult. In Paffins, the functionality can be incorporated directly into the workflow-like Paffen behaviour. Task tracking, for performance logging or monitoring reasons, may still be used, but the Agent-Activities as abstract tasks can directly implement the processing and calculation functionality. Configuration, adaption and maintenance happen within the Agent-Activities, which is an improvement over the framework solution.

All in all, using the Paffen-System to realise the concept of an IC-AgWFMS opens up a large number of possibilities. These possibilities may improve upon many aspects of the system, including flexibility, maintainability and execution. Furthermore, by enabling agent functionality in the workflows that are distributed in the inter-cloud environment, the expressiveness of the approach is increased as any specialised functionality can be included within the workflows, as long as there is an agent implementation of it.
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Integrated (PAFFIN) entities can be used to model any general workflow. If that workflow observes or is informed of any issues of its execution, agent functionality can be activated to deal with the issues. In that case, the PAFFIN as a workflow becomes a PAFFIN as a hybrid of both agent and workflow.

Such behaviour is desirable in many scenarios. The following are only representative examples:

- A workflow is missing data at runtime. As a PAFFIN it can activate its agent functionality to attempt to retrieve that data from somewhere (e.g. another PAFFIN, a data storage, a human user, etc.)

- The user that executes tasks in the workflow (physically) moves elsewhere, where direct access to the workflow is no longer possible. The agent functionality can then be used to fix this issue by, e.g., enabling access to the user (by creating a secure VPN connection), by cancelling active task execution of the user and make the tasks available for other, still available users or by starting a new entity which has access and takes care of user interactions and sends results to the workflow.

- If data is input incorrectly the workflow can activate agent functionality to transform or fix the data for smaller issues (e.g. wrong text encoding, leading or trailing white space, falsely formatted data like phone numbers or zip codes)

- If users continuously input false or erroneous data the workflow can intelligently decide to either block the user (if it suspects malicious intentions) or guide and support the user by starting other workflows to support his or her work.

- The execution environment of a workflow encounters technical problems and has to be restarted or possibly shut off. As an integrated entity the workflow can either migrate to another execution environment (platform) using agent mobility or, if agent mobility is unavailable, instruct another (trusted) environment to start a new integrated entity and then transfer all administrative and runtime data and control to the new (PAFFIN) entity. That way the execution can continue transparently to the user.

The last example is the application scenario that is going to be focussed on here. This application scenario originates and was discussed at a meeting with the company windcloud GmbH. Windcloud operates a computing centre at a wind park in the northern part of Germany. They utilise the cheap costs of electricity available directly at the wind park to provide highly affordable computing power. That electricity is gained completely from renewable (wind) energy, which makes the approach of windcloud especially green and worthwhile from an environmental perspective.

Currently, the computing centre uses electricity from the grid, i.e. potentially from traditional, non-renewable sources, as a last resort in case the wind turbines do not generate enough power. This can happen, for example, during maintenance of the turbines, when a number of turbines fail or when there is not enough wind and the stored capacity runs out. In such cases, the computing centre must remain continuously functioning and reachable to ensure that customers receive the computing service they are paying for. The solution to use electricity from the grid is technically feasible, although it clashes with the generally green and environmentally friendly approach.

This is where PAFFINS might be able to help in the future. This scenario has three assumptions. First, windcloud operates multiple computing centres physically distributed

\[\text{https://windcloud.org/}\] (last accessed May 28th, 2017)
so that failures in one centre can’t affect others. Second, windcloud provides customers with the means to execute highly complex, possibly long running workflows (e.g. scientific workflows [Ludöscher et al., 2009] [Barker and van Hemert, 2008] [Kok et al., 2010]). Third, the PAffIN-System is extended with concepts and mechanisms providing agent mobility to the PAffIN entities. Realising this functionality for the PAffIN-System is out of scope for this thesis, but technically feasible as mobility functionality exists for the technical CAPA basis (cf. MAPA [Cabac et al., 2009]). Alternatively, the option described above where a PAffIN transfers runtime and control data to another (trusted) PAffIN in a safe environment is also viable for this scenario and would already be technically possible.

Taking the assumptions into account the scenario unfolds as follows. Windcloud executes a set of workflows in their primary wind park. These workflows are implemented as PAffINS. PAffINS are accessible to users via some sort of standardised cloud interface. The technical details of that interface are irrelevant for these descriptions, except for that the interface must be able to access the PAffINS anywhere in the cloud operated by windcloud. In case the wind park has issues with its power capacity it informs the PAffINS about these issues. Issues can be scheduled or unscheduled maintenance or a decrease in wind power availability. When such issues arise, the PAffIN can suspend its execution as a workflow. It would then, using agent actions, do everything it could to ensure that its workflow can continue the execution with as little delay as possible and with no data loss.

Depending on the concrete situation there are a lot of ways that this scenario might unfold. Minor issues might only require a suspension of execution or storing the runtime data persistently and then reinitialising after the issues are resolved. If the issues pertain to the security or privacy of data (e.g. an unauthorised data access) the PAffIN could use encryption mechanisms to protect the data. Yet if the issues in the environment are critical and prohibit, for a prolonged and/or uncertain period of time, the execution of workflow, the PAffIN would have to migrate to another environment. In the scenario the target environment would be one of the other computing centres not affected by issues at that time. Using this migration tactic there would be no noticeable difference for the execution of the workflow, except for the time it takes to completely migrate the PAffIN entity. Basically, the procedure would be transparent to the customer. Assuming that the other computing centres are equivalent to the original one in terms of capacity and capabilities, the PAffIN would not even necessarily have to migrate back but could complete its execution there. However, remigration due to load balancing or missing resources and capabilities is just as easily possible.

Figure 11.38 illustrates the scenario. Computing centre A notices an impending problem and informs the PAffINS being executed on it about the problem. PAffIN A3 executes a non-critical workflow and decides, given the data, to simply suspend its execution temporarily and restart once the problems have been resolved. PAffINS A1 and A2, however, execute critical workflows that can’t or shouldn’t be suspended. Because of this, they autonomously decide to migrate to computing centre B. PAffIN A1 can finish its execution in computing centre B and does not intend to remigrate back to A. PAffIN A2 on the other hand requires special resources only available in computing centre A, so it intends to remigrate to that centre once the problems have been resolved.

In this scenario, the agent mechanisms available in the PAffIN-System allow for workflows to become reactive, intelligent, autonomous and mobile. They can receive signals about problems and issues from their environment. Then, they can process those signals and decide on their own authority the most suitable action. That most suitable action may be one of the options discussed above or it may be a migration to another, safe environment. All this happens transparently to the user.
While this scenario emphasises the workflows from the application and user perspectives, the application still strongly utilises the integration of agents and workflows overall. Workflows may be what are offered to the users, but since the Paffins realising those workflows must always be ready to act and continuously process their environment data they are constantly also agents. Throughout their execution they are both the workflow being executed and the agent responsible for making sure it itself can be executed.

One might argue that this kind of behaviour is just an extended way of enhancing workflows with agent properties as found in agent-based WFMS (see Section 3.3.1). However, such agent-based WFMS may utilise agent properties and functionality to some degree, but the Paffin-System goes beyond just making those properties and functions available. It enables the workflow to be an agent, which is required in this application scenario. Agent-based WFMS are not capable of doing that, as is discussed further in Chapter 13.

It is even possible to go a step further with this scenario. Hosman and Baikie, 2013 presents the concept of solar-powered cloud computing, i.e. computing centres based on solar energy. The concept contains the idea of energy-aware cloud computing, meaning that computing power in computing centres would be regulated according to the available energy, i.e. the available sunshine and stored energy. The solution offered in Hosman and Baikie, 2013 is to design the computing centres in such a way that during minimum energy times only critical services may be executed while others are deprioritised and must therefore wait for when more energy is available. Considering integrated entities and the Paffin-System other options become available. When energy is low, the Paffins may migrate to other computing centres being powered by other energy sources. But assume that there are multiple, solar-powered cloud computing centres around the world in different time zones. When night falls at a computing centre in Japan, it is already daytime in India. Nightfall in India means daylight in Germany, nightfall in Germany means daylight on the east coast of the USA. The solar energy available travels westward until it is morning again in Japan. Before one computing centre effectively shuts down for the night all active Paffins and their workflows may migrate to the next active computing centre. This would create a constant “wave” of computing power moving with the sunlight.
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across the globe. According to the windcloud executives, energy cost is the highest cost factor in operating a computing centre. Being able to use cheap and sustainable energy and furthermore temporarily shutting down centres whenever that energy is unavailable saves money. When it is also possible to transparently migrate all running systems, workflows and services without disadvantages to the customer it becomes a viable business model. Integrated entities, and possibly even future versions of the PAFFIN-System itself, provide one possible solution to tackling these and similar challenges.

All in all, the example of green cloud computing showcases how integrated entities in concept and PAFFINS in practice may be used to facilitate novel ideas of environmentally friendly computing. PAFFINS offer abilities and properties traditionally not available to workflows. By enabling the workflows to be agents as well, the PAFFIN-System also enables the realisation of novel ideas such as migrating computing power.

11.4.3 Workflow Administration

One of the features missing in the current PAFFIN-System is sophisticated workflow administration. Currently, administration is only possible through manipulation of the initial database. For the proof-of-concept purposes and application prototypes, this manual administration is sufficient. However, going forward beyond this thesis an administration interface including database access is a priority.

Due to the integration nature of the PAFFIN-System, however, the challenge of providing an administration interface provides a rich opportunity for a PAFFIN-based application. The purpose of this application vision is to showcase how agent and workflow mechanisms within the PAFFIN-System can be interconnected in order to bring workflow execution and workflow administration onto the same modelling level. By doing so workflow administration would no longer be an auxiliary add-on to a system but could be modelled, monitored, performed and maintained in the same way as workflow execution. In doing so the effort for these activities would be decreased as the introduced uniformity would reduce the number different model types.

Consider that a system administration is just an user setting a task to the system to change the configuration in some way. That task may involve, for example, adding a new user to the database, changing permissions of a user or task or setting up a new database etc. Seeing administration duties as tasks makes the overall administration a flexible workflow. Administrators start the workflow and then choose what they want to configure. After confirmation the system deploys the configuration so that it is, possibly following a restart, active. During that deployment, the agent and integration mechanisms of the PAFFIN-System come into play as discussed later.

Clearly, the basics of workflow principles can be applied in this way to administration in general. Here, the discussion will focus on workflow management, meaning, for the PAFFIN-System, creating, reading, updating and deleting (CRUD operations) database entries pertaining to workflow resources (credentials), tasks, roles, permissions and activity specific GUIs. While this focus persists, it is possible to apply the principles to a general administration scheme, although this is only shortly covered as an outlook at the end.

With the basic premise having been clarified, it is now possible to consider the workflow administration workflow (WAW) in more detail. There are a number of assumptions for the vision of the WAW. First, the general environment is assumed to be the current PAFFIN-System extended with the ability to (write) access the persistent database. Second, the assumption is that no special GUI area or other extended functionality should be added for workflow administration. All administration duties are to be handled using the existing task interface. This enforces the desired uniformity of execution and administration.
In general, the WAW works in the following way. The WAW would be either constantly active in the system or manually started when required. It would be executed on a special Paffin that is aware of the database content (in its knowledge base) and can initiate CRUD operations on the database. When the WAW is active, it would be waiting and ready for administration duties by providing corresponding workitems. Through the implemented RBAC system, only administrators would be provided with these workitems. Each administration function would be handled by a different task. When the administrator requests the tasks he or she is provided with a specific GUI. That GUI can contain readouts about the current database, GUI elements for building new database entries or modifying old ones etc. The administrator can enter all the data he or she wishes and then confirm the activity. Back in the WAW, the executing Paffin would turn into an agent. It would process the GUI results from the activity, transform and read the required administration duty and then perform it. The result of that performance would afterwards be processed. If the administration succeeded the WAW would be reset, waiting for new administration duties. If it failed it would also reset to the original admin task but would, through special parameters, initiate special error handling and support variants of the admin tasks. That way all administration decisions would be made by a workflow user (the administrator), while the administration duties were performed by a Paffin acting as an agent.

This is the general and basic way of realising the WAW: Model tasks and activity GUIs for administrators to inspect the database and enter commands, and then have the Paffins, as agents, take care of the actual execution of the commands. What an implementation of a WAW could look like as an Agent-Activity can be seen in Figure 11.39 in a mock-up form. It mostly correlates to the description above. First, the administrator is offered a number of tasks with the database content as parameters, in which he or she can enter the administration commands. The result of such a task is processed and then a new process-protocol started that actually implements the administration duty. Decoupling the actual administration duty into a separate process-protocol allows for more flexibility and reusability in the WAW. When the administration process-protocol is done, it informs the WAW Agent-Activity via agent message, the result of which is then checked and processed. If the administration process-protocol succeeded, the WAW Agent-Activity is reset to the state before any workitem were offered to the administrators. If it failed, the WAW Agent-Activity would also be reset, albeit with predefined error parameters that would be handled differently in the GUI so that administrators could retry and fix the issues.

For the basic workflow administration of the Paffin-System, the integration is limited to the Paffin being a workflow while the administrator enters data and then turning into an agent to execute the commands. It is, however, feasible to imagine more complex administration duties that require a more complex interplay between agent and workflow states of a Paffin. For example, the administrator may require updated database information before he or she confirms the command. In that case, the Paffin would become active as an agent, querying the database, while still being a workflow. Another example would be if the administration should gather and execute multiple commands. Looping between error handling and command execution would diminish the clear separation between agent and workflow concerns in the WAW.

The basic WAW presented here is only a starting point. Basically, any general administration duties may be done in a WAW-like way. Consider distributed administration. Here,

---

6The mock-up from Figure 11.39 does not contain functioning code. The basic principle works, but without the additional ontology concepts, process-protocols and workflow data it could not be compiled and executed.
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Figure 11.39: Mock-up AAO for a possible WAW
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the Paffen executing the WAW may migrate to other platforms (when mobility is available) and perform the administration duties there as well. Another extended mechanism would be guided administration, similar to established (administration) wizard interfaces. Examining the workflow administration in the Paffen-System, certain administration duties require further steps to be useful. For example, when adding a new resource or user that user needs to be added to workflow roles in order to be able to actually do some work. The WAW could be extended to support administration in multiple, subsequent and related steps, according to predefined, reasonable administration patterns. The possibilities of the WAW principle are only limited by the scope of functionality supported by the Paffins.

In conclusion, the practical value this kind of solution would provide, besides the direct gain of providing the missing workflow administration, is uniformity. While the database of the Paffen-System is currently still rather simple, more complex applications may require more complex database schemes. Further configuration may also be necessary. System modellers ultimately also have to model any administration they require for their applications. By providing the uniform workflow administration in the form of a WAW, this administration does not need to be implemented in the framework or in a separate add-on plugin. By keeping the administration uniform with the rest of the system modellers may utilise specialisations that might not be generic enough to warrant inclusion into the framework. Furthermore, anything that is added to the framework would be used in any other application in that framework as well. This could negatively affect performance and would increase the already significant complexity of the Paffen-System even more.

All in all, what this application vision shows is how the integration of agents and workflows can be used to implement ordinary functionality like administration in a novel way. In practice, a middle ground has to be taken. Some administration functionality is so essential and ubiquitously required that an incorporation into the framework is more than justified. However, other, specialised functionality may always be added in a WAW-like way. The capabilities of the Paffen-System allow for this and other innovative concepts.

11.4.4 Paose Installation Support Wizard

This application wizard is strongly related to the PAOSE support environment prototype discussed in Section 11.3.3. Like that prototype, this vision was developed in collaboration with Dennis Schmitz.

The first step in the yearly PAOSE teaching project is to install and configure the full PAOSE development environment. This includes installing and configuring the Eclipse development suite\(^7\) configuring access to the source repository and revision control system, initially retrieving RENEW, CAPA and specialised project sources, configuring the build environment and finally building and configuring the sources itself. The entire process is complex and error prone if done manually. Currently, an installation wizard already support students by automating as much of the process as possible. However, many automated steps involve actions the students need to learn for the project anyway. Consequently, an improved installation wizard is desirable that guides the students through the installation and automates some parts while still maintaining learning value for the students. The Paffen-System provides the opportunity to realise such an installation wizard.

The application vision of the installation wizard works in the following way. The overall installation process is implemented as a process-protocol being executed by a Paffen on a remote host. Students access the process-protocol via the Web GUI in a browser connecting to the remote host. Each step of the installation is implemented as an Agent-Activity.

\(^7\)https://eclipse.org/ (last accessed May 28th, 2017)
Each of these Agent-Activities contains one workflow task providing descriptions of what exactly the students have to do. Additionally, the Agent-Activities also contain the automated functionality steps as agent actions. Those agent actions are configured in such a way that they access the student’s system via a secured connection.

For example, the eclipse installation file may be transferred via the secured connection from the remote host to the student’s system. The workflow task can then display the exact file location where the student may find that installation file. This kind of dynamic parameter display in workflow tasks is already available in the Paffin-System (see Section [11.2.1]). Furthermore the task would also display the instructions the student needs to follow.

Other tasks may require the student to enter manual commands, e.g. for retrieving sources from the repository or building the environment. Here, the student could be asked to enter the command in the workflow task in the Paffin-System. The GUI here would simulate the system console to enter the command. The Paffin on the remote host would check the command the student entered. If there were any errors it would report back to the student with hints about what was wrong with the command. Only when the student entered the command correctly would the system continue. Then the Paffin would use agent actions to actually execute the command on the student’s system. This way the student would be taught the correct syntax of the commands without risking errors in the installation resulting from faulty commands.

Overall, the Paose installation wizard would utilise workflow tasks for instructing and teaching students while using agent actions for the parts of the installation that could and should be automated. Students would learn how to install and configure their environment correctly, while the Paffins ensured that the installation was correct and working. This scenario is only enabled by the strong coupling of agent and workflow parts in the Paffin-System. The Paffin supporting the student constantly switches between the roles of teacher (workflow tasks designed to instruct students) and installer (agent actions that actually perform installation duties).

11.4.5 Distributed Software Engineering

Another application vision for the Paffin-System relates to distributed software engineering, especially with Paose. Paose (see Section [2.2.3]) applies the multi-agent system metaphor not only to the system being designed, but also to the development team. By doing so, the creation of a multi-agent system is described by a multi-agent system with agents (development teams) executing complex interactions (meetings, agreements, implementation, code-integrations) between one another and the system they are creating.

Currently, the interactions between development teams in Paose are relatively unstructured. In small, localised settings, e.g. the weekly sessions of the yearly Paose teaching project, the developments team can organise themselves easily in order to interact effectively. However, once the setting becomes larger and more distributed, the need for some kind of support for Paose development processes becomes clear. Problems even occur when students of the Paose teaching project collaborate for homework. Often, explicit interactions and agreements with other development teams become neglected or even disregarded completely with hopes of clearing up any miscommunications and issues later on in the next weekly sessions. While this usually works out in the smaller teaching contexts and systems, the issues already negatively affect effectiveness and performance in the development teams. Consequently, a structured support system for Paose is desirable.

Building such a support system as a workflow system would not be sufficient. Each development team has a workflow. That workflow fully describes what the development
team is doing at any time. Therefore, it is justified to equate the workflow with the development team, i.e. the development team is its own workflow. When development teams in PAOSE interact, their workflows also interact. Capturing interacting workflows without merging them, thus violating the autonomy of each development team, is quite difficult with traditional workflows. In order to do so, the executing WFMS would have to merge the workflows for the interaction and then somehow unmerge them afterwards without sacrificing any data in either one.

Building a PAOSE support system as an agent system would also not be sufficient in of itself. Capturing the development teams as agents in a multi-agent system aligns perfectly with the guiding metaphor of PAOSE. Interactions are fully and naturally supported. However, what is missing is the process the developers execute. Using agents to support PAOSE would require the development team processes to be in some way coded into behaviour of the agents. While this is possible to implement, capturing any form of process views beyond local contexts, i.e. restricted to one agent or one group of agents, would be difficult.

Workflows miss the capabilities to capture interactions, while agents miss a coherent and substantial process perspective. The frame of this problem suggests that a combination of agents and workflows would provide solutions. PAFFINS are therefore promising candidates for the implementation of a PAOSE support system. They can represent development teams as both agents and workflows, thus supporting all requirements. Furthermore, the alignment of structure and behaviour in PAFFINS can be utilised even more, as will be discussed later.

Please note that building an application to support PAOSE with PAFFINS is not directly related to extending PAOSE itself to support PAFFINS instead of traditional agents. That topic is picked up again in Section 12.6.3. Here, a support application for traditional PAOSE is discussed. However, it is probable that the support for developers would be compatible when PAOSE is based on PAFFINS instead of agents.

The general principle of a PAOSE support system utilising PAFFINS would be to have individual developers and development teams be represented by PAFFIN entities. Each PAFFIN would feature a set of process-protocols implementing the rough development cycles for each PAOSE artefact. Within these cycles, best standard procedures and best practices would be supported through AGENT-ACTIVITIES. These best practices would include, for example, making a proposal for a new ontology concept or arranging a new interface between components.

Figure 11.40 illustrates a mock-up of a PAOSE support process-protocol. The overall process-protocol is modelled around the different phases of development, e.g. design, implementation, integration, test. These are indicated with the larger area boxes around groups of AGENT-ACTIVITIES. Between each phase, there is an evaluation about the achieved results. Depending on the outcome of the implementation, either the next phase is started or the process-protocol moves back to a previous phase in an agile way. While each phase is active, a number of best practice AGENT-ACTIVITIES are activated. Using reactive triggers from the GUI, these AGENT-ACTIVITIES could be started by developers to initiate the individual best practices. Besides the above mentioned best practices, standard development tasks would also be included in the AGENT-ACTIVITIES of a phase. Note that the AGENT-ACTIVITIES of each phase differ, though some may be reused in different contexts as well, e.g. changing an interface may happen during implementation and during integration.

One of the main challenges in implementing these best practice AGENT-ACTIVITIES would be to capture and guide the interactions between development teams. Development
Figure 11.40: Mock-up process-protocol for PAOSE interaction development support
teams need to interact quite often in PAOSE, as the separation of structural (agent roles) and behavioural (agent interactions) development responsibilities is enforced through the PAOSE matrix (see Figure 2.12 in Section 2.2.3). In optimal PAOSE each interaction and role is implemented by a different development team. This means that whenever there is a handover of data or control between a structural and a behavioural element, the responsibilities switch to a different development team and a common interface has to be agreed upon.

The following describes a possible realisation of supporting such interactions. It uses the example of adding an interface between an interaction and a DC: The development team of interaction A discovers that an interface to DC B needs to be added. They reactively start the Agent-Activity for adding or changing an interface in their process-protocol. The Agent-Activity supports the following process. Agent actions and workflow operations are indicated in the following descriptions to illustrate how the executing Paffin changes between agent and workflow.

**Agent:** Coordinate with all other development team Paffins and gather current data about agent roles and DCs

**Workflow:** Provide the data about roles and DCs to the current development team. They select DC B and confirm the task.

**Agent + Workflow:** Contact the Paffin representing the development team for DC B. That Paffin starts a new process-protocol. In the Agent-Activities of that process-protocol the counterparts to the interaction Agent-Activity functionality are implemented. It starts with providing a workflow task that the developers can request when they are ready to deal with the interface. When the DC developers request the task, a new task is also automatically assigned to the interaction developers.

**Agent + Workflow:** Both the interaction and DC development Paffins start the workflow task incorporating a chat client as the specialised GUI. Here, the development teams communicate and agree on an interface. Another part of the GUI contains the functionality to specify and document the results. Both development teams can edit that specification. Only when both development teams agree to an interface specification can the task be confirmed. The result of that task is, for both teams, the interface specification.

**Agent:** The interaction development Paffin stores the interface specification internally and finishes the Agent-Activity.

After the best practices Agent-Activity is completed, an additional integration Agent-Activity reads the result interface specification, checks it again for compliance with, e.g., code documentation and formatting standards, and communicates again with the DC development Paffin to ensure that the versions in both Paffins match exactly. It then stores the result in a project repository accessible by all authorised development teams so that they can use it in their work.

By realising all the possible activities concerned with PAOSE in similar ways, the interactions between development teams can be structured and guided. This would fulfil the requirements of the PAOSE support system as described above. This system utilises agent and workflow mechanisms to large and concurrent degree. Traditional agent or workflow solutions would be hindered and restricted in many of the affected areas.

Overall, PAOSE development can actually be considered as an inter-organisational workflow (see Section 2.3.3). Every development team is an organisation and the different organisations interact in order to achieve a common goal. In general, inter-organisational
workflows are an application area in which the integration mechanisms of the Agent-Activity approach and the Paffin-System can be utilised quite well. This is discussed further in Section 11.5.

The paragraphs above discussed the basic support that Paffins could provide in Paose: Use workflow tasks for user interactions and agent actions for coordination between the development teams. However, the inherent duality of structure (through agent states) and behaviour (through workflow states) in the Agent-Activity concept and Paffin-System could be utilised even further. A similar duality exists in Paose, especially in the Paose matrix which is arranged according to structure and behaviour. Finding ways to utilise the highly aligned dualities in both Paose and the Agent-Activities could support Paose even more.

The idea here is to equalise the development teams and the multi-agent system they create to an even higher degree. Development processes and the processes being developed should, on a system level, be indistinguishable. The same holds for development teams and the agents they develop, as well as for all other development and modelling artefacts in the system being created. Each element of both the development level and the level of the system being developed would be represented as a Paffin. As it stands, any coordination in Paose happens between development teams and is about an element of the system. By equalising the development and the system being developed as Paffins, the nature of the coordination would change. Now the elements, as Paffins, are also part of the coordination directly. The content of the coordination would transcend beyond the element in question into a new meta-level.

Taking the previous example about adding an interface into account, the interaction previously only involved the two development teams for the interaction and the role. Now, the interaction would also take into account the Paffins representing the interaction itself and the DC. The general process would remain, namely that the development teams agreed on an interface between the interaction and the DC. However, the Paffins representing the interaction and the DC would also be involved. Their role would be limited, as development teams would lead the interactions, but they could raise issues regarding incompatibilities of proposed changes with other elements or parts of the system. In the end, the interaction would still produce a new version of the interface. Here, the equalisation would take full effect. When the interface would previously only be agreed upon by the development teams, it could now be directly implemented in the Paffins representing the interaction and the DC. Their role in the interaction is to ensure that the interface is compatible and realisable, so it is feasible to have it automatically implemented after all parties agree. In the end, instead of just guiding and supporting the development in Paose, the Paffins would actually implement the development as well. This would mean that the equalisation of the elements of the development and the system being developed would also equalise the interactions in the development and the implementation/realisation in it.

Note that the previously sketched equalisation is only a rough sketch of an idea. Providing a support system as illustrated before with more classical agent and workflow ideas is already an extensive undertaking. Going beyond that and changing the view on the development as fundamentally as proposed here is clearly beyond the scope of this current thesis.

### 11.5 Inter-organisational Contexts

Highly coupled processes and services are common nowadays. It is often not economically feasible for an organisation to operate on its own. In such cases organisations can collaborate...
with other organisations in order to create products or provide services to the customer. The research area of inter-organisational workflows (see Section 2.3.3) examines such collaborations. Since the Agent-Activity approach and Paffin-System utilise workflow principles, the following discussion uses the term inter-organisational context. While the equivalent term inter-organisational workflow is more common, the term inter-organisational context is more suitable here since it emphasises the extended nature of the Agent-Activity approach.

Inter-organisational contexts can arise for a large number of reasons. Organisations work together to, e.g. increase output or expand operations with new products or in new areas. Often, the desired goal is economically unfeasible (e.g. associated with too high costs) to achieve alone. Other types of inter-organisational contexts can arise from outsourcing or when new organisations are created as corporate spin-offs. Corporate spin-offs may still closely interact and collaborate with the parent organisation, yet are often separate, independent entities which should be treated as such.

A common theme in both outsourcing and spin-offs is the extraction of structures and processes from the original organisation. The transition between the extracted structures and processes and the ones remaining within the original organisation now needs to cross the organisational border. Where issues and problems could be handled with relative ease before internally, they now involve different and separate organisations. Due to questions of, e.g., organisational autonomy, confidentiality of data or even just geographical differences (e.g. time-zones), the interactions between organisations need to be properly defined, executed and supported.

Modelling and supporting inter-organisational contexts faces a number of challenges due to the requirements introduced by the multi-organisational nature. In addition to the inter-organisational challenges, the challenges of traditional mono-organisation business process management need to be dealt with as well. However, the traditional challenges are often made more complex in the inter-organisational setting, e.g. considering confidential data access.

Applying the concept of an integrated entity can help to address the challenges and requirements of inter-organisational contexts. One of the particularities of inter-organisational contexts is that organisational entities in one organisation need to be able to act in different subcontexts. An organisational entity may, e.g. be involved in an internal process while at the same time interacting across the organisation border for the inter-organisational collaboration. The organisational entity may even be the element of the organisation that links the internal process with the inter-organisational collaboration. Conceptually, the organisational entity is, at that time, both (part of) a workflow (internal process) and an agent (inter-organisational collaboration). This duality is naturally supported by the Agent-Activity approach and Paffin implementation. A Paffin entity can act as agent, workflow, both or a hybrid of both. It has the capabilities to capture the duality clearly present in inter-organisational contexts in terms of modelling, concepts and technical realisation.

The Agent-Activity is, by design, a flexible tool for a wide number of application domains. Consequently, there are different variations of how to apply the concept for inter-organisational contexts. Figure 11.41 depicts three possible applications.

In Figure 11.41 each organisational entity is represented by a Paffin (symbolically indicated by two connected Agent-Activities in a grey box). The level of abstraction for the organisational entities is entirely dependent on the modellers and can range from the individual worker or technical resource over whole departments to entire (sub-)organisations. Each Paffin may actually represent entire Paffin (sub)systems. This can be realised either
via hierarchic workflows and workflow roles within subsystems or when the subordinate resources mechanism of the PAFFIN-System is extended. Communication between the PAFFIN entities in all three scenarios can generally be asynchronous and agent-like or use workflow-task-like interaction between PAFFIN entities according to the WORKBROKER principle (see Definition C.13). The choice here is up to the modeller, as PAFFINS support both agent and workflow-like interactions and it is possible to freely combine the two.

Figure 11.41 (a) describes an option in which the inter-organisational interface is modelled explicitly and is conceptually centralised in a PAFFIN. That inter-organisational PAFFIN controls the overall inter-organisational context (workflow) and oversees and manages the interaction and communication of the entire inter-organisational system. Communication internal to the organisation is also overseen and managed, although it is possible to exempt internal communication and interaction from the management to gain some flexibility and reduce overhead. The inter-organisational PAFFIN entity is not directly associated with one of the organisations and is executed (conceptually) between the organisations. Figure 11.41 (b) shows an option where the inter-organisational interface is also modelled explicitly, but is distributed in a number of PAFFINS. Each of these PAFFINS represents the inter-organisational interface for its own organisation. Similarly to option (a) these PAFFINS control the inter-organisational context (workflow) and oversee the interaction and communication between and within the organisations (with possible exemptions for internal aspects). In that way the PAFFIN entities act as intermediary brokers between the organisations. Lastly, Figure 11.41 (c) describes an option with an implicit inter-organisational interface. There are no PAFFIN entities directly responsible for representing and handling inter-organisational aspects. These aspects are included and implemented directly within the PAFFINS of each organisation, i.e. each PAFFIN is responsible for its own interaction and communication inside and outside of the organisation.

Examining the options in Figure 11.41, it is noticeable that they focus on different aspects of the AGENT-ACTIVITY integration approach. Option (a) is very similar to a more classical BPM and workflow approach. The inter-organisational interface (workflow) is explicitly modelled and executed by its PAFFIN as a workflow engine, with distributed resources depending on the process representation and execution within the PAFFIN entity. Option (c), on the other hand, is similar to an agent-oriented approach. Each organisational entity (role) is represented by a PAFFIN entity as an actor/agent. These PAFFIN entities interact and communicate with one another directly and without outside control. Even though options (a) and (c) are conceptually close to the classical approaches of agents and workflows, they nonetheless profit from the integration provided by the AGENT-ACTIVITY and PAFFIN entities, as is discussed later in this section. Lastly, option (b) offers a middle ground. The inter-organisational interface is explicitly modelled, similar to a workflow approach, yet distributed among the autonomous organisational PAFFIN entities.

All in all, each of the options represents a viable approach to inter-organisational contexts. Depending on the type of collaboration and the specifics of the particular application domain the options may be more or less suitable. As discussed in Section 2.3.3 van der Aalst, 1999a identifies six types of interoperability between organisations in inter-organisational contexts: (i) Capacity sharing (central control of distributed tasks), (ii) Chained execution (sequential subprocesses), (iii) Subcontracting (distributed subprocesses), (iv) Case transfer (distribution of process instances), (v) Extended case transfer (distribution of process instances with specialised variants) and (vi) Loosely coupled (distributed, variable subprocesses with only interaction fixed). All of these types of interoperability can be captured by the options described in Figure 11.41 yet some options are especially well suited for certain types of collaboration. Option (a) is very well suited for types (i), (iv) and
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(v) as its more centralised nature can manage the distribution of tasks and cases quite well. Option (b) is well usable for types (ii), (iii) and (vi) since control can be passed between organisations freely and flexibly. Option (c) is practical for types (iii), (iv), (v), and (vi) as its very loose coupling and flexibility can be useful in these types of collaborations.

Note that the ideas represented by the options may also be mixed. It is feasible that some parts of the inter-organisational context require the flexibility of options (b) or (c), while some profit from the strong control aspects of option (a). It is also possible to mix the options on the different levels of the organisations themselves. For example, the different departments of an organisation may be aligned according to option (b), while the inter-organisational collaboration may be aligned according to option (a). The Agent-Activity provides the flexibility for modelling not just the inter-organisational but also the intraorganisational architecture of a system in a uniform way. As a concept, it is adaptive and versatile enough to support organisations on both the micro and the macro-level.

Overall, Agent-Activities and Paffins provide a novel way to consider and design complex systems. In inter-organisational contexts, though, the effects can be made clearly evident, since the challenges and requirements emphasise the duality of structure and behaviour very strongly. Paffins can act as both agents and workflows, if necessary at the same time. As described before, this can be necessary in inter-organisational contexts when an entity needs to act as a process internally and as an actor externally. Paffins provide a suitable tool for mentally and abstractly modelling this duality which can be found in the real-world domain. If this duality is not adequately captured, a model needs to find ways to circumscribe it. This can lead to a distortion of the mapping between (software) model and real-world domain. Even in general, non-inter-organisational contexts the duality is often present, which makes the ability to capture it relevant.

The concept of a Paffin entity is, in itself, organisation-oriented. Apart from the obvious representation of entire organisations (see option (b) in Figure 11.41) each organisation usually consists of different departments and levels of hierarchy. Using Paffins as modelling abstractions for the internal parts of an organisation creates a simplified overview with details being added later. The versatility of Paffins can then be utilised for these details, which are the elements within the internal parts of the organisation, as well. The individual modelling context of an element decides if the Paffin representing it is an agent, a workflow, both, something in between or even yet another full system representing a larger subcontext.

Another beneficial aspect is that even if a Paffin acts as an agent or workflow, it can still exhibit properties, mechanisms and capabilities of the other concept. This means it is possible to exploit properties of either concept to enhance the other one. Such partial integrations were already discussed as related work in Chapter 3 and will be more thoroughly examined and compared to the Paffin-System in Chapter 13. In short, partial integrations may improve agents with workflow management concepts and principles and workflows with agent management concepts and principles. The results and ideas behind both of these kinds of enhancements are available in the Paffin-System. Workflows can, e.g. feature agent intelligence or mobility, while agents can feature, e.g. task atomicity or resource management. Concrete examples of this kind of transference of properties were discussed in the application prototypes and visions of this chapter.

Of course, there are also drawbacks and disadvantages as well. While the approach includes agent and workflow aspects, which are well known and researched, it moves beyond the individual concepts. It basically features two modelling constructs, agent and workflow, on the same level of abstraction. Although this is a desired effect, which actually enables the entire approach in the first place, it is more complex and unfamiliar to handle for
modellers. Having to manage and coordinate two main modelling constructs of equal importance requires more careful organisation of modelling efforts. The complexity of the approach is discussed further in later chapters.

In general, the complexity and expressiveness of the approach, the inherent duality and the versatility are positive effects. However, to fully utilise these effects a system needs to be large enough. Small-scale systems, which are relatively “flat” (i.e. do not involve many partners or do not contain complex hierarchies or structures) or where the requirements simply are not diverse enough, cannot benefit to the same degree as large, complex systems can. As discussed in the context of the general integration specification and vision, an integration of agents and workflows, as realised by PAFFINS and AGENT-ACTIVITIES, is intended for large-scale systems. In such systems structure and behaviour may be individually very complex and may also feature intricate dependencies and interactions on different levels of abstraction. Inter-organisational contexts usually pose these kinds of challenges, which is why they are a prime application area for the PAFFIN-System. Small-scale systems still benefit from the integration, as showcased in the application prototypes presented in Section 11.3. However, in some cases it may not be worth the costs and effort associated with the introduction of such an elaborate and extensive approach.

From a technical standpoint there are also some issues. The complex management of two abstractions, as well as the handling of the flexible nature of PAFFIN entities requires an increased amount of communication overhead. Interactions between PAFFINS acting as agents but using workflow tasks to interact require more message and data exchange than classical agent interactions. Entity management within the execution platforms also requires more data exchange due to, e.g. workflow resource status tracking. These issues, too, are picked up again in later discussions.

The remaining discussions in this section are oriented around the classification of challenges of inter-organisational workflows given in [Legner and Wende, 2007] (see Section 2.3.3). That classification of six groups of challenges is well suited as a basis for a structured discussion.

**Representation of inter-organisational business processes** Business processes modelled within an inter-organisational context need to be clearly represented. This includes not only the processes themselves, but also the structure within and between the organisations. Suitable abstraction mechanisms are also needed.

Regarding the representation issues, the approach relies on principles grounded in established research. Business processes are represented within the process-protocols of PAFFIN entities. Depending on the implementation, the scope of each individual process-protocol may reach from only individual parts of the context (see option (c) in Figure 11.41) to overarching inter-organisational parts (see option (a) in Figure 11.41). PAFFIN behaviour defined in AGENT-ACTIVITIES and process-protocols is similar in nature to workflow nets. They are relatively easy to model, understand and monitor. It is also possible to apply the ideas of workflow verification [van der Aalst, 1997], although this is generally outside of the scope of this thesis and only shortly addressed as future work in the following chapter.

The structure of and between organisations is given by the PAFFINS and the relations between them. In this context the PAFFIN entities act as agents and represent the organisations as interacting agent systems. Inter-organisational contexts are usually distributed in some sense. Modelling sophisticated distributed systems is a strength of the agent concept, which is fully utilised in the agent-like representation employed here.

Regarding the mechanisms for abstraction, PAFFINS can be used to represent not just individual entities, but entire systems. Similarly, the AGENT-ACTIVITY describes an
abstract task consisting of a number of individual actions and operations. Both can be used to abstract from details irrelevant for a particular situation, e.g. coarse modelling. Agent-Activities represent a behavioural abstraction, while Paffin entities represent a structural one.

**Allocation of tasks to actors** Responsibilities for subprocesses and tasks of an inter-organisational business process need to be clearly assigned and managed. Tasks need to be allocated to the correct organisational entity and executed by the correct worker or resource.

The granularity of responsibilities is given by the Agent-Activities. Each Paffin is directly responsible for the execution of Agent-Activities in its own behaviour. It can either execute it itself or it can delegate it, e.g. via WorkBroker principles, to another Paffin entity, possibly as a subordinate resource or within a subsystem. The responsibility, though, remains with the original Paffin entity and that entity ensures that the correct worker or resource is active. Shared responsibilities are also supported, by extracting the overlapping parts of the inter-organisational context into a separate inter-organisational Paffin. That entity, which is shared by the involved organisations or departments, then implements the shared responsibility. Option (a) in Figure 11.41 implements the central Paffin with such a shared responsibility.

The Paffin entities clearly separate and allocate the responsibilities to organisational entities and the possible subsystems these entities represent. The entities partition the responsibility, while the Agent-Activities partition the processes. There is no uncertainty regarding responsibilities in the approach, as shared or overlapping responsibilities are explicitly modelled and supported.

**Alignment of semantics** Different organisations may have different understandings of processes and terms. For an inter-organisational collaboration to work, there has to be an understanding within the common vocabulary. Paffins communicate with one another using a common ontology, the creation of which is part of the modelling process. Translations between definitions of terms and objects in different organisations need to be made available to Paffins involved in inter-organisational interactions. Here, agent intelligence can be utilised in Paffins to ensure that the different understandings are correctly translated in the involved ontologies.

**Decoupling of internal and external processes** Internal processes of an organisation contained within an inter-organisational context need to be decoupled from the (external) interactions with other organisations. This decoupling has to be ensured in order to protect the autonomy of each organisation involved in the inter-organisational context.

The division of processes onto Paffin entities partially addresses this issue. If, like in options (a) and (b) from Figure 11.41, the communication and interaction with other organisations is handled by specialised Paffin entities the decoupling is implemented here. These Paffins can distinguish between internal and external communication and enforce the decoupling within their behaviour. This creates two separate, logical interfaces which these entities operate. However, these interfaces are only logical/virtual and still use the same technical interfaces (agent or workflow communication). Consequently, modellers still need to take care of the decoupling manually, although in a structured way.

The problem is more severe when Paffin entities from different organisations can communicate with one another directly. Modellers need to decouple internal and external processes (behaviour) for Paffins manually. However, this does not critically affect the
autonomy of an organisation. As described in the area of challenges concerning representation, a Paffin clearly belongs to an organisation. This means that the organisation has complete control over that entity. Even if internal and external processes are not completely decoupled within the Paffin, they are decoupled over the different Paffin entities involved in the interaction. Furthermore, another issue strongly relating to autonomy is that of confidentiality and security, which is discussed next.

### Visibility of internal processes to external partners

The processes of an individual organisation in an inter-organisational context contain both organisation-internal and external aspects. Internal aspects represent, for example, the actual work being done inside of the organisation, while the external aspects represent the interactions with other organisations. Internal aspects of the processes can include internal (confidential) data about the organisation that must not be available to other organisations. Consequently, it is very important to clearly and securely encapsulate the internal aspects of the inter-organisational context.

Paffin entities are autonomous system components, due to their agent aspects. Like agents, they clearly encapsulate their data and behaviour. By using encryption or other security mechanisms it is possible to limit the visibility of Paffin behaviour to only what is necessary for the collaboration (i.e. the external interface and expected communication exchanges). The autonomy and encapsulation of the Paffin entity can be transferred to the organisation they represent so that organisational autonomy and confidentiality are ensured.

### Formal specification of process interfaces

For an inter-organisational context to work, the interfaces between the organisations have to be clearly defined. The form, time and scope for each interaction with another organisation need to be modelled and represented clearly.

In the Paffin-System interactions of the inter-organisational context can be handled and represented in a number of ways. The most straightforward solution is to utilise the agent-like representation of the structure of the organisations. Agent interactions and their modelling are a well-established and suitable for distributed systems such as inter-organisational contexts. Another option is to utilise the workflow aspects of Paffles, especially the WorkBroker principle. Using this option results in a task-like interaction between organisational entities (within and between organisations).

Consequently, modellers can choose whether to define the interface in established agent- or workflow-like fashion. This provides a flexibility in choosing the most suitable interface for a concrete interaction between organisations.

### Support for alignment with multiple partners

Inter-organisational context are not necessarily limited to two organisations. Since the Paffin-System has no restrictions regarding the number of involved Paffin entities, there are also no restrictions to the number of involved organisations. In fact, for the modellers in a single organisation there is little conceptual difference when modelling with one or more partners. Since the inherent mechanisms of the Paffin-System already take care of issues like encapsulation, autonomy and explicitness of interfaces the modellers can focus their attention and modelling efforts on the content of the interactions between organisations rather than on the circumstances.

In conclusion, the Agent-Activity integration approach and Paffin-System implementation offer suitable solutions to the challenges of inter-organisational contexts. In some
cases the solutions are taken directly from the individual concepts of agents and workflows. In these cases the added value of using the Agent-Activities and Paffins is that the solutions of both are available, which means that there are no compromises. For other cases though, the approach and implementation combine the capabilities of agents and workflows in ways that have previously not been available. The concurrent representation of behaviour through workflow concepts and structure through agent concepts, as well as the choice of having organisational entities interact in both agent and workflow fashions are examples of this.

Figure 11.42 illustrates this concurrent representation of agent and workflow in a Paffin entity. Note that Figure 11.42 represents a more concrete version of Figure 7.4 from Section 7.2.1. There, inter-organisational contexts were discussed for the general integration vision. Here, the inter-organisational contexts are considered from an Agent-Activity and Paffin perspective. Clearly, the views discussed previously align with what the Agent-Activities can realise. The general alignment of Agent-Activity integration approach and the integration vision is further discussed in Section 12.1.

The central Paffin in Figure 11.42 is active as a workflow (upper logical view). It is also active as an agent (lower logical view). In fact, it can be or represent each of the elements indicated in those views in Figure 11.42. It can even be or represent multiple of these elements. The central Paffin is therefore, logically, both an agent and a workflow in concurrent and/or possibly related contexts. Workflow and agent (protocol) may be related (e.g. agent protocol provides additional data to the workflow), but are not necessarily so (i.e. agent protocol is unrelated to the workflow). Technically, the Paffin uniformly communicates only with other Paffins using either agent or workflow interactions (right-hand technical view).

11.6 Application Conclusion

This chapter dealt with applications in the context of Agent-Activities and the Paffin-System. While the descriptions emphasised realisations in the Paffin-System, the results
are generally applicable to the conceptual Agent-Activity approach as well. Technical
details and available features may change when considering another implementation of the
Agent-Activity concept, but since the PAFFIN-System, as established in Section [10.4]
fully realises the Agent-Activity concept and integration approach these difference are
expected to be negligible. Each section of this chapter discussed a different aspect of
applications in the PAFFIN-System:

– Section [11.1] discussed how to model applications in the PAFFIN-System. This sub-
stantiated the basis provided by the PAFFIN-System for any system development.
It also separated the PAFFIN framework from those parts of the system that are
application-specific.

– Section [11.2] described the maturity of the PAFFIN-System w.r.t. application modelling.
It discussed the feature set of the PAFFIN-System beyond the basic ability to model
and execute Agent-Activities. This section emphasised those features of the
PAFFIN-System that contribute to the practical applicability. While some are essential
realisations of implicit parts of the Agent-Activity approach, others are completely
optional, yet improve the usability in terms of modelling, execution and monitoring
dramatically. This section also discussed the limitations, though. While the PAFFIN-
System goes beyond the status of a simple proof-of-concept, it still has some technical
limitations that should be addressed in future work in order to make the PAFFIN-
System an even better modelling framework. In essence, this overall section described
what is possible in the current state of the PAFFIN-System and what is not.

– Section [11.3] presented the main contribution to this thesis in the context of applications,
the practically implemented application prototypes. Each of the three prototypes
illustrates how the PAFFIN-System can be used to implement practical scenarios.
The first prototype, the producer-store-consumer system, showcased the versatility of
PAFFINS by providing three different implementation of the scenario. One emphasising
agents, one workflows and one mixing the two where it best suited. These three
prototypes showed that PAFFINS can in fact model both traditional multi-agent
systems and WFMS, as well as freely combine elements from both. More so, each of
the prototypes showcased that even if the PAFFIN-System is used to merely “simulate”
a traditional system, that system can still benefit from the integration mechanisms
and characteristics in the PAFFIN-System.

The second prototype, the pizza service, then emphasised the flexibility of modelling
constructs in the PAFFIN-System. In the scenario, each step of the original BPMN
workflow was implemented by using either agent, workflow or integration mechanisms.
This resulted in a well-fitting implementation of the simple inter-organisational scenario.
Finally, the third prototype, the PAOSE teaching support system, substantiated the
practical and operational readiness of the system. The individual test cases were
deployed and tested outside of controlled test environments. Real-life, actual users that
had never been affiliated with the PAFFIN-System showed that the system is indeed
ready for practical use. In addition to that, the incorporation of the RedTimer also
illustrated another detailed example of how to use the novel integration of agent and
workflow functionality in a beneficial way.

Overall, the practical application prototypes showed that it is indeed possible to model
and implement actual systems with it and that those systems can indeed benefit from
the new integration mechanism and properties.
11.6 Application Conclusion

- Section 11.4 presented applications that, due to time or scope limitations, could not be implemented for this thesis. Instead, these applications were sketched out as visions. These visions showcased larger and more complex practical scenarios, in which the new integration mechanisms and properties of the Paffin-System could be utilised to full effect. This facilitated the understanding of what the Paffin-System and Agent-Activity might be capable of implementing in the future. While most of the visions assumed some extent of additional functionality to be available in the Paffin-System, for example Paffin mobility, the base concepts and mechanisms are already fully functional in the current Paffin-System prototype.

- Section 11.5 then departed from individual application scenarios and prototypes. Instead, it discussed inter-organisational contexts as a general application area for the Paffin-System. It showed how the challenges of inter-organisational context can be addressed by Paffins and Agent-Activities. In doing so, it began to generalise the practical results obtained from working with the Paffin-System. Overall, the Paffin-System is well suited for inter-organisational contexts, a result which is picked up again when application areas of the Paffin-System are generally discussed in the next chapter.

In conclusion, this chapter has shown that the Paffin-System can in fact be used to create applications that utilise and exploit the integration of agents and workflows to their benefit. This, in turn, affirms the Agent-Activity integration approach specifically and the integration of agents and workflows in general as a favourable approach to modelling software systems. Based on the application discussions in this chapter, the following chapter can now provide a general discussion and evaluation of the usefulness and usability of Paffins and Agent-Activities.
12 Overarching Discussion Areas

Having described the concepts, prototypes and applications developed and researched in this thesis, it is possible to take a look at the overall picture and consider general, overarching discussion areas. This is done in this chapter.

This chapter contains seven sections. Section 12.1 discusses how the integration vision from Chapter 7 has been achieved in the Agent-Activity integration approach. Next, Section 12.2 examines how the results of this thesis are applicable to different and more general fields. Section 12.3 then discusses the different synergies of agents and workflows, i.e. concrete areas where an integration of agents and workflows yields benefits. Section 12.4 presents general strengths and open points of both the Agent-Activity integration approach and the Paffin-System. Afterwards, section 12.5 discusses general application areas. Section 12.6 considers the way forward, providing concrete outlines and discussions of future work. Finally, Section 12.7 concludes the general discussion with an overall evaluation of the discussions and, in general, the results of this thesis. This evaluation considers the goal of the thesis, the research questions and the requirements to the results.

12.1 Relating the Integration Vision

This section relates the results of this thesis, namely the conceptual Agent-Activity integration approach and the practical Paffin-System, to the vision of an integration as described in Section 7.1. Previously, Sections 9.3 and 10.4 established that the Agent-Activity integration approach and the Paffin-System both fulfilled the integration criteria derived from the integration vision. This current section now returns to the more abstract vision and specification of the integration. That vision described, informally, what a system featuring an integration of agents and workflows should look like. Now, it is possible to discuss, on a more abstract level than the concrete criteria, if and how the vision was realised through the results of this thesis.

The following discussions assume, as confirmed by Section 10.4, that the Paffin-System fully realises the Agent-Activity integration approach. Therefore, the discussions refer to the technical Paffin-System and its terminology (e.g. Paffin entity instead of generic integrated entity). In some explicit cases, the more general view of the Agent-Activity integration approach is assumed, when a technical limitation or missing feature of the prototype is concerned.

Relating Structure and Behaviour in an Integration  One of the core goals of the integration is to eliminate the indirection between structure and behaviour caused by an emphasis on a modelling construct focussing on only one of the two. The vision of the integration eliminates the indirection by mutually incorporating agents and workflow into one another. Agents execute workflows as their behaviour and workflows are executed by agents as resources. That way neither the agent nor workflow concepts have to adapt from their perspective, yet an integration and equalisation of modelling levels is achieved.

The Agent-Activity integration approach and Paffin-System implementation realise all parts of this mutual incorporation. Integrated Paffin entities using Agent-Activities
can be considered as agents and workflows, a point previously established and discussed further later on.

As agents, **Paffins** execute process-protocols as their behaviour. **Agent-Activities** in process-protocols represent abstract tasks so that process-protocols consisting of **Agent-Activities** represent abstract workflows. Therefore, integrated **Paffin** entities as agents execute (abstract) workflows as their behaviour. The fact that the abstract tasks and workflows contain both agent functionality and concrete workflow tasks does not matter, as this concerns only the content internal to the abstract task. The basic form of **Paffin** behaviour is given by the process-protocols and **Agent-Activities**, regardless of what happens inside those elements. This realises the first part of the mutual incorporation.

As workflows, integrated **Paffin** entities model their processes within their process-protocols as well. On the abstract level of considering an **Agent-Activity** as an abstract task, the executing **Paffin** is always both the engine and the resource for that abstract task. As previously established, integrated **Paffin** entities are always in some way active as agents, namely as an active participant in the system. Therefore, the abstract workflow defined in the process-protocols is always executed by a **Paffin** as an agent. Here, however, the concrete level concerning the content is more relevant. Within the abstract tasks there may be concrete workflow tasks. These tasks are managed by the platform WFMS in the **Paffin**-System or some general management system in the platform and management level of the approach. The resources for these tasks are always other **Paffin** entities. These entities either represent human users or automated devices in the system or are automatic resources themselves. In either case these **Paffins** act as active participants of the system and are therefore agents. In case of automatic resources, the workflow execution between engine and resource follows the **WorkBroker** principles (see Definition C.13), which explicitly relate how agents can interact using workflow and task principles. For all of the above cases and levels the resources executing workflow tasks are either **Paffins** themselves or **Paffins** representing the resources external to the system, i.e. human users. This means that for all workflows in the **Agent-Activity** approach and **Paffin**-System, **Paffin** entities are the resources. Even if a **Paffin** represents external resources, the corresponding communication and interaction partner within the system is still only the **Paffin**. As active participants of the system, all of these resource **Paffins** are automatically considered agents. Therefore, the second part of the mutual incorporation is also realised.

Considering both sides of the mutual incorporation shows that the individual perspectives are unchanged. Agent behaviour may be implemented in a workflow-like form of process-protocols and **Agent-Activities**, but agent functionality still has the same status within the agent perspective and the structure as defined in agent terms in Definition B.3. Workflow structure may be given by integrated **Paffin** entities as agents, but they are still resources and also retain the same status within the workflow perspective and the behaviour as defined in workflow terms in Definition B.6.

Even the looped hierarchy can be discovered in the **Agent-Activity** approach, considering a **Paffin** as an agent, executing a process-protocol containing a workflow task for another **Paffin** as an agent, whose behaviour yet again contains workflow tasks for other **Paffins** and so on.

As prescribed in the integration vision the mutual incorporation of agents and workflows eliminates the difference and indirection of modelling levels. Integrated **Paffin** entities can be modelled as agents or as workflows, with the difference being only the content within their process-protocols.
Relating Modelling Constructs in an Integration

Regarding modelling constructs, the integration vision prescribes that the main modelling construct should be able to dynamically model agents, workflows, both or something in between. A modelling construct with such capabilities is called an integrated entity and is defined in Definition [B.7]. Integrated PAFFIN entities fully satisfy that definition and the requirements set out for them:

**PAFFIN entities as agents:** Integrated entities in the Agent-Activity approach and PAFFIN-System utilising only agent actions in their behaviour are effectively (CAPA) agents. Properties, mechanisms and structural role are identical.

**PAFFIN entities as workflows:** Integrated entities in the Agent-Activity approach and PAFFIN-System utilising only workflow operations are effectively workflows. The operations model workflow tasks, which in combination model a workflow (net). Properties and behavioural role are identical.

Here, though, there is a limitation. As mentioned before in Sections 9.3 and 10.4, a PAFFIN is always active as an agent as well. It can always (technically) receive messages and is active as a structural component of the system, even if it does not do anything as an agent, i.e. not execute any agent actions in one of its Agent-Activities. However, as the Agent-Activity approach prescribes that the content of the Agent-Activities defines if an entity is agent or workflow, this limitation can be neglected. If there are no agent actions to initiate actions or process messages, the passive “agentness” of a PAFFIN does not interfere with it being a pure workflow.

**PAFFIN entities as both agents and workflows:** A PAFFIN entity can be both an agent and a workflow in different ways. If a PAFFIN concurrently executes an agent Agent-Activity and another workflow Agent-Activity, it is, for that time, both an agent and a workflow. This is the trivial case.

However, there is a more complex case. The internal processes of Agent-Activities can model PAFFIN behaviour in such a way that the entity is also both an agent and a workflow at the same time. Take the RedTimer-enhanced workflow task (see Figure 11.37 in Section 11.3.3) from the PAOSE teaching support system as an example. The PAFFIN here is active as a workflow task representing part of an exercise for teaching PAOSE. However, at the same time, while execution of the task by a user is still ongoing, it gathers and manages the task data and autonomously and reactively calls the external RedTimer tool to track the time users spend in the project management. It also receives agent messages from the GUI to reinitialise the RedTimer command whenever necessary. This makes the PAFFIN an agent as well as a workflow.

In general, agent actions and workflow operations can be freely combined to create full hybrids of agents and workflows. Through the ability to freely create these hybrids, this current requirement of integrated entities and the integration vision is fulfilled.

**PAFFIN entities as something in between agents and workflows:** Partial hybrids are, like the previously discussed full hybrids, created by combining agent actions and workflow operations within internal processes of Agent-Activities. The distinction between full and partial hybrids in the PAFFIN-System lies in the scope of how agent actions and workflow operations are combined. In the RedTimer example the scope is quite large. Here, the PAFFIN models a workflow task that has autonomous behaviour and

---

1 Including soundness if the requirements are fulfilled.
2 The interface is active regardless of whether there is an agent action to receive a message somewhere in an Agent-Activity. Technical reception is always considered outside of agent action related reception and processing of messages.
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communicates with other system elements during its execution. The PAFFIN clearly is both agent and workflow for the execution of the AGENT-ACTIVITY and therefore a full hybrid.

Smaller scopes would be constituted by limited use of functionality between agent actions and workflow operations. A workflow simple sending out status messages via asynchronous messages or an agent utilising workflow tasks only for user interactions would be considered partial hybrids in the PAFFIN-System. A partial hybrid AGENT-ACTIVITY determines a PAFFIN as either an agent or a workflow, not both. It can utilise the respective other concept, yet its role in the system is clear. The important aspect for the distinction of partial hybrids therefore is the exclusive consideration as either agent or workflow.

Ultimately, the distinction between partial and full hybrids is relatively ambiguous, as it is often a question of the perspective of the observer. However, the distinction isn’t really relevant. PAFFINS are never restricted and always have the potential to be full hybrids. They have access to the full functionality of both agents and workflows. They are restricted into something that might be considered as a partial hybrid not because of technical limitations, but rather by the requirements of the current application. Partial hybrids of the PAFFIN-System are, in a way, just full hybrids that are restricted in order to achieve some design goal.

From the relevant modelling perspective, partial and full hybrids therefore do not need to be distinguished in the PAFFIN-System, because modellers simply combine the actions and operations they require for their design goal. There is no need to switch between models, modes or tools.

Altogether, this requirement of the integration vision is satisfied.

The dynamic of states of integrated entities is also supported by the PAFFIN-System. The execution of AGENT-ACTIVITIES is fleeting, meaning that the state prescribed by an AGENT-ACTIVITY is only valid while that AGENT-ACTIVITY is being executed. A PAFFIN may execute an agent AGENT-ACTIVITY and therefore be an agent at one point and then execute a workflow or hybrid AGENT-ACTIVITY at the next point and be in that appropriate state. There are no restrictions as to how states of PAFFINS may or may not be changed from AGENT-ACTIVITY to AGENT-ACTIVITY.

Also within a hybrid AGENT-ACTIVITY there is a dynamic between executing as an agent and as a workflow. Take, as an example, the AGENT-ACTIVITY for paying for a pizza in the pizza collaboration application prototype from Figure 11.22 in Section 11.3.2. Here, the customer PAFFIN is a workflow for the customer to input the payment information, after which the PAFFIN turns into an agent to send out the payment and receive the receipt. Any sequence alternating or concurrently executing agent actions and workflow operations is possible in both the approach and the PAFFIN-System.

The ability to have integrated entities be able to be and represent agents, workflows, both or something in between is essential to the integration vision. It ensures that there are no separate modelling constructs necessary for modelling structure and behaviour. PAFFIN integrated entities fully comply with the definition of integrated entities and therefore fully comply with the vision of the integration.

Relating the Integrated Modelling Perspective The modelling perspective in the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach and the PAFFIN-System complies with the idea of Everything is an Integrated (PAFFIN) Entity. A software system in the approach and prototype consists of PAFFINS cooperating in order to achieve an overall design objective.
A particularity of the approach, however, is an additional specification of the modelling focus. While everything is a Paffin, a Paffin is just an empty shell without Agent-Activities defining what it does. Through the Agent-Activities a Paffin becomes an agent, workflow, both or something in between as discussed in the previous section. Therefore, it is more fitting to say that Everything is an Integrated Paffin Entity Utilising Agent-Activities is the core idea of the modelling perspective in the approach and prototype. Still, this is only a specialisation and concretisation of the abstract idea and therefore satisfies the vision of an integration.

Just as Paffins can be pure agents or workflows, so can the individual agent-oriented and workflow-based modelling perspectives be applied to such Paffins. If a Paffin only executes either agent actions or workflow operations at a time, the corresponding modelling perspective can be applied. The Agent-Activity and Paffin-System therefore fully support these individual modelling perspectives.

A more interesting case is when agent actions and workflow operations are mixed or if the scope of examination is extended to include both. Then, the amalgamation of the modelling perspectives comes into effect. For partial hybrids, i.e. Paffins that still emphasise either agent or workflow, the traditional modelling perspective can still be applied. The hybrids gain the capabilities of the respective other concept, yet from a modelling perspective they are still considered in traditional terms. For full hybrids, i.e. Paffins that are modelled in such a way that neither agent nor workflow aspects are emphasised, neither of the traditional perspectives offers the correct answers. The main problem here concerns the roles of full hybrids within the structure and behaviour.

A full hybrid is part of both structure and behaviour and therefore needs to be considered with that in mind. For the modelling perspective, this means that one perspective isn’t enough. Modellers have to consider a full hybrid in the structure-centric agent-oriented modelling perspective and in the behaviour-centric workflow-based modelling perspective. This includes its relationships to other structural and behavioural elements, including other (full) hybrid Paffins. This makes the modelling with full hybrids more complicated, as it requires more effort and careful deliberation. However, the added capabilities of the integration make up for the added difficulty, as is discussed throughout this part of the thesis.

Relation Conclusion  In conclusion, the Agent-Activity approach and Paffin-System implementation feature the mutual incorporation of agents and workflows, as well as satisfy the requirements of integrated entities as modelling constructs. With these two foundations of the integration provided, the modelling perspectives for integrated entities also fall into place.

Figure [12.1] illustrates how the integration vision is realised. Paffins as agents represent structural components of the system. Agent functionality is modelled in the agent behaviour given by process-protocols describing an agent workflow. Paffins as workflows are behavioural components by being equated to the process-protocols they execute. With the process-protocols being abstract workflows, the Agent-Activities are abstract tasks, for which the Paffin entities are the resources. This illustrates the mutual incorporation. Paffins as agents execute behaviour workflows, which are again executed by Paffins. Finally, Paffins as hybrids achieve the balance of agents and workflows (and the respective structure and behaviour) by incorporating agent actions for their structural role and workflow operations for their behavioural role.

Overall, the Agent-Activity approach and Paffin-System satisfy the vision of the integration as laid out for this thesis. Agents and workflows are integrated into the
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Paffins as Hybrids

Figure 12.1: Overview of the integration vision in the Agent-Activity approach

Paffin entities, with the integration being based within the Agent-Activities that freely combine agent actions and workflow operations. Thus, the core motivation of the integration, namely the elimination of the disparity and indirection between structure and behaviour is realised.

12.2 Generality of the Approach

The results of this thesis are, in many places, oriented around Mulan/Capa on the agent side and workflow Petri nets on the workflow side. The Agent-Activity integration approach is formulated in a generic way, but its illustration is Petri nets based and its proof-of-concept implementation, the Paffin-System, is completely based in reference nets, Capa and workflow net principles. An open question that is now addressed in this section is how the results, especially the conceptual Agent-Activity integration approach, can be applied in and transferred to other contexts. The section is structured according to the different contexts, becoming more abstract throughout the section. The emphasis of the following discussions lies on the applicability and transferability of the approach to alternative agent and workflow contexts, since these are conceptually closest.

General Agents and Workflows The first thing to consider is how to apply the Agent-Activity approach and other results to general agent and workflow models. In essence, the Agent-Activity integration approach uses fundamental agent actions and basic workflow operations at its core. It combines sets of them into abstract tasks for integrated entities and also integrates them by providing them as a singular modelling construct.

In general, the approach is very generic. All agents have a set of fundamental agent actions and all workflows have a set of basic workflow operations. When these are combined and integrated into a modelling construct to be executed by integrated entities, the result is the Agent-Activity, regardless of the models taken as a basis.
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The chosen sets of actions and operations are very generic. For agent actions, sending a message, receiving a message and performing an internal action were chosen as the set of fundamental agent actions. Asynchronous message communication is a standard of agent-orientation, meaning that sending and receiving a message should occur in some way in any agent model. The rest of the functionality is covered by the generic “internal action”, which describes any internal operation on any piece of data. For workflows, accepting a workitem, confirming an activity, and cancelling an activity were chosen as the set of basic workflow operations. A workflow is defined in Definition A.2 as the facilitation of a process, which in turn is defined in Definition A.8 as consisting of tasks. Starting and stopping the execution of a task are very generic, yet fully encompassing, ways of describing what happens during the execution of a workflow.

Overall, all of the fundamental agent actions and basic workflow operations chosen for this thesis are general. They may have been influenced by the MULAN agent model and workflow nets, but it is reasonable to assume that they can be discovered in the majority of existing agent and workflow models in some way. Due to their specification, the two sets cover the entirety of agent and workflow behaviour, meaning that they would suffice for an Agent-Activity approach with other agent or workflow models. However, while the chosen actions and operations may suffice, they may not be the best or most efficient options.

When considering other agent models additional actions or different sets may be desirable. This is due to different emphases in different models.

For example, when considering a BDI agent model central concepts are reasoning and deliberation. Many BDI models contain a reasoning cycle. The cycle for Jason/Agentspeak BDI agents [Bordini et al., 2005], for example, consists of (1) perceiving events and receiving messages, (2) updating the intentions, (3) selecting an intention (and the associated plans), (4) executing the plan body and finally (5) creating events from that execution and updating the beliefs (which are all processed in the next iteration of the reasoning cycle). Both parts of step (1) can be covered by the message reception action, because perceiving an event can be regarded as a sensor creating and processing an internal message. Steps (2) and (3) are special internal actions. Step (4) can be any action, as it is part of the application-specific code. Here, the agent either processes data (internal action) or sends messages to other agents. Receiving additional messages outside of the reasoning cycle is also feasible here. Finally, step (5) can be captured by the agent sending messages to itself to process in the following iteration of the reasoning cycle.

While the above shows that it is feasible and possible to capture a BDI reasoning cycle with the three fundamental agent actions selected for this thesis, it also shows that it is not necessarily the best way. Distinguishing between perceiving/creating events and receiving/sending messages facilitates modelling by reducing ambiguity. This may be especially important if the events happen synchronously in the environment, making them distinctly different from asynchronous messages. To a lesser degree, distinguishing updating and selecting intentions from regular internal actions might yield similar increase in modelling clarity.

Still, adding and/or emphasising these actions does not fundamentally alter the Agent-Activity approach. A different selection of agent actions merely determines a different characterisation of the Agent-Activity construct. In the selection made for this thesis, other actions are simple subsumed into the generic set of three actions. Reasoning, decisions making, updating belief sets, perceiving events, etc. are not omitted or ignored in any way. This yields the (agent) characterisation of the Agent-Activity as described and discussed throughout the past chapters. Other characterisations are equally possible and
follow the same principles, while providing different/changed modelling tools. The results and discussions for the current Agent-Activity approach would also be valid.

The same applies for workflow operations. In other workflow models the distinction may be more implicit. For example cancelling may not be modelled explicitly, but as a special variant of completing the activity. This would reduce the basic operations to just requesting and confirming (either successfully or unsuccessfully). Workitem assignment, i.e. a “push” workitem mechanism, could also be an explicit focus. Yet other models may have a strong focus on flexibility of the workflow, indicating that changing parts of the workflow could be a basic operation. Again, these kinds of operations are not ignored, but only offered on a different abstraction level. Flexibility for example is realised through the flexibility in the AAO or by having the integrated entity do an internal agent action to change its behaviour. It is, in this case, not a basic operation, but a direct result of the integration and realisation of the Agent-Activity.

Concerning the generality of the Agent-Activity approach this means that the distinction of what exactly the fundamental agent actions and basic workflow operations are is conceptually mostly irrelevant. As long as the actions and operations cover the entirety of agent and workflow behaviour, the specific selection only defines a modelling focus. While conceptually irrelevant, this modelling focus is potentially very important from a practical perspective. The key is to find the right selection and consideration between too abstract, with a few generic actions and operations, and too concrete, with specific actions and operations for any mechanism. The selection must provide a manageable number of actions and operations covering the entirety of the technical possibilities and yet still emphasising the particularities and core concepts of the chosen agent and workflow models. For the Agent-Activity integration approach in this thesis, the selection of three fundamental agent actions and three basic workflow operations is the most fitting one.

Overall, the Agent-Activity approach with the current selection of actions and operations is generally applicable to other agent and workflow models. Yet particularities of the models may advocate different selections to better capture core concepts of the chosen models.

Changes to the selection might require some changes to the details of reference architecture. If, for example, reasoning would be incorporated, the technical backend would have to be extended to help manage plans, intentions, beliefs, etc. Platform management details could also be affected. Workflow flexibility, for example, might require the platform to track and manage some of the changes and versions of workflows. These kinds of changes, however, only affect the details of the components of the reference architecture. The basic function of each level remains unchanged. Therefore, the discussions relating to the reference architecture are applicable for other agent and workflow models as well.

Up until now, the conceptual aspect concerning the selection of agent actions and workflow operations was covered in this section. On the technical side, however, there is a major obstacle to applying the integration to other agent or workflow models. In this thesis, reference (Petri) nets serve as the basis of the integration. Both the basic agent and workflow models are realised through reference nets, which facilitates and actually technically enables the integration in the first place. The fundamental agent actions and basic workflow operations are all modelled as net components, encapsulated in a process net, which is managed by an AAO net, which is again executed and managed in a process-protocol net and the backend nets. The entire technical basis is net-based. This common basis simplified the development tremendously. If agent and workflow models had not been available as reference nets, a translation, transition or connection between the
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different technical bases would have had to be developed before any work on a prototype could have begun. These translations would cascade throughout the management systems, which would have to deal with both bases at the same time.

Therefore, a technical integration of more general agent and workflow models requires either a translation or a common basis. A common basis might be the Java programming language. Many agent models and frameworks are Java-based, and there are implementations of many workflow models available as well. Through careful use of inheritance between classes, integration mechanisms could be realised. It would even be possible to return back to a reference net basis for the integration, as reference nets are Java constructs themselves and fully support the language. Therefore an integration of any Java-based code into a reference net basis is feasible.

Overall, technical challenges and issues can be overcome. Depending on the specific chosen agent and workflow models, realisation effort may vary but there are no fundamental problems that can’t be solved. Therefore, the technical side of the Agent-Activity approach is also generally applicable to other models.

As a final note on the applicability and generality of the Agent-Activity approach regarding agents and workflows, the consideration of the Agent-Activity as an agent or workflow itself should be discussed. Up until now, the Agent-Activity has been considered as a modelling construct to define the behaviour of an integrated entity that can be agent or workflow. Now, the consideration changes to the Agent-Activity being an agent or workflow itself. This increases the abstraction and allows discussing the applicability on an equally abstract level. Note that this consideration is only conceptual.

If an Agent-Activity is seen as a full agent or workflow, the process-protocol becomes the integrating modelling construct. The process-protocol, or rather the integrated entity executing the process-protocol, would control the different Agent-Activity agents and workflows and govern their execution. While this would diminish the integration within the Agent-Activities it would increase it on the more abstract level of the entity executing the process-protocol. In a holonic view the entity would be all the agents and workflows it would be executing. Combination and integration aspects would be dealt with internally by controlling the data flow between the Agent-Activity agents and workflows.

For the generality of the Agent-Activity approach, this means that the combination and integration would be moved up to full agents and workflows, instead of combining and integrating agent actions and workflow operations. This way, the entity would be executing not an integration of agent and workflow behaviour, but an integration of agent and workflow systems. This consideration is potentially more helpful when attempting to apply the Agent-Activity approach to other agent or workflow models. By applying this abstract view, the interactions between agent and workflow mechanisms may become clearer. Through the understanding of the interactions on the abstract, conceptual level, the necessary and/or best fitting selection of agent actions and workflow operations for the more concrete conceptual and technical levels would become easier. Instead of breaking down the agent and workflow models into actions and operations beforehand, the interactions between agents and workflows are considered and the selection derived from that. Consequently, the abstract view could facilitate the development of Agent-Activity characterisations for other agent or workflow models.

Structure and Behaviour Agents and workflows are not the only way to model structure and behaviour. Structure may, for example, be represented by objects in object-orientation while behaviour may be represented by services and their orchestration. When attempting to apply the Agent-Activity approach to more general representations of structure
and behaviour, the specifics of those representations have to be taken into account. For behaviour, the differences can mostly be found in the details. Workflows in the current Agent-Activity approach are used to facilitate any general processes according to Definition A.2. Processes are a very generic way of considering behaviour. Therefore, they can be applied to or identified in most representations of behaviour. In fact, service orchestration is often considered to be a continuation or modern form of workflow modelling and management. For structure, the difference may be more severe. Agents distinguish themselves through specific properties and mechanisms. They communicate asynchronously and are autonomous. For the example of object-orientation, objects communicate synchronously through method calls and have little control about their own autonomy. This represents a marked difference to the autonomous and asynchronous agents. These differences may potentially strongly influence the specifics of how the principles of the Agent-Activity approach could be applied.

Another issue relates to the definitions of structure and behaviour themselves. Chapter 4 thoroughly discussed the terms in different contexts. The following chapters then refined them to best suit the goal of an integration of agents and workflows. However, different characterisations may require different interpretations of what structure and behaviour actually constitute. The exact characterisation of the underlying terms also strongly influences the application of Agent-Activity principles.

These principles prescribe identifying a level on which to integrate structure and behaviour where individual elements can be used as the concrete connections. For agents and workflows that level is the behaviour and the elements are the agent actions and workflow operations. For other representations of structure and behaviour the identification may be difficult. In object-orientation, for example, the possibilities could include method calls and object instantiation and termination. For the example of services, possibilities include service call and completion. When the required integration level and elements are selected, the conceptual principles of the Agent-Activity can be applied. The result would be a modelling construct counterpart to the Agent-Activity construct with a different basis.

For a technical realisation, though, the common technical basis is also required. Here, again, the versatile Java programming language may be used. By implementing services as objects and then incorporating more object functionality, e.g. application-specific methods, into them, the technical basis would be provided.

In conclusion, moving away from agents and workflows introduces an ambiguity to the applicability. The essence and principles of the Agent-Activity integration approach may still be applied, but a lot of the establishing work, like the definition of structure and behaviour, need to be redone. Furthermore, finding the counterpart to agent actions and workflow operations in other representations of structure and behaviour may be difficult. However, if an integration basis is found, the idea of an Agent-Activity can be applied.

As a final note, considering service-orientation and web services in the Agent-Activity approach and the Paffin-System is, in fact, quite easy. Through the incorporation of CAPA legacy code, the full functionality of the WebGateway (see Section 2.2.3) is available in the Paffin-System. The WebGateway allows agents, now Paffins, to provide their functionality as web services and also access web services. Therefore, services can already be used within the Agent-Activity as special agent functionality. The prototypes presented in this thesis utilise the WebGateway functionality, for example, to realise the web GUI.

The incorporation of web services does not fundamentally affect the Agent-Activity approach and realisation. Currently, it merely extends its capabilities of accessing and providing functionality to a wider context environment. Questions about how the incorporation of web services can be extended to significantly increase the role of services within the Agent-Activity approach are outside of the scope of this thesis.
Beyond Structure and Behaviour  Going beyond even structure and behaviour, applying the results of this thesis becomes difficult. Broken down onto the most abstract level, the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach integrates two perspectives through a shared basis. If such a shared basis can be discovered for two perspectives on a software system, the general principle can also be applied. The AGENT-ACTIVITY approach takes elements from the common basis, combines and integrates them into a novel modelling construct and then has an entity, which is an amalgamation construct from constructs from the original perspectives, execute it.

What this thesis has shown is how an integration can be achieved for structure and behaviour and how it was achieved for agents and workflows. Beyond that, only the abstract main principle described above can be applied for certain and given the right circumstances. By following the abstract main principle researchers and modellers may find a specific approach on how to integrate their chosen perspectives.

Applicability Conclusion  In summary, the results of this thesis are overall applicable and transferable to other contexts. The further removed from the agent and workflow concepts these contexts are, though, the less directly the principles of the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach can be applied. For other agent and workflow models, different selections in agent actions and workflow operations yield different characterisations of the AGENT-ACTIVITY modelling construct. However, conceptually, the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach remains unchanged and can be applied as is. Researchers and modellers do have to take care, though, to provide a suitable technical integration basis in addition to the conceptual basis. Agents and workflows either have to share a common basis or a translation between the two must be available. Moving away from agents and workflows, yet remaining with representations of structure and behaviour, the AGENT-ACTIVITY principles can only be applied less directly. Both perspectives need to provide elements to combine and integrate and which are then executed by an integrated entity. Here, the main challenge is discovering the correct counterparts to agent actions and workflow operations, yet when this is done much of the AGENT-ACTIVITY principles can be reused. Beyond structure and behaviour, though, only the core idea can be applied for certain. Here, researchers and modellers will have to reestablish core ideas and find similarities before AGENT-ACTIVITY results can be used.

To conclude, this section answered the question how the results of this thesis can be applied beyond the context of MULAN/CAPA/PAOSE/Workflow nets etc. The AGENT-ACTIVITY integration approach may be oriented towards those contexts but it is still transferable to more general settings. Other researchers working with agents and workflows only need to adapt details and can use the results to integrate their models in similar ways.

Regarding perspectives, the following quote is relevant: "Promote and encourage work that expands our knowledge of BPM beyond the control flow perspective. Research on BPM data is increasing, but also the resource perspective is promising. Also the temporal perspective could be more intensively studied in order to further integrate BPM with operations management research and statistics. Beyond that, other context perspectives have not yet been deeply analyzed, such as social [...] and location-based contexts [...]. Congruently, more research work should be considered that integrates these varied perspectives into comprehensive and
encompassing theories and solutions. Finally, expanding the perspectives on BPM research may also entail broadening the definition of BPM and processes to encompass research in other fields on other types of processes, such as software process improvement [...], scientific workflows [...], organizational work routines [...] and others.” (adapted) [Recker and Mendling, 2016, p. 65] The Agent-Activity approach lays the groundwork for exactly this kind of integration of varied perspectives. Behaviour in this thesis strongly corresponds to the control flow this quote refers to. The structure and structural perspective that is integrated with the behaviour and control flow can be considered as a resource perspective. This quote showcases the potential relevance of the results of this thesis. By integrating different perspectives, they become more accessible and the capabilities of system modelling are increased.

While the previous quote is from the field of BPM, the other direction of agents is also quite relevant. Agents can and do benefit from a strong behavioural perspective. Consequently, the research presented in this thesis exhibits relevance in general contexts. Other researchers can use the results and lessons learnt here and apply them to their own work.

### 12.3 Synergies of Agents and Workflows

This thesis dealt with an integration of agents and workflows. The result, the Agent-Activity integration approach, fully satisfies the specification and vision of an integration as defined in Chapter 7. One of the motivations behind pursuing an integration was to yield benefits and advantages from it. The synergies created by enabling the combination of agent and workflow mechanisms, properties and principles are numerous. Much of the previous discussions have dealt with these synergies and benefits in an implicit way. This section now explicitly discusses the most prominent synergies yielded by the integration. It serves as part of a summary of previous discussions, especially of the applications Chapter 11, part evaluation of the integration and part outlook at what is possible to achieve through the integration when used in the future. The discussions are structured around the Agent-Activities themselves and the four levels of the reference architecture (see Section 9.2).

Note that this section only discusses the most prominent ways in which the integration can be used advantageously. For each level of the reference architecture, these prominent synergies, which were discovered, observed and developed during the creation of the Agent-Activity approach and the implementation of the Paffin-System, are presented as representative examples. From these characteristic examples, general conclusions about the synergies on each level are drawn.

**Synergies within Agent-Activities** Synergies modellers can exploit and utilise within Agent-Activities relate to specific patterns of agent actions and workflow operations used within the internal processes. Please note that all of the following synergies are fully supported in the Paffin-System and most have also been explicitly utilised in the application prototypes from Section 11.3.

*Agent actions between workflow operations:* Modelling workflow tasks with agent actions between the workitem request and activity confirm operations is a major synergetic pattern in the Agent-Activity integration approach. Through this pattern it is possible to incorporate arbitrary functionality into the workflow instance/workflow
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engine concurrently to the execution to a workflow task. The workflow therefore is both workflow (engine) and an agent at the same time.

Practical examples include calling external applications for management/monitoring purposes (see the RedTimer example from Section 11.3.3), receiving progress updates or preliminary/partial results from the resource or GUI, updating and providing dynamic parameters/data to the WFMS or resource, initiating exception handling behaviour when certain conditions are met (e.g. inform user or user supervisor when task execution experiences a timeout) and gathering/preparing data for future use (e.g. logging data based on resource parameters, comparative data for task result evaluation). Basically, the integrated entity can perform any kind of functionality while the task is being executed by the resource/user. This is especially useful, whenever the functionality being performed relates to the task or uses or processes data from/for the task.

**Direct engine operations:** Direct engine operations enable the entity as a workflow/workflow engine to autonomously decide to confirm or cancel a workflow activity. This synergetic effect results from the workflow being imbued with agent autonomy and intelligence. It is practical and beneficial in many settings, since it allows the workflow to decide when an activity ends. Through direct engine operations the workflow itself can, for example, evaluate the result quality and confirm a good result, cancel a bad result (and then retry the task), cancel an activity after a timeout or confirm an activity that is no longer needed. The PAOSE teaching support prototype from Section 11.3.3 utilised direct engine operations to support enduring activities.

**Nesting workflow tasks:** While subworkflows and nested tasks are a rather classical workflow topic, the synergy here lies in the fact that the entity as an agent, or rather the entity’s backend, manages the nesting. Nesting tasks can be used to realise concurrent, subordinate behaviour within the scope of a task. The practical examples are similar to the ones given for agent actions between workflow operations, only that here the functionality is not necessarily executed by the same entity. The nested tasks describe units of work concurrent to the super-task that is being executed somewhere (else) in the system. In the pizza collaboration example from Section 11.3.2, for example, the entire subprocess of baking and delivering the pizza in the different entities of the pizza service organisation is initiated by a workflow task within the pizza customer.

**Agent actions for task variables:** Another prominent pattern is to use agent actions before a workflow task to provide the task parameters. Here, agent intelligence can be used to compute or determine dynamic parameters, instead of hard-coded ones. Agent actions can evaluate the dynamic, runtime properties and available AGENT-ACTIVITY parameters and change/apply the most fitting workflow parameters. Examples include gathering and evaluating system data to determine the priority of a workflow task, choosing specific exception handling tasks given the data about an error, formatting/transforming workflow parameters from incompatible data types or simply mapping given parameters to different tasks (e.g. payment type to specific payment task). The provision of dynamic permissions in the pizza collaboration from Section 11.3.2 is also an example of this pattern.

**Agent actions for result processing:** Post-task result processing represents another synergetic pattern. Here, the agent functionality is used to process the result of a workflow task. This can include storing the result persistently, evaluating the result, formatting/editing the result for further use etc. This pattern is useful whenever the raw result data from a task is not quite in the state that is needed for the next execution. Maybe just a field from the result object is required for a future branch or maybe the
result needs to be transformed into another object class. In any way, result processing is essential in some applications and captured in the integration on the same level as the workflow task itself. The application prototypes of Section 11.3 extensively used this pattern to process and extract results from the web GUI.

**Decision component access at any time:** Decision components are complex and completely internal behaviours of entities as agents. They represent the mechanism most suited for incorporating agent intelligence. Accessing them is considered as a special kind of internal action that can be used anywhere in an Agent-Activity. This enables access to the functionality realised in them for any workflow operation or other agent action. The PSC prototype from Section 11.3.1 for example, utilised DC access to simulate the storage component including maintaining the maximum storage capacity.

**Workflow tasks for exception handling:** Previous patterns have emphasised improving workflow tasks. However, workflow operations and the tasks they represent can be used to improve agent functionality just as well. One such pattern revolves around exception handling. When the (agent) functionality within an Agent-Activity encounters issues or problems during its execution, a workflow task may be added to realise a reaction to the present issues. The workflow tasks may be used to solve specific problems (e.g. data is not available so the tasks instructs another (entity) resource to provide that data), initiate automatic problem solving processes (e.g. the execution couldn’t progress for a set amount of time so another (entity) resource is tasked with finding out why) or even inform human administrators (e.g. the execution has encountered a critical error that only the administrator can solve). This pattern could, for example, be used in a possible extension to the pizza collaboration from Section 11.3.2 in which the pizza clerk may inquire with the customer (user) if the chosen pizza type was unknown in the system. Incorporating exception handling in such a way provides an explicit, versatile and easily configurable tool for system modelling.

**Workflow tasks for load balancing:** Another synergetic pattern emphasising agents is to use workflow tasks for load balancing. If an entity acting as an agent recognises a performance bottleneck in its own execution it is possible to enable a workflow task, which starts the same functionality in another automatic resource. That way the original entity may outsource parts of its functionality to other entities which are not as used to capacity. This pattern represents a recursive nesting of functionality realised through the organisation into workflow tasks. While it favours agent functionality here, it is just as easily applicable to any functionality also containing workflow operations. As an example, the PSC scenario from Section 11.3.1 could be extended to have a store PAFFIN at full capacity utilise a store workflow task to store a product with another store that still has capacity. In fact, the system could be adapted to utilise the same store Agent-Activity the producer usually uses.

**Workflow tasks for abstraction:** The final concrete pattern to be considered here is to use workflow tasks as an abstraction for more complex (agent) functionality. Entities as automatic resources execute behaviour to perform tasks in the context of Agent-Activities. That behaviour can be any process-protocol containing any Agent-Activity. Therefore, the workflow tasks in an Agent-Activity can be easily used as an abstraction for more complex behaviour. That enables modelling a basic overview workflow and adding the details later, thus supporting the modelling process. Workflow tasks for agent behaviour are a core component of the WorkBroker principles (see Definition C.13). The pattern is used throughout the application prototypes. The pizza
12.3 Synergies of Agents and Workflows

What can be seen in these examples of concrete synergies is that they all relate to the integrated entities ability to freely combine agent actions and workflow operations within an Agent-Activity. Figure 12.2 illustrates this. Agent functions representing arbitrary, possibly empty, sets of agent actions can be put in front of, between and after workflow operations. The workflow operations correspond to other behaviour that can also, as shown in the figure, contain more agent functions and further nested tasks.

Considered on an abstract level, the agent functionality provided through the agent actions provides an arbitrary software functionality. Sending and receiving messages realises the interaction with other components, while internal agent actions interact with internal components (e.g. knowledge base, process-protocol factory or decision components) or realise data processing. In the Paffin-System, an internal action corresponds to a reference net transition, which can be inscribed with any Java code. Workflow operations, on the other hand, provide a more organisational view on the functionality. They define that there is a piece of work, which has certain parameters, that has to be performed by some (other) resource. In other words, the agent actions describe what an integrated entity actually does, while the workflow operations describe organisational units of work for resources outside of the current Agent-Activity. Combining this free-form functionality from agents and the organisational power of workflow tasks is the general core synergy of the integration on the level of Agent-Activities.

Synergies in process-protocols On the level of process-protocols the available synergies mostly relate to the execution order of Agent-Activities. Within process-protocols, Agent-Activities can be freely combined. In the Paffin-System Agent-Activities are implemented as special transitions and their possible combinations are defined by regular Petri net rules.

For readability Figure 12.2 omits the cancel activity operation. Since it is not enforced the figure is still valid, it only contains less elements. A cancel operation can always be added at any point leading back to the place before the request workitem operation.
**Individual Agent-Activities**: The Agent-Activity is the core modelling construct within the integration. As an abstract task each individual Agent-Activity defines the state of the entity that is executing it for the duration of its execution. If an Agent-Activity contains only agent actions an entity executing it is an agent. If an Agent-Activity contains only workflow operations an entity executing it is a workflow. If an Agent-Activity contains both agent actions and workflow operations an entity executing it is a hybrid of agents and workflows. This is a fundamental synergy of agents and workflows within the integration. It enables most of the other synergies on other levels of the reference architecture. It is supported by the Paffin-System, with the limitation that a Paffin is always an agent to a small degree as it is always ready to receive agent messages even if these aren’t processed in process-protocols.

**Concurrent Agent-Activities**: When Agent-Activities are being executed concurrently, this concurrency can define a hybrid state for the executing entity as well. If one Agent-Activity contains a workflow task, while another only agent actions, the concurrent execution creates a full hybrid entity that is both agent and workflow. Practically, this synergy can be exploited for use cases, in which the duality is useful. For example, one branch of a process-protocol might gather data from different source and then pass that data as parameters to workflow tasks in another branch. When both branches run continuously, a constant workflow being fed by dynamic parameters can be created. For long running applications this kind of dynamic can be useful. In general, the concurrent execution of Agent-Activities can be utilised whenever an entity could or needs to do different things at the same time. When these things relate agent and workflow behaviour, the current synergy arises. In the Paffin-System this synergy is fully supported.

**Sequential Agent-Activities**: Sequential Agent-Activities represent a rather minor synergy when considering viewing an entity as agent and workflow. A sequence of Agent-Activities allows for the entity switching between agent, workflow and hybrid states. This can be useful, for example, when an Agent-Activity containing a workflow task is followed by an Agent-Activity realising functionality working on the result of that task. The synergy here is the ability to dynamically switch between states. It is fully supported in the Paffin-System.

Overall, the synergies on the process-protocol level relate to the ability to incorporate Agent-Activities and therefore different entity states into an abstract workflow-like process. That process represents a common model for the behaviour of an integrated entity. Agent, workflow and hybrid aspects can be combined on an abstract level, with details being added within the individual Agent-Activities. The synergies on this level were showcased throughout the application prototypes in Section 11.3. The pizza collaboration in particular showcased Paffin entities switching between and concurrently utilising agent and workflow states.

**Synergies in integrated Entities/Paffins** On the level of integrated entities the synergies are concerned with what the entity can represent. It is clear that the integration basically allows an entity to be agent, workflow, both or something in between. How that state is realised was the topic of the synergies on the process-protocol level. Now, the focus lies on the amalgamation and conceptual utilisation of the state. In other words, the synergies here are related to what a single entity can be in an application.

**Encapsulation of a process**: An integrated entity can encapsulate a single process. When this is done, the capabilities of the entity apply to the process. The process can
incorporate agent functionality into its workflow tasks and utilise all of the synergies discussed on the AGENT-ACTIVITY and process-protocol levels. This means that the process can act autonomously and intelligently. It can react to outside events and messages, but also proactively initiate behaviour. If mobility is available it can move to another execution platform, if cognitive concepts are supported it can strive to achieve goals. All of this, and more, is possible through this synergy on this level of the reference architecture. In the Paffen-System, this synergy is supported to the degree of capabilities provided by the CAPA agent basis and workflow Petri nets.

Note that this synergy applies both to an entity encapsulating a process instance and all process instances of a process scheme. Conceptually, there is little difference regarding the quantity of instances. However, in some application the encapsulation of all instances of a schema into a single entity might allow for easier/improved monitoring.

A good example of this pattern can be found in the Paffins representing the worksheet exercises in the Paose support prototype from Section 11.3.3. Here, the Paffins clearly encapsulate the workflow modelled for the exercises. However, the prototypes also utilise agent functionality to call and control the external RedTimer tool and communicate with other system components like the GUI. This realises functionality additional to the pure workflow of the exercise.

An interesting effect of the encapsulation of a process is highlighted in the following. Usually, when modelling processes the process management and additional functionality is provided by the framework and execution engines. The process itself does not contain the functionality required to execute itself. An integrated entity, though, can do just that. It is feasible for an entity to provide the functionality (as an agent) that it itself requires for its tasks (as a process/workflow). For example, an entity might require a special encryption for the results in its tasks. Both the tasks and the encryption functionality could be easily incorporated into the integrated entity. Resources could then work on the tasks of the entity and subsequently encrypt the results with that entity before confirming the activity with valid, encrypted results. Through the encapsulation of both agent and workflow functionalities at the same time, the autonomy of the integrated entity as a process is significantly increased. It can provide necessary functions itself and does not have to depend on other (possibly remote or unsafe) entities.

Encapsulation of a Case: An integrated entity may also encapsulate a case. When a case only affects a single process there is no difference to the previous synergy. However, if the case affects multiple processes, a new synergy becomes available. An entity encapsulating all of the workflow and supplementary processes affected by a case represents a collection of a complex subject into a single modelling unit. Similarly to the individual process, this enables the case to exhibit the properties, mechanisms and concepts available to the entity. It also represents a modelling abstraction with which the modellers can easily work. Changes to the handling of a case are centralised and can be easily followed. The Paffen-System fully supports this synergy by endowing an entity with all of the connected process-protocols realising case handling.

Encapsulation of a (workflow) actor: Similarly to encapsulating a case it is also possible for an entity to encapsulate a workflow actor or workflow role. Note that this does not refer to an entity as being a workflow resource, which as a synergy is discussed next. Rather it means that all of the processes for a single actor or role are gathered into a single entity. This combines these processes not by relating them to a single case, but rather to a single actor or role. The synergetic effect here is the same as with the
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case, though. Still, it provides modellers with the ability to better delimit a single actor within the larger scope of the application. Use cases for this synergy can relate to configuration issues (e.g. all processes for an individual actor should be presented in the preferred language of the actor) or to more thematic issues (e.g. gathering the critical processes for a supervisor actor). As an example, the PAFFINS in the pizza collaboration prototype from Section 11.3.2 each encapsulated one of the actors of the scenario. Overall, this synergy is fully supported by the PAFFIN-System.

**Encapsulation of a resource:** The previous synergy represented a gathering of different processes related to a single actor. However, it is also possible for an entity to encapsulate and represent an actual resource of a workflow. How this can be done has been extensively discussed in the description of the PAFFIN-System prototype, as the backend resource component (see Section 10.2.11) is responsible for exactly this functionality. The benefits are the implementation of entities as automatic resources and of user entities providing a GUI to human users. As an example, the pizza service employee PAFFINS from the pizza collaboration prototype in Section 11.3.2 all also encapsulate and implement the (automatic) resource they represent. The PAFFIN-System fully supports this synergy.

**Encapsulation of an agent:** An entity can also encapsulate an agent. The synergy here lies in the fact, that the agent encapsulated by the entity can also access the workflow functionality. It can act as a workflow engine for tasks it wishes to dispense and it can act as a resource for the tasks of other entities. The latter, especially, realises a very loose coupling of work organisation in tasks and actual agent functionality. In other words, the integration makes it possible for agents to be controlled through workflows. Workflows, as an established tool for managing, controlling and supporting the work of heterogeneous resources can now be fully utilised for agents. This basically means that the principles and research results of large parts of the field of BPM can conceptually be applied to agents now, which is an important synergy in of itself. Overall this synergy is fully supported in the PAFFIN-System, especially in the incorporation of the WorkBroker principle (see Definition C.13). As an example, the producer and consumer PAFFINS from the hybrid PSC application prototype from Section 11.3.1 are considered as agents that possess store and retrieve tasks for the store PAFFINS.

**Encapsulation of a multi-agent subsystem:** Another option for encapsulation are full multi-agent system subsystems. This can be regarded in two different ways. The first option is for the entity to represent a proxy or interface to the system. In the PAFFIN-System this would correspond to the planned subordinate resources mechanisms. An entity would request workitems on behalf of its system and then distribute the activities internally. The second option is for the entity to incorporate the behaviours of multiple agents. This is akin to CAPA were multiple agents roles can be associated into a single agent. In either case, the synergy again lies in the ability to access workflow mechanisms and concepts. For the second option, the effects are identical to the singular agent. For the first option, those effects are also valid, but through the distribution of activities via the proxy entity the entire execution becomes more loosely coupled. Overall, encapsulating multiple agents within an entity provides an abstraction that modellers and monitors can use to support or simplify modelling by concentrating functionality into more compressed modelling constructs. For the PAFFIN-System the second option is fully supported, while the first one is envisioned and prepared in the limited subordinate resources mechanism.
From these points it is clear, that the synergy on this level concerns encapsulation. An integrated entity can encapsulate any concept, component and even sets of components of a workflow and agent system. Figure 12.3 illustrates this. Clearly, the encapsulation options of the integrated entities are very versatile. The encapsulation can be utilised in any number of ways for an application, but the most prominent use is to encapsulate based on a relation (e.g. process, actor or resource) and then utilise mechanisms and concepts from agents and workflow to a certain benefit. In other words, the encapsulation allows for a process or any component of a process to be an agent and for an agent or sets of agents to be processes.

It should be noted that not all encapsulation options are necessarily advantageous for all systems and applications. However, for any feasible encapsulation variant application scenarios can be constructed in which that encapsulation is useful. In the context of gaming applications, for example, many otherwise superfluous encapsulation options can be reasonably utilised. The unrestricted ability of integrated entities to generally encapsulate arbitrary concepts therefore remains a clearly beneficial synergy. Nonetheless, future work may provide more restricted best practices for encapsulation options in specific application areas.

**Synergies in platform and management** For the platform and management level of the reference architecture the synergies lie mostly in how entities in different states can interact with one another and in their unified management.

**Processes interacting with other processes:** A major synergy on this level of the reference architecture is that (entities as) processes can interact with other (entities as) processes. Interacting processes can be applied usefully in many ways. For example, a process may ask another process for missing data, a process may negotiate with another process to solve a performance bottleneck (e.g. the second process occupies too many resources),
a process may provide its own results as parameters to another process, a process may outsource a case to another process, etc. The proposed extension to the PAOSE teaching support prototype from Section 11.3.3, in which the exercise PAFFIN as a process would contact a supervisor or tutor, which would also be processes, for help, is another example of this synergy. These kinds of interactions in which one process communicates with another process to achieve some kind of objective are all available in the Agent-Activity integration approach. Modellers simply need to incorporate the required interactions (as agent actions) in relation to the workflow tasks into the process-protocols (see synergies on the level of Agent-Activities). On the other side, it is also possible for processes to become resources in tasks of other processes. This opens up even more possibilities of nested processes. The fact that these incorporations are available in a single model and with the same modelling tools (in the case of the PAFFIN-System reference Petri nets) is a synergy in of itself. Yet, that processes are now able to turn into active components (agents) is the main synergy at this point and it is fully supported by the PAFFIN-System.

Processes interacting with actors: Another synergy lies in the ability of processes to interact directly with other actors/components of the system. This does not refer to actors/components executing tasks of the process (i.e. the regular workflow interaction), but rather that the process directly interacts with the actors/components. For example, a process may gather data for its tasks from a persistent data storage, a process may provide results to a system monitoring entity, a process may receive instructions/data influencing its future execution, a process may initiate functionality in a subsystem relating to results obtained by the process, etc. The customer process-protocol asking for the pizza with the pizza clerk actor in the pizza collaboration in Section 11.3.2 is another example of this synergy. In other words, the process is able to react to incoming data/events from the system and also to create events that cause further functionality not directly tied to the process. As with the previous synergy, a major strength for modelling here is the unified model within the Agent-Activities. However, the main synergy remains that, through the incorporation of agent functionality, processes become active parts of a system that don’t have to rely “only” on workflow tasks to affect system execution. The PAFFIN-System fully supports this synergy.

Actors interacting with other actors: This synergy relates to supporting the interaction of actors of a common workflow process. Usually, the resources of a workflow are only related via the control and data flow in that process. Here, though, it is possible to create a direct connection using agent actions as well. This can be useful especially in collaborative scenarios. For example, a user may ask another user for help in a task the second user has more experience in. Or an entity may retrieve results of a previous process instance from the entity that worked on it before. Generally, having workflow actors and resources interact directly, as opposed to the indirect interaction through the workflow process itself, is a helpful synergy whenever the indirection is insufficient in transferring data. It is also helpful when more complex behaviour is required between the actors, e.g. a handover in responsibilities. Additionally, the fact that an actor can simply define a task for another actor and essentially become a process is another aspect of this synergy. Here, the organisation of work mentioned for the synergies on the Agent-Activity level is relevant again. If it is necessary or helpful an actor can freely turn into a process. Examples include outsourcing of (parts of the) workload, simple data/information inquiries or initiating complex behaviour to rectify issues in the environment. Overall, this synergy is fully supported by the PAFFIN-System.
Actors interacting with processes: The final synergy on this level relates to actors interacting directly with the processes. As with the reverse synergy, this synergy does not relate to regular workflow-task interaction. Again, it relates to actors and other system components being able to directly interact with the processes as a whole. Use case examples range from simple management issues (e.g. start/stop/suspend/resume process instances) over data exchange (e.g. provide parameters to processes and retrieve partial/intermediate/full results) to more complex interactions. Such complex interactions may, for example, include actors/components initiating changes in the processes (i.e. adaptive processes) or negotiating task priorities. Generally, the synergy of a unified way of interactions allows actors and components to communicate and influence processes in a way that is not possible without the integration. This synergy is supported by the PAFFIN-System, although the more complex examples of adaptive processes are considered as future work.

Overall, the synergies on this level of the reference architecture all originate from the unification of agents and workflows into the single integrated (PAFFIN) entity construct. Actors, components and processes all have access to a unified interaction mechanism in agent interactions. This is in addition to the interaction via workflow tasks, which is also unified into the modelling. Through these unifications it becomes possible to disregard the state of an entity. This, in turn, enables modellers to freely choose the best way of interactions. If a process needs data at runtime, simply use agent interactions to get that data. If a component needs to prioritise the tasks of a process, simply have it negotiate with the process. All of this is made possible through the unification and integration of agent and workflow interactions on this level relating to inter-entity interactions. For illustration, consider Figure 12.3. Each of the concepts that can be represented by an integrated entity can utilise the synergy on the platform and management level to interact with one another. This creates an extensive and complete web of communication relations between each possible pair of encapsulations.

Synergies in the overall system The final level of the reference architecture, the system level, inherently deals with global perspectives on the system. As it is an implicit generation from the lower levels, the abstract views originating from the lower levels are the main causes of synergies here.

Workflow state to describe global behaviour: Every entity in a system can be a workflow at any time of its execution. In general it always has some form of behaviour defined through its AGENT-ACTIVITIES. Through the organisation of entity behaviour into AGENT-ACTIVITIES and therefore into abstract workflows, it is possible to create a global view on the behaviour of a system. This global view represents a synergy that can be utilised to represent, illustrate and monitor the system. Each AGENT-ACTIVITY represents a task in that global workflow, with complex relations to other AGENT-ACTIVITIES determined by the agent actions and workflow operations within the AGENT-ACTIVITIES. These tasks can be filtered to create global agent, workflow and hybrid views on the system. For the PAFFIN-System, the potential to generate the global workflow perspective is available. However, there is no implementation yet.

Agent state to describe global structure: Every entity, even those that only contain workflow tasks, is a component of the system. In the PAFFIN-System it is also a latent agent due to its capability to technically receive agent actions, yet for the conceptual approach each entity is an abstract agent and therefore an element of the structure.
Consequently, it is possible to create a global overview of the structure at any time. Each entity, regardless of what it represents (agent, actor, resource, database, process, hybrid, etc.) is part of this global perspective. As with the workflow behaviour view, the structural perspective can be used for representation, illustration and monitoring purposes. Filtering according to entity state then allows for helpful restricted views when examining specific aspects of the system. As with the global behaviour view, the groundwork is available in the Paffin-System, yet no perspective generator exists yet.

Overall, the synergy on this level lies in the globally unified view on structural and behavioural components of a system as integrated entities. Through their dynamic state these entities may emphasise either structure or behaviour at any moment. Yet still, they are always in some way part of both structure and behaviour, as it should be. Through the generation of these perspectives and the reasonable filtering for specific purposes, system modellers and monitors can gain greater insight. Two global unified perspective, inherently related by the fact that each entity is part of both structure and behaviour, are a powerful synergy and tool and should be a focus of future work.

Synergies Conclusion  The previous paragraphs showed that each level of the reference architecture features beneficial synergies and synergetic patterns of some kind gained through the integration of agents and workflows via Agent-Activities. In relation, these synergies are often strongly connected over various levels of the architecture. In other words, the synergies on the lower levels often support and enable the more conceptual/abstract synergies on the higher levels. For example, when a process is encapsulated by an entity it gains access to the agent mechanisms. This happens on the entity and Paffin level. However, on the platform and management level the synergy relates to processes interacting with one another. This is only possible through the previously mentioned encapsulation.

Overall, the synergies described here are the concrete effects of having an integrated entity be able to be agent, workflow, both or something in between. All of these synergies are available at all times and can be freely combined. This may be considered as the core synergy above all of the other ones: Integrated entities are completely dynamic in their state and can therefore freely and actively choose, combine and integrate the most suitable properties, mechanisms and tools from agents, workflows and hybrids.

In conclusion, the integration via Agent-Activities allows integrated entities in this approach to be more than the sum of their parts. The synergies not only enable access to all mechanisms from the individual concepts, but also create beneficial and novel mechanisms not available without the integration.

12.4 Strengths and Open Points

This section contains a general discussion of the overall strengths of the Agent-Activity integration approach and Paffin-System prototype. These strengths have been the implicit topic of discussion in much of the previous sections and chapters. Afterwards, open points of the approach and implementation are discussed and evaluated regarding their severity. Consequently, this section serves on the one hand to summarise some of the previous detailed descriptions and on the other hand also to evaluate the results of this thesis in their entirety.

Strengths  The following describes the most prominent and valuable strengths of the Agent-Activity integration approach and Paffin-System prototype. The order of the
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Strengths align to the later ones being more exclusively related to the PAFFIN-System, while the earlier ones apply to both the concept and the implementation.

**Synergies:** Probably the most significant and major strength of the AGENT-ACTIVITY integration approach is the realisation of the synergies discussed in Section 12.3. These synergies allow for a large number of beneficial effects and mechanisms, as was discussed extensively in that previous Section. The PAFFIN-System framework prototype already implements a large degree of these synergies, making them practically available for application modelling and implementation. As previously discussed, many of the synergies were utilised and showcased in the application prototypes presented in Chapter

**Agents as workflows:** The encapsulation of workflows (definitions, instances or other workflow components like resources or cases) in the agent-like hulls provided by entities is another major strength. It allows for agent properties, mechanisms and functionality to be transferred to and available in workflows. This enables the modelling of, for example, intelligent, communicating and/or autonomous workflows.

**Workflows as agents:** The reverse of the previous strengths, the encapsulation of agents in workflows is another strength of the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach. It represents the ability to model an entire agent as the sum of its (workflow-)processes, thus providing a behaviour-oriented view of a structural component. In practice, this allows for the utilisation of the task concept to create atomic agent behaviour, organise (and decouple) the individual steps of the behaviour and generally focus more on what an agent does than on what it represents in the structure of the system. Additionally, it allows for the consideration and, in future work, validation and verification of the agent in its entirety using established workflow principles.

**Agents for workflows:** Another major strength stemming from the synergies is that agents are also fully available to work with workflows. This goes beyond the encapsulation and towards the interaction between workflows and agents. Beneficial effects include, for example, agents as workflow resources or representing (human) resources, agents for management aspects, agents for data handling etc. In fact, anything that agents can do for workflows (see discussion in Section 3.3.1 based on [Delias et al., 2011]) is covered by this strength combined with the strength about agents as workflows. This is discussed in more detail in the related work discussion in Section 13.3.1.

**Workflows for agents:** Workflows are fully available to agents. This is the final major strength related to the overall synergies. This is exemplified in the WORKBROKER principle (see Definition C.13). Agents can utilise workflows to organise their behaviour. Instead of hard-coding interaction patterns into the behaviour, these can (but do not have to) be handled as standardised task patterns. This decouples the work organisation (within the workflows) from the actually implemented functionality, allowing for different implementations as long as the generic task interface is satisfied. Other benefits of this strength include enabling task atomicity, possible soundness verification and incorporating user interactions in a unified way.

**Expressiveness:** The expressiveness of the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach is another major strength. Modelling with AGENT-ACTIVITIES encompasses both agent and workflow
modelling. In addition to that it also enables hybrid modelling, which again relates to the synergies discussed before.

**Versatility:** The Agent-Activity approach is not only expressive, it is also quite versatile. As shown in the example of the simple producer-store-consumer scenario described in Section 11.3.1, the Agent-Activity approach (and Paffin-System) provides various ways of addressing the same problem. It is possible to approach a problem in an agent-oriented way, a workflow-oriented way or a novel hybrid way.

**Suitability:** The versatility of the Agent-Activity approach allows system modellers to dynamically choose the best available tool/mechanism from agent-orientation, workflow management or hybrids of the two for any problem. This ensures that the most suitable tool is always available for system modelling. This strength was highlighted in the pizza collaboration application prototype in Section 11.3.2, as well as the hybrid PSC prototype from Section 11.3.1. In these prototypes, each requirement of the scenario was implemented with the most fitting tool from agents, workflows or hybrids.

**Handling of complex problems:** Combinations and integrations of agents and workflows in applications can require highly complex solutions. The best-fitting solution to an application problem might require switching between agent and workflow perspectives and mechanisms multiple times, intricately interweaving aspects from both concepts. Such problems require powerful modelling mechanisms able to handle the involved complexity and intricacies. Integrated entities have shown, through the application examples presented in this thesis that they can indeed deal with these highly complex problems. The RedTimer-enhanced task from Figure 11.36 in Section 11.3.3, for example, dynamically switches between agent and workflow mechanisms to implement a workflow task for users, which also controls external software and asynchronously communicates with other components. This complex solution is available in a single and well-arranged model in the Paffin-System.

**Simplicity of scope:** Even though they are expressive and powerful, the abstractions provided by the integrated entities and the Agent-Activities realise a significant simplicity of scope. This means that an entity or an Agent-Activity is still a clearly distinguished component of the system, even though it can realise highly complex mechanisms incorporating arbitrary agent, workflow and hybrid concepts. Both the integrated entities and Agent-Activities encapsulate parts and aspects of a system clearly. They represent abstractions of complexities that can always be set into relation with the unified other components (entities and Agent-Activities), which also abstract from more complex implementation details. In other words, the concepts and constructs of the Agent-Activity integration approach can encapsulate very complex subject matters while maintaining a simple, abstract scope for relation with other components.

**Alignment with Paose:** The Agent-Activity approach is intricately aligned with the Paose approach. Both emphasise structure, behaviour and their orthogonality in similar ways. This alignment represents a strength for Agent-Activities, as Paose can be almost directly applied as a software development methodology. With some adaptations (discussed in Section 12.6.3) it can be used to even more potential.

However, this strength also constitutes an opportunity for the Paose approach. Paose has a traditional focus on agents. However, the acronym is often changed slightly including, among others P for processes or O for organisations. Its emphasis on the duality of structure and behaviour, i.e. what creates the alignment with the
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AGENT-ACTIVITY approach, is, in these cases, often not realised strongly enough with the traditional agent mechanisms. This can be alleviated by incorporating AGENT-ACTIVITIES and the PAFFIN-System.

Support of structural and behavioural duality: Mentioned in the previous strength description, the support offered by AGENT-ACTIVITIES to model entities with a strongly dual nature of structural and behavioural aspects is a strength in itself. Integrated entities using AGENT-ACTIVITIES can act as both actors (as agents) and processes (as workflows). When modelling with traditional concepts, only one of the two is directly possible. How this strength can be utilised was showcased in the pizza collaboration prototype from Section 11.3.2 and relates to general inter-organisational contexts (see Section 11.5) as well. Inter-organisational contexts in particular feature organisations that are required to be considered as both actors and processes. Through AGENT-ACTIVITIES and integrated entities it is now possible to also model this duality.

Scalability: AGENT-ACTIVITIES are intended to support large-scale and distributed systems. The concept of the AGENT-ACTIVITY is in itself highly scalable, even if the technical performance and vertical scalability of the PAFFIN-System remain open points due to RENEW issues (see below). Through, for example, the encapsulation options, the loose coupling of work organisation and the general autonomy of integrated entities the horizontal scalability of the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach is excellent. Functionality can be easily distributed amongst other integrated entities on different platforms (and therefore different computation nodes), while the asynchronous communication between entities ensures a high degree of transparency.

Generality: This thesis heavily emphasised a Petri net basis. For practical purposes it also explicitly focussed on MULAN/CAPA agents and workflow Petri nets. However, as discussed in Section 12.2 the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach is applicable and transferable to general settings beyond what was emphasised here. Its establishment in this thesis required a fixed focus in order to clearly work out the approach, details and a proof-of-concept. Still, AGENT-ACTIVITIES were always intended to be more generally applicable. This has been achieved. Overall, this constitutes a distinct strength of the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach as it can be used in various fields and settings and benefit different researchers.

Conceptual extendability: The AGENT-ACTIVITY approach is also extendable on the conceptual level. While this thesis motivated and emphasised specific sets of fundamental agent actions and basic workflow operations as the core building blocks of an AGENT-ACTIVITY, these sets can be easily altered. The sets of actions and operations can be extended or changed depending on the specific needs of modellers. While it was argued, for example in Section 12.2, that cognitive concepts could also be captured by (internal) agent actions, their explicit incorporation as special agent actions represents a prime example of a possible extension of the AGENT-ACTIVITY concept and approach.

Uniformity: The inherent uniformity of structural and behavioural elements of a system, provided by the integrated entities, represents another strength of the approach. All agent and workflow aspects, mechanisms and properties are available in a unified model and are accessible for modelling in the same toolset and technique. Generally, this allows for some of the synergies between agent and workflow aspects discussed before to be utilised. However, it also enables the generation of global views on structure and behaviour. While not emphasised in this current thesis, any generation of such global

5Changing the set would have to ensure that every scenario can still be captured by AGENT-ACTIVITIES.
perspectives in the future is only possible through the uniformity established by the Agent-Activity approach.

**Perspective coverage:** Agent-Activities and integrated entities provide means to create specialised structural and behavioural perspectives on a system. As discussed in the context of the PSC application prototypes from Section 11.3.1, these perspectives provide better views on behaviour than available for traditional agents and better views on structure than available for traditional workflows. Agent-Activities form an abstract workflow for each integrated entity and therefore a complete view of the behaviour of a system, while the entities themselves prescribe a clear and distinguishable organisation and architecture for the structure of a system. Both perspectives provide useful insights into the system and are both fully available for each element of the system, regardless of its considered role. This also strongly relates to the synergies on the overall system level as described in Section 12.3.

The integration of structural and behavioural components also enables Agent-Activities to explicitly model extended application perspectives. For example, the resource perspective for workflows [Russell et al., 2005, He et al., 2014, Klinik et al., 2017] can be explicitly modelled in the unified model provided by integrated entities as workflow resources. The same is true for perspectives emphasising scheduling issues, data flow or negotiation. All structural and behavioural aspects are available for modelling, supported by different agent, workflow or hybrid mechanisms that are continuously available.

**Socially-oriented workflows:** Human users can be easily included into the Agent-Activity approach. The equation of human users and the Paffin entities representing them is, in fact, a common mechanism in the application prototypes from Section 11.3. Through this kind of inclusion of human users into the workflow/agent concepts, social workflows are very well supported. Social workflows support human users in their communication, interaction, collaboration etc. The ability to directly map the actors/users (agents) to the workflows and capture the interactions directly within the workflows is valuable in this context.

**Conceptual flexibility and variability:** Agent-Activities provide an abstraction of the work of an integrated entity (an abstract task). Within the process-protocols, only the interface to that abstract task is defined, i.e. the incoming parameters and outgoing results. This allows for a variable exchange of the specific Agent-Activity at runtime. As long as the interface is satisfied, the internal process is irrelevant to the process-protocol. This allows for easy and clearly recognisable modelling of variants and options within the same basic process-protocol.

For example, a process-protocol could model a payment process for a customer. Instead of explicitly modelling each payment option as a branch of the payment process, a single Agent-Activity suffices that instantiates the correct payment Agent-Activity (e.g. credit card, cash) using dynamic variables at runtime. This kind of variable behaviour can also be applied on the level of workflow tasks within Agent-Activities. In general, the variability of Agent-Activity instantiation provides a convenient and effective tool for realising flexibility in a system and is therefore a clear strength.

Going even further, it is feasible to utilise the variables of Agent-Activities to create fully generic process-protocols. In this case, the results of one Agent-Activity are used as to determine the next Agent-Activity. The process-protocol containing these Agent-Activities would feature only variable inscriptions. This functionality is, in
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concept, already fully supported in the PAFFIN-System, but not yet tested. Therefore, it is picked up again and elaborated on as a future work direction in Section 12.6.1.

Reusability: Strongly related to the previous strength regarding flexibility is reusability. AGENT-ACTIVITIES can be filled with any internal process satisfying the relatively simple interface defined for it. This interface is identical for any application built with the PAFFIN-System framework. Therefore, any internal process of an AGENT-ACTIVITY can be easily deployed in any application. If a common functionality, e.g., a regular workflow task or a simple agent message exchange, is required in multiple applications, it only needs to be implemented once in a generic way with parameters covering the specific details and requirements.

Petri Nets Basis: The Petri net basis of the AGENT-ACTIVITY and especially the PAFFIN-System provide a number of advantages and can consequently be considered as a strength. While not yet exploited in that way, the formal basis can enable verification and validation in future work, which is discussed in Section 12.6.2. Additionally, the graphical nature of Petri net models for software implementation cannot be discounted. The graphical Petri nets feature clear arrangements of control and data flows and are easy to model and understand. Processes featuring complex loops or other concurrency can be easily created and recognised. This way of modelling is different than implementing with more textual languages, yet when the basic concepts have been understood, modelling usability offers distinct benefits.

Compatibility: This strength relates to the PAFFIN-System. The design decision to fully enable CAPA legacy code (see discussion in Section 10.2.5) represents a clear practical strength of the prototype. It enables full access to the extensive library of MULAN and CAPA plugins, with the WebGateway and the OgeeJS-based GUI framework being two prominent examples that have already been utilised to great effect in the current PAFFIN-System prototype.

Technical extendability: The PAFFIN-System prototype is highly extensible. Through the use of Java as the inscription language of reference nets, any Java code or application can be incorporated into the PAFFIN-System. Even arbitrary external applications can be incorporated into the PAFFIN-System if they can be accessed via a Java mechanism, as exemplified by the incorporation of the RedTimer tool as discussed in Section 11.3.3.

Modularity: The main technical components of the PAFFIN-System prototype framework are implemented as reference nets included in RENEW plugins. Both the nets and the plugins feature clearly defined interfaces. As long as these interfaces are satisfied, the implementation can be easily exchanged for new versions or variants. For example, exchanging the current GUI of the PAFFIN-System provided by the PAFFINWebGUI plugin is easy. The ontology objects exchanged with the GUI are clearly defined in a generic way in the PAFFIN-System. As long as the interface is satisfied any other specialised GUI can be embedded into the system.

Open Points Even though the initial research and work on the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach and PAFFIN-System have been completed with this thesis, there are still some open points left. These points mostly relate to challenges that should be addressed in future work and successor theses, as well as technical issues that need to be engaged in the wider context of RENEW and PAOSE.

Note that the development and discussion of the AGENT-ACTIVITY integration approach and the PAFFIN-System are strongly influenced by the particularities of the chosen modelling...
and implementation basis, reference Petri nets. This causes a view biased towards Petri net principles and issues, which is applied to the general integration achieved with AGENT-ACTIVITIES and the PAFFIN-System. However, any implementation basis or programming language features a bias toward its own principles and issues. Furthermore, Section 12.2 already discussed the applicability and transferability of the results in a wider context. Therefore, this does not represent an open point but still needed to be addressed here.

**Modelling complexity in general:** Agent and workflow modelling by themselves are inherently complex ways of modelling software systems. They are capable of creating extensive, intricate and multifaceted applications for a large variety of real-world settings. The AGENT-ACTIVITY integration approach features both of these ways of modelling. However, the integration itself also features new ways of modelling systems with elaborate combinations and synergies of the individual agent and workflow concepts. This increases the amount of tools, mechanisms and patterns available for system modelling and also incorporates some mechanisms and patterns that are highly complex themselves. Therefore, the inherent modelling complexity is increased in the integration when compared to the traditional agent and workflow concepts. Modellers need to be able to handle this kind of complexity in their applications. Utilising the mechanisms and patterns is also more difficult, as benefiting from them requires an understanding of each individual aspect and element (see next open point).

Still, this increased complexity also enables many of the synergies and strengths described before. The complex interconnection and relation between structural (agent) and behavioural (workflow) elements within an integrated system and application directly and easily yields benefits that are hard, cumbersome or even impossible to achieve with traditional modelling techniques. Consequently, the increased modelling complexity is difficult to reduce or eliminate. It is something for which suitable support mechanisms and tools need to be provided. Additional research increasing the understanding of the integration can also help here. For example, net components for beneficial and common integration patterns, as well as clear instructions for best practices, may be utilised.

All in all, the increased modelling complexity can be considered as the cost of the integration. Through the integration, modellers gain the strengths and synergies previously described. However, they have to deal with more complex and, in parts, more difficult to understand models in exchange.

**Requirement of expert knowledge:** As mentioned in the strengths, the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach is expressive, powerful, versatile and complex. Unsurprisingly, this has the consequence of requiring detailed knowledge about how the concept and practical system work before a modeller can start creating applications. This strongly relates to the previous open point about increased modelling complexity, but emphasis distinct requirements to the modellers. The required knowledge encompasses, for example, an understanding of the relations between the different levels of the reference architecture, the relations between the roles entities (i.e. agent, workflow resource, workflow engine) can inhabit and In general, a clear understanding of the conceptual integration and approach, as well as the elements and relations within them, is essential for modellers. Without this expert knowledge it is exceedingly difficult to productively model any application.

This open point is already alleviated to some degree by the Petri net basis, which provides good modelling usability. Furthermore, the abstractions provided by the simplicity of scope of the AGENT-ACTIVITY allow for complex scenarios to be represented
in a simpler, more abstract way. However, future work should emphasise support for modellers. Adapting PAOSE (see Section 12.6.3) for PAFFINS and providing a sophisticated support system for it (see related application vision in Section 11.4.5) are some of the concrete points of future work related to this current open point. Beyond PAOSE, supporting modelling with AGENT-ACTIVITIES can be approached in various ways. The possibilities and opportunities span from, for example, optimising net components, to automating certain modelling steps (e.g. automatically create skeleton database code), to providing automated modelling guidance through intelligent workflows implemented by PAFFINS.

**Complexity of possibilities:** A specialised, yet highly relevant and therefore explicitly considered, aspect of the increased modelling complexity relates to the amount of available possibilities to model a specific scenario in an integration provided by AGENT-ACTIVITIES. Note that the implementation possibilities provided by the AGENT-ACTIVITY and the PAFFIN-System are, in general, a strength due to their extensiveness and versatility. However, the question is, if there are various ways of modelling a specific scenario, which one is the best? In order to adequately answer this question, future work should deal with best practices regarding when to choose agent, workflow or hybrid mechanisms. This thesis already provides a starting point for these best practices in the beneficial synergies discussed in Section 12.3. However, more applications and implemented use cases with the PAFFIN-System are required to fully evaluate these synergies, and more, as best practices.

**Increased overhead:** An open point, situated between conceptual and practical considerations, is the increased overhead regarding management issues within any system implementing the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach. As both agent and workflow aspects need to be managed and coordinated, there is an increased need for integrated entities to communicate with each other and also with the global workflow management facilities. This can have a negative effect on the performance of the system, as well as the clarity of entity interactions. Future work could consider novel management mechanisms that decrease the amount, complexity and size of the exchanged messages. Feasible solutions include minimising the involvement of global mechanisms, especially concerning workflow management, or reducing the update cycles for workitem and activity lists. On the conceptual level, it might even be feasible to incorporate holonic ideas that could abstract from certain subsystems. This could impact the reference architecture somewhat, introducing another level orthogonal to the different existing levels.

**Technical maturity:** A significant open point is the technical maturity of the PAFFIN-System prototype. As discussed in Section 11.2, it already exceeds its intended status as a proof-of-concept, yet still exhibits a number of limitations. Addressing these limitations is one part of the current open point. Future work, though, plans to address the limitations with a high priority. It should, however, be stressed again that the limitations all represent “bonus” features that go beyond the prototype and proof-of-concept scope that was intended for this thesis. Also, the deployment and test of the PAOSE teaching support prototypes, described in Section 11.3.3 have shown that the system is already technically mature and robust enough to endure outside of the development environment and be used by users with no prior experience.

Another issue of the technical maturity relates to wider features that are not exclusive to the PAFFIN-System. These include, for example, the incorporation of mobility into CAPA agents, runtime reference net adaptivity for RENEW or verification tools for
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reference nets. These features are highly desired for an implementation of the Agent-Activity approach. Their provision and implementation however is completely outside of the scope of this thesis and rather relates to the wider context of MULAN, CAPA, PAOSE and RENEW. These features are being researched by the TGI group and due to the extendable design of the PAFFIN-System it is possible to add them at any later time.

Modelling tool support: Related to the open point about requirement of expert knowledge, the PAFFIN-System also has a concrete open point about the limited modelling tool support. Currently, the tools available for the PAFFIN-System are mostly repurposed CAPA tools, like the MULANViewer and MULANSniffer. Only the PAFFIN net components and the PAFFIN logging mechanisms are tools specifically implemented for the integration. As future work, the repurposed tools should be replaced with or extended into tools specialised for an integration of agents and workflows. Examples of such possible, future tools are discussed in Section [12.6] especially in the context of the overall adaption of PAOSE.

Performance: A currently open point for the PAFFIN-System relates to performance. However, the performance issues are mostly related to the RENEW basis. Only the open point regarding the increased overhead can potentially be addressed by the Agent-Activity approach. For the rest, optimisations in RENEW and, to a lesser degree, the net architecture of the PAFFIN-System are necessary. Improving the RENEW simulator, deactivating unnecessary plugins or optimising deployment parameters are examples of options for the former. Splitting the large PAFFIN backend nets into smaller nets with better performance or simplifying the design of the platform WFMS are examples of options for the latter. However, these performance options need to be thoroughly tested and developed in order to ensure compatibility and the same expressiveness/feature set. Overall, the current PAFFIN-System requires a lot of computing resources, yet in no situations experienced by the author during its creation has performance been a practical problem. For future use it is advisable to invest effort into improving the performance in order to increase the vertical scalability.

Issues of RENEW: On a similar note, other issues of RENEW present an open point for the PAFFIN-System. Deployability, configuration and access to RENEW could be optimised to improve working with the PAFFIN-System. For example, currently RENEW is usually started using an extensive command line script, after building the project with a similarly extensive build process. Changes and adaptions to both building, configuring and starting RENEW and its plugins, like the PAFFIN-System, are therefore not as easy as would be desired. This open point, though, needs to be addressed in the overall RENEW context. Improvements here can conceivably be directly applied to the PAFFIN-System without further changes.

Security: Security topics were explicitly excluded from this thesis. However, for practical use of the PAFFIN-System future work is required to deal with security issues. This includes, for example, security of communication between entities, securing user details and passwords in the database and generally protecting the running system from unauthorised or malicious access. Again, this is a topic addressed in the overall RENEW context. The Herold project [Adameit et al., 2010b, Adameit et al., 2010a], in which the author participated, was, for example, aimed at providing agent-based control

---

6This relates to the differently nested reference nets and not the Agent-Activity reference architecture.
7The Herold project was funded and supported by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (Grant No. 01BS0901).
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of network security components. That way a cell-based approach as opposed to a perimeter-based approach was realised. Developed concepts might be incorporated into the PAFFIN-System. It is feasible to have specialised security PAWFINS protecting (via interfaces and net synchronisations) subsystems and cooperating to provide security encompassing the entire system. A recent bachelor thesis [Schmidt, 2016] aimed at incorporating the Apache ActiveMQ message server\(^8\) into the CAPA framework to secure agent interactions. Utilising these research results from the general context of TGI for the PAFFIN-System should be the starting point of future work in the context of security for the PAFFIN-System.

Robustness: Another open point of the PAFFIN-System is its robustness. Again, this is linked to general issues of RENEW. The high degree of concurrency in reference net systems is the cause of these issues. For example, transitions editing Java objects that are referenced in multiple net instances can cause corruptions in these objects. Avoiding these situations requires careful modelling efforts. Often, these situations evolve naturally when a net system is further developed, therefore avoiding them or automatically handling them is difficult. If such errors stemming from concurrency issues occur, the entire system may deadlock as critical data can no longer be accessed. For the current version of the PAFFIN-System, extensive tests have led to the elimination of these kinds of errors in the framework. However, for future applications this still remains an open point that needs to be addressed in the general RENEW context.

Concluding Discussion This section discussed the strengths and open points of the AGENT-ACTIVITY integration approach and PAFFIN-System implementation. Overall, the strengths cover many important areas. First and foremost, enabling the synergies between agents and workflows, previously presented in Section 12.3, may be the most prominent and important strengths of AGENT-ACTIVITIES. Many of the strengths listed in this section relate to these synergies, both implicitly and explicitly, highlighting the core significance of the synergies.

However, there are still a number of open points. Many of them relate to issues that were either explicitly excluded and out of scope for this thesis or that are subsumed in the general context of the TGI research group and RENEW. Nonetheless these open points are worth considering and addressing in future work. Many relate to technical issues of the framework and environment that can be fixed going forward in the general context. For the others, feasible solutions have been presented. Overall, none of these open points can be considered critical or diminishing the general quality of the results presented in this thesis.

Some of the open points, though, relate to the increased modelling complexity and the requirements that follow from it. As discussed, they can be considered as the cost of the integration, in exchange for which the strengths and synergies are made available. The increased modelling complexity is a direct result of the integration, but can be addressed, as discussed, by providing adequate support tools and mechanisms.

In conclusion, comparing the strengths to the open points yields a clear view in favour of the strengths. The benefits of increased capabilities and especially the synergies outweigh the costs of the open points. Furthermore, all open points were presented with possibilities on how to address them as future work. This means that their effects can be reduced even further.

\(^8\)\text{http://activemq.apache.org/} (last accessed May 28th, 2017)
Continued work on and with both the approach and prototype is, in the personal assessment of the author of this thesis, desirable. Successor theses are already planned and in some cases already in work. While future work will further investigate the strengths and address the open points, that future work is also required to progress the understanding of the approach and system. Increasing that understanding will elaborate on and possibly even discover new strengths, thus making the Agent-Activity integration approach and its PAFFIN-System implementation more usable, powerful and valuable.

12.5 General Application Areas

At its core, the Agent-Activity integration approach describes a way to create software systems that utilise an integration of agents and workflows. An important point of discussion are the general application areas in which the approach can most suitably be applied. Chapter 11 already discussed concrete possible applications, with especially Section 11.5 highlighting inter-organisational contexts as a prime application area. The discussions in this current section move away from concrete application areas, like inter-organisational contexts or distributed software engineering, and consider the application areas more abstractly and generally. Here, the most prominent abstract qualities that the integration via Agent-Activities can exploit are shortly discussed.

First of all, the integration via Agent-Activities is useful in any setting in which either agents or workflows are considered useful. For agents such settings include any area which requires large degrees of distribution, autonomy, intelligent components, reactivity etc. Basically, wherever the properties of intelligent agents (see Section 2.2.1) can be usefully applied. For workflows, the intended settings require strong (business) process focus, organisational questions and user/resource support. In any of these kinds of application areas and settings, the Agent-Activity approach is viable, because it fully supports the traditional agent and workflow views, and useful, because it additionally enables the strengths and synergies (see Sections 12.3 and 12.4) of an integration to be used as well.

Generally, an integration of agents and workflows is intended more for large-scale systems. The synergies and strengths are also beneficial in small-scale systems, but the costs of the integration, i.e. the increased management and modelling complexity (see discussion in Section 12.4), may still be too high. In large-scale systems the synergies and strengths can be more easily used to their full potential.

Another two very general areas relate to an overall structural or behavioural focus of a system[9]. Such a system may, in the structural case, emphasise the individual components, their distribution, their organisation/relation to one another or their internal architecture. In the behavioural case, a system may emphasise the process or task as the main concept. In both cases the integration can be used to fully support the intended structural or behavioural focus, while also maintaining strong capabilities for the respective other perspective. This way, as opposed to traditional agent and workflow approaches, both structure and behaviour can be modelled and handled equally without sacrificing the strengths for either of them.

A further general application area concerns agent systems where system modellers and developers discover a need for enhanced process- and/or task-orientation, as well as workflow systems in which a need for agent properties is detected. This largely corresponds

\[9\]
Of course, many systems for which agents are intended and suitable feature such a structural focus. Analogously with workflows. However, the structural and behavioural focus should be highlighted and discussed here explicitly as well, due to the significance of structure and behaviour in the context of this thesis overall.
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to the agent-based workflow management systems from Section 3.3.1 and the workflow-based agent management systems from Section 3.3.2. Processes can become mobile, interacting or intelligent, while agents can utilise workflow and task principles to organise the work/behaviour amongst each other and interact with human users. Here, the Agent-Activity approach can fully supply the advantages these partial integration efforts provide (discussed in detail in Section 13.3), as well as the other, previously discussed synergies.

Finally, there are some application areas and settings in which particular integration and hybrid characteristics of the Agent-Activity approach can be utilised to large effect. Some examples are given in the following.

Versatility: Whenever an application area requires a wide range of structural and behavioural functions and mechanisms, the Agent-Activity approach is quite suitable. Modellers are free to choose and combine the best suiting mechanisms from agents or workflows to solve any particular issue within the application. This versatility was showcased, for example, in Section 11.3.1 where three different solutions to the same application were presented, each with a different focus on agents, workflows or hybrids.

Flexibility: As discussed within the discussion about strengths, the variability of Agent-Activities at runtime, i.e. the ability to determine at runtime which specific Agent-Activity is instantiated in a process as long as it satisfies the interface, provides an effective and convenient flexibility mechanism. Many applications can benefit from this flexibility. Whenever there are many predefined variants or options within a larger behaviour (e.g. payment variants, assistance levels, problem solving algorithms) the Agent-Activity construct can be used to model the abstract behaviour in a clearly arranged and simple way, while the details are added within the different internal processes.

Collaboration: In settings in which a high degree of collaboration between users or components is required, the inherent duality of integrated entities and Agent-Activities can be fully exploited. In a collaboration the process describing and supporting the interactions, as well as the involved actors are highly important. Here, the ability to switch from actor (agent) to process (workflow) states can be used to model complex collaborations within a relatively simple model.

Encapsulation: As described in detail on the entity level discussion in the synergies section, integrated entities excel at encapsulating elements of a system based on almost any relation. They can encapsulate cases, actors, resources, etc. This ability of encapsulation based on relation can be exploited in many application settings. For example, encapsulating a single business object like a customer order in an enterprise resource planning system allows for all of the related order, shipping, accounting, invoice etc. documents to be gathered into a single element of the system. Modelling, analysing and monitoring the system can be improved this way. Furthermore, the encapsulation allows for separation of concerns as is needed in, for example, inter-organisational contexts. The entity can be made to appear to the outside as a black box, thus protecting and securing data and functionality from unauthorised access.

Interoperability: Applications settings in which openness of the systems mandates a large degree of interoperability are another area in which the Agent-Activity approach can be nicely utilised. Apart from relying on the FIPA standards of agent communication (see Section 2.2.2) to ensure that the entity/agent components are able to communicate, the general agent functionality can be utilised to improve interoperability. Using agent actions to transform different (process or otherwise) models so that they can be used
across the system is feasible. Further using the abstraction provided through workflow tasks in agent behaviour to decouple different entity as agent functionalities also improves interoperability. In the latter case the entities as agents only need to be able to communicate with a platform WFMS that can provide them with the task information and parameters.

*Processing:* A major synergy on the level of Agent-Activities is the ability to intersperse agent functions before, after or concurrent to workflow tasks. This can be utilised in any system that requires a large amount of result/data processing between actual work steps. These work steps can be organised in workflow tasks using Agent-Activities.

*User assistance:* Workflow systems often aim to support users in the work they perform. However, the workflow systems are also often rather static in the assistance they are able to provide. Agent intelligence, available in the integration via Agent-Activity, can be used to improve upon this. Take, for example, the Paose teaching support system from Section 11.3.3. An envisioned extension allows for the entity representing the worksheet workflow to monitor the progress of the students. If the students have obvious issues with the exercise or if they take far longer than the rest of the class, the entity may react and offer assistance. This assistance can be provided in the form of hints or partial solutions to exercises, but it can also go as far as to inform a tutor or a class supervisor and request help on behalf of the students. All of this is possible through the integration and provision of agent functionality within the workflow tasks. Generally, whenever user support and assistance are important in an application setting, the extended capabilities of the Agent-Activity as opposed to traditional agents or workflows can be utilised to great effect.

Of course, overall there are no restrictions of where the Agent-Activity approach can be used. In fact, the discussions in this chapter concerning synergies and strengths make it conceivable that individual benefits could be useful in almost any application. The Agent-Activity approach is powerful and versatile, yet with that power comes increased complexity and overhead. Ultimately, it is up to the modellers to decide on the right modelling tool for the application they desire. In smaller and simpler settings using the Agent-Activity approach may be excessive. The benefits might not outweigh the required effort. However, as discussed in the context of the general integration vision in Chapter 7 an integration such as the Agent-Activity approach is intended to support large-scale, complex and distributed systems. Here, the integration aspects really excel at providing benefits that clearly outweigh the increased complexity.

### 12.6 Going Forward

This section considers the Agent-Activity approach and the Paffin-System going forward beyond this thesis. Some of these aspects have already been hinted at or discussed, especially regarding applications (see the application visions described in Section 11.4). This current section now emphasises more fundamental aspects of future work, including the incorporation of flexibility into the nets of the Agent-Activity approach and the adaption of Paose to the new concepts.

Please note that this is explicitly not the general outlook of this thesis. The content of the following subsections is more concrete and elaborated than abstract ideas for an outlook. It presents concrete directions for future work.

This section considers four areas. Section 12.6.1 examines how flexibility might be added to the approach and prototype. Section 12.6.2 then, discusses validation and verification,
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focussing especially on workflow soundness. Next, Section 12.6.3 considers how PAOSE can be applied or adapted to the needs of AGENT-ACTIVITIES. Finally, Section 12.6.4 discusses future work in the context of the PAFFIN-System prototype.

12.6.1 Net Flexibility

Flexibility is a highly relevant aspect in modern software systems. This is especially true when dealing with business processes, since “flexibility is required to accommodate the need for evolving business processes” [Reichert and Weber, 2012, p. 43]. Flexibility, in this specific context, refers to the ability to change a process at runtime. Changes may include adding tasks, removing tasks, adding new alternative branches, etc. Since the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach emphasises inter-organisational contexts as an application area, flexibility should be addressed in future work.

For this discussion, a distinction must be made between the conceptual AGENT-ACTIVITY approach and the PAFFIN-System implementation. On the abstract level the concept of the AGENT-ACTIVITY offers a large degree of flexibility. It is defined as an abstract task combining a number of agent actions and workflow operations. It is feasible to assume that the selection and order of actions and operations can be dynamically chosen whenever an AGENT-ACTIVITY is instantiated. This means that at runtime, an AGENT-ACTIVITY can be dynamically and fully adapted to any and all occurring needs. Similar flexibility can be applied to the concept of the process-protocol, resulting in not only the AGENT-ACTIVITIES themselves being internally fully flexible, but also their composition as well. This flexibility then cascades upwards through the system. Entities executing such flexible process-protocols are then fully flexible themselves, on flexible platforms forming fully flexible entity systems.

Of course, such full flexibility is only a hypothetical construct applicable to the general concept. In order to actually realise flexibility, it needs to be applied or related to a practical implementation like the PAFFIN-System.

Currently, flexibility in the PAFFIN-System is limited to variable execution options. AGENT-ACTIVITY-TRANSITIONS can be inscribed with variables determining their AAO at runtime. That way it is possible to have multiple options for one position in the overall control flow of the process-protocol. In other words, the AGENT-ACTIVITY-TRANSITION currently supports dynamic, variable, predefined subroutines. Similarly, workflow task identifiers for workflow operations within AGENT-ACTIVITIES are variable. Here, too, the dynamic situation at runtime can be taken into account and specific predefined variants chosen for execution.

Using variables in the inscriptions of AGENT-ACTIVITIES can, potentially, be used to create generic process-protocols, though. These generic process-protocols not would feature true net flexibility, but would simulate it by constructing procedures from predefined and modular AGENT-ACTIVITIES. The core idea revolves around a loop, in which the first AGENT-ACTIVITY is used to select and determine the following AGENT-ACTIVITIES. All iterations of that loop would then create a virtual, generic process-protocol.

Figure 12.4 illustrates this mechanism to realise generic process-protocols. The loop begins on the left-hand side. Here, initial and external input parameters can arrive from outside of the process-protocol. The first AGENT-ACTIVITY, named Select, is used to select the following functionality. This AGENT-ACTIVITY could be implemented as a human user GUI task or as an automatic processing of the input. The result of the selection

10Figure 12.4 exclusively uses direct triggers of AGENT-ACTIVITIES. This choice was made to simplify the descriptions. Reactive and proactive triggers can also be supported in the approach. These would have to be added at the preprocessing step as an additional value within the used tuples.
Figure 12.4: Mock-up of a generic process-protocol
contains the \textbf{Agent-Activities} to execute as well as the pattern they are to be executed in. Figure 12.4 only features the patterns for executing a single \textbf{Agent-Activity} and for executing two \textbf{Agent-Activities} concurrently. Many other options are possible and would need to be implemented to enable the generic process-protocol to cover as much functionality as possible. Options for these patterns can be taken, for example, from net transformation \cite{Murata.1989}, workflow patterns \cite{van der Aalst et al. 2003} or the ADEPT metamodel for flexible workflows \cite{Dadam et al. 2009}.

Next, the result of the selection is processed in the \textit{Preprocessing} \textbf{Agent-Activity}. In this \textbf{Agent-Activity} the selection is transformed into the concrete values used for identifying the \textbf{Agent-Activity} that should be executed. The results contain the name of the \textbf{Agent-Activity}, the identifies of the AAO, the parameters (possibly processed from the original input and selection) and the pattern. The pattern is used to determine which of the next net branches to use.

The upper branch in Figure 12.4 implements the single \textbf{Agent-Activity}. Here, the results of the preprocessing can be directly used in the inscription of the \textbf{Agent-Activity}. The generic result of that single \textbf{Agent-Activity} can also be put directly onto the precondition place for postprocessing. The middle branch in Figure 12.4 implements the execution of two concurrent \textbf{Agent-Activities}. Here, the results from the preprocessing can’t be directly used as the individual execution parameters need to be distinguished. This is implemented in the \textit{Splitting} \textbf{Agent-Activity}, which merely unpacks the composite result of preprocessing into individual results for its postconditions. When the two concurrent \textbf{Agent-Activities} are finished their results also need to be composited, indicated here by creating a tuple of the individual results. The lower branch Figure 12.4 indicates where additional execution patterns could be added.

Finally, the \textit{Postprocessing} \textbf{Agent-Activity} reads and processes the previously obtained results. Its own result is then used to provide new input data for the selection \textbf{Agent-Activity} and thereby reinitialise the loop.

With this mechanisms generic process-protocols can be modelled that can simulate net flexibility. The \textbf{Agent-Activities} have to be predefined, which restricts the flexibility to a degree. This can be alleviated by considered that the \textbf{Agent-Activities} can themselves initiate new generic process-protocols, creating a flexible behaviour hierarchy. However, at some point predefined components have to be used.

The technical basis for this generic process-protocol mechanism is already fully available in the current Paffin-System prototype. However, the implementation details, including modelling support and how to actually pre- and postprocess the results, as well as which patterns to implement and how to suitably support them, still need to be fully formulated.

The PPB prototype (see Section 10.3.3) also exhibited the potential to realise some degree of flexibility. It used a text based syntax to describe the processes within \textbf{Agent-Activities}. The net of that process is then generated at runtime. Here it is feasible to edit the textual description to generate flexible nets. Adding new tasks is possible through adding and editing different lines of the textual description. However, due to the discussed usability issues the PPB approach was abandoned. Still, some of the implemented mechanisms to generate nets may be reused in the future.

Further flexibility for reference nets is an active research effort examined by multiple recent master theses \cite{Eberling, 2015, Schmolke, 2015}. However, there is currently no usable, technical solution available for editing and adapting reference net instances at runtime.

In the context of flexibility and more generally nets-within-nets the \textbf{Higher Order Nets} (Hornets) \cite{Koehler-Buemmeier, 2009a, Koehler-Buemmeier and Heitmann, 2013} approach is also
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Figure 12.5: Mapping between eHornets and the PAFFIN-System
(from [Wagner et al., 2016a, p. 13])

relevant. Hornets are a net formalism featuring algebraic operations that allow combining and dividing nets at runtime. A mapping between elementary Hornets (eHornets), a simpler version of Hornets, and the Agent-Activity approach in the PAFFIN-System was presented in [Wagner et al., 2016a].

An eHornet system can be used to describe a system of cooperating actors. Interaction within the eHornet system is realised by merging the nets representing the different actors. This interaction is flexibly handled through algebraic operations on the different nets. Other scenarios include merging (actor) nets with additional branches describing new functionality. This could be utilised in the PAFFIN-System to provide more flexible process-protocols or Agent-Activities that can be extended at runtime if necessary. The first step of making eHornet operations available for use in the PAFFIN-System was to provide a mapping between the elements of an eHornet system and the components of the PAFFIN-System.

Figure 12.5 illustrates this mapping. It identifies structural aspects, behavioural aspects and additional aspects from the eHornet system and translates them into the components of the PAFFIN-System. For example, actors, part of the structural aspects, are mapped onto PAFFIN entities while the processes of those actors are mapped onto process-protocols. (Groups of) tasks executed by actors within their processes are mapped onto Agent-Activities.

Currently, the mapping can only be done manually. It serves as a basic reference for translation between the two kinds of models. However, in future work that mapping could be at least semi-automated. Some issues, e.g. the distinction between actors, will still need to be solved by manually, yet the generation of at least skeleton code for the PAFFIN-System is feasible. A full, round-trip engineering solution can be considered as a distant target of this research.

In summary, while net flexibility can be added to any level of the Agent-Activity reference architecture, the current implementation is still limited due to technical restrictions.
of reference nets. The PAFFIN-System already technically supports models that may simulate net flexibility, but no concrete implementation for these models exists as of yet.

### 12.6.2 Verification and Validation

Topics like system verification and validation are outside of the scope of this thesis. However, given the formal Petri net background, these topics should be considered going forward. Possible, concrete research directions utilising the Petri nets basis of both the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach and PAFFIN-System are therefore envisioned in this section.

Reference nets themselves are too expressive and powerful to be verified. Earlier work in which the author of this thesis was involved, provided a RENEW plugin with which to apply verification checks of the Lola tool (A Low Level Petri Net Analyzer: Schmidt, 2000b; Wolf, 2016). This plugin might be used to check the nets of the PAFFIN-System prototype for simple control flow issues, like liveness or deadlock freedom. Advanced checks involving the reference semantics, Java inscriptions and especially nets-within-nets issues are not supported. Another verification approach was examined in in which a restricted nets-within-nets formalism called Hypernets was utilised.

There are many other tools concerning Petri net and workflow net analysis and verification, such as Prom[11] van Dongen et al., 2005 or Woflan[12] Verbeek and van der Aalst, 2000. These could feasibly be incorporated into RENEW and used in the context of the PAFFIN-System.

Ongoing and recent research in the context of RENEW and MULAN is concerned with verification, validation and analysis issues. Stiefelmann, 2016 examined providing model checking facilities in RENEW. Lehmann and Moldt, 2004 analysed agent protocols. Azza- 

lani, 2017 examined and prototypically implemented different verification and analysis mechanisms including generating workflow nets from AIP diagrams. Denz, 2012 analysed multi-agent simulations with the help of process mining mechanisms. Ortmann, 2010 examined modelling possibilities and verification for business processes and Haustermann, 2010 analysed reference net based workflows. Finally, the overall SONAR model (see discussion in Section 3.3.3) also heavily emphasises formal aspects.

Going forward, Michael Haustermann currently creates his dissertation thesis with exactly the topic of reference net agent verification. Results from that work can conceptually be applied to the AGENT-ACTIVITY and PAFFIN contexts as well. Currently ongoing work of Dennis Schmitz and Martin Wincierz Wincierz, 2017 is concerned with performing tests in the PAFFIN-System. Based on the results of Mr. Wincierz’s bachelor thesis Wincierz, 2016, they create JUnit-like tests for different components of the system. The tests can take into account individual nets like DCs and the backend nets, but may also consider overarching interactions or entire PAFFIN entities. The goal of these tests is to enable the validation of the behaviour of the considered components in the system.

Overall, the current (as of May 2017) status of the technical facilities for verification and validation in the context of RENEW, reference nets, MULAN and CAPA are not yet practically readily available to be used for the PAFFIN-System. Still, the nature of the PAFFIN-System still provides some opportunities, where, once implemented, verification mechanisms may be utilised favourably.

---


Many aspects of the Agent-Activity approach and the PAFFIN System relate to workflows and workflow nets. For workflow nets, the soundness criterion (see Definition 2.20) is elemental to verification questions. Assuming that a practical implementation to check workflow soundness in reference nets is available as a plugin or an external tool, the soundness criterion can be applied to a number of components within the PAFFIN System.

At the moment, there are no restrictions on how to structure application-specific code in PAFFIN applications. This is especially true for process-protocols. Modellers are free to model Agent-Activities, regular transitions and places, different arc types, etc., in any way they choose (as long as basic Petri net principles are not violated). While this does allow modellers freedom in what they can achieve in a process-protocol, it introduces issues when the size and complexity of the process-protocols increases. It may be possible to understand the behaviour of a small, sequential process-protocol, but given interconnected loops, concurrent executions, etc., it quickly becomes difficult to make accurate assumptions about the net. Here, restricting process-protocols to the principles of workflow soundness can help.

Process-protocols already contain part of the basic structure of a workflow net. They are started by the PAFFIN at some point, execute a number of abstract tasks, the Agent-Activities, and are then terminated. The idea is to encourage modellers to model the process-protocols fully as sound workflow nets. This means that, for starters, they restrict themselves to unique start and end components and have all Agent-Activities on paths between them. Additionally, it has to be ensured that the end component can be reached from anywhere within the net, that there are no more (control) tokens in the net once the end component is reached and that there are no dead transitions. All this should be monitored by a workflow soundness tool at design time. Whenever the modeller adds, edits or removes an element, the tool would check the net and inform the modeller if soundness was violated. Alternatively, the check could be called manually, although this might defeat the purpose if the modeller intends to avoid the effort.

An open question is if the soundness should be enforced or only encouraged. If it is enforced, the PAFFIN System would only function with sound workflow process-protocols. This could limit its capabilities, prohibiting non-workflow-like behaviour in applications. However, if it is enforced, it would verify a certain level of robustness for an application. The author’s suggestion is to only encourage it, though. Enforced soundness might hinder modellers in testing out new ideas easily and a thorough modeller could still check all process-protocols and ensure the desired level of robustness.

Analogously, workflow soundness can also be applied to the internal process of the Agent-Activities. Here, the individual components, i.e., actions and operations, might prove too varied to effectively ensure properties during runtime, but basic structural soundness can still be observed. As with the process-protocols, encouraging a sound modelling is the preferred choice here.

The previous passages discussed how workflow soundness might be used during the design time to ensure PAFFIN applications themselves feature sound PAFFIN behaviour. However, soundness can also be used in the applications itself. PAFFINS may serve as automatic resources to workflow tasks of other PAFFINS. Given an open system, the PAFFINS might not have the same origin or quality of implementation. Consequently, the engines may wish to ensure that a resource PAFFIN is indeed capable of executing the work associated with their tasks. A possible approach here is for the engine PAFFIN to request the process-protocol associated with the automatic task execution as a net file from the resource and check its workflow soundness before the engine agrees to a workitem request from the resource PAFFIN. This could increase the confidence of an engine into the resource and confirm its
ability to execute the work. Such mechanism would further utilise agent intelligence and
decision making within the workflow (engine) execution.

Ultimately, the questions of verification and also validation could be highly useful in the
AGENT-ACTIVITY and PAFFIN contexts. The examples and basic ideas presented above
are just rough possibilities of how to utilise the formal Petri net basis. Many more options
exist. Unfortunately, the technical availability and maturity of current tools is insufficient
at the moment. Given successful future work in those technical areas, an application of
the results in the PAFFIN-System is clearly desirable.

### 12.6.3 Paose for Paffins

The PAOSE methodology has strongly influenced the results of this thesis. Its guiding
metaphor of considering everything as an agent (see Section 5.1.1), the PAOSE matrix
distinguishing structural roles and behavioural interactions as main dimensions of a system
and the iterative approach to prototyping are just some of the examples where the PAOSE
aspects can be discovered in this thesis. Furthermore, the entire development of the
PAFFIN-System heavily utilised tools, methods and mechanisms from the context of PAOSE
(e.g. the WebGateway).

Overall, PAOSE has established itself as a mature and practical way of realising multi-
agent systems. It has been in use at the TGI group of the University of Hamburg for
a number of years and has evolved to keep up with the latest developments of RENEW,
MULAN and CAPA. Considering the AGENT-ACTIVITY integration approach and the
PAFFIN-System framework as another evolution in this context encourages the adoption of
PAOSE for integrated entity systems.

In general, PAOSE could conceivably be used as is for the creation of AGENT-ACTIVITIES
and PAFFIN applications. All the mechanisms from CAPA are available in the PAFFIN-
System, as are counterparts to all modelling artefacts. Agents correspond to PAFFINS,
Agent protocols to process-protocols, etc. However, many of the newly introduced features
are not covered by PAOSE and would have to be manually handled by modellers. Therefore,
a number of extensions are reasonable, some of which are discussed in the following
paragraphs.

#### Adapting the Paose Matrix

The PAOSE matrix (see Section 2.2.3 and Figure 2.12) is one of the central metaphors and
artefacts in PAOSE. In short, it is created as an overview of which agent roles are involved
in which agent interactions. Since AGENT-ACTIVITIES no longer consider components that
are just agents or interactions, the PAOSE matrix should be adapted to incorporate the
integration concepts, especially the integrated entities that can be agents, workflows or
both. Please note that the following is just a preliminary sketch of one possible adaption
of the PAOSE matrix.

While the original PAOSE matrix captures roles and interactions, that distinction is
more difficult for AGENT-ACTIVITIES. Integrated (PAFFIN) entities can serve as both
actors (having roles) and processes (including interactions). Figure 12.6 therefore proposes
different dimensions for the matrix. Instead of having distinct sets of roles and interactions
the new matrix has a shared set of entities with the dimensions being the entity considered
as an actor and the entity considered as a process.

With these adapted dimensions it is possible for the matrix to capture the novel ways
in which entities can interact, thanks to the AGENT-ACTIVITY concept. For example, in
Figure 12.6 entity one is involved in the processes of entities two and four. The process of
entity four involves only entities one and three as actors. This would represent a regular interaction between the two actors, with an additional marking of $W$ to indicate that entity one’s part of that process is realised as a workflow task. The process of entity two then features another particularity of the integration. Not only are entities one and four involved, entity two is itself involved in its process as an actor. This means that at some point of the process, entity two becomes an actor in addition to being a process, indicating, for example, that the workflow task for entity four in that interaction requires additional agent functionality to be executed by the process/workflow itself. As a final example of what is possible to represent with the new matrix, consider the entity three. Entity three is involved as actor in entity four’s process, as well as in its own process, but as a workflow task. Here, the marking does represent that entity three as an actor becomes a workflow for its own process. This could, for example, happen if entity represents a human user. The marking would then indicate that there are workflow tasks in entity three for (the human user represented by) entity three.

These are just some examples of integration aspects that cannot be conveyed in the original Paose matrix. As this new matrix is still an early sketch, it is unclear if the new dimensions are capable of sufficiently covering the integration for the purposes within the wider Paose approach. This has to be examined and tested in practical settings, for example in the yearly Paose teaching project. Other approaches may consider allowing different types of entity aspects in the same dimensions, more connector variants or adding an additional dimension. However, even the approach to a new matrix presented here already highlights that some changes are necessary in order to enable the full capabilities of the Agent-Activity approach to be properly utilised in the methodology.

**Paose with Paffin Modelling Artefacts**

The modelling artefacts in Paose can be roughly classified into two groups. The first one are those artefacts that are used to provide conceptual models that are not directly, technically executed. These are the coarse design diagram (CDD), the Paose matrix, the agent role model (ARM), the ontology diagram and the agent interaction protocols (AIP). From these artefacts basic, skeleton code for the technical artefacts is generated. Agent
How the conceptual models can be adapted to the Agent-Activity approach has been shown above for the example of the PAOSE matrix. The other diagrams should also be adapted to capture integration mechanisms and concepts. For example, the CDD strongly distinguishes between actors and interactions. That distinction isn’t as clear anymore when considering that integrated entities can be both actors and processes. Similarly, the ARM needs to capture workflow roles and permissions when describing the basic knowledge of an integrated entity. How the AIP can be extended is discussed further below when tool support is examined. The ontology largely remains unchanged, because its main role in PAOSE, namely connecting structure (roles) and behaviour (interactions) and ensuring that different components of a system understand each other, can be directly adopted for Agent-Activities.

On the technical side, the artefacts remain mostly unchanged, though some additional ones are required. Note that the technical artefacts relate to the implementation in the PAFFIN-System, not the conceptual Agent-Activity approach. A different implementation of the approach could possibly yield different technical artefacts. Decision components remain unchanged, as do the knowledge base contents, ontology and supplementary Java classes. Necessary changes to incorporate the integration have been adapted into the conceptual models from which these technical artefacts are generated. Agent protocols are replaced by process-protocols. This does not greatly change their role in the execution though. However, a number of technical artefacts are added.

First and foremost, the process-protocols contain Agent-Activities. These represent a new modelling level below the rough entity behaviour given by the process-protocols. Nets for the AAOS are therefore a new technical artefact. Furthermore, the administrative workflow data needs to be provided in a persistent storage, presumably a database. Entries must be provided for workflow roles, resources, rules, permissions, tasks and GUIs. Further database entries may become necessary in future evolutions of the PAFFIN-System.

One of the requirements of the adaption of PAOSE to the Agent-Activity approach is to provide a methodological approach to incorporating all of these changed artefacts into a coherent modelling process. Just providing the technically and conceptually adapted artefacts is not sufficient. Only through changes in the methodology can the integration be efficiently utilised. Any future work dealing with PAOSE and Agent-Activities needs to provide a vision capturing such changes.

**Tool Support**

Tool support is the final issue examined in this consideration of a future adaption of PAOSE for PAFFINS and Agent-Activities. Currently, there are a number of specialised tools available in the RENew environment. Tools for generating folder structures from the CDD, for monitoring the system, etc. Such tools are also valuable for Agent-Activities and PAFFINS and are necessary to properly support modellers.

Here, a vision of a modelling tool for process-protocols is discussed as an example of possible future tool support. The functionality of this tool is oriented around the Agent Interaction Protocol (AIP) diagram tool for CAPA agents in PAOSE. AIP diagrams enable designing the interactions between CAPA agents in an abstract way. The tool allows for the generation of skeleton code for the protocols described in the AIP interaction. Skeleton code provides the basis for interaction implementation. The generated skeleton protocols
already contain the basic order and structure of agent actions and only need to be filled with additional details and data flow.

For the process-protocols in the PAFFIN-System a similar tool is desirable. However, directly utilising the AIP diagram tool is not possible, since it does not support workflow operations and workflow concepts in the design of interactions. The desired tool should follow the same design principles, since it is well established and a similar tool would make it easier for CAPA modellers to utilise.

The basic purpose of the tool is to design interactions between different PAFFINS. Interactions consist of process-protocols for each involved PAFFIN. Here, the basic swimlanes from the AIP diagram tool can be reused. Process-protocols consist of AGENT-ACTIVITIES and are connected/related through the agent actions and workflow operations defined in the different AGENT-ACTIVITIES. Additionally, AGENT-ACTIVITIES may also describe workflow tasks that need to be executed by human users. These tasks do not correspond to another process-protocol involved in the interaction, yet this kind of behaviour also needs to be captured in the tool.

The tool requires to model two things in particular. The process-protocols of the involved PAFFIN entities and the AGENT-ACTIVITIES they consist of. An advantageous realisation would enable the two levels to be modelled in one tool. Modellers could then create the rough structure of AGENT-ACTIVITIES for a process-protocol, and then expand or zoom into the individual AGENT-ACTIVITIES to model the individual actions and operations. This would provide two views on each AGENT-ACTIVITY of the model. A concise view that would collapse/zoom out of the AGENT-ACTIVITY and a detailed view that would expand/zoom into the AGENT-ACTIVITIES. Modelling in the same tool would also allow easily connecting an action or operation from within an AGENT-ACTIVITY to another AGENT-ACTIVITY in possibly another process-protocol. Note that the usual requirements of modern modelling tools also apply including the ability to undo errors, drag and drop functionality with connectors on elements etc.

The internal process of each AGENT-ACTIVITY consists of an ordered set of fundamental agent actions and basic workflow operations. These actions and operations are arranged in a specific execution order. That order has to be modelled for each AGENT-ACTIVITY. However, most of the actions and operations also describe some form of interaction with external (w.r.t. the current AGENT-ACTIVITY) elements. These connections also need to be modelled.

The following describes how connecting the action/operation externally affects the model. The internal connection, i.e. the arrangement of actions and operations into execution orders, is simple Petri net modelling and not discussed further.

One of the key concepts for the following is the corresponding receiving action. The corresponding receiving action for an agent action or workflow operation is the required counterpart to that action or operation. For example, when a message is sent somewhere the corresponding receiving action is the reception of that message somewhere else in the system. These corresponding receiving actions are defined for each action and operation in the following.

In general, when connecting an outgoing agent action or a workflow operation to its corresponding receiving action, the target is always another lane describing another process-protocol or a human user (or other resource not represented by a process-protocol).

---

13 The actions that can be designed in the AIP diagram tool are, in fact, the fundamental agent actions described in Section 5.2, even if they are not known or named as such in CAPA.

14 Action here does not necessarily refer to agent action, but rather to an abstract action of the target entity. This can be an agent action, a workflow operation or an administrative action.
simplify these descriptions the target lane is considered to be already existent. However, there are still three variants to consider when connecting an outgoing agent action or workflow operation. If the target lane does not yet include the target Agent-Activity a new, blank Agent-Activity should be created in that lane, a corresponding receiving action added with default parameters and the outgoing action connected to it. If the target lane already includes the target Agent-Activity and that target Agent-Activity already contains an otherwise unconnected corresponding receiving action, the outgoing action should be connected to that corresponding receiving action. Lastly, if the target lane already includes the target Agent-Activity, but that Agent-Activity doesn’t contain an otherwise unconnected corresponding receiving action, a new corresponding receiving action should be created and the outgoing action connected to that. Of course, the new corresponding receiving action needs to be manually arranged afterwards to fit into the Agent-Activity model.

- **Send Message:** Sending a message indicates that some data is to be transmitted from one PAFFIN entity to another or a set of others. The corresponding receiving action is a receive message action in the process-protocol of the other PAFFIN entity/entities. Sending a message can only be connected to another process-protocol in another PAFFIN entity, since the agent nature prohibits human users or other resource that are not represented by PAFFIN entities from receiving messages. If, however, the human user (or other resource) is represented by a PAFFIN a message can be sent to that proxy. In that case, though, a process-protocol exists for the representing PAFFIN entity.

In the detailed view of both involved Agent-Activities, a direct arrow should be drawn coming from the send message action and going into the receive message action. In the concise view the direct arrow would originate in the Agent-Activity containing the send action and end in the Agent-Activity containing the receive action.

- **Receive Message:** Receive message functions analogously to its corresponding receiving action of send message.

- **Internal Action:** Internal actions do not connect externally and consequently do not need to be considered w.r.t. external model connections and corresponding receiving actions.

- **Request Workitem:** Requesting a workitem indicates that the entity executing this workflow operation provides a task (workitem) and that an external resource is set to begin work on that workitem. The main issue with modelling this operation is that there are two kinds of resources that have to be handled, connected and displayed differently.

The first option indicates that the workitem is to be executed by another PAFFIN entity explicitly modelled in this interaction. In that case the beginning of work on that workitem would initiate a new process-protocol in that PAFFIN entity. Consequently, the corresponding receiving action is the administrative action of starting the new process-protocol and transmitting the parameters from the workitem to that process-protocol. Alternatively, it is also feasible that the start of work corresponds to a delayed, i.e. reactively or proactively triggered, action inside of an existing process-protocol. In that case the corresponding receiving action is an input of data (possibly as an agent message) into the existing process-protocol. Represented as a different kind of arrow, the connection would start at either the request workitem operation (in the detailed view) or the Agent-Activity (in the concise view) and end at the start of the new process-protocol or at the start of work in an existing process-protocol.
The second option is to connect the operation to a resource that is not directly modelled in the current interaction. This includes human users and other resources that are not represented directly by Paffin entities. But, it can also include Paffin entities that are simply not modelled in the current interaction. Such Paffin entities possess a process-protocol which is initiated by this workitem, but it is outside of the scope of the current interaction diagram and considered as a black box. Situations like this can happen if, for example, the target Paffin entity is under the responsibility of another development team. In that case the interface is clearly defined through the workflow task exchange so that further details are unnecessary. The corresponding receiving action should be a diagram element that illustrates the abstract task and black box nature. One possible option is to use the task-transition from RENEW workflow nets (see Section 2.3.2), as it is an established representation of a workflow task. Represented with the same arrow as the first option, the connection would also start at either the request workitem operation (in the detailed view) or the Agent-Activity (in the concise view) and end at the element used to represent the task.

- **Confirm Activity:** Confirming an activity indicates that a workflow task (activity) has been successfully completed and that work in the Paffin entity controlling that task can continue beyond it. As described before, a workflow task can correspond to two things. It can be an abstract task being executed by a human user, a resource not represented by a Paffin entity or by a Paffin entity outside of the scope of the current diagram. Alternatively, it can correspond to a process-protocol being actively modelled in the current diagram. For both cases the corresponding receiving action is the administrative end of the workflow task under examination. In the first case, there is no explicit end to the task because it is represented by a single element. In the second case, however, the end of the task is the end of the process-protocol or the end of the work in the process-protocol that corresponds to that task. The model connection would start at the representative element in the first case and at the end of the process-protocol or task-ending part of the process-protocol in the second case. The connection should be represented by the same kind of arrow the request workitem connection is represented in. The different directions are sufficient for distinction.

- **Cancel Activity:** Cancelling an activity indicates that a workflow task (activity) can’t be completed successfully and must be aborted with a failure. It is completely analogous to the confirm activity operation, with the exception that, if the task corresponds to another process-protocol, it can be called from potentially anywhere in that process-protocol. Determining where, in another process-protocol, an activity can be cancelled is one of the responsibilities of the system modellers.

Different symbols should be used for each kind of element in the model. For Agent-Activities the Agent-Activity-Transition should be used as a symbol. For abstract tasks the original workflow task-transition should be used. For the remaining elements (actions and operations in Agent-Activities, starting and stopping an Agent-Activity, starting and stopping a process-protocol), clearly distinguishable symbols should be used.

Each element and symbol should be inscribed. This way, parameters and details could be added to the model that could be directly used for the later generation of skeleton code. For each element and symbol, default values need to be defined that are used for code generation if no specific values are provided by system modellers. While most of the elements can be inscribed with the direct inscriptions used later in nets, workflow operations differ from that. For these elements the task, task parameters (e.g. input data, task description, result, utilised user interface, utilised resource task action) and
administrative parameters (e.g. roles, rules, rights) also need to be defined. For that purpose special inscriptions need to be defined. While it is possible to simply inscribe the full specification of the ontology object representing the task, this option is not very user friendly for system modellers.

Figure 12.7 shows a mock-up that illustrates how a diagram following the previously laid out vision for an AIP-like model for the PAFFIN-System might look like. Regular transitions with descriptive names currently represent most elements. An implemented tool should provide more memorable and intuitive symbols. Collapsed Agent-Activities are represented as Agent-Activity-Transitions with a + symbol. Expanded Agent-Activities are larger areas similar in shape to the Agent-Activity-Transitions with a large - in the upper thick bar and containing a simplified representation of the internal process. The + and - symbols should be interactive buttons for switching between the collapsed and expanded views. The diagram in Figure 12.7 incorporates all agent actions and workflow operations, including usage variants. Starting point is the lane of Paffin Entity A PrPr 1. Note that there is no explicit application case for the interaction in Figure 12.7, although it would be possible to create one. Such an application case is irrelevant for these current discussion.

The diagram shown in Figure 12.7 provides a large amount of information about the interaction being designed. Which integrated entities are directly involved, which external actors (human users and external Paffins) are involved, which Agent-Activities are being executed by which Paffins, what agent actions and workflow operations are executed in the Agent-Activities, how the Agent-Activities are connected, etc. As previously implied, the tool should also be able to generate skeleton code from those diagrams. This tremendously supports the modelling effort as the automatically generated code only needs to be enriched with certain details and data flow to make it directly executable. The following three types of nets/objects should be generated from the AIP-like diagrams:

**Process-protocols:** The process-protocol nets correspond directly to lanes of the concise model view (i.e. with all Agent-Activities collapsed). The process-protocols would only contain the Agent-Activities as Agent-Activity-Transitions, the basic control flow between the Agent-Activities and the provided or default inscriptions for the Agent-Activities. Data processing, flow and exchange between Agent-Activities would still need to be added to these nets.

**Internal processes:** For each Agent-Activity the tool should generate the internal process as a net. The generated net would include the actions and operations (using the Paffin net components from Section 10.2.3), the control flow between them and the provided or default inscriptions for the actions and operations. Additional data flow, detailed inscriptions and additional data processing still have to be added.

**Database entries:** Workflow tasks in the PAFFIN-System are supported by a database running on each platform and management. This database contains all data necessary for executing and managing the workflow tasks (see Section 10.2.14). For code generation in this tool only data about tasks is relevant. Task data needs to be provided in the form of ontology objects of the class PaffinDBTask. Fields of that class include task name, task title, task description, resource task action, gui identifier, required permission set and the assignable status. The generation should create these objects with either data from inscriptions in the model or default/generated values.

Using an AIP-like tool in the PAFFIN-System would support system modellers by separating design into two stages. First, they would take the global (w.r.t. one interaction) perspective on the Agent-Activities and how they are interconnected by modelling the
Figure 12.7: Mock-up of AIP-like diagram for PAFFINS
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AIP-like model. This would help keep overarching issues in mind and focus modellers onto the actual functionality by abstracting from implementation details. Second, they would take the local (w.r.t. one specific net at a time), detailed perspective. Here, the overarching issues can be mostly disregarded (because they are taken care of on the first level) and attention can be paid to the details of the implementation to solve issues of efficiency and data flow. Overall, this tool would focus system modellers on distinct issues at any time and reduce the effort of implementation. Consequently, it is a very desirable tool for the Agent-Activity approach and the Paffin System.

**Paose Extension Conclusion**

The previously described extensions to Paose enable it to better utilise the mechanisms introduced by the Agent-Activity integration approach. More extensions are conceivable on both the methodological and the practical support level. These extension range from new tools that generate global structural and behavioural perspectives, to adding a new dimension to the matrix to capture user interactions. Each of these kinds of extensions opens up the capabilities of an integration ever more to system modellers. In fact, it is even feasible to fundamentally adapt the approach to not consider everything as just an agent, but also as a workflow and an integrated entity. Besides such fundamental questions, the current and future alignment of Agent-Activities and Paose can be exploited to provide a comprehensive modelling support environment featuring a process-, organisation- and agent-oriented guidance for system modellers.

### 12.6.4 Paffin-System Extensions

This section discusses some possible future extensions of the Paffin-System prototype. Note that the following are concrete features of future work. General notions, such as security or performance improvements, are not considered here.

**Address the current limitations:** Section 11.2.2 discussed the current limitations of the Paffin-System prototype. Some of the issues presented there are signify important advances for the system when they are implemented. Therefore, future work on the Paffin-System should first address these limitations.

First and foremost, the persistent data storage at runtime should be addressed. Here, the existing functionality from the PersistentOntology plugin can be utilised. Currently, only the platform WFMS Paffin has read access to the database. The first addition should be write access in combination with administration functionality in the GUI. That way new roles, users, etc. can be added and edited at runtime. The second addition could involve the application Paffins with the database. Here, runtime application data could be stored.

Beyond the persistent data storage, the Agent-Activity update mechanism should be enhanced. Currently, only resetting the AAO is implemented. Changing/replacing the AAO or editing the AAO are the obvious extensions here. More advanced features could combine different AAO by merging them. Concepts from eHornets could also potentially be applied (see Section 12.6.1).

The remaining limitations discussed before are mostly concerned with improving usability and modelling. Providing automatic task connections for workflow operations while modelling and the mutually exclusive task choice fall into this category.
Dynamic progress representation in GUI: Currently, the only indication of the progress a human user has are the lists of available workitems, current activities and done activities. A dynamic, visual representation of the progress within a process is a highly desirable feature.

For the existing PAOSE teaching support system from Section 11.3.3 a static, hardcoded overview of the process-protocol for each exercise was displayed. The envisioned dynamic representation works similarly. Since the Petri net of a process-protocol or the internal process of an Agent-Activity is already a reasonable and clearly structured graphical representation of the process the net can be used as a basis. Displaying the net context for a workitem or activity is not a large implementation issue. Task information could be extended with a file location for the net, which could then be read and displayed by the GUI. More difficult to implement is how to indicate the progress dynamically. For that, a simple image representation of the net is insufficient. Rather the net structure has to be generated as individual elements in the GUI so that the already finished transitions (Agent-Activity-Transitions when the net is a process-protocol) are marked somehow. The generation could utilise the existing list of done activities by matching them to the transitions.

Beyond that interactivity for that net representation is also planned. Each element of the net should then be inspectable. This could be used as a logging and monitoring tool, simply displaying information about the parameters and results involved in the selected elements. However, it could also be used as a novel control mechanism. Instead of using classical worklists the users could select and request their available workitems from the net representation. Instead of lists of current activities the users would see what was assigned to/requested by them and inspect it to reveal the task functionality. Such a net representation of the control could be more intuitive and potentially guide users by providing more insight and overview over the extended context of the workitems and activities they are working on.

Monitoring tools: Current monitoring tools in RENEW only capture agent aspects. Especially the MULANVIEWER is an essential tool for monitoring a multi-agent system. It displays all active platforms and agents on the local machine and allows inspection of all net schemas and instances. Through the nets-within-nets principles, the system is displayed in a hierarchical way. It is, however, specifically tailored to MULAN and CAPA, meaning that anything that is not part of that framework is not displayed and can’t be easily accessed. The elements that should be added to the overview of the new VIEWER are listed in the following:

- The technical backend should be displayed as a standard component on the same hierarchy level as the knowledge base and process-protocol factory. The entry should expendable to grant direct access to the three subordinate backend nets for workflow engine, resource and agent functionalities.
- The AAO nets or internal processes should be used to represent the Agent-Activities as subordinate hierarchy entries to the process-protocols.
- For each PAFFIN as an engine the lists of workitems and activities should be accessible on the same level as the process-protocols to better capture the workflow aspects.
- Workflow resources registered by a PAFFIN entity should be displayed. This could be done in the same entry as the knowledge base or in a separate entry on the same level.
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These extensions would enable the new Viewer to capture all of the technical artefacts used during the execution of a Paffin-System application.

Another tool that should be extended is the MulanSniffer, which logs messages exchanged between CAPA agents. Here, the changes are more conceptual in nature. Currently, only agent messages are logged. For the Paffin-System, the workflow operations should also be captured. Each task is provided by an engine and executed by a resource, both are Paffin entities. The information about the workflow operations is already available in the agent messages exchanged between the entities and the platform WFMS. However, multiple messages correspond to a single workflow operations. Therefore, it is desirable to filter these messages and display them as a single task between engine and resource entities. Open questions here relate to the optimal common representation of agent messages and workflow tasks. The MulanSniffer creates a diagram of messages similar to an AIP. It has to be examined if that diagram structure is still reasonable when including workflow tasks. Rough sketches of what an AIP with workflow elements might look like have been discussed before in the context of an extended AIP tool for Paffins in Section 12.6.3.

New tools for the Paffin-System could also be created. Feasible are tools to capture exclusively the workflow data exchanged with human users or tools to better monitor performance in the system.

**Collaboration extensions:** A focus in many of the applications and application visions discussed in Chapter 11 is the collaboration between the human workflow users. In order to better support the collaboration a number of extensions to the framework are feasible:

- A tool for remote monitoring of workflows would enable users to get an overview over how far other users had progressed in their workflows. This tool would be especially useful in a setting where supervisors would want to or need to check on other users. Such a setting, for example, is the Paoke teaching environment. Here, the teacher could check on the progress of the students. If all students were stuck on a particular exercise the teacher could initiate a plenum session where he or she explained the context and possible solutions. If only individual students had problems, the teacher could approach them and provide help directly. Of course, the system would have to be protected in some way to ensure that only authorised users can access the workflows of other users. If privacy is a concern the tool could be implemented to provide only general, anonymous statistics, e.g. indicating the percentage of users that have progressed to a specific task.

- A chat interface could be implemented to allow all registered users to chat and exchange tips and hints. That interface could be added to the standard web GUI as an additional area.

- A knowledge repository could be provided on a Paffin platform. That repository could contain hints, frequently asked questions, a wiki and even provide access to system monitors, logs and statistics. Similarly to the chat interface, a knowledge repository could be used to provide answers quickly and directly. Optimally, the repository should grow naturally over time. In the teaching environment example a knowledge repository could contain hints to the current exercises, sample solutions to previous exercises, general questions and how-tos for the environment and framework, etc.
These kinds of extensions would, when implemented, emphasise collaboration aspects, which would benefit many of the targeted application domains.

**Persistent state storing:** The ability to suspend (parts of) a system, store their state and then, at a later time, resume the execution is a highly desirable feature. In the Paffin-System, the principle could be applied to different levels. A single Paffin entity could store the state of its process-protocols or even just its Agent-Activities. That way, longer, ongoing processes could be better supported. It is also feasible for the Paffin to suspend the execution, store the state and then have another Paffin resume the execution. This could be helpful in situations where local resources become unavailable and the behaviour needs to be moved to where resources are available (see Section 11.4.2). Beyond single process-protocols, entire Paffin entities or platforms could be suspended and resumed later or elsewhere.

For an implementation a number of things would need to be provided. First and foremost, a persistent data storage would need to be made available to the entirety of the system. Here, the PersistentOntology functionality could be further extended, which was already discussed above.

Second, an encoding of a net instance state would have to be developed. That encoding needs to be generated from an arbitrary reference net, have a form that can be stored persistently and finally be read and instantiated in a new net instance. Neither of these points is easy to implement.

A reference net can have arbitrary Java objects as references. These need to be encoded and stored as well. Reference can also include other reference nets, making the encoding recursive. Potentially, the state of a net encoding can be highly complex and extensive. Therefore, an efficient encoding must be developed to store it. Finally, the net and all of the objects need to be instantiated in the new net. All of the relations between the instantiated objects need to be intact, even those beyond the relations introduced by the reference net structure.

Third, the functionality must be incorporated into the Paffin-System framework. Here, design decisions must be made about which nets to allow suspension and resumption of. Open questions involve where in the system the suspend/resume functionality is controlled. Most reasonably, the platform, which is responsible for the entity lifecycle should control it. This means that the functionality to resume previous entities should be implemented here. However, entities, presumably as part of the backend functionality, need to be able to initiate or request that functionality.

All in all, suspending, storing and resuming the state of a net instance is a difficult and extensive endeavour. In fact, it is desirable as a general Renew and reference net feature and not just limited to the Paffin-System. It has often been approached, but no viable technical solution is available yet.

### 12.7 Concluding Evaluation Concerning the Requirements

To conclude this chapter, this section considers the overall goal, research questions and hypothesis posed in the introduction. This evaluates the results achieved in this thesis in a concluding matter.

Section 7.4 defined a number of partial results that were required of this thesis. The following listing discusses how these results have been achieved.
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A *specification of the integration:* The specification of an integration was presented as the vision of an integration, as well as the integration criteria derived from that vision, in Sections 7.1 and 7.3. Both the vision and the criteria were used throughout the thesis to evaluate and compare intermediate results with the required specification. Most recently, Section 12.1 related the integration vision to the overall and finalised practical results.

A *conceptual integration approach:* The AGENT-ACTIVITY integration approach presented in Chapter 9 constitutes the required result for the conceptual model and approach for the integration and combination of structure and behaviour through agents and workflows. It was selected from the abstract integration approaches presented in Chapter 8 based on the integration criteria. Then, it was further refined into a concrete, conceptual integration approach and again evaluated against the integration criteria in order to ensure its compliance with the integration vision.

A *technical proof-of-concept for the conceptual approach:* The Paffin-System prototype framework, described in Section 10.2, constitutes the working proof-of-concept for the AGENT-ACTIVITY integration approach and therefore the proof-of-concept for the conceptual model and approach as prescribed by this required result. It was evaluated against both the AGENT-ACTIVITY integration approach and the general integration criteria in Section 10.4 in order to ensure compliance with both.

A *set of application prototypes using the integration:* Section 11.3 presented three application prototypes implemented in the Paffin-System framework. Each of these prototypes is fully functional, thus proving the usability of the Paffin-System, and also showcases important and relevant integration mechanisms. Additionally, Section 11.4 presented a number of application visions that, while not yet implemented, are possible in the Paffin-System framework and further demonstrate its capabilities.

Clearly, the required partial results have all been provided. The conditions set out for these results in Section 7.4 have all been fulfilled and in some cases even exceeded. The Paffin-System, for example, has implemented features that go beyond the basic status required for a proof-of-concept.

Next, Section 7.4 provided a list of supplementary requirements to the results. These are aimed at clarifying points and aspects towards the goal of the thesis and the related research questions. The following listing addresses the requirements. Note that these requirements overlap in part with the previously established results.

**Alignment with the integration vision:** The alignment between the achieved concepts/systems and the integration vision was evaluated and discussed on multiple occasions. Section 8.1.4 examined the alignment with the abstract integration approach using agent actions and workflow operations. The positive result of that evaluation ultimately led to the selection of that integration approach for further refinement and development. Section 9.3 then examined the alignment of the refined AGENT-ACTIVITY integration approach, substantiating that the concrete approach evaluated even slightly better than the more abstract version. Section 10.4 examined the alignment of the Paffin-System with both the integration criteria and the AGENT-ACTIVITY integration approach. Again, the result was positive by demonstrating a good alignment. Finally, Section 12.1 considered the overall results, including AGENT-ACTIVITIES and the Paffin-System, in a concluding matter and evaluated them against the vision of an integration on a more abstract and general level. That evaluation also yielded a positive result. Overall, this requirement is fully satisfied, as all stages of development of an integration, i.e. abstract
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approach, concrete approach and proof-of-concept prototype, all align well with the integration vision and the integration criteria.

Technical feasibility of the developed concepts: The technical feasibility of the developed concepts, the AGENT-ACTIVITY integration approach, was established through its proof-of-concept, the Paffen-System. The Paffen-System was presented in Section 10.2 while its alignment with and proof-of-concept status were examined in Section 10.4.1. Descriptions in the latter section have shown that the Paffen-System is indeed a proof-of-concept of the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach, thereby satisfying this current requirement of the thesis.

Capability to build applications utilising the integration: The creation of applications with the Paffen-System was the main topic of Chapter 11. A number of sections from that chapter stand out for this current requirement. Section 11.1 discussed how modelling is done in the Paffen-System, while Section 11.2 examined its features and limitations for application modelling. Section 11.3 presented the three application prototypes that were practically implemented in the Paffen-System. These confirm that this current requirement is indeed satisfied as the applications were implemented in the Paffen-System and are fully functional.

Transferability: Section 12.2 examined the generality of the results and their applicability beyond the current Petri net emphasis. In summary, while the results focus on the Petri net basis, the general concepts and ideas can be transferred to wider contexts. However, the farther removed from the current focus an area is, the more difficult it is to directly transfer the results. In such cases adaptions become necessary. Still, the discussions have shown that this requirement of the thesis is satisfied.

Synergies: The extensive amount of synergies has been discussed in Section 12.3. Overall, the provision and enabling of beneficial synergies between agents and workflows is just one of the strengths of the AGENT-ACTIVITY integration approach, as discussed in Section 12.4. Synergies are present on all system levels and yield various benefits for system modelling and management. Consequently, this requirement of the thesis is satisfied.

Improvement and conceptual Maturity: The strengths of the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach have been discussed in Section 12.4. That section showed the extensive strengths that an integration of agents and workflows offers on the conceptual level. One of the most prominent strengths related to enabling the synergies between agents and workflows, as discussed in the previous requirement and Section 12.3. Some open points also remain, though most refer to the context of the practical Paffen-System, thus not affecting this current requirement. Only the increased modelling complexity stands out as a more critical open point. The increased complexity, however, can be considered as the cost required to enable the strengths and synergies. There are options that address and support the modelling complexity in future work.

Altogether, though, the results have showcased a satisfactory and solid conceptual maturity. That maturity is picked up again in Chapter 13 where the results of this thesis are related to the work presented as part of the state-of-the-art in Chapter 3. Chapter 13 shows that, conceptually, the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach represents an extensive and valuable improvement in many areas. Especially the fact that the entirety of agent and workflow mechanisms and properties is available for system modelling stands out positively. However, the technical maturity of the Paffen-System prototype often prevents a direct comparison to other more established and especially commercial
tools. Still, this thesis emphasised the concept over the practical implementation. Therefore, this requirement is completely satisfied.

**Inter-organisational contexts and other application areas:** Application areas of the integration were generally discussed in Section 7.2 which also touched on inter-organisational contexts. More details and the connection to the Agent-Activity approach and the Paffin-System were provided in Section 11.5 which explicitly examined the application of Agent-Activities to inter-organisational contexts. Moreover, Section 12.5 examined the properties of general application areas and settings which could beneficially utilise the integration provided by Agent-Activities. Strongly related is also Section 11.4 which provided application visions that are not yet implemented with the Paffin-System framework. Altogether, these sections show that the Agent-Activity integration approach and its implementation in the Paffin-System are indeed quite valuable for many application areas. Benefits, strengths and synergies can be utilised in various scenarios. Inter-organisational contexts, in particular, possess requirements that the Agent-Activity with its duality of structure and behaviour can satisfy very well. Therefore, this requirement of the thesis is also satisfied.

The previous listing shows that all of the requirements set out for this thesis have been satisfied. Before concluding this section, the following presents all of the specific achieved results. These mostly overlap with the required partial results discussed before, but some represent intermediate results that supported the explicitly required ones or their evaluation. In order to provide a complete overview of what this thesis achieved, all relevant results of this thesis should be recognised here:

- The **agent-oriented modelling perspective** from Chapter 5 defined the aspect of structure of a software system for this thesis and introduced the key concept of fundamental agent actions.
- The **workflow-based modelling perspective** from Chapter 6 defined the aspect of behaviour of a software system for this thesis and introduced the key concept of basic workflow operations.
- The **vision of an integration** from Chapter 7 provided the specification and concrete criteria for the integration desired for this thesis.
- The **abstract integration approaches** from Chapter 8 presented different ways of how to generally achieve the desired integration.
- The **Agent-Activity integration approach**, the conceptual main result, from Chapter 9 described how to concretely realise an integration of agents and workflows in this thesis. It represents the conceptual model and approach desired in the goal of this thesis.
- The **Paffin-System prototype** from Chapter 10 is the technical main result of this thesis and provides a working proof-of-concept for the Agent-Activity integration approach. Furthermore it serves as the framework in which all application prototypes for this thesis are built.
- The **additional prototypes** also presented in Chapter 10 represent intermediate practical results that influenced the creation of the Paffin-System.
- The **application prototypes** presented in Chapter 11 represent fully functional applications developed in the Paffin-System framework in order to showcase its own functionality and provide a concrete basis for application discussions.
The evaluation of the Agent-Activity approach and Paffin-System is the final result of this thesis. It encompasses the discussions and observations from Chapters 11, 12, and 13.

To conclude this overall evaluation, the original research questions from the introduction are concretely answered before the goal is discussed. The recapitulate the research questions:

1. “How can the concepts “agent” and “workflow” be combined and integrated in a reasonable, conducive and beneficial way?”
2. “Which beneficial effects can be achieved through a combination and integration of agents and workflows, potentially and substantiated through a technical proof-of-concept, and in which scenarios are they best applicable?”

As discussed in the introduction, the first question required a number of consecutive steps to answer. First, the exact extent and definition of the terms structure through agents and behaviour through workflows needed to be developed. This was done in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. Second, the specification of the integration was required, which was provided as the integration vision and integration criteria in Chapter 7. Third, different abstract integration approaches were developed, presented and evaluated in Chapter 8. From those, the Agent-Activity integration approach was selected and finally refined in Chapter 9 into the concrete model and approach for an integration of agents and workflows, which answers the first research question.

To summarise the answer to the first research question:

- An integration must feature a mutual incorporation of agents and workflows, as well as integrated entities (see Definition B.7) that can act as and be interacted with as agents, workflows, both or something in between.
- Based on the defined integration criteria, the concepts agents and workflows can best be combined and integrated using an approach based on fundamental agent actions (see Definition B.1) and basic workflow operations (see Definition B.4).
- In order to realise not only a combination of agents and workflows, but also an integration with form and function, an additional abstraction of agent actions and workflow operations is required. That abstraction is provided by the Agent-Activity concept (see Definition C.2) in the Agent-Activity integration approach (see Definition C.1).
- To support the Agent-Activity integration approach, a system must implement the Agent-Activity reference architecture\(^{15}\) (see Definition C.7) including the full management functionality.

The second question was subsequently answered, with the basis being provided by the implementation of the Agent-Activity integration approach in the Paffin-System in Chapter 10 and by the application prototypes and visions in Chapter 11. On this basis and the conceptual Agent-Activity approach, discussions, evaluations and observations were performed in Chapters 11 and 12. Especially Sections 12.3 and 12.4 elaborated upon the benefits, strengths and synergies created and/or enabled by the results of this thesis. The scenarios in which best to apply these results were discussed especially in Sections 11.5 and 12.5.

\(^{15}\)Note that the term reference architecture does not refer to reference Petri nets. The implementation of the Paffin-System using reference Petri nets is just one possible implementation of the reference architecture.
To summarise the answer to the second research question:

- There are a number of main beneficial synergies available through the integration of agents and workflows. It is possible to freely combine agent and workflow functionality. Integrated entities can also encapsulate any agent or workflow concepts. All feasible interactions between integrated entities in any state are also supported. Furthermore, integrated entities provide a unified global model that can be utilised to generate specific structural or behavioural perspectives. These main synergies are the basis for many of the general strengths the integration can provide.

- The synergies were substantiated by the PAFFIN-System (see Definition [C.10]) and the implemented application prototypes.

- Application scenarios for the Agent-Activity integration approach are diverse. The approach can address various requirements of large and complex systems featuring either a strong emphasis on structure, behaviour or the duality of the two. Inter-organisational contexts are a prime example of application scenarios in which the integration can be applied well.

Having answered the research questions it is now possible to consider the overall goal of this thesis. Repeating the goal from the introduction: “In this thesis the two concepts agents and workflows are combined and integrated in order to create the hybrid system. The research, development and provision of this combination and integration are the overarching goal of the thesis. On a conceptual level this goal is constituted by a conceptual model and approach for the motivated combination and integration. This model and approach are supplemented by a set of prototypes constituting a working proof-of-concept realisation and implementation. This proof-of-concept is the goal of this thesis on the practical level.”

Overall, it is clear that the goal has been fully achieved. The conceptual model and approach is constituted by the Agent-Activity integration approach. The working proof-of-concept of that model and approach is provided by the PAFFIN-System prototype framework. Both have been extensively examined, discussed and evaluated. The combination and integration of agents and workflows in a hybrid system realised by the Agent-Activity approach and PAFFIN-System was therefore successfully researched, developed and provided in detail.

Throughout the entirety of this thesis, reference Petri nets were used to represent and model the different concepts and systems. The Agent-Activity integration approach therefore also provides a concrete and executable Petri net model for a full integration and hybrid of agents and workflows through its implementation in the PAFFIN-System. Such a Petri net model was not available prior to this thesis and represents a clear contribution in the context of Petri net models for objects [Moldt, 1996], agents [Moldt and Wienberg, 1997, Rölke, 2004], and workflows [van der Aalst et al., 1994].

Finally, it is possible to consider the original hypothesis proposed in the introduction: “The hypothesis of the thesis is that two individual modelling techniques and their related perspectives can be united to provide the strengths of both, as well as additional beneficial synergies, by integrating and combining their main modelling constructs. More specifically, the two orthogonal aspects of structure and behaviour of a software system are combined via agents and workflows in order to create an enhanced modelling perspective.”

This hypothesis has been confirmed through the results of the thesis. The two orthogonal modelling techniques agents and workflows, as well as their related perspectives, have been united. Abstractly, this was done overall in Part B with especially Chapter 7 describing
the enhanced and extended integrated modelling perspective. Part C then described how to concretely realise the integration and combination of the two modelling constructs agent and workflow via the Agent-Activity integration approach and the PAFFIN-System prototype. Finally, Part D evaluated and discussed the integration. As was discussed in detail, integrated entities featuring Agent-Activities can act as and be interacted with as agents, workflows, both or something in between. Therefore, they can fully utilise the mechanisms, properties and consequently strengths of both agents and workflows at the same time. Furthermore, as discussed especially in Section 12.3, there are numerous beneficial synergies created by the integration that are all now available in addition to the traditional agent and workflow strengths.

In conclusion, all requirements defined for this thesis have been met. The result requirements have been fulfilled, the research questions answered, the goal achieved and the hypothesis confirmed. This thesis intended to research and examine an integration of structure and behaviour via agents and workflows, which has been brought to a successful conclusion through the development, implementation and evaluation of the Agent-Activity integration approach.
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Chapter 3 presented the state-of-the-art from related research contexts. Now, this related work is picked up again and used as a basis to comparatively evaluate both the conceptual Agent-Activity approach, as well as the PAFFIN-System. The result of this chapter is an evaluation that puts the capabilities and properties of the achieved models and systems into context with what other researchers have achieved.

This chapter’s structure is similar to the one from Chapter 3. Sections 13.1 and 13.2 compare the results of this thesis to traditional agent-orientation and workflow management respectively. Section 13.3 then compares previous integration efforts. Finally, Section 13.4 concludes this chapter with a short, overarching discussion.

13.1 Comparison to Traditional Agent-Orientation

The Agent-Activity integration approach represents a novel way of managing integrated entities that can be, among other things, agents. Cognitive concepts, such as beliefs, desired and intentions, are not featured in the approach, but, as discussed in Section 12.2, it is nonetheless generally applicable and transferable to more than just the MULAN agent model. To shortly summarise, the concepts are overall applicable, yet different characterisations of the fundamental agent actions might be beneficial. An open question also revolves around the integration basis, given in this thesis by the reference Petri nets. Without a shared basis to build both agent and workflow aspects, the realisation of an integration is impeded.

Cognitive concepts are not supported by the PAFFIN-System. There are conceptual, unpublished prototypes for CAPA attempting to include external BDI mechanisms, yet these are not fully functional or mature. Therefore, a comparison of the practical PAFFIN-System prototype to BDI architectures is difficult. An incorporation of cognitive concepts is technically feasible, yet outside of the scope of this thesis.

When compared to other agent management systems, the PAFFIN-System prototype, while promising, also lacks technical maturity. As described in Section 11.2, the prototype offers a good feature set and goes beyond its intention as a proof-of-concept. Yet, it has still only been in development for a relatively short time. Many agent frameworks and platforms, like Jadex, MaDKit, Jason, etc., have been in development for over a decade. The agent mechanisms of the PAFFIN-System may benefit from the maturity of the CAPA basis, which has a similar maturity compared to other established agent frameworks. Still, the new mechanisms, above all the technical backend, are prototypes. They fulfil their function and provide a good basis for future extensions, but, as discussed in Section 12.4, they still lack in aspects such as performance or security. However, research and development of the PAFFIN-System has only just begun, with follow-up theses already planned. The issues troubling the system when compared to established and/or commercial agent platforms can be addressed. Performance can be optimised, security features added, and so on. There is nothing that fundamentally keeps the PAFFIN-System from being used as a robust and efficient agent platform for large-scale applications. The formal Petri net basis even enables the potential to provide the means for verification and validation, as discussed in Section 12.6.2.
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Beyond that, the benefits and extended capabilities of the workflow and integration mechanisms are, of course, also available. These extended capabilities are what the AGENT-ACTIVITY integration approach and PAFFIN-System were designed and developed for. Being able to imbue agents with workflow concepts (and vice versa) is a clear advantage over traditional agent-oriented modelling. This point is discussed in more detail throughout this chapter.

13.2 Comparison to Traditional Workflows

Chapter 3 distinguished research in workflow modelling and workflow management. This distinction is retained here.

**Workflow Modelling** The AGENT-ACTIVITY integration approach is considered with reference Petri nets in mind. While Section 12.2 examined the generality of the approach, the main results of this thesis have been presented before that background. Therefore, the workflow modelling expressiveness and power of the AGENT-ACTIVITY concept also need to be considered under those terms, especially since any practical examples provided in the PAFFIN-System have, in fact, been modelled with reference nets.

For workflow modelling there are two relevant areas: the process-protocols and the internal processes of the AGENT-ACTIVITIES. On these two levels it is possible to fully exploit the expressiveness of reference nets. The process-protocol can describe the abstract overall process, while the AGENT-ACTIVITIES provide the detailed descriptions of the abstract tasks of the overall process.

When comparing the modelling with process-protocols to workflow nets, it is clear that the AGENT-ACTIVITIES can be used to represent any workflow net processes. Workflow nets consist of tasks connected by Petri net elements. Process-protocols consist of AGENT-ACTIVITIES connected by Petri net elements. Modelling each AGENT-ACTIVITY to contain exactly one workflow task (i.e. one each of the three fundamental workflow operations) essentially equalises a process-protocol with a workflow net containing the same structure of tasks. It would also be possible to have any workflow net modelled within the internal process of an AGENT-ACTIVITY. Each task would correlate to a triplet of fundamental workflow operations. Overall, this means that workflow nets can be captured in the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach on both the process-protocol and AGENT-ACTIVITY level. The same is valid for the PAFFIN-System, with the exception of the technical and administrative start and end components of the process-protocol and AAO, which are added to the basic workflow net content.

While it is possible to model any workflow net in the AGENT-ACTIVITY integration approach, there are restrictions to workflow nets which are not enforced. As described in Definition 2.19, a workflow net has a specific structure with a source place, a sink place and strong connectivity when these are connected with a transition. No such restrictions are in any way enforced in the AGENT-ACTIVITY. In the PAFFIN-System, the administrative start and stop components of process-protocols and AGENT-ACTIVITIES are similar to source and sink places, but they are also not expressly prescribed. Continuous behaviour modelled as process-protocols or AGENT-ACTIVITIES would, for example, not feature an end component and therefore no sink place equivalent.

On the one hand, this missing restriction means that it is possible to model processes in the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach that would not be considered as workflow nets. Processes with multiple starting- and end-points are possible, for example. Any process that can be captured in a reference net can be captured in a process-protocol or an AGENT-ACTIVITY.
This expressiveness is enhanced even more when considering that Agent-Activities can contain more than just triplets workflow operations. It is possible to nest workflow tasks by nesting the operations and prescribing specific finalisation orders of the nested tasks. While the idea of subworkflows being represented as tasks in workflow nets is similar, here it is more directly available. In addition to structuring, combining and nesting workflow operations, process-protocols can also add agent actions, which realise functionality beyond the scope of workflow modelling. This however, is picked up again later in these discussions.

On the other hand, without the restrictions imposed on workflow nets it is also impossible to apply any results concerning workflow soundness and verification for process-protocols and Agent-Activities. Currently, no application of verification mechanisms is possible, but it is feasible to restrict process-protocol and Agent-Activity modelling to the structure of workflow nets (see discussion in Section 12.6.2). By doing so it would conceptually equalise the modelling capabilities of workflow nets and the Agent-Activity approach.

However, workflow nets do not support all workflow patterns. This is why, for example, the YAWL modelling language started on a basis of Petri nets and built upon that to capture advanced patterns, such as non-local cancellation and synchronisation. In the Agent-Activity integration approach, support for such patterns can come from the agent functionality. A workflow modelled as an integrated (PAFFIN) entity can exhibit complex functionality and agent-based intelligence to manage synchronisations between different process-protocols or Agent-Activities, possibly even in different entities. Non-local cancellations are currently not possible in the PAFFIN-System, as discussed in Section 11.3.3 in the context of enduring activities, but using agent functionality and the PAFFIN knowledge base to solve that challenge is feasible. For example, a PAFFIN may record the state of a process-protocol in its knowledge base and reset to it when necessary. On the Agent-Activity level an update and replacement of the AAO is already drafted.

Regarding other modelling formalisms, like BPMN, the Agent-Activity and PAFFIN-System yield similar comparisons. Due to the expressiveness of the reference (Petri) net basis, most workflow patterns are directly supported, as well as freely formable processes not adhering to workflow structures. Advanced patterns that can’t be directly mapped onto Petri nets can be supported by agent functionality and intelligence. The workflow modelling capabilities of the Agent-Activity approach are therefore in no way restricted and are comparable to the standard and state-of-the-art in workflow and process modelling.

**Workflow Management** The Agent-Activity integration approach represents a novel kind of management system. Instead of just managing workflows, it manages integrated entities which can be agents, workflows or both. Workflow management is therefore a subset of the management of an Agent-Activity reference architecture system. Workflows in the Agent-Activity approach can exhibit agent and hybrid properties, mechanisms and functionalities, in addition to the traditional workflow ones.

For this thesis and the Agent-Activity integration approach, workflows are defined in Definition A.2 for general processes. Business processes, as a specialisation, can of course be modelled, but workflows in Agent-Activities are not restricted to this application context.

This generalisation regarding processes is similar to the definition of a process-aware information system (PAIS). PAIS manage and execute operational processes [Dumas et al., 2005, p. 7]. While (traditional) workflow and business process management systems are a subset of PAIS, PAIS go beyond those. A system following the Agent-Activity approach does the same.
PAIS distinguish themselves by emphasising the process within the system. While the Agent-Activity approach emphasises the integrated entity, that entity is equivalent to the process it executes. This means that the Agent-Activity approach, too, emphasises the process. The fact that it also emphasises the structure is part of, and actually key to, the underlying integration of agents (structure) and workflows (behaviour). When considering examples of PAIS, such as collaboration tools, project management or issue tracking, these kinds of systems can be nicely captured by Agent-Activities. The PAOSE support environment vision described in Section 11.4.5 is a good example of all three of those kinds of systems. One of the key goals of that environment is to support the collaboration and interaction between the different development teams. Project management and issue tracking is part of the support of that collaboration. In fact, the PAOSE teaching support prototype from Section 11.3.3 already supports some project management functionality with the incorporation of the RedTimer tool into the teaching workflows.

All in all, considering a system following the Agent-Activity integration approach as a PAIS is justified. Processes are emphasised and workflow management is fully encompassed by Agent-Activities, with additional capabilities go beyond it.

An important thing to note here is that the Agent-Activity approach is not just a PAIS. Agent-Activities feature the additional perspectives provided by agents and the integration. PAIS manage and execute operational processes and that is one of the things that Agent-Activities can do. Agent-Activities, however, can also represent and be active components that utilise process and workflow parts, but are only secondarily concerned with the operational processes. The different application prototypes and visions of Chapter 11 have illustrated how the structural and behavioural elements can be utilised advantageously by combining and integrating them in different ways. Structural elements are secondary in PAIS and an integration, even with the different abstraction and emphases levels, is not contemplated. The capabilities of the Agent-Activity approach therefore go beyond those of PAIS.

These extended capabilities of the Agent-Activity approach represent the main added research value. As described in Section 3.2.2 current research in PAIS focuses on, for example, flexibility, security and compliance. The structural aspects of the Agent-Activity approach can be utilised to provide solutions in these areas. Using Agent-Activities, agent intelligence in integrated entities may be used to manage flexibility and enforce compliance. Agent properties like autonomy and the increased encapsulation of the processes (see the discussion about inter-organisational context applications in Section 11.5) can be used for security research. On the other hand, concepts researched for PAIS may be used in Agent-Activities. Employing change patterns to schemas and instances as proposed in [Weber et al., 2013], for example, may be incorporated into the workflow aspects of Agent-Activities. Overall, both PAIS and the Agent-Activity concept can benefit from research conducted in the respective other field.

Note that the same holds true for research in classical BPM. Results from research on flexibility, resource allocation and analysis can be used to extend the approach and the implementation in the PAFFIN-System in many ways. Moving the execution to the cloud or utilising cloud resources within the Agent-Activities or the PAFFIN-System are also feasible. Simulation of processes is also supported, due to the Petri net basis of the approach and implementation.

The extended nature of the Agent-Activity approach also enables another perspective in the context of workflow management. An integrated entity can also be seen as an agent. That agent can represent an actor participating in the workflows of the system. However, it is just as feasible to consider the agent as an active and autonomous representation of other
elements of workflows. One possibility is to have the integrated entity represent one or more cases of a workflow. The integrated entity could hold all data, (intermediate) results, basic processing etc. in its knowledge and interact with other integrated entities as workflows and agents to fully realise and complete its own execution. This would shift the perspective and therefore the emphasis of the execution towards the case concept, supporting the consideration of the Paffin-System as an adaptive case management (ACM) system. Of course, ACM usually strongly features flexibility and adaptivity, which are not explicitly part of the Agent-Activity approach, but are also not excluded. Flexibility features fall into the responsibilities of the implementation. The Paffin-System currently only features flexibility in the form of an AAO reset and variable Agent-Activity execution parameters (see discussion in Section 11.2.1). Adding flexibility in some other way is technically feasible, making the Paffin-System, with the case emphasis as described above, a viable ACM system.

Other related work considered in Section 3.2.2 was concerned with more practical issues. The only, currently available implementation of the Agent-Activity integration approach is the Paffin-System. As discussed in Section 11.2.1, the Paffin-System is a promising prototype and proof-of-concept, but is still limited in some of its practical features. Therefore, it can’t compare to commercially available or other established workflow and business process management systems.

However, achieving a commercial level of maturity was never the intention of the Paffin-System. The intention of the Paffin-System in this thesis was to prove that an integration of agents and workflows, as proposed in the Agent-Activity integration approach, could actually be implemented and work as intended. It was to showcase a practically implemented integration and present ways of how to utilise such an integration in the future. This intention was completely fulfilled.

While the practical implementation currently can’t compare to commercial systems, the conceptual integration provides many potential benefits (see the discussion in Section 12.4). Commercial and established systems may have more complete feature sets, but the conceptual strengths introduced by the Agent-Activity approach and validated by the Paffin-System can enrich the field of BPM in general.

### 13.3 Comparison to other Integration Research

While the previous two subsections related Agent-Activities and the Paffin-System to traditional agents and workflows, this current section now considers research featuring an integration of the two. As Section 3.3 showed, there has already been a lot of work trying to couple agents and workflows. In fact, agent-based workflow management can even be considered an established and extensive research field.

This section is structured as follows. Sections 13.3.1 and 13.3.2 consider agent-based workflow management and workflow-based agent management respectively. Section 13.3.3 then, compares the Agent-Activity approach to advanced integration efforts.

#### 13.3.1 Agent-based Workflow Management

In agent-based workflow management the agent concept and related mechanisms are exploited to enhance or support workflow management with various benefits. To the system modellers and users the system created in agent-based workflow management is still only a workflow system, albeit with the extended capabilities of agents often directly influencing the execution. The following mirrors the order of interfaces and functions
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according to the survey in [Delias et al., 2012] that was also used in Section 3.3.1. For each interface and function realisation examples and options in the AGENT-ACTIVITY integration approach and PAFFIN-System are discussed. This shows that all functions, which agents can have for workflow management as presented in [Delias et al., 2012], can be realised with AGENT-ACTIVITIES.

**Process Definition Tools** The process definitions tools interface handles all functionalities relating directly to the workflow definitions/schemas. For AGENT-ACTIVITIES and the PAFFIN-System the workflow definitions are the process-protocol nets including the AGENT-ACTIVITIES and their internal processes. Arbitrary agent functionality (actions) can be incorporated into these nets.

**Analyse, model, compose, describe and document a BP:** First and foremost, the ability of integrated (PAFFIN) entities to encapsulate their workflows is important for the modelling aspect of this function. As stated before, the entity is the workflow it executes, both conceptually and technically. Through that encapsulation and representation it becomes possible to translate any agent or hybrid property to the workflows, which is something often focussed on in agent-based workflow management. This can, for example, generally refer to agent intelligence (e.g. the workflow deliberating over which available resources are best for its execution), agent communication (e.g. workflows being executed on distributed notes) or agent autonomy (e.g. refusing activity confirmations until results have reached a threshold quality).

In a similar way, composition can be realised in the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach. The agent functionality inside integrated entities can be used to compose partial workflows into a larger orchestration. Controlling and managing the instantiation of the different involved nets is a simple matter for, e.g., an agent decision component.

Considering the other capacities referred to in the title of this function, analysis, description and documentation of a process definition are not quite as directly coverable. However, it is feasible to use integrated entities in a sort of simulation mode. Each entity is both workflow engine and resource, meaning that conceptually the platform WFMS can be ignored for certain purposes. In that case the entity would serve as workflow engine and automatically assign/request and confirm its own tasks as a resource. That way it could be used to analyse and test a workflow and describe or document it and the results.

**Process definition write/edit:** For each AGENT-ACTIVITY the AAO is prescribed through the inscription. That part of the inscription can be realised with a variable that can be used to exchange internal behaviour at runtime. This means that an integrated entity executing AGENT-ACTIVITIES always has this form of control over its internal process definitions by controlling the variables determining the AAOs during execution. Beyond that, assuming some form process-protocol repository, the integrated entities could be designed to retrieve any process-protocol necessary to their current execution. Integrated entities building/adapting their process-protocols is also feasible, requiring a way to formalise process requirements and generating/changing a net structure accordingly.

**Definition Retrieval:** Currently, the definitions for the process-protocols are stored as RENEW net files in the file system and are accessed via the net path environment variable of RENEW. This can, however, be changed to have the net definitions stored in a persistent database and have an integrated entity, as an agent, retrieve the
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definitions and then instantiate that definition at runtime. In fact, this has already
been done in a previous WFMS of CAPA [Wagner, 2009b], where a special agent
had access to the workflow definition database and distributed the definitions to
the workflow engines. Since then, the CAPA persistence has been further developed
with the PersistentOntology plugin [Mosteller, 2016], which is already used in the
PAFFIN-System prototype. Realising entity access to persistent data storage, including
process definitions, is therefore generally possible to implement.

Client Applications  The client applications represent those parts of the system that,
directly or indirectly, interact with the human users. For the Agent-Activity integration
approach no predefined assumptions about the user interface exist, only that it is some-
how technically supplied. For the PAFFIN-System the user interface is provided by the
PAFFINWebGUI plugin (see Section 10.2.12). To simplify these discussion they assume
the already existing and implemented user interface as a discussion basis.

Worklist Handling: Worklists in the PAFFIN-System are already handled by PAFFIN entities
representing users. They register, on behalf of their users, with the platform WFMS,
receive information about workitems and activities and forward that information to
the GUI. Here, again, agent intelligence can be used to further improve functionality.
For example, the PAFFIN may filter or organise certain workitems based on history
or user preferences before displaying them. That way the system could influence or
possibly even improve user efficiency by, e.g., encouraging users to work on workitems
they are experienced in.

Process Control: The integrated entities already serve as the workflow engines for the
workflows they encapsulate. This means that they already start, stop, suspend, resume
and generally control the process executions. In the PAFFIN-System this is also already
implemented. Extending this functionality may yield multiple advantages. The user
interface can be extended to provide administrative access for authorised users to
initiate operations on processes. It is also feasible to have the (PAFFIN) entities analyse
the dynamic runtime circumstances and react with certain operations on processes.
For example, before an imminent (scheduled) shutdown of the system the entities
might suspend and save their processes and afterwards automatically resume them.

Data Handling: Integrated entities as agents automatically manage data handling aspects.
As workflow engines they supply the parameters, knowledge and other data to the
execution of their processes (which are process-protocols). They receive data from the
outside, pass it to the process-protocols for further use and also send out data on behalf
of their process-protocols. Furthermore, just like with the workflow definition data,
entity access to a persistent database which stores application data can be implemented
using the PersistentOntology plugin. Then, (possibly specialised) PAFFIN entities
may provide, manage and store application and runtime data.

User Interface: The user interface is already implemented in a special GUI PAFFIN entity.
It is feasible to make these GUI PAFFINS more complex to better support users, but
for model clarity this kind of functionality is better provided in the resource PAFFIN,
i.e. the PAFFIN representing the human user for the rest of the system. The possibilities,
like worklist filtering or ordering, are analogous here. Apart from that it is always
possible to extend the web interface controlled by the GUI PAFFIN entity. Ideas for
that have already been discussed in Section 12.6.4.
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**Invoked Applications**  The invoked applications interface connects workflows and tasks with other software applications. For Agent-Activities and the Paffin-System this is especially prominent, as the resources for workflow tasks can always be automatic entity resources. Consequently, the focus now lies on how automatic entity resources can be used to improve workflow management. External applications can be incorporated into these automatic entities by providing a command interface and having the entity control the external applications. This was demonstrated by the PAOSE support prototype from Section [11.3.3] where the external RedTimer tool was called and controlled from the Paffin-System.

*Worklist Handling:* The worklist for automatic resources is already being handled within the resource Paffin entity. Currently, a minimum of intelligence is used to manage that worklist, i.e. the highest priority workitem is always selected. This can be extended to consider history, workload or other runtime variables.

*Process Control:* Process control for invoked applications, i.e. automatic resources, is fully handled by the elements of the reference architecture and already fully implemented in the Paffin-System. It is a collaboration of the integrated entity as a workflow engine, the platform WFMS and the entity as a resource. At any point, the mechanisms can be extended as necessary to improve process control and management according to the current needs. Apart from that, the general observations from the analogous point from the client application interface can be applied here as well.

*Data Handling:* This function is analogous to the function of the same name in the client application interface. Integrated entities and the Paffin-System do not need to distinguish between data handling for users and automatic resources.

*Service Discovery:* Imbuing entities with the functionality to interact with service directories is possible. In fact, the WebGateway functionality already available in CAPA and the Paffin-System can be directly utilised to facilitate this interaction. Therefore, the integrated entities (of the Paffin-System) can be directly configured and built to discover and orchestrate different services. The arguments are analogous to general process control.

**Other Workflow Enactment Services**  The interface to other workflow enactment services realises interoperability for a WFMS. CAPA agents, and therefore Paffin entities, support the FIPA standards (see Section [2.2.2]), ensuring that they can indeed interact and communicate with other systems following those standards. Assuming some form of interoperability through following established standards is a prerequisite for this interface. Therefore this assumption is made for the Agent-Activity approach in general.

*Common Interpretation of Process Definition:* If different workflow formats are to be integrated into an entity system, a translation would need to be provided from whatever modelling technique was used for process-protocols. Conceptually, this translation would be relatively simple, translating a task in the workflow representation into an Agent-Activity with just the three workflow operations. The control flow relation could then be more or less directly deployed to the process-protocol. For the entity system (or Paffin-System) to work with other systems, a similar translation into the target modelling technique would also be required. Here, the translation could filter out (or transform into special tasks) the agent actions and return only the basic workflow. In either case the translation could be implemented into a special platform.
entity serving as a gateway. That gateway would provide a central, w.r.t. the platform, interface which both the external systems and internal entities could utilise.

**Workflow Data Interchange:** Here, too, a gateway entity could be utilised that translates incoming and outgoing data into specific standardised formats. Otherwise this functionality is similar to analogous to the data handling of the previous two interfaces.

**Administration and Monitoring Tools** The administration and monitoring tools interface represents the auxiliary management functionality of a WFMS. Regarding the **AGENT-ACTIVITY** approach, most of this functionality is provided on the platform and management level of the reference architecture. Monitoring facilities have already been implemented in the **PAFFIN-System**, yet basic administration is part of future work as discussed in Sections [11.4.3] and [12.6.4].

**User/Role Management:** **PAFFIN** entities, and by generalisation any integrated entities, already represent users within the system. They register with the platform WFMS, receive workitem and activity data and provide the GUI **PAFFINS** with that data for display. In that way, **PAFFINS** already are the virtual avatars described in this functionality. Expanding that representation to roles/groups of users is also already envisioned with the concept of subordinate resources. Here, one **PAFFIN** would represent a group of users or resources to the rest of the system. It would request workitems and then distribute them to its subordinate resources as necessary. Having an integrated entity act as a user/role administration entity is also feasible, especially in combination with data handling/database access. This was already described as part of the vision of the administration workflow in Section [11.4.3].

**Audit Management:** In concept, logging mechanisms can be added to any part of the reference architecture for the **AGENT-ACTIVITY** integration approach. In the **PAFFIN-System** multiple logging mechanisms are already implemented, including ones on the platform and management level and the **PAFFIN** level. Currently these logs are not further utilised within the system. However, they could be easily incorporated into runtime mechanisms, including the creation of worklists according to historical workload or the choice of workitems by automatic resources based on historical execution times. Further analysis of logs from previous runs could also be used by a system to create an optimal deployment of entities on different platforms. This could be achieved by having an entity analyse the log and then initialise the rest of the system according to the results of that analysis.

**Resource Control:** Analysing and influencing the execution of workflow tasks by human (or automatic) resources has already been covered. Basically, data processing as agent functionality can be used to filter, sort, order or emphasise worklists for resources, which in turn partially manages the execution. Analysis is also an option, similar to how it is covered in the audit management function. An interesting idea is to have entities not just analyse, monitor and sort worklists, but also edit them in certain ways. For example, considering the application example of **PAOSE** teaching support, task descriptions may include hints that are only gradually displayed to the students working on the tasks.

**Process Monitoring:** Logging mechanisms have already been discussed in the audit management function. Having a special (platform) monitoring entity is feasible, yet the logging functions within the rest of the system have an advantage in that they can log the operations that are happening in their direct field of observation and influence,
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i.e. within themselves. A special entity would centralise the results and possible obtain a more global view, yet the added overhead would be a drawback. It is also questionable if that entity could gain a better overview than the platform WFMS, which, at least for workflow operations, is globally involved.

Workflow Enactment Service The workflow enactment service provides the central workflow management facilities and serves as a runtime environment for the workflow engines. As the workflow engines are the different integrated entities that execute workflow behaviour, the entire system needs to be considered as the workflow enactment service. However, many global (w.r.t. a platform) management functionalities that are part of the workflow enactment service can also be found in the platform WFMS.

Runtime Control Environment: Integrated entities are the workflow engines and therefore the runtime control environment for workflow instances in the form of process-protocols. This automatically fully encapsulates the workflow instance and workflow engine functionality, so that it can be easily deployed in a distributed environment. Furthermore, many of the previously discussed functions are made possible through this principle. Another interesting aspect in this function is the ability to intersperse agent actions into the workflow execution. This is only possible because the integrated entities serving as workflow engines can also act as agents. Here, the more advanced integration functions become possible, e.g. agent interactions as part of workflow tasks, result processing and quality assurance before activity confirmation or simply the ability of engines to autonomously and directly confirm or cancel activities.

Definition Interpretation: It is feasible to have the integrated entities reason about the process-protocols they execute. Even when BDI concepts are not supported, entities analysing their own behaviour as a special, concurrent behaviour for influencing the original behaviour is possible. For example, an integrated entity may monitor its own reactively started process-protocols and then proactively request the platform to initialise another entity with its roles to balance the workload of recurring workflows. While not implemented in the current prototypes, this kind of functionality can easily be added to the Paffin-System.

Execution of Tasks: Execution of tasks is seen as entities serving as automatic resources in workflow tasks from other integrated entities. For the Agent-Activity approach this execution of tasks function is analogous to the process control function from the invoked applications interface.

Scheduling: Scheduling can be approached on the level of the individual integrated entity as a workflow engine and on the platform WFMS level. In either case, agent intelligence can be added to the integrated entities to filter, sort or prioritise workitems and activities for resources in order to optimise workflow execution. Interaction could also be utilised here. If, for example, an entity’s workflow contains some critically prioritised tasks, it could communicate with other entities and the platform WFMS to ensure that its tasks get the highest priority for execution.

Data Functions: Data functions in this group are analogous to data handling functions in other interfaces. Integrated (Paffin) entities can have access to persistent data storage and provide data to and from their workflow instances.

Task Assignment: Task assignment can be a function of integrated entities as engines and as resources, as well as of the platform WFMS. In fact, the Paffin-System already implements automatically assignable tasks, as well as a mode where resource entities
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automatically assign all available workitems to their resource. In any case, agent intelligence and data functions, possibly in combination with analysis of historical logs, can be used to extend this task assignment to factor in any runtime variable.

Resource Allocation: Similarly to task assignment, larger-scale resource allocation can be realised in the individual workflow engines and the platform WFMS. Here, agent intelligence in the form of processing can be added to dynamically alter task execution rules and permissions in order to balance the workloads across the entire system. The basis for this kind of function is already implemented in the PAFFIN-System. Dynamic permissions were used in the pizza application example from Section 11.3.2 to ensure that related tasks were always assigned to entities representing the same pizza delivery service. The dynamic permissions mechanism can be used in a similar way to allocate resources to specific sets of workflows.

As shown in the previous descriptions, the Agent-Activity integration approach, and also already in large parts the PAFFIN-System prototype, provide solutions for all twenty-four functions agents can have in workflow management. In the conceptual approach there are no restrictions to the agent principles, concepts and mechanisms that can be introduced. In the practical prototype the restrictions are given by the specific CAPA agent model that, for example, doesn’t feature cognitive concepts. Altogether, the Agent-Activity approach is capable of providing full access to the agent paradigm. The reasoning for that is simple. Through Agent-Activities the workflows can dynamically and concurrently:

- Be agents
- Turn into agents (and back)
- Exchange data with agents
- Be controlled by agents
- Control agents

In fact, any relation between agents and workflows can conceivably be realised through Agent-Activities, since the agent functionality, not just through agent actions interspersed with workflow operations but also through the interaction of different entities serving different roles, can be freely utilised. This conceptual versatility is the main benefit that the Agent-Activity approach has over agent-based workflow management. When compared to some of the research efforts, the PAFFIN-System is often not as technically mature, due to those research efforts being in development longer and having been worked on by more personnel. However, the conceptual possibilities of the PAFFIN-System and the Agent-Activity integration approach envelop all functions that agents have provided for workflow management in the past. Therefore, the entirety of agent-based workflow management can be considered as a true subset of the full integration provided by Agent-Activities.

13.3.2 Workflow-based Agent Management

In workflow-based agent management, workflows are used to build or enhance agent management. What is important for these kinds of research efforts is that agents are the focus of modelling. In these ways workflow-based agent management is the opposite of agent-based workflow management.

Contrary to agent-based workflow management there are relatively few research efforts that fall into this category. Reasons for this have shortly been addressed at the end of
Section 3.3.2 This also means that there is no clear categorisation of functions for workflows in agent-management available. Most research efforts focus on workflows describing or enhancing the behaviour of agents. Still, for this section the individual research efforts presented before are examined and related to the results of this thesis.

In [Korhonen et al., 2002] workflows are used to describe flexible agent behaviour. Due to the limited amount of contributions it is unclear how flexible the workflows actually are and how exactly they are realised. Therefore, a concrete comparison is impossible. However, as far as the general idea is concerned, the WorkBroker principle (see Definition C.13) supported in the Agent-Activity approach and implemented in the Paffin-System does exactly the same thing. Instead of hard-coding the interactions of entities (as agents) into the process-protocol, the WorkBroker principle allows for entities to define tasks that other entities execute for them. The interaction is standardised via the workflow management functionality of the platform and management level. Flexible workflows are possible in the conceptual approach of Agent-Activities, but not implemented for Renew. However, some flexibility is already available and implemented in the Paffin-System by allowing Agent-Activities to feature variable AAO identifiers and workflow operations to use variables for task identifiers. The result is that the basic execution structure is fixed for any net, but what is actually executed in that structure is variable. For Agent-Activities this can tremendously change the execution, as different AAO may feature any conceivable functionality, even starting other process-protocols. For workflow tasks this effect is more restricted, though considering automatic resources a different task identifier may also trigger completely different behaviour.

The work of [Kotb, 2011, Kotb et al., 2012] compares goals and capabilities of agents, based upon which collaboration workflows are proposed and executed. For integrated entities in the Agent-Activity integration approach it is feasible to realise a similar mechanism. Even without the cognitive concept of goals, integrated entities can interact and exchange information based on their roles, historic logs or some other description within the model made specifically for this purpose. If enough similarities could be found they could form a cooperation. The contemplated mechanism of subordinate resources from the Paffin-System could be used here. The entities sharing similar goals could become subordinate resources for a newly instantiated entity. That entity could then execute a collaboration workflow for its subordinate resources or simply act on their behalf in the overall system and balance the workload internally. [Kotb, 2011, Kotb et al., 2012] also utilise soundness for their workflows, which was already discussed for Agent-Activities in Section 12.6.2.

Mobility as proposed in [Mislevics and Grundspenkis, 2012] is supported in the conceptual Agent-Activity approach, yet is not available in the Paffin-System yet. Still, [Mislevics and Grundspenkis, 2012] uses workflows to model and control agent behaviour. That, again, is handled by the WorkBroker principle, which serves analogously here as it did for the previously discussed related work in [Korhonen et al., 2002]. Applying the principles in settings were agent mobility is available to integrated entities is not difficult. Integrated entities as automatic resources migrating in the context of the workflow tasks they execute are possible.

[Küster et al., 2015] uses BPMN models to specify multi-agent systems. The exact nature and model of the workflow aspects used in the Agent-Activity approach is not fixed on
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Petri nets. This thesis emphasised the net perspective to gain a generic basis on which to build the integration and open the way for future work utilising the formal aspects. However, as discussed in Section 12.2 the results of this thesis are generally applicable to other models for agents and workflows. Exchanging the BPMN models with workflow Petri nets yields a similar approach to the WORKBROKER principle, with workflows serving as the basic specification of behaviour between different integrated entities acting as agents.

[Nouzri and Fazziki, 2015] also uses BPMN models to specify multi-agent systems. Analogously to the previous point, any workflow model may be used with the conceptual AGENT-ACTIVITY approach. Therefore, the general ideas from [Nouzri and Fazziki, 2015] are also applicable. Explicitly considering business goals may be incorporated into the entity knowledge as a parameter guiding the execution.

[Gomes et al., 2016] uses YAWL workflow models to specify patterns for the functionality of agents. These patterns are later combined into more complex agent behaviour. This, again, represents a specification of agent behaviour and interaction based on workflows. With YAWL being closer to Petri nets than BPMN, the application of the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach and therein the WORKBROKER principle is even more directly possible. The arguments are analogous to the ones previously made in this section regarding the WORKBROKER.

From the previous descriptions it is clear that the WORKBROKER principle from Definition C.13 captures the functions of workflows in agent management. It enables the specification of agent behaviour through workflows, which is the most focussed research area in this context of related work. Apart from the specification of agent behaviour, workflows in the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach may also be used to influence the system, as described in the vision of an administrative workflow from Section 11.4.3. The overarching control or management of agent systems is not considered in the available related work. All of the contributions focussed on the individual agents or their interactions on the direct application level. The AGENT-ACTIVITY approach is capable of going beyond that, enabling the workflow control not only for the application but also for the implicit, background and supplemental/management/administrative processes of the entire system. Like with agent-based workflow management, this shows that workflow-based agent management is fully contained in the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach and that there are integration efforts that push beyond even that. These points are picked up again later in Section 13.4.

13.3.3 Advanced Integration Efforts

The previous two subsections considered research efforts that, even though they utilised both agents and workflows, still only provided or emphasised one of the two for modelling purposes. This section now considers the more advanced integration efforts. Advanced integration efforts begin to obscure the clear distinction between modelling with agents and modelling with workflows. They may still feature an emphasis or focus, but that modelling focus must at least exhibit a strong duality of agent and workflow aspects. The order of the following paragraphs mirrors the one in Section 3.3.3.

Agile, Goal-oriented BPM The agile, goal-oriented BPM presented in [Burmeister et al., 2006] [Burmeister et al., 2008] endowed processes with cognitive concepts like goals to achieve flexible process execution. The AGENT-ACTIVITY and PAFFIN-System do not
feature BDI-like cognitive concepts, which is why there can be no direct comparison. Section 12.2 examined how other agent models including BDI could be incorporated into or employ the Agent-Activity concept, but such applications are outside of the scope of this thesis.

However, some comparisons can still be drawn. Agile, goal-oriented BPM defines goals and contexts for processes, which are used to adapt process execution to runtime circumstances. Plans describing behaviour are chosen depending on runtime goals and context. Something similar is possible in the Agent-Activity integration approach and the Paffin-System. The inscription of the Agent-Activity-Transition contains variables that can be filled by tokens provided via the incoming arcs. The tokens represent dynamic runtime data. If the content of the plans from agile, goal-oriented BPM is considered as the internal processes for Agent-Activities, a similar flexibility can be achieved. The runtime data token determines which AAO to execute. It can be edited by the Paffin at runtime to reflect dynamic changes to the process. These changes need to be predefined, though, but so are the plans in agile, goal-oriented BPM.

Overall, agile, goal-oriented BPM does not feature as full an integration as the Agent-Activity approach or the Paffin-System. Processes are still emphasised for modelling. They are heavily endowed with (cognitive) agent concepts and mechanisms, but, at their core, they are still business processes. The entire goal of the research efforts is to improve BPM, while that is only one direction of what the Agent-Activity and Paffin-System can do, as previously discussed.

Living Systems Process Suite  LSPS strongly emphasises agent concepts in the processes it supports. It appears as if the processes in LSPS are, for all intents and purposes, BDI agents. Their execution is oriented around goals, they are autonomous, interact, etc. However, LSPS still only emphasises processes/workflows for modelling. Therefore it limits itself in the same way as the partial integrations discussed before. Systems following the Agent-Activity approach do not have that singular emphasis, but rather have agents and workflows on the same dualistic level. This means that in LSPS only workflow modelling can benefit from the agent concept. With Agent-Activities agent modelling can also benefit from the workflow concept and both can be used to build fully hybrid systems, neither of which appears possible with LSPS.

WADE  WADE heavily features workflows to describe the behaviour of both agents and human users. How far these two groups can be dynamically interchanged is not known from the published contributions on WADE. It is however feasible that human tasks and agent tasks can be modelled in combination in some way. WADE therefore represents a rather practical integration of agents and workflows. Workflows benefit from agent properties such as autonomy and encapsulation, while agents benefit from workflow-like behaviour specification.

However, on a technical and conceptual level agents and workflows are still separated. It is always assumed that agents possess a set of workflows and attempt to execute them as best as possible in the dynamic runtime environment. This means that workflows are still subordinate to agents in WADE. This is in contrast to the integration desired for this thesis and realised by the Agent-Activity approach and Paffin-System. Workflows in WADE may be used to specify agent behaviour, but due to the separate nature of agents

\footnote{Due to the missing scientific publications the exact characteristics of the concepts used in LSPS can only be assumed. The technical documentation on \url{https://docs.whitestein.com/lsps/3_1/index.html} (last accessed May 28th, 2017) also isn’t clear enough on these topics.}
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and workflows in WADE the two concepts never truly mix. In fact, the WADE approach most closely resembles the WORKBROKER principle (see Definition C.13), where workflows are used to specify agent interactions. WADE adds to that approach the possibility of defining workflows for human users, but that still doesn’t achieve the possibilities of a full integration with AGENT-ACTIVITIES. AGENT-ACTIVITIES allow for integrated entities to be agents, workflows or even both. Practically this means that, if agent and workflow functionality is to be mixed, WADE agents will have to alternate between the workflow specification and the agent specification instead of accessing it from a shared state. As a result, freely combining agent and workflow mechanisms on the same level is not possible, which is one of the main integration and modelling features of the AGENT-ACTIVITIES.

Sonar and Organ Organisations in SONAR and ORGAN serve as a consolidation for agent and workflow aspects of collective actors. The collective actors in this case are the organisations. Each organisational unit represents all of the individual elements it consists of and these elements are roles/actors/agents and processes/interactions/workflows.

This also shows the main difference to the work presented in this thesis. Organisations, as collective actors, may feature agent and workflow aspects. However, “zooming” into these organisations reveals that these aspects are, in fact, separate entities of agents and workflows. In this way, organisations are rather combinations of agents and workflows that are conceptually integrated through abstraction. Through their internal elements organisations can be considered as having both agent and workflow aspects, but their individual parts can only be one of the two. This means that the integration is only available on the organisation level, not on the individual element level. In contrast, integrated entities as proposed by this thesis can always be both.

While the integration aspects may not be comparable between organisations in SONAR and ORGAN and integrated entities with AGENT-ACTIVITIES, there is a latent synergy here that can be exploited in future work. The view of organisations as collective actors fits well with inter-organisational contexts. In fact, throughout this thesis, and especially in Section 11.5, AGENT-ACTIVITIES have been motivated for inter-organisational contexts as well. It was even proposed to have an integrated (PAFFIN) entity represent an organisation in such contexts. Incorporating and emphasising the role of the organisation concept as proposed by SONAR and ORGAN into the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach may yield valuable improvements to its application to the field of inter-organisational contexts. The reference architecture proposed by ORGAN could be used to provide a more structured organisation of groups of integrated (PAFFIN) entities relating to one overarching organisation. This could, potentially, also benefit the research in SONAR and ORGAN. The dual agent and workflow nature of integrated (PAFFIN) entities could be incorporated into these models as well in order to better capture the inherent behaviour/structure duality of organisations. The incorporation of organisations into the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach is outside of the scope of this thesis.

Process-Infrastructure for Agent Application (PIA) The idea of an integration of agents and workflows as pursued by this thesis was inspired by the fifth tier of the integration architecture in [Reese, 2010]. However, while there is a common basis for this thesis and [Reese, 2010] the results are very different.

First and foremost, the integration approaches differ greatly. The principles of the fifth tier of the integration architecture of [Reese, 2010] were presented in Section 8.1.1 as integration via management. Integration via management evaluated poorly, with the main issue being that the approach didn’t provide direct modelling access to integrated
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entities. Due to this issue, the capabilities of integrated modelling were markedly restricted in the approach. For example, with integration via management it is impossible to model agent behaviour directly into a workflow task. At most, it is possible to approximate that behaviour by crafting agent behaviour concurrently to a workflow task. This approximation is inferior due to the lack of a directly modelled connection between agent and workflow in the integration via management. It is less intuitive, because modellers have to track two separate models for agents and workflows. It requires more implementation effort, because modellers have to implement additional behaviour to connect the agent behaviour to the workflow task. Finally, it also is generally less efficient both from a modelling and an execution perspective. Modelling is made more difficult and the additional functionality of tracking and connecting the two models can only decrease performance. The Agent-Activity integration approach and its implementation in the Paffin-System allow for the direct incorporation of agent behaviour into workflow tasks by allowing Agent-Activities to add agent actions between workitem request and activity confirm workflow operations.

More examples of behaviour and features impossible or only approximately realisable in the fifth tier/integration via management include the reverse situation, i.e. incorporating workflow tasks in between agent functionality, the ability to model an arbitrary and complex nesting of agent behaviour in workflow tasks in agent behaviour and so on and the ability to have an entity as an agent interact with an entity as a workflow (and vice versa) without changing perspectives or modes. On the other hand, the capabilities of the fifth tier/integration via management are entirely included in the Agent-Activity approach. For example, workflow tasks can be used to model the entire (internal and external) behaviour of entities as agents, workflows can be executed by entities as agents as both engines and resources and agent or workflow perspectives can be achieved by abstracting from Agent-Activities that contain workflow operations and agent actions respectively. Overall, the fifth tier/integration via management is not as powerful an integration modelling approach as the Agent-Activity is.

The gap between what [Reese, 2010] considers as a full integration and what this thesis considers as the vision of an integration (see Chapter 7) can be traced back to the different emphases of both theses. In general, the research in [Reese, 2010] focuses on providing agent and workflow perspectives on a system. This current thesis, on the other hand, focuses on modelling and executing an integration of agents and workflows. In other words, [Reese, 2010] aimed to provide a system in which every element can be considered as an agent or a workflow, while this thesis aimed to provide a way to model an element as agent, workflow or a hybrid of both. A prerequisite for this thesis’ kind of hybrid modelling of the two concepts is the ability to perceive an element in the associated individual perspectives. Consequently, the ambition of the fifth tier of [Reese, 2010] is part of what was achieved in this thesis.

Similarly to the conceptual basis, the practical results of the two theses also diverge. The main practical focus of [Reese, 2010], the process-infrastructure for agent applications (Pia), can be completely realised in the Paffin-System. The core idea behind Pia is to support and execute agent interactions through workflows. Paffins and Agent-Activities can completely realise this core idea. In fact, it is possible to realise all the different variants for Pia presented in [Reese, 2010, p. 106] through Paffins and Agent-Activities. As an example, agent interactions as workflows correspond to Agent-Activities containing tasks that are intended for other Paffins as resources (WorkBroker principle, see Definition C.13). These resource Paffins request or are assigned to a task, which initiates a new process-protocol in them. That process-protocol can contain further workflow
aspects and control further interactions but once it is finished it confirms the activity in the
original workflow (along with transmitting any results). This functionality is only part of functionality of the Paffin-System prototype.

Likewise, the prototypes presented in Wagner, 2009c implementing the two variants of the fourth tier of the integration architecture of Reese, 2010 are fully realisable in the Paffin-System. The Structure-AgentWorkflow can be implemented by a process-protocol that contains Agent-Activities that initiate subworkflows in other Paffins. The Protocol-Dispatcher can be realised by a process-protocol that contains Agent-Activities, which initiate agent protocols in other Paffins. As with the general Pia, the Protocol-Dispatcher is similar in nature to the WorkBroker principle. However, the Protocol-Dispatcher can’t intersperse regular agent behaviour within its workflow, disconnects the workflow from the (agent-)system and doesn’t emphasise the management between engines and resources. This makes it far less versatile and powerful when compared to the WorkBroker principle.

Note that the examples and scenarios presented in Reese, 2010 and Wagner, 2009c are conceptual and were, for the most part, not implemented. Consequently, this means that while it is possible to realise them in the Paffin-System, they were not available for a practical comparison and evaluation. This, in part, led to the implementation of other scenarios for the practical application prototypes in Chapter 11.

In conclusion, while the fifth tier of the integration architecture of Reese, 2010 envisioned an integration of agents and workflows, that vision emphasised providing agent and workflow perspectives. The modelling emphasis of this current thesis contains this ambition as part of the vision of providing a way to model and execute an integration of agents and workflows. Consequently, the Agent-Activity approach presented in this thesis is more powerful and expressive than the fifth tier of the integration architecture. The practical realisation of the Agent-Activity in the Paffin-System is, in turn, also more powerful than the prototypes presented in Reese, 2010 and Wagner, 2009c, whose complete functionality is realised as part of the Paffin-System.

Hera and Potato The Potato system is a specialised integration focussed on one particular application area, namely distributed software engineering. It strives to utilise a full integration of agents and workflows to support its intended application area. However, due to the circumstances at the time of development, the technical requirements for that full integration were not yet available. For its structural view, the Hera helper and tool agents already sufficiently covered the requirements. However, for the behavioural dimension the author utilised the Process-Infrastructure for Agent Applications (Pia). As defined in Reese, 2010 Pia is not a full integration, because while it integrates agents and workflows in the background, it still emphasises agents as the main modelling construct. In the terms of Reese, 2010 it is part of the fourth tier of the overall integration architecture, instead of the fifth tier which features the full integration of agents and workflows. Pia simply doesn’t support entities as both agents and workflows. Potato, though, envisioned and desired such a full integration: “The complete flexibility, which an integration of the fifth tier would provide, would, of course, be desirable. Yet there are too many open questions, as the system would consist of something that would represent a completely new kind of object. Every participant of the system can be considered as both process and structural element.” (translated from German) Markwardt, 2012 p. 135 The Agent-Activity approach and the Paffin-System now provide an integration that satisfies the requirements of the fifth tier of the overall integration architecture from Reese, 2010. Integrated entities can be considered as both process and structural element and can be used to completely fulfil
the extended vision of \textsc{Potato}. While a (re-)implementation of \textsc{Potato} is outside of the scope of this thesis, Dennis Schmitz is examining providing support for distributed software development in his recently started doctoral thesis. This work aligns well with the principles and concepts from \textsc{Potato} and is intended to utilise \textsc{Agent-Activities} and \textsc{Paffins}.

\textbf{Jadex Active Components} \hspace{1em} Jadex active components are a technically mature, versatile and highly extendable framework that, as described in Section \ref{sec:activity}, can realise an integration of agents and workflows through its different internal architectures and kernels. In comparison to the research presented in this thesis, the focus of Jadex active components is more general as it features agents and workflows, as well as components, services and objects. While the \textsc{Agent-Activity} approach is more restricted to “only” agents and workflows, it also means that it is more clearly focussed on these concepts.

Concerning the integration approaches presented as options in Chapter \ref{sec:integration}, Jadex active components most closely resembles a realisation of the intermediate model approach (see Section \ref{sec:internal}). Here, the basic active component is the intermediate model, with the kernels determining the modelling construct. The criteria limitations discussed for the intermediate model approach do not directly apply to active components though. Through the use of hybrid kernels, such as GPMN, the facet to the outside can be both agent and workflow. Furthermore, by using the classical agent or workflow kernels it is also possible to build regular agent and workflow systems without any drawbacks.

Still, considering the basic approach of active components and \textsc{Agent-Activities}, there are some similarities. Active components are, basically, containers, with a standardised agent and service interface, into which an internal architecture is embedded. That internal architecture can be a BDI agent, a BPMN workflow, a GPMN workflow, etc. This basically means that if an active component has a BDI or microagent kernel, it is an agent. If it has a BPMN kernel, it is a workflow. If it has a GPMN kernel, it is a hybrid of agent and workflow. Thinking of an active component as a container is quite similar to how \textsc{Agent-Activities} are considered in this thesis. If the \textsc{Agent-Activity} contains only agent actions, the entity executing it is an agent, if it only features workflow operations it is a workflow and so on.

However, at this point the main difference between the integration performed by active components and \textsc{Agent-Activities} becomes clear. Active components approach the integration on the level of agents and workflows. They provide a container which is filled with one internal architecture, which determines what can be done by the component. \textsc{Agent-Activities} approach the integration on the level of agent actions and workflow operations. Integrated entities provide the container for \textsc{Agent-Activities} and provide the mechanisms of both agent and workflow functionality. They are always able to do what both agents and workflows can do.

Figure \ref{fig:approaches} illustrates this difference in the approach. \textsc{Agent-Activities} feature the integration on the behaviour level of what an integrated entity actually does and implements. Using integration terms, active components feature the integration on the level of the integrated entities (here active components). The internal architecture and kernel determine the integration in active components, while the functionality is modelled subordinate to that.

Overall, this difference in the approaches leads to agents and workflows in active components being less conceptually clearly integrated. The integration of agents and workflows in active components can be characterised in the following ways:
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- Agents and workflows can be executed “next” to one another on the same level. This is realised by the standardised interface between active components that exhibit different internal architecture kernels.

- Agents and workflows can be combined as separate sub-components to a superordinate active component. That way, although they are practically separate, an active component can simulate a hybrid of agent and workflow to the rest of the system.

- Specialised kernels, such as GPMN, can be used that implement an integration of agents and workflows directly.

All of these three ways of integrating agents and workflows are also captured by Agent-Activities and the Paffin-System. Integrated (Paffin) entities can freely interact with one another, regardless of whether or not they are acting as agents or workflows at the time. An integrated (Paffin) entity can also have multiple process-protocols active concurrently. These process-protocols can realise separate agent and workflow behaviour that is unified to the rest of the system via the entity interfaces. Finally, actions and operations can be freely combined in Agent-Activities to create hybrids.

The key differences between active components and Agent-Activities in these integration points lie in the determination of what is possible. An active component must predefined that it wants to act as a workflow or an agent when selecting the used kernel. When it wants to be both it must either use a hybrid kernel or provide the suitable sub-components. In either case, an active component is always locked into the internal architecture that is chosen. An integrated (Paffin) entity can always dynamically switch between agent, workflow and hybrid. It always has the option to be what is needed, which only depends on the Agent-Activities it executes.

This predetermination limits the integration aspects in active components somewhat. Instead of allowing modellers to freely choose the behaviour of their modelling constructs at any time, modellers need to predetermine the role of their construct by choosing a specific kernel or sub-component setup. The behaviour is modelled afterwards. This does not mean that active components can do less than Agent-Activities. In fact, considering their technical maturity, extendibility and the additional concepts from services and objects,
they can do more. However, for the integration of agents and workflows they are more limited. Integrated entities using Agent-Activities can always dynamically act as agents, workflows, both or something in between. For active components this choice needs to be predetermined.

Furthermore, modelling the integration is less clear in active components. When considering the first two points of integration described above, agent and workflow functionalities are always separated in different (sub-)components. They are not modelled in a uniform and combined way. That is only possible when using hybrid kernels. Currently, the only published hybrid kernel is GPMN. Here, workflows are modelled together with cognitive agent concepts. This most closely resembles modelling in Agent-Activities, where agent and workflow elements, i.e. actions and operations, can be freely combined in a consistent Petri net model.

However, while GPMN clearly integrates workflows with BDI agents, it still emphasises workflows. GPMN models workflows in an agent-oriented way, but agents do not explicitly benefit from it. Therefore, GPMN, by itself, must be considered more in line with the partial integrations discussed before. Embedded with the other integration points provided by the active components, this restriction is clearly lifted. Yet, in order to fully support hybrids of agents and workflows, new and more balanced hybrid kernels need to be provided. Only in that way can the mismatch between agent and workflow emphasis motivated and targeted in this current thesis be completely overcome. Integrated entities using Agent-Activities do not feature this mismatch, making them, from a purely integration point of view, more advanced. Implementing a fully hybrid kernel would clearly alleviate the integration drawback discussed here. It may even be feasible, due to a common Java basis in Jadex and RENEW, to consider implementing an Agent-Activity kernel for active components. This is, however, completely outside of the scope of this current discussion and thesis.

In addition to the integration aspects discussed above, the Petri net basis for Agent-Activities and the PAFFIN-System needs to be taken into account. First of all, concurrency is not an emphasis in active components: “It is assumed that each component is executed sequentially, i.e. true concurrency exists only between active components. Within an active component a kernel may offer quasi-parallel execution by interleaving the execution of active behaviors.” [Braubach et al., 2013, p. 4] Concurrency modelling and execution is a basic feature of (reference) Petri nets, meaning that it is also a basic feature for Agent-Activities and the PAFFIN-System. In (distributed) use cases where concurrency issues are prevalent and critical, the Petri net-based Agent-Activities therefore do have an advantage. Secondly, even though it is outside of the scope of this thesis, the formal basis of Petri nets provided to Agent-Activities and the PAFFIN-System constitutes another advantage. Future work (see Section 12.6.2) is able to exploit that formal basis to provide verification and validation results only possible through the Petri net basis.

In conclusion, Jadex active components are clearly more mature, versatile and extendable in the practical and technical aspects. However, considering the integration of agents and workflows pursued in this thesis and also considering modelling that integration, Agent-Activities feature some clear advantages. Agent-Activities allow for more continuous and dynamic switching between agent, workflow and hybrid states in both modelling and execution. Modelling of both agent and workflow elements is done in uniform, combined and executable Petri net models. Altogether it can be observed that Jadex active components emphasise and excel at the technical implementation, while Agent-Activities emphasise the modelling approach.
13.4 Related Work Conclusion

Throughout this thesis the terms partial and full integration have been referenced. In fact, the Paffin-System has a reference to a full integration directly in its full name **PROCESSES AND AGENTS FOR A FULL INTEGRATION**. Now that the comparison and evaluation of other integration research efforts has been established in this section it is finally possible to properly discuss the terms.²

The traditional agent and workflow related work discussed in Sections 13.1 and 13.2 do not feature an integration at all. Here, only the possibilities of the utilised concept are available. Mature and established frameworks and models have been extensively researched and examined by many different research groups. However, w.r.t. the integration these efforts may only provide the components on which to build the desired integration. By choosing different frameworks as starting points or as inspiration different mechanisms can be made available, but the core of the research in this thesis is more concerned with conceptually providing a solution rather than focussing on concrete, particular mechanisms.

A **partial integration** refers to integration efforts that, while using both agents and workflows in the background, still only emphasises one of the modelling concepts for actual system modelling. This refers to agent-based workflow management, as discussed in Sections 3.3.1 and 13.3.1 and workflow-based agent modelling, as discussed in Sections 3.3.2 and 13.3.2. As examined and related in those sections, there are a large number of advantages and mutual benefits that both agents and workflows can gain from each other in that way. However, the limitation to modelling either workflow systems in agent-based workflow management or agent systems in workflow-based agent management still holds those research efforts back. Workflows may feature agent intelligence, but in a partial integration through agent-based workflow management they can’t change their role in the system to an active participant that contributes to the system in any other way than being a process. Likewise, agents may have their behaviour be defined in workflows and partitioned into tasks, but in workflow-based agent management they can’t assume the role of an overarching workflow influencing or even replacing system execution. This does not mean that agent-based workflow management or workflow-based agent management are in any way unproductive or useless. Most application scenarios can already gain excellent benefits from the two approaches. Yet there is a limit to what can be achieved, which is why this thesis coins the term partial integration for them.

A **full integration** on the other hand does not present such a limitation. It contains all the possibilities of both variants of the partial integration. Agents can use workflows and their principles, while workflows can do the same with agents. This also relates to the strengths of the **AGENT-ACTIVITY** integration approach discussed in Section 12.4. The relationship between agents and workflows is completely unrestrained. Each of the two can use, be, turn into, interact with, etc. the respective other one. They are on the same level of modelling and abstraction, as proposed in the integration vision from Section 7.1 that underlies the results of this thesis. This opens up the possibilities touched upon throughout this thesis, especially in Chapters 11 and 12.

One aspect worth explicitly pointing out for a full integration is that the benefits of the partial integrations are not just both available, they are cumulative. That means that all the effects and advantages described for agent-based workflow management are available for the workflows applied to agents and their behaviour. Likewise the effects of workflow-based agents can be utilised for the agents that are used to support or improve

²An early discussion on the topic of full and partial integrations can be found in Wagner and Cabac 2013.
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workflow aspects. In other words, a full integration does not just provide the possibilities of the partial integrations directly, but also applies those benefits to the respective other partial integration in order to advance and improve the possibilities even more.

The Agent-Activity approach and already to a large degree the prototypical implementation in the PAFFIN-System feature a full integration. Agents and workflows are on the same modelling level, they can be related in any way and the mutual benefits of the partial integrations can be fully utilised. As discussed in Section 12.1 the original vision of an integration is fully realised here.

The advanced integration efforts discussed in Sections 3.3.3 and 13.3.3 go beyond the partial integrations of agent-based workflow management and workflow-based agent management. In these efforts the clear distinction between agent and workflow begins to diminish, so that, in many cases, it is unclear and effectively irrelevant if an agent or a workflow is modelled. However, none of the discussed research efforts features a completely full integration. Some, like P1A, LSPS or agile, goal-oriented BPM, still focus on either agents or workflows. Others, like WADE and Jadex active components, come close to a full integration as envisioned in this thesis. In fact, Jadex active components provide all of the prerequisites and only miss a fully hybrid kernel to capture an integrated entity as both agent and workflow.

Something that the examinations of the advanced integration efforts have shown is the relevance of cognitive concepts, especially goals. Goals are heavily featured in many of the research efforts, but, along with other cognitive concepts, have been outside of the scope of this current thesis. Future work should examine options of incorporating them or similar concepts for the prototypes. This is shortly elaborated on in the outlook.

In conclusion, a full integration goes beyond what the established partial integrations can accomplish. It not only combines the two directions of partial integrations, but also applies them to itself and opens up completely new concepts. This also represents the conceptual contribution and improvement of the results of this thesis to the state-of-the-art. When compared to traditional agent and workflow modelling, the additional value lies in the hybrid capabilities and concepts, which can utilise any agent and workflow properties. When compared to agent-based workflow management and workflow-based agent management, the improvement is constituted by the enabling of bidirectional and cumulative enhancement. From a general software-engineering perspective, the results of this thesis enable extended and improved modelling options. The Agent-Activity integration approach and its implementation in the PAFFIN-System are currently the only completely full integration efforts available. Future work will be capable of addressing the remaining open points in order to supplement the already mature conceptual solution with a more sophisticated and refined technical solution.
Part E

Conclusion
Part E concludes this thesis. Chapter 14 summarises the thesis and its chapters to provide an overview of what has been achieved. Chapter 15 then presents an overall conclusion and outlook for future work beyond this thesis.

The purpose of this part is to finish and complete this thesis. By summarising the results, a retrospective is created on which the conclusion and outlook can be based. The outlook also outlines the basic directions of possible future research.
14 Summary

This thesis dealt with the integration of structure and behaviour of a software system. The chosen representation for structure was given by agents, while the representation of behaviour was given by workflows. Concretely, agents followed the Mulan agent architecture and Capa implementation, while workflows followed the workflow Petri net principles. All practical models and systems used reference nets, a high-level Petri net formalism emphasising the nets-within-nets principle.

The desired integration of structure/agents and behaviour/workflows required concrete definitions of the involved terms. Based on these definitions an integration vision was developed, from which integration criteria were derived. These criteria were then applied to a number of abstract integration approaches developed for this thesis. The evaluation of these approaches through the criteria yielded the integration via agent actions and workflow operations as the most promising approach to achieve the desired integration.

From that abstract approach, the concrete Agent-Activity integration approach was refined. An Agent-Activity is a modelling construct describing the behaviour of an integrated entity. Within an Agent-Activity an internal process is constructed, which freely combines agent actions and workflow operations. The Agent-Activities an integrated entity executes define its state. If the executed Agent-Activity contains only agent actions, the integrated entity is an agent. If it only contains workflow operations, the entity is a workflow. If it mixes agent actions and workflow operations, the entity is a hybrid of agent and workflow. Concurrently executing Agent-Activities of different types completes the state possibilities, causing the entity to be both agent and workflow. Through the concept of the Agent-Activity it therefore became possible to define integrated entities that could be agent, workflow, both or something in between. A system implementing the Agent-Activity would fulfill the integration criteria to a high degree and therefore realise the integration desired in this thesis.

To substantiate the Agent-Activity approach as the desired integration approach and prove that it was also technically feasible, a proof-of-concept prototype was developed. The Paffin-System (Processes and Agents For a Full Integration-System) was developed as an extension of the Capa agent framework, incorporating new and additional workflow and hybrid management functionality. It was shown that the Paffin-System implemented the Agent-Activity integration approach and also realised the integration vision outlined earlier. In its current state, the Paffin-System represents a full-fledged framework for the creation of hybrid agent/workflow applications.

To demonstrate the capabilities of the prototype, the conceptual approach and the integration in general, application prototypes were developed and discussed. These prototypes showcased numerous hybrid mechanisms in practical use cases. Furthermore, the general application options and application modelling were discussed thoroughly. Afterwards, a general and overall and overarching evaluation of the results was performed. This highlighted and discussed the generality, synergies, strengths, remaining open points and direct future work related to the results. Finally, the results were compared to related research work.
Summary

The following lists the main results of this thesis.

Agent-oriented modelling perspective and definition of structure: Chapter 5 discussed the agent-oriented modelling perspective, introducing the concept of fundamental agent actions (see Definition B.1) and providing the basis for the definition of structure based on agents used throughout this thesis. The latter was developed in an abstract (Definition B.2) and a concrete (Definition B.3) variant.

Workflow-based modelling perspective and definition of behaviour: The behaviour counterpart to the previous result, the workflow-based modelling perspective, was discussed in Chapter 6. Here the concept of basic workflow operations (see Definition B.4) was introduced, as well as an abstract (Definition B.5) and a concrete (Definition B.6) definition of behaviour of a software system developed.

Vision of an integration: Chapter 7 outlined the vision and specification of an integration. It emphasised concepts such as the mutual incorporation and introduced another core concept of the thesis, the integrated entity in Definition B.7. From the vision of an integration, a number of integration criteria was derived. These represented the basis on which integration approaches and prototypes were evaluated in the rest of the thesis.

Integration approaches: Chapter 8 presented, discussed and evaluated six abstract integration approaches developed for this thesis. The approaches were “Integration via Management”, “Intermediate Model”, “Combined Model”, “Integration via Actions and Operations”, “Nesting” and “Integration via Synchronous Channels”. Ultimately, the approach using agent actions and workflow operations was selected as the most promising and best fitting, based on the evaluation of the different integration criteria.

Agent-Activity integration approach: A concrete refinement of the abstract approach of integration via agent actions and workflow operations, the Agent-Activity integration approach (see Definition C.1) is the conceptual main result of this thesis. In fact, it represents the conceptual model and approach for the combination and integration of agents and workflows as desired in the goal of this thesis. The main components of the Agent-Activity approach are the Agent-Activity modelling construct (see Definition C.3) and the reference architecture (see Definition C.7). Both were described in Chapter 9. The Agent-Activity modelling construct combines sets of fundamental agent actions and basic workflow operations to represent an abstract task for an integrated entity that can have that entity act as an agent, a workflow or a hybrid of both. For the Agent-Activity modelling construct a specific system architecture is required, which was defined in the reference architecture of the Agent-Activity approach.

Paffin-System prototype: The technical main result of this thesis is the Paffin-System prototype (Processes and Agents For a Full INtegration-System, see Definition C.10). It serves as a proof-of-concept of the Agent-Activity integration approach, thereby fulfilling the second, related part of the goal of this thesis. The Paffin-System was presented in Chapter 10, especially Section 10.2. On the technical level it can be considered as an extension of the CAPA agent framework with additional workflow and hybrid management facilities. It achieved the status as a full-fledged framework for the creation of applications utilising an integration of agents and workflows.

Additional prototypes: In addition to the Paffin-System prototype, Chapter 10 also presented a number of additional prototypes that did not directly contribute to the Paffin-
System, yet realised and tested important ideas for the integration, the most prominent being the WorkBroker prototype.

Application prototypes: Chapter 11 dealt with application modelling and application prototypes developed in the Paffin-System. Both the discussions and prototypes represent results of this thesis. The prototypes showcased and substantiated the capabilities and mechanisms of the Paffin-System, while the discussions provided insight into how application modelling was achieved in an integration and where it could be utilised. For this chapter three prototypes were practically implemented. These prototypes are the producer-store-consumer prototype described in Section 11.3.1, the pizza collaboration prototype described in Section 11.3.2 and the Paose teaching support system described in Section 11.3.3.

Evaluation of Agent-Activity approach and Paffin-System: The final result is the overall evaluation of the Agent-Activity integration approach and the Paffin-System implementation. This evaluation is provided as the sum of the discussions in Chapters 11, 12 and 13. These discussions dealt with the relation of the results to the original integration vision, the generality of the approach, the synergies enabled by it, its strengths and open points and the general application areas and settings. A consideration of future work going forward from this thesis was also included.

To conclude this summary, the following chapter by chapter summary provides additional details.

Chapter 1 - Introduction introduced and motivated this thesis and the integration of agents and workflows pursued in it. It defined the hypothesis and goal of this thesis, as well as the main research questions.

Chapter 2 - Basics provided information about the conceptual and technical background of the thesis. It discussed basic Petri nets, reference nets and RENEW, agent-orientation, the FIPA standards, MULAN, CAPA, PAOSE, workflows and workflow management, workflow nets, inter-organisational workflows and the term “process”.

Chapter 3 - State-of-the-Art presented an overview of the state-of-the-art for the research fields related to the integration of agents and workflows. These fields were agent-orientation, workflow modelling and research integrating agents and workflows. In the latter, an additional distinction was made for agent-based workflow management, workflow-based agent management and advanced integration efforts.

Chapter 4 - The Aspects of Structure and Behaviour considered the composition of software systems, especially w.r.t. the term architecture. From these considerations the basic notions of the aspects of structure and behaviour of a software system, which were central to this thesis, was developed with an emphasis on a Petri net-based view.

Chapter 5 - Structure Based on Agents concentrated on the structure of a software system, taking software agents as the main modelling construct into account. It defined the agent-oriented modelling perspective, which describes how to approach modelling a software system with agents as the core concept. Based on that modelling perspective the concept of the three fundamental agent actions were introduced. All agent behaviour can be considered, abstractly, as either sending a message, receiving a message or performing some internal action. These fundamental agent actions represented a core concept for the remainder of this thesis. Finally, the chapter also refined the basic notion of the structure of a software system into an improved definition that takes agents into accounts. That definition was provided in two versions, an abstract one and a concrete one.

Chapter 6 - Behaviour Based on Workflows concentrated on the behaviour of a software system, taking workflows and workflows nets as the main modelling construct
into account. Here, analogously to the previous chapter, the workflow-based modelling perspective was defined, which describes how to approach modelling a software system emphasising workflows as the core concept. That perspective also introduced the concept of the three basic workflow operations. Workflows consist of tasks and each task is requested and subsequently confirmed or cancelled. These three operations are valid for all tasks and are the behaviour/workflow counterpart to the fundamental agent actions. The chapter also refined the basic notion of the behaviour of a software system by providing an improved definition taking workflows/workflow nets into account. Again, both an abstract and a concrete version of the definition were presented.

Chapter 7 - Specifying an Integration directly built upon the previous chapters. Taking the results pertaining to structure and behaviour into account, it introduced the vision and specification of what a system featuring an integration of agents and workflows should look like. That integration vision was described in detail, with suitable applications areas also being discussed. Based on the integration vision a set of integration criteria were then developed. Each criterion described a property or mechanisms that a system should possess in order to satisfy the integration vision. The purpose of these criteria was to provide a more concrete basis on which to compare and evaluate possible integration approaches discussed in the following chapter. Finally, this chapter also discussed the goal and research questions of this thesis, originally defined in the introduction, more concretely. A set of requirements for the overall results was also defined.

Chapter 8 - Possible Integration Approaches presented and evaluated six possible integration approaches. “Integration via Management” allowed for agents and workflows to be managed concurrently by a unified management system. The “Intermediate Model” approach provided an internal model that was constantly translated into its agent and workflow aspects. The “Combined Model” approach provided a model which was both agent and workflow at the same time. “Integration via Actions and Operations” integrated agents and workflows on the lowest level, namely their actions and operations. Here, the execution of actions and operations defined if an entity was an agent, a workflow or both. “Nesting” integration utilised nets-within-nets principles by nesting agents in workflows and workflows in agents, thus realising the core concept of mutual incorporation. Lastly, “Integration via Synchronous Channels” utilised net synchronisation between separate agent and workflow models to realise the integration. In the end, the integration via agent actions and workflow operations evaluated best against the integration criteria and was selected for further refinement and implementation.

Chapter 9 - Integration via Agent-Activities presented the conceptual main result of this thesis, the Agent-Activity integration approach. Refined from the previous selection of integration via agent actions and workflow operations, the Agent-Activity integration approach realised the integration vision set out in earlier chapters. The core of the approach is the Agent-Activity modelling construct. Within the construct, agent actions and workflow operations can be freely combined. Agent-Activities are executed by integrated entities, the state of which is defined by the actions and operations executed within the Agent-Activities. In order to support the execution of Agent-Activities, the approach also provided a reference architecture. That reference architecture described how a system must be structured and what kind of management facilities it needs to provide. The chapter concluded with an evaluation of the approach, ensuring that the integration criteria were still met in the concrete and more elaborate approach.

Chapter 10 - Prototypes presented the practically implemented prototypes developed for this thesis. The main focus of this chapter was the Processes and Agents For a Full Integration-System (Paffin-System) prototype, a proof-of-concept for the
AGENT-ACTIVITY integration approach. Building on the base CAPA framework, the PAFFIN-System extended the management capabilities to include workflow and hybrid management. To that end, many reference nets were added or edited from their original CAPA versions. A number of additional prototypes were also shortly discussed in this chapter. The WORKBROKER prototype realised workflow task principles for agent interactions. The PPB prototype transformed textual net representations into actual net instances. The integration net prototype was a first, limited attempt of realising the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach. Finally, this chapter evaluated the PAFFIN-System against the conceptual AGENT-ACTIVITY approach to substantiate that it was indeed a proof-of-concept.

Chapter [11] - Application Discussion discussed applications in the context of the AGENT-ACTIVITY integration approach and the PAFFIN-System prototype. It discussed how to model applications in the PAFFIN-System and examined the technical maturity of the prototype. Then, it presented three application prototypes built with the PAFFIN-System framework. These prototypes realised different scenarios showcasing integration mechanisms and the usability of the PAFFIN-System. A number of application visions were also presented in this chapter. These visions have not yet been realised in the PAFFIN-System, but present concrete, possible, future applications. Finally, the chapter discussed inter-organisational contexts and the general application of the AGENT-ACTIVITY approach and PAFFIN-System in this area.

Chapter [12] - Overarching Discussion Areas provided the general and overarching discussion of the results of this thesis. It related the achieved results to the integration vision, examined the generality of the AGENT-ACTIVITY integration approach beyond the MULAN and workflow net bases, discussed the synergies that have been achieved by both the approach and the implementation, examined the strengths and remaining open points and also presented the general application areas in which an integration could be especially useful. The chapter also presented some possible future work going forward in the context of AGENT-ACTIVITIES and the PAFFIN-System, as well as related the results to the hypothesis, goal, research questions and requirements of this thesis.

Chapter [13] - Related Work compared and evaluated the results obtained in this thesis to the research contributions presented in the earlier state-of-the-art chapter. Its structure mirrored the previous chapter, with the evaluation dealing with the traditional agent and workflow fields, as well as different degrees of integrations between agents and workflows.


Chapter [15] - Conclusion and Outlook concluded this thesis and provided a general outlook on possible future work.
15 Conclusion and Outlook

This thesis examined an integration of structure defined through agents and behaviour defined through workflows. As evaluated in Section 12.7 it successfully confirmed its hypothesis, achieved its goal and answered the posed research questions. Its main results are the Agent-Activity integration approach and its prototypical implementation in the Paffin-System (Processes and Agents For a Full Integration-System).

Some concrete directions for future work have already been discussed in Section 12.6. These points related to concrete aspects that, in part, are already actively being developed. As a general outlook, a number of research directions can be identified and envisioned:

*Continued development of the Paffin-System:* Probably the most obvious direction of future work is the continued development and refinement of the Paffin-System framework prototype. Section 12.6.4 already discussed some of the options. The goal of this future work should generally be to improve the prototype and provide more extensive options and support for application modelling and execution.

*Global perspectives:* The topmost level of the Agent-Activity reference architecture is the implicit system layer. It is not explicitly modelled when a system is created, but is rather generated through the elements it contains in the lower levels, i.e. the platform and management, Paffins and Agent-Activities. The system level provides a global view on the elements of the system. It contains all structural and behavioural aspects of each of those elements. Generating perspectives based on the system level is a promising course for future work. These perspectives may capture the dynamic relationships between the different elements of the system and their states. Integrated entities can dynamically switch between agent, workflow and hybrid. Therefore, their relationships to other integrated entities can become quite intricate and interesting. For, at the very least, monitoring and analysis reasons, capturing the global perspectives on these relationships is a very relevant and useful ability. Starting points for the generation of these global perspectives could be provided by the already existing monitoring tools for Capa agents. Also feasible is the incorporation of special platform entities that continuously gather and aggregate system data to provide and display for authorised users.

*Cognitive concepts:* Throughout the discussions of related work it is clear that other research efforts value cognitive concepts, as found in BDI agents, highly when integrating agents and workflows. Consequently, future work in the Agent-Activity context could also examine introducing cognitive concepts. Especially the goal concept is considered useful for system modelling. This kind of future research could be undertaken in the general Capa agent context as well. Those results could then be incorporated into the Paffin-System. However, conceptually researching the incorporation for the Agent-Activity provides the opportunity to fundamentally incorporate cognitive concepts instead of just technically. As discussed in Section 12.2, reasoning can generally be captured by the Agent-Activity approach through internal actions. However, if integrated entities were imbued with cognitive concepts some relations between the levels of the reference architecture may change. Goal delegation and
distribution could become management emphases that would have to be partitioned onto entities and platforms. Furthermore, these concepts may not necessarily require changes to the fundamental agent actions and therefore the Agent-Activity concept, yet modelling may still be improved if they were available and explicitly recognised in the Agent-Activities. In any case, cognitive concepts represent a relevant research direction for Agent-Activities that should be examined in future work.

Organisation concepts: Organisation concepts are also a relevant topic for system modelling, especially for inter-organisational contexts. Explicitly excluded from this thesis, they still represent an interesting addition. An incorporation of the organisation concepts as an extra, possibly virtual, level of the reference architecture is feasible. Technically, in the Paffin-System, the subordinate resources mechanisms could be used as a starting point for tests. Future work would have to examine the conceptual consequences and effects the incorporation of organisations would have.

Integration of web services: Web services are already incorporated into the Paffin-System using the Capa WebGateway. On the conceptual level, however, they are only a tool to be used by agent actions. A possible area of future work could examine their full incorporation into the Agent-Activity concept, though. Web services orchestration and workflow management are related fields so that an extension of the workflow aspects within the Agent-Activity or possibly even a replacement of workflow tasks for web service calls is feasible.

Modelling support, PAOSE for Paffins and best practices: Parts of a possible adaption of PAOSE for Paffins were already sketched out in Section 12.6.3. In general, modelling support for the conceptual and technical Agent-Activities should be a priority in future work. Adapting PAOSE and providing new and improved modelling tools are just a part of that. Best practices should be defined that guide modellers to better utilise the available synergies. For example, direct engine operations should be used whenever the workflow engine has data-, and therefore result-, autonomy. Automation of certain modelling aspects, like the connection of workflow task places, is another part of possible modelling support. Overall, modellers should be supported as much as possible, because, due to their expressiveness and versatility, the Agent-Activity approach and Paffin-System are also quite extensive and complex.

Holonic Paffins: Holonic systems, i.e. systems in systems, have been considered before in this thesis on the conceptual level regarding the agent-oriented modelling perspective. The topic was also touched on regarding the consideration of decision components as internal agents or internal entities. Overall, this represents an interesting research direction. Integrated entities could represent and model full (sub-)systems and still appear as a single individual entity to the rest of the system. This would constitute a powerful abstraction mechanism. In the Paffin-System, the sketched out subordinate resource mechanism, which enables a Paffin to be a supervisor and controller of other Paffins, can be considered as a starting point for this future work direction. Relating it to the previously mentioned incorporation of organisation concepts might also yield useful and beneficial results.

Large-scale applications: This thesis emphasised the creation and development of concepts and frameworks. Practical applications were also considered, albeit to a lesser degree and smaller scale. Future work therefore should implement applications built with the Paffin-System framework on a larger scale. Such applications would further substantiate the integration and support the discovery of hereto unknown properties and effects. The application visions presented in Section 11.4 are a promising starting
point. Here, the PAOSE support system should be highlighted as it also relates to the previously discussed future work direction of modelling support and PAOSE for PAFFINS.

Validation, verification and testing: Validation, verification and testing are important possibilities for future work. The theoretical Petri net basis of the results presented in this thesis should be utilised to enable confirming assumptions about the created systems. This applies to both the framework and the applications built within it. Section 12.6.2 already sketched out some concrete points for this future work.

Net adaptivity, flexibility: The AGENT-ACTIVITY approach already features some built-in flexibility through abstracting from the internal process. This is also implemented in the PAFFIN-System. However, truly adaptive and flexible nets are still a desirable feature and should therefore be pursued in future work. Section 12.6.1 already presented an approach based on eHornets. In general, the ability to change nets at runtime would help in dealing with unforeseen circumstances. AGENT-ACTIVITIES or actions/operations could be added on the fly to react to certain issues. Providing mechanisms for net adaptivity is a research topic from the general RENEW and reference net context. However, suitably incorporating them into application systems of the PAFFIN-System requires additional concepts.

Altogether, while the research presented in this thesis is a success and progresses the general research area of integrating agents and workflows, it also opened up numerous new research opportunities. The AGENT-ACTIVITY integration approach and the PAFFIN-System provide an extensive, versatile and solid basis for these research opportunities, as well as for general future work related to the context of an integration.

Going back to the beginning of the thesis, one of the main motivations was to create a hybrid system in which neither structure nor behaviour governed the respective other aspect. This motivation was illustrated with the symbol of the philosophical Yin and Yang concept, which is now revisited. Figure 15.1 illustrates what has been achieved in this thesis (from right to left):

- Neither agent actions nor workflow operations are emphasised in the behaviour of integrated entities. Rather, both are available at any time, on the same modelling level and with the same priority. Here, neither the structural side (through agent actions) nor the behavioural side (through workflow operations) is given advantage so that neither one governs the other.

- An agent state is defined through AGENT-ACTIVITIES that contain only agent actions. A workflow state is defined through AGENT-ACTIVITIES containing only workflow operations.
operations. Lastly, a hybrid state is defined through Agent-Activities that contain both agent actions and workflow operations. This hybrid state also represents a new addition to the otherwise pure agent or workflow views. It realises the elements that are not available to the traditional views. Overall, all three options, i.e. agent, workflow and hybrid, can be used equally, concurrently and freely. It is easily possible to exchange an agent Agent-Activity with a hybrid or workflow Agent-Activity as long as the input and output are satisfied. The same holds true for any other variation of exchanging Agent-Activities. Therefore, there is also no governance of one type of Agent-Activity over the others.

- Paffin entities are agents, workflows, both or something in between, depending on the Agent-Activities they execute. A Paffin is an agent, if it executes agent Agent-Activities. It is a workflow, if it executes workflow Agent-Activities. It is a hybrid, if it executes hybrid Agent-Activities. It is both, if it concurrently executes any combination of the basic states. No matter the state of an integrated Paffin entity, it can always change its state with the next execution of an Agent-Activity, it can always interact with any other Paffin in any other state and it is always available in the same way in its execution environment. Here, too, there is no governance of any kind that stems from a preference or bias towards either structure/agents or behaviour/workflows.

Overall, the imbalances and prepossessions towards either structure or behaviour, which are found in traditional agent and workflow modelling, have been eliminated in the Agent-Activity integration approach and its implementation in the Paffin-System. Neither the individual actions and operations, nor the state-defining Agent-Activities, nor the entities themselves favour or emphasise structure or behaviour over the other one. This is ultimately illustrated in Figure 15.2. With the results achieved in this thesis it has become possible to create a hybrid system in which structure and behaviour are modelled in a unified and equal way. The core components of this hybrid system are the integrated Paffin entities and the Agent-Activities they execute.

In conclusion, the integration of structure and behaviour through agents and workflows is a relevant research topic. As was extensively discussed throughout this thesis, there are many benefits and synergies to utilise for modelling systems. This thesis did achieve what it set out to achieve. It introduced a suitable, concrete model and approach for the integration of agents and workflows and established and substantiated the technical feasibility and beneficial properties.
Part F

Appendices
Part F contains the thesis appendices. Appendix I presents an excerpt from the overall bibliography containing only the publications of the author of this thesis. Next, Appendix II contains the key term glossary. Finally, Appendix III lists the different acronyms used throughout this document.
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II Key Terms Glossary

This glossary lists the key terms used in this thesis. The key terms are heavily used throughout the different parts and require special attention. Therefore, they are repeated here. They are arranged according to coarse topics and within those topics ordered according to their order of appearance in the thesis.

The topics into which the key terms are categorised are:

- Agents and Structure
- Workflows and Behaviour
- General Integration
- The Agent-Activity Integration Approach
- The Paffin-System

Agents and Structure

**Key Term Definition A.1 (Agent).** “An agent is a computer system that is situated in some environment, and that is capable of autonomous action in this environment in order to meet its delegated objectives.” [Wooldridge, 2009] p. 21

(from Section 2.2.1 Page 17)

**Key Term Definition B.1 (Fundamental Agent Actions).** The three fundamental agent actions are: receiving a message, sending a message and performing an internal action. These three agent actions can fully describe the behaviour of an agent.

(from Section 5.2 Page 102)

**Key Term Definition B.2 (Abstract Definition of Structure).** The structure of a software system is constituted by (abstract) agents and the relations between them.

(from Section 5.3 Page 103)

**Key Term Definition B.3 (Concrete Definition of Structure).** The structure of a multi-agent system is constituted by agents and platforms and the internal and external relations between them.

(from Section 5.3 Page 104)
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Workflows and Behaviour

**Key Term Definition A.2** (Workflow). The automation and facilitation of a process, in whole or part, during which data and tasks are passed from one participant to another for action, according to a set of procedural rules.

(from Section 2.3.1 Page 32)

**Key Term Definition A.3** (Workflow Participant/Resource). “A resource which performs partially, or in full, the work represented by a workflow activity instance.” [Hollingsworth, 1995, p. 54]

(from Section 2.3.1 Page 33)

**Key Term Definition A.4** (Task). “A task is a logical unit of work. It is indivisible and is thus always carried out in full. If anything goes wrong during the performance of a task, then we must return to the beginning of the entire task.” [van der Aalst and van Hee, 2002, p. 32]

(from Section 2.3.1 Page 33)

**Key Term Definition A.5** (Workitem). “A workitem is the combination of a case and a task which is just about to be carried out. A workitem is created as soon as the state of a case allows it. We can thus regard a workitem as an actual piece of work which may be carried out.” (adapted) [van der Aalst and van Hee, 2002, p. 33]

(from Section 2.3.1 Page 34)

**Key Term Definition A.6** (Activity). “The term activity refers to the actual performance of a workitem. As soon as work begins upon the workitem, it becomes an activity.” (adapted) [van der Aalst and van Hee, 2002, p. 33]

(from Section 2.3.1 Page 34)

**Key Term Definition A.7** (Workflow Engine). “A software service or "engine" that provides the run time execution environment for a workflow instance.” [Hollingsworth, 1995, p. 22]

(from Section 2.3.1 Page 35)
**Key Term Definition A.8** (Process). “A process consists of tasks that have to be executed. These tasks can be in some order (sequentially), stating that one task can only be executed after the execution of another task is finished. If two tasks are not ordered, then they can be executed concurrently. Tasks can also be alternative, that is, if one task is executed, then the other task is not executed and vice versa. Tasks can be executed more than once in general. A process can be in different states. A process starts with an initial state (which is not necessarily unique) and might end with a final state (which is also not necessarily unique). Usually, it passes through several intermediate states.”  
[Desel, 2005, p. 157] 

**Key Term Definition B.4** (Basic Workflow Operations). The three basic workflow operations are: Requesting a workitem, confirming an activity and cancelling an activity. Through these basic workflow operations a workflow can be described in its entirety. 

(from Section 6.2, Page 118)

**Key Term Definition B.5** (Abstract Definition of Behaviour). The behaviour of a software system is constituted by its processes and the relations between them. 

(from Section 6.3, Page 119)

**Key Term Definition B.6** (Concrete Definition of Behaviour). The behaviour of a workflow system is constituted by a set of workflow nets. These workflow nets are related to one another and internally constructed in such a way that they capture and cover the distinct tasks of the system in the correct order. 

(from Section 6.3, Page 119)

**General Integration**

**Key Term Definition B.7** (Integrated Entity). An integrated entity (or entity for short) is the modelling construct within an integration of agents and workflows. It is capable of representing the different concepts that are required in such an integration. This means it can dynamically act as and be interacted with as an agent, a workflow, a hybrid of both or something in between. 

(from Section 7.1.2, Page 129)
While not defined as key terms, repeating the integration criteria from Section 7.3 is reasonable in this current context as well:

**Criterion MC1: Integrated Entities**

The main modelling constructs are integrated entities, which can be agent, workflow, both or something in between.

(from Section 7.3, Page 137)

**Criterion MC2: Entity Dynamic**

Entities are dynamic in their states and can freely switch between them in order to represent different concepts.

(from Section 7.3, Page 138)

**Criterion MC3: Logical Entities**

All elements of the system can be considered as logical entities.

(from Section 7.3, Page 139)

**Criterion SB1: Structure of the System**

Structure is constituted by entities considered as agents and platforms.

(from Section 7.3, Page 140)

**Criterion SB2: Behaviour of the System**

Behaviour is constituted by entities considered as workflows.

(from Section 7.3, Page 140)

**Criterion SB3: Mutual Incorporation I**

Entities as agents interact via workflows.

(from Section 7.3, Page 141)

**Criterion SB4: Mutual Incorporation II**

Entities as workflows are executed by agents.

(from Section 7.3, Page 141)

**Criterion ToP1: Properties and Mechanisms**

Entities can exhibit agent and workflow properties and mechanisms.

(from Section 7.3, Page 142)
Criterion ToP2: Agent Actions and Workflow Operations

Entities perform fundamental agent actions and basic workflow operations.

(from Section 7.3, Page 143)

Criterion ToP3: Regular Multi-Agent Systems

Entities as agents can build regular multi-agent systems.

(from Section 7.3, Page 144)

Criterion ToP4: Regular Workflow Systems

Entities as workflows can build regular workflow systems.

(from Section 7.3, Page 144)

Criterion Mgt1: Functionality

Functionality is distributed among entities that can have different states.

(from Section 7.3, Page 145)

Criterion Mgt2: Hierarchies

Entities in different states can form logical hierarchies.

(from Section 7.3, Page 146)

Criterion Pra: Practicability

The integration approach is practically and technically feasible.

(from Section 8.1, Page 156)

The Agent-Activity Integration Approach

Key Term Definition C.1 (AGENT-ACTIVITY Integration Approach). The AGENT-ACTIVITY integration approach is a concrete approach to integrate agents and workflows. It consists of two main components, the AGENT-ACTIVITY concept (see Definition C.2) and the AGENT-ACTIVITY reference architecture (see Definition C.7).

(from Section 9.1, Page 184)

Key Term Definition C.2 (AGENT-ACTIVITY Concept). The AGENT-ACTIVITY concept combines agent actions and workflow operations into an abstract task that is executed by an integrated entity. Depending on the actions and operations of the AGENT-ACTIVITIES it executes, an integrated entity can be agent, workflow, both or something in between.

(from Section 9.1, Page 184)
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**Key Term Definition C.3** (AGENT-ACTIVITY Construct). The AGENT-ACTIVITY construct (or AGENT-ACTIVITY modelling construct) is a concrete model and realisation of the AGENT-ACTIVITY concept.

(from Section 9.1 Page 184)

**Key Term Definition C.4** (AGENT-ACTIVITY). The term AGENT-ACTIVITY refers to an instance of the AGENT-ACTIVITY concept or construct.

(from Section 9.1 Page 184)

**Key Term Definition C.5** (Internal Process of an AGENT-ACTIVITY). The internal process of an AGENT-ACTIVITY is the ordered set of actions and operations the AGENT-ACTIVITY combines and is able to execute. It represents a process in the sense of Definition A.8.

(from Section 9.1.1 Page 188)

**Key Term Definition C.6** (AGENT-ACTIVITY-OBJECT (AAO)). The AGENT-ACTIVITY-OBJECT (AAO) completely encapsulates the substance of an AGENT-ACTIVITY instance. It keeps the internal process, runtime state, parameters and any other data pertaining to an AGENT-ACTIVITY instance during that instance’s life-cycle.

(from Section 9.1.2 Page 192)

**Key Term Definition C.7** (AGENT-ACTIVITY Reference Architecture). The AGENT-ACTIVITY reference architecture describes how a system needs to be constructed that features AGENT-ACTIVITIES to realise the integration of agents and workflows. It consists of four nested levels, from the bottom: Process-protocols, integrated entities, platform and management, system.

(from Section 9.2 Page 195)

**Key Term Definition C.8** (Process-protocol). Process-protocols are larger behaviours of integrated entities that combine AGENT-ACTIVITIES into ordered processes.

(from Section 9.2 Page 196)

**Key Term Definition C.9** (Backend). The (technical) backend of an integrated entity provides the internal management facilities for each integrated entity in the AGENT-ACTIVITY reference architecture. It contains management functionality to support the execution and triggering of AGENT-ACTIVITIES, as well as of all agent actions and workflow operations (in both engine and resource variants).

(from Section 9.2 Page 198)
The Paffin-System

**Key Term Definition C.10** (Paffin-System). The **Processes and Agents For a Full Integration-System** (Paffin-System) is a modelling framework and technical implementation of the Agent-Activity integration approach.

(from Section 10.2 Page 207)

**Key Term Definition C.11** (Paffin Entity). A Paffin entity (or integrated Paffin entity or Paffin for short) is the implementation of an integrated entity in the Paffin-System.

(from Section 10.2 Page 207)

**Key Term Definition C.12** (Agent-Activity-Transition). The Agent-Activity-Transition implements the Agent-Activity concept and Agent-Activity construct as a single transition in a process-protocol of the Paffin-System. The Agent-Activity-Transition is translated for execution into the full and complex Agent-Activity net structure of the Paffin-System, although it maintains the singular transition representation in the GUI.

(from Section 10.2.4 Page 225)

**Key Term Definition C.13** (WorkBroker principle). The WorkBroker principle allows agents to interact using workflow and task principles. Agents as engines execute behaviour containing workflow tasks that are intended to be executed by other agents as resources. The connection between agents as engines and agents as resources is realised through a special, platform-wide subsystem called the intermediate system.

(from Section 10.3.2 Page 286)
## III List of Acronyms

This list gathers the acronyms used throughout this thesis. Note that, in order to keep this list concise and thereby more usable, acronyms that are used only in singular and very limited passages of the thesis have been omitted. This relates mostly to abbreviations from the basic background and from research in the state-of-the-art.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAO</td>
<td>Agent-Activity-Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACL</td>
<td>(FIPA) Agent communication language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AgAc</td>
<td>Agent-Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AgWFMS</td>
<td>Agent-based workflow management systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIP</td>
<td>Agent interaction protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>Agent management system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOSE</td>
<td>Agent-oriented software engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARM</td>
<td>Agent Role Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDI</td>
<td>Beliefs-Desires-Intentions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP</td>
<td>Business process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPM</td>
<td>Business process management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPMN</td>
<td>Business Process Model and Notation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capa</td>
<td>Concurrent Agent Platform Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDD</td>
<td>Coarse design diagram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRUD</td>
<td>Create, read, update and delete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>Decision component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF</td>
<td>Directory facilitator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIPA</td>
<td>Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPMN</td>
<td>Goal-oriented business process notation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUI</td>
<td>Graphical user interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE</td>
<td>Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KB</td>
<td>Knowledge base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC</td>
<td>Modelling construct (used for integration criteria)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mgt</td>
<td>Management (used for integration criteria)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mulan</td>
<td>Multi-Agent Nets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paffin</td>
<td>Processes and Agents For a Full Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paose</td>
<td>Petri Net-Based Agent- and Organisation-oriented Software Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPB</td>
<td>PAOSE Process for Billboard</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### List of Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PrPr</td>
<td>Process-protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBAC</td>
<td>Role-based access control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renew</td>
<td>Reference Net Workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB</td>
<td>Structure and behaviour (used for integration criteria)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL</td>
<td>(FIPA) Semantic Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ToP</td>
<td>Transfer of properties (used for integration criteria)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAW</td>
<td>Workflow administration workflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFES</td>
<td>Workflow Enactment Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WfMC</td>
<td>Workflow Management Coalition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFMS</td>
<td>Workflow management system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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